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VOL. XIX, 1. NEW SERIES, VOL. XII, 1.

I. NOTES ON THE INFLUENCE OF E. T. A.

HOFFMANN UPON EDGAR ALLAN POE.

In his Preface to^The Tales of the Grotesque and Arabesque
1

Poe, while discussing the character and style of these tales,

says : \^ I am led to think it is this prevalence of the 'Ara-

besque
'
in my serious tales, which has induced one or two

critics to tax me, in all friendliness,
1 with what they have

been pleased to term ' Germanism ' and gloom. The charge
is in bad taste, and the grounds of accusation have not been

sufficiently considered. Let us admit for a moment that the
'

phantasy-pieces
J now given are ' Germanic '

or what not. . . .

But the truth is that, with a single exception, there is no one

of these stories in which the scholar should recognize the

distinctive features of that species of pseudo-horror which

we are taught to call Germanic, for no better reason than

that some of the secondary names of German literature have

become identified with its folly. If in many of my produc-
tions terror has been the thesis, I maintain that terror is not

9
J Cf. the letter of Jas. E. Heath (September 12, 1839) in The Complete

Works of Edgar Allan Poe, edited by James A. Harrison, New York, 1902

(cited hereafter as Works), xvii, 47.

1
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"^
of Germany, but of the soul."

l

\
In this passage, though

himself possessed with almost a monomania for discovering
(

plagiarism
'
in other writers,

2

(nowadays we should rather

speak of ' influences
'),

Poe practically denies similar charges

brought against him. And, in this denial, he takes occasion to

lunge a side thrust at Hoffmann in his reference to '

phantasy-

pieces
' and ' some secondary names of German literature

'

as will be seen later.

Despite this disclaimer, neither the poet's own contempo-
raries nor posterity have been willing to accept his statement

of the case, although there is still great divergence of opinion

and much uncertainty prevailing upon this very point. The

French and German critics, in general, have accepted the

influence of Hoffmann upon Poe as a matter of course, as

beyond all question. American writers, however, seem

divided, not only among themselves, but even in their own

minds. Richard Henry Stoddard expresses the guarded

opinion :
" If Hawthorne's master was Tieck, as Poe de-

clared, the master of Poe, so far as he had one, was

Hoffmann. But given his genius, he did not need a master

long, if at all."
3 In 1881, E. C. Stedman (in his biography

of Poe) remarks :
" He (Poe) was not a pupil of Beckford,

Godwin, Maturin, Hoffmann or Fouque"."
4 Yet in 1894,

in the Introduction to Poe's Tales,
5

ct propos of Poe's dis-

claimer, quoted above, he says :
"
Nevertheless, there is a

pseudo-horror to be found in certain of his pieces, and

enough of Ernest Hoffmann's method to suggest that the

1
Works, I, 150-51.

2
Works, xii, 112, Charges against Hawthorne for plagiarizing his own

story William Wilson. Also xii, 41, "The Longfellow War ;" xin, 144,

et passim.
3 The Works of Edgar Allan Poe, London, 1884, i, p. xiv.

4
Edgar Allan Poe, Boston, 1881, p. 63.

5 The Complete Works of Edgar Allan Poe, by Edmund Clarence Stedman

and George Edward Woodberry, Chicago, 1894-95. I, 96.
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brilliant author of the Fantasiestucke, whether, a secondary
name or not, was one of Poe's early teachers." Later, in this

same Introduction, Stedman calls attention to various motifs

in certain of Poe's tales, presumably borrowed from the

German author, and concludes,
" Hoffmann's spell was

unquestionable." While Stedman asserts that Hoffmann's

influence upon Poe is
'

unquestionable/ his fellow editor,

Professor Woodberry, in his biography of Poe,
1 not only

breathes not a word about Hoffmann, but declares, in dis-

cussing some of the very tales in which Stedman had seen

the convincing evidence of the German writer's '

unquestion-
able spell

'
:
" Bulwer and Disraeli, the popular writers of

his time, gave direction to his genius, both in subject and

style. Under their influence he wrote at least six tales, etc."

(referring to the first six Tales of the Folio Club).
2 This

negative attitude was made more positive in a statement

made by him, in reply to a graduate student of Yale, who
had written for his views on this point, of which the gist

was, that "he was very skeptical about the influence of

Hoffmann upon Poe."

Even in the latest biography of Poe, by Professor Harrison

of the University of Virginia, though the author speaks of

Poe "as being saturated with the doctrines of Schelling,"

and further of "Novalis and Schelling, his masters across

the German sea," and mentions expressly the " translations

of Tieck, La Motte Fouque", Chamisso, the Schlegels, Schiller,

Heine and Uhland .... opening up a wonder world of

picturesque
'

Germanism/
" 3

yet there is nowhere the slightest

reference to Hoffmann. In a personal letter, however, Pro-

fessor Harrison explains the omission as due to some over-

sight occurring in the preparation of the manuscript for the

printer. He believes in Hoffmann's influence upon Poe,

1
Edgar Allan Poe, by George E. Woodberry, Boston, 1885.

2
Cf. p. 65

;
also p. 85. 3

Works, I, 153-154.
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though he seems to consider it of no greater importance than

that of a number of other German writers, and as being
1

vague and indefinite/

Of peculiar interest are the conflicting opinions of two

foreign writers, who, in quite recent articles,
1 have discussed

Poe as a "dipsomaniac/
7 and his works as specimens of

Litt&rature Pathologique. While both agree that Poe was the

victim of alcoholism, which explains his peculiarly disordered

imagination, the French critic, M. Arvede Barine says :
" He

(Poe) had his Hoffmann at the tips of his fingers. Not con-

tent with borrowing his peculiar species of tale (son gendre),

he had learned in his school how to give reality to the most

extravagant fantasies by precision and truthfulness of detail.

His instinct served him well in the choice of a model." 2

On the other side Dr. Karl Ferdinand vanVleuten remarks :

" In general, people were satisfied to explain the peculiarity

of Poe's tales by the deeply pervading influence of E. Th.

A. Hoffmann, by the influence of the German romantic

writers in general. That was very superficial ;
it may even

be said, it was false."
3 " Untenable is the position that Poe

was influenced to any decided extent by E. Th. A. Hoffmann.

. . . The art of the two authors differs fundamentally."
4

In view of these widely diverging differences of opinion,

it would surely be an interesting task to follow this problem

to the end, to trace out in all the tales of these two foremost

authors of the "
grotesque and arabesque

"
analogous motifs,

similar ideas and methods, in order to determine, if possible,

in what respects and to what extent this similarity is con-

scious or unconscious imitation on Poe's part, or is simply

fortuitous. The investigator, starting from Mr. Stedman's

1 Revue des Deux Mondes of July 15, 1897 (vol. 142), pp. 336-374, and

552-592. Die Zukunft (Berlin) of August 1st, 1903 (vol. 11, No. 44),

pp. 181-190.
8 Cf. p. 372. 3 Cf. pp. 181-182. 4 Cf. p. 189.
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suggestions, might press much further the analogies in Poe's

Fall of the House of Usher and Hoffmann's Das Majorat ; or

in The Assignation and Doge und Dogaressa, and also com-

pare the seemingly countless sporadic parallels in the other

works of the two writers. He might investigate the similar

views held by the two writers on the theory of the tale, and

likewise compare the persistent attitude of " rebellion against

formalism, commonplace, the spirit of the bourgeois,"
* which

is so marked a characteristic in both. He might further

analyze their peculiar grotesque humor, which is so strik-

ingly alike, and in Poe seems a direct, though feeble,

reflection of the German author's genial, all-pervasive humor.

He might finally, taking Poe's tale, The Angel of the Odd,
as his point of departure, compare its main theme and

underlying conception with Hoffmann's doctrine, so oft

repeated in varying forms, that "truth is stranger than

fiction,"
2 a doctrine which underlies their entire conception

of the world about them. And, upon the basis of these

various comparisons, the investigator might arrive at con-

vincing conclusions and a definitive settlement of the debated

question of Hoffmann's influence upon Poe. But an elabo-

rate investigation of this character is not the purpose of

these notes. Avoiding the pitfalls of a Motivenjagerei, as

the Germans so felicitously term it, which only too often

1 Cf. Stedman : Edgar Allan Poe, p. 86.

2 Some of the most striking examples, taken at random, follow : So magst
du bedenken, dass das, was sich wrklich begibt, beinahe immer das Unwahr-

scheinlichste ist (.Werke, ed. Grisebach, Leipzig, 1900, vi, 52).

Man war daruber einig, dass die wirklichen Erscheinungen im Leben oft viel

wunderbarer sich gestalteten, als alles, was die regste Fantasie zu erfinden

trachte (in, 133).

Vielleicht wirst du, mein Leser, dann glauben, dass nichts wunderlicher

und toller sei, als das wirkliche Leben (in, 20). 9

Or, in Das Frdulein von Scuderi (vm, 190), where Hoffmann quotes

Boileau (UArt Poetique, ni, 43) : Le vrai pent quelquefois n'&repas vrai-

semblable.
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degenerates into a veritable Hetzjagd with its over-subtlety

and forced fanciful analogies, they wish only to point out

some striking points of resemblance in the work of the two

authors, such as seem to present tangible evidence of the

direct influence of the German writer upon Poe, an influ-

ence which is quite marked in his earlier period, though

waning more and more as the American writer found himself

and his native genius asserted itself.

Though I believe it can be shown that Poe probably

understood German enough to have read Hoifmann in the

original, yet this question does not affect the subject under

discussion, for Poe had had abundant opportunity to become

acquainted with Hoffmann's work from English, as well as

from French, translations before his own first tale, Ms.

Found in a Bottle, appeared in the Baltimore Saturday

Visiter of October 12, 1833. In English
1 the first work

translated was The Devil's Elixir (Edinburgh, 1824), Hoif-

mann's only novel, which is one wild orgy of crime, passion,

insanity and superstitious horror.
2 There followed, in 1826,

two translations of Mile, de Scuderi, one of Hoffmann's best

tales, though it is free from his most marked peculiarities

of style, horror and grotesqueness. This same year there

appeared JRolandsitten ; or the Deed of Entail, the translation

of Das Majorat, in which Stedman sees the germ of The

Fall of the House of Usher. In 1826 also Meister Floh, one

of Hoffmann's most fantastic and poorest tales, was pub-

lished in English translation. In the following year (1827),

x The translations have been taken from the Catalogue of the British

Museum and corroborated, where it was possible, from the catalogues of

some of the leading libraries in this country.
2 Die Elixiere des Teufels is a rambling, long drawn-out story of a satanic

elixir, which prolongs life but debases the purest character into one of

utter depravity and wickedness. The germ is there of Stevenson's Dr.

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (cf. Jahresbericht filr Neuere Deutsche Litteratur, 1895,

IV, 4, 151).
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Thomas Carlyle's sketch of Hoffmann's life and works,
1 an

appendix to his translation of the fairy story Der goldene

Top/, called the attention of the English reading public to

this extraordinary genius, though, on the whole, Carlyle's

opinion of him was unfavorable. And in July of that same

year Walter Scott published his famous article On the

Supernatural in Fictitious Composition ; and particularly on

the Works of Ernest Theodore William Hoffmann? which at

the time made a decided stir. The characterization of Hoff-

mann's genius and personality as presented by these two

essays is such that, if Poe saw them, the similarity to his

own nature and genius must have struck him with a good
deal of force, and must have interested him profoundly in

the German author. No further translations of Hoffmann

appeared in England until 1844.

While the number of works translated in Great Britain

was not large and the criticisms of the author and his work

were distinctly unfavorable, in France just the opposite was

true.
3 One author writes :

" France was unanimous in wel-

coming the tales of Hoffmann and ranking them among the

ehef-d''ceuvres of romancers."
4 Hoffmann was ranked as a

" German classic," and, according to Gautier, became "
popu-

lar in France, more popular than in Germany. His tales

were read by everybody."
5 One enthusiast compared him

to Homer. 6 In 1823 Mile, de Scuderi was published in

translation under the name Olivier Brusson, and dramatized

1 Thomas Carlyle : German Romance, Edinburgh, 1827.
2 Published in The Foreign Quarterly Review, Vol. I, No. 1, pp. 60-99

(July, 1827). The article is based upon a review of (1) Hoffmanns Leben

und Nachlass (by his friend Hitzig), Berlin, 1823; (2) Hoffmann's Sera-

pionsbruder, 6 vols., 1819-1823
; (3) Hoffmann's Nachtstilcke, 2 vols., 1816.

3 Of. Gustav Thurau : E. T. A. Hoffmanns Erzdhlungen in Frankreich.

Festschrift zum siebzigsten Oeburtstage Oskar Schade dargebracht 4>on seinen

SchiUern und Verehrern. Konigsberg i. Pr. 1896, pp. 239-289.
4
Champfleury, quoted by Thurau, p. 245.

5
Quoted by Thurau, p. 241. 6 Cf. Thurau, p. 241.
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with success the following year. But this beginning amounted

to nothing until 1828, when the Globe 1 took Hoffmann up
with enthusiasm, so that he quickly became the most popular
author of the day in France. 1 In 1829 the Revue de Paris

(vol. I, p. 25) contained an article, Du Merveilleux dans le

Romany signed Walter Scott, which is a free and condensed

translation of the first fourteen pages of the article mentioned

above,
2 and also published copious extracts from Hoffmann's

tales. Other magazines also contained translations. In that

year too, Fra^ois Adolphe Loeve-Veimars 3

began an edition

of Hoffmann in French, which, though not complete as it

purported to be, still contained his most important works.

It had as its Introduction an essay on Hoffmann, strangely

enough a free and condensed translation of the last twenty-

five pages of Scott's article.
2 This edition was completed in

1833, the year of Poe's first published tale. A second

edition of Hoffmann's selected works was begun in 1830 by
Th. Toussenel, and in the same year there appeared an

edition of Hoffmann for children, Contes aux enfants. Even

if Poe had not been able to read and understand a word of

German he might very easily have hit upon the English

translations, and quite as likely, with his fondness for

French, have read them in French. With his interest once

aroused in the German author of the (

fantasy-pieces/ who,

in genius, temperament and life, was his very doppelgdnger,*

he must have read eagerly whatever he could get hold of.

1 Cf. Dr. Th. Siipfle : Geschichte des deutschen Kultureinflusses auf Frank-

reich, Gotha, 1886-90, vol. 2, pp. 154 f.

2 Professor Wm. Lyon Phelps kindly compared the articles at the

National Library in Paris, and furnished these data.

3 Loev-Veimars was a well-known critic and translator, who had made

a good name for himself by translations of Heine and Schiller, and his

articles on general German literature.

4 Cf. Stedman (Poe's Complete Works, I, 96-97) :

"
Among authors of the

penumbral cast .... the temperaments and lives, even the features of

Hoffmann and Poe seem to be most nearly of the same type." "Still,
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Is there any direct evidence that Poe knew Hoffmann and

his work? The evidence is found in his very disclaimer

of Germanic influence, in that reference to the '

phantasy-

pieces/
l which he takes care to enclose in quotation marks.

And, again, in a letter to his friend, Professor Anthon of

New York,
2 he writes :

" My tales, a great number of which

might be called fantasy-pieces, are in number sixty-six."

Now this name,
'

fantasy-piece/ is the very name coined by
Hoffmann for his first collection of sketches and tales, which

appeared (4 vols., 1814-1815) with the title Fantasiestucke

in Callot's Manier and made a decided sensation
;

besides

establishing for the ' weird tale
'
the name which Poe appro-

priates. Possibly Poe saw the name in the original, quite as

likely in Carlyle's appendix to German Romance, in which 3

the latter speaks of Hoffmann's Golden Pot as belonging
" to a strange sort (the Fantasy-piece) of which he himself

i. e., Hoffmann) was the originator."
3 And where he later

translates the title of Hoffmann's first work literally, i. e.,

Fantasy-pieces in Callot's Manner, besides referring to Prin-

zessin Brambilla as being
'

properly another Fantasy-piece.'

Poe not only knew of Hoffmann's
'

fantasy-pieces,' but he

actually knew them, and seems to have known them well,

and from them obtained, consciously or unconsciously, certain

features and motifs for his own stories. In fact, under the

cegis of Hoffmann Poe entered the literary arena as a writer

of tales. Poe's first productions in prose are the sixteen

tales known as the Tales of the Folio Club, incorporated later

while Hoffmann was wholly of the Vaterland and Poe a misfitted Ameri-

can, if the one had died before the other's birth instead of thirteen years

later, there would be a chance for a pretty fancy in behalf of the doctrine

of metempsychosis, which both these writers utilized."
1
Works, I, 150. 2

Works, xvn, 179.
8 Cf. Critical and Miscellaneous Essays; collected and republished (first

time, 1839
; final, 1869) by Thomas Carlyle, London, 1869, vol. i, pp.

314, 349, 350.
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in the collection Tales of the Grotesque and Arabesque, of

which tales six were handed in for a prize competition to the

Baltimore Visiter, early in October, 1833. The Introduc-

tion to these Tales of the Folio Club is a sort of satire, one

of Poe's "
hoaxes," evidently directed against dilettante or

philistine literary clubs, and was intended to be printed with

the tales, though finally held back by the author. That part

of it explaining the origin and nature of the Folio Club runs

as follows i

1 "I find upon reference to the records, that the

Folio Club was organized as such on the day
of in the year . I like to begin with the

beginning, and have a partiality for dates. A clause in

the Constitution then adopted forbade the members to be

otherwise than erudite and witty : and the avowed objects

of the Confederation were the ' instruction of society, and the

amusement of themselves/ For the latter purpose a meeting

is held monthly at the house of some one of the association,

when each individual is expected to come prepared with a

'Short Prose Tale' of his own composition. Each article

then produced is read by its [respective] author to the com-

pany assembled over a glass of wine [at a very late] dinner."

It is to be noticed, that the members of the Folio Club

meet together once a month, at the house of one of the

members, over a glass of wine at a dinner, and that each

member is to read a " < Short Prose Tale ' of his own com-

position." Now, the best-known, as well as the best,

collection of Hoffmann's tales is Die Serapionsbruder (4

volumes, published 1819-1821). This purports to be a

collection of tales read before the Serapiom-Klubb a club

named after an eccentric anchorite, who, as is narrated in the

introductory tale, possessed an unusual gift for telling vivid,

realistic, interesting prose tales. This Serapion CM), then,

was a literary club, whose four members agree to meet

1 Cf. Works, n, Introduction, xxxviiff.
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regularly, once a week, at the house of one of the members,
and over a glass of good wine each individual is, in his

turn, to read a prose tale. The solemn principle which is to

guide them is, that " each member is to be as bright, lively,

congenial, receptive and witty as it is possible for him to

be."
1

If, now, Hoffmann frankly acknowledges his in-

debtedness to the Phantasus of Tieck 2
for the idea of his

Rahmenerzahlung, i. e., this pot-pourri of tales gathered

loosely about a central frame-work, what could Poe say in

regard to his constitution of the Folio Club f In Tieck's

Phantasus a number of men and women gather, more or less

by accident, in a country-house, read aloud not only stories

but also dramas and poems, entertaining each other in the

interim with discussions on literature and art. In general,

the setting is much more like that of Boccaccio's Decameron,
than like that of the Serapion-Brethren. There is in Tieck

not the slightest suggestion of anything like regular proceed-

ings, or like a club, or anything approaching the idea of a

club, in fact, of anything regular. Hoffmann, however, has

the ' club
'
idea distinctly developed, has his members discuss

the adoption of a constitution, a suggestion which they finally

reject. They do, however, agree to hold meetings regularly,

once a week, at a fixed place, usually the house of one of

their number, and decide that they have a fixed program,
the reading of a "Serapion tale," written by the reader.

And this organization Hoffmann calls the Swapion Club.

Poe, to be sure, works out these details more and embellishes

the central idea, but the kernel, the essential part of the idea

comes from Hoffmann. It is not a case of a vague sugges-

tion worked up into a new and independent creation, but a

clearly outlined, definite scheme invented by the German,

1
Hoffmann's Werke (Grisebach), VH, 145.

2
Werke, vi

; Vorwort, p. 7 : Eben diese Form, wird muss an Ludwig Tiecks

Phantasus erinnern.
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and borrowed by his American imitator. Possibly, the

resemblance seemed to Poe too striking and close
;
at any

rate, he never published this Introduction, which has not

appeared in print until included in the recent '

Virginia Edi-

tion
' of Poe's works.

The second collection of Poe's tales bears, as is well

known, the striking and strange title Tales of the Grotesque

and Arabesque. It has always been a question of some

interest how Poe managed to hit upon this peculiarly happy
name for his collection of twenty tales. No satisfactory

explanation has as yet been given. In his Preface 1
to the

tales Poe remarks upon their name, but does not offer any

suggestion as to where he took it from. He says there :

" The epithets
'

Grotesque
' and '

Arabesque
?
will be found to

indicate with sufficient precision the prevalent tenor of the

tales here published," but affords no further explanation.

Professor Belden, of the University of Missouri, suggests

this explanation :

2 "It is held by some that his ' Tales of

the Grotesque and Arabesque' got their peculiar title, if

nothing else, from the ' arabesken ' of the German romanti-

cists
;
but [the title] is merely a matter of name that might

be learned from a book-cover."

As Professor Belden says, it is
'

merely a matter of name/
but names are interesting and, to the literary curious, often

full of suggestive information. Hence, it may not be an

utter waste of time to speculate a little about this particular

name, especially as the name may prove to have some bear-

ing upon the subject under discussion. The word '

speculate
'

is designedly used, for what is to be offered here is a conjec-

ture only, a *

speculation
' but a conjecture, if well grounded,

may amount to something as evidence. It will be recalled

1
Works, i, 150.

2
Henry Marvin Belden, Foe's Criticism of Hawthorne, in Anglia, xxm

(pp. 376^04), p. 389.
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that the first number of the Foreign Quarterly Review (July,

1827) contained an exhaustive, carefully written article on

Hoffmann, unsigned, but written by Walter Scott. This

article opens with a general discussion of the character and

legitimate use of the marvelous and supernatural in litera-

ture, and then passes on to an analysis of " another species

of composition (which the) attachment of the Germans to

the mysterious has invented." This species Scott calls the
" FANTASTIC mode of writing."

l The pioneer in this depart-
ment of writing, according to Scott, is Hoffmann, whose life

he reviews, and whose genius and style he analyzes. He
gives the plot and long quotations, in translation, of Das

Majorat in order to illustrate the legitimate employment of

the supernatural. He praises this tale highly, but Hoffmann's

Der Sandmann he cites as a type of the " FANTASTIC mode
of writing" introduced by Hoffmann, a type which "it is

impossible to subject to criticism," such tales "are the

feverish dreams of a light-headed patient." The article con-

cludes with a strong protest against Hoffmann's methods. 2

This article was the most carefully thought-out and best-

written review of Hoffmann which had yet appeared and

was, for instance, most highly recommended by Goethe to

the German public,
3
besides furnishing material, as noted

above, for two articles on Hoffmann in French. Poe, who
was an omnivorous reader, really obliged to be by his duties

as editor and critic, followed carefully English as well as

American literary magazines, and in one of his letters cites

1 "In which," he goes on to say (p. 72), "the most wild and unbounded
license is given to an irregular fancy." "It has no restraint save that

which it may ultimately find in the exhausted imagination of the author."
2 P. 98. The concluding words run : His l ' works as they now exist

ought to be considered less as models for imitation than as affording a

warning how the most fertile fancy may be exhausted by the lavish

prodigality of its possessor."
3
Cf. Kiirschner's Deutsche Nationallitteratur, vol. 113, p. 266.
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by name this very magazine.
1

Now, if he saw this particu-

lar number, and the first number of a new magazine is

likely to be more widely disseminated and read than ordi-

nary issues, he must have been struck and impressed by
Scott's article, an article of special interest to him. And he

would have found in this article a striking passage,
2
charac-O i O 7

terizing Hoffmann's style, which is worth quoting in full.

"Thus was the inventor
(i. e., Hoffmann), or at least first

distinguished artist who exhibited the fantastic or super-

natural grotesque in his compositions so nearly on the verge
of insanity, as to be afraid of the beings his own fancy

created. It is no wonder that to a mind so vividly accessible

to the influence of imagination, so little under the dominion

of sober reason, such a numerous train of ideas should

occur in which fancy had a large share and reason none at

all. In fact the grotesque in his compositions partly resembles

the arabesque in painting,
3 in which is

(sic) introduced the

most strange and complicated monsters, resembling centaurs,

griffins, sphinxes, chimeras, rocs, and all other creatures of

romantic imagination, dazzling the beholder as it were by
the unbounded fertility of the author's imagination, and

sating it by the rich contrast of all the varieties of shape

and colouring, while there is nothing to satisfy the under-

standing or satisfy the judgment." In this passage those

two epithets, grotesque and arabesque, are found in close

juxtaposition and used to characterize ' weird '

tales, occur-

ring in a paragraph, which describes, almost as if written

for that purpose, the peculiar character of so much of Poe's

work
;
and in a paragraph which would especially appeal to

Poe's Imp of PerversenesSj as it ends with the screed about

"
satisfying the understanding and satisfying the judgment."

For, of all things, Poe protests loudest against poetry or

1
Works, xvn, 161. Letter to Lowell. Cf. also Lowell's reply, p. 181.

2 Cf. p. 81.
s The italics are not in the original.
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literature with a "moral." If Poe read this article, he

could not fail to note this passage,
1 and note also these

unusually felicitous designations for his own work, designa-

tions which "
indicate," as he puts it in his Preface,

" with

sufficient precision the prevalent tenor of these tales." Scott

himself was evidently pleased with his happy comparison,

for later he repeats it in a passage,
2
in which he deplores the

fact, that Hoffmann's " taste and temperament directed him

too strongly to the grotesque and fantastic." Scott depre-

cates narrowness and bigotry in literary taste, and then

proceeds :
" Genius too, is, we are aware, capricious and

must be allowed to take its own flights, however eccentric,

were it but for the sake of experiment. Sometimes, also, it

may be eminently pleasing to look at the wildness of an

Arabesque painting Scott writes the word with a capital

A executed by a man of rich fancy. But we do not desire

to see a genius expand or rather exhaust itself upon themes

which cannot be reconciled to taste, etc." Poe, with his

keen observation and appreciation of things well said, as

shown in his Marginalia and Pinakidia, would be sure to

note such passages as these and store them away in his

memory for future use. All this, of course, is conjecture,

but not at all improbable.

But there are other features in this review which incline

one very strongly to believe, that it must have been read by
Poe. You will remember, that Poe speaks contemptuously
of ' some of the secondary names of German literature/

Scott says of Hoffmann that "with a steadier command of

his imagination, he might have been an author of first dis-

tinction," and, in concluding, speaks of Hoffmann's leaving

behind " the reputation of a remarkable man, whose tempera-

p
1
Particularly as it proceeds to condemn Hoffmann for his wasted life

and just such extravagances of conduct as Poe himself was charged with.
2
Cf. p. 93.
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ment and health alone prevented his arriving at a great height

of reputation" the italics in both cases are mine. In other

words, Hoffmann is one of the '

secondary names of German

literature/ as Poe calls him in his Preface.

Stedman, as has been touched upon, claims that " a reader

finds certain properties of the House of Usher and Metzenger-

stein in Das Majorat ; in the ancestral castle of a noble

family, on a wild and remote estate near the Baltic Sea,

the interior, where the moon shines through oriel windows

upon tapestry and carven furniture and wainscoting, the

uncanny scratchings against a bricked-up door, the old

Freiherr foreseeing the hour of his death the ominous

conflagration the turret falling of its own decay into a

chasm at its base." l These '

properties
'
here enumerated

are the very features which Scott, in his article on Poe, lays

stress upon in the analysis of Das Majorat. In his own

words he describes the castle and its inhabitants, quotes in

translation the scene in the large hall at night with the

moonlight streaming
"
through the broad transom windows "

into the hall in which " the walls and roof .... were

ornamented, the former with heavy panelling, the latter

with fantastic carving;" and also quotes the conclusion of

the story. He notes that the baron's name is Roderick; and

that his lady is "young, beautiful, nervous, and full of

sensibility." The most striking feature of the whole, how-

ever, is Scott's description of the castle itself culled from

various parts of Hoffmann's story. "It was a huge pile

overhanging the Baltic Sea, silent, dismal, almost unin-

habited, and surrounded, instead of gardens and pleasure-

grounds by forests and black pines and firs which came up
to the walls. Part of the castle was in ruins

;
and by its

fall made a deep chasm, which extended from the highest turret

1
Complete Works, I, 97.
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down to the dungeon of the castle."
1

Compare with this

picture the description of the ' House of Usher ' and note

the close resemblance; chiefly of the chasm from "the

highest turret down to the dungeon
" with that "barely

perceptible fissure which, extending from the roof in the

building in front, made its way down the wall in a zigzag

direction, until it became lost in the sullen waters of the

tarn." 2 That feature which is the most haunting feature

of the mansion, as was noticed by one of Poe's correspond-

ents, who writes a propos of the Tales of the Grotesque and

Arabesque :
" I have always found some one remarkable

thing in your stories to haunt me long after reading them.

The teeth in Berenice the changing eyes of Morella that

red and glaring crack in the House of Usher." 3

In addition, other features of the life and incidents at the

' Entailed Castle
7

agree most strikingly with those at the

Castle of Metzengerstein as described by Poe. If Poe

needed and got any outside suggestions for those two stories,

he found them here in condensed form. There is a great

temptation in hounding similarities to death, but it does not

seem like forcing things too much to see in Scott's essay On
the Supernatural the first germs of Poe's two stories, and to

hold that these analogies confirm the conjecture that Poe saw

this review and drew from it. Among other things

1 For. Quar. Rev., I, 84. The italics are not in the original.

This description is not by any means exactly the same as that given in

Hoffmann. Three important features, that of silence, so impressive a

feature in Poe's House of Usher; that of the huge chasm from top to

bottom
;
and that of the castle overhanging the Baltic are not so distinctly

stated in the German. The castle is described only as
"
being not far

from the Baltic Sea." Hoffmann tries to heighten the desolation by lay-

ing special stress on the croaking of the ravens, the cries of the wheeling

gulls, the howling of the wind and the soughing of the pines. jjThe deep
chasm is only remotely suggested by Hoffmann.

2
Works, m, 227.

3 Letter from Philip Pendleton Cook, xvn, 264.

2
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the suggestion for the title of his famous collection of

tales.

Every one conversant with Poe's Tales, who has read them

with some attention to their style, has probably noticed one

idiosyncrasy of style, which, owing to its frequent occurrence,

becomes a downright vice. I refer to the peculiar habit of

the author in conversational dialogue of beginning a sentence

with one or more words, inserting thereupon the word of

saying, by itself or with others, and then repeating the open-

ing words before proceeding with the rest of the sentence.

E. g.,
" Thou hast conquered," she said, or the murmurs of

the water deceived me " thou hast conquered."
l " What

think you," said he, turning abruptly as he spoke
" what

think you of this Madonna della Pieta." 2 "
They have given

the signal at last," cried the Pharisee,
"
they have given the

signal at last !

" 3 Such examples might be cited by scores.

These repetitions take various forms, differing in minor

details, which may be classified in three types for the sake

of convenience.

The first type is the one of which examples have just

been given, i. e., with some expression of saying intervening

between the opening words and their repetition.

The second type is that in which a statement is made

and followed by a parenthetical explanation or interruption,

whereupon the first words are repeated with "I say." E. g.,

" Do you know, however," continued he musingly,
" that at

Sparta (which is now Palaeochori), at Sparta, I say, to the

west of the citadel, etc."
4 "

Imagine that is if you have a

fanciful turn imagine, I say, my wonder." 5 Or again,
" If

Pierre Bon-Bon had his failings and what great man has

not a thousand ? if Pierre Bon-Bon, I say, had his failings,

they were failings of very little importance."
(

1 The Assignation, n, 114. * The Assignation. n, 117.

2 The Assignation, n, 118. 5 Loss of Breath. 11, 152.

*A Tale of Jerusalem, n, 218. 6 Bon-Bon. n, 127.
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There is subclass of this type, in which the phrase "I

say
"

is omitted. As,
" The person of the stranger let me

call him by this title, who to all the world was still a stranger

the person of the stranger is one of these subjects."
l

Again,
" What was it, I paused to think, what was it that

so unnerved me in the contemplation of the House of

Usher ?
" 2

Or, in conversation,
" I cannot help pity me !

I cannot help preferring the Antinous." 3

The third type is mere repetition, with or without any

parenthetical phrase, but with a change to strengthen the

opening statement. E. g.,
"
Very well ! very well, sir !

very well indeed, sir !

"
said his Majesty, apparently much

flattered.
4 " See ! see !

"
cried he, shrieking in my ears,

"Almighty God ! see ! see !

" 5 " It is a day of days," she

said as I approached ;

" a day of all days either to live or to

die."
6 The examples for every one of these types could be

multiplied many times.

A careful examination of these repetitions makes it evi-

dent, that a considerable number are more or less intentional,

have a rhetorical or stylistic value, or else aid in the delinea-

tion of character, as in The Tell-Tale Heart. But by far the

larger part can be accounted for only as a habit, a trick of

style, which as far as I have been able to recall or learn by

enquiry is peculiar to Poe, at least among English writers. 7

It seems, then, that he did not catch the trick from any

1 The Assignation, n, 114.
2 The Fall of the House of Usher, in, 273.
3 The Assignation, n, 119.
* Bon-Bon, n, 140.
6 MS. found in a Bottle, n, 7. 6 Morella. n, 30.

7 Professors Lounsbury, Beers, and Cross, as well as others who were

appealed to, were unable to recall any other English writer who shows

this peculiarity to anywhere near such an extent, if at all. An^xamina-
tion of tales appearing in Blackwood's Magazine from 1825 to 1833 revealed

that there were numerous tales of the "Grotesque and Arabesque," but

none which possessed this peculiarity.
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English authors. Can these peculiarities be explained by
Poe's general fondness for repetition, a device which he used

with unqualified success in his poetry, by systematic, care-

fully-planned repeating of words and phrases, and allitera-

tion? 1

Or, can they be explained as the result of mental

weakness, due to his intemperance, or other unfortunate

habit ? But, if either were the case, we should expect it to

be a habit which would grow on him. If a rhetorical device,

that he would develop it for more and more effective use, as

he did the trick of repetition in his poetry. Here it is most

effectively used in The Raven (1845) and The Bells (1849),
that is, in his latest poems. A study of his tales, however,

shows that these peculiarities are most noticeable in the earliest

ones. Thus, The Assignation (1835) has thirteen cases in

sixteen pages of text, as many as three occurrences on a

single page.
2 Bon-Bon (1835) has sixteen in twenty

pages; A Tale of Jerusalem (1836) has nine cases in five

pages; while in The Murderers ofRue Morgue (1841), though
there are forty-seven pages of text, with abundant oppor-

tunity for the use of repetition, there is only one case. The

Purloined Letter (1845) with twenty-five pages of text,

affording all kinds of occasion, has also only one case. The

Cask of Amontillado (November, 1846), with ten pages of

text and full of conversational dialogue, has not a single case

of repetition. In the last of Poe's tales Hop-Frog (1849)
there are just two cases in thirteen pages of text, though
most of the story is animated conversation. Furthermore,

in his early years, Poe does not confine the peculiarity to his

tales, but drops into it in his serious work. So, in a book-

review 3 of January, 1836: "I published," says he in his

1 Cf. Professor Charles W. Kent's Introduction to Poe's Poems. Works, vii,

p. xxvi. 2
Works, 11, 118.

3
Works, vni, 163. Reminiscences of an Intercourse with Mr. Niebuhr, the

Historian, <&c., &c., by Francis Lieber.
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reminiscences we are now reviewing,
" I published the work

on Great Britain, etc." Or, in his Introduction to his

Poems 1

(1831), "But there are occasions, dear B
,
there

are occasions." Later, however, only two examples occur

in his serious writings, twice in Eureka. 2

This does not mean that there are no stories of Poe's

earlier period which are free from this peculiarity, or, that

there are none of his later period in which it does not occur

a number of times. But such cases are the exceptions. In

Lionizing (1835) and in Metzengerstein (1836) no examples
are found, though there is plenty of chance for their occur-

rence. While in The Spectacles (published April, 1844)

eight cases occur within thirty-four pages ;
and in The System

of Dr. Tarr and Prof. Feather (November, 1845) there are

ten cases in twenty-six pages, though seven of these are

repetitions of the same phrase.
3 Either these last two tales,

which are generally considered as rather poor, were written

earlier, or else Poe resorts to this device of repetition to give

a touch of grotesque humor to the narration, an effect which

the device does produce, and which Poe uses quite skillfully

in some of the earlier tales
(e. g., Bon-Bon, A Tale of

Jerusalem, Loss of Breath), though its use was by no means

confined to tales of such character. From these statistics, it

seems clearly established that Poe outgrew this early vice of

style, and in his later works employed the device only occa-

1
Works, VII, xi-xii.

2
Works, xvi, 188 and 191 : "Do you know, my dear friend," says the

writer, addressing no doubt a contemporary "Do you know that, etc."

P. 191: "Than the persons" the letter goes on to say "than the

persons, etc."

3
Works, vi, 64 : "And then," said a cadaverous looking personage, etc.

"and then." P. 65 : "And then," said somebody else, "then there was,"

etc. Later: "And then," said some other of the party, "then there

was," etc. P. 69 : "To be sure," said I, "to be sure." P. 70 : "To be

sure," said I.
" To be sure" occurs three times on this one page.
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sionally. And, furthermore, that he purposely avoided it as

lie developed in his powers of narration, and also in his style.

The question naturally suggests itself, is this eccentricity

of style a personal peculiarity, one characteristic solely of

Poe? Or, if not, where could he have acquired it? As has

been mentioned, authorities, whose work covers the whole

range of English literature, cannot recall any English author

in whom it is noticeable as a peculiarity, though isolated

instances are met with. But turn now to the biography of

E. T. A. Hoffmann by Ellinger,
1
to see what light, if any,

can be thrown upon this matter. In discussing Hoffmann's

style, the chief virtue of which he finds to be clearness, he

says :
"
Only occasionally is the reader somewhat disturbed

by certain eccentricities of style in his enjoyment of Hoff-

mann's language, which rings clear as silver
;

e. g., .... by

the habit in conversations of beginning with one or several

words of the speaker and then repeating these after the inter-

polated
' said he?

'

spoke he.
7 " 2 These words describe Poe's

peculiarity exactly, and hence, in my opinion, we need search

no further to determine whether this peculiarity is original

with Poe, or from whom he caught it. Now, in this charac-

terization Ellinger says that the reader is occasionally dis-

turbed '

occasionally disturbed' is very mild. The cases

occur so frequently that they grow decidedly annoying,

almost maddening.
3

They are characteristic above every-

thing else in Hoffmann's writing. As many as five cases

occur on one page, and you can hardly turn to any page of

conversation of any kind in Hoffmann's work, in which you

1 E. T. A. Hoffmann, Sein Leben und seine Werke, by Georg Ellinger,

Hamburg and Leipzig, 1894, p. 175.

2 The italics are not in the original.
3
They are so felt by translators. In the popular French translation by

Marnier they are cut out. Also in an English edition of Die Serapions-

briider by Ewing.
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will not find one example at least, and any number of pages

have two, and not infrequently three on a page. The types

of repetition, formulated for Poe, can be duplicated in

hundreds of examples from the works of his German prede-

cessor. E. g., of the first type : "Lass mich in Ruhe, sprach

er, lass mich in Ruhe" "Du fascist, murmelte Falieri, ohne

sich vom Fenster wegzuwenden, du fascist, Alter." Again :

"Nein, beim Himmel! unterbraoh er den Freund, indem er

mit rascher, heftiger Bewegung vom Fenster weg und auf ihn

zutrat, nein, beim Himmel !
" These three cases occur within

three pages and there are three more on these same pages.

In Das Frdulein von Scuderi, which would make about

seventy-five pages of matter, if printed as in the i

Virginia

Edition
7 of Poe's works, there are nearly fifty cases of such

repetition.

The second type, consisting of opening words and a paren-

thesis followed by the repetition with " I say," does not occur

exactly as in the English, since the German does not use " I

say," or any equivalent. Still the same thing is found in

such sentences as these :
" So macht dock nur auf, um

Christuswillen, so macht dock nur auf !
" 2

Again : "Darf
dann mich, die ich der Tugend getreu und der FrommigJceit,

tadettos blieb von Kindheit an, darf dann mich u. s. w." 2

"Ihr wisst es ja alle, ihr wackeren Kumpane meines frohlichen

Jugendlebens, ihr wisst es ja alle." Within three pages occurs

this example : "Bemerken Sie (er fuhrte mich in das hintere

Zimmer und zeigte durchs Fenster) bemerken Sie."
3

The third form, repetition with increased emphasis, is found

occasionally : "Der Arm ist schon heil, schon wieder heil,"

1 These examples are taken from Doge und Dogaressa ( Werke, in, 101 ff. ),

which Stedman thinks suggested to Poe features of The Assignation.
2 Das Frdulein von Scuderi. Werke, vni, 139 f.

3 Das Ode Haus. Werke, m, 133 f.
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Or, "Sohnlein, mem goldenes Sohtolevn, Antonio." l All these

examples are practically taken from two tales, which Sted-

man thinks may have furnished suggestions to Poe. 2 But

they can be duplicated in any quantities from the others.

But how about Hoffmann ? Did not he derive this pecu-

liarity of style from some writer before him ? About this

Ellinger has the following to say :
" But possibly this pecu-

liarity, w^hich asserted itself to any considerable extent only

from about 1815, is to be explained by Hoffmann's desire for

greater clearness." That is to say, Hoffmann developed it

himself as an aid to clearness in composition, he did not

borrow from anybody else. In fact, it is startling almost

how suddenly it becomes noticeable in Hoffmann's tales.

Cases of repetition occur occasionally, but only occasionally,

in Hoffmann's earlier works, Fantasie-Stucke, Die Elixiere des

Teufels, and the earlier stories of Nachstueke. All of a sudden

they become very noticeable in the tale Das Sanctus of the

Nachtstucke, after which the frequency of occurrence increases

very rapidly, more noticeable almost in his last tales than in

many of the earlier ones. The peculiarity is found just as

often in the serious discussions of art interspersed in Die

Serapionsbruder as in the tales themselves. Hence, there

can be but one inference from these facts : Hoffmann grew
into the peculiarity, Poe grew out of it

;
with Hoffmann it

was natural, self-developed, with Poe something extraneous,

acquired, but thrown off as he grew more and more inde-

pendent in style and in method. So much seems established

beyond reasonable doubt. But, if this peculiar habit was

acquired, if it was an imitation, there is only one writer Poe

could have learned it from and that was Hoffmann, from

whom he seems to have obtained so many suggestions for his

tales, particularly the earlier ones.

1
Doge und Dogaressa. V. supra.

2
Complete Works, I, 98.
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If the sequence of reasoning in this paper has been logical,

it has proved, and it is hoped by tangible evidence, that Poe

acknowledges the kinship of his tales to those of Hoffmann,
when he calls them l

fantasy-pieces ;

'
that he took from

Hoffmann the idea of the Tales of the Folio Club; that

through Hoffmann he seems to have hit upon the name

Tales of the Grotesque and Arabesque, and from him to have

received many a suggestion and inspiration for his own
' weird tales

;

?

finally, that his very style seems to have been

affected and molded in a very marked manner by that of the

German author
;

in short, that Hoffmann exerted a deep-

reaching influence upon the young Poe, an influence which

he grew away from, but never entirely outgrew. But what

of Poe's disclaimer of ' Germanism 7
? That is only another

confirmation of Poe's own theory of literary plagiarism,

elaborated in that fine passage on James Aldrich in his New
York Literati:

1 "all literary history demonstrates the fact

that, for the most frequent and palpable plagiarisms
"

let us

rather say, literary influences
" we must search the work of

the most eminent poets."

GUSTAV GEUENER.

1
Works, XV, 63.



II. THE POSITION OF THE SOLILOQUY "TO BE
OR NOT TO BE" IN HAMLET.

Among the points of superiority which distinguish the

plays of Shakespeare from those of most Elizabethan dra-

matists, none is more obvious and more easily demonstrable

than the firmly built plan, the clear construction which sets

in strong relief a dominant dramatic idea. In the poet's

mature tragedies, this dominant idea is always a development
of what Professor Dowden calls " the fatality of character."

The protagonist is hurried to the catastrophe, not so much

by the irresistible force of external events, as by some defect,

or some enfeebling excess in his own spiritual constitution.

From the analogy of the other plays, therefore, we should

expect in Hamlet to find little or no emphasis laid upon
external hindrances to the execution of the prescribed revenge,

but rather the accentuation of a purely subjective hesitancy

inherent in the emotional and intellectual habits of the man

himself.

Now it is a notable fact that no such plan, no such domi-

nant dramatic idea, is apparent in the Hamlet printed in the

quarto of 1603. Here we have a revenge play of the type

discussed by Professor Thorndike two years ago
* and built,

as he pointed out, upon a common and usual formula. That

the prince does not execute vengeance until the last scene we

of course perceive, but why he does not, whether from lack

of fit opportunity or from some other cause, we have no

means of determining. It is true that he rejects the occasion

when the king is praying, and for the' same reason as that

given in the later version, but this episode does not help us,

because it is unrelated to any of his other actions. Quite the

1 Publications of the Modern Language Association, Vol. xvii, pp. 125 seq.
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reverse is the case in the quarto of 1604. Here, indeed, we

have, what on general principles we should be led to expect

of Shakespeare, a clearly constructed plan, the plain purpose

of which is to give striking relief to the dominant dramatic

idea, a fatal subjective hindrance to action. Hamlet has

"
cause, and will, and strength, and means

To do't,"

and yet lives " to say this thing's to do."

In view of this unmistakeable diversity disclosed by a

comparison of the texts, Kichard Grant White's statement

that "the Hamlet of 1603, cruelly maimed and ridiculously

perverted as it is, presents the Hamlet of 1604 and 1623

complete as to design in all essential points
" 1

is, to say the

least, rather surprising. The one point above all others

essential and at the same time most characteristic of Shakes-

peare's dramatic art, in fact what may be called the design

itself, is in no degree developed or even manifested in that

" maimed and perverted
"

version.

For the elaboration of this design we must turn to the

quarto of 1604. Here, at length, a definite structure is

revealed. It consists of five clearly marked moments of

resolve on Hamlet's part and, it may be added, there are

no more than these five each aroused by some external

stimulus, each so vigorous as to lead the spectator to look for

the immediate execution of some scheme of vengeance, and

each followed by a period of strikingly contrasted inactivity.

This antithesis between strong determination and negligent

lassitude is so forcibly presented and stands forth as so palpable

a change from the undiscriminated progress of the action in

the first edition, that it must be accepted as a distinct mani-

festation of the author's purpose.

1 Atlantic Monthly, Oct. 1881, p. 470.
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The first moment of resolve occurs in the scene in which

the ghost divulges the facts concerning the murder. Hamlet's

words,
"Haste me to know't, that I with wings as swift

As meditation or the thoughts of love

May sweep to my revenge,"

import the rapid consummation of a bloody act. Yet in the

succeeding scenes, we find him pretending a madness that has

no obvious purpose, heaping insults upon Polonius, discussing

theatrical affairs with Rosencranz and Guildenstern, and devot-

ing his entire attention and interest to the declamation of an

actor.

All this, it is true, is found also in the 1603 quarto, though
not so fully developed, but the case there stands in absolute

isolation. ISTot another antithesis between resolve and negli-

gence can be discovered in that version. Even here it is

interesting to note the significant substitution of a word, or

at least a substitution that would be significant if we could

trust the 1603 text.

"And thy remembrance all alone shall sit"

becomes in the second quarto

"And thy commandment all alone shall live

Within the book and volume of my brain."

Omitting for the present the second moment of resolve,

which is found in the soliloquy at the end of Act n, we

observe the third in the passage immediately succeeding the

performance of the play. Convinced of the king's guilt and

fired with excitement, Hamlet, when at length left alone,

soliloquizes briefly before going to the interview with his

mother. In the first quarto, he merely determines to be
" cruel not unnatural," whereas in the second, these reflections

are preceded by the words
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" Now could I drink hot blood,

And do such bitter business as the day
Would quake to look on." l

A few minutes later he spares the praying king, and his

excuse, that he desires to send his uncle's soul, not to Heaven,
but to Hell, while it might pass in the rude earlier Hamlet,

is, on the part of the reflective gentleman represented in the

second quarto, an obvious subterfuge to avoid action. The

words just quoted have often been regarded as mere bombastic

declamation, but, viewed as furnishing a vivid contrast be-

tween resolve and non-performance, they are certainly an

essential structural element.

The fourth moment of resolve occurs in the long soliloquy

after the meeting with the army of Fortinbras,

' ' How all occasions do inform against me
And spur my dull revenge,"

a passage found only in the second quarto. Here Hamlet

concludes his reflections with a very definite determination,

" O from this time forth,

My thoughts be bloody, or be nothing worth."

Yet he proceeds submissively to embark with his keepers,

and when we next see him after his accidental return, he is

tranquilly interrogating the grave-yard clown and meditating
" too curiously

"
upon the achievements of "

Eloquent, just

and mighty Death."

At the beginning of the last scene of the tragedy, Hamlet

tells Horatio the story of the opened packet in which he has

substituted the names of Rosencranz and Guildenstern for

his own. In the 1603 edition this incident is related to the

Queen by Horatio in a separate scene inserted between that

representing Ophelia's madness and that in which ^he king
and Laertes concert the fatal plot. It is a mere narrative to

1 The real reading is "such business as the bitter day."
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advance the action and has no bearing on Hamlet's character.

In the second quarto, on the contrary, Hamlet's tale furnishes

the most powerful possible incentive to an instant and de-

cisive stroke. To all the motives for revenge previously

accentuated and now summed up in Hamlet's own words,

there is added that of immediate personal danger.

"He that hath killed my king, and whored my mother,

Popped in between th' election and my hopes,

Thrown out his angle for my proper life."

In the folio the case is put even more forcibly. Horatio

remarks :

"
It must be shortly known from England
What is the issue of the business there."

And indeed we find the return of the ambassadors at the close

of this very scene. In other words, Hamlet must strike at

once, or he must pay the penalty of his sluggishness with his

own life. This he fully appreciates, as his answer shows :

"
It will be short,

The interim's mine, and a man's life's no more

Than to say one."

These words, it is true, do not occur in the second quarto,

but one may reasonably infer that the passage was omitted

by accident. That something has been lost is undeniable,

for the conclusion of Hamlet's speech, as it there stands, is

obviously incomplete :

"He that hath ....
Thrown out his angle for my proper life,

.And with such cosenage, is't not perfect conscience?"

The sense demands at least " To quit him with this arm,"

and if these words have inadvertently dropped out, a suspicion

that the rest of the conversation was missed in the same way
is not unplausible. Be this as it may, however, it does not
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affect the main argument. Hamlet stands at a moment when

his life must be the forfeit for even a brief delay, yet on the

appearance of Osric, he enters with zest into the sport of

euphuistic banter, and thence proceeds, not to the contrivance

of serious measures against his mortal foe, but to a fencing

match. The most impressive contrast between incentive and

inactivity thus immediately precedes the catastrophe.

There is no trace of this design in the quarto of 1603
;

neither the moment of resolve nor the following unconcerned

fooling with the courtier appears. Indeed our examination

has made it evident that, while the first quarto merely tells

a revenge story in dramatic form without any logical neces-

sity in the train of events and without any fatal connection

between character and catastrophe, the second quarto has

achieved this necessity and this connection by the structural

device of presenting a series of moments of strong incentive

and vigorous resolve, each followed by an equally conspicuous

inactivity.

In order to fit into this structural scheme, Hamlet's

soliloquy, "To be or not to be," had to be transferred to its

present position in the drama. In the quarto of 1603, as is

well known, this passage directly follows the disclosure to

the court by Polonius (Corambis) of Hamlet's love for

Ophelia. Shortly afterward the players arrive, Hamlet

listens to the declamation about Hecuba, and, stung by

remorse, resolves upon the play as a means of assuring him-

self of the king's guilt. This resolve he puts into immediate

execution, thus securing the complete demonstration which

he sought.

Now this portrayal of Hamlet forming a purpose, and then

energetically carrying that purpose into operation, is contrary

to the fundamental idea of the tragedy as develope^l in the

second quarto. This fundamental idea demands a structure

which shall exhibit every resolve followed by inactivity.
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Yet the performance of the play before the king, as an essen-

tial episode in the unfolding of the dramatic action, must be

retained. Here then is the problem. How is it possible to

represent the perfect execution of this resolve and, at the

same time, to preserve for us a Hamlet whose moments

of determination are invariably followed by inertia? The

solution is at once simple and masterly. The soliloquy is

transferred to a position between the conception and the

representation of the play which was " to catch the conscience

of the king." The actor's declamation fills Hamlet with

shame at his own lack of efficiency; he determines, by un-

masking the murderer, to resolve his doubts. Yet in the

very next scene, instead of being concerned with the serious

events now in progress, his mind, wandering far away from

his task, is indulging in vague speculations upon suicide.

This famous soliloquy in its new position thus becomes

one of the most striking of those moments of lassitude and

inactivity which in Hamlet invariably follow the moments

of resolve. It takes its essential place in the structure of a

drama which represents a tragic catastrophe as springing,

not from mere external accident, but from lack of harmony
between character and circumstance.

LEWIS F. MOTT.



III. LE CERCLE D'AMOUR.

Some twenty years ago M. mile Picot had occasion to

edit a group of sixteenth century French moralities, two of

which were signed by the device " Rien sans I
9

Esprit" He
discovered that this curious pseudonym veiled a certain Pierre

Duval,
1 a poet of Rouen. On following up his researches,

the learned Paris scholar found that Duval was the centre of

a little group of poets who produced several modest volumes

of verse during the last decade of the reign of Francis I.

Duval and his friends did their literary apprenticeship by

writing verses in honour of the Virgin and offering them for

competition at the feast of the Immaculate Conception annu-

ally celebrated by the Puys de Notre Dame, which at the end

of the fifteenth and beginning of the sixteenth century were

in a most flourishing condition in Rouen, Caen and other

Norman cities.
2 The names of Pierre Duval and some of his

companions whom I shall mention later appear amongst those

of the contestants as early as 1533.3

Finally, in 1543, something more pretentious was deter-

mined on, and the result was the publication of a small col-

lection of poems called the Puy du Souverain Amour. There

are two words in this title to be noted : Puy and Souverain.

Puy indicates the earlier and still influential association of

the authors with the "
palinods," for while the verse is not

religious, prizes were awarded to the successful poets as at

the competitions to which they had been accustomed. By
Souverain is meant love at once spiritual, all powerful, all

pervading, the love that used to be felt towards the Virgin
now turned towards woman. That this idea of a l^ve that

1 F. Emile Picot : Thedtre Mystique de Pierre Duval, Paris, 1882, p. 43.

*Ibid., p. 13. *Ibid., p. 19.
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is chaste and other-worldly is conscious and deliberate in

intention is evident, as one of those who submitted verses,

Henri de Sassefen, was debarred from the contest because his

poem touched " Vamour lascif."
l

The Cercle d'Amour 2

represents the competition of the fol-

lowing year, 1544. Apart from mention by M. Picot it has,

I think, escaped attention. It consists of a collection of

dizains by Pierre Duval and his coterie. The theme, as before,

is the presentation of a transcendental conception of love, of

what is best known by the very inexact, though not entirely

inappropriate, name of "platonic" love. Such sentiments as

these are not to be mistaken :

Par Venus terrestre j'entendz

L'amytie de ce monde immunde.

Par Venus celeste pretendz

L'amytie de Dieu pur et munde. (Dizain 26. )

Pudique Amour par souverains accordz

Unit les cueurs de moy et de madame.

II faict de nous une chair et un corps,

De deux cueurs un, un esprit et une ame. ( Dizain 27. )

This brings us face to face with one of the most important,

one of the most characteristic, one of the most pervasive

doctrines of the Renaissance, and as such the dizains of the

Cercle d?Amour are a document of considerable interest.

Before looking more closely at a few samples of these dizains,

it may be well to cast an eye back and glance cursorily at

some of the chief historical sources of platonism.
3

l
lbid,, p. 40, note 1.

*Le Cerde d'Amour, published by Jehan Petit, Paris, 1544.
3 Attention has recently been drawn to Platonism by Professor J. B.

Fletcher of Harvard, in an article in the April-June, 1903, number of the

Journal of Comparative Literature, on Precieuses at the Court of Charles I.

Mr. J. S. Harrison has lately published Platonism in English Poetry, New

York, 1903.
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What exactly the men of the Renaissance meant by their

theories about love, how far they are to be taken seriously,

how far they were a pose, or if not a pose, an extravagant

expression of a half doubting though at bottom real creed,

there is no nicer question to decide. Apparently each case

has to be judged, and judged warily, on its merits. How
far did such a handbook of faith and practice as the Courtier

affect the every-day life of that brilliant society that idled

away the evenings in the ballroom at the court of Urbino ?

Probably to the average gentleman it signified little but a

polite subject for conversation, but to some of the greatest

minds of the age it had a deep and real meaning to Michel-

angelo, to Margaret of Navarre, to Sir Philip Sidney.

Man was to be saved by the love of beauty in woman

not that love which the Middle Ages had thought generally

sufficiently comprehended in a broad joke or a coarse story.
1

Man was to see in woman a beauty which was but the pale

reflection of absolute beauty, and from a love of its earthly

expression in wroman was to rise to the contemplation of its

heavenly original. By intellectual intercourse with a refined,

cultured, and beautiful woman he was to be lifted out of his

grosser self and put into harmony with the Eternal.

A few sentences from the Asolani of Cardinal Bembo,
which was published in 1505, contain the first popular phras-

ing of the new gospel, and will put the ideas in a nutshell.

An old hermit is instructing Lavinello, a fashionable young

gentleman, in the theories of spiritual love. "How," he

asks,
" can the dim light that shines in the eye of thy lady

and which so affects thee, be compared with the splendour

of those eternal beauties, so true, so pure, so noble ? And,
sweet and dear to thee as is thy lady's voice, it is but an

echo of the music of the celestial choirs, and thoughfall her

1 V. Abel Lefranc : Le Platoni&me et la Litterature en France a PEpoque de

la Renaissance: Rev. d'Hist. Litt. de la France, 1896, p. 25.
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little ways and arts give thee an untold delight, how much

greater the satisfaction to be derived from the mighty acts of

the Omnipotent !

" l

The original source of these ideas is to be found in Plato,

in particular in Plato's dialogue, the Banquet, where the

doctrine of the power of love is preached with such wonderful

eloquence by Socrates. But Plato cannot sufficiently account

for the creed of the woman-worshipping sixteenth century.

Plato has not woman in mind at all. With the Greek it is

the youth
2 whose beauty causes the mind of the lover to rise

into communion with the beauty which transfuses and trans-

cends the universe. " We are still more surprised/
7 remarks

Jowett,
" to find that the philosopher is incited to take the

first step in his upward progress by the beauty of young men

and boys, which was alone capable of inspiring the modern

feeling of romance in the Greek mind. The passion of love

took the spurious form of an enthusiasm for the ideal of

beauty, a worship as of some god-like image of an Apollo or

Antinous." 3

A philosopher who had an influence almost as great as that

of Plato himself over the thought of the Renaissance was

the Alexandrian, Plotinus. The Enneads, like the works of

Plato, were translated into Latin by Ficino, the head of the

Platonic Academy at Florence, and so became the common

property of educated Europe. Plotinus is a visionary thinker,

deeply tinged with oriental mysticism. Like Plato he has

his ladder of love by which man ascends from human to

divine beauty, but with Plotinus the lowest rung is no longer

a youth, but a woman. 4 He makes the distinction also of a

Bembo : Opere, 12 vols., Milan, 1808, vol. i, Asolani, p. 262.

2 Jowett : Dialogues of Plato, 5 vols., London, 1892, vol. I, Symposium, 210.

slbid.
}
vol. i, Introduction to Symposium, p. 534.

4 Les Enneades de Plolin, Ennead in, Book v. ( Translation of M. N.

Bouillet, 3 vols., Paris, 1859, vol. n, pp. 105 ff. )
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Celestial and Terrestrial Venus : the former contemplates the

intelligible world and is divorced from matter; the latter

presides over ordinary human love.
1 " He who wishes," says

Plotinus in his book on Beauty,
" to lay hold of the supreme

beauty is to close his eyes to the world of sense
;

he must

retire within himself and purify his mind from all dross, and

himself become beautiful in order to perceive the beautiful.

Gradually he shall rise to see that all beauty is in ideas," etc.
2

Though the general sense here relates Plotinus to the Renais-

sance, there is apparent in the foregoing passage a tendency
to look, if not with contempt, at least merely with tolerance

on the beauty of this world, a mood utterly at war with the

sensuous spirit of the age of Lorenzo the Magnificent.
It is evident that the great divergence between Plato and

the Platonists of the Renaissance was the difference of view-

point on one subject woman. Plato saw in her a necessary

evil
; Castiglione saw God in woman. What wrought the

change ? The influence of Plotinus must have reckoned for

something, but there is another and great factor to be counted.

Christianity is the most obvious force which demands con-

sideration. In the history of Christianity there is one figure

which in this sphere must have exerted untold weight.

Although in the canonical gospels the Virgin Mary is an

almost strangely inconspicuous personage, in the early church

her rdle and prestige rapidly took on great proportions.

The heathen world into which Christianity came had been

accustomed to its goddesses, and replaced old time favorites

with the pure and gentle figure of the mother of Jesus. 3

She seized hold in a wonderful way on the popular imagina-

tion. The idea of her sanctity must have been increased by
her association with the mystery of the Incarnation, but until

l
lbid., vol. n, pp. 106 ff.

2 Enneads I vi, (Bouillet, vol. I, pp. Ill ff.) .

3 V. Philip Schaff, Rise and Progress of Mariolatry, in Contemporary Review,

April, 1867.
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the Nestorian controversy her position amongst the other

saints had been rather that of primacy than superiority.

With the triumph, however, in 430, of the name " Mother

of God "
the cult of Mary took a great step forward. From

now on the church can but increase her titles, pay deeper

homage to her dignity, and the centuries but multiply her

honours. She is called the " Indestructible Temple of God,"

the " Loom of the Incarnation," the "
Bridge from God to

Man,"
"
through her the Trinity is glorified and adored, the

devils and demons are put to flight, the nations converted

and the fallen creatures raised to Heaven." l

It is impossible to believe that this glorification of one

woman would not lead to a greater respect for all her sex.

God the Father and God the Son were too far removed from

the range of the individual human experience, but this woman

who had been a mother, who was all gracious, was also the

Queen of Heaven, and her pleadings for sinners were powerful

with the great Judge of all.

In the title
"
Bridge from God to Man " a woman has

taken the place of the Christ, and has become the reconciler,

the mediator, the means of man's approach to the Divine.

In the sixth century, as in the sixteenth, man saw God in

woman and was put in harmony with Him through her.

The analogy cannot be pressed too far, but the fundamental

feeling is the same.

The popularity of the Virgin showed no falling off as the

years passed into generations, and almost every century saw

a new feast-day established by the church in her honour. The

most important of these festivals, the Immaculate Conception,

though not formally promulgated till fifty years ago, was first

celebrated at Lyons in 1140. This is an interesting date.

Troubadour poetry, which centres round the worship of the

lady, was then in early bloom. Lyons, it is worth remem-
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bering, while not in Provence, is on its border and on the

route thither from the north.

Art from Giotto and Fra Angelico to Botticelli and Raphael
is concerned above all with expressing the life and graces of

the Virgin. Great cathedrals, each with its splendid Lady-

chapel, rose and were named after her, and every one of their

thousand nooks and crannies contained her image.

In 1534, while at Rouen Pierre Duval and his friends

were composing rondeaux and chants-royaux in honour of

Mary, Ignatius Loyola and his six companions were vowing
at Montmartre, near Paris, to wage war on the enemies of

Jesus and especially, doubtless because the Reform fought

fiercely against Mariolatry, on the foes of the Virgin, the

Queen of Heaven, whose knight in chivalrous fashion Loyola
armed himself.

1

In spite of the high-flown language of the Troubadour

lyric it would be absurd in the face of Andreas Capellanus'

codified laws of immorality
2
to take any ideal view of the

relations of the fair dames of the twelth century and their

attendant squires. Yet it is important to note that this

poetry heralds the emergence of woman. The queen or

countess is no longer the mere upper cook and rearer of

children. She has become an object of admiration and adora-

tion, if not to her own husband, at least to another man.

Sometimes the language of admiration can be easily accounted

for, as in the case of Peire Rogier
3 and the Countess Ermen-

garde of Narbonne. Peire, who was a poor poet, was

dependent on his mistress for his clothes and meals, and

naturally does not mince matters when he pays compliments.

1
Haag : Histoire des Dogmes, Paris, 1862, p. 431.

2 Andreas Capellanus, ed. Trojel, Havniae, 1892, pp. 106 and 310 ff.
;

cf.

also W. A. Neilson, Court of Lave, Boston, 1899, p. 176 ff.

3 Diez : Leben und Werke der Troubadours, Leipsic, 1882, p. 79.
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The feudal system, indeed, with its idea of vassal and lord,

and of the obligation on the strong to defend the weak, affected

powerfully the relations of the sexes. The weaker vessel,

whom it was the sworn duty of the knight to protect, became

the lord, and the great baron her humble vassal. At her

nod, in order to prove his allegiance, he must be ready to

undergo shame. At Guinivere's commands Lancelot allows

himself to be defeated at the tournament. 1 He takes almost

the ascetic pleasure in humiliating himself by riding upon
the cart

2 which the monk might take in doing penance to

secure the favour of the Virgin. He behaves before her

exactly as he would before a statue of Mary.
" He worships

her, and kneels down before her, for in no holy body does he

so believe." 3

Even though all this posing and phrasing had an illicit

purpose, it did put the lady in the superior position. She

had favours to bestow, and was soon found to be dictating

terms to those who claimed her grace.*##*##
The indebtedness of Dante to Proven9al literature is an

established fact of literary history,
4 and Beatrice must be

looked upon as the true culmination on its theoretic side

of the heroine of the courtly lyric. Dante excludes the

material entirely. "This much alone," writes Boccaccio,

who cannot certainly be accused of any transcendental bias,
" I do not wish to pass over without mention, namely, that

1 Chretien de Troyes, Chevalier de la Charette, ed. P. Tarbe, Paris, 1849,

11. 5655 if.

2 V. L. F. Mott : System of Courtly Love, Boston, 1896, pp. 41-42.
3 V. Chretien de Troyes : Chevalier de la Charette, 1. 4652

;
cf. also Mott,

System of Courtly Love, p. 117. The opposite of this, the application of

amorous language to the Virgin, is common in the Renaissance. Cf. Mar-

garet of Navarre, Marguerites, ed. Frank, 4 vols., Paris, 1873, poem Comedie

du Desert, vol. II, p. 188.
4 Cf. Mott : System of Courtly Love, pp. 142 ff.
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according as he [Dante] himself writes, and as others to

whom his passion was known bear witness, this love was

most virtuous, nor did there ever appear by look or word

or sign any sensual appetite either in the lover or in the

thing beloved." l

A discussion of the attitude of Dante to Beatrice would

demand a book for itself. It is most essential at present

merely to note that Dante found in a woman, or at least

figured in a woman, whom in her life-time he had loved, the

dynamic of his regeneration. When Beatrice is called away to

Heaven she is enrolled " under the banner of that most holy

Queen Mary, whose name was ever spoken with greatest

reverence by this most gentle Beatrice."
2

Beatrice was too little a creature of flesh and blood, too

ethereal, too highly spiritualized, to make any appeal to ordi-

nary life. Still, whenever Dante was mentioned, her name

would silently accompany his, and for cultured people
" Madonna " must have had connotations literary as well as

theological, and one sense might be almost as sacred as the

other. Dante's influence over succeeding generations was

immense. Lorenzo and Michelangelo, each of them deeply

tinged with platonism, were both profoundly versed in Dante.*####*
It is necessary to name Petrarch, but it is not necessary to

dwell on him. Whatever we may state at times as to the

innocence of his affection for Laura, some lines still stand in

the Rime which argue better for Laura's virtue than Pe-

trarch's veracity.
3 His importance lies in another direction.

Besides seeing in Laura the objective of his desires, he recog-

nizes in his better moments that the influence of the good

1 J. K. Smith : Boccaccio's Life of Dante, New York, 1901, p. 20.

2 C. E. Norton, New Life of Dante Alighieri, Boston, 1902, Chap. xxix.
5 F. Le Rime, ed. Carducci, Florence, 1899, Sestina xxii, 11. 31 ff.; Sonnet

Ivi, Sonnet Ixxviii, etc.
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and beautiful woman he has so long adored has been a refin-

ing and purifying factor in his life, and that he owes her

many of his highest aspirations.
1 After the death of Laura

this mood grows more marked, and Petrarch speaks con-

stantly of her uplifting power.
2

His verse-form, the sonnet, became in the Renaissance the

universal vehicle for amorous poetry, and it is necessary to

be sharply on the lookout not to confound mere courtly

compliment or poetic exercise expressed in the exaggerated

language which Petrarch and his imitators inherited from the

Troubadours, with verse written in the same metrical form

on the same subject, but drawing its essential derivation from

another source. On the one hand Wyatt must not be mis-

taken for Sidney, nor on the other hand is Michelangelo to

be explained by Serafino d'Aquila.******
In 1460 Cosimo de' Medici founded at Florence the

Platonic Academy, and Marsilio Ficino, who since boy-
hood had been in training in the Medici household as a

Greek scholar, became its president. His life-work was

the rendering of Plato into Latin. One part of his transla-

tion which aroused the greatest interest was Plato's theory

of love, particularly as presented in the Symposium. Ficino,

himself composed on the Banquet a Commentary
3 in seven

parts and seventy-two chapters, in which he shews that he

does not understand his text, by reading into it mystical

conceptions which he had doubtless imbibed from the Alexan-

drians. The Commentary has an interesting reference to

the "
philosopher Guido Cavalcanti,"

4 which proves that the

llbid : cf. Sonnet civ, etc.

2Ibid : cf. Sonnets cclxxxix, ccxc, cccvi, etc.

3 This may be consulted in Ficino' s works published at Frankfort in 1602 :

v. pp. 1137-1173.
*
Ibid., vii, i.
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thought of the thirteenth century was still an active force in

the mind of the translator of Plato.

At any rate the new theories, a medley of Plato and

Plotinus, sown on a soil prepared by Mariolatry and chival-

rous ideals, created a lively curiosity. In his translation of

Plotinus Ficino says, in a letter addressed to Lorenzo and

prefixed to the chapter on Love, that his patron will not

expect a long discourse on love here, partly as he had

already treated it at length in connection with the Sym-

posium, but mostly because Lorenzo himself had written so

many elegant songs on the subject.
1

An early product of the interest in the new conceptions of

a divine love is to be found in Benivieni's canzone on " Amore."

So obscure is this poem that were it not for the Commentary
2

of Pico della Mirandola it would be almost incomprehensi-
ble. Pico thinks of the beauty of women as the first step

in the ladder of love which is to lead the soul to communion

with the Divine. 3 While he refers constantly to Plato, his

explanations are loaded with a vast amount of mystical

philosophy.
4

Hitherto this platonism for so it may be called in spite of

its hybrid origin had been in the hands of scholars. It

remained for some one to make it common property. The

evangelist was to be Cardinal Bembo, and his message was

contained in the dialogues of the Asolani, of which I have

already spoken. The book was very successful and in the

years following its appearance ran through numerous editions.

A great impetus was given to platonic theories by the publi-

cation in 1528 of the Courtier, by Bembo's friend, Casti-

1
Ficino, ed. Creuzer, Oxford, 3 vols., 1833, vol. I, p. 522. The Alterca-

zione, a poem by Lorenzo, is a dialogue between Ficino and himself on the

subject of love.

2 The Canzone and Commentary are both printed in Benivieni's Opere,

Venice, 1522.
3 Ibid. : Chap. xiv. * Ibid. : cf. Chaps, vni and xiv.
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glione. The work had been written at least ten years before,

and when at last printed its vogue was immense. Prac-

tically every year for a decade saw a new edition or a reprint.

In 1537 it was translated into French, and immediately ran

through several editions. Garcilaso de la Vega happened to

be in Venice when the Courtier first appeared, and he sent

off post haste a copy to Bosca"n. A Spanish version by the

latter came out at Salamanca in 1540. In 1561 it was given

an English dress by Hoby.
There is no mistaking the drift of the Courtier. It is a

document for platonism ;
it is a sermon on the text of femi-

nism. 1 Book I discusses the gentleman in general ;
Book II

deals with particular instances; Book III treats the lady

who corresponds to the courtier; Book IV takes up the

relation of the courtier to his prince, but the climax is not,

as one might naturally expect, the courtier's relation to God,

but his relation to the lady of Book III. The final chapters,

a most eloquent sermon on the saving power of spiritual love,

are very fittingly put into the mouth of Cardinal Bembo,
and are an emphatic, glowing, almost ecstatic restatement of

the doctrines preached by the old Hermit to Lavinello in the

AsolanL******
It is now time to turn to France and look at the growth

of platonism there.
2

Ficino's name had soon crossed the Alps, for in 1489 his

De Triplici Vita was published at Rouen
;

his translation

of Plato, printed by Jehan Petit, appeared in 1518. In an

*A recent, though not very satisfactory, discussion of the question of

Kenaissance feminism is Maulde La Claviere's Femmes de la Renaissance,

Paris, 1898.
2 For details regarding this movement, v. Abel Lefranc : Le Platonisme

et la Litterature en France d Vepoquede la Renaissance, Rev. de I
1

Hist. Litt. de

la France, 1896, pp. 1 ff.
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edition of 1533 of the same work Plato is referred to as the

" God of philosophers/' which indicates his growing prestige.

In 1541 Des PSriers translated his Lysis into French. This

was the first of the dialogues to appear in the vernacular.

Three years later Dolet turned into French the Axiochus and

the Hipparchus. In 1546 Jean de la Haye, at the express

command of Margaret of Navarre, turned into French

Ficino's Commentary on the Symposium. The following

year Margaret's friend, Pierre Duval, the Bishop of Se"ez,

probably no relation to Pierre Duval of the Cercle d'Amour,
translated the Crito. Another of the queen's intimates,

Antoine Heroet, whose work, the Parfaite Amie, is saturated

in platonic doctrine, wrote the Androgyne a poem based

directly on Plato.

Other solvents beside the action alone of Greek philosophy

were at work on French thought. It was no vain prophecy
which Castiglione uttered in the Courtier. Complaint has

been made that though the French make much of military

glory, they not merely neglect letters, but despise them.

Giuliano de' Medici replies that all will change in France

with the advent to the crown of Francis I, and that as arms

now lend splendour to the French name, so letters also will

flourish to an equal degree.
1

Such was the literal fact. Modern France begins at 1515.

Transalpine culture had poured northward since the raid of

Charles VIII. The centre of the new Italianate learning

was the king's sister Margaret of Navarre, who gave her

patronage to every liberal movement in philosophy, litera-

ture, and theology, to Dolet, to Rabelais, to Calvin. Her

own writings give expression to the agitated thought of the

period. Her interest in the new theories about love was

intense, and the Heptameron, the Marguerites, and Jhe Der-

1
Cortegiano, ed. Cian, Florence, 1894, i, xlvi.
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ni&res Poesies are all full of references to platonism and

expositions of it.
1

But besides being the centre in France of these intellectual

currents which are characteristic of the Renaissance generally,

Margaret appears to have been under another influence. In

her later years her protestantism developed into a sort of

pantheism.
2 There had arisen in Flanders in the early part

of the sixteenth century a sect called the Libertins Spirituels.

Its leaders, Poques and Quentin, preached a mystical gospel of

love and the spirit, which, according to Calvin, who launched

against them a ferocious tract,
3 led only to the most appalling

moral degradation and social corruption. Margaret, who was

at the time harbouring the two high priests of the new mysti-

cism, wrote to Calvin protesting against his attack on her and

her servants, and Calvin replied in April, 1545, from Geneva,

rather sternly to the letter. He congratulated her on the

assistance she had in the past aiforded to members of the

Reformed Church, but warned her in plain speech to beware

of these new and dangerous heresies.
4 Relations between the

queen and her two protege's cannot, however, have been

broken off, because during the year 1548-9, the last of

Margaret's life, Poques drew as almoner eighty livres from

her treasury.
5

The doctrines, or rather lack of doctrines, of these " Liber-

tins/' may be seen at first hand in an interesting little vol-

1 Cf. Heptameron, novel 24
; Marguerites, ed. Frank, vol. iv, Mort et

Resurrection & Amour ; Dernieres Poesies, ed. Lefranc, Paris, 1896, Comedie

Jouee au Mont Marson. One instance from each will suffice. They might
be added to indefinitely.

2
Lefranc, Idees Religieuses de Marguerite de Navarre, Paris, 1898, pp.

110 ff.

3 V. Calvin's Tract : Adversus fanaticam etfuriosam sectam Libertinorum qui

se spirituales vacant. For a good account of the Libertins Spirituels v. Auguste

Jundt, Histoire du Pantheism* Populaire, Paris, 1875.

* V. Calvin's Letters, ed. Bonnet, 2 vols., Paris, 1854, vol. I, p. 111.

6
Ferriere-Percy, Livre de Depenses, Paris, 1862, p. 178.
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ume, Traites Mystiques, published by Professor Karl Schmidt,

of Strassburg, in 1876. There is no author's name attached,

merely the initials "J. F." Schmidt conjectured, from

reasons which I need not detail here, that the volume may
have been intended as a present to Margaret of Navarre.

M. Picot points out the identity of teaching between that of

the Traites Mystiques and that of Pierre Duval's circle,
1 and

drawing attention to the fact that one of the authors to win

a prize at the Puy de Souverain Amour was a Jehan Fere",

suggests that " J. F." may be Jehan Ferr6, vicompte de

Dornfort, Margaret's secretary. This supposition is ren-

dered the more likely by an entry in the Livre de D6penses,

which seems hitherto to have escaped observation. Under

date of December 7th, 1548, Jehan FrottS records that a

pension of xxv livres was paid to "Jean Corne, diet des

Minieres." 2 Now Jehan des Minieres contributed verses to

the Puy du Souverain Amour, and, under the device J'anime

Hardiesse, also to the Cercle d'Amour.

Pierre DuvaPs coterie, who in 1533 were enthusiastically

singing mystical hymns in honour of the Immaculate Con-

ception, later, as we shall see in their poetry, became tinged

with platonism, and like Margaret, appear to have come

under the spell of the heretical teachings of the Libertins

Spirituels and probably finally accepted the reformed theology.

And if, as seems probable, the little group of Rouen poets,

whether on account of their unorthodox opinions, or for

whatever reason, fell on evil days about 1547,
3

it would be

natural that Jehan Ferre should introduce his friend, Jehan

des Minieres, to Margaret's notice and procure for him a

little assistance in shelter and money.

1 E. Picot : Thedtre Mystique de Pierre Duval, p. 67.

2
Ferriere-Percy : Isivre de Depenses, p. 190.

3 V. E. Picot, Thedtre Mystique de Pierre Duval, p. 68.
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The " Cercle d'Amour auquel estoient escriptes quatre lignes

chanties par les Poetes devant les Dieux immortelz " was pub-
lished in 1544 by the celebrated printer, Jehan Petit. The

volume consists in the first place of a dedicatory dizain,

which is signed Rien sans I'Esprit and in which the reference

to the month of May at once awakens an echo of Provence

and the twelfth century :

Nobles seigneurs damoiselles et dames,

Qui prenez tout a gre* et passetemps,

Pour vostre May plein d'amoureuses flammes

Cestuy livret vous offrir je pretendz, etc.

Then follows a prose introduction, written in an aureate

pseudo-classic style. The poets who are to contribute

dizains are " Amantz . . . de la deesse Pallas/
7 which indi-

cates the intellectual bias of the writers. Jupiter having

given his permission, the poets are summoned to recite their

productions on the " theatre de magnificence," which has been

erected for the occasion. On each of the four sides of a " cercle

carr
"
the god of poetry writes one of the following lines :

Jamais amour ne peult estre sans grace.

Toutes a Fceil, mais une au cueur me touche.

II n'est ennuy que d'amoureuse absence.

Foy garde amour et amour donne grace.

With one of the four each dizain submitted must conclude.

To stimulate the contestants, as in the Puy du Souverain

Amour, Justice offers a first and second prize for those

dizains which are adjudged the best. As some inconvenience

had arisen from naming the competing poets the year before,

on this occasion no names are to be mentioned. This preface

is signed like the introductory dizain by Rien sans I'Esprit

Pierre Duval.

The poems
"
sung before the immortal gods

" now follow.

They are all dizains and have the same rime-scheme
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ababbccdc d as those of Maurice Sc&ve's Ddie which

was published the same year. There are in all one hundred

and forty-five (145) dizains. Of these twenty-two (22) end

in,
" Jamais amour ne peult estre sans grace ;

"
twenty-three

(23) in,
" Toutes a Fceil mais une au cueur me touche

;

"

fifty-eight (58) in "II n'est ennuy que d'amoureuse absence;"

and forty-two (42) in "
Foy garde amour et amour donne

grace." Three dizains, nos. 4, 24, and 26, have four octo-

syllabic lines prefixed to them. In the case of the 24th

and 16th this is styled an "argument." Of the total num-

ber sixty-three (63) are quite anonymous, but in spite of the

editor's statement in the preface that there will be no names,
four (4) of the dizains are signed, no. 109 by J. Boscachard,

and nos. 126, 127, and 128 by E. Breard. The remaining

seventy-nine (79) are signed by devices,
1 some of which can

be deciphered, some of which can not. Rien sans Vesprit,

Pierre Duval, the compiler of the collection, writes the largest

number, twenty-three (23), as well as the dedicatory dizain

and the preface. J'anime hardiesse, an anagram of Jehan

des Minires who we have seen was a pensioner of Mar-

garet of Navarre comes next with eleven (11) to his credit.

A tons clement, which may hide Cl&nent Hesbert, follows with

nine
(9).

Nine (9) are also signed by Ne hay le coup, an

anagram of Jehan Coupel. Leger esprit ravit, Pierre Gaul-

tier, is responsible for seven (7). Rien qui ne veult, Marie

du Val, composes one
(1).

En ennuy repos, who is the

author of eight (8), Difficilia quae pulchra of three (3), Nul

bien sans Dieu, Rien sinon la, and 8'il en a, il en est, each

contributing one dizain, all remain unidentified.

Pierre Duval himself, whom M. Picot has laboriously

tracked, is the only one of the entire group about whose life

9
1 For information regarding the devices, v. E. Picot, Thedtre mystique de

Pierre Duvcd, Introduction.

4
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any details can be gathered. He vanishes from view at

Rouen in 1547 to reappear in London in 1552, and died, in

no high favour with Calvin seemingly, as minister of a band

of exiled French protestants at Emden in 1558. 1

The names of those of the rest of Duval's friends that

have been deciphered remain but names, and the memory of

the very existence of that little circle of Norman poets who

sang of a sovereign love, a mixture of Mariolatry and pan-
theism and platonism, has long since been forgotten.

We may now glance at a few of these dizains, some of

which will be found not without interest.

No. 4.

In the introductory lines the stress laid on the "tout"

harks away back to Plotinus and finds also an echo in con-

temporary poetry of the same tone. Margaret of Navarre 2

reverts continually to the nothingness of the creature and the

omnipotence of the Creator. Here the image is transferred

to the relation of the sexes.

Dizain.

Ayant receu 1'amour et grace

De mon amy par vive foy,

De mon rien en son tout en moy
Son amour et grace compasse.

Soubz loy d'amour ou grace a unite*

De mon amy j'espere jouyssance.

A luy parfoys j'ay telle affinite

Qu'en luy seul tien ma totale esperance.

II peult en moy, en luy est ma puissance.

Et sans luy n'ay la grace de 1'aymer,

*Ibid.: pp. 76 and 77.

2 Of. Marg. de Navarre : Marguerites, ed. Frank, vol. IT, p. 132, and

Dernieres Poesies, ed. Lefranc, Intro, p. Ixix, and poem Prisons, p. 245.
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Tant plus le voy, plus me fait enflammer

En son amour ou grace me soulace :

Dont croy qu'ainsi que sans eau n'est la mer
Jamais amour ne peult estre sans grace.

Leger esprit ravy.

No. 5.

That love is the supreme thing in life is evident, because

it was the cause of the sacrifice of Calvary and the means of

the salvation of the world. It was love, too, that forgave

Mary Magdalene. The reference to St. Paul, who was the

authority par excellence of the religious reform, is significant.

Dizain.

Qui feit en croix le corps de Jesus Christ

Rendre son sang, mesmes sa propre vie ?

Ne fust ce pas, comme Sainct Paul descript,

L'exces d'amour dont mort est asservie?

Qu'en avons nous? Une grace assouvie,

Nous asseurant l de la gloire certaine.

N'as tu pas eu pardon, () Magdaleine,
Par bien aimer ton maistre qui t'embrasse?

Cela est vray, car par vertu haultaine

Jamais amour ne peult estre sans grace.

Difficilia quse pulchra.

No. 11.

Love cannot exist without "
grace."

2 " Grace "
is the fruit

of love, and love is to be recognized by its fruit as the tree

is. The reference is probably to the refining influence of a

pure love. The Queen of Navarre speaks of having per-

mitted a man's attentions in order to improve him :

1 Text : asseurnt.

2
Cf. Vittoria Colonna : Rime e Lettere, Florence, 1860, Rime sacre e morali,

no. clxx.
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Vous faisiez tant semblant de bien m' entendre,
Que je me mis de propos en propos
A vous banter, esperant bon vous rendre. 1

Margaret dismissed this "serviteur" because he mistook

her meaning.
Dizain.

Ainsi qu'amour par grace on peult congnoistre,
Sans grace amour ne peult estre congneu ;

Et si Famour n'en veult grace permettre,
Ce n'est amour, mais un rien incongneu.
Car comme 1'arbre 2 est au fruict recongneu

Duquel sans fruict on ne peult pas juger,

Grace est le fruict de 1'amoureux verger
Sans qui amour ne se peult veoir en face.

Dont comme nef n'est en mer sans dangier,

Jamais amour ne peult estre sans grace.

J'anime hardiesse.

No. 13.

Here we learn that love is to be found where virtue

dwells. As in the poetry of Provence,
3

it is the eye which

is the channel through which love makes his attack.

Dizain.

Ou gist amour ? la ou vertu demeure.

Que pretend il ? pour luy seul acquerir
La dame en qui le sien cueur fait demeure.

Par quel moyen la peult il requerir ?

Par le sien ceil qui fait vivre et mourir.

Qu'en revient il? une amoureuse flame

Bruslant le corps,
4 le cueur, 1' esprit et 1'ame,

1
Margaret of Navarre : Dernieres Poesies, ed. Lefranc, Les Adieux, p. 352.

2 Text: larbre.

3 Cf. Bernart de Ventadorn in Bartsch, Chrest. Prov., 5th ed., Berlin, 1892,

col. 61, 1. 2
;

cf. also Jacopo da Lentino in D'Ancona e Bacci, Man. della

Lett, ital.y 6th ed., Florence, 1898, vol. I, p. 44, Natura e origine d'Amore.
4 Text : corpss.
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Mille plaisirs quand la dame on embrasse

Voyla comment par vertu qui enflame

Jamais amour ne peult estre sans grace.

Dimcilia quae pulchra.

No. 24.

This is a bit of pure platonism. All love of this world,

says the poet, is vain, where the faithful heart is not con-

cerned, but true love is found in the only certain goodness.

The object of the poet's affections is the goodness of God,

which he describes as the daughter of love and sister of

wisdom. He sees the divine goodness everywhere, and in

contemplation of the beauty of goodness is thrown into

ecstasy. Goodness is his " idea."
l The use of the word

" id6e
"

suggests at once the Delie of Maurice Scve,

which, like the Cercle d'Amour, was published in 1544.

D6lie is only an anagram of Id&e. In Serve's hundred

and eighty-fifth dizain the thought is closely parallel to

that above :

Pour m' incliner souvent Jl celle image
De ta beaulte* esmerveillable Ide"e

Je te presente autant de foys 1'hommage

Que toute loy en saveur decided

Te peult donner etc.

The final note is again struck on the tout and rien.

Argument.

Toute amytid du monde est vaine

Ou le cueur fidele ne tend,

Mais la vraie amitie pretend
En la seule bont certaine.

9
^

1 For idea in this sense, cf. Plotinus, Enneads, I, vi. (Translation by

Bouillet, Paris, 1859 : vol. I, p. 113.)
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Dixain de FAmant Parfaict.

Celle que j'aime est la bont6 de Dieu,
Fille d' amour, et sceur de sapience.

Au cueur me touche et la voy en tout lieu,

Tant suis ravy en sa beault immense.

C^est mon ydee, aux aultres je ne pense.
Elle a mon tout, et sans elle n'ay rien.

Je Pay sans veoir, et sans toucher la tien

Par vive foy, ou mon seul espoir couche. 1

Ainsi tousjours pour un espere bien

Toutes a 1'ceil, mais une au cueur me touche.

Leger esprit ravit.

No. 26.

We find here an explicit statement regarding the heavenly
and earthly Venus. 2 In the pure celestial love the poet

places his only hope and finds no pleasure in the beauty of

the present world.

Argument.

Par Venus terrestre j'entendz

L'amyti de ce monde immunde.

Par Venus celeste pretendz

L'amyti de Dieu pur et munde.

*

Dizain.

Venus terrestre et ses graces me sont

Toutes a 1'oeil et au cueur sans plaisance.

Venus celeste ou vray amour s' infond

Kavit mes sens soubz fidele asseurance.

En ceste la gist ma seule esperance,

Tant suis touch au cueur de sa bonte*.

1 For this creature of the imagination, cf. sonnet by Cosimo Kucellai, in

Curiositd Letterarie, vol. 133, Bologna, 1873, p. 41.
3 For the philosophic phrasing of the doctrine of the celestial and terres-

trial Venus, cf. Plotinus, Enneads, in, v (Translation by Bouillet, vol. n,

pp. 106 ff.
).
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Ceste sans plus Fa par grace dompte*

Qu'aultre amytie* & mon desir ne couche.

Elle est mon tout, dont pour rien j'ay compte*

Toutes a Foeil, mais une au cueur me touche.

Rien sinon la.

No. 27.

There is no mistaking the word "pudique." This is

spiritual love, and yet it is a real bond between the lover

and his lady : it makes of them :

Une chair et un corps,

De deux cueurs un, un esprit et une ame.

Even the author asks a pertinent question : It is all very
well to cherish this other-worldly love for his lady, but is he

not liable to be tempted by ordinary love ? He replies no,

that his heart full of happiness depends on his lady alone.

Dizain.

Pudique amour par souverains accordz

Unit les cueurs de moy et de madame.
II faict de vous une chair et un corps,

De deux cueurs un, un esprit et une ame.

Qui rompra done ceste unitd sans blasme ?

Sera ce 1'ceil d'autre amour excite"?

Non, car mon cueur plein de felicite"

Son amytie' en une seule couche.

Ainsi sans rompre amoureuse unite*

Toutes a Foeil, mais une au cueur me touche.

En ennuy repos.

No. 28.

This, signed like no. 27 by En ennuy repos, deals with the

question already raised in the former. How can the spiritual

lover keep himself from being tempted to sin at the sight of
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the beauty and grace of an "
earthly Venus ?

" The reply
is an appeal to the purity and constancy of the heart that

loves "
perfectly." It cannot be surprised by passion ;

the

eye may yield, but the true heart stands firm.

Dizain.

Quoy que mon cueur en ferme loyaulte*

Se soit uny par amour a madame,
Pourra mon ceil veoir la grace et beaulte"

D'une Venus sans sentir quelque flame?

Non, mais mon cueur qui parfaictement ame,
De ceste flame estre ne peult surpris.

L'ceil peult faillir, le cueur est sans mespris ;

Debile est 1'oeil, le cueur fort a la touche.

Voyla comment, dames d'honneur et prix,

Toutes a 1'ceil, mais une au cueur me touche.

En ennuy repos.

No. 44.

This dizain is the first by Pierre Duval himself. His

heart, the poet says, is touched by
"
happy wisdom "

through
which his soul with a pure conscience wins the "

integrity

of perfect love." He has surveyed the field of knowledge,
but in the end love is for him the supreme thing.

Dizain.

Par vive foy unie en charite*

Au cueur me touche heureuse sapience,

Soubz qui mon ame obtient 1' integrite*

D'amour parfaict en pure conscience.

Devant mon ceil est toute aultre science

Dont bien souvent j'ay contemple 1'escript.

Mais une seule espouse a Jesus Christ

M'est souefve au cueur comme miel en bouche.

Ainsi par grace au bien de mon esprit

Toutes a Poeil, mais une au cueur me touche.

Rien sans 1' esprit.
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No. 45.

Before the poet's eyes pass the "daughters of Sion,"

but one of them only touches his heart with her fairy beauty.

He sees them all, yet but one affects him. To her he in-

trusts his all, and his "
grace

" he founds in the grace of his

lady.
Dizain.

Devant mon ceil les filles de Sion l

Passoyent un jour au travers de la pre*e,

Mais Time d'eux 2 seule en perfection

Toucha mon cueur de sa beaulte* faerie.

Toutes les voy, mais seule me recre"e.

En elle ay mis mes tresors et mes biens,

Par reciproque aussi les siens sont miens,

Si qu'en sa grace ou ma grace se couche

Je tien ce poinct qu'en ma foy je maintiens

Toutes a 1'oeil, mais une au cueur me touche.

Bien sans 1' esprit.

No. 50.

Duval, with his spiritual conception of love, from which

he has separated all that is earthly, does not hesitate to

describe Mary Magdalene as weeping for the absence of her

"
amy," the Christ.

Dizain.

S'esbahit on si Magdalene plore
En regretant le sien amy absent,

Veu qu'en luy gist sa vertu et sa gloire

Et que de luy tant aimee se sent ?

Si par 1' absence ennuy au cueur descend,

Chanter convient
;
ce n'est pas de merveille

1 Cf. Song of Songs, in, 11. *

2 ewz: el is an established O. F. form for feminine ele (Cf. Schwan-

Behrens, Altfranz. Gram., para. 322-3) ;
eux probably represents the plural

of this.
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Si Magdalene aujourdhuy s'appareille

De son amy regreter la presence,

Consider** qu'en douleur non pareille

II n'est ennuy que d'amoureuse absence.

Eien sans 1' esprit.

No. 52.

This is a companion piece to no. 45. The lady, who
loves her suitor with a pure and holy love, still feels deeply
his absence and in woe calls upon the "

daughters of Sion,"
if they should find him, to tell him that she is drooping for

love of him, and that separation from him is the bitterest

of evils.

Dizain.

La dame aymantd'amour pudic et sainct

Le sien amy beau en perfection,

Pour son absence ayant le cueur estrainct,

Disoit ainsi : O filles de Sion,

Si vous trouvez en quelque mansion

Le mien amy que seul veulx reclamer,

Annoncez luy que languis pour P aimer,
Et qu'il m'est grief que ne voy sa presence ;

Car sur tous maulx dont 1' effect est amer

II n'est ennuy que d'amoureuse absence.

Rien sans 1' esprit.

No. 69.

Here the love of a virtuous man is described as a "
perfect

possession." He has his lady's heart, and she has his. She

pleases him, his will is in accord with hers. If he suffers

she sympathizes ;
if all goes well with him, she reaps half

the advantage; for they are made one person by their

mutual love.
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Dizain.

J'ay en ce monde acquis un parfaict bien,

C'est 1'amitie' d'un homme vertueux.

II a mon cueur par foy, et j'ay le sien
;

Je luy coraplais, il veult ce que je veulx.

S'il a du mal, comme luy je me deulx
;

S'il a du bien, j'en recoy
1 la moiti^

;

Car deux en un sommes par amide"
;

C'est mon soulas, le sien est ma presence.

Mais separez
2 de nous veoir c'est pitie",

II n'est ennuy que d'amoureuse absence.

J'estendz es temps.

No. 78.

This dizain is interesting. Matches have usually in France

been made, not on a basis of inclination, but of convenience.

Here, however, it chances quite exceptionally that two

people who have been "vrais amantz" are united in mar-

riage. The rest of the poem merely develops the grief

caused by absence.

Dizain.

Deux vrais amantz unis par mariage
Eulx entre 3 aimantz sans blasme, un jour advint

Que le mari avec bon equipage
Monta sur mer, pensant que tost revint.

Ce qu'il ne feit, dont si fort luy souvint

De ses amours qu'il alloit expirant.

La dame aussi pour luy va souspirant.

L'amant la songe, et la dame a luy pense ;

L'amant se plainct, la dame diet plorant :

II n'est ennuy que d'amoureuse absence.

No. 104.

This dizain, which was awarded the first prize, is aevoted

to singing the necessity of the union of love and faith : faith

1 Text : recoy.
2 Text : sepatez.

8 Text : entte.
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without love is a body without a soul
;
love without faith is

a body deserted by the soul. Where both exist there is

added grace, grace of the goodness of God, which surpasses

human goodness.
Dizain.

PREMIER PRIX.

Foy sans amour, c' est quoy ? un corps sans ame
;

Amour sans foy, c'est ( 1'ame absente) un corps ;

Foy en amour, un vif effect sans blasme,

Qui rend deux cueurs en union concordz :

Amour en foy expelle tous discordz.

Et la ou foy (joincte a amour) preside,

Grace en tout temps, malgre* vice, y reside

Du bien de Dien qui bien humain surpasse.

Par ce moyen en cueur d'amant solide

Foy garde amour, et amour donne grace.

No. 105.

This dizain carried off the second prize. Entranced by
amorous desire, by the eye of faith the poet has known
" ferme amour." Love then took up his abode in his dis-

ciple's heart. Whether "jouyr" (1. 7) is to be taken here

in an innocent sense, as it apparently is in no. 108, seems

questionable. Perhaps we meet here the cloven hoof of the

Libertins Spirituels.
Dizain.

2 PRIX.

Estant ravy d' un amoureux desir

A Pceil de foy j'ay congneu ferme amour,

Lequel voiant qu'en luy prenois plaisir,

Secretement en moy feit son sejour.

Par foy le garde en mon cueur nuict et jour.

Or puis qu'amour fait en moy son repere

Assure* suis de jouyr ou j'espere ;

Car pour 1'amant amour grace pourchasse,

Foy le permet, Amour y obtempere.

Foy garde amour et amour donne grace.
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No. 107.

Love, by nature corrupt, is transformed by something
that is divine and incorruptible. This is divine faith. Love

joined to faith is made immortal, and by its new power
removes from the lovers all that is ugly.

Dizain.

Amour qui est de genre naturel

Suivant nature est de soy corruptible,

S'il n'est aide* en ce val temporal
De quelque effect divin incorruptible.

Or est la foy divine compatible
Avec amour, dont immortel est faict,

Et par vertu en maintien, diet, ou faict,

Des vrais amantz toute laideur efface.

Voyla comment par souverain effect

Foy garde amour, et amour donne grace.

No. 108.

This dizain is redolent of the New Testament : seeing that

without faith man cannot please God, and that works without

faith are dead, divine love, the ensample of the perfect, distils

grace by the power of faith. True love gives life to works

and opens to the heart fulness of joy. To think of licen-

tiousness in connection with these words seems impossible.

Hence it appears that the good, for the enjoyment of which

love presses, must be a spiritual good. (Cf. no. 105.)

Dizain.

Veu que sans foy on ne peult H Dieu plaire,

Et que sans foy toute oeuvre est morte en soy,

Amour divin, des parfaitz Texemplaire,
Distille grace en la vertu de foy.

Foy garde amour accomplissant sa loy,

Et vray amour a 1' oeuvre donne vie,

Ouvrant sans fin au cueur joye assouvie,
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En jouissant du grand bien qu'il pourchasse ;

Ainsi malgr faulx blason et envie

Foy garde amour et amour donne grace.

No. 124.

This is the complement of no. 108 and it is very probable

that the latter is also by Jehan des Minieres. Faith without

works is dead, Christ reconciles man to God, and love bestows

grace by the working of the Spirit, which effaces all hate.
1

The term "
Spirit

"
is, as we saw, a characteristic word of

the theology of the Libertins Spirituels.

Dizain.

L' amour de Dieu est garde par la foy,

Quand ceste foy en charite opere ;

Car sans ouvrer la foy est morte en soy,

Qui faict avoir 1'ire et couroux du Pere.

Mais par le Filz tel couroux se tempere,

Seul vray amour, comme sainct Paul descript,

Donnant la grace en faveur de 1' Esprit

iy avoir la foy qui toute haine efface.

Done tu peulx veoir comment par Jesus Christ

Foy garde amour, et amour donne grace.

J'ennime 2 hardiesse.

No. 144.

Reason, the only judge of humanity, is called upon to

make its effects felt in two hearts linked in union. Love is

to be made perfect by the working of the Spirit.
3

1 Cf. no. 107, where all ugliness is removed.
2
ennime, apparently the same as anime (cf. no. 11, above). The inference

is that the sound was nasal.

3 For the reference to the Spirit, cf. no. 124.
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Dizain.

Seulle raison juge d'humanite",

Fais par amour tes effectz apparoistre

Entre deux cueurs conjoinctz en unite*,

I/ un en amour qui tout soullas faict croistre

Et 1'aultre en foy qui faict 1' esprit acroistre

A rendre amour par sa vertu parfaict,

Tant que les deux uniz en un effect

Prouvent tout bien en ces deux et leur race,

Veu que raison leur diet que pour bien faict

Foy garde amour, et amour donne grace.

No. 145.

The collection of dizains closes fittingly with a stirring

picture of the victory of love over his foes. Love is repre-

sented as a captain leading forward his companions under

the banner of immortal faith. "
Rigueur," which probably

typifies the strict interpretation of the law/ attacks the band.

But victory, not without a struggle, lies with the soldiers of

love.

Dizain.

Soubz le guidon de la foy immortelle

Amour conduyt ses sodalz veritables,

Lors que rigueur demonstre sa cautelle

Pour rendre foy et les siens lamentables.

Foy tient en main les anciennes tables,

Ou vraie amour doibt estre fixe et ferme.

Rigueur court sus avecques maint gendarme,

Sorty des creux de 1'infernalle trace,
2

Mais 1' effort et perilleux alarme

Foy garde amour et amour donne grace.

W. A. R. KERB.

1 Whether the author means that divine love has saved man from the

condemnation of the law in the theological sense, or whether he isThinking
of human love as transcending the laws of matrimony, as taught by the

Libertins Spirituels, is not clear. He may have had, and probably did

have, both ideas in mind. Cf. Heroe't, Parfaite Amie, Lyons, 1543.
2 Trace : meaning ?



IV. THE ESSENTIAL DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A
CHANSON DE GESTE AND A ROMAN

D'AVENTURE.

The national epic poems of France offer a vast body of

literature in which we may study the development of French

ideals from the eleventh to the fourteenth century. During
so long a period at a critical epoch in European civilization

influences of all kinds are of course reflected in this poetry.

These influences may be described as literary, political, social

and religious.

It is with but one of the literary forces which came to bear

upon the chansons de geste that we are concerned just now.

This external force is that exerted by the matiere de Bretagne,

popularized in France about the middle of the twelfth century.

The admirably brief statement of Mr. Alfred Nutt (in Celtic

and Mediceval Romance, pp. 15-18) leaves little to be desired

as regards the influence of the Breton matter upon the mati&re

de France. Mr. Nutt's account of the change in literary ideals

during the twelfth century recommends itself to anyone who

is conversant with the period. Speaking generally, the Celtic

legends more than any other single force introduced into

France those elements of romance " which the twelfth century

demanded and which it could have found nowhere else"

(p. 18).

In his anxiety, however, to show the response of the Breton

poems to the need of the age, it may be questioned if Mr.

Nutt has not drawn conclusions prejudicial to the permanence

of the French national epic. A careful study of the types of

personages in the chansons de geste leads us to believe that

these poems never completely lost their integrity, that they

never merged insensibly into the romances of adventure, as

64
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Mr. Nutt would lead us to believe was the fact when he says :

"The later works of the Charlemagne cycle are in detail,

tone and spirit often as Arthurian as any purely Breton

romance." He is evidently speaking here of the twelfth and

thirteenth century poems, but we can in no wise agree with

him. The matiere de France remained to the end distinct

from the matiere de Bretagne even in the latter's French dress.

Every poet in composing his poem had the choice of follow-

ing one tradition or the other. If he chose to treat of the

Emperor Charles and of his individual heroes he must still

choose the traditional setting for their activities. Not only
in its earlier form, but in its later and milder form the

Charlemagne cycle is
"
specially concerned with the strife of

Christianity and Mohammedanism "
(p. 15). We have found

no chanson de geste in which the hostility between believer

and unbeliever is completely submerged, as it is in most of

the romances of adventure and in the Italian court epic. To

the last, the matiere de France echoes, though from afar, the

strife of Christian and Saracen. It is essentially a religious

epic.

The tendency, however, was all toward the romance and

the knight-errantry of the Breton poems. As Mr. Nutt has

clearly shown, the softening of manners, increased religious

toleration or carelessness, the shifting of literary patronage

from one sex to another, the emphasis of the individual over

the communal note, all these affected profoundly the spirit

of the national epic. But we believe that the literary public

of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries always realized the

distinction between the two mati&res. The poets themselves

in the opening lines take pains to give in a nut-shell the

situation of their heroes. Jean Bodel was not the only one

who was conscious of the three divisions of narrative poetry

according to subject. A review of the several types will

reassert the limits of the modification in the personages pro-

5
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duced by the Breton romances, and will at the same time

strengthen the conclusion just stated that the chansons de

geste remained to the end a consciously distinct genre.

The central point about which the characters of the national

epic revolve is the French king. The point about which the

Celtic heroes revolve is the Breton king. The sphere of the

national heroes' activity is France, Spain, Italy and sometimes

Germany. Charles, Louis and Pepin reside at Aix, Laon

or Paris, as the case may be. Arthur resides outside this

domain, in the Celtic territory. Never do their ways cross,

never do they conflict. The Breton king is never other than

Arthur, the French king is practically never called by other

name than the three just mentioned. Never are Gawain or

Key the Seneschal mentioned at Charles' court
;
never are

Roland or Oliver mentioned at Arthur's court. The names

and positions of the heroes like those of their sovereigns are

fixed on each side. The line of demarcation is rigidly drawn

and no infraction is to be found. The poet in the opening
lines informs us in which domain his action passes, in that

of the French king or in that of the Breton king. Almost

any poem we take up at random will indicate this nice feeling

of distinction. Here is the opening of Gaydon, certainly not

an early poem :

" C'est de Gaydon, qui tant fist a loer,

Dou due Naynmon, qui tant fist a amer,
Et dou Danois, qui fu nes outremer

;

Aprez, de Charle, nostre emperere her,

Qui en Espaingne fu tant por conquester

Qu' aprez les peres convint les fiuls aler."

Gaydon, p. 1.

You see it is the same old crowd of grizzly warriors who

have been hunting Saracens ever since the Roland ! Again
we are told of the father of Hugues Capet in one of the last

spasms of the epic muse :
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"
Sages fu et soutis, et sy estoit toudis

A Paris, a le court du fort rois Loais."

Hugues Capet, p. 3.

Compare these two introductions with two from Chretien

de Troyes :

"Un jor de Basque, au tans novel,

A Caradigan, son chastel,

Ot li rois Artus cort tenue.

Ainz si riche ne fu veiie
;

Car mout i ot buens chevaliers,

Hardiz et corageus et fiers,

Et riches dames et puceles,

Filles a rois, jantes et beles."

Erec et Enide (Ed. Forster, w. 27-34).

"
Artus, li buens rois de Bretaingne,

La cui proesce nos ansaingne

Que nos soiiens preu et cortois,

Tint cort si riche come rois," &c.

Yvain (Ed. Forster, w. 1-4).

Could there be anything plainer in all these cases than the

care of the poet to state his position, to plainly declare what

his subject is to be, or rather where his narrative is to carry

us, where the events are to take place ? **

It should be further noted that Charles, Louis and Pepin
never partake of the character of Arthur as holder of a model

court, as patron of knights, as protector of lorn ladies. On
the contrary, when the French monarch appears at all in the

later poems, it is still in the traditional aspect, though often

caricatured, of a divinely protected head of a definite Christian

state. Unlike Arthur, he has a limited territory to rule over

and protect, a charge for which he is responsible to God and

the great vassals. Though generally accepted as a feudal

necessity, the king is open to reproach and criticism on politi-

cal grounds. He is a very real and material persorf, to be

reckoned with, even when he retires to the extreme back-

ground of the plot. Arthur's position, on the contrary, is
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questioned by no one among his entourage. He is an ideal

monarch. His conventional occupation in the French poems
is holding festive courts, leading or encouraging romantic

quests, giving in his own person the example of that courtesy

and elegant chivalry which were craved if they were not real-

ized by the twelfth century in France :

"Car ch'est la riens k'il plus voloit

Et ki plus li plaisoit a faire

Pour aloier et pour atraire

A lui les cuers des chevaliers."

Li Chevaliers as ii espees (Ed. Forster, vv. 12-15).

There was room for the two types of king in contemporary
literature. They do not trench upon one another; and even

in the obscurity of the background they are never confounded.

No type of character in the chansons de geste has been less

influenced by the Breton poems than has Charles by Arthur.

Just how far did the type of chivalric kinght in search

of adventure affect the type of Christian warrior defending

his king and his religion ? Surely very profoundly. Roland

and Aiol, for instance, are separated by a long process of

evolution in the hero's rdle. Mr. Nutt says
"
knighthood

had wandered into other worlds which the Roland ideal could

no longer wholly fill." (Op. eti., p. 16.)

Two conclusions follow from a study of the heroes in the

epic poems : first, as time went on, the hero became more

human, more many-sided and more worldly; secondly, he

became in the later poems the subject of a biographical narra-

tive in which there was introduced a wealth of previously

neglected detail. This latter change, implying a shift of

interest from the social group to the individual, is one

of the most significant literary innovations introduced by the

romances of adventure. But though we may see our once

solemn, preoccupied warriors step aside in the later poems

to indulge in a roinanic adventure, to win the hand of a



Saracen princess (cf.
Guillaume d'Orange in La Prise d' Orange),

or to give place to the play of their finer feelings, yet the most

transformed among them falls far short of being a model

Arthurian knight. His thoughts are elsewhere, his occupa-

tions are quite different, his relations to real life are more

intimate and real, his sentiments are more suppressed than

in the case of his Celtic prototype. Less elegant and less

courteous, we should call him more true to his purposes and

his resolutions, more uncompromising, more rugged. The

knights of the Round Table on the other hand, though

individual, are part of an organization. Their virtues and

their vices both have their origin in their association with

other equally refined knights and ladies. Convention reigns

supreme in this ideal society. Wace describes the " nobles

barons " of the Round Table as all being served with equal

honor, yet each esteeming himself better than the others (cf.

Le Roman de Brut : ed. Le Roux de Lincy, Rouen, 1836-38,

II, pp. 74-76). Each prides himself upon being the first to

respond to any cry of distress, to any opportunity for self-

distinction. Gawain was so perfect a type of chivalry that

he was called "la rose et le rubi de la table ronde" (Li
Chevaliers as ii espees, 3064-3065). When Arthur laments

over Gawain whom he supposes to be dead, he calls him to

be sure the valiant defender of his " onnour de Bretaigne
"

(Li Chevaliers as ii espeeSj 3302-3303). But this expression

is hardly to be taken in a geographical sense
;
rather as that

happy domain in which Arthur's gentle sway is recognized.

Arthur's court was in fact cosmopolitan in character, as we

see from Wace's description (Le Roman de Brut, loc. A).
The king regrets Gawain chiefly because he was so courte-

ous and knightly, such an example of knighthood in his

realm. The fact is that Charles' warriors battle against

principalities and powers, very real persons who give them

little peace for introspective communings and sentimental
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development. Their duty is plainly evident and life is a

struggle. Be it said to the credit of their strenuous existence

that they resist temptation and do not make the power of

love an excuse for compromising their convictions. Arthur's

court, on the contrary, is a protest against an invisible foe,

against all that is material, vulgar, unknightly. His court is

a bulwark of chivalry, and his knights are charged not with

the armed defense of that stronghold, but with the task of

setting an example of that self-sacrificing knight-errantry
which was so dear an ideal to the age of the Crusades (cf.

]STutt, op. dt., p. 16). If we recollect this distinction, we
shall see that here again the Breton and the national currents

remain separated. Eomantic adventures, refinement of feeling,

love philosophizings, all essential in the Breton poems, are

never more than incidental in the heroes of the more virile

national poetry.

The traitors are essentially a creation of the feudal epic

and seem to have no counterpart, with the exception of the

individual Mordred, in the Breton poems. We see the

traitor Ganelon held responsible for the great tragedy in

the epic history of the nation. Little by little this traitor

influence spread until it included entire clans of those who
were opposed to the king or to the hero. The traitors were

then an indispensable accompaniment of French feudal society

as it actually existed. In the ideal Breton aristocracy no

such category existed. There was no such disaffection under

Arthur's beneficent sway. In the romances of adventure

opposition to the knights is offered by malevolent spirits,

hideous giants, enchantments and marvels which cross them

and baffle them at every turn. The traitor, as an active

personage, is foreign to the romances and is a conventional

and persistent type of an historical original, preserved only
in the chansons de geste.
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The introduction of woman into a leading r6le of the late

chansons de geste is contemporary with the increased import-
ance of woman in the changing mediaeval society. The

Breton poems form collectively a vast body of women's

literature. The French court poets of the twelfth century

seized this romantic material with its emphasis of the love

passion, elaborated it, and made it the medium for the expres-

sion of new ideas which as yet had received no adequate

expression. If these new ideas as to the relations of men
and women in literature penetrated into neighboring countries,

it is not strange that the French chansons de geste already

existent, should also be profoundly affected along the same

lines. But the innovation in the twelfth century chansons de

geste was caused not only by the romances of adventure, but

by the courtly society then developing. Woman ceased to

be hi the chansons de geste a mere incident unworthy of the

elaborate treatment expended upon the heroes and the battle

scenes. She becomes a factor in the plot, an additional object

to be gained.

Note, however, that she is never the sole aim of a hero's

endeavor. He does not banish himself for her, he does not

do penance for discourtesy to her, he does not fight in tourna-

ments to win her favors, he does not undergo hardships upon
land and sea to gain her love, he does not blindly follow his

passions and marry her before the rites of the Church have

been fulfilled. The woman, especially if she be a Saracen

princess, may be never so passionate and determined, the

hero usually keeps himself perfectly in hand, and far from

taking a lady whom he may serve in knightly fashion, he

more prosaically takes her in good time " a mollier et a per."

(Huon de Bordeaux offers an exception).

We should not say, then, even here, where the influence

of the Breton poems is naturally strongest, that the "
detail,

tone and spirit
" of the late chansons de geste are completely
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Arthurian. When a woman's figure is elaborated, the result

physically was identical in both cases
;
for the mediseval poet

had but a few limited expressions to indicate female beauty.

But however charming and winsome, however passionate

and devoted woman may be in the epic poems, she is never

the central figure, she is never the chief factor in the hero's

life nor the motive force of his fightings. Incidental to wars

and fightings, to the sacking of Saracen cities, to the service

due to God and the king, woman may step in and claim the

hero in his idle moments. But the hero and the woman are

not indissolubly bound together in the plot. Duty's call is

louder than that of Love. One feels to the last that woman's

sphere in the national poetry is a limited one. She could

never rule there as she did in the matiere de Brdagne.

Though partaking deeply, then, of the character of the

Breton ladies, neither the Saracen princesses nor the French

women ever completely usurp the first place in the hero's

thoughts and purposes. The mati&re de France differs from

the matiere de Bretagne in not being primarily concerned with

the relations of men and women. Jean Bodel's words of

explanation contain the whole story :

" Ne sont que iii matieres a nul horn antandant

Et de ces iii matieres n'i a nule samblant.

Li conte de Bretaigne sont si vain et plaisant ;

Oil de France de voir chascun jor apparant."
Chanson des Saisnes, vv. 6 ff.

Neither the matiere de Brdagne nor the matiere de France

was the product of the bourgeoisie. Nevertheless, there were

personages belonging to a lower social level such as the

bourgeois,
' vilain

' and grotesque characters who made their

way occasionally into the chansons de geste. Emerging from

the social background in which they would naturally be

placed for an aristocratic audience, we find they were intro-

duced into a more prominent position for purely artistic
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reasons, to produce a contrast, to give local color or to raise

a laugh. There is no difference of treatment to be noticed

here in the romances of adventure and the chansons de geste.

Their existence in one genre is quite independent of their

existence in the other. In each case this appearance of the

bourgeois and the 'vilain' in literature is explained by
the contemporary appearance of the lower classes as social

factors. Less homogeneous, society was breaking up into

classes, which were yet so mutually interdependent that each

found its way into contemporary poetry, which still remained

to a great degree communal. The traders at the great fairs

with their busy commercial spirit, the loquacious group of

bourgeois looking with critical eye upon the gaily accoutred

knight, the { vilain
' herdsman with his loutish manner and

uncouth grotesque appearance, the faithful albeit humble

squire, were all types perfectly familiar even to the lords

and ladies of a court like that of Marie de Champagne. So

that it would be a mistake to attribute the appearance of the

lower classes of society in a literary rdle to any influence of

the romances of adventure.

Finally, the Saracens belong essentially to the epic stock

in trade. In the early poems they are a necessary feature

of the religious epic. So they remain, indeed, through the

whole period of popularity of the chansons de geste. But in

the later poems they are something more than members of a

religious host hostile to the French. They respond in part

to another need. They furnish now the marvellous note, now

the romantic
;
and they were thus, especially the Saracen

women, influenced by the Breton poems. But they are so

bound up in the central motive of the French epic that it

is idle to seek any other than historical reasons for their

presence there.

A review of the indebtedness of the matiere de France to

the matiere de Bretagne for its type-personages reveals this
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fact : although the influence of the Breton romantic spirit is

felt everywhere in the later chansons de geste, yet nowhere

is the fusion between the characters complete. No chanson

de geste could be mistaken by an expert for a roman

d'aventure, for certain features were never departed from.

Certain primitive literary conceptions resisted all innovation.

When the epic genre had survived its usefulness, it perished

entirely, never to rise again. Inasmuch as it was based upon
and was inspired by events almost forgotten in the nation's

history it has lost its message to posterity. Whereas the

Breton cycle, being more subjective and ideal, has been

revived with a fresh message by an English poet in our

own day.

WILLIAM WISTAR COMFORT.



V. THE RELATION OF THE SEVENTEENTH
CENTURY CHARACTER TO THE

PERIODICAL ESSAY.

To say that the seventeenth century Character holds an

important place in the development of prose fiction is a

commonplace of criticism.
1 That it was through the periodi-

cal essay of the eighteenth century that it influenced the

development of fiction is equally well known. 2 But the

Character of the periodical essay, written by men more

interested in the individual than in the type, was quite

different from the old formal Character of the beginning of

the seventeenth century. Through what changes it passed

in the course of its development ;
and why it was through

the periodical essay, rather than in its own proper form, that

it came to exert the influence it did, are two questions which

I shall attempt to answer.

The character-sketch, or "Character," as it came uni-

versally to be called in the seventeenth century, was a short

account, usually in prose, of the properties, qualities, or

peculiarities which serve to individualize a type. Sir Thomas

Overbury, himself one of the best known of the seventeenth

century writers of Characters, has left us a curious, but, it

must be admitted, not very clear definition of a Character.

" If I must speak the schoolmaster's language," he says,
" I

will confess that character comes of this infinitive mood,

y
which signifies to engrave, or make a deep

Speaking of the Character, Professor Kaleigh says it "may rank as an

ancestor of the novel in the direct line." Tte English Novel
(^ribners,

1894), p. 113.
2 "From the Spectator the character sketch, with its types and minute

observation and urbane ridicule, passed into the novel and became a part

of it." Cross, The Development of the Novel (Macmillan, 1899), p. 25.

75
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impression. And for that cause a letter (as A, B) is called

a character : those elements which we learn first, leaving a

strong seal in our memories. Character is also taken for an

Egyptian Hieroglyphic, for an impress or short emblem, in

little comprehending much. To square out a character by
our English level, it is a picture (real or personal) quaintly
drawn in various colours, all of them heightened by one

shadowing. It is a quick and soft touch of many strings,

all shutting up in one musical close
;

it is wit's descant on

any plain song."

Though the character-sketch showed a constant tendency

throughout the seventeenth century to lose its generic quality
and become biographical, the Character, properly speaking,

always represented a type, never an individual. I have,

therefore, in compiling my bibliography ignored all publi-

cations under the title of "
Characters," which were really

satiric portraits of individuals.
1 The Character bore some-

what the same relation to the biographical sketch as the

"composite" photograph does to that of an individual. That

is, it was, or aimed to be, a portrayal, which, while justly

representative of every individual of a class, and hence of

the class as a whole, combined at the same time so many
individual details, carefully chosen and skillfully grouped, as

almost to trick the reader into the belief that the portrayal

was after all that of an individual. The best of the Charac-

ter-books, both English and French, were of this sort. So

deceptive were some of them that their publication was

followed almost immediately by that of numerous "keys,"
each claiming to identify beyond a doubt the separate Charac-

1 The latter part of the century was especially prolific in these biographi-

cal Characters
; they served as campaign documents, the various leaders of

the Whig and Tory parties being criticised alternately. Moreover, the

poetical satires of the period teemed with them. Such, to mention the most

notable example, was Dryden's portrait of the Duke of Buckingham in

"Zimri." Absalom and Achitophel, 11. 544-568.
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ters as portraits of certain of the author's contemporaries a

claim, it may be added, which only the hopeless divergence
of opinion among the authors of the various "

keys
" could

serve in the least to invalidate.
1

Such descriptions of types of character were not, of course,

peculiar to the seventeenth century. In a sense character

writing is as old as literature itself. One of the most

familiar ancient examples of it is contained in the last

chapter of the book of Proverbs, and might be called the

Character of an Unemancipated Woman. 2
Classical and

post-classical literature, both Greek and Latin, contain

enough of such descriptions to show that the interest in

character portrayal in and for itself is universal and peren-

nial. It is found, for example, in the epic;
3

in the drama;
4

in Satires
;

5

among the epigrams ;

6 in rhetorical treatises,

like those of Lupus Rutilius 7 and of that mysterious person

usually designated as Auctor ad Herennium. 8 In Epistles,

too, it is found
;

9 in declamations,
10 and in romances.11 As

an illustration of the antiquity of Character-writing in

1 A case in point is the swarm of
' '

Keys
' * which followed the publication

in 1688 of La Bruyere's Caracieres ou Les Moeurs de ce Siede.

2 Its excellence as a Character did not escape the notice of the English

Character writers. Sir Richard Steele, in The Guardian, No. 168, said of

it : "I do not think there is any character of Theophrastus which has so

many beautiful particulars in it, and which is drawn with such elegance of

thought and phrase."
3
Iliad, xm, 278 ff.

4
Aristophanes, Wasps, 11. 87-134.

5
Horace, Book I, Sat. ix.

; Juvenal, Sat. vm. and ix.

6
Martial, Book in, Epigram on Cotilus.

7 De Figuris Sententiamm et Elocutionis, Book n.

8 Book iv.
9
Synesius, Epistle civ.

10 One of the /xeXdrcu of Libanius, the Greek sophist of Antioch, is a dra-

matic Character, the original of
" Morose" in Ben Jonson's play, The Silent

Woman. The extent of Jonson's indebtedness to Libanius is poin^d out in

my article in Modern Language Notes for November, 1901.

11 TheSatiricon of Petronius Arbiter contains the character of a man " vani

et insulsi."
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English literature, take the Prologue to Chaucer's Canterbury

Tales, where knight and dame and squire are drawn with

such vividness of outline and with such attention to detail

that we almost forget that they are types at all. Further

illustrations are furnished by Langland,
1 and by the imitators

of Chaucer in the fifteenth century.
2

It is necessary, there-

fore, to make a sharp distinction between Character-writing

as we find it in the seventeenth century and the descriptions

of contemporary types that we find scattered through all

literature. What differentiated the Character of the seven-

teenth century from all that had preceded it was the fact

that, whereas formerly the Character had been embodied in

some other literary form, it was during that century wholly
isolated from such surroundings. It was this disassociation

from all that could hinder its independent development that

helps to account for the importance of the Character as a

factor in the evolution of the novel. The Character-writers

turned from the dignified impersonalities of the chivalric

romances, and from the conscienceless scapegraces of the

roman bourgeois to a more minute analysis of character in

what may be called, with due apology, its statical relations
;

regarding it, that is, not as influenced by the interaction of

other characters upon it, but in and for itself.

Even with these limitations, however, the beginnings

of English Character-writing antedated considerably the

opening of the seventeenth century. As early as about

the middle of the sixteenth century had appeared the first

of a series of books which must be considered, if not the

earliest example of the formal Character, at least as its

immediate precurser. This was Thomas Audley's Fraternity

1 E. g. t
Vision of Piers Plowman, Passus vm : Description of the " Palmer

from Sinai."
8 E. g., Description of

" Kiot " in Skelton's B&wge of Court.
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of Vagabonds (156 1).
1 To this old book Thomas Harman

was indebted for most of the material for his Caveat for

Common Cursitors (1567). In 1592 came the Groundwork

of Coney- Catching attributed to the dramatist Robert Greene.

After an address "To the Gentle Reader's Health" in which

he declares that " all these playing their cozenings in their

kind are here set down which never yet were disclosed in

any book on Coney-catching," and after introducing a single

chapter of his own, he reprints the whole of Harman's

book. 2 The resemblance of all these to the later Character-

books is obvious, though superficial. Each kind of vagrant

(and Harman mentions twenty-four distinct
varieties) is

successively described in a short sketch. There is, however,
no attempt, such as we find in even the poorest of the

Character-writers, at analysis of character.

An even more interesting anticipation of the fashion of

writing Characters is found in some of the tracts published

toward the close of the sixteenth century, particularly in

those of Thomas Nash. 3 The tract entitled Pierce Penniless,

1 The full title was : The Fraternity of Vagabonds, as well of Ruffling Vaga-
bonds as of beggarly, of Women as of Men, of Girls as of Soys with their proper

names and Qualities. With a Description of the crafty Company of Cozeners and

Shifters. Whereunto is adjoined the XXV. orders of Knaves, otherwise called a

quartern of Knaves confirmed forever by Cock Lorrel. This is said to owe a

good'deal to a similar book, written in Latin, called Liber Vagatorum, pub-
lished in 1514, for a new edition of which in 1528, Martin Luther wrote a

preface.
2 Thomas Decker's Bellman of London (1608) is also stolen almost wholly

from Harman, but contains some curious interpolations that bring it up to

date. The fraud was exposed in a tract called Martin Mark-All, Beadle of

Bridewell, by Samuel Eowland. The latter bears interesting testimony to

the popularity of this class of books. " These volumes and papers, now

spread^everywhere, so that every Jackboy now can say as well as the proud-

est of the fraternity
' Will you waff for a win, or tramie for a make ?'

"

The last of the series was The English Eogue, 1665. *

3 Nash had read Theophrastus in the original. At least we find him

alluding respectfully to "the golden book of Theophrastus" in a tract

entitled The Anatomy of Absurdity, published in 1589, three years before

Casaubon's translation had popularized that author.
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his Supplication to the Devil, in which Nash discusses the

prevalence of the seven deadly sins, contains a number of

Characters. There is the "Upstart," who has traveled

abroad and brought back nothing but a contempt for his

own country, and the " Counterfeit Politician," who tries to

seem wise by being solitary. To illustrate the sin of pride,

Nash inserted four national Characters the Spaniard, the

Frenchman, the Italian and the Dane. In this, also, he

anticipated a fashion which was later to become prevalent.

But though something akin to the Character had appeared
thus early, it was not until 1592 that the publication of

Casaubon's Latin translation of Theophrastus' Ethical Charac-

ters furnished a model of which the English Character-writers

were not slow to avail themselves. 1 The influence of Theo-

phrastus upon all the Character-writers of the early part of

the seventeenth century, upon the men who set the fashion

for those who were to follow, is clearly apparent. To the

strength of this influence, thus early exerted, is due, no

doubt, the fact that in its general form the character re-

mained, even to the middle of the century, in a remarkable

degree unchanged. Still, in spite of its general adherence to

a tradition, the Character did slowly, with the progress of

the century, acquire greater freedom of form, thereby

approaching constantly nearer to that later stage of its

development in the hands of Addison and Steele, when,

through the periodical essay, it merged into the novel.

It remains, therefore, to point out some of the changes

which the Character underwent in its progress toward the

transitional form that it came subsequently, in the Sir Roger
de Coverley Papers, to assume

;
and to account, if possible,

J The form and content of Theophrastus' 'H0ixoi Xapa/cr^pes and the

use that was made of it by the English writers of Characters has already

been discussed in my article on The Relation of the English Character to its

Greek Prototype (Publications of the Modern Language Association, July, 1903. )
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for the fact that it was through the essay, rather than in its

own proper form, that it finally merged into the novel.

The first book of Characters to appear after the publi-

cation of Casaubon's translation of Theophrastus
7

HOi/col

Xapatcrfipes was the Characters of Virtues and Vices (1608)

by Joseph Hall. In his work we see how much English

Character-writing owed to the Greek. Of the eleven Charac-

ters of Vices, six are identical in subject with those of

Theophrastus,
1 while the other five treat far more serious

vices than any the genial Greek philosopher had seen fit to

include. Not only did Hall depart from his original in

respect to gravity of subject, but he differs from his Greek

model in his method of procedure, and by so doing he set

the fashion for the English school. He does not merely
describe the actions proper to a character, as Theophrastus
had done, but he comments upon it in general terms, aiming
at epigram, pointed expressions, lively images, such as

Euphuism could supply.
2

Moreover, HalFs sketches are

still further differentiated from the Greek by at least an

attempt at subtlety of analysis. Here we are not simply
told what a man does, but are made to enter into his mental

processes, so as to see what is the peculiar twist in his mind

1 In my article on the relation of the English Character to the Greek, I

have shown how Hall in these six
" Characters of Vices" imitated Theo-

phrastus, not only in the selection of the types for characterization, but also

to the extent of adapting to his own use certain of the ideas of Theophrastus,
and even his forms of expression.

2
Character-writing, at least up to the middle of the seventeenth century,

was closely allied to Euphuism. Indeed Euphuism, with its pointed, anti-

thetical, balanced sentences, was well adapted to express subtle shades of

difference in character, and came consequently to be regarded as the con-

ventional dialect of the Character-writers. Several passages in Euphues

(1580 )
are written exactly in the manner of the later Character-writers.

Such, to mention a single instance, is the description of "Camilla,"

(Arber's English Reprints, vol. IV, pp. 310-11), which, if it were isolated

from the context and labeled the " Character of a Fair and Honest Maid,'*

might pass for a hitherto unpublished sketch of Overbury's.

6
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that makes him act as he does. In this attempt Hall often

failed, as did many of his successors, the failure in all cases

being due to the absence of that rarest of human accomplish-
ments the ability to detect mental and moral differences.

To draw a character skillfully requires deep knowledge of

human nature, a lively imagination, and great facility in

the use of language. The most successful of the Character-

writers were those who knew men best, and who best under-

stood themselves. They have been critics of men and manners,

critics of thought, and critics of language. Hall, on the

contrary, though filled with an intense moral earnestness,

showed neither any shrewdness in detecting evil motives, nor

any great amount of insight in finding the good. HalPs

earnestness of moral purpose was both a detriment and an

advantage a detriment when it led him into moralizing (as

it too often did), for his moral reflections are nearly always

commonplace ;
an advantage, when, coupled with the vigor

and charm of which his language is capable, it rises to a

dignity and stateliness almost Miltonic.

Another noticeable feature of the book is that, except when

Hall copied closely the concise narrative manner of Theo-

phrastus, his sketches lack animation. In this respect,

fortunately, he was not imitated by his successors. A pretty

clearly marked tendency is traceable during the progress of

the century to put more action into the Character.

One of the sketches, instead of being a personification of

certain moral qualities, is a type of those to whom certain

qualities belong by virtue of their occupying a certain office

or position in society. This is the " Character of a Good

Magistrate." Among later writers this kind of Character

became quite the fashion including a wide range of types,

from the Character of a Prince to Poor Robin's Character of

an Unconscionable Pawnbroker and Earmark of an oppress-
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ing Tallyman with a friendly Description of a Bum-Bailey
and his merciless setting cur or follower.

The significance of HalPs book, considered in relation to

the development of English character-portrayal, lies in the

fact that, by enlarging the scope of his subject and by depart-

ing radically from Theophrastus in his method of treating it,

he contributed in no small degree to the emancipation of the

English Character from those limitations that a servile imita-

tion of the Greek would have forced upon it.

To illustrate both Hall's indebtedness to Theophrastus and

how in manner and method he departed from his model, I

here insert Theophrastus
7 " Character of a Penurious Man/

7

and, following it, HalFs " Character of the Covetous Man.77

THE PENUKIOUS MAN. 1

" Penuriousness is too strict attention to profit and loss.

" The Penurious man is one who, while the month is current, will come

to one's house and ask for a half-obol. When he is at table with others he

will count how many cups each of them has drunk
;
and will pour a smaller

libation to Artemis than any of the company. Whenever a person has made

a good bargain for him and charges him with it, he will say that it is too

dear. When a servant has broken a jug or a plate he will take the value

out of his wages ; or, if his wife has dropped a three-farthing piece, he is

capable of moving the furniture and the sofas and the wardrobes, and of

rummaging in the curtains. If he has anything to sell, he will dispose of it

at such a price that the buyer shall have no profit. He is not likely to let

one eat a fig from his garden, or walk through his land, or pick up one of

the olives or dates that lie on the ground ;
and he will inspect his boundaries

day by day to see if they remain the same. He is apt, also, to enforce the

right of distraining, and to exact compound interest. When he feasts the

men of his parish, the cutlets set before them will be small : when he

markets, he will come in having bought nothing. And he will forbid his

wife to lend salt, or a lamp-wick, or cummin, or verjuice, or meal for sacri-

fice, or garlands, or cakes
; saying that these trifles come to much in the

year. Then in general it may be noticed that the money boxes of the

penurious are mouldy, and the keys rusty ;
that they themselvdl wear

their cloaks scarcely reaching to the thigh ;
that they anoint themselves

J The translation is that of Professor K. C. Jebb (Macmillan, 1870.)
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from very small oil-flasks
;
that they have their hair cut close

;
that they

take off their shoes in the middle of the day ;
and that they are urgent

with the fuller to let their cloak have plenty of earth, in order that it may
not soon be soiled."

THE COVETOUS MAN.

' ' He is a servant to himself, yea, to his servant
;
and doth base homage

to that which should be the worst drudge. A lifeless piece of earth is his

master, yea his god, which he shrines in his coffer, and to which he sacri-

fices his heart. Every face of his coin is a new image, which he adores

with the highest veneration
; yet takes upon him to be a protector of that

he worshippeth, which he fears to keep and abhors to lose, not daring to

trust either any other god or his own. Like a true chemist, he turns

everything into silver, both what he should eat, and what he should wear
;

and what he keeps to look on, not to use. When he returns from his field,

he asks, not without much rage, what became of the loose crust in his

cupboard, and who hath rioted among his leeks. He never eats good meal

but on his neighbor's trencher, and there he makes amends to his com-

plaining stomach for his former and future fasts. He bids his neighbors to

dinner, and when they have done, sends in a trencher for the shot. Once

in a year, perhaps, he gives himself leave to feast, and for the time thinks

no man more lavish
;
wherein he lists not to fetch his dishes from far, nor

will be holden to the shambles
;
his own provision shall furnish the board

with an insensible cost, and when his guests are parted, talks how much

every man devoured, and how many cups were emptied, and feeds his

family with the mouldy remnants a month after. If his servant break but

an earthen dish for want of light, he abates it out of his quarter's wages.

He chips his bread, and sends it back to exchange for staler. He lets

money and sells time for a price, and will not be importuned either to

prevent or defer his day ;
and in the meantime looks for secret gratuities,

besides the main interest, which he sells and returns into the stock. He
breeds of money to the third generation, neither hath it sooner any being,

than he sets it to beget more. In all things he affects secrecy and pro-

priety ;
he grudgeth his neighbor the water of his well, and next to stealing

he hates borrowing. In his short and unquiet sleeps he dreams of thieves,

and runs to the door and names more men than he hath. The least sheaf

he ever culls out for tithe, and to rob God holds it the best pastime, the

clearest gain. This man cries out above others of the prodigality of our

times, and tells of the thrift of our forefathers : how that great prince

thought himself royally attired when he borrowed thirteen shillings and

fourpence on half a suit. How one wedding gown served our grandmothers
till they exchanged it for a winding sheet

;
and praises plainness, not for

less sin, but for less cost. For himself, he is still known by his forefather's

coat, which he means with his blessing to bequeathe to the many descents
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of his heirs. He neither would be poor, nor be accounted rich. No man

complains so much of want, to avoid a subsidy ;
no man is so importunate

in begging, so cruel in exaction
;
and when he most complains of want, he

fears that which he complains to have. No way is indirect to wealth,

whether of fraud or violence. Gain is his godliness, which if conscience

go about to prejudice, and grow troublesome by exclaiming against, he is

condemned for a common barretor. Like another Ahab, he is sick of the

next field, and thinks he is ill-seated while he dwells by neighbors.

Shortly, his neighbors do not much more hate him, than he himself. He
cares not (for no great advantage) to lose his friend, pine his body, damn
his soul

;
and would despatch himself when corn falls, but that he is loth

to cast away money on a cord."

Though the direct effect of Hall's book upon English

Character-writing was probably not so great as that of

some of those published later, still, through its French

translation in 1619, it had a marked effect across the channel,

where Character-writing became only less popular than in

England. The best known of the French Character-writers

was Jean de La Bruyere. In 1688, he published Les Carac-

t&res de Theophraste traduits du Grec ; avec les Caracteres, ou

les Mceurs de ce Siecle. This was followed by many English

imitations in the form of "
Essays and Characters." La

Bruyere's "translation" of Theophrastus' Characters was

really little more than a spirited and clever paraphrase.

Inaccurate as it was, however, taken in conjunction with the

immense popularity of La Bruyere' s own Characters,
1

it did

much to popularize Theophrastus, both on the Continent and

in England. Consequently we may say that the indirect

effect of HalFs work upon English Character-writing was

indeed considerable.

Returning to the English product, we find quite different

from HalFs, with its evident moral purpose, the second of

1 Within the first decade after its publication the book went through nine

editions. La Bruyere was followed by about thirty imitators, chief of

whom were Brillon (author of Le Theophraste Moderne) ,
Mme de Lambert,

and the Marquis de Lassay.
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the important Character-books of the century that of Sir

Thomas Overbury, published in 1614. 1 The book had a

phenomenal popularity, due in part, no doubt, to a growing
interest in Character-writing as a literary form, and in part
to the sympathy aroused by the author's tragic death. That

this sympathy was deep and widespread is attested in various

ways. In 1614 a license was obtained to print a book, not

now extant, called Sir Thomas Overbury*s Ghost containing
a History of his Life and untimely Death by John Ford, Gent.

The anagram on Thomas Overburie,
" O ! O ! a busie

murther," was long current, and even as late as 1823 there

was acted in Drury Lane Theatre a tragedy, written by
Richard Savage, which was a dramatization of Overbury's
death.

2 To such a universal interest in the author, rather

than to any phenomenal excellence in the book itself, must

be attributed the fact that by 1673 the book had reached its

twentieth edition. The quarto edition of 1614 contained in

addition to the "Poem of a Wife," which had appeared

separately in the same year, twenty-one characters. This

number was subsequently increased, the third impression

containing twenty-five, a fourth, also in 1614, thirty charac-

ters. In its final current form the book became a kind of

popular miscellany of Characters, to the number of eighty,

contributed by various gentlemen who wrote with ease and

were glad to share in the posthumous fame of the original

author. It is impossible, therefore, except in the case of a

few of the characters,
3
to tell which were written by Over-

1A Wife now the Widow of Sir Thomas Overburye. Being a most exquisite

Poem of the Choice of a Wife, Whereunto are added many witty Characters,

and conceited Newes, written by himself and other learned Gentlemen his friends.
2 Johnson in his life of Savage says the story was "well adapted to the

stage, though perhaps not far enough removed from the present age to

admit properly the fictions necessary to complete the plan."
3
Three, which appeared first in the sixth edition (1616), were by J.

Cooke. In an address prefixed to New Essays and Characters (1631) by
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bury and which by the " other learned Gentlemen ;

"
for the

style in all is about the same, though in some the dis-

tinguishing features elaborate conceits and antitheses are

somewhat more pronounced.
1 Like his own "True Gentle-

man," Overbury
"
speaks Euphues not so gracefully as

heartily." Some of the Characters are a mere stringing

together of far-fetched comparisons and puns such as Tom
Hood himself would have blushed to own. 2 There is subtlety

of words, but no subtlety of thought. If Hall's reflections

sound a little commonplace, Overbury's are invariably

trivial a fault which his antithetical manner makes only

the more apparent.

Among the innovations introduced by Overbury was that

of writing the Character, not of a person, but of a place.

In "A Prison" Overbury anticipated the work of later

authors among whom the writing of Characters of places

became extremely fashionable. 3 Another of his innovations

was the insertion of two national Characters that of the

"
Braggadocio Welshman," whose "

first note of familiarity

John Stephens, Cooke writes :

" I am here forced to claim three Characters

following the Wife
;

viz. the Tinker, the Apparitor, and the Almanac-

maker that I may signify the ridiculous and bold dealings of an unknown

botcher."
1 It is noticeable that there are several pairs of sketches which seem like

rival exercises in the same theme. Thus there are two of "A Mere Fellow

of an House." It is hard, also, to see much difference between "A Mere

Common Lawyer" and "A Mere Pettifogger ;" or between "A Puritan"

and "A Precision ;" or between "A Wise Man" and "A Noble Spirit."
2 Many of the Characters end with a kind of humorous nourish, as, for

example, that of "A Courtier :" "
If you find him not here, you shall in

Paul's, with a pick-tooth in his hat, cape-cloak and a long stocking."

Or that of a "Mere Pettifogger:" "Only with this I will pitch him

over the bar and leave him : that his fingers itch for a bribe ever since his

first practising of Court-hand." 9
3
Among these was Donald Lupton, whose London and Country Carbonadoed

and Quartered into several Characters ( 1632 ) contained Characters of most of

the places of interest in and about London.
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is a confession of his valor/' and that of a "Drunken

Dutchman resident in England.
" The latter loves the

aforesaid Welshman "both for his diet and orthography,

that is, for his plurality of consonants and cheese." Such

national types appear with great frequency among the later

collections of Characters. 1 The use of the Character as a

form of political satire is also anticipated by Overbury. In

his picture of "A Jesuit," who,
" where the Pope's excom-

munication thunders, holds it no more sin the decrowning
of kings than our Puritans do the decrowning of bishops,"

Overbury gives expression at the same time to the fierce

hatred of popery (a hatred which had not grown less fierce

since the discovery of the gunpowder plot in 1605 had

ended all opposition to the accession of James), and to the

no less implacable hatred of the nonconformists. The latter

are satirized in the two companion sketches, "A Puritan "

and "A Precision." Here we find them described with all

the spleen that we should expect from a churchman who

looked upon them as fanatics murmuring at everything the

law allowed,
" but marriage and March beer." A great deal

of the campaign literature of the age consisted of anonymous
tracts written in the form of such Characters as these, in

which the sectarians and the churchmen were ridiculed

alternately.

Of Overbury's Characters as a whole it may be said that,

unlike Hall's, which exhibit the tendency to ethical intro-

spection that was developed by Puritanism, they are allied

to the comedy of the time, being such pictures of contem-

porary manners as we find set into the text of Cynthia's

Revels, Bartholomew Fair, and other plays of the same kind.

Overbury was a shrewd observer, at least of external personal

peculiarities. United to observation, he possessed considera-

1Among the very best of them is Dr. John Donne's " Character of a

Scotchman " in his Paradoxes, Problems, Essays and Characters ( 1652) .
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ble skill in portrayal, so that his personages are not merely

described, but are made visible to us as we read. It is this

visualizing power that gives to Overbury's Characters their

significance in the development of English character-por-

trayal. There is no depth of insight into character, such as

we find in some of the later writers
;
no fine touches of

feeling
1 to enlist our interest and awaken our sympathy.

But in power to make his Characters objectively visible,

Overbury's show a distinct improvement over those that had

preceded, and mark an era in the development of Character-

writing.

As fairly representative of Overbury's qualities as a writer

of Characters, I excerpt from the collection published under

his name the " Character of a fine Gentleman."

"A FINE GENTLEMAN

"Is a cinnamon tree, whose bark is more worth than his body. He hath

read the book of good manners, and by this time each of his limbs may
read it. He alloweth of no judge but the eye : painting, bolstering, and

bombasting are his orators. By these also he proves his industry, for he

hath purchased legs, hair, beauty, and straightness, more than nature left

him. He unlocks maidenheads with his language, and speaks Euphues,
not so gracefully as heartily. His discourse makes not his behaviour

;
but

he buys it at court, as country men their clothes in Birchin Lane. He is

somewhat like the salamander, and lives in the flame of love, which pains

he expresseth comically. And nothing grieves him so much as the want of

a poet to make an issue in his love. Yet he sighs sweetly and speaks

lamentably, for his breath is perfumed and his words are wind. He is best

in season at Christmas, for the boar's head and reveller come together.

His hopes are laden in his quality ;
and lest fiddlers should take him

unprovided, he wears pumps in his pocket ; and, lest he should take

fiddlers unprovided, he whistles his own galliard. He is a calendar of ten

years, and marriage rusts him. Afterwards he maintains himself an imple-

ment of household by carving and ushering. For all this, he is judicial

1 Once only does Overbury show any fineness of feeling. It* is the

"Character of a Virtuous Widow," where he says, speaking of her old age :

"This latter chastity of hers is more grave and reverend than that ere she

was married, for in it is neither hope, nor longing, nor fear, nor jealousy."
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only in tailors and barbers
;
but his opinion is ever ready and ever idle.

If you will know more of his acts, the broker's shop is the witness of his

valor, where lies wounded, dead rent, and out of fashion, many a spruce

suit, overthrown by his fantasticness."

More interesting than Overbury's, because full of a deeper

insight, a wider sympathy, and a kindlier humor, was the

little book of Characters written by John Earle and pub-
lished fourteen year^ later. This was the Microcosmography,

or Piece of the World discovered in Essays and Characters

(1628).
1 It was the introduction by Earle into the Charac-

ter of these three qualities, mentioned above, that marks its

development toward the delineations of character to be found

in the work of the novelists. Take such a touch of sympa-
thetic insight as that in the " Character of a Poor Man,"
where Earle says of him,

" the bitterest thing he suffers is

his neighbors," and compare it with such a vivid setting

forth of the same truth as Thackeray gives us in Pendennis

(chapter xx). Here the hero, plucked, disgraced, in debt,

is overtaken on the Fenbury road by the uproarious but

kindly Spavin, who has got his degree and is driving home

in triumph. As Pendennis looks at him, he thinks,
" This

man has passed, but I have failed," and the thought is

almost too much for him to bear. Between the bare rudi-

mentary suggestion of the old Character, offered without

illustration or comment to give it human interest or convinc-

ing force, and the picture of Pendennis finding the rough

1 The book contains seventy-eight Characters, of which fifty-four appeared

in the edition of 1628, twenty-two more in that of the following year, and

two more in that of 1633. Of these only forty are, properly speaking,

ethical. The rest are of the same class as most of Overbury's, in which

the types are considered not so much as possessing certain ethical qualities,

as playing certain parts in life. They consist for the most part of types to

be found in a college town academical and professional types, with a

sprinkling of tradesmen, duns, and catchpoles. This limited range of

subject was due to Earle' s being, at the time of writing, a resident fellow

at Oxford.
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but genuine sympathy of his former classmate gall and

wormwood to him, it may be hard to see much relation.

Yet in such realistic suggestions of pathos, colorless and

rudimentary though they be, rather than in the older

romances, chivalrous or picaresque, are to be found the

first faint foreshadowings of that realistic pathos which

forms so large a part of the novePs appeal to our sympathy
and interest.

That the Character, as compared with the work of the

novelist, seems undervitalized, is due to the fact that the

Character-writer was concerned with a delineation of charac-

ter which was by its very method rudimentary, because

the characters were all labeled and classified. In no case

could there be any mistake about the effect intended. The

success of the appeal which the Character makes upon our

interest must, therefore, depend wholly upon the humor, the

liveliness, and the veri-similitude of the portrayal. Of that

complexity which at the same time baffles and charms us in

the great characters of fiction there can in the Character

exist no trace. The aim of the Character-writer was simply
to add touch after touch, indicating in different phases and

from different points of view the same general characteristic.

The result of conforming to such limitations was too often,

even in the work of the best of the Character-writers, a

featureless and pale picture. At best no fine portraiture

was possible, for the subtler characteristics are scarcely the

same in any two persons, and hence a portrait that aims to

give only those traits common to a class cannot be at the

same time the accurate likeness of an individual. Moreover,

these subtler characteristics are seen, not so much in particu-

lar actions, as in the relations of one action to another. But

if minute inferences are to be drawn, the induction must be

larger than was possible within the Character's conventionally

narrow limits. The Character resembled the imaginary por-
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traits that sprinkle the pages of such books as Lavater^s,
1
in

which all the features are made to bear the same stamp.

Lavater's pictures are no less inferior to a portrait by

Vandyke than is the Character below such a creation as

Pendennis.

Earle's claim upon the consideration of one who is

interested in the development of Character-writing, is based

upon his being the first who could analyze character. He
was the first who, in attempting to account for such pecu-

liarities as Hall and Overbury had observed only superficially,

looked beneath the surface to a bent or warp of the mind.

An instance of what is referred to is found in the " Character

of a Discontented Man." Both Hall and Overbury had

already described the type, the former under the title,
" The

Malcontent
;

"
the latter under the title, "A Distaster of the

Time." Neither had described the type in any but the most

superficial way. Hall had described him as "headstrong
and self-willed

;

"
Overbury, as capricious.

2
Earle, not

content with describing symptoms, asserts that "the root

of his disease is a self-humouring pride, and an accustomed

tenderness not to be crossed in his fancy ;
and the occasion

commonly one of these three, a hard father, a peevish

wench, or his ambition thwarted." To show more at length

this quality of Earle's Characters I here insert one of them

entire.

1 Johann Caspar Lavater, founder of the pseudo-science of Physiognomy,

and author of Physiognomische Fragmente (
1775-8

).
The popularity, in the

eighteenth century, of such works as Lavater's was probably due, at least

in part, to the interest in types of character, aroused, in the preceding

century, by phrenological Character-books for instance, A Brief Discourse

Concerning the Different Wits of Men (
1669

), by Dr. Walter Charleton.

2 "His wishes are winds, which breathed forth, return into himself, and

make him a most giddy and tottering vessel."
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"A POOR MAN

"Is the most impotent man, though neither blind nor lame, as wanting
the more necessary limbs of life, without which limbs are a burden. A
man unfenced and unsheltered from the gusts of the world, which blow all

in upon him, like an unroofed house
;
and the bitterest thing he suffers is

his neighbors. All men put on to him a kind of churlisher fashion, and

even more plausible natures are churlish to him, as who are nothing advan-

taged by his opinion. Men fall out with him beforehand to prevent

friendship, and his friends too to prevent engagements, or if they own him
it is in private and a by-room, and on condition not to know them before

company. All vice put together is not half so scandalous, nor sets off our

acquaintance farther
;
and even those that are not friends for ends do not

love any dearness with such men. The least courtesies are upbraided to

him, and himself thanked for none, but his best services suspected as hand-

some sharking and tricks to get money. And we shall observe it in knaves

themselves, that your beggarliest knaves are the greatest, or thought so at

least, for those that have wit to thrive by it have art not to seem so. Now
a poor man has not vizard enough to mask his vices, nor ornament enough
to set forth his virtues, but both are naked and unhandsome

;
and though

no man is necessitated to more ill, yet no man's ill is less excused, but it is

thought a kind of impudence in him to be vicious, and a presumption
above his fortune. His good parts lie dead upon his hands, for want of

matter to employ them, and at the best are not commended but pitied, as

virtues ill placed, and we may say of him, 'Tis an honest man, but tis

pity ;

' and yet those that call him so will trust a knave before him. He is

a man that has the truest speculation of the world, because all men shew to

him in their plainest and worst, as a man they have no plot on, by appear-

ing good to
;
whereas rich men are entertained with a more holiday

behavior, and see only the best we can dissemble. He is the only he that

tries the true strength of wisdom, what it can do of itself without the help
of fortune

;
that with a great deal of virtue conquers extremities

;
and with a

great deal more, his own impatience ;
and obtains of himself not to hate men. ' '

The most charming of the Character-writers, and, with

the one exception of Samuel Butler, the most discerning, was

Thomas Fuller, whose book, The Holy and Profane States,

appeared in 1642.1 Fuller was the first to discard the

x lt is divided into two parts, the first offering examples for*mitation,

the second, for avoidance. The Holy State contains forty-eight Characters
;

The Profane State, thirty-one. Of this total of seventy-nine, only four are

genuine types of ethical character : this shows how far the Character-writers

had by this time departed from the Theophrastic tradition.
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conventional manner of writing Characters. The style thus

fixed by tradition had been one which combined in the fullest

possible degree wit with brevity. In the attempt to gain
these two qualities, the writers of Characters at least those

who, unlike Earle, had not sufficient individuality to make
their style distinctive had crowded together the most

motley assemblage of ideas into the smallest possible space.

They had pillaged all the available store of human knowl-

edge to furnish themselves with out-of-the-way comparisons.

Sentences were made to bristle with strange metaphors,

unexpected antitheses, and puns. As a result, the reader is

often wearied, not so much with the compression of a wealth

of ideas most of the Character books are not mines of

mental wealth as with the bewildering elaborateness with

which the ideas are presented. Too often the authors were

mere jugglers with words. They enjoyed giving them, as

Samuel Butler said,
1 "a double stroke like a tennis-ball

against two walls at one blow." They resembled the land-

scape-gardeners of the age, who prided themselves upon
their ability to improve nature. As the landscape-artists

made the yews and cypresses grow in the shapes of pea-

cocks and statues, changing nature's curves and spirals into

straight lines and parallelograms, and finally estimated the

merits of the work by the difficulties of the execution
;

so

the early Character-writers prided themselves more upon
their curiously and elaborately unnatural mode of expression

than upon the life-likeness of the portrayal. Fuller's mind,

on the contrary, was entirely too original to allow his style

to be governed by artificial restrictions. It is, therefore,

from the date of publication of Fuller's Holy and Profane

States that we may date the emancipation of the Character

from the Euphuistic tradition.

1 "Character of a Quibbler," in Remains, vol. n, p. 206.
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The influence of Fuller's work upon the later Character

was wholly in the direction of greater freedom. He over-

threw an old tradition without establishing a new one. He
wrote without a precedent. He was followed by no imi-

tators. Indeed, his style defied imitation, because it was

the man himself. Anecdotes, humorous or otherwise
;

whimsical drollery ;
brilliant witticisms the whole language

of jocularity, was his own vernacular, and because it was so,

it acquired something of the gravity of earnest. " Such was

his natural bias to conceits," wrote Lamb,
l " that I doubt

not upon most occasions it would have been going out of

his way to have expressed himself out of them."

As indicative of Fuller's independence of tradition, I

would call attention to a habit of his, without precedent

among the writers of Characters, of scattering through the

sketches doggerel verses and odd ends of poetry.
2 We

frequently find him translating a verse of Latin poetry into

doggerel rhyme;
3 and in the biographical sketch of Joan

of Arc we find inserted a curious and rather coarse epitaph

upon her, composed presumably by Fuller himself.

As an illustration of the tendency, already noted, of the

Character to become biographical, we find Fuller's "Charac-

ter of a Good King
"

to be a disguised, but by no means

1
"Essay on Specimensfrom the Writings of Fuller."

2 Peter Heylyn, one of Fuller's contemporaries, notes this habit of

Fuller and says there was no precedent for it among historical writers

( Article on Fuller as a historian in his Examen Historicum) .

3An example of this is the line,

"Heu mihi, quam pingui macer est mihi taurus in arvo,"

which is translated thus :

" My starveling bull

Ah woe is me
In pasture full

How lean is he."
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unidealized, portrait of Charles I.
1 Allied to this, is another

feature of the work which makes it unique among the

Character-books of the century. This is the introduction

of the biographical sketch to illustrate the Character.

Twenty-seven of the Characters are followed by short his-

torical accounts of noted men and women who embodied, or

were thought by Fuller to embody, the quality before typi-

fied by the Character. His selection of these historical

personages for illustrative purposes is often quite erratic.

It is not quite clear, for example, why Jehu should have

been chosen to serve as an example of hypocrisy, nor why
Paracelsus should have been selected as the embodiment of

the qualities of " The Good Physician." Even more pecu-

liar is the choice of Joan of Arc and the Witch of Endor

to illustrate the " Character of a Witch." 2 These biographi-

cal sketches afford abundant opportunity for the display of

that genius for biography for which Fuller was so justly

famous. Inaccurate he often was, "One need not be so

accurate," he says,
3 "for as soon shall one scour the spots

out of the moon, as all ignorance out of man." Yet while

he disclaimed all desire to be regarded as a u carver of

cumin seed," none knew better than he how to select the

principal events in the lives of his subjects, and those dis-

tinguishing incidents or anecdotes that make them live

before us.

l ln his "Character of the Favorite" Fuller says: "But the most

temperate princes love to taste the sweetness of their own praises, if not

overluscious with flattery." The praises here are certainly open to the

charge of overlusciousness. The flattery is so fulsome as closely to resemble

the severest irony ;
and at the close, Fuller becomes so

' ' dazzled by the

lustre of majesty
' ' that he becomes almost incoherent.

2
Quaintly humorous also is the grouping of the Duke of Suffolk, Cardinal

Wolsey, and Hainan to embody the qualities set forth in the "Character of

a Favorite."
8 In the "Character of a Controversial Divine."
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An example follows of the Character as Fuller wrote it.

It is taken from The Profane State.

"THE LIAR

"
Is one that makes a trade to tell falsehoods with intent to deceive. He

is either open or secret. A secret liar or equivocator is such an one as by
mental reservations and other tricks deceives him to whom he speaks, being

lawfully called to deliver all the truth
;
and sure speech being but a copy of

the heart, it cannot be avouched for a true copy that hath less in it than the

original. Hence it often comes to pass,

' When Jesuits unto us answer, Nay,

They do not English speak, 'tis Greek they say.'

"Such an equivocator we have, more needing a book than character to

describe him. The open liar is first either mischievous, condemned by all
;

secondly, officious, unlawful also, because doing ill for good to come of it
;

thirdly, jesting, when in sport and merriment. And though some count a

jesting lie to be like the dirt of oysters, which ( they say ) never stains, yet

is it a sin in earnest. What policy is it for one to wound himself to tickle

others, and to stab his own soul to make the standers-by sport ? We come

to describe the liar.

"At first he tells a lie with some shame and reluctancy. For then if he

cuts off but a lap of truth' s garment, his heart smites him : but in process

of time he conquers his conscience, and from quenching it there ariseth a

smoke which soots and fouls his soul, so that afterwards he lies without any

regret.
' '

Having made one lie, he is fain to make more to maintain it. For an

untruth, wanting a firm foundation, needs many buttresses. The honor

and happiness of the Israelites is the misery and mischief of lies,
* Not one

among them shall be barren,' but miraculously procreative to beget others.
4 ' He hath a good memory which he badly abuseth. Memory in a liar is

no more than needs. For, first, lies are hard to be remembered, because

many, whereas truth is but one
; secondly, because a lie, cursorily told,

takes little footing and settled fastness in the teller's memory, but prints

itself deeper in the hearers', who take the greater notice because of the

improbability and deformity thereof
;
and one will remember the sight of a

monster longer than the sight of a handsome body. Hence comes it to

pass, that, when the liar hath forgotten himself, his auditors put him in

mind of the lie, and take him therein. 9
"Sometimes, though his memory cannot help him from being arrested

for lying, his wit rescues him
;
which needs a long reach to bring all ends

presently and probably together, gluing the splinters of his tales so cunningly

7
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that the cracks cannot be perceived. Thus a relic-monger bragged he could

show a feather of the dove at Christ's baptism ;
but being to show it to the

people, a wag had stolen away the feather and put a coal in the room of it.

'

Well,' quoth he to the spectators,
' I cannot be so good as my word for the

present, but here is one of the coals that broiled St. Lawrence, and that's

worth the seeing.'
"
Being challenged for telling a lie, no man is more furiously angry.

Then he draws his sword and threatens, because he thinks that an offer to

revenge, to show himself moved at the accusation, doth in some sort dis-

charge him of the imputation ;
as if the condemning of the sin in appearance

acquitted him in effect
;
or else because he that is called a liar to his face is

also called a coward in the same breath, if he swallows it
;
and the party

charged doth conceive that if he vindicates his valor, his truth will be given
him into the bargain.

"At last he believes his own lies to be true. He hath told them over and

over so often, that prescription makes a right ;
and he verily believes that

at the first he gathered the story out of some authentical author, which only

grew in his own brain.
' ' No man else believes him when he speaks the truth. How much gold

soever he hath in his chest, his word is but brass and passeth for nothing ;

yea, he is dumb in effect, for it is all one whether one cannot speak or

cannot be believed.

"To conclude : some of the West Indians, to expiate their sin of lying,

used to let themselves blood in their tongues, and to offer the blood to their

idols : a good cure for the squinancy, but no satisfaction for lying. God's

Word hath taught us better :

' What profit is there in my blood ?
' The

true repentance of the party washed in the blood of Christ can only obtain

pardon for this sin."

In the hands of Fuller the Character finally attained the

freedom of form that fitted it to take its place in the develop-

ment of English fiction. The attainment of this freedom of

form had been a gradual one. Hall had freed it from the

limitations which a servile imitation of his Greek model

would have forced upon it. Overbury had contributed

vividness of presentation. Fuller had emancipated it from

the Euphuistic tradition. It was, therefore, henceforth

sufficiently elastic in form to be suited to the needs of the

periodical essayists of the following century.

Why it should have been through the periodical essay

that the Character influenced the development of fiction is
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not difficult to understand. The Essay and the Character

were, as literary forms, closely akin and had never been

dissociated. Evidence of this is the frequency with which

we meet the alternative title,
"
Essays and Characters."

The Character-writers themselves recognized this kinship

particularly between the Character and the Baconian essay.

In 1615 Nicholas Breton had dedicated his Characters upon

Essays, Moral and Divine, to Sir Francis Bacon, with the

following "Address :

" "
Worthy knight, I have read of

many essays and a kind of charactering of them, by such, as

when I looked into the form or nature of their writing I

have been of the conceit, that they were but imitators of

your breaking the ice to their inventions
;
which how short

they fall of your worth, I had rather think than speak,

though Truth need not blush at her blame/
7
etc.

Fuller, in his Holy and Profane States, also recognized,

tacitly at least, the relation of the Character to the Baconian

essay. Between the two parts
l
into which the whole collec-

tion of Characters is divided, he inserted, under the head of

"General Rules," twenty-five moral essays. Of these the

titles of seven are identical with those of Bacon, and even

the forms of expression often recall him. The following

illustrations are all taken from the "
Essay on Atheism."

BACON. FULLER.

"A little philosophy inclineth "A little skill in antiquity inclines

man's mind to atheism, but depth a man to popery, but depth in that

in philosophy bringeth men's mind study brings him about again to our

about to religion. religion.

"A contemplative atheist is rare. "A contemplative atheist being
A Diagoras, a Bion, a Lucian per- very rare, such as were Diagoras,

haps. Protagoras, Lucian and Theodorus.

"The cause of atheism are divi-
"
First he quarrels at the

^iversi-
sions in religion. ties of religion in the world.

1 " In order," as Fuller says, "that the books on both sides may equally
reach to them."
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BACON. FULLER.

"A third [cause of atheism] is a "He scoffs and makes sport of

custom of profane scoffing in holy sacred things."

matters.
' '

The closeness of the relation between the Character and

the Baconian essay was due in part to the inherent similarity

between the two, and in part to the difficulty experienced by
the essayists in attaining the definiteness they sought without

having recourse to the Character. The imitators of Bacon

were not, for the most part, like him, at once profound

thinkers, shrewd observers of life, men of affairs. In con-

sequence, their work was not, as his had been, a series of

pithy jottings on great subjects, the expression of an

enlightened worldly wisdom. On the contrary, these essays,

generally the work of young men, instead of being in style

brief, suggestive, without ornament but closely packed with

thought, tended to become diffuse and too often lacked the

definiteness necessary to make them impressive.
1 To avoid

this tendency, a convenient device was at hand in the

Character. By its use the general observations contained in

the essay could be united and given a certain concreteness

in the form of a typical portrait, which should serve the

double purpose of enforcing and illustrating what had already

been said in the essay. Thus in Fuller's Holy and Profane

States, the combination of the moral essay, the Character,

and the biographical sketch makes an ascending scale of

concreteness. For example, the abstract general truths set

forth in the essay "Of Gravity" are typified and made

somewhat more concrete in the "Character of a Faithful

Minister." Finally, they are still further illustrated in the

life of a "learned, pious, and painful preacher of God's

word," one Mr. Perkins of Cambridge.

1
Such, to mention a single instance, was Owen Feltham' s Resolves (1628),

of which the twelve editions previous to 1709 attest the continued popularity.
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The same considerations that furthered the use of the

Character in the Baconian essay led to its utilization by
the periodical essayists of the eighteenth century.

1 In the

second issue of the Spectator appeared six Characters of those

mythical gentlemen supposed to be associated with the

Spectator in the editorship of that periodical. These are six

types of contemporary society : the country squire, the

wealthy merchant, the young man of fashion, the soldier,

the clergyman, and the bachelor of the Inner Temple. As
soon as we examine these sketches, the change that had

come over the old formal Character since the time of Hall

and Overbury, becomes at once apparent. From the Charac-

ter as they had written it, every eccentricity of individual

manner, every whimsical personal trait, all that surprises,

and by its very inconsistency gives life to a literary portrait,

had been rigidly excluded, as likely to rob it of its generic

quality. But here the portraits are so individualized as to

seem those of particular persons, while still general enough
to enable us to recognize the type in many people that we

meet. 2

It is, of course, in the Character of Sir Eoger de Coverley,

as it is elaborately drawn in the twenty-six papers in which

his adventures, opinions, and conversations are recorded, that

the Character approached the novel most closely. His

1 The periodical essay was in style an imitation of the gay, light, and

graceful essays of Montaigne, rather than of the brief, sententious essays
of Bacon. Or, more specifically, the imitation was of Montaigne through
his disciple, La Bruyere.

2
Conjectures were formerly made as to whether these sketches were not

from life. Sir Eoger has been identified with a certain Sir John Packington
of Worcestershire

; Captain Sentry is said to have been C. Kei^penfelt,
father of Admiral Kempenfelt ;

and Will Honeycomb, a certain festive

Colonel Cleland. "I once thought I knew a Will Wimble and a Will

Honeycomb, but they turned out but indifferently" (Hazlitt, On the

Periodical Essayists).
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Character had been written before. Overbury's "Country
Gentleman " has enough in common with it to show clearly

that both writers had in mind the same type, though a

comparison of the two will set forth with equal clearness

the advance that the Character had made in a hundred years.

The type was the same. 1

Only the mode of presenting it

had changed.

Both are justices of the peace. But while Overbury's

has no name or local habitat, and might live anywhere in

England, Sir Roger differs from him in possessing both.

He lives in Worcestershire, where he owns a country seat,

Coverley Hall. And when, like Overbury' s
"
Country

Gentleman/
7 he occasionally goes up to London, he lodges

in Soho Square. Moreover, he resembles the aforesaid

" Gentleman" in being a little awkward and ill at ease in

the great city.
2 He is at his best in his own shire, where

he can explain the game laws and untangle a knotty point

of law with the sage reply "that there is much to be said on

both sides of the question."
3 Like the "

Country Gentle-

man" again, he is careful about expense, and we find him

requiting the guide who had conducted him through the

Abbey by shaking him by the hand at parting.
4 But though

1 "But he [Sir Roger] was from the first intended to be a type of a

country gentleman, just as much as Don Quixote was an imaginative repre-

sentation of many Spanish gentlemen whose brains had been turned by the

reading of romances. In both cases the type of character was so common
.... as to lend itself easily to the treatment of writers who approached it

with various conceptions and very unequal degrees of skill." Addi-son, by
W. J. Courthope (Harpers, 1884, p. 166).

2 "
Nothing but a subpoena can draw him to London

;
and when he is

there, he sticks fast upon every object, casts his eyes away upon gazing, and

becomes the prey of every cut-purse." Overbury.
8 " He speaks statutes and husbandry well enough to make his neighbors

think him a wise man." Overbury.
4 "When he travelleth he will go ten miles out of the way to a cousin's

house of his to save charges ;
he rewards the servant by taking him by the

hand when he departs." Overbury.
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these two Characters are thus seen to have something in

common, there is still between them all the difference that

can exist between a collection of characteristics, epigram-

matically expressed and satirically intended, and a highly

individualized literary portrait. The century intervening

had been sufficient to secure for the Character that freedom

of form which in the Sir Roger de Coverley Papers we find

it to possess.

It seems strange that after the appearance of the Sir Roger
de Coverley Papers, when, as Taine says,

1 the novel had been

unconsciously discovered, people did not sooner awake to a

realization that a new form of art had been created. The

faithful description of life and manners was there, the

interest of character and incident was also present. The

essays needed but to have been thrown into the form of a

continuous narrative to have given us the modern novel.
2

As it was, the office of the periodical essay in preparing the

way for the novel was mainly an educative one, for, by its

circulation of thirty thousand copies, it had an incalculable

influence on the formation of public taste in the direction of

the novel. Just how much the novel owes directly to the

Character through the Spectator, it is, of course, impossible

to determine. We know that Field!ag was perfectly familiar

with the work of the periodical essayists, with whom his

critical satire so closely allied him. 3 We know that, as a

form of character delineation, Sir Roger de Coverley is half

^History of English Literature, translated by H. Van Laun (Holt and

Williams, 1871), vol. IT, p. 112.
2
Macaulay had not the least doubt "that if Addison had written a novel

on an extensive plan, it would have been superior to any that we possess."

Macaulay's Critical and Miscellaneous Essays (Appleton, 1861), frol. V,

p. 118.

3 Leslie Stephen says "Parson Adams" of Fielding's Joseph Andrews

( 1742 )
is closely related to Sir Roger de Coverley ( Hours in a Library, in.

Series, p. 76).
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way between Overbury's "Country Gentleman" and "Squire
Western" of Fielding's Tom Jones, all three being indi-

vidualized types, and differing only in the degree of

individualization. Perhaps it is not taking too much for

granted to assume that Fielding owed to Addison some

suggestions as to character portrayal; and that, therefore,

the debt of the novel to the Character was after all a

direct one.

Be that as it may, our concern has been with the develop-

ment of the Character itself from the stiffness and formality

of its beginnings to the more vital form of literary art

which it finally became. It has been shown, first, that the

Character as written by Addison, though different from

the Character as written by Hall, was not unaccountably

different. Secondly, it has been shown that the moral essay

through which it passed into the novel was not to the

Character an alien nor unrelated form
; that, on the con-

trary, the Character and the moral essay had always been

associated.

EDWAED CHAUNCEY BALDWIN.
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1658. Naps upon Parnassus. A sleepy Muse nipt and pincht, though not

awakened. Such voluntary and Jovial copies of verses as were lately
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received from some of the Wits of the Universities in a Frolick, dedi-

cated to Gondiberfs Mistress by Captain Jones, and others. Whereunto

is added, for demonstration of the Author's prosaick excellency's, his

Epistle to one of the Universities, with the Answer: together with two

satyrical characters of his own, of a Temporizer and an Antiquary,

Enigmaticatt Characters, all taken to the Life from several Persons,

Humours, and Dispositions, Pleasant and full of Delight. By R. F.

[By Richard Flecknoe. Second edition, called Sixty-nine Charac-

ters, etc., in 1665; and also in 1665, Enigmatical Characters, etc.
;

being rather a new work than a new impression of the old, differing

greatly from the other two.]

Satirical Characters and Handsome Descriptions in Letters. Translated

from the French of Cyrano Bergerac.

[An account of the book will be found in the Eetrospective Review,

vol. i, p. 285.]

Divine Characters, showing the difference of the Hypocrite in his best

Dressfrom the truly Godly in his blackest weeds of daily Infirmity. By
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lany, vol. x, p. 189, and in Somers Tracts, vol. vu, p. 176. It

had been first published in 1651, and was answered in 1659 by

the following work.]
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Chirurgion.

Character of Spain ; Or an Epitome of their Virtues and Vices.

The Double P. P. : Or the Picture of a traitwous Jesuit.

The Character of An Anabaptist.

1661. The Character of a Modern Whig. By Walter Charleton.

Essayes and Characters, by L. G.

Confused Characters of Conceited Coxcombs : Or a dish of traitorous

Tyrants dressed with Verjuice and pickled to Posterity together with

their Camp Retinue and Feme Covert. By Verax Philobasileus.

1664. CCXI Sociable Letters. By Margaret Cavendish, Duchess of New-

castle.

[Several of these are, or contain, Characters.]

1665. Pictures of Passions, Fancies and Affections; poetically deciphered in a

Variety of Characters. By Thomas Jordan. [Described in

Brydge's Restituta, vol. n, p. 177.]
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Characters of the five Sectaries : namely Presbyterian, Independent, Ana-

baptist, Quaker, and Fifth-Monarchy Man. Concluding with Remarks

to King Charles the Second.

Character of a Coffee-house. Wherein is contained a Description of the

Persons usually frequenting it as also the admirable Virtues of Coffee.

By an Eye-and Ear- Witness.

1669. A Brief Character of the Low Countries under the States, being three

weeks Observation of the Vices and Virtues of the Inhabitants. [By
Owen Feltham, and appended to the several folio editions of the

Resolves. ]

A brief Discourse concerning the different Wits of men. By Walter

Charleton.

[Extracts are given in Chamber's Cyclopaedia of English Literature.]

1670. A Modern Account of Scotland : being an exact Description of the

Country, and a true Character of the People and their Manners.

Written by an English Gentleman from thence. [Reprinted in

Harleian Miscellany, vol. VI, p. 135. ]

A true Character of sundry Trades and Callings: Or a new Ditty of

Innocent Mirth.

1673. Character of a Coffee-house, with the symptoms of a Town- Wit. [Re-

printed in Harleian Miscellany, vol. vi, p. 429. ]

Character of a Quack Astrologer : or the spurious Prognosticator Ana-

tomized.

Essays of Love and Marriage: being Letters written by two young

Gentlemen, the one dissuadingfrom Love, the other an Answer thereto,

With some Characters and other passages of Wit.

1675. Character of A Fanatic. By a Person of Quality. [Reprinted in

Harleian Miscellany, vol. VII, p. 635. ]

The Holborn Hector, or the Character of a Profane, Debauched Gentle-

man.

The Character of a Town-Gallant ; exposing the Extravagant Fopperies

of some vain Self-conceited Pretenders to Gentility and good Breeding.

[Reprinted in Old Book Collector's Miscellany; Charles Hindley,

editor, London, 1872, vol. n.]
Poo?* Robin's True Character of a Scold or, the Shrews Looking-Glass.

Dedicated

Domineering Dames

Wives Rampant
To ** '

Cuckolds Couchant and

Henpeckt Sneaks

In City or Country. Reprinted in Old Book Collector's Misdtlany ;

Charles Hindley, editor, vol. n.]
The Ape-gentlewoman ; or the Character of an Exchange-wench.

Character of a Solicitor : or the Tricks and Quilkts of a Pettifogger with
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kia manifold Cheats and Knaveries, Extortions and other Villainies.

Character of an Informer. Wherein his Mischievous Nature and lewd

Practices are detected.

Character of a Tavern. With a brief Draught of a Drawer.

Character of an honest drunken Curr.

Character of a pilfering Taylor.

Character of an ill Husband.

Character of a Dutchman.

Character of a Pawnbroker.

Character of a Tally Man.

1676. Character of a Quack-Doctor, or the abusive Practices of impudent
Pretenders to Physic exposed.

Character of An Honest Lawyer. By H. C.

1677. A Whip for a Jockey: or, a Character of an Horse-courser.

The Delights of the Bottle, or the Town- Gallant' s Declarationfor Women
and Wine, being a perfect Description of a Town-bred Gentleman, with

all his Intrigues, Pleasures, Company, Humour, and Conversation.

The Old Pudding-pie Woman setforth in her Colours.

Seventy-eight Characters of so many Virtuous and Vicious Persons.

Written by one well acquainted with most of them.

1678. Character of an Ugly Woman : or, a Hue and Cry after Beauty. By
John Sheffield, Duke of Buckingham.

Four for a Penny; or Poor Robin's Character of an unconscionable

Pawnbroker and Earmark of an oppressing Tally-man: With a

friendly Description of a Bum-bailey and his merciless setting-cur or

follower. [Reprinted in Harleian Miscellany, vol. VI, p. 141.]
1680. Character of a Compleat Physician or Naturalist. By Dr. Mee.

The True Character of a Presbyterian. By Sir John Denham.
Character of a True Englishman. [Eeprinted in Phoenix Britannicus,

London, 1732, vol. i, p. 80.]

The Honest Briton's Character of Himself. [Keprinted in Phoenix

Britannicus, vol. I, p. 94.]

Character of A Town-Miss. [Keprinted in Old Book Collector's Mis-

cellany, Charles Hindley, editor, vol. in. ]

Character of a Compleat Physician or Naturalist. By Dr. Mee.

1681. Character of the Long Parliament and Assembly of Divines. Omitted in

his other works and now printedfor the first time, being very Seasonable

for these times. By John Milton.

Character of an Ill-Court-Favorite: Representing the Mischiefs that flow

from Ministers of State, when they are more great than good ;
the Arts

they use to seduce their Masters ; and the Unhappiness of Princes, that

are cursed with such destructive Servants. Translated out of French.

[Reprinted in Harleian Miscellany, vol. n, p. 56.]
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Character of a Fanatic in general by what other name, however, he may
be specially Distinguished.

Character of a Leading Petitioner.

Character of Wit's Squint-eyed maid Pasquil-ma/cers (in verse}.

Character of Two Protestants in Masquerade, Heraclitus and the

Observatot*.

Character of a Popish Successor. By Elkanah Settle. [Written at

Shaftesbury's instance and answered by the following work.]

Character of a Papist in Masquerade. By Sir Roger L' Estrange.

[This in turn was answered by the following.]

Character of a Popish Successor, Complete.

Character of a Disbanded Courtier. [Reprinted in Harleian Miscellany,

vol. i, p. 356.]

Character of an Unjust Judge ; or an Unjust Judge painted to the Life.

Character of an Ignoramus Doctor.

Character of a Sham-plotter.

1682. Character of a True Protestant. [Reprinted in Somers Tracts, vol.

vm, p. 343.]

Character of a Holy Sister. [Affixed to The Puritan and Papist, a

satire by Cowley in a collection of Satires published in 1682,

under the title :]

Wit and Loyalty revived, in a Collection of some smart Satyrs, in Verse

and Prose, on the late Times. [Reprinted in Somers Tracts, vol. V,

p. 480.]

Wallography : or the Briton described. By R. N., a mighty Lover of

Welsh Travels.

Of a Rebellion, of a Tory, of a Good Man neither Whig or Tory, two

parts of an honest man whether styled Whig or Tory and his opposite

the Knave.

1683. Character of a True Protestant Ghostly Father.

Character of a Church-Trimmer. By Heraclitus his Ghost.

Character of an Honest Man whether styled Whig or Tory and his

opposite the Knave together with some short reflections on some passages

in a late Pamphlet called the Character of a Popish Successor, and

Consideratwns thereupon. By a Lover of Truth and Peace. [Re-

printed in Somers Tracts, vol. vni, p. 358.]

The true Character of a Churchman showing the false Pretences to that

Name. [Reprinted in Somers Tracts, vol. IX, p. 477.]
1684. Character of a certain Ugly old Priest. By John Oldham. [In Old-

ham's Works, London, 1684.]

The Manners and Customs of the principal Nations of Europe. Gathered

together by the particular observation of James Salgado, a Spaniard, in

his Travels through those Countries ; and translated into English by the

Author's care.
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[Some extracts are reprinted in Censura Literaria, vol. in, p. 209,

which show that the book contained characters of national types. ]

1686. Twdve ingenious Characters : or pleasant Descriptions of the Properties

of Sundry Persons and Things viz,

An importunate dunn ; a serjeant or bailiff; a paun-broker ; a prison ;

a tavern; a scold; a bad husband ; a town-fop ; a bawd; afair and

happy milk-maid ; the quack's directory; a young enamourist.

1688. Character of a Trimmer. [Written much earlier
;
attributed to Sir

William Coventry, but written by George Savile, Marquis of

Halifax. Reprinted in English Prose from Maundevile to Thack-

eray ; chosen and edited by Arthur Galton, London, 1888. Answered

by the following. ]

The Character of a Tory. By John Sheffield, Duke of Buckingham.
1689. Characters addressed to Ladies of Age.

Character of a true English Protestant /Soldier ; with that of a Doublet-

pinking Bully-Hector.

Character of a Prince. [Reprinted in Phoenix Britannicus, London,

1732, vol. i, p. 278.]

The Ceremony Monger, his Character. By Edmund Hickeringill.

1690. Character of a Jacobite.

1695. Characters of Gentlemen that have put into the Ladies Invention (a
certain Lottery ).

1696. Character of the Wisest Men.

[Reprinted in Somers Tracts, vol. ix, p. 596.]

Character of the Beaux in five parts to which is added the Character of

a Jacobite. Written by a young gentleman.

1699. Character of a Latitudinarian. By Thomas Brown.

1700. The Reformer, exposing the Vices of the Age in several diameters. By
Edward Ward.

The lively Character of a contented and discontented Cuckold a-la-mode

de Angleterre, by what names or titles soever distinguished.

The Reformado precisely Characterized.

1701. Scotland characterized in a Letter sent to a young Gentleman to dissuade

him from an intended Journey thither. [Reprinted in Harleian

Miscellany, vol. vn, p. 377.]

1702. Character of a Covetous Citizen, or a ready Way to get Rich.

The true Character of a Churchman, together with the Character of a

Low Churchman, in answer to it.

City Madam and the Country Maid, or opposite Characters of a Virtuous

House-wifely Damsel and a Mechanic's Town-bred Daughter. By
Edward Ward.

1705. Character of a Tacker to which is added the Character of an Anti-tacker

by the Same Hand. [Reprinted in Somers Tracts, vol. XH, p. 484. ]

Character of a Sneaker. [Reprinted in Harleian Miscellany, vol. n,

p. 354.]
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Character of a Modern Whig, or the Republican in Fashion.

A Legacy for the Ladies ; or Characters of the Women of the Age. By
Thomas Brown.

[The second part was by Edward Ward.]
1707. The Wooden World dissected in the Character of a Ship of War. By

Edward Ward.

1708. The true Characters of viz: A deceitful Pettifogger vulgarly called

Attorney, a know-aU astrological Quack, or feigned physician, a

female Hypocrite or Devil in disguise.

1709. Character of a Primitive Bishop in a letter to a Non-juror. By a

Presbyter of the Church of England.
1710. Character of a Modern Addresser.

1711. Character of a true Churchman in a Letter.

1715. Character of an Honest Dissenter in twelve Marks.

1719. Character of an Independent Whig.
1732. A Collection of Loyal Songs written against the Rump Parliament between

the years 1639 and 61, containing a great variety of merry and divert-

ing Characters of the chief Sectaries who were the chief Actors in that

whole scene of affairs.

1750. Characterism ; or the Modern Age displayed; being an attempt to expose

the pretended Virtues of both sexes. With a poetical Essay on each

Character.

1757. The House of Correction or certain Satirical Epigrams. Written by J.

H. Gent. Together with afew Characters called Par Pari or Like to

Like quoth the Devil to the Collier.

1759. The Genuine Remains in Verse and Prose of Mr. Samuel Butler.

In order to show how Character-writing has persisted as a

literary form, I add the names of a few nineteenth century
Character-writers.

William Wordsworth :

1807. Poems in two volumes, contains the " Character of a Happy
Warrior."

[Wordsworth's Poetical Works, edited by Dowden, vol. iv,

p. 228.]

Charles Lamb :

1823. Elia-Essays that have appeared under that signature in the 'London

Magazine.
1

1833. The Last Essays of Elm.
*

[Several of these essays, e. g., "The Two Kaces of Men,"
"
Imperfect Sympathies," "Poor Kelations," "Captain

Jackson," are Characters.]

8
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Samuel Laman Blanchard :

1846. Sketchesfrom Life.

[A collection of Blanchard' s prose-essays made the year after

the author's death by Bulwer-Lytton. Contains "
Portraits

of Notorious Characters," nine character-sketches.]
William Makepeace Thackeray :

1848. The Book of Snobs.

[Eeprinted from The Snobs of England by One of Themselves, in

Punch, 1846-7.]

Mary Ann Cross ( George Eliot ) :

1879. Impressions of Theophrastus Such.

Gamaliel Bradford, Jr. :

1895. Types of American Character.



VI. THE AUTHOR OF THE PEARL, CONSIDERED
IN THE LIGHT OF HIS THEOLOGICAL

OPINIONS.

Among the English poets of the fourteenth century the

one who deserves the seat next to Chaucer is the anonymous
author of the four poems : Sir Gawayne and the Green

Knight, The Pearl, Cleanness, and Patience.
1 The singular

beauty of these poems has long stimulated scholars to the

most diligent efforts to discover their author.

The first attempt to identify the unknown poet was made

in 1838 by Dr. Edwin Guest,
2 who confidently assigned

these poems to Huchown, the mysterious Scotch poet men-

tioned by the chronicler Wyntoun. At one time or another,

almost every piece of fourteenth century verse which shows

a northerly dialect has been ascribed to Huchown
;

this

1 Preserved only in a single MS. (Nero A x of the Cottonian collection).

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight was first edited in 1839 by Sir Frederic

Madden in his collection of Gawayne romances. In 1864 it was again
edited by Eichard Morris for the Early English Text Society. Pearl,

Cleanness and Patience were also edited by Morris in 1864 ( Early Enyl
Allit. Poems, E. E. T. S.

).
In 1891 the Pearl was again edited by Mr. I.

Gollancz, with translation, notes and introduction.

Some scholars are disposed to include also as the work of the same author

the Legend of Erkenwalde. This opinion was first expressed in 1881 by Dr.

Carl Horstmann (Altengl. Legenden, p. 265
),

in editing the Erkenwalde.

Horstmann's opinion was endorsed in the following year by Dr. M. Traut-

mann (Anglia, v, Anzeiger, pp. 23-5), and in 1886 by Dr. Fr. Knigge

(Die Spraehe des Dichters von Sir Gaw. and the Green Knight, pp. 4-12).
On the other hand, Mr. Gollancz (Pearl, p. xlv, note 2) expresses his

doubt. The argument for ascribing the Erkenwalde to the Gawayrffe poet
rests upon similarities of dialect and vocabulary. Such similarities as have

been pointed out, however, do not seem to me conclusive. Cf. further p. 126,

note 2.

2
History of English Rhythms, ed. 1882, pp. 458, 462.

115
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identification of our author was therefore natural, if not

inevitable. In the following year Sir Frederic Madden, in

his edition of Sir Gawayne, accepted Dr. Guest's opinion
that Huchown was its author. At the same time he recog-
nized the fact that the poem in its present form is not in the

Scotch dialect, and suggested as an explanation that it had

been rewritten "by a scribe of the Midland counties."
1

With this recognition that Sir Gawayne as we have it is in

the Midland rather than the Scottish dialect, there was

manifestly slender reason for continuing to suppose that

Huchown was the author. At length, in 1864, Dr. Richard

Morris dealt a decisive blow to the Huchown hypothesis by

showing that " the uniformity and consistency of the gram-
matical forms is so entire that there is indeed no internal

evidence of subsequent transcription into any other dialect

than that in which they were originally written." 2 Dr.

Morris's conclusion that the language of these poems can be

relied on as fixing the author's home in the West Midland

district, has been accepted by later philologists.
3 Neverthe-

less, in the face of the unanimous decision of the philologists

that these poems are not the work of a Scottish poet,

certain Scotch writers continue to ascribe them to Huchown. 4

1 Sir Gawayne, ed. 1839, pp. 301 ff.

3
Early Engl AM. Poems, E. E. T. S., p. viii.

8 In 1885 Morris's opinion that these poems were composed in the West
Midland dialect was endorsed by Wilhelm Fick (Zum mittelengl. Gedicht

von der Perle, Kiel), who believes, however, that they were later

copied by a southerly scribe. In 1896 L. Morsbach (Mittelengl. Gram., I,

p. 15) assigned these poems to the northern border of the West Midland

district or the southern border of the Northern district (cf. also p. 9).

*It is impossible here to follow all the ramifications of the Huchown
discussion. The original source of our information as to Huchown' s literary

productions is the chronicler Wyntoun (circa 1420
), who ascribes to him

three poems :

He made the Gret Gest off Arthure

And the Awntyre off Gawane,
The Pystyll als off Swete Swsane. (w. 4326-8. )
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Their arguments, however, have not succeeded in carrying

conviction.

The last of the poems in this list is unanimously identified as the Pistil of

Susan (ed. F. J. Amours, Scottish AUit. Poems, Scot. Text Soc'y, 1897).

As to the other two poems, however, scholars have not come to any general

agreement. The Gret Gest, according to Sir F. Madden, is the alliterative

Morte Arthure of the Thornton MS. (ed. Geo. G. Perry, E. E. T. S., 1865).

This is also the view of Trautmann ("Ueber Huchown und Seine Werke,"

Anglia, i), of Mr. Gollancz (Pearl, p. xliv) and of Mr. Amours (op. cit.,

p. Ivi). On the other hand, Morris (Early Eng. AUit. Poems, p. vi)

rejected Huchown's authorship of the Morte Arthure on the ground that the

dialect of this poem, though Northumbrian, is not Scottish. In 1883 Dr.

H. Luebke (TheAunteis of Arthur at the Tern Wathelan, Berlin, p. 30) also

expressed the opinion that Huchown was not the author of the Morte

Arthure. More recently, Dr. P. C. Hoyt in an unpublished dissertation

(The Anters of Arther, Harvard Univ., 1902) has pointed out that the con-

tents of this poem do not correspond to the description of the Gret Gest in

Wyntoun.

Opinion as to the Awntyre off Gawane, the second in Wyntoun' s list, is

similarly divided. Guest's and Madden' s identification of this poem as

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight has been discarded by later scholars

generally. In 1877 Trautmann (Anglia, I, pp. 142-3) suggested that the

words of Wyntoun, "the Gret Gest off Arthure and the Awntyre off

Gawane," are to be taken together as the description of a single poem, the

Morte- Arthure. This explanation is accepted by Mr. Gollancz. On the

other hand, Mr. Amours (op. cit.
, pp. 1vii-lxviii ) argues that the poem

referred to by Wyntoun is the Awntyrs of Arthure. Dr. Hoyt, however,

holds that the Awntyrs of Arthure cannot be the work of Huchown, because

it differs in both vocabulary and dialect from the Pistil of Susan the one

poem universally conceded to him.

Notwithstanding the fact that Wyntoun ascribes to Huchown only three

poems, various other pieces of verse have been conveniently attributed to

him by scholars. A wholesome check was given to this tendency by Traut-

mann (Anglia, I, p. 109 ff.), who showed that the various poems attributed

to Huchown cannot be the work of a single author, but fall into no less than

five distinct groups. As a result of Trautmann' s investigation Huchown's

authorship has been restricted to the poems mentioned by Wyntoun.
But Scottish patriotism could not rest content with such a mode^ list of

Huchown's works. In 1888 Mr. George P. M'Neill (" Huchown of the

Awle Kyale," Scottish Review, April, 1888) reiterated the earlier arguments
of Sir F. Madden for Huchown's authorship of the Gawayne poetry. And

recently Mr. George Neilson (Huchown of the Awle Ryale, Glasgow, 1902)

gathers together under Huchown's name the following library of fourteenth
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A fresh attempt to find a name for the author of the

Gawayne poetry was made in 1891 by Mr. I. Gollancz. In

his edition of The Pearl, Mr. Gollancz brought forward

the theory that these poems were written by Ralph Strode,
1

century poetry : Marie, Arthure, Wars of Alexander, Destruction of Troy, Titus

and Vespasian, Parlement of Thre Ages, Wynnere and Wastour, Pistil of Susan,

Awntyrs of Arthur, Golagros and Gawayn, Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight,

Pearl, Cleanness, Patience, and the Legend of Erkenwalde a total of 35,445

lines ! That philologists have agreed in assigning many of the poems in

this list to a West Midland instead of to a Scottish author, gives Mr. Neilson

small concern
;
for the philologist he has a fine scorn (cf. p. 7).

To outline even in the briefest way the intricacies of Mr. Neilson's argu-

ment is here out of the question. But, as a specimen of his ingenious

speculation, I take his attempt to identify Hunterian MS. T, 4, 1, as

"Huchown's Codex." While endeavoring to link together as the work

of Huchown the various poems in the list above, Mr. Neilson (pp. 16-7)
came upon this Latin MS. in the Hunterian Library. It contains, among
other works, Guido de Colonne's Historia Destructionis Trojane Urbis, Leo's

De Preliis Akxandri, and Mandeville's Itinerarium. Observing a number

of correspondences between peculiarities in the Latin text of this Hunterian

MS. and the English poems, Wars of Alexander and Destruction of Troy, he

concludes that this
' ' must have been the identical MS. used by the poet

' '

(p. 22). Moreover, he calls attention to the fact that in the Wars of

Alexander, the Morte Arthure, the Parlement of Thre Ages, and Cleanness

there is obvious dependence upon the Book of Mandeville. Inasmuch as a

copy of Mandeville is contained in this Hunterian MS. he finds in this depend-
ence a further evidence that this MS. was the source used.

But this theory of Mr. Neilson's that Hunterian MS. T. 4, 1 was "Huch-
own's Codex" proves too much for his argument. For it is to be noted

that in this MS. Mandeville's Itine>*ary is found in a Latin text. The author

of Cleanness, on the other hand, clearly depended on a French text of

Mandeville (cf. note appended on p. 149
).

He could not, therefore, have

been depending on the Hunterian MS. In other words, Mr. Neilson's own

argument to prove that the author of the Wars of Alexander and the Destruc-

tion of Troy was using the Hunterian MS. proves with equal conclusiveness

that he was a different person from the author of Cleanness, who was

acquainted with Mandeville in a French text. Mr. Neilson has thus

unwittingly given new confirmation to the conclusion of the philologists

that the Gawayne poetry cannot be included among the works of Huchown.
1 It should perhaps be noted that Dr. Carl Horstmann in 1896 claimed that

he was the first to suggest the identification of the author of The Pearl with
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but, with a candor which is rare in the advocates of a

new theory, he admits that his identification is conjectural.

"Though it be possible," he concludes, "to make a plausible

surmise, one must acknowledge that the question still remains

unanswered." 1

Here the matter rests at the present time. Nearly seventy

years after the attention of scholars was first drawn to these

poems, the question as to who wrote them is still an enigma.

Some lucky chance may yet reveal the secret, but the

probability is that, like the larger part of the literature

of that age, they will continue to be unsigned documents.

After all, the bare name of the author, if we had it, would

not tell us much. It is his personality which we wish most

to discover his outlook on life, his attitude toward the

social and religious institutions of his time. Though we

lack the author's name, it is still possible through a study
of the poems themselves to learn something of his character.

In the present paper, inquiry will be directed to one side

of our author's character hitherto almost wholly overlooked :

2

namely, his keen interest in matters of theology.

I.

To begin with, one finds evidence of theological training

in the intimate acquaintance with the Bible which the author

Kalph Strode
( Works of Richard Rolle ofHampole, n, p. xviii, note 3) . Mr.

J. T. T. Brown gives recognition to Dr. Horstmann's claim (Scottish

Antiquary, July, 1897, p. 8).
1 The Pearl, ed. Gollancz, p. lii. For a discussion of the Strode theory

cf. note appended to this article, p. 146.
2 Mr. F. J. Snell touches this point casually: "It is clear tl*t the

author of Pearl had studied divinity, attracted thereto by domestic calamity,
and probably by inclination as well" (The Age of Chaucer, 1901, p. 24).

Just how much he means to imply by the phrase "studied divinity" is

not clear.
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of The Pearl everywhere displays, as well as in the frankly

homiletical tone of his lesser poems, Cleanness and Patience.

In The Pearl, besides a paraphrase of the parable of the

Laborers in the Vineyard (vv. 500-71), there is a lengthy

description of the New Jerusalem (vv. 834-1143), which

even in its details closely follows the vision in the Apoca-

lypse.
1

Moreover, in addition to these blocks of Biblical

material, there are scattered throughout the poem many

quotations of texts and phrases of Scripture, which, perhaps
best of all, testify to the fact that the author's mind was

saturated with Biblical knowledge.
2

In the other poems, Cleanness and Patience, the use of

Scriptural material is even greater. In fact these poems are

1 The following table shows the Scriptural basis of the description of the

New Jerusalem :

Pearl, vv. 832-9
;

cf. Kev. 5 : 1-7.
"

864-899; cf.
" 14:1-5.

"
984-1031; cf.

" 21:10-20.
1 ' 1032-1079

;
cf.

' ' 21 : 21-22 : 5.

"
1092-1127; cf.

"
7:4, 9-12.

2 1 have noted the following passages in the Pearl which are either quota-

tions from the Bible or obvious allusions to it :

Pearl, w. 31-2
;

cf. John 12 : 24.

t

" w. 301-12 an allusion to Jesus' rebuke of the in-

credulity of Thomas, John 20 : 29.

" w. 316-6
;

cf.James 4 : 13-15.
" w. 321-2 a statement of the curse consequent on

Adam's sin, a Biblical commonplace.
" w. 401-4

;
cf. I. Peter 5 : 5-7.

" w. 457-66
;

cf. I. Cor. 12 : 12-27.
"

v. 571; cf. Matt. 22 : 14.

" vv. 592-5
;

cf. Ps. 62 : 12.

" w. 676-82; cf. Ps. 24 : 3-4.
" w. 688 ft.

;
cf. Book of Wisdom.

" w. 697-9; cf. Ps. 143:2.
" w. 708-28

;
cf. Mark 10 : 13-16.

" w. 729-35
;

cf. Matt. 13 : 45-46.
" w. 796-803; cf. Isa. 53:7.
" w. 817-22; cf. John 1:29.
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made up for the most part of paraphrases of Biblical stories,

which serve the writer's homiletic purpose. Thus Patience

teaches a lesson of God's long-suffering and readiness to

forgive by the story of the Book of Jonah. The poem
is introduced by an exposition of the Beatitudes, definitely

cited as occurring in the Gospel of Matthew. Cleanness

affords still better evidence of the wide range of the author's

acquaintance with Biblical material. The whole poem con-

sists of a series of Biblical exempla, held together, like so

many beads on a string, by the thread of the author's purpose,

which is to illustrate God's hatred of impurity, and the dis-

asters which have followed uncleanness and sensuality. After

relating the parables of the Marriage Feast and the Man
without the Wedding Garment, the author turns to the Old

Testament for examples of God's punishment of those who

lived in impurity. The rest of the poem is taken up with

the stories of the Fall of the Angels, the Flood, the

Overthrow of Sodom, the Destruction of Jerusalem by

Nebuchadnezzar, the Degradation of Nebuchadnezzar, Bel-

shazzar's Feast, and the Capture of Babylon by Darius. 1

To be sure it is common enough to find compilations of

Scriptural stories in the metrical homilies of the fourteenth

century. But in several respects these poems are strikingly

different from the metrical versions of the ordinary type.

In the first place, one notes the author's intelligent selec-

tion and combination of his Biblical material. An excellent

example of this occurs in his treatment of the parable
of the Marriage Feast. 2 Here there is a skilful weaving

together of the versions of the parable found in Matthew

1 It is quite possible that our author took his suggestion for tfis use of

the Old Testament stories from II. Peter 2 : 4-7, where one finds the Fall

of the Angels, Noah's Flood and the Destruction of Sodom used to point

exactly the same lesson as that drawn in Cleanness.
8
Cleanness, vv. 51-160.
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and in Luke. 1 For the most part, the account in Cleanness

follows Matthew, but the statement of the various excuses

offered by the guests is taken from Luke. Clearly, the

author was familiar with both versions. Again the story of

the Destruction of Jerusalem, though depending in general

on Jeremiah (52 : 1-26), contains details derived from other

portions of the Scriptures.
2

Furthermore, it should be noticed that our author handles

his scriptural material with an accuracy of detail which is

not to be met with in any of the other metrical versions.

Two or three illustrations will suffice.

Compare, for instance, his version of God's announce-

ment to Noah with the original text :

J?e ende of alle-kyne3 flesch }>at on vrthe meue},
Is fallen for)> wyth my face & former hit I >enk,

With her vn-wor}>elych werk me wlate} with-inne,

pe gore )>er-of me hat? greued & )>e glette nwyed ;

I schal strenkle my distresse & strye al togeder,

BoJ>e Iede3 & londe & alle >at lyf habbe3.
s

' ' The end of all flesh is come before me
;

for the earth is filled with

violence through them
; and, behold, I will destroy them with the earth"

(Gen. 6:13).

In Genesis and Exodus, God's speech to Noah is omitted

altogether, while in Cursor Mundi (vv. 1633-1660) the

rendering is so free that it does not correspond at all to the

Biblical phraseology. Again, in Cleanness (vv. 314-340) the

directions for building the ark follow carefully the text of

1 Cf. Matt. 22 : 2-13, and Luke 14 : 16-24.
2 Thus Zedekiah's idolatry (Clean., vv. 1172-4) is mentioned only in

II. Chron. 36 : 12-14
;
the statement that God would not have permitted

Nebuchadnezzar to destroy Jerusalem had King Zedekiah obeyed his

commands (Clean., vv. 1225-30) is a reflection of Jer. 38:17-20; the

atrocities perpetrated by the soldiers (Clean., 1245-52) are mentioned only

in II. Chron. 36 : 17
; finally Cleanness, 1253-60, corresponds to the phrases

of II. Chron. 36 : 20.

.

s
Cleanness, w. 302-8.
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Genesis (6 : 14-21). In Genesis and Exodus, on the other

hand, there is only a brief statement in five lines of the

dimensions of the ark. The author of Cursor Mundi (vv.

16641686), curiously enough, appears to have regarded

the dimensions of the ark as given in the Bible as extrava-

gant, and accordingly he cuts down the length, breadth and

height by an even half.

To take still another instance, compare the passage in

Cleanness in which the Lord determines to tell Abraham

his intention of destroying Sodom, with the Biblical text :

How mjjt I hyde myn herte fro Habraham >e trwe,

pat I ne dyscouered to his corse my counsayle so dere.

Sy]?en he is chosen to be chef chyldryn fader,

pat so folk shal falle fro, to flete alle J>e worlde,

& vche blod in J?at burne blessed shal wor^e.
1

"And the Lord said, Shall I hide from Abraham that which I do
;
see-

ing that Abraham shall surely become a great and mighty nation, and all

the nations of the earth shall be blessed in him ?
"

(Gen. 18 : 17-18) .

There is nothing corresponding to this either in Genesis and

Exodus or Cursor Mundi. One might easily cite a score

of other passages in which our author follows the Scrip-

tural narrative more closely than other paraphrasts. Taken

together, they assure us that he was dealing with the Biblical

text at first hand. 2

l
lbid., w. 682-6.

2
Notwithstanding the fact that these poems are based so directly upon

the Scriptural text, Miss M. Carey Thomas (Sir Gaw. and the Green Knight,

Zurich, 1883, pp. 27-32) has endeavored to establish the dependence of

certain Biblical episodes in Cleanness upon the B text of Piers Plowman.

Miss Thomas calls attention to the fact that ' ' the first six portions of Bible

history treated in Cleanness are all found as episodes in Piers Plowman.

When one considers that more than a score of Biblical episodes might be

reckoned up in the pages of Piers Plowman, it does not seem very significant

that there should be several episodes common to both poems. Of these six

episodes, Miss Thomas finds only three which seem to contain significant

similarities. A single example will serve to illustrate the nature of these
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Finally, in Cleanness and Patience there is an almost

complete absence of the legendary and apocryphal material

which is so common in other homiletic literature of the time.

The following are the only traces of such material which I

have been able to discover :

1. The description of the Fall of the Angels.
1

It is a

question whether this legend should be classed as apocryphal,
inasmuch as it established itself in the church at an early
date and was a direct outgrowth of certain passages in

the Scriptures themselves. Indeed, in the present case, the

author seems to have derived his account of Lucifer's pride

resemblances. In Piers Plowman (B text, xv, 454 ff.) there is a reference to

the parable of the Marriage Feast. Langland tells us that the host did not

feed his guests with venison or black pheasants, but with tame fowls which
" folwed his whistellynge," and with calves' flesh, for " the calfe bytokeneth
clenesse." This is all that is said of the parable. The author proceeds to

point out at length the allegorical significance of this selection of food.

Now in Cleanness (vv. 55-8) the master of the feast provides bulls, boars,

fowls both "
pen-fed" poultry and partridges wild swine, swans, and

cranes. This could hardly be called a careful selection of meats from the

point of view of ceremonial cleanness. But the fact that in both passages
"fowls" are mentioned leads Miss Thomas to believe that there is a

dependence of one upon the other. The other parallels pointed out by
Miss Thomas are no closer. The occurrence of "wylde worme," for

example, in both authors is hardly significant when one considers the

necessities of alliterative verse. Moreover, it may be pointed out

that although in Cleanness these Scriptural episodes are given in their

proper context, in Piers Plowman they are found as disjecta membra, entirely

separated from the Biblical setting. Thus Cleanness 530-7, which Miss

Thomas regards as a reminiscence of Piers Plowman, occurs as a part of the

Flood story. The return of the animals to their several homes is described

essentially as in Genesis. On the other hand, the passage in Piers Plowman

(B text, xiv, 39-44) to which Miss Thomas refers has no connection

whatever with the Flood story.

In conclusion, therefore, 1 cannot find in the passages cited by Miss

Thomas any evidence that the author of Cleanness was depending upon
Piers Plowman. Mr. Gollancz has also expressed his skepticism on this

point ( Pearl, p. xlii
;

cf. also Parlement of the Thre Ages, Koxburghe Club,

p. xiv, note 2
). The rejection of this dependence upon Piers Plowman,

makes it impossible, of course, definitely to fix the date of Cleanness, as Miss

Thomas does, after 1377.
1

Cleanness, vv. 203-34.
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and its punishment from Isaiah 14 : 12 ff. This theme has

been frequently treated by homilists, theologians and poets,

in Latin, French and Anglo-Saxon.
1 None of the mediaeval

versions which I have consulted, however, appears to be a

direct source of the passage in Cleanness. 2

2. The injunction of Lot to his wife to use no salt in

preparing the meal for the angel guests.
3 Her disobedience

of this command is one of the reasons why she was later

turned into a pillar of salt.
4 I have been unable to find the

source of this detail of the story. It does not occur in Peter

Comestor, Cursor Mundi, or Genesis and Exodus.

3. The account of the wonderful properties of the Dead

Sea, and of the apples of Sodom. These marvels are

mentioned in the numerous itineraries of the Holy Land

current in the Middle Ages, and were widely copied into the

homilies and cyclopedias. It is interesting to note that our

author's description depends directly upon the pseudonymous
Book of Sir John Mandeville.5

4. In describing the birth of Jesus, it is stated in

Cleanness that angels comforted the Madonna with music

of organs and pipes, and that the ox and ass worshipped the

child.
6 Such details as these were, of course, universal in

1 The development of the doctrine of Lucifer and his fall, together with

numerous references to mediaeval versions of the story, will be found in

H. Ungemach's Die Qudlen der ftinf ersten Chester Plays, Erlangen and

Leipzig, 1890, pp. 18 ff.

2 The use of the rather rare French word "
tramountayne

"
( Clean, v. 211)

would suggest dependence upon a French source
;
but I have not been able

to discover any French version of the story in which this word is used. It

is not necessary, after all, to suppose that the author was following a French

text. He may have chosen "tramountayne" for the sake of alliteration

with "trone."
8
Cleanness, w. 820-8. 9

*Ibid., v. 997.

5 For the evidence of this dependence on the Book of Mandeville see note

appended to this article, p. 149.

Cleanness, w. 1079-87.
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the stories of Holy Night, and through their very familiarity

had ceased to be thought of as legendary.

5. There seems to be a reflection of some apocryphal
account in the statement that Christ in cutting bread did not

need to make use of a knife but broke it with his hands so

that it was cut smoother than it could have been carved by
all the " tools of Toulouse." 1

That one finds no more legendary material in these poems
is certainly surprising. In the Cursor Mundi, or almost any
of the metrical homilies of the mediaeval period, the Biblical

stories are freely interspersed with material drawn from the

apocryphal books or from saints' lives. The contrast in

this respect only serves to emphasize again the author's

unusual fidelity in dealing with his Biblical material.
2

From this survey of the Biblical material in The Pearl,

Cleanness and Patience, it seems moderately clear that the

writer was an ecclesiastic. The extensive and unusually

accurate knowledge of the Bible displayed in these poems

points strongly in this direction. Moreover, two of them,

Cleanness and Patience, are undisguisedly homiletic, both in

purpose and method. It is difficult, therefore, to understand

on what ground Mr. Gollancz denies the author's ecclesiasti-

cal character. He admits " the intensely religious spirit of

these poems
" and " the knowledge they everywhere display

of Holy Writ/' explaining this, however, by supposing that

the poet
" was at first destined for the service of the church,'

7

but that after receiving the first tonsure he went no further

in holy orders. " The author of Pearl" he declares,
" was

vv. 1101-8.
2 In the Legend of Erkenwalde, on the other hand, there is legendary

material in abundance. The " Limbus Patrum " and the "
Harrowing of

Hell" are especially prominent. It is in such striking contrast in this

respect to Pearl, Cleanness and Patience that I find it difficult to regard it as

the work of the same author. The whole atmosphere of the Erkenwalde is

different from that of the other three poems.
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certainly no priest."
l No reason for this assumption is

given, however
;
and I cannot help suspecting that in com-

ing to this conclusion Mr. Gollancz had his eye on his

conjectural Ealph Strode rather than on the poems themselves.

The only one of the four poems which does not at first suggest

the clerical character of its author is Sir Gawayne. Yet even

in Sir Gawayne a careful reading discloses the author's moral

and religious nature. The delicacy with which Gawayne's

temptations at the castle of Bernlak are related reveals the

same love of purity which one finds again in the homily on

Cleanness. Nor has the poet been able, even in his romance,

to banish wholly his Scriptural allusions. On being informed

of the net which had been spread for him, Gawayne is ready
with a list of Old Testament worthies who had been beguiled

by women. 2

II.

The opinion that the author of the Pearl was an ecclesi-

astic is confirmed by the fact that he shows a keen interest

in the discussion of the theological questions of his day.

For evidence of this interest in theology we must depend

chiefly on The Pearl. Cleanness and Patience, being wholly
homiletical in purpose, raise no questions of doctrine. In

The Pearl, however, one finds a passage of some three

hundred lines (vv. 421-719) which is nothing more or less

than a sustained theological argument. This passage is

noteworthy in many respects, and affords a basis for judging
of the attitude taken by the author in the controversies in

which the theologians of his time were engaged.

Before entering upon a consideration of this passage in

The Pearl, however, it will be necessary to understand in a

general way what were the controversies which agitated the

1
Pearl, p. xlvii.

*Sir Gawayne, w. 2414-9.
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theological world of that time. During the first half of the

fourteenth century the interest of the theologians centred in

two questions : (1) the dispute over predestination and free

will, (2) the relative importance of grace and merit in the

scheme of salvation. As to the question of predestination,

one recalls Chaucer's testimony to the zeal with which it was

debated in his time :

Witnesse on him that any perfit clerk is,

That in scole is gret altercacioun

In this matere, and greet disputisoun,

And hath ben of an hundred thousand men. 1

These two questions were not entirely distinct, but were

after all merely two phases of the controversy between the

Augustinian party and those who inclined toward Pelagian-

ism. Under the schoolmen of the twelfth and thirteenth

1 Nonne Preestes Tale, w. 410-9. Chaucer, moreover, repeatedly shows

his own keen interest in the problem of predestination and free-will. His

most extended discussion of the question is, of course, the well-known pas-

sage in the Troilus (Book iv, 974-1078). In this passage, as has been

pointed out, Chaucer is closely following his own prose translation of

Boethius (Book v, Prose in). So far as I am aware, however, no one has

called attention to the fact that this quotation does not represent the conclu-

sion reached in Boethius, but is directly opposed to it. The passage which

Chaucer here borrows is an augument to prove that there is no such thing
as free choice, but that all human action is controlled by absolute necessity.

In Boethius, as Chaucer was well aware, this argument is answered by Dame

Philosophy, who defends the real freedom of human choice (Book v,.

Prose iv ). One may say that Chaucer chose the argument in favor of

predestination simply because it accorded with the dramatic requirements
of the Troilus story. "The idea of fate," as Professor Kittredge says,
"

is subtly insistent throughout the poem, it is perhaps even the key to

Cressida's character" (" Chaucer's Pardoner," Atlantic Monthly, vol. 72,

1893, p. 829
).

But may it not be at the same time a key to Chaucer's

character? His strong interest in the study of astrology would suggest that

he tended toward fatalism. Bradwardine repeatedly inveighed against the

astrologers because they taught that human destiny was controlled by the

heavenly bodies (De Causa Dei, pp. 265, 449, 466). For the heavenly
bodies he would substitute God; but it would be predestination in either case.
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centuries there had been a steady tendency toward Pelagian

opinions. Emphasis was laid more and more upon man's

free-will and consequently upon the positive merit obtainable

by right conduct, while the doctrine of Augustine, that salva-

tion was entirely a matter of predestination and divine grace,

was pushed into the background.
In the first half of the fourteenth century there was a

reaction against the Semi-Pelagianism of the schoolmen.

The first English theologian who undertook to stem this

tide of Pelagian tendency was Thomas Bradwardine the

same whom Chaucer mentions as able to "bulte to the

bren " l the question of predestination. When Bradwardine

sat down to write his learned treatise, De Causa Dei contra

Pelagium, he compared himself to the prophet Elijah who

opposed single-handed the eight hundred and fifty prophets

of Baal :
" Ita et hodie in hac causa

; quot, Domine, hodie

cum Pelagio, pro Libero Arbitrio, contra gratuitam gratiam

tuam, pugnant, et contra Paulum pugilem gratiae spiritua-

lem ? . . . Totus etenim paene mundus post Pelagium abut

in errorem." 2 In another passage he refers to the almost

universal prevalence of Pelagian opinions at Oxford when

he was a student of theology there.
3 The fundamental

doctrine in Bradwardine's theology is that salvation is

bestowed through the free grace of God, instead of being
achieved by any merits. No less than eight chapters of his

treatise are devoted to the defence of this doctrine.
4 It is

1 Nonne Preestes Tale, vv. 420-2.
2
Bradwardine, De Causa Dei, ed. 1618, Preface.

8 " In scholis enim Philosophorum, raro solebam quicquam audire de

gratia, nisi aequivoce forsan dicta
;
sed tota die audivi, quod nos sumus

Domini nostrorum actuum liberorum, et quod in nostra potestate est, operari
bene vel male, habere virtutes vel vitia, cum similibus suis multis" (Ibid.,

p. 308).
4 Some of the chapter-headings in Bradwardine's treatise will suffice to

make his position clear. Thus in Book I :

9
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clear, then, that this doctrine of grace must have been a

warmly debated question in fourteenth-century theology, and

not merely a doctrinal commonplace.

Turning now to the passage in The Pearl, we find that the

author takes the side of Bradwardine in exalting the grace

of God as the sole ground of salvation. There are no finer

or more fervent lines in the poem than the five stanzas that

close with the refrain,

For }>e grace of god is gret inoghe.

Indeed, as I shall attempt to show, the author of The Pearl

goes beyond Bradwardine in the boldness with which he

pushes the doctrine of free grace to its logical conclusion.

Let us first summarize briefly the argument of these three

hundred lines of The Pearl :

The "
father," beholding in the dream his lost Pearl, and

being told by her that she is a crowned queen in the heavenly

kingdom, is filled with perplexity.
" Is not Mary the queen

of heaven?" he asks. In reply the maiden assures him

that Mary indeed holds her empire over all that are in

heaven, but that the court of the living God has this special

property, that each one who arrives there is king or queen

of all the realm. Each of the saints is pleased with the

honor enjoyed by the others, so that jealousy and strife are

unknown among them.

"Cap. xxxv. Contra Pelagium quod gratia gratis datur a Deo, non

praecedentibus meritis comparatur," etc.

"Cap. xxxvi. Contra Procuratores Pelagii asserentes, quod etsi merita

non sint causa collationis gratiae principalis : sunt tamen causa sine qua
non confertur."

"Cap. xxxvn. Contra quosdam Pelagianos dicentes hominem posse,

ex se tantum debite praeparare ; quod si faciat, Deus dabit sibi gratiam

suam gratis."
"
Cap. XL. Quod gratia quae est habitus gratis a Deo uno cum voluntate

humana est causa efficiens proprie cuiuslibet boni meritorii actus sui."
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But the father is still unpersuaded that his Pearl can be a

queen in the heavenly kingdom. When she died she was

a child scarcely two years of age ;
she had done nothing in

her brief life to please God she did not even know pater

noster or creed. With what justice, then, could God advance

her to such honor? She might perhaps be a countess or

some lady of lower degree, but a queen that was too high
a reward.

The maiden then replies to her father's objections by

expounding the parable of the Laborers in the Vineyard.
Some of those who were hired by the lord of the vineyard
toiled through the heat and burden of the day ; others came

into the vineyard at the eleventh hour. But all were

rewarded equally. She applies this parable to herself: it

was eventide when she came to the vineyard, but she received

the same reward with those who had toiled for years in the

service of the Lord. Even by this parable the father is

unconvinced. He tells his Pearl that her tale is unreason-

able. God's justice is surely more discriminating than this,

or Holy Writ is but a fable. Is it not written in the Psalter :

" Thou rewardest every one according to his deserts ?
" There-

fore, those who labor longer ought to receive greater reward.

To this the maiden replies by an exposition of the plan

of salvation which extends from verse 600 to verse 743.

These lines are the real climax of the poem. It is here that

the emotion of the writer reaches its greatest intensity. In

the kingdom of God, the maiden declares, there is no question

of less and greater. All are paid equally, for upon all is

poured the overflowing grace of God. As for the babes

who died in infancy, they have been cleansed, at the moment

of their birth, by baptism. Why should not the lord o the

vineyard allow them their full reward ? Paradise was lost

through Adam's sin, but Christ paid the penalty and through

baptism mankind is restored. There are, indeed, two kinds
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of persons whom God saves, one is the righteous man, the

other is the innocent. But it is better to be saved by inno-

cence than by righteousness. When Jesus walked upon
earth he took the children in his arms and blessed them,

saying
" Of such is the kingdom of heaven."

It is evident, I think, that in this passage the author of

The Pearl is consciously carrying on a theological discussion.

His very earnestness shows that he is engaging in real debate

and not merely repeating commonplaces. Furthermore, the

objections which he puts into the mouth of the maiden's

father appear to represent the arguments of real opponents.
1

Let us see now what is the main point in this theological

argument. The author is laboring to prove that, since salva-

tion is not at all a matter of merit but of grace, even a

baptized child dying in infancy will receive in the heavenly

kingdom a reward equal to that of the Christian who has

lived a life of righteousness and holy works. For all the

blessed shall be rewarded equally.

pe court of J?e kyndom of god alyue,

Hat} a property in hyt self beyng ;

Alle )>at may ther-inne aryue
Of alle >e reme is quene o>er kyng,
& neuer oj>er }et schal depryue,

Bot vchon fayn of oj>ere3 hafyng,

& wolde her coroune3 wern worj?e J>o fyue,

If possyble were her mendyng.
Bot my lady of quom lesu con spryng,

Ho halde3 >e empyre ouer vus ful hy^e,

& >at dysplese3 none of oure gyng,

For ho is quene of cortaysye.

1 Another indication that the author had in mind the discussions of the

theologians is found in some of the terms which he employs. For example,

the word "
pretermynable

"
(v. 595) suggests a definite acquaintance with

the "
praedeterminatio

"
of the schoolmen (cf. Thos. Aquinas, Summa,

Pars I, Q. xxm, Art. 1, ed. 1756, vol. xx, p. 146). Nevertheless, his

poetic sense leads him for the most part to exclude technical theological

terms.
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"Of more & lasse in godej ryche,"

pat gentyl sayde
"
lys no loparde,

For )>er is vch mon payed in-liche,

WheJ>er lyttel o>er much be hys rewarde,

For J>e gentyl cheuentayn is no chyche,

QueJ>er-so-euer he dele nesch oj>er harde,

He lauej hys gyste^ as water of dyche,

O>er gote? of golf J>at neuer charde
;

Hys fraunchyse is large ; J?at euer dard,

To hym J?at mat3 in synne rescoghe

No blysse bet} fro hem reparde,

For J?e grace of god is gret Inoghe ;

Bot innoghe of grace hat} innocent,

As sone as )?ay arn borne bylyne
In ]>e water of baptem J?ay dyssente,

pen arne J>ay boro^t in-to J>e vyne,

Anon )>e day with derk endente,

pe my}t of deth dot} to enclyne

pat wro}t neuer wrang er )>enne J?ay wente
;

pe gentyle lord J?enne paye} hys hyne,

pay dyden hys heste, J>ay wern >ere-ine,

Why schulde he not her labour alow,

3yrd & pay hym at >e fyrst fyne

For >e grace of god is grete innoghe ?
1

This is not the first time that the case of the baptized

child dying in infancy has been made the subject of theo-

logical speculation. Augustine himself had used it most

effectively in his controversies with Pelagius. And from

Augustine to the fourteenth century the "
baptized infant

"

played an important role in the treatises of the theologians.

The author of The Pearl, then, is dealing with a familiar case.

It is all the more surprising, therefore, to find that his

assertion that the baptized infant will receive equal reward

with the adult is directly opposed to the established conclu-

sion of the theologians. Turn, for example, to Bradwarc&ne's

treatise. As we have already seen, Bradwardine laid new

1
Pearl, w. 445-56, 600-11, 624-35

;
cf. further on this subject Pearl,

vv. 847-51.
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stress upon the doctrine of grace ; yet he never ventured to

carry it to the extent of affirming the equality of the heavenly

rewards. 1 On the other hand, Bradwardine repeatedly uses

this very notion of an infant receiving a reward equal to that

of an adult as a convincing reductio ad absurdam. Thus, in

one passage, he supposes for the sake of argument the case

of two sons equal in grace and in all other respects except

that one of them has committed some sin which makes him

liable to a certain amount of temporal punishment. Now,
let both sons, he continues, perform equal works of grace

until the one who has sinned is wholly absolved from

punishment. The other, then, in addition to absolution from

punishment, either will or will not merit a certain reward in

the future life :

' ' Non nihil omnino, quia tune posset contingere quod adultus baptizatus,

diligens actualiter Deum summe, et in Sanctis operibus actualiter se exer-

cens magno tempore vitae suae, etiam martyrium sustinens pro Christo, et

lege ipsius, aequaliter praemiaretur in vita futura cum uno parvulo baptizato,

qui nunquam aliquid boni fecit. Hoc enim consequitur evidenter, si haec

omnia jungantur in poenitentiam congruam peccatori, aut si haec omnia

aeque sufficiant pro satisfactione peccati seu peccatorum suorum
;
ubi est

ergo quod utrumque testamentum creberrime repromittit, quod Deus uni-

cuique secundum opera sua reddet?" 2

Or take another passage in which the same reductio ad

absurdam is used to clinch the argument. What quantity

of grace, Bradwardine asks, does the sinner immediately

merit through his contrition? If you say that it will be

large or small in proportion to the degree of his contrition,

it would be possible, then, for one through a certain contri-

tion, which we may call A, immediately to merit grace of

1 Thuscf. the heading of one of the chapters in Bradwardine (Lib. I,

cap. XLVI):
" Contra quosdam concedentes praedestinationem et reproba-

tionem ad gloriam et ad poenam, sed negantes has esse ad aliquos certos

gradus," etc.

2 De Causa Dei, p. 340.
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the grade B, which must be either less than, equal to, or

greater than baptismal grace, C :

"Non minor, quia tune adultus qui per seipsum actualiter meruit, in

casu decederet cum minore gratia, et transiret ad minorem gloriam quam
parvulus tantummodo baptizatus. Quomodo ergo Deus unicuique secundum

opera sua reddet, sicut utrumque Testamentum saepe testatur? ... Si

autem dicatur quod B est aequalis C, consequens est quod in casu, adultus

qui per seipsum actualiter meruit, aequaliter praemietur cum parvulo
tantummodo baptizato, qui numquam aliquid meruit : Quomodo ergo Deus

unum quemque secundum opera sua et merita praemiabit ?
" x

Still other passages of the same tenor are to be found in

Bradwardine's treatise.
2

Now let us place beside these passages from Bradwardine

the arguments which the author of The Pearl has put into the

mouth of the objecting father in his debate with the maiden :

"
py self in heuen ouer hy^ >ou heue,

To make J>e quen J>at watj so 3onge,

What more-hond mo3te he a-cheue

pat hade endured in worlde stronge,

& lyued in penance hys lyuez longe,

With bodyly bale hym blysse to byye ?

What more worschyp mo3t ho fonge,

pen corounde be kyng by cortayse ?

pat cortayse is to fre of dede,

Syf hyt be soth >at >ou cone^ saye,

pou lyfed not two jer in oure )>ede,

pou cow)>e3 neuer god nau>er plese ne pray,

Ne neuer nauj>er pater ne crede,

& quen mad on >e fyrst day.

I may not traw, so god me spede,

pat god wolde wryj?e so wrange away."

Ubid., p. 386.
2 Thus Bradwardine, replying to the opinion of some persons that the

blessed would find in their freedom from sin a happiness which would be

infinite, rejects this idea, because : "Tune enim tantum gauderet de uno

minimo tali bono, sicut de bono majori, et bonis aliis similibus, et meliori-

bus universis, etiam ipso Deo : Omnes quosque beati, etiam parvuli aequali-

ter tune gauderent," etc. (p. 460). Cf. further, on p. 518, the passage

beginning : "Item aliquis viator perfectus habet," etc.
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Then more I meled & sayde apert,
" Me thynk )>y tale vnresounable,

Godde? ryjt is redy & euer more ert,

O)>er holy wryt is hot a fable
;

In sauter is sayd a verce ouerte

pat speke3 a poynt determynable,
1

pou quyte vchon as hys desserte,

pou hy^e kyng ay pretermynable,'

Now he >at stod >e long day stable,

& )>ou to payment com hym byfore,

penne )>e lasse in werke to take more able,

& euer }>e lenger )>e lasse J>e more." l

It will be observed that the objections raised by the father

to the notion that a baptized child will receive equal reward

with an adult entirely coincide with the views of Brad-

wardine in both, even the very same verse of Scripture is

appealed to. It is evident, then, that the author of The

Pearl is representing real theological opponents in the state-

ments which he puts into the mouth of the father.

But it is not to Bradwardine alone that the author stands

opposed in his assertion that the rewards of the heavenly

kingdom are equal. From the beginning of the fifth century,

the existence of distinct grades of blessedness in the heavenly

kingdom has been the established doctrine of the church.

One of the chief grounds on which Jerome (f 420 A. D.)

attacked the heretic Jovinian, was that he affirmed an

equality of rewards among the saints. In the writings of

Augustine and Gregory the doctrine of grades of reward in

heaven is repeatedly affirmed
;
and in the hands of the school-

men it was expanded with rabbinical detail. Nor was this

doctrine confined to the Latin treatises on theology ;
it found

its way also into the more popular statements of doctrine

which were written in the vernacular. Thus, we read in the

Poema Morale :

Ne mai non vuel ne non wane beon inne godes riche

Deh )>er be"$ wunienges fele elc o>er vn-liche.

1
Pearl, w. 472-187, 588-599.
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Sume >er habbet lasse murh$e and sume habbed more

After J>an )>e hi dude her, after J?an }>e hi swonke sore. *

On the other hand, I have been unable to find a single

orthodox theologian or poet, from the time of Jerome until

the appearance of The Pearly who asserts the equality of the

heavenly rewards.

Now, can we suppose that the author of The Pearly in his

argument for the equality of the rewards of the blessed,

was unaware that he was opposing the traditional doctrine

of the theologians ? On the face of it, such a supposition is

difficult. For, as I have already pointed out, the whole

tone of the passage in The Pearl suggests that the author was

consciously arguing against persons who held an opposite

opinion. The possibility that the author's variation from

traditional theology was accidental is still further weakened,

if not altogether destroyed, when we examine the theological

history of the parable of the Laborers in the Vineyard,

upon which he relies to establish his position.

It must not be imagined that the author of The Pearl was

the first to perceive the bearing of this parable on the question

of the rewards of the heavenly kingdom. It was this very

parable to which the heretical Jovinian had appealed in

support of his opinion that the heavenly rewards were

equal.
2

And, from Jerome to Duns Scotus, every theologian

who discussed the question felt obliged to explain away the

apparent inconsistency of this parable with the accepted

doctrine of grades of blessedness.

In Augustine, for example, one finds the following :

"Objectio de denario omnibus reddendo, contra diversitatem praemiorum.

Quid sibi ergo vult, inquiunt, ille denarius, qui opere vineae terminato

aequaliter omnibus redditur
;
sive iis qui ex prima hora, sive iis qui una

1 Poema Morale, w. 335-8, Old English Homilies, First Series, E. E. T. S.,

p. 181.
2
Jerome, Contra Jovin., Migne, Patrol. Lot., vol. xxin, col. 315.
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hora operati sunt? Quid utique, nisi aliquid significat, quod omnes corn-

muniter habebunt, sicuti est ipsa vita aeterna, ipsurn regnum coelorum, ubi

erunt omnes quos Deus praedestinavit, vocavit, justificavit, glorificavit?

Oportet enim corruptibile hoc induere incorruptionem, et mortale hoc induere

immortalitatem : hie est ille denarius, merces omnium.

Stella tamen ab stella differt in gloria: sic et resurrectio mortuorum: haec

sunt merita diversa sanctorum. . . .

Ita quia ipsa vita aeterna pariter erit omnibus sanctis, aequalis denarius

omnibus attributus est
; quia vero in ipsa vita aeterna distincte fulgebunt

lumina meritorurn, multae mansiones sunt apud Patrem : ac per hoc in

denario quidem non impari, non vivit alius alio prolixius ;
in multis autem

mansionibus honoratur alius alio clarius." l

In this way Augustine explains away the obvious meaning
of the parable by making the penny paid to all alike repre-

sent the equal duration of the heavenly reward, but denying
that it means an equal share in the blessedness of the heavenly

kingdom.
The celebrated " Master of the Sentences," Peter Lombard

(f 1164 A.
D.), gave a slightly different interpretation to the

parable, but arrived at the same conclusion :

" Nomine denarii aliquid omnibus electis commune intelligitur, scillicet,

vita aeternae, Deus ipse, quo omnes fruentnr, sed impariter. Nam sicut

erit differens clarificatio corporum, ita differens gloria erit animarum. . . .

Dos ergo est una, id est, denarius est unus
;
sed diversitas est ibi mansio-

num, id est, differentia claritatis," etc.
2

In the thirteenth century, Bonaventura discusses at length

the question whether all the elect will enjoy equal blessed-

ness :

"Et quaeritur, utrum omnes habeant aequalem beatitudinem
;

et quod

sic, videtur ex textu ubi dicitur quod omnes acceperunt singulos denarios,

et quod Dominus tantum dedit novissimo quantum primo. Et Glossa dicit

1
August., De SanctaVirffinitate, cap. 26, Migne, Patrol, vol. XL, col. 410.

The same interpretation of the parable of the Laborers occurs again in Augus-
tine' a In Joannis Evangelium, Tract. LXVH, cap. 14, Migne, Patrol., vol. xxxv,
col. 1812.

2 Petrus Lombardus, Dist. XLIX, Pare 1, Migne, Patrol., vol. cxcn, coL

957.
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super illud
;
Stella differt a Stella. Eundem denarium paterfamilias dedit

omnibus, qui operati sunt in vinea, quo utique non aliud significatur, quam
id quod omnes communiter habebunt, sed illud non est nisi beatitude :

ergo, etc." l

Bonaventura, however, is far from assenting to this inter-

pretation of the parable :

" Contra : In domo patris mei mansiones multae sunt. Augustinus ;
Multae

mansiones in una vita erunt, quia variae praemiorum dignitates.

Item Apostolus : Stella differt a stella in daritate. Sic ergo claritas co-

gnitionis generat gaudium, et delectationem, et gaudium.
Item ratione videtur, quia praemium respondet merito : sed constat

aliquos esse majoris meriti : ergo et praemii."

He concludes, therefore, that although all will have the same

blessedness, considered objectively, yet there will be a differ-

ence in the "
quantity of joy."

Finally, in the treatises of Thomas Aquinas
2 and of Duns

Scotus 3 one finds the parable of the Laborers discussed

repeatedly, but in every case the obvious meaning of the

parable is distorted to fit the theological doctrine of grades

of reward among the blessed.

Clearly, then, the parable of the Laborers in the Vineyard
was a stock passage in theological literature. Our author

could scarcely have found a single discussion of the question

of the heavenly rewards in which it was not quoted and

explained away. What is left for us but to conclude that

the author of The Pearl, in introducing this parable into his

argument, deliberately chose to give it an interpretation

1

Bonaventura, Lihri IVSententiarum, Dist. XLIX, Pars 1, Q. vi, ed. 1668,

vol. in, p. 533.
2 Thomas Aquinas, In Joannis Evangeiium, Cap. xiv (ed. Venice, 1745-57,

vol. in., p. 749); Libri IV Sententiarum, Dist. XLIX, Q. I, Art. ^v, Quae-
stiuncula n (vol. xin, pp. 476, 478) ;

Summa 3, Q. v, Art. n (vol. xxi,

p. 33).

'Duns Scotus, Quaestiones In Lib. IV Sententiarum, Dist. L, Q. v (ed.

1639, torn, x, pp. 641 and 651
).
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which he knew to be fundamentally opposed to that of the

theologians ? In support of his opinions he cites no patristic

authority it is doubtful if he could have found any but

appeals directly to the Scriptures ; and, relying on his own

interpretation of the biblical text, he ventures to reject the

casuistries of scholastic theology.

Let no one suppose, however, that I am seeking to stamp
the author of The Pearl as a schismatic. Nothing was

further from his intention or desire than to separate himself

from the great historic Church. Not only was he unswerv-

ing in his loyalty to the cardinal doctrines of Christianity,

but he also gave his endorsement to some doctrines which

to-day are peculiar to the Roman Church. It will be

remembered that, according to his view, Mary was still the

high empress of the heavenly kingdom. Also, in Clean-

ness, he insists upon the benefits of confession and shrift.

Yet, on the whole, it is evident that our author's attitude

toward religious matters was evangelical rather than eccle-

siastical.

(1) Holy Church is not once mentioned, nor the benefits

to be gained from the prayers and merits of the saints &

favorite topic with religious writers in the Middle Ages.

(2) Again, even in the picture of the New Jerusalem,

hierarchichal dignitaries have no place, but, instead, a truly

democratic equality among the elect is represented.

(3) Still more significant is our author's disregard of

patristic authority and tradition. We miss the familiar " as

seynt Austen saith," or "thus writes the holy Gregory,"
which is so common in writers of the time. Instead, the

author of The Pearl appeals directly to the authority of the

Scriptures.

(4) Finally, one feels, in all four of the poems which he

has left us, a deep ethical fervor. At the foundation of his

theological system is his strong love of righteousness. His
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intuitive sense of justice leads him to make short work of

doctrinal subtleties :

Hit is a dom bat neuer god gaue,

pat euer >e gyltle^ schulde be schente. 1

Cleanness is from first to last a sermon against unrighteous-

ness and impurity. Nor does the author hesitate to administer

a stinging - rebuke to the unworthy conduct of the dissolute

clergy who were the scandal of the religious orders :

For wonder wroth is J>e wj3 J>at wro^t alle >inge,

Wyth >e freke >at in fyl)>e fo^es hym after,

As renkej of relygioun }>at reden & singen,

& aprochen to hys presens & prestes arn called
;

They teen vnto his temmple & temen to hym seluen,

Eeken with reuerence )?ay rechen his auter,

pay hondel J>er his anne body & usen hit boj>e.
2

In this protest against the vices of the religious orders,

he is, of course, in entire accord with the author of Piers

Plowman, with John Wyclif, and with many other of his

contemporaries, who were heartily tired of the abuses and

scandals connected with the monastic and mendicant orders.

Indeed, these tendencies which I have designated by the

term "
evangelical," probably represented not alone an indi-

vidual development on the part of our author, but also the

slowly gathering sentiment among the most intelligent and

truly religious people of his time. As early as the first half

of the fourteenth century had begun the reaction against

scholasticism. Even the theologians found the accumulating

burden of " authorities
"

irksome, and appealed to common-

sense. Thus Robert Holcot (f 1349), in discussing the

question whether the saints would rejoice over the sufferings

of the damned, decided that they would not, because such

1
Pearl, w. 666-7.

2
Cleanness, vv. 5-11.
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jubilation over the misery of others would be in the highest

degree despicable even on the part of persons in an imperfect

state of grace, and much more so in the saints.
1

Now,
Holcot was far from being a heretic, yet in this opinion he

turns his back upon Augustine and all the subsequent

authorities.

This new emancipation of the religious spirit from the

bondage of scholastic theology found one form of expression

in the mystical fervors of a man like Richard Rolle of

Hampole. At first sight, we might imagine that there was

some spiritual kinship between Richard Rolle and the author

of The Pearl. Both were men of devout spirit and deep

religious enthusiasm. Rolle, as well as our author, lays

special stress upon Divine grace, very probably having come

under the personal influence of Bradwardine while a student

at Oxford. There is indeed one sentence in Rollers De

Gracia Dei which is worth noting as an interesting parallel

to our author's phrases. Rolle says :
" God es no chynche

of his grace, for he hase therof ynoghe."
2

Compare with

this The Pearl, vv. 604, 611 :

For \>e gentyl cheuantayn is no chyche,

For J>e grace of god is gret Inoghe.

Nevertheless, I do not find evidence of any direct influence

of Rolle upon our author. Moreover, there is between the

two men a wide difference in temperament. Running through

Rollers writings there is a vein of morbidness
;
he shows a

fondness for disagreeable, even disgusting, pictures of mor-

tality and for excruciating scenes of hell torment, which the

finer taste and more wholesome emotion of our author never

allow.

1
Holcot, Super Libros Sapientie Salomonis, Lectio Ixxi.

2 Horstmann's ed. of Kichard Kolle, I, 306.
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Again, Rolle was strongly affected by the symbolism of

the mystical school, while the author of The Pearl is singu-

larly free from symbolistic interpretations. Surely if a

writer cherished any fondness for symbolism he would have

had ample opportunity to gratify it in the course of a

description of the New Jerusalem, such as one finds in The

Pearl. Yet our author refrains from introducing any sym-
bolistic interpretation whatever, but contents himself with

reproducing the pictures of the Apocalypse. To realize the

difference between his method of treatment and that of

the mystics, one needs only to turn, for example, to the

description of Jerusalem in the writings of Bernard of

Clairvaux. 1

Finally, it remains to inquire in what relation the author

of The Pearl stood to the Wycliffite movement. On this

point Mr. Gollancz is confident
;
he declares that " his allegi-

ance to the authority of the church, to Papal supremacy,
and to the doctrine of Rome, would have brought him most

surely into active hostility with Wyclif and his partisans."
2

Mr. Gollancz fails, however, to bring forward any specific

passages in which our author declares himself in regard to

these questions ;
and it is difficult to see how his views as

to papal supremacy, for example, can be inferred from

anything in the poems before us. For my part, I must

believe that the assumption of a necessary antagonism be-

tween our author and Wyclif is unwarranted.

First of all, it should be remembered that the Wycliffite

movement, though it afterwards ripened into a heresy, did

not begin as one. In its earlier stages the agitation was

Bernard of Clairvaux, Migne, Patrol, vol. 184, col. 1118.
2 Gollancz' s Pearl, p. xlix. This conclusion that the author of the Pearl

was an active opponent of Wyclif is necessary to his argument for the Strode

hypothesis, for Ealph Strode, as we have seen above, engaged in theological

controversy with Wyclif.
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concerned with manifest abuses in the church rather than

with matters of doctrine. Indeed, in his earlier writings

Wyclif showed no dissent from the doctrines of the Church.

Take, for example, the question of prayers to Mary. Wyclif

actually expressed his doubt whether anyone could be saved

without the intercession of the Virgin.
1

Again, one finds

him closing one of his sermons with the words :
" Truste

we unto wordis of
J>e gospel and worschipe we Jesus and

Marie wij? alle our mi^t."
2

Furthermore, in his system

of theology Wyclif followed in the footsteps of Bradwardine,

whom he frequently quotes in his treatises. Wyclif, like the

author of The Pearl, laid emphasis upon the grace of God,

rather than on merit, as the ground of salvation. It was

not until 1381 that the reformer placed himself definitely

in antagonism with the doctrine of the Church by his denial

of transubstantiation. If the date ordinarily assigned to

The Pearl 1370 is to be relied on, this poem would fall

in the period of theological ferment, before Wyclif
?
s opinions

had thoroughly developed and been denounced as heretical.

Whichever way the author's sympathies might have led him

in the subsequent division of parties, I can find nothing in

his temperament or religious attitude which would have

brought him into antagonism with the earlier stages of the

Wycliffite movement.

As I have already indicated, the progressive movement

which profoundly affected the English church in the four-

teenth century, though it afterwards came to be associated

with Wyclif's name, was not in its beginning due to any

single reformer. It was rather a widespread reaction against

an arid and oppressive scholasticism. Such a poem as The

Pearl well illustrates the new spirit that was stirring

1 G. J. Lechler, Johann von Wiclif und die Vorgeschichte der Refonnation,

Leipzig, 1873, I, p. 558 note.

2
Select Works of Wyclif, ed. Arnold, vol. m, p. 113.
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the age the same spirit which later came to expression in

Protestantism.

I have noted an interesting passage by Antonius Hiquaeus,
the commentator on Duns Scotus, in which the doctrine

of the equality of the heavenly rewards, which, as we have

seen, is explicitly taught in The Pearl, is referred to as a

distinctively Protestant heresy. Commenting on the passage
in Duns Scotus cited above, Hiquaeus says :

"Hie se objicit haeresis Joviniani, qui dicebat beatitudinem fore aequa-
lem in patria, ut patet ex Hieronymo contra eundem, ex hoc errore fortasse

deducebat nullum esse meritum virginitatis : quern errorem docuit Lutherus,
et alii Protestantes, qui posuerunt justitiam nostram non esse intrinsecam,

sed esse justitiam Christi, et damnant justitiam operum. . . . Eandem
veritatem decent omnes Patres et interpretes Scripturae. Patet Joannis

14 : In domo Patris mei mansiones multae sunt, etc., quem locum de hac

veritate inaequalitatis mansionum coelestium quoad gloriam inaequalem

exponunt Patres." 1

Then follows a long list of Fathers and theologians who

taught that the rewards of the heavenly kingdon are unequal.

Finally, returning to Jovinian, Hiquaeus shows that his

heresy had been based upon the parable of the Laborers in

the Vineyard, and gives a detailed exposition of the parable
in accordance with orthodox teaching.

Thus the theological argument in The Pearl, which we
have been considering, is seen to be, at least in one respect,

a most interesting and remarkable anticipation of sixteenth-

century Protestantism.

CARLETON F. BROWN.

1 Duns Scotus, ed. 1639, vol. x, p. 643.

10
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NOTE ON THE QUESTION OF STRODE' S AUTHOKSHIP
OF THE PEARL.

Mr. Gollancz in his Introduction to The Pearl argues at length in support
of the theory that it was written by Ralph Strode, acknowledging, however,
that this identification of the author cannot be regarded as proved. Not-

withstanding this caution on the part of its advocate, the Strode theory
has been treated as an established fact by Mr. H. Rashdall (Universities

of Europe in Middle Ages, 1895, I, p. 248, note 6
).

It is also referred to

by Mr. A. Constable in his edition of John Major's History of Greater

Britain (1892, Scottish Hist. Soc'y, p. 23, note), and by Poole and Bateson

in their recent edition of Bale's Index (Index Brittanniae Scriptorum,

Anecdota Oxoniensia, 1902, p. 335, note 1) . It may be well therefore, to

look briefly at the facts upon which this theory rests. The corner-stone of

Mr. Gollancz' s argument is an entry in the Vetus Catalogus of Merton

College, where, in a list of fellows of Merton in the year 1360, there is the

entry :

"Radulphus Strode nobilis poeta fuit et versificavit librum elegiacum
vocatum Fantasma Badulphi."

This "Fantasma Radulphi," Mr. Gollancz would have us believe, is The

Pearl. This in itself is a pretty long leap to take without corroborative

evidence. But let us bring together the various historical references to

Ralph Strode.

We may start with what is the most incontrovertible fact in the whole

Strode discussion : viz.
,
that there was at Oxford about the year 1360 a cer-

tain Rodulphus Strode who acquired a wide reputation as a logician. He

engaged in philosophical discussion with Wyclif, who in return wrote his

Responsiones ad Rodulphwn Strodum (MS. No. 3926, Imperial Library,

Vienna
).

In these Responsiones Wyclif refers to Strode as a person with

whom he had been acquainted in the schools ( cf . article on Ralph Strode,

by Mr. Gollancz in Diet. Nat. Biog.). Strode' s fame as a logician appears

to have been even greater in Italy than in England. In 1486 the statutes

of the University of Padua prescribed among other text-books the Questioner

Strodi ( Rashdall's Universities ofEurope in Middle Ages, I, 248, note 6) . In

1488 the Consequential of
"
Rodulphi Strodi," with commentary by Alexan-

der Sermoneta, was published at Venice (cf. British Museum Catalogue, sub

Sermoneta). Other editions of Strode' s works appeared at Venice in 1493

and 1517. In 1521 John Major in his History of Greater Britain gives a list

of worthies at Oxford in which Strode' s name is mentioned, along with Brad-

wardine and many others ( ed. A. Constable, Scottish Hist. Soc'y, 1892, p. 23).

In 1548 John Bale, in the first edition of his Scriptores Brittaniae, mentions

"Strodus Anglus" as a "sophista subtilissimus," and also as a vehement

opponent of Wyclif. There can be no question, then, as to the historical

existence of Strode the logician.
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In the second place, there is a tradition of a poet Kadulphus Strode who
was a fellow at Merton College in 1360. This tradition rests upon the

authority of the entry in the Merton Vetus Catalogus, which has already

been quoted above. This Vetus Catalogus was drawn up about 1420, and

therefore appears at first to be a most reliable authority. But Mr. J. T. T.

Brown has called attention to the fact that the testimony of the Vetus Cata-

logus is not altogether trustworthy (article in Scottish Antiquary, July, 1897
).

In its original form it contained only the surnames of the Merton fellows
;

the Christian names and the descriptions have been added by a hand of the

latter fifteenth -century (cf. Geo. C. Brodrick's Memorials of Merton College,

Oxford Hist. Soc'y, 1885, p. viii); in a number of instances errors have

been found in these additions. In the case of Strode there seems to have

been some occasion for doubt, for the antiquarian Astry
' '

hesitated to claim

him as a Mertonian ' '

( Brodrick, p. 214
),

and Anthony Wood, though
afterward following the authority of the Catalogus, recorded his doubt

(Brodrick, p. ix, note).

Nevertheless, it is upon this record in the Vetus Catalogus that all our

knowledge of Strode the poet is based. Leland copied this entry in the

Merton Catalogue into his Collectanea (in, 54) ,
and expanded it into the

account of "Badulphus Strodaeus," which he included in his Commentarii

de Scriptoribus Brittannicis (p. 376) .

Now it will be noted that thus far the accounts of Strode the philosopher

and Strode the poet are entirely distinct. Not until the second edition of

Bale's Scriptores (1557) do we find the poet and logician combined. It is

this fact which leads Mr. J. T. T. Brown to conclude, in the article cited

above, that Strode the poet was really another person from Strode the logi-

cian. If they were identical, it is certainly extraordinary that no reference

was made in the Merton Catalogue to Strode' s fame as a philosopher.

Moreover, an important confirmation of Mr. Brown's belief that there

were two Strodes is found in Bale's " Index" of his authorities, which has

been published since the former's article appeared (Index Brittaniae Scrip-

torum, ed. E. L. Poole and Mary Bateson, Anecdota Oxoniensia, 1902). In

this Index one finds the name of Strode registered three times. (1)
' ' Kadul-

phus Strodus scripsit Itinerarium terre Sancte. De quo Chaucerus in fine

Troili, Anglicus poeta" (p. 334). This statement is made on the authority

of the lost work of Nicholas Brigham (d. 1558), De Venationibus Rerum

Memorabilium. (2) "Kadulfus Strodus, alius a Koberto Sophista, socius

collegii Mertonensis in Oxoniensi gymnasio" (p. 335). Then follows the

record of Strode the poet, quoted from the Merton Catalogus. (3)
" Kober-

tus Strodus (
Itali Kodulphum vocant ) doctor multi et magni nominte apud

eosdem, atque logicorum omnium autor gravissimus a sophistis appellatus"

(p. 389
).

After that comes a list of Strode' s works on logic.

It is perfectly clear, then, that at the time of making these memoranda

in his Index, Bale carefully distinguished the philosopher Strode from the
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poet. Nevertheless, in his second edition of the Swiptores (1557) he pro-
ceeds to roll them both into one. This procedure, however, is less astonish-

ing when one takes into account Bale's literary methods in general. It is

in this way, then, that the fully developed story of Ralph Strode, philoso-

pher and poet, has been built up.

This danger of confusing different persons of the same name is again
illustrated in the case of Strode' s contemporary, John Wyclif. At about

the same time records occur of a John Wyclif at Balliol, Merton and

Queen's Colleges, Oxford, though it is perfectly certain that they can not

all of them refer to the Reformer (cf. RashdalPs article on John Wyclif
in Diet, of Nat. Biog. ).

Mr. Gollancz makes matters still worse by attempting to bring into this

Strode composite a certain lawyer, Ralph Strode, who lived at Aldersgate,
London ( article on Ralph Strode, Diet. Nat. Biog. ).

It is too great a

strain even for the elasticity of a Strode to stretch him out to cover such

a variety of employments. Whether this lawyer Strode was the same as

the philosopher is extremely doubtful, but at all events he cannot have

been the same as the author of the Pearl, for the latter, as I shall under-

take to show, was certainly an ecclesiastic.

Finally, it may be pointed out that the state of feeling which existed

between the colleges of Oxford at the middle of the 14th century makes it

unlikely that the author of The Pearl was a fellow at Merton College.

Oxford was at this time divided into two camps ;
on the one side were the

Southern colleges, and on the other the colleges frequented by students

from the Northern districts. Between these parties feeling ran high and

there were repeated explosions of violence (cf. A. WT

ood, Hist, et Antiq.

Univ. Oxon, ed. 1674, pp. 159, 171 and 194). One finds in the University
records of this period a special statute for the preservation of peace between

the Northern and Southern scholars
(
Munimenta Acad. Oxon.

,
Rolls Series,

p. 462
).

The dialect in which the Pearl is written makes it clear that its

author would have been ranged on the Northern side in this strife between

the colleges. Merton College, however, was at the head of the Southern

party. Merton, therefore, is about the last of the Oxford colleges which

we should expect our author to attend.

It seems unnecessary to pursue the Strode question further. It would be

pleasant indeed to introduce the author of the Pearl into the circle of

Chaucer's intimate friends by identifying him with the "philosophical

Strode" of the Troilus. But there are many difficulties which confront

the theory, and not a single scrap of positive evidence to support it. We
are far from knowing that the Strode of the Troilus was the Strode men-

tioned in the Merton Catalogue as the author of the Phantasma Radulphi.

Above all, it is only by a desperate guess that "Ralph's spectre" can be

taken as referring to our poem, The Pearl.
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NOTE ON THE DEPENDENCE OF CLEANNESS ON THE
BOOK OF MANDEVILLE.

In the description of the marvels of the Dead Sea ( Cleanness, vv. 1015-51)

we have one of the earliest instances of acquaintance with Mandeville's Itiner-

ary in England. It is impossible here to go into the details of the Mande-

ville question ;
it has been comprehensively treated by Mr. G. F. Warner

in the introduction to The Buke of John Maundeuill, published by the Rox-

burghe Club, 1889. Suffice it to say that the work which has long passed

under the name of Mandeville was written by Jean de Bourgogne, a physi-

cian of Liege, who died in 1372. Furthermore, the author wrote in French.

The earliest English version of the work which is known was written between

1390 and 1400. It is evident, therefore, that if our author depended upon
Mandeville he must have used the French version. Indeed, in the passage

which I shall quote, there are several unmistakable signs that he was

following a French source.

Let us now proceed to compare the several items in our author's descrip-

tion of the Dead Sea (Cleanness, vv 1015-48) with the description given in

Mandeville, according to the French text (Warner, p. 50). Jean de Bour-

gogne compiled his account from a variety of sources, chiefly Peter Comes-

tor's Historia Scholastica (Migne, Patrol, vol. 198, col. 1101), and the

numerous itineraries of the Holy Land (Cf. Peregrinatores Medii Aevii

Quatuor, ed. J. C. M. Laurent, 1864
; Descriptiones Terrae Sanetae, ed.

T. Tobler, 1874. Itinera Hlerosolymitana, ed. Tobler, 1879
;
De Situ Urbis

Jerus. et De Locis Sanctis, etc., printed by Marquis M. de Vogue in Les Eglises

de la Terre Sainte, Paris, 1860
).

All these accounts of the marvels of the

Dead Sea have as their ultimate source Josephus ( De Bello Jud.
,
lib. iv,

cap. 8, f 4). I have placed beside the Mandeville text those sources which

it most closely resembles.

(1) In the Dead Sea, lead will float but a feather will sink.

Clean. 1025-6 :

" For lay }>eron a lump of led & hit on loft fletej,

& folde J>er-on a ly^t fy)>er & hit to founs synkkej."
MandevUle :

"Et qi metteroit fer dedeins, il noeroit par dessure
;
et qi mitteroit une

plume dedeins, elle irroit au founz."

P. Comestor :

" Dicit Josephus quod nimia ejus levitate, etiam gravissima in eum jacta,

referuntur in altum."

"Prae levitate autem etiam quae gravissima sunt in eum injecta fluitant,

demergique in profundum ne industria quidem facile quis possit."
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The supporting power of the Dead Sea is not mentioned in any of the

itineraries noted above, nor even in Cursor Mundi (vv. 2861-80). That a

feather will sink to the bottom, is Mandeville's peculiar addition. The
close parallel of the ' ' au founz ' '

of Mandeville to our author* s
"
to founs ' '

will not escape attention.

(2) The soil which is moistened by the waves of the Dead Sea will pro-

duce no vegetation :

Cleanness, 1027-8 :

' ' & J>er water may waiter to wete any erj?e,

Schal neuer grene )>er-on growe, gresse ne wod naw)>er."

Mandeville :

"Si la terre estoit mollie de celle eawe, elle naporteroit point de fruit."

P. Comestor:
" Versa est ergo regio in lacum salis, et sterilem."

Vincent de Beauvais :

"Versus est enim in lacum salsus et sterilem" (Speculum Historiale, lib.

1, cap. 106).

"Est autem totus asper et inaequalis, et ob sterilitatem incultus manet"

(De Bello Jud., iv-8-2).

Burchardus de Monte Sion (ca. 1283) :

"A fine hujus maris, qui est in deserto Pharan, usque supra Jericho ad

dimidiam, dietam, fere reddita est inutilis, ita ut nee gramen proferat, nee

germen aliquod omnino per totam latitudinem suam ' '

(Laurent, p. 59
).

(3) A man thrown into the Dead Sea will not drown :

Cleanness, 1029-32 :

' l

If any schalke to be schent wer schowued ]>er-inne,

)>a3 he bode in >at bo>em bro)>ely a monyth,
He most ay lyue in }>at loje in losyng euer-more,

& neuer dryje no dethe, to dayes of ende."
Mandeville :

" Ne homme ne beste qad en luy vie ne purroit morir en eel meer. Et

ceo ad estee proue mointefoitz qe homme gettoit dedeinz gentz qi auoient

deseruy mort, et demorroient iii. iours ou iiii., mes ils ne poaient morir."

Vincent de Beauvais and P. Comestor :

"Si quid vivum aliqua arte immerseris, superexsilit."

Josephus :

" Nam et Vespasianus, cum visendi ejus gratia illuc veniret, jussit quos-
dam natandi inscios, vinctis post terga manibus, in altum projici : et omni-

bus evenit, ut quasi spiritus vi sursum repulsi supernatarent."

This is not mentioned in any other description of the Dead Sea.
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(4) Account of the apples of Sodom :

Cleanness, 1041-8 :

" & J>er tres by }>at terne of traytoures ;

& J>ay borgoune & beres blomej ful fayre,

& J>e fayrest fryt >at may on folde growe,

As orenge & o)>er fryt & apple garnade ;

Also red & so ripe & rychely hwed,
As any dom my^t device of dayntej oute

;

Bot quen hit is brused o)>er broken, oj>er byten in twynne,

No worldej goud hit wyth-inne, bot wydowande askes."

Mandeville :

11 Et si croissent arbres delez qi portent pomrnes tres beles et de bele colour

a regarder et toutes maners par semblant, mes qi les brusera ou trenchera

parmy, il ne trouera dedeins qe cendres."

Vincent de Beauvais and P. Comestor :

"Dicitur etiam quod poma nata in arboribus circumpositis, usque ad

maturitatem coloris sunt viridis, matura si incidas, favillas intus invenies."

Josephus :

"Insuper et in fructibus cineres renascentes, qui specie quidem et colore

edulibus similes sunt, manibus autem decerptae in favillam et cinerem

resolvuntur."

Eurchardus de Monte Sion :

11 Sub Engaddi iuxta mare mortuum sunt arbores pulcherrime, sed fruc-

tus earum quando discerpitur, intus fauilla et cinere plenus invenitur"

(Laurent, p. 61).

Cursor Mundi, 2877-80 :

"
>ar-bi groues sum apell tre,

Wit appuls selcut fair to se,

Quen J>ai ar in hand, als a fise bal,

To poudir wit a stink J>ai fal."

Genesis and Exodus, 1127-30 :

" Men sei$ $e treen $at Sor henden ben

Waxen in time, and brinnen, and Sen,

Oc quane here apples ripe ben,

fier-isles man mai ftor-inne sen."

(5) . Large pieces of
"
asphalt

"
(bitumen) are washed up by the waves

of the Dead Sea :

Cleanness, 1037-8 : *
" & J>er waltej of J>at water in waxlokes grete,

J>e spuniande aspaltoun >at spysere3 sellen."

Mandeville :

11 Et iette fors del eawe vne chose qe homme appelle aspalt, auxi grosses

pieces come vne cheval."
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Vincent de Beauvais and P. Gamester :

" Multis locis nigras glebas bituminis vomit."

Josephus :

" Multis tamen locis evomit nigras bituminis glebas quae desuper fluitant,

et figura et magnitudine tauris capite truncatis non absimiles."

Morris in his Glossary (Early Eng. Allit. Poems) is in doubt as to the

meaning of "waxlokes," and suggests that it may mean "waves." It

seems clear, however, on comparison with Mandeville, that it must mean

"lumps." It would be very natural to speak of this sticky substance as

found in "waxen lumps."

(6) The Dead Sea contains much alum and " alkatran :
"

Cleanness, v. 1035 :

"As alum & alkaran."

Mandeville :

" Entour celle mer croist mult dalum et dalketran."

Joannes Wirziburgensis ( 1160-70 A. D.
)

:

' l

Supra ripam maris praedicti multum aluminis et multum catrani ab

incolis reperitur et colligitur
"

(Tobler, Descrip. Ter. Sanct., p. 179).

Only in Mandeville is the Arabic article prefixed: "a-katran" (War-

ner, p. 185).

It is true that our author handles the material in the Mandeville descrip-

tion with considerable freedom. The order of the several details is

re-arranged : furthermore, some of the details in the Mandeville account

are omitted, while others are elaborated. Nevertheless, the closeness of

these parallels convinces me that he was using Mandeville as his source.

There is, however, one important variation from the Mandeville account

which deserves mention. In Cleanness (v. 1015) we are told that/owr cities

were sunk in the Dead Sea. Mandeville and other accounts generally give
the number as five. The number four is found only in John of Wiirtzburg

(Tobler, Descrip. Ter. Sanct., p. 178) and in the De Situ, an itinerary of

the middle of the 12th century (Marquis de Vogue, Les Eglises de la Terre

Sainte, p. 416). But there are no other similarities between these accounts

and the passage in Cleanness, and it is extremely improbable that our author

was acquainted with them. Moreover, we may account for our author's

change in the number of cities, without supposing any such dependence.
The fifth city in the Mandeville list is Segor (Zoar), though it is stated

that it was not destroyed at the time that the others were, but, through the

intercession of Lot, was saved for a long time. It is very likely that our

author felt that to include Segor among the destroyed cities was a contra-

diction of God's promise to Lot that it should be spared (Gen. 19 : 21-22),

and therefore corrected the number to four. If this explanation be accepted,

it furnishes another instance of our author's careful observance of the

Biblical text.
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Besides this description of the Dead Sea, there is another passage in

Cleanness which shows unmistakable dependence upon Mandeville. Our

author states that when the waters subsided Noah's ark rested,

On j>e mounte of Mararach of Armene hills,

J>at o>er-waye3 on ebrv hit hat J>e thanes (Clean, w. 447-8).

The definite mention of Ararat as the resting-place of the ark, though
found in the Hebrew text (Gen. 8:4), is nevertheless very rare in

mediaeval authors. The Vulgate reads simply
"
super montes Armeniae,"

and this is the reading followed in Wyclif's translation. Ararat is not

mentioned by Peter Comestor (Hist. SchoL, Migne Patrol., vol. 198, col.

1085), Vincent de Beauvais (Spec. Historiale) ,
Matthew Paris (Chronica

Majora, 'Rolls Series, vols. HI, p. 163, v, p. 341) ,
Cursor Mundi (v. 1869) ,

nor in any other mediaeval versions of the Flood story which I am acquainted

with. But in Mandeville' s account of Armenia one finds this sentence :

" Et la delez y ad vn autre montaigne qad a noun Ararach, mes ly luys

lappellent Thanez, ou larche Noe se arresta" (Warner, p. 74). Obviously

this is the source of the lines in Cleanness. It was an easy matter for some

scribe to run together the two words "noun Ararach," thus producing
"Mararach." Furthermore, the sentence from Mandeville explains the

statement that this mountain was called in Hebrew,
"
>e thanes."

This dependence of Cleanness upon the French text of Mandeville is of

some service in fixing the date of the English poem. The author of the

Mandeville professes to write it in 1355 (or, according to one MS., 1356).

But the earliest dated MS. which has been preserved was written in 1371.

It is scarcely possible that the Mandeville was known in England before

this latter date.

This note was already written when I discovered that Mr. George Neil-

son (Huchown of the Awle Ryale, 1902, p. 115, note 1) had anticipated me
in calling attention to the dependence of Cleanness upon Mandeville. Mr.

Neilson is certainly mistaken, however, in supposing that the author of

Cleanness used a Latin text of Mandeville. Such verbal parallels as "to

founs " = " au founz,
" " brused " = "

brusera,
' ' and c ' Mararach ' ' =

"Ararach" make it clear that he was depending upon the French text.



VII. THE NATURE AND FABRIC OF THE PEARL.

At the request of my friend Dr. Brown, who in the

preceding article has cast so much light on the character of

the author of The Pearly I have undertaken to state in print

certain heterodox opinions, which I have long held, concerning
the nature and fabric of that beautiful poem.

1

Briefly, to indicate my main thesis at the outset, I would

maintain that The Pearl is not in the least elegiac or auto-

biographical, as hitherto regularly regarded by scholars and

critics, and that the conclusions as to the author's life and

domestic sorrows frequently drawn from it are wholly without

foundation.

I.

To all who have written about the poem (I think without

exception
2

)
it has appeared to be an elegy.

" The author,"

says Dr. Morris, its first editor,
"
evidently gives expression

to his own sorrow for the loss of his infant child, a girl of

two years old." 3 Professor Morley describes it as " a

father's outpouring over the grave of his lost little one." 4

" It is a song of mourning," writes M. Jusserand. " It

must have been written some time after the sad event which

it records, when the bitterness of sorrow had softened. . . .

The poet has lost his daughter, his pearl, who is dead." 5

Professor Brand! styles it
" eine Elegie auf den Verlust eines

geliebten Kindes, angestimmt an dessen Grab," adding,
" Das

1 Professor Palgrave regards The Pearl as "perhaps the most purely and

ideally beautiful specimen of our elder poetry which good fortune has left

us" (Landscape in Poetry, London, 1897, p. 117).
2 For Mr. Courthope's opinion, see below p. 161.

Early English Alliterative Poems, EETS, 1864, p. ix.

'English Writers, London, 1897, iv, 144.

5
Literary History of the English People, 1895, p. 351.
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Kind 1st das zweijahrige Tochterchen des Dichters selbst."
l

"There can be no reasonable doubt/' in Professor Saints-

bury's opinion, "that it describes the loss of a daughter

probably in early age, who may very likely have borne the

actual name of Margaret."
2

Similar, yet somewhat more

decided, is the view of Dr. Garnett, the latest expressed.
3

" The long-neglected elegiac vein," he writes,
a comes to light

again in an anonymous poet, in all probability the author of

Gawain and the Green Knight, who about the middle of the

fourteenth century, the very time when Petrarch is lamenting

his lost Laura, bewails his own bereavement in an infant

daughter. The little girl had been named Margaret, hence

The Pearl is the title of his poem." To Mr. Snell the work

is a "
dirge."

4 Mr. Gollancz,
5

its careful editor, and Pro-

fessor Palgrave,
6
after him, call it a "

lament," and compare
it to Tennyson's In Memoriam.

With such general statements as these, however, critics

have not always been content. To most this fancied loss of

his daughter (his only child, some hesitate not to say)
7 has

appeared the all-important fact in the writer's biography.

Professor Morley believed that his works "probably were all

suggested to him by the grief which is the theme of the Pearl" 8

Mr. Snell thought it might be that " domestic calamity
" which

attracted him to the study of divinity. While Professor ten

Brink and Mr. Gollancz more boldly undertook, without

1 Paul's Grundriss der germ. Phil., 1892, n, 661 (74).
2 Short History of English Literature, 1898, p. 80.

8
English Literature, an Illustrated Record, 1903, I, 119 ff. Dr. Garnett

dates the poem at least twenty years too early : the author undoubtedly
knew Mandeville. (See above, pp. 149 ff., and below, pp. 189 ff. )

* The Age of Chaucer, London, 1901, p. 22. ,
3
Pearl, London, 1891, p. xix.

6
Landscape in Poetry, p. 115.

7
Gollancz, p. xlviii, et al.

;
cf. Wiilker, Geseh. der engl Litt., 1896, p. 107.

8
English Writers, IV, 144.
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sounder evidence, to go into details regarding his career.

Thus the former writes :

l

"The poet had married (his lord having, perhaps, given him a home of

his own as a reward for faithful service) . A child, a sweet girl, radiant in

innocence, had blessed this union. The father concentrated all his affection

upon the child, and so exclusively that we are led to believe the mother
had not long survived her birth. The dearest ideals of the thoughtful poet
were embodied in his daughter. But the pitiless hand of fate tore her away
at the tenderest age. The poem describes the father's feelings at her death

and tells how he was comforted.

"It begins in an exalted lyrical strain with a lament on the lost pearl,

whose beauty and splendour are sung in extravagant language. We see the

lonely father, spell-bound by grief and longing, lingering on the grave that

hides his dearest treasure."

Mr. Gollancz goes still farther :

2

" Two or three years before the date of
' Gawain '

the poet had married
;

his wedded life was unhappy ;
the idealised object of his love had dis-

appointed him, and it is to be feared had proved unfaithful. He had passed

through this terrible trial before l Gawain ' was written
' ' Yet his wedded life had brought him one great happiness an only

child, a daughter, on whom he lavished all the wealth of his love and ten-

derness. He named the child 'Marjory' or 'Marguerite,' she was his

'pearl,' his emblem of holiness and innocence. But his happiness was

shortlived
;
before two years had passed the poet's home was desolate. His

grief found expression in verse
;
a heavenly vision of his lost jewel brought

him comfort and taught him resignation. On the child's grave he placed
a garland of song, blooming yet, after the lapse of five hundred years.

" With the loss of his dearest possession a blight seems to have fallen

on the poet's life, and even poetry seems gradually to have lost its charm

for him."

It is obvious that the common assumption that the poem
is elegiac is a dangerous one, if unwarranted. Having led to

wide-reaching inferences concerning the poet's life and station,

being used as the basis for determining the chronology of his

works, and so on, it surely demands confirmation or denial.

1
History of English Literature, trans. Kennedy, 1889, I, 348 (ed. Brandl,

Straszburg, 1899, I, 406).
*
Pearl, pp. xlviiff.
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Whatever view the student may take after reading the follow-

ing pages, he will, I hope, approach this new discussion of

the question without definite parti pris.

II.

In his valuable article Dr. Brown has given good reasons

for the belief that the author of The Pearl was an ecclesiastic.

Subtle shifts will henceforth be necessary to explain away
the evidence of his intimate acquaintance with the Bible, his

readiness for theological controversy, his earnest, didactic,

homiletic purpose in all his works, if anyone will continue

to maintain the opposite view. Now, if this was his station

in life, we are at once armed with an argument against

those who believe the poem an elegy, for an English
ecclesiastic in the fourteenth century could not possibly

have had any but an illegitimate child
;
and it stands to

reason that a priest would not deliberately go out of his

way to call people's attention to his child of shame, and then

without apology proceed to exalt above all else purity of

life. That the author of The Pearl, Cleanness, and Gawain

and the Green Knight, in all of which chastity is particularly

his appeal, and in one of which he condemns severely other

ecclesiastics who were not beyond reproach in this regard,
1

was not the man to have indulged in the illicit relations so

common in his time among the clergy, is too evident to need

enforcing ; for, unless his verse is a complete contradiction of

himself, he was a man of the cleanest life.

If readers, then, have given assent to the view that the poet

was an ecclesiastic, they will require incontrovertible evidence

that the poem is elegiac. Instead of delivering ipse dixits,

scholars adhering to the old opinion must assume the burden

of proof on this point now once disputed. But suppose some

1 See the opening lines of Cleanness.
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one some day should perchance overthrow the internal evi-

dence by some remarkable new discovery of external fact

regarding the author's station, I hope to show that still there

will be absolutely nothing in the poem itself to make one

consider it as more than an artistic arrangement of a situation

by which certain theological and religious opinions could be

effectively presented, that in fact the description which

James, Bodley's librarian, wrote of it long ago on the unique

manuscript (for which he has been taken to task by recent

scholars) is quite correct : Vetus poema Anglicanum, in quo
sub insomnii figmento multa ad religionem et mores spectantia

explicantur.

III.

In examining the poem critically to discover what elegiac

elements may be present, one is astonished to find how com-

pletely is lacking any statement of the poet on which to build

the prevalent notion that " the Pearl," the young maiden seen

by him in his dream, is his own child. Never once does he

refer to her as such, nor does she a single time refer to him

as her father.
1 Her information and counsel is all given to

1 He refers to her as his
"
pearl," with various adjectives : pleasaunt (1) ,

privy (2), precios (3), maskelez (63), thryven (100), etc.; his jewel (21),

gem (23, 25) ,
swete (

28
), blysful beste ( 24), blysful ( 92 ), lyttel quene ( 96 ),

frely (97); as a rose (23, 96), a " maskelez bryd" (65), a "makelez

(motelez)may" (65, 81); as
" that precios ( special ) pyece

"
(20);

" that

swete" (20), "that ( worthy ) wyght
"

(29, 42), "that damyselle" (31),

"that gay" (37), "thatgentyl" (51), "that myrry quene" (66), "that

specyal spyce" (79), "that lufly flor," "that schene" (81) never by

any nearer epithet. She on her side addresses him always most formally,

twice as "syr" (22, 37), once as "burne" (34), as "jueler" (gentyl,

gente, kynde, joyful, 22 f?) but otherwise only as "thou."

With the phrases that the poet applies to the Pearl, compare such as the

following, applied by the author of Death and Life ( see below, pp. 194 f. ) to

one or other of his allegorical characters : "that grim dame
"
(147), "that

sorrowfull ladye" (178), "quaintfull (wrathefull) queene" (155, 221),
' '

yonder damsell ' '

(181 )
" that ladye

"
(70, 76

),

" that lowly ladye
' '

(82), "that lady soe true" (444), "my winn ladye" (129), "my lady

dameLiffe" (229), "thatfayre" (64,450).
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him with what Milton calls the "rigid looks of chaste

austerity," and her attitude shows no filial tenderness at

any time.

Some personal relationship between him and the Pearl in

paradise was of course demanded by the literary artifice of

the vision setting; but the least possible is asserted. The

Pearl is first pictured as a treasure that the poet had lost, the

absence of which he greatly mourned. She was, we are later

informed, a two-year-old child, who had died " full young
and tender of age," too young to know her paternoster or

creed. While he sorrows at her grave (the mound on which

the poet falls asleep is doubtless to be so taken) the child

is imagined to appear to him in a form so heavenly that he

does not at once recognize her, though gradually he " knew

her more and more," and he addresses her in this the most

personal stanza of the poem :

' O Perle,' quoth I,
* in perlez pyght,

Art thou my perle that I haf playned,

Regretted by myn one, an nyghte ?

Much longeyng haf I for the layned,

Sythen in-to gresse thou me aglyghte ;

Pensyf, payred, I am for-payned,

And thou in a lyf of lykyng lyghte

In paradys erde, of stryf unstrayned.

What wyrde hacz hyder my juel wayned,
And don me in del and gret daunger ?

Fro we in twynne wern towen and twayned
I haf ben a joylez jueler.'

l
(21 )

Apart from this parabolical situation of a jeweller lament-

ing a precious pearl he has lost, there is nothing to establish

kinship between the dreamer and the child who are thus

conceived, except one bewildering remark of the former that

the Pearl was nearer to him than his aunt or his niece (" Ho

*I quote always from Mr. Gollancz' sedition, London (Nutt), 1891. The
numbers indicate the stanzas in which the quotations may be found.
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wacz me nerre then aunte or nece," 20). The significance

of this vague statement is hard to fathom unless it was

prompted by a deliberate desire to minimize even such per-

sonal elements as the setting would have justified. The poet

might have represented himself plainly as the father of the

child without that being in the least true
;
but he was par-

ticular to avoid doing so, perhaps because he feared that any

express statement of his fatherhood might be taken seriously

as a confession that he had once had an infant of his own.

Let the reader imagine what he will, the poet takes pains

never anywhere to state that the Pearl is the dreamer's

daughter. One cannot even affirm that it is an imaginary
vision of a "father" without going beyond the information

in the text.

In the stanza above quoted is the statement that the child

was regretted by the dreamer "alone" ("by myn one").

Misunderstanding this phrase to mean "by me only/
7
or

reading into it more than is justifiable, critics have made it

bear a heavy burden of interpretation. Noting in connection

with it that there is no mention at any place of a mother of

the child, they have made bold to say that the poet had lost

a wife as well as a daughter. Professor ten Brink and others

supposed that the mother did not long survive her child's

birth. Mr. Gollancz, on the other hand, conjectured that

she was unfaithful to her wedded vows. To support either

of these views, however, there is not the least evidence. The

fact that nowhere in the poem is there the vaguest allusion

to the Pearl's mother is indeed significant, but not for such

reasons as have hitherto been offered. Were the poem a

personal elegy, such an omission would be a grave artistic

fault
; but, properly considered, it was natural and inevitable.

The Pearl is, in truth, merely an allegorical figure, a being

purely and simply of the poet's imagination. Had she been

a real child, a father lamenting her loss could not have failed
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to recall her in actuality, to have indicated some feature of

her personal appearance, to have noted some incident in con-

nection with her birth or death, to have given some hint of

the circumstances of their association. But the poet tells

nothing whatever about the living child. The ecclesiastic's

Pearl was a creature of paradise. There alone he saw her,

clad in otherworld attire, radiant with the glow of heaven's

splendor. The details of her spiritual seeming, her robes,

her ornaments, her face, and form, he presents with elaborate

exactness. She stood vividly before him in his dream. Had
he ever seen her otherwise, he would have desired, and by
virtue of his great visualizing power he would have been able,

to paint of her in flesh and blood an unforgettable portrait.

It is perhaps because the critics have had in mind the

dispute about the autobiographical element in Dante's Vita

Nuova 1
that they have all been prone to interpret The Pearl

likewise as occasioned by personal experience. Mr. Court-

hope, the only one who appears seriously to have questioned

this view, seems to have accepted the current opinion finally

because of his attitude toward Dante's similar work. " It is,

of course, possible," he says, after venturing a question,
" that The Pearl may embody the feelings of one who had

suffered an actual bereavement, but, if so, the poet either

wished to leave no trace of himself in his allegory, or what is

more probable, he did not know how to reach the heart by
those exquisite personal touches that lend such pathos to the

parallel situation in Dante's Vita Nuova" 2 "
Exquisite

personal touches" there certainly are in the Vita Nuova.

The Italian work has undoubtedly some basis in the author's

youthful experience. However idealized may be the portrait

of the beautiful Beatrice, we conceive her clearly in th* flesh.

1 On which see, for example, Moore,
"
Beatrice," Studies in Dante, Second

Series, Oxford, 1899, pp. 79 ff.

2
History of English Poetry, 1895, I, 350.

11
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But with the Pearl the situation is quite different. The
child so-called never had any physical shape on earth. It

was the form of a maiden unknown to him except in his

dream that the poet bodied forth to our view. His poem is

no elegy, no lament, no dirge, no In Memoriam.

IV.

If the Pearl is not, then, in reality the poet's daughter,

if, as seems evident, she should be viewed simply as an

allegorical being revealed to him in a vision, what does she

symbolize, what is her representative significance ?

Before attempting to answer these questions, it is important
for us to have clearly in mind the general structure of the

poem, the author's method of procedure in shewing forth his

lofty thought ;
for his work is plainly that of a literary artist

who carefully considered the plan of his composition and

achieved unity and coherence with exceptional success.

The poem is divisible into three parts, the first and last

chiefly descriptive, containing some twenty stanzas each, the

second, in which the teaching of the work is mainly present,

occupying the remaining sixty. Within the limits of this

central discourse, however, other divisions may be made.

Briefly stated, the contents are as follows :

I. An induction, describing the natural scene surrounding the

poet before he falls asleep, and the supernatural scene

that directly after meets his entranced eyes, in the midst

of which appears the beautiful Pearl royally arrayed

(1-20).

II. An ensuing dialogue between them, in which

(a) The maiden rebukes the dreamer for his foolish mourn-

ing on her account and shows him the necessity of patience
and resignation to the divine will (21-35).
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(6) She then argues, to his surprise, that God's grace,

not individual merit, is the true foundation of eternal

glory, relates appositely the parable of the vineyard,

and emphasizes the doctrine that only the pure, inno-

cent, and righteous shall obtain the pearl of great price,

that is, enter the kingdom of heaven (36-62).

(c) Afterwards, in answer to his inquiries, she informs him

concerning her beatific estate, and that of the other

brides of the Lamb, in the New Jerusalem, a sight of

which she obtains for him through favor of the Lord

(63-81).

III. Finally, the poet unfolds his distant vision of the Holy

City (following the Apocalypse of St. John), which is

abruptly ended when without avail he strives to cross

the river of death and ascend the Mount of Zion

whereupon he wakes, praises God for His mercy, and

invokes His blessing in life (82-101).

It is evident that to discover the meaning of the central

figure of the Pearl we must pay particular heed to the second

section, above all to the last part of it, where the maiden

defines her supernatural condition. First, however, let us

endeavor to put ourselves into the state of mind of people

in the Middle Ages, lest we pervert our present judgment
of past achievement by the false measurements of modern

taste. Mystical visions and didactic allegories are literary

styles now seldom employed ;
but in the thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries they enjoyed preeminent vogue. Precious

stones we of to-day do not seriously consider as in any wise

emblematic or symbolical, but to the mediaeval mind each was

laden with great significance. Mediaeval poets regularly

utilised gems to betoken abstract qualities and conditions.

In the thirteenth century and later, it is well known, the

old lapidaries of pagan inspiration often served as bases of
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elaborate Christian allegory. Moral and mystical significa-

tions were added to the medical properties of precious stones

previously enumerated. As M. Pannier has said: "Surtout

le but de ces oeuvres, c'est de faire passer, sous le convert

des ide"es reyues sur les pierres, des exemples de morale et

d'Edification et en rne'me temps d'initier les ames au mysti-
cisme." 1 Attention was above all riveted on the twelve

stones of Aaron's breastplate, which were taken to represent
not only, as in the Bible, the twelve tribes of Israel, but also

the twelve months of the year, the signs of the zodiac, and

afterwards the apostles, the angels, or the mystical virtues

of Christ. The twelve stones of the Apocalypse, the founda-

tions of the wall of the New Jerusalem, were in the same

manner allegorically interpreted.
" Les Peres de TEglise,"

writes M. Pannier,
" ne virent bientot plus dans ces pierres,

comme dans celle de PExode, et plus encore, & cause de leur

origine deja foncierement mystique, que des pre"textes a moral-

isation, que des sujets d?

alle"gorie. Selon sa couleur, la rang

qu'elle occupe dans Pennine"ration de Papotre, le rapport

qu'elle a avec telle ou telle des pierres du rational, chaque

pierre a une signification propre, et est le symbole d'une vertu

particuliere
"

(p. 218).

The pearl, not being one of the twelve stones of special

Scriptural significance, does not of course appear in the

1 L. Pannier, Lapidaires Francais des Xlfi, XIII* et XIVe
Siedes, Paris,

1882, p. 209. Chaucer, in describing the hall of the goddess in the House

.of Fame, says that the walls and floor and roof

wer set as thikke of nouchis

Fulle of the fynest stones faire

That men rede in the Lapidaire. (1350 ff.
)

Most of these works depended on the De Gemmis of Marbodus, Bishop of

Eennes, who died ca. 1124. For the description of the marguerite in the

Pseudo-Mandevile Lapidary see the edition, with commentary, by Is. del

Sotto, Le Lapidaire du XIV Sttde, Vienna, 1862, pp. 45 ff.
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moralised documents that particularly treat of them. 1 But it

was too well suited for allegorical interpretation to escape it,

when the taste in that direction was so marked. Our author

himself, in another (earlier?
2

) work, Cleanness, emphasizes

the emblematic significance of this his favorite gem.

Hov schulde J>ou com to his kyth bot-if )>ou clene were ?

J>ou may schyne Jmr^ schryfte, \>^ J>ou haf scheme serued

& pure J?e with penaunce tyl J>ou a perle worj?e.

Perle praysed is prys, \>er perre is schewed,

>a3 hym not derrest be demed to dele for penies

Quat may J?e cause be called, bot for his clene hwes,

>at Wynnes worschyp, abof alle whyte stones ?

For ho schynes so schyr J>at is of schap rounde,

"Wyth-outen faut oj>er fylj>e gif ho fyn were
;

& wex euer in J>e worlde in weryng so olde.

get J>e perle payres not whyle ho in pyese lasttes

& if hit cheue )>e chaunce vncheryst ho worj?e,

J?at ho blyndes of ble in bour J?er ho lygges.

No-bot wasch hyr wyth wourchyp in wyn as ho askes,

Ho by kynde schal becom clerer J>en are
;

So if folk be defowled by vnfre chaunce,

J?at he be sulped in sawle, seche to schryfte

& he may polyce him at J>e preste by penaunce taken,

Wei brygter )>en K beryl o>er browden perles. (1110-1132)

In still another place in the same poem, he uses the pearl

as an emblem of purity, warning such as desire to attain

to the bliss of heaven to hold themselves clean.
3

On spec of a spote may spede to mysse,

Of |>e sygte of J>e souerayn J?at sytteg so hyge,

For )>at schewe me schale in j?o schyre howseg,

x ln The Pearl (sis. 83-85) these twelve stones are dwelt upon in the

description of the New Jerusalem, following the words of St. John
;
also

(in st. 87) their similitude for the tribes of Israel.

2 1 share the opinion of Professor Kittredge that Cleanness and Patience

are probably earlier than the author's other works.
5 It will be noted that in the passage quoted the poet recommends his

readers to become pearls (" pure J>e wij> penaunce tyl }>ou a perle worj>e
"

)

not simply like pearls. The teaching of The Pearl is the same : in conclud-

ing the poet prays that all may be "
precious pearls

"
to the pleasure of God.
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As >e beryl bornyst byhouej be clene,

)>at is sounde on vche a syde & no sem habes,

With-outen maskle o>er mote as margerye perle. -(551 ff.
)

In these passages the general idea of personal purity seems

to have been uppermost in the poet's mind. But the vision

of The Pearl is, I believe, intended above all to exalt the

purity of the maiden, pure maidenhood,
" clean virginity,"

which was lauded by the mediaeval church as a most

eminent virtue in the sight of the Lord.

The lapidaries emphasized the fact that the pearl was

found alone and was singularly white and clean (" Blanches

et cleres sunt les perles"). In a Cambridge version, for

example, we read :
*

Unio est perles clamez

Par coe ke toz seus est trouvez ....
Mult par est bele sa blanchor

En or a mult bele color.

Maidenhood was most suitably typified by the "
pryvy perle

with-outen spot"
Perle plesaunte to prynces paye
To clanly clos in golde so clere. (1)

Dante imagined certain blest spirits whom he saw in

Paradise as lustrous pearls,
" a hundred little spheres, which

together were making themselves more beautiful with their

mutual rays."
2 But they have no special character. In the

English poet's vision they are exclusively maidens.

To speak of maidens in this similitude was, however, no

new thing. Long before our poet's time they had been so

described. A notable instance is one that occurs in the

famous tract of the English Saint Aldhelm, De Laudibus

Virginitatis
s

(written A. D. 706) : at the end the author

Cannier, pp. 65, 182.

*Paradiso, Canto xxii trans. C. E. Norton, 1902, p. 174.

*
Opera, ed. Giles, Oxford, 1844. Cf. Leo Bonhoff, Aldhelm von Mctimes-

bury, Ein Beitrag zur ags. Kirchengeschichte, Dresden, 1894, p. 108.
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salutes the maidens whom he had particularly in mind as

"Margaritas Christi, paradisi gemmce." Maidenhood, more-

over, was frequently written about in England as a "gem-
stone

" more precious than any other in God's esteem, which,

if preserved clean, would ensure participation in the highest

bliss of paradise.

Before noting early examples of this conception, let us first

observe somewhat of the "
life-leading

" of the Pearl, according

to our poet's presentation. How is she pictured in paradise?

V.

The first thing that strikes us forcibly is that she does

not demean herself as a babe of two years. If such she was

when she died, she has been transformed to maturity. For

the sake of his argument concerning the doctrines of salva-

tion by merits or grace, the poet had to take the case of a

child too young to have any claim to reward in heaven

because of her own virtue. But, once in paradise, she is

conceived as co-equal in power and wisdom with all the

other blessed. She is, moreover, exactly like them in

appearance. The Pearl is simply a representative of the

140,000 brides of the Lamb, one of that "cumly pakke
of joly juele" (78), all alike marvellously attired, who dwelt

in the Holy City of the New Jerusalem :

This noble cite of ryche enpryse
Wacz sodanly ful, withouten summoun,
Of such vergynez in the same gyse

That wacz my blysful anunder croun,

And coronde wern alle of the same fasoun,

Depaynt in perlez and wedez quyte ;

In uch-onez breste wacz bounden boun *

The blysful perle with gret delyt. ( 92)

She is but one of the spotless host (the
" moteles meyny ")

of maidens following the Lord, who alone could sing the

new song of His praise in glorious procession before the
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throne (75, 79, 80). Among these there was no strife, no

envy, no rivalry. They were all alike queens, inferior only

as such, but all in the same degree, to the Virgin Mary :

Makelez mode* and myryest may,
Blessed bygynner of uch a grace. . . ,

That emperise al hevenez hacz

And urthe and helle in her bayly. (37)

No one could tell who was the gladdest in the "meyny
schene" (96) that surrounded the Lamb of God. aAl song

to love that gay juelle
"

(94),
" so wern his glentez gloryous

glade" (96).

Best wacz he, blythest and moste to pryse,

That ever 1 herde of speche spent ;

So worthly whyt wern wedez hys ;

His lokez symple, hym-self so gent. ( 95)

For the spotless host He had built a dwelling without

reproach, a "bygly bylde," a blysful bor" (81).

As hys flok is withouten flake

So is hys mote withouten moote. (79)

It shone more radiant than the sun (82), yet He alone was

the light thereof (83, 88).

He was the source of all heaven's bliss. The Pearl de-

scribes Him as " my lemman swete
"

(70),

My lombe, my lorde, my dere Juelle,

My joy, my blys, my lemman fre. (67)

He had taken her in marriage, crowned her queen in eternity.

Hys lef is, I am holy hysse ;

Hys prese, his prys and his parage,

Is rote and grounde of all my blysse. (35)

* My maskelez lambe that al may bete,'

Quod scho,
' my dere destyne",

Me ches to hys make al-thagh unmete.
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Sum tyme semed that assemble,

When I wente fro yor worlde wete :

He calle me to lays bonerte :

1 Cum hyder to me, my lemman swete,

For mote ne spot is non in the.'

He yef me myght and als bewte'
;

In hys blod he wesch my wede on dese,

And coronde clene in vergynte*,

And pyght me in perlez maskellez. (64)

It is the purity of the Pearl, evidently, that the poet

desired particularly to emphasize. She was a "
pryvy perle

withouten spot" (1), "unblemyst, wythouten blot" (66),

"clene withouten mote" (81, 89), "maskelez," "crouned

clene in vergynte"." She is a symbol of pure maidenhood, a

representative bride of the Lamb
;
and her life-leading is

that regularly promised by the clergy to those who, by keep-

ing themselves pure, might, even as she, enter the kingdom
above like a little child,

Harmlez, true and undefylde,

Withoute mote other mascle of sulpande synne. (61)

To make clear that our poet's conception of the heavenly
Pearl is completely in accord with previous pictures of the

maiden in paradise, I would here call attention to the admir-

able Love-Rune 1 of the thirteenth-century Franciscan, Thomas

de Hales, in which the abstract virtue "maidenhood" is

plainly described as a gem of all-surpassing beauty, brought
from afar ("of.feor iboren "), which " shineth bright hi

heaven's bower."

pis ilke ston J>at ict \>e nemne

Mayden-hod icleoped is

Hit is o derewurj>e gemme,
Of alle oj>re he ber)> )>at pris,

And brynge> >e wi)>-vte wemme

1 Old English Miscellany, ed. Morris, EETS, 1872, pp. 93 ff.
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In-to )>e blysse of paradis.

pe hwile }>u hyne witest vnder J>ine hemme

pu ert swetture J>an any spis.
1

Hwat spekstu of eny stone

pat beo)> in vertu o)>er in [? grace]

Of amatiste, of calcydone,

Of lectorie and tupace,

Of iaspe, of saphir, of sardone,

Smaragde, beril, and crisopace,

Among alle oj>re ymstone,

pes beo}> deorre in vyche place.

Mayde, al so ich }>e tolde

pe ymston of }>i bur.

He is betere an hundred folde.

pan alle Jeos in heore culur,

He is idon in heouene golde,

And is ful of fyn amur.

Alle Jat myhte hine wite scholde,

He schyne}> so bryht in heouene bur. (145ff.)

The life of " the pearls of Christ, the gems of paradise
"

(to repeat St. Aldhelm/s phrase), is depicted here likewise

with mystical fervour, in the imagery of romance. Notable

is the description of the glorious Bridegroom, the fine array,

and the blissful abode, promised the pure maiden.

A swete if )>u iknowe

pe gode )>ewes of >isse childe,

He is feyr, and bryht on heowe,
Of glede chere, of mode mylde,

Of lufsum lost, of truste treowe,

Freo of heorte, of wisdom wilde,

Ne }>urhte J>e neuer rewe

Myhtestu do )>e in his ylde.

He is the richest in the whole world.

If J>u him woldest luue beode,

And by-cumen his leouemon,
He brouhte )>e to suete wede,

pat naue> king ne kayser non.

l The Pearl is called "that swete" (20), "that specyal spyce" (79).
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His dwelling is thus described :

Hwat spekestu of eny bolde

pat wrouhte )>e wise Salomon,

Of iaspe, of saphir, of merede golde,

And of mony on o)>er ston,

Hit is feyrure of feole bolde,

More )>an ich eu telle con,

pis bold, mayde, )>e is bihote,

If J>at J>u bist his leouemon. . . .

par-inne is vich balewes bote

Blisse, and ioye, and gleo, and gal.

pis bold, mayde, is }>e bihote,

And vich o blisse >ar-wy|>-al.

per ne may no freond fleon o)>er,

Ne non fur-leosen his iryhte.

per nys hate ne wrej>>e nouj>er,

Of prude, ne of onde, of none wihte,

Alle heo schule wy> engles pleye.

Some, and sauhte, in heouene lyhte,

Ne beo)> heo mayde in gode weye,

pat wel luue> vre dryhte.

Ne may no mon him iseo

Al so he is, in his mihte,

pat may wi)>-vten blisse beo,

Hwanne he isihj> vre drihte.

His sihte is al ioye and gleo

He is day wy)>-vte nyhte.

Nere he, mayde, ful seoly

pat myhte wunye myd such a knyhte. (89-144)

In Hali Meidenhad,
1 an alliterative homily of the thir-

teenth century, the maiden is said to be " of so much dignity

and such worship as it is to be God's spouse, before whom
all kings bow, of all the world lady, as He is of all lord,

like Him in highship, immaculate (unwemmed) as He is, and

that blessed maiden, His precious (deorwurthe) mofher, like

His holy angels that hold His hest" (p. 5). "Zion, the high

tower of Jerusalem," we read further (p. 5),
"betokeneth

x Ed. Cockayne, EETS, 1866.
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maidenhood." " Maidenhood is queen of heaven, and the

faith of the world, by which we are protected, might over

all mights, and pleases Christ above all. ... It is a loss

without recovery. If it is lief to God, that is, like Himself,

it is no wonder, for He is the loveliest thing, and without

any stain, and was ever, and is clean above all things, and

above all things loveth cleanness" (p. 12). "An angel and

a maiden are equal in virtue of maidenhood's might. . . .

This might is the only one that in this mortal life sheweth

in its estate of the immortal bliss in that blessed land, where

bride taketh not bridegroom, nor bridegroom bride, and

teacheth here on earth in its life-leading the life-leading

of heaven. ... Is this not the virtue (might) of all very
much to be praised" (p. 13)? "Only the maidens in heaven

sing songs and make music following God." Nor can any
others wear crowns, nor can their beauty or their weeds

compare with them, so incomparably bright they are and

sheen to look upon (p. 19). The maiden's song is "common
with the angels, music (dream) above all music in heaven.

In their ring is God Himself, and His dear mother, the

blessed maiden, the heavenly queen, hidden in that blessed

company of shimmering maidens. ... In the grace (menske)
l

of maidenhood and in its might none may follow Him, nor

the blessed maiden, the lady of angels, but maidens only.

And therefore is their attire so bright, and so sheen before

all others that they go ever nighest God whithersoever He
turneth. . . . And all they are crowned, the blessed in

heaven, with champion crowns. And the maidens have

upon them, that is common to all alike, a diadem (gerlaund-

esche)
2

shining sheener than the sun. Aureole it is called in

the Latin tongue. The flowers that are drawn thereon and

the gems therein are not to be told of in human speech. So

1 The Pearl is described as a "
mayden of menske" (14).

s The Pearl wore a "garlande gay" (99).
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many privileges show full plainly who are the maidens, and

sunder them from the others with these many graces (mensken)
world without end."

In the fourteenth-century poem Of Clene Maydenhod : To

be weddet danly to God,
1 where instruction is given a maid

how to love the Lord, her "lemmon," "J?at trewest is of alle

berne," of whom "is al
]>e ioye of heuene-riche," the follow-

ing counsel is given :

jif Jxm wolt . ]>i lemmon qweme
And to his brihte boure be broujt

In Chastite . kep J>ou }>e clene,

pat J>ou ne be i-wemmed nouht.

Non hony-corn . J?at rennej? on streme

Was neuere gut . so swete wrouht

Ne neuere so briht . sonne gleme

pen Mayden . )>at is clene of J?ou3t.

While \>ou art clene . vnder gore,

Bifore God . >ou art ful hei3e.

per is no )>mg . he loue)? more

pen Maidenhod . to wouen him nei3e. (97 ff.
)

Hose . J>is 3eem-ston miht

Louken . in a swete loue ryng
He schulde schyne . also briht

As sonne do)> . wi>-outen endyng
And beo holden . a ful swete wiht

Bi-fore God . [and] al Monkynde. (121 ff.
)

Furthermore, the virtue of maidenhood and the trans-

cendant joys of maidens in heaven were frequently shewn

forth in mediaeval lives of St. Margaret, preeminent as an

exemplar of the might of chastity.

In the early Middle English prose life of her,
2

prepared

as a sermon for her day in the Saint's Calendar, maidenhood
" the queen of all mights

"
(p. 70) is spoken of as^

"
gem-

stone
"

that she granted the Lord, who in return gave her

J Ed. Furnivall, EETS, 1867 from the Vernon MS., ca. 1370 A. D.
2
Seinte Marharete, Meiden and Martyr, EETS, 1886.
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the "
champion's crown "

(69). The author, addressing
himself to maidens, begs them to listen eagerly "how they
shall love the loving Lord, and live in maidenhood, that to

Him is of virtues liefest, so that they may through the blessed

maiden [Margaret] with maidenhood's grace (mensk) that

merry maiden's song sing with this maiden and with the

heavenly host eternally in heaven "
(52). He closes with

an appeal to his auditors to keep St. Margaret in mind

dwelling "in the bliss of heaven, where she shineth seven-

fold sheener than the sun, in victory and in felicity more than

any mouth could declare, which no man or woman may who
is of flesh y-soiled

"
(74).

Margaret is bidden by a messenger to heaven in these

words :
" ' Come now forth, bride, to thy bridegroom. Come

now, love, to thy life, for I await thy coming. Brightest

bower abides thee. Love, hie to me. Come now to my
kingdom. Leave the people so low, and thou shalt wield

with me all that I own, bride of all brightest.' The voice

stopped, and she stood up and began to pray them that were

about her and her death bewailed that they should thole it,

and said,
' Let alone and leave your lament and your loathly

bere (voice) and be glad all with me, that wish me good, for

ye have heard, if ye hearkened aright, what the High
Healer hath me behoten ' " l

(p. 72).

After reading these passages, the number of which might
be largely increased, no one can, I think, feel much doubt

what the poet intended the Pearl to signify. He imagined

her, I repeat, as a representative of the brides of the Lamb
in paradise, a symbol of " Clean Maidenhood."

It is well to observe in this connection that a contemporary
writer saw fit through the pearl to present still other, though

closely allied, allegorical teaching. In the Testament of Love*

1 Cf. Pearl, st. 22.

2 Chaucerian and other Pieces, ed. Skeat, Oxford, 1897, pp. xxviii f., 145
;

cf. Gollancz, Pearl, pp. xxii f.
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that is
" The Witnessing of (Divine) Love," once ascribed to

Chaucer, but now to Thomas Usk, the signification of the

margaret, the pearl of great price, is plainly stated :
" Mar-

garite, a woman
[i.

e. a woman's name] betokeneth grace,

learning, or wisdom of God, or els holy church." This

extensive interpretation of the meaning of the gem suggests

that perhaps to our author the Pearl was similarly "Pro-

tean
"

in symbolism ;
for the "

grace of God "
is a prominent

theme in the maiden's discourse, and the virtue of "inno-

cence" was by her most exalted. At all events, it is note-

worthy, as Professor Skeat remarked, that also in the Testa-

ment,
" however much the sense implied by Margarite may

vary, it never takes the meaning which we should most

readily assign to it, i. e. it never means a live woman, nor

represents even an imaginary object of human affection."

The Pearl is, in fact, as purely an allegorical figure as the

various other beautiful ladies who before our author's time

had appeared in imagination to disconsolate poets for their

counsel, comfort, and illumination Philosophy, Nature,

Reason, Holy Church, and their kind, the famous instructors

of Boethius, Alain de FIsle, the authors of the Romance of

the Rose, Langland, and other didactic writers, who chose

through fancied converse with them to inculcate wisdom

and truth.

VI.

A comparison of the first part of the dialogue between the

Pearl and the dreamer and that of Philosophy and Boethius,

will help to establish this conviction, and cast further light

on the structure of the poem.
It will be remembered that the Pearl appears to the poet

when he is in distress and bewilderment. We are informed

that he "knew her well, he had seen her before" (14), but

his recognition of her was but gradual.
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On lenghe I looked to hyr there,

The lenger, I knew hyr more and more. (14)

The more he observes her, the more he rejoices at her

appearance, but so abashed is he that he remains silent, fear-

ful to address her, until at last she approaches him graciously

(16), proffers him speech ("Enclynande lowe in womman

lore," and greets him "wyth a lote lyghte" (20). Then

his tongue loosens, and he is delighted to answer her salu-

tation, inquiring if it is really she whose departure from

him he has so long regretted in solitude at night where-

upon she replies
"
soberly," with words beginning thus :

<

Syr, ye haf your tale myse-tente.' She chides him for his

attitude in his affliction, declares that he is
"
put in a mad

purpose," and busies himself about " a raysoun bref." He
has called his fate a thief, and yet it has really bereft him of

nought. He blames the boot of his mischief (23). In

response, the poet excuses himself, giving his reasons (24).

She corrects his misapprehension of her coming and retorts

sharply, condemning the folly of men (" Wy borde ye men ?

so madde ye be," 25). He had spoken ill-advisedly,

as she points out. His words had outrun his wit. He
has been perverse, overweening, and much to be blamed.

He has relied too much on his own wisdom (26) and has not

argued aright. She begs him to judge for himself of his

behavior. Yet still the poet complains (28). His previ-

ous happiness only intensifies his present distress. There is

nothing for him but enduring dole. He recks not what

happens. At this she rebukes him again earnestly and

urges upon him in two beautiful stanzas (29, 30) submission

to divine decree : it will avail him naught, to rage and storm

with the clamour of grief; by anger he will thus lose more

than he gains ; mourning will not change God's purpose.

After this, he begs forgiveness for his raving, and prays that,

instead of rebuking him more, she extend him comfort :
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Pytosly thenkande upon thysse,

Of care and me ye made acorde,

That er wacz grounde of alle my blysse. (31)

She had been both his bliss and bale, but his grief was greater

because of their separation. When they parted they were

at one. Now at this rare meeting God forbid that they

should be wrath with each other. He is but dust in com-

parison with her. Humbly,
" without debate/' he beseeches

her for instruction. Whereupon, remarking that his speech

in now dear to her, and that he has given over the "
mayster-

ful mod and hyghe pryde
" which were hated by her and her

kind, she gives him sweetly the information he desires.

This is all very like the situation in the De Consolatione

Philosophiae.
1 The opening of this work discovers Boethins

" in tears and sadness," grieving over his misfortune, trying

to console himself for his lost bliss by cultivating the muses

of poesy.
"
While," he writes,

" I was thus mutely ponder-

ing within myself, and recording my sorrowful complainings

with my pen, it seemed to me that there appeared above my
head a woman of a countenance exceeding venerable. Her

eyes were bright as fire, and of a more than human keenness
;

her complexion was lively, her vigour showed no trace of

enfeeblement
;
and yet her years were right full, and she

plainly seemed not of our age and time." Her stature was

extraordinary, her vesture of peculiar beauty, woven of " an

imperishable fabric." The philosopher, being at first dumb-

founded, does not recognize for a while who " this woman of

authority
"

is, and ventures no speech. But soon she draws

near him graciously, and speaks earnestly.
" ' The time/

said she,
' calls rather for healing than for lamentation.'

Then with her eyes bent full upon me,
' art thou th^ man/

she cries,
'

who, erstwhile fed with the milk and reared upon

1 1 quote from the translation of H. B. James, London, 1897.

12
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the nourishment which is mine to give, had grown up to the

full vigour of a manly spirit Dost thou know me ?

"Why art thou silent ? Is it shame or amazement that hath

struck thee dumb ? . . . . Then when she saw me not only

answering nothing, but mute and utterly incapable of speech,

she gently touched my breast with her hand." She assures

him that there is no danger, that he has but temporarily for-

gotten himself; and, seeing the obscurity of his vision, she

wipes from his eyes the mist of mortal things.
" Even so,"

continues Boethius, "the clouds of my melancholy were

broken up. I saw the clear sky, and regained the power to

recognize the face of my physician. Accordingly, when I

had lifted my eyes and fixed my gaze upon her, I beheld

my nurse Philosophy, whose halls I had frequented from my
youth up. <Ah, why/ I cried,

l mistress of all excellence,

hast thou come down from on high, and entered the solitude

of this my exile. Is it that thou, too, even as I, mayst be

persecuted with false accusations?"

The lady, however, dispels this first misunderstanding of

her purpose. She has come not for her own but for his

sake, to show him the folly of his mourning. He should

not have expected all happiness. The " stormblasts
"
of his

affliction should have strengthened his heart and high purpose.

"'Dost thou understand?' she asks. 'Do my words sink

into thy mind ? Or art thou dull ' as the ass to the sound

of the lyre
'
? Why dost thou weep ? Why do tears stream

from thy eyes? 'Speak out, hide it not in thy heart.' If

thou lookest for the physician's help, thou must needs dis-

close thy wound.'

"Then I, gathering together what strength I could, began :

1 Is there still need of telling ? Is not the cruelty of fortune

against me plain enough ?
' He calls to her mind their pre-

vious association and communion and begs her to observe

the contrast in his state since their separation, his change
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to great unhappiness. Then, says Boethius,
" when I had

poured out my griefs in this long and unbroken strain of

lamentation, she, with calm countenance, and in no wise

disturbed at my complainings thus spake." His wretched-

ness is, she declares, due to his own misapprehension of his

true condition, and his relation to her. He has raved wildly,

blazing forth in indignation against fortune. His "frantic

muse "
has. led him astray. A "

throng of tumultuous

passions
"

has assailed his soul
;

he is
"
distraught with

anger, pain and grief," and must alter his mood before he

can learn wisdom. Thereupon ensues a dialogue, in which,

by question and answer, the lady instructs him gently, "that

the darkness of misleading passion might be scattered, and

he might come to discern the splendor of the true light."

Hardly, I think, can one compare the parallel accounts

of these scenes in The Pearl and the De Consolatione without

coming to the conclusion that the author of the former was

indebted to Boethius for definite suggestions in the treatment

of his theme, even for details of phraseology.
1 This is a

noteworthy fact in itself, and of particular interest in our

present discussion, as throwing light on the allegorical nature

of the poem before us.

The failure of a poet at first to recognize his allegorical

visitant had by this time become almost a convention.

The same situation, for example, appears in the Vision

of Piers Plowman. 2 After Langland has fallen asleep and

dreamed of the " fair field full of folk,"
" a lady of lovely

countenance, and clothed in linen
"

descends from a cliff (or

castle)
and addresses him graciously as " Son." With some

1
Everybody of consequence in the fourteenth century was morqjor less

acquainted with Boethius.
2 Ed. Skeat, Oxford, 1886, I, 203. (B Text, Passus I); trans. Miss

Warren, 1895, pp. 11 ff. For a similar situation in Death and Life, see

below, pp. 194 ff.
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alarm, despite her fairness, he begs her to explain to him

what he has seen, and she makes clear his vision.

"
Then," says the author,

" I wondered in my mind what

woman it might be who taught such wise words from Holy

"Writ, and in the High Name I asked her, ere she went

away, who verily she was who counselled me so graciously.
" ' I am Holy Church/ she said,

' thou oughtest know

me
;
I received thee the first and taught thee the faith, and

thou didst bring me sureties that thou wouldst fulfil my
bidding and love me faithfully while thy life shalt endure/

" Then I fell on my knees and besought mercy of her,

and begged her piteously to pray for my sins, and also to

teach me kindly to believe on Christ, so that I might do

his will who made me man. 'Show me the way to no

treasure, but tell me this one thing how I may save my
soul, O thou who art accounted holy !

'

Whereupon ensues

a dialogue between them in which he is wisely instructed

concerning truth.

One more illustration will suffice. In the Romance of the

Rose l we read :

Comment Eaison de Dieu amSe
Est jus de sa tour dSvalge,

Qui 1'Amant chastie et reprent
De ce que fol amour emprent.

En ce point ai grant piece este",

Tant que me vit ainsinc mate"

La dame de la haute garde,

Qui de sa tour aval esgarde :

Ed. Francisque Michel, Paris, 1864, I, 97 f. Mr. Ellis in his transla-

tion of this passage (Temple Classics, 1900, I, 103 f.) seems almost to have

had in mind our Pearl "of rych renoun" (99) ;
cf. the following lines,

which are hardly an exact rendering of the French text :

Her head a crown

Bedecked, like queen of high renown.

An angel seemed she, pearl past price

Born in the realms of paradise.
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Raison fu la dame apelee.

Lors est de sa tour devalee,

Si est tout droit vers moi venue.

Ele ne fu jone ne chenue,

Ne fu trop haute ne trop basse,

Ne fu trop megre ne trop grasse.

Li oel qui en son chief estoient

A deus estoiles ressembloient
;

Si ot ou chief une couronne,

Bien resembloit haute personne.

A son semblant et a son vis

Pert que fu faite en paradis,

Car Nature ne seust pas

Ovre faire de tel compas.

Sachies, se la lettre ne ment,

Que Diex la fist nome'ement

A sa semblance et a s'ymage,

Et li donna tel avantage,

Qu'el a pooir et seignorie

De garder homme de folie,

For qu'il soit tex que il croie.

Ainsinc cum ge me dementoie,

Atant es-vous Raison commence. (2983 ff. )

Addressing him as " Biaus amis," she gives him counsel

concerning love, to which he makes angry retort, and Reason

withdraws. Later, however, Jean de Meung reintroduces

Reason to instruct the lover, now more ready to listen to

her words :

Tant cum ainsinc me dementoie

Des grans dolors que ge sentoie,

Ne ne savoie ou querre mire

De ma tristece ne de m'ire,

Lors vi droit a moi revenant

Eaison la bele, Tavenant,

Qui de sa tor jus descendi

Quant mes complaintes entendi
;

Car, selonc ce qu'ele porroit, 9
Moult volentiers me secorroit. ( 4833 ff. )

In the dialogue that follows, she expounds the circum-

stances of love, and gives the lover abundant counsel as to

his future behavior.
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Clearly conventional, then, there can be no doubt, was

our poet's general conception of an allegorical figure in the

guise of a beautiful lady appearing to him in his vision and

instructing him seriously of eternal verities. If now we go

further, and examine in detail the description of the Pearl's

appearance, we discover it to be no more individualized than

that of other allegorical figures of the Middle Ages. Recall-

ing, for example, the De Planctu Naturae l of the " Universal

Doctor," Alain de 1'Isle, and applying Chaucer's words in

the Parliament of Fowls to the queenly maiden Pearl, we may
truly say :

And right as Aleyn in the Pleynt of Kinde

Devyseth Nature of aray and face,

In swich aray men mighten hir ther finde

This noble emperesse, ful of grace. (316 ff.)

But most closely similar are the portraits of certain female

personages in our poet's favorite work, the Romance of the

Rose. 2

J Ed. Migne, Patrologia, ccx (1853), 451 ff.

2 Of our author's acquaintance with this most influential poem we have

fortunately no doubt, for he refers to it plainly in Cleanness. The adjec-

tive he applies to the rose, namely, "Clopyngel's dene rose," is perhaps

significant. It looks as if he was fain to interpret the allegory ideally,

and therefore emphasized the Rose's cleanness. Indeed, the French poet

gave ground for its interpretation as Chastity through such remarks as this

of Jealousy.

En abai'e ne en cloistre

N'est mes Chaste'e asse*ur :

For ce ferai de novel mur
Clore les rosiers et les roses. (4217 ff. )

It may be noted that the Pearl in her marvellous abode is referred to as a

rose: "That thou lestey wacz but a rose" (23); "And thou so riche

arekenrose" (76).

The remark of the poet in St. 1
;

" I dewyne for-dokked of luf-daungere
"

(cf. "in del and gret daunger," 21) seems to be a reminiscence of the

Romance, where, after Danger has driven the lover away from the rose, he

is made to say :
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The Pearl had, we are told, a "
fayre face/' a "

figure

fyn," a "fayre frount," a "vysage whyt" (15), and "yghen

graye" (22). She was "ful debonere" (14), "gracious

gay" (16), "frech as flor-de-lys
"

(17, 63),
"
swete,"

"bryht," "lufsoum of lyth and lere" (34), "so smothe, so

smal, so seme slyght" (16).

. Her here heke al hyr umbe-gon ;

Her semblaunt sade, for doc other erle
;

Her ble more blaght than whallez-bon
;

As shorne golde schyr her fax thenne schon,

On schylderez that leghe unlapped lyghte. (18)

With which compare the words of Guillaume de Lorris

describing Franchise :

Ains ere blanche comme nois. . . .

L'ex vairs, rians, sorcis votis
;

S'ot les chevous et blons et Ions,

Si fu simples comme uns coulons,

Le cuer ot dous et de"bonnaire. ( 1197 ff.)

Or these describing Beauty :

blanche comme flor de lis

Si ot le vis cler et alis,

Et fut greslete et alignie, . . .

Les cheveus ot blons et si Ions

Qu' il li batoient as talons . . .

Moult grant doucor au cuer me touche,

Si m'ai'st Diex, quant il me membre

Si voi que livrs est ma cors

A duel, & poine et a martire. (2968 f. )

Cuers ne porroit mie penser
Ne bouche d'omme recenser,

De ma dolor la quarte part. (2977 ff. )

Keason then tries to comfort him, but at first ineffectually. Thus, likewise,

we read in The Pearl (5) :

Bifore that spot my honde I spennd,
For care full colde that to me caght ;

A denely dele in my herte denned,

Thagh resoun sette my selven saght.
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De la fa?on de chascun membre,

Qu'il n'ot si bele fame ou monde.

Briement fu jonete et blonde,

Sade, plaisant, aperte et cointe,

Grassete et gresle, gente et jointe. (1005 ff. )

Nor is the Pearl's "royal array" (16) more than con-

ventional vesture, except that in its elaboration pearls are

emphasized as ornaments to the exclusion of other jewels.

The description of her robe and crown closely resembles

those of Riches in the Romance of the Rose, and even the

great pearl on her breast, her most unique ornament, finds a

parallel in the gleaming carbuncle which, above all, dis-

tinguished Kiches' attire.

Bot a wonder perle withouten wemme,
In myddez hyr breste wacz sette so sure

;

A mannez dom moght dryghly demme,
Er mynde moght malte in hit mesure

I hope no tonge moght endure

No saverly saghe say of that syght.
1

So wacz hit clene and clere and pure,

That precious perle ther hit wacz pyght. (19 )

Mes devant ot, par grant mestrise,

Une escharboucle ou cercle assise,

Et la pierre si clere estoit,

Que maintenoit qu'il anuitoit

L'en s'en veist bien au besoing

Conduire d'une Hue loing.

Tel clarte de la pierre issoit

Que Kichece en resplendissoit

Durement le vis et la face,

Et entor li toute la place.

The Pearl, like Riches, was a radiant figure :

As glysnande golde that man con schere,

So schon that schene. (14)

She was, let me again repeat, equally an abstraction.

1 The author's frequent protestations of his inability to describe the

surpassing beauty of what he saw, and the superlatives he lavishly employs,

are quite in the style of the Romance.
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VII.

Having thus come to an understanding of the symbolism
of The Pearl, and learned somewhat of the nature of the

religious instruction that it conveys, it is important for us

next to observe the general features of the literary setting,

in order to discover in that regard also the degree of its

conventionality.

The poem is very obviously a " vision
" and in so far

forth deliberately artificial in literary structure. The more

closely it is examined the less it will be seen to vary in

general style from numerous other works of the same period,

or antecedent, wherein the same device is adopted.

More particularly, it is, as has already been remarked, a

vision of paradise, and therefore to be connected, in motive at

least, with previous works similarly inspired. Here we may
leave the Divine Comedy out of definite consideration inas-

much as there seems no good reason to believe that our

author was acquainted with it. But we should bear in mind

the great popularity in early England of such visions of the

otherworld as The Purgatory of St. Patrick,
1 which was

accessible to the writer in French and in Latin, as well as

in English.

It was in a dream that to St. Patrick was revealed the

entrance to the otherworld. One day while at prayer before

the altar he fell asleep :

In his chapel he slepe wel swete
;

Of fele >inges him gan mete

pat was in heuen-blis. (st. 8)
9

1 See Kolbing, St. Patricks Purgatorium, in Englische Studien, I, 57 ff.
,

where Owayne Miles is also edited (113ff). Cf. Ernest J. Becker, A Con-

tribution to the Comparative Study of the Medieval Visions of Heaven and Hell,

with Special Reference to the Middle English Versions, Baltimore, 1899.
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Jesus appeared to him, gave him a book " of al maner god-

spelle, of heuen and
erj?e and of helle, of Godes priuete" (9),

also a fair staff. Then the Master led him to a great cave

which was shown to St. Patrick as a way of approach to the

abode of the dead. If any man would enter therein he

should be rewarded for his courage and free himself of sin.

St. Patrick afterwards had an abbey built there, and many
entered the cave and came back edified. In the time of

Stephen, a Northumberland knight named Owain went to

Ireland and made the journey by way of penance. First he

discovered all the divers pains of purgatory, but later was

led to see the joys of paradise. Likewise, we are informed :

Who loue)> to line in clenesse,

He schal haue J>at ich blisse

And se J>at semly si^t. (152)

Some of the glories of the so-called " terrestrial paradise/'

where Adam and Eve dwelt, to which cleanness, as above

said, was essential for entrance, are thus described :

Oj>er ioies he seije anoti^ :

hei3e tres wi)> mani a 00113,

)>er on sat foules of heuen,

and breke her notes wij> miri gle,

burdoun and mene gret plente,

and hautain wij> hei3e steuen. (145)

Fair were her erbers wij? floures. (147)

It be)? erbes of o>er maner,

>an ani in er)?e growe)> here

>o >at is lest of priis ;

euermore )>ai grene springe)*,

for winter no somer it no clinge>,

and swetter )>an licorice. (148)

The streams flowing from paradise are of "
swtye b^t lem,"

one of them incomparable in beauty because " of stones swtye
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)>er mai no man comen here,

til )>at he be spourged >ere

and ymade al dene. (162)

In another English version of the same legend, entitled

Owayne Miles, the fairness of the earthly paradise is thus

more briefly described :

Hyt was grene and full of floures

of mony dyuers colowres,

hyt was grene on euery syde,

as medewus are yn someres tyde.

Ther were trees growng full grene,

ffull of fruyte euur more, y wene
;

ffor J?er was frwyte of mony a kynde :

suche yn J>ys londe may no mon fynde. . . .

Oj?ur maner frwytes ]?er were fele

and all manere joye and wele.

Moche folke he sy3 >er dwelle,

ther was no tonge )>at my3th hem telle.

All wer J>ey cloded yn ryche wede, . . .

Ther was no wronge, but euer ry3th,

euur day and neuer ny3th ;

They shone as bry3th and more clere,

then ony sonne yn J>e day doth her. (517-544)

The knight desired to remain there, but his request was

denied. He must return to the world, and fit himself by a

pure life for the bliss to which he should be later called.

The Pearl represents the poet as entering one August day
into a green arbor, where grew fragrant herbs and flowers

of divers colors, fruits, and rich grass. Mourning the loss

of his precious Pearl that was parted from him there, he

remains disconsolate until, overcome by the fragrance of the

spot, he falls asleep. His spirit thence speeds forth in space,

his soul fares forth "in aventure, ther mervayle^ 'meven."

He is transported to an unknown region with cliffs rising

sheer, where is a forest and gleaming rocks. The cliffs

are of crystal, the foliage of the woods shimmering sheen,
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the gravel on the ground Orient pearls, all so radiant that

sunbeams are dull in comparison. The rare fruits and

birds of flaming hues, singing in surpassing melody, sends

rapture to his heart. He presses on, and fairer and fairer

grows the scene. At last he reaches a river of wondrous

beauty making music in its fall, flowing sweetly over gleam-

ing jewels. The glamour of the place rejoices him and

banishes his woe. He follows along the bank of the stream,

in a region gloriously glad. But beyond is so much fairer,

that he believes it paradise. He tries to cross over, but the

water is too deep, and, search as he may, he can find no ford.

Finally, he observes on the other side (at the foot of a crystal

cliif
)

the lovely Pearl, who comes down to the bank, and

proifers him gracious speech.

Unquestionably in writing this prelude the poet had defi-

nitely in mind the opening of the great vision-allegory of

Guillaume de Lorris, where the same constituent elements

may be seen a description of a natural scene surrounding

the solitary poet, with conditions superinducing a dream, a

definite specification of the season of the year, the variegated

flowers and sweet herbs of the district where the bewildered

man wanders, the vision of the resplendent cliffs and grove,

with the innumerable birds of various hues and sizes singing

in fine harmony, the luxuriant plain, the wonderful river

with its gleaming gravel and sweet murmuring a terrestrial

paradise impossible to attain to save by special grace. But,

as throughout his whole work, here also the author of The

Pearl is independent in his style. Richness and melody

distinguish his phraseology and make his induction seem

fresh and original, in happy contrast to the dull, mechanical

openings of most of the courtly imitations of the Romance

of the Rose.

Guillaume de Lorris found it appropriate to dream of

love-scenes in the amorous month of May, and many
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another poet, treating light-heartedly of similar situations,

followed suit.
1 It may have been on the principle that

Henryson enunciates, in beginning his sad tale of Cresseid's

fate,

Ane doolie sesoun to ane cairfull dyte
Suld correspond, and be equivalent,

that the author of The Pearl chose instead to imagine
his vision,

In Augoste in a hygh seysoun,

Quen corne is corven with crokez kene.

But, more probably, it was because at the very outset he

wished to recall St. John's vision of one " like unto the Son

of man, having on his head a golden crown, and in his hand

a sharp sickle/
7

who, at the bidding of the angel crying
with a loud voice " the harvest of the earth is ripe,"

" thrust

in his sickle on the earth
;
and the earth was reaped." We

feel as if our poet too, like the Apostle, may have heard a

voice from heaven saying unto him :
"
Write, Blessed are

the dead which die in the Lord from henceforth." The

atmosphere of the poem from beginning to end is that of

the Apocalypse. It is never once disturbed by a current

of common air.

Here I may take occasion to say that in his description

of the terrestrial paradise (for it is there, not in heaven itself,

that he first sees the Pearl), the poet seems to have been

influenced by the account of the same place in Maudeville's

1 On the season-motive in mediaeval allegory, see Triggs, in his edition

of Lydgate's Assembly of Gods, EETS, 1896, pp. liii ff. : "Lyndesay's
Dreme opens appropriately with a dreary winter's night in January,
Dunbar's horrible Dance of the Sinns is seen in February, l&ckville's

Mirrour for Magistrates, which harks back to the Chaucer school, begins in

the "wrathful winter." In one instance Chaucer opens a poem, the Hous

of Fame, modelling his work upon Dante, with the December season."
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Travels.
1 In his statements regarding the impossibility of

getting across the river that separated him from the land,

that seemed to be paradise (sts. 12, 13), he may have had in

mind chapter 33 of the Travels, where the same situation is

emphasized. No mortal, Mandeville declares, could cross the

tempestuous stream and gain paradise, "si ceo nestoit de

especial grace de Dieu."

In the Isle of Ceylon, according to Mandeville, was " un

grant lac en un beal plain. ... Et al founs 2 de ceo lac troue

homme multz des pieres preciouses et grosses perles. Cele

eawe court et auale par vne coustee de la montaigne ;
et en

ceo russhen troue homme des pieres et des perles grant

fuissounz
"

(p. 98) which reminds us of what our author

says of the "derworth depe" that he discovers to his

delight :

In the founce ther stonden stonez stepe,

As glente thurgh glas that glowed and glyght, . . .

For uche a pobbel in pole ther pyght
Wacz emerad, saffer, other gemme gent

That alle the loghe lemed of lyght. (10)

Also the "
rych rokkez " of indescribable brilliance, and the

"
gravayl

" of orient pearls
" that on grounde con grynde

"

recall Mandeville's " roches daymont
" and the "

grauell
"

of

the river flowing from paradise,
" tout des pieres preciouses

sans eawe" 3

(p. 134).

1 Ed. Warner, with both English and French texts, Koxburghe Club,

1899, p. 137.

2 Note the recurrence of this unusual word in the passage quoted from the

English poem. Dr. Brown has shown that the author of The Pearl was

familiar with the French text of Mandeville
;
see above, pp. 149 ff.

'Perhaps, moreover, our poet's remark of the Virgin :

Now for synglerty o hyr dousour

We calle hyr fenyx of araby. (36)

may have been suggested by the remark in Mandeville "of the bird Fenix
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VIII.

We need not go far afield to discover parallels to the

opening of the Pearl, the vision setting for didactic allegory.

Excellent ones are present in alliterative poems written

before or about the same time in the same West Midland

dialect in which the author wrote.

Most notable of these, of course, is the Vision of Piers

Plowman, of which the following beginning is well known :

In a somer seson . whan soft was the sonne,

I shope me in shroudes . as I a shepe were,

In habite as an heremite . vnholy of workes,

Went wyde in this world . wondres to here,

Ac on a May mornynge . on Maluerne hulles

Me byfel a ferly . of fairy me thoi^te ;

I was wery forwandred . and went me to reste

Vnder a brode banke . bi a bornes side,

And as I lay and lened . and loked in the wateres,

I slombred in a slepyng . it sweyued so merye.

Thanne gan I to meten . a merueilouse sweuene.

That I was in a wildernesse . wist I neuer where,

As I behelde in-to the est . an heigh to the sonne,

I seigh a toure on a toft . trielich ymaked ;

A depe dale binethe . a dongeon ther-inne,

With depe dyches and derke . and dredful of sight.

A faire felde ful of folke . fonde I there bytwene,

Of alle maner of men . the mene and the riche,

Worchyng and wandryng . as the worlde asketh.

This introduction likewise will be recognized as in the

main conventional if we compare it with that of The Parle-

of Arabye :
" " Et puet homme comparer eel oisel a Dieu, en ceo qe ni ad

forsqe vn soul" (p. 25). But this comparison was a common one; cf.

Chaucer's Book of the Duchess, 981 ff. :

Trewely she was, to myn ye,

The solyn fenix of Arabye,

For ther liveth never but oon.
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ment of the Thre Ages,
1 which probably antedates it, and in

any case cannot be an imitation of it :

In the monethe of maye when mirthes bene fele

And the sesone of somere whene softe bene the wedres

Als I went to the wodde my werdes to dreghe
In-to ]>

e schawes ray selfe a schotte me to gete

At ane hert or ane hynde happen as it myghte
And as dryghtyn the day droue frome )>

e heuen

Als I habade one a banke be a bryme syde

There the gryse was grene growen with floures

The primrose the pervynke and piliole J?
e riche

The dewe appon dayses donkede full faire

Burgons and blossoms and braunches full swete

And the mery mystes full myldely gane falle

The cukkowe the cowschote kene were )>ay bothen

And the throstills full throly threp[d]en in the bankes

And iche foule in that frythe fayrere J>an oj?er

That the derke was done and the day lightenede

Hertys and hyndes one hillys >ay gonen
The foxe and the filmarte J?ay fled to j?

e erthe

The hare hurkles by hawes and harde thedir dryves

And ferkes faste to hir fourme & fatills hir to sitt.

Als I stode in that stede one stalkyng I thoghte
Bothe my body and my bowe I busked with leues

And turnede to-wardes a tree & tiriede there a while

And as I lokede to a launde a litill me be-syde

I seghe ane hert with ane hede ane heghe for the nones. (IS.)

With caution the poet approaches the hart, shoots, pur-

sues, overcomes, dresses skilfully, and conceals his game in

a safe place.

And als I satte in my sette the sone was so warme

And I for slepeles was slom[i] and slomerde a while

And there me dremed in that dowte a full dreghe sweuynn
And whate I seghe in my soule the sothe I schall telle. (100[ff. )

1 Ed. Gollancz, Roxburghe Club, London, 1897. The same volume con-

tains (pp. 89 ff.) Winnere and Wastoure. A new edition of these poems is

announced for the Early English Text Society ;
but they are not now acces-

sible to many. On W. and W.
%

cf. Neilson, Huchown of the Awle Ryale, pp.

90 ff.
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He sees three men, Youth, Middeleld, and Eld, whose

diverse appearance he picturesquely describes. Youth, in

green, voices his taste for love and chivalrous adventure.

Gray Middeleld (" alle his witt in this werlde ") reproaches

him for his folly. Next, Youth replies with a vivid picture

of his enjoyments, at which Middeleld gets impatient. But

Eld, in black, calls them both fools and bids them stint their

strife and altercation, for he has been formerly tempered like

both and has come to see the unwisdom of their pursuits.

They should learn, he declares, by his example, yet not by
his alone, for many others have "

passed the pass
"

that he

must soon cross. Thereupon he names the celebrated nine

worthies of the world, the wise men Aristotle, Virgil, Solo-

mon and Merlin, and various lovers all in the grave^

Nothing is certain but death. Vanitas vanitorum omnia

vanitas. Let both go shrive themselves of their sins and

make themselves clean. He bids them good-bye. Death

knocks at his door and he can no longer abide. Thus the

poet concludes :

When I had lenged and layne a full longe while

I herde a bogle one a bonke be blowen full lowde

And I wakkened therwith and waytted me vmbe
Than the sone was sett and syled full loughe
And I founded appon fote and ferkede towarde townn

And in the monethe of Maye thies mirthes me tydde
Als I schurtted me in a schelfe in ]>

e schawes faire

And belde me in the birches with bewes full smale

And lugede me in the leues >at lighte were & grene
There dere drightyne this daye dele vs of thi blysse

And Marie }>at is mylde qwene amende vs of synn. (A, 655 ff. )

Still earlier, it may be, than either of these poems is

another of similar kind, written 1350-58, and entitled A
Tretys and God Schorte Refreyte bytwixe Wynnere and Was-

toure. After a prologue deploring the evil times, the poet

begins as follows :

13
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Bot I schall tell you a tale >at me by-tyde ones

Als I went in the weste wandrynge myn one

Bi a bonke of a bourne bryghte was the sonne

vnder a worthiliche wodde by a wale medewe
ffele floures gan folde ther my fote steppede
I layde myn hede one ane hill ane hawthorne besyde
The throstills full throly they threpen to-gedire

hipped up hegh-walles fro heselis tyll othire

Bernacles with thayre Miles one barkes >ay roungen

Pe
Ja7 janglede one hegh jarmede the foles

pe bourne full bremly rane >e bankes by-twene
So ruyde were J>e roughe stremys and raughten so heghe
That it was neghande nyghte or I nappe myghte
ffor din of the depe water and dadillyng of fewllys

Bote as I laye at the leste }>an lowked myn eghne
And I was suythe in a sweuen sweped be-lyue

Me thoghte I was in the werlde I ne wiste in whatte ende

One a loueliche lande hat was ylike grene

pat laye loken by a lawe the lengthe of a myle.

In either holt he sees a body of armed men, ready for

angry conflict. The king of the kith (Edward III), from

his cabin at the crest of a cliff, sends a messenger (the Black

Prince) to bid them be at peace and he will deem their

dispute. The two leaders, Winner and Waster, draw near,

and each states his case. They reproach each other in turn

to the length of 234 lines (221-455). The king then stops

them and tells each to dwell where he is loved most, Winner

together with the Pope and cardinals of Rome, Waster in the

busy streets of London, until he shall accompany the king
on his continental wars.

Next may be mentioned another, and a very striking,

alliterative poem of the same sort, though in its present

form it is of considerably later date, preserved only in the

Percy Folio MS.
1 The author was unquestionably familiar

with Piers Plowman, although his treatment of his theme is

original and happy. After an opening invocation to Christ,

and an exhortation for holy living, he begins as follows :

J Ed. Hales and Furnivall, London, 1868, in, 49 ff.
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Thus ffared I through a ffryth . were fflowers were manye,

bright bowes in the banke . breathed ffull sweete,

the red rayling roses . the riches of fflowers,

land broad on their bankes . with their bright leaues

and a riuer that was rich . runn ouer the greene

with still starring streames . that streamed ffull bright.

Over the glittering ground . as I there glode,

methought itt lengthened my liffe . to looke on the bankes.

Then among the fayre flowers . I settled me to sitt

vnder a huge hawthorne . that hore was of blossomes
;

I bent my backe to the bole . and blenched to the stremes.

Thus prest I on apace . vnder the grene hawthorne.

Ffor breme of the birds . and breath of the fflowers,

and what for waching and wakinge . and wandering about,

in my seate \\ here I sate . I sayed a sleepe,

lying edgelong on the ground . list all my seluen,

deepe dreames and dright . droue mee to hart,

methought walking that I was . in a wood stronge,

vpon a great mountaine . where mores were large.

There he sees the whole world, in the south a lordlj

gathering of men.

There ouer that oste . estward I looked

into a boolish banke . the brightest of other,

that shimered and shone . as the sheere heauen

throughe the light of a Ladye . that longed therin.

Shee came cheereing ffull comlye . with companye noble,

vpon cleare clothes . were all of cleare gold,

layd brode vpon the bent . with brawders ffull riche,

before that ffayre on the ffeeld . where shee fforth passed.

Shee was brighter of her blee . then was the bright sonn y

her rudd redder than the rose . that on the rise hangeth,

meekely smiling with her mouth . and merry in her lookesr

euer laughing for loue . as shee like wold.

& as shee came by the bankes . the boughes eche one

they lowted to that Ladye . & layd forth their branches,

blossomes & burgens . breathed ffull sweete,

fflowers flourished in the frith . where shee fforth stepedj^
and the grasse that was gray . greened beliue

;

breme birds on the boughes . busilye did singe,

& all the wild in the wood . winlye the ioyed. ( 57 ff. )
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Further description follows, of the fair welcome all accorded

her, of her very rich array, of her blithe suite, and the mirth

of all nature that attended her going. The poet is informed

that this wonderful lady was Dame Life, who has fostered

and fed him since birth. Getting over his first awe of her, he

determines to be hers forever. But soon a horn from the

north heralds the approach of her enemy, a hideously ugly

fiend, Death, whom all men and all things loathe. Life and

Death then begin a debate, in which Life finally triumphs,

and resurrects the victims of her opponent.

With that shee hyeth ouer the hills . with hundreds ffull manye.
I wold haue ffollowed on that faire . but no further I might ;

What with wandering & with woe . I walked beliue.

Thus fared I throw a ffrith . in a fresh time,

where I sayd a sleepe . in a slade greene ;

there dreamed I the dreame . which dread all befrighted.

But hee that rent all was on the rood . riche itt himseluen,

& bring vs to his blisse . with blessings enowe !

Therto Jesu of Jerusalem . grant vs thy grace,

& saue there our howse . holy for euer ! Amen ! (449 ff.
)

Longer extracts from this late poem have been given than

the reader will perhaps think necessary. But it is all so

informed with the spirit of The Pearly and is so exceptionally

illuminating in the proper interpretation of the work as a

vision of allegorical abstractions in living image, that I have

not hesitated to quote from it at length.

In the Anturs of Arther at the Tarnewathelan,
1 an allitera-

tive stanzaic poem of about the same date and dialect as

The Pearl, is related a "
ferli," a "

mykel meruel," a vision

of a departed spirit, who instructs those to whom she appears

concerning the world of the dead, in order to lead them to

right living.

The poem opens (like the Parlement) with a hunting

1 Ed. Eobson, Three Early Eng. Met. Romances, Camden Society, 1842.
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scene, the actors Arthur and his court. Suddenly a great

storm arises, during which Gawain and Guinevere get sepa-

rated from the rest. They are resting in a leafy arbor

("vndur a lefe sale of box and of berbere*, byggyt ful bene,"

vi), the knight trying to comfort his companion, when a

fearfully grim ghost of hideous appearance approaches and

addresses the queen. She declares that she had sometime

been extremely fair, a queen herself of great power, but now

all was woe with her for her sins in the world. They too,

no matter how high their estate, will suffer the same fate.

Let her terrible torments suffice as a warning for the mending
of their ways. She instructs Guinevere on the transitoriness

of worldly wealth and on the folly of pride
" with his purte-

nans," advises " mesure " and meekness, charity and alms-

giving. Gawain inquires concerning the fate of the land,

and she pronounces dooms decreed by fortune. Then, after

earnestly counselling them to righteous conduct, the ghost

glides away. The day grows clear again, and the court,

much marvelling, reassemble to sup.

This section of the romance is evidently a working-over
of the tale known as the Trentalls of St. Gregory, of which

an English version 1 of the second half of the fourteenth

century is extant. The woeful spirit is represented as the

Pope's mother, who by virtue of the masses he has sung in

her behalf, is transformed to joy, and reappears to him in a

vision when at worship.

He sawe a fulle swete syght,

A comely lady dressed and dyght,

That all J?e worlde was not so bry3t,

Comely crowned as a qwene,

Tweyn angellys ladde her hem betwene.

He was so raveshed of J>at syght,

That ny^ for joye he swoned ryght.

*Ed. A. Kauffmann, Trentalle Sancti Oregorii (Erlanger Beitrage, m),
1889. Mr. Neilson (Huchown of the Awle Ryale, pp. Ill ff.) forces the

parallelism between the Trentalls and The Pearl unjustifiably.
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He fell down flatte byfore her fete
;

Devowtly teres wepynge he lete

And grette her with a mylde Steven

And sayde >ere : "Lady, qwene of heven,
1

Modyr of Jhesu, raayde Marye,
For my modyr mercy I crye."
" Blessed sone," she seide, "I am not she,

Ne whom >ou wenest >at I be
;

But certes, as >ou seest me here,

I am >y modyr, >at >e bere.
' '

(146 ff. )

We need not discuss here the various courtly allegories in

vision setting of Chaucer and his fellows or disciples. We
have already seen to what manifold didactic purpose the

vision was put in the very district and age of the author of

The Pearl. Langland's vision introduces a satire on the

vices of his contemporaries. In the Parlement we have a

homily on the vanity of the world; in the Winnere and

Wastoure, a discussion of a social problem ;
in Death and

Life, a dispute about the great conflicting forces of humanity ;

in the Anturs, a homiletic warning on the need of cleanness

and humility. Similarly didactic is The Pearl. Our author

used the vision setting to present a picture of the maidens in

heaven, through which he hoped to guide readers to holy

living on earth, and skilfully made it serve also for the dis-

cussion of a theological problem of peculiar contemporary

interest. There is no secret in the composition of the poem.
Its purpose becomes plainly evident when the dust of mis-

conception that has so long overlaid it is brushed away.

1 A similar mistaking of an otherworld being for the Virgin may be seen

in the ballad-romance of Thomas of Ercddoune, the opening of which is

reminiscent of the didactic Christian vision, though blended with fairy

elements. It will be remembered that this "ferly," like the Anturs,

served as a means of giving dignity to prophecies delivered by a departed

or supernatural lady to a valiant mortal, to be communicated by him to the

world. See the editions of Murray, EETS
; Brandl, Berlin, 1880

;
and

Child, Ballads, I, 317 ff.
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IX.

The really novel feature in the matter of The Pearl, that

which most distinguishes it in thought from other visions of

paradise, is the argument on the comparative value of merit

and grace in obtaining the rewards of heaven, the discussion

as to possible differences of rank in the angelic hierarchy.

Dr. Brown has sufficiently dwelt upon this part of the poem.

It only remains for me to point out that the opposing views

of the arguers are presented to some extent in the style of

the " debate
"

or "
disputation/

7

so frequently employed in

the Middle Ages as a literary device for didactic instruction.

The most famous of these, and probably the earliest, is the

Debate of the Body and Soul.
1 A version of the early four-

teenth century (preserved in the Auchinleck MS.) begins as

follows :

Als y lay in a winters ni3t

In a droupening bifor )>e day,

Me )>ou3t y sei3e a selli si$t,

A bodi upon a bere lay ;

He hadde ben a modi kni3t

And litel serued god to pay ;

Forlorn he had his Hues li}t

pe gost moued out and wald oway.

The soul and the body engage in mutual reproach, each

condemning the other for its own sorry condition. Finally,

the poet sees the soul cast into hell, implores Christ's aid,

and thus warns his fellows :

J Ed. Linow (Erlanger Beitrage, i), 1889, from the Auchinleck MS.

Fragments of the early alliterative version were edited by Buchholz

(Erlanger Beitrdge, vi) in 1890. For the A.-S. version, see Grein, Biblio-

thek, 198 ff.
;
for the Latin, T. Wright, Latin Poems attrib. to W. Mapes,

London, 1841, pp. 95 ff.
;

cf. EETS, 53.
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po >at sunfol ben, I rede hem red,

To schriven hem and rewen sore
;

Nevere was sunne idon so gret,

pat Cristes merci ne is wel more.

(Laud MS., st. 75. )

The Dispute between Mary and the Cross 1 has peculiar

interest in this connection because written in almost the same

metre and dialect as The Pearl. Mary reproaches the Cross

as the cause of her sorrow, and the Cross defends itself a

means of conveying much religious instruction. At last

they agree :

pe queen a-cordet wi> J>e cros

And a~3eyn him spak no more speche ;

pe queen ^af )>e cros a cos,

pe ladi of loue loue gan seche,

pei3 hire fruit on him were di3t to dros,

Whon rendyng ropus gan him reche :

Cristes cros ha]? kept vs from los,

Maries preyers and God or leche,

pe qween and }>e Cros a-corde :

pe qween bar furst, J>e cros afturward

To fecche folk from helleward,

On holy stayers to steyen upward
And regne wi> God vr lorde. ( 38)

In the next stanza (39)
" the clerk that formed this figure

(or fantasy) of Mary's woe for our instruction
"

takes pains

to inform his readers not only that the story was apocryphal

but that it was not actually true. "The Cross is a cold

creature," he explains,
" and ever has been deaf and dumb.

Though this tale is flourished with fair flowers .... witness

was never found that Christ's cross ever spoke, nor did Our

Lady lay any blame upon it."

If the author of The Pearl had known how more than

literally his simple device for conveying Christian precept

1

Legends of the Holy Rood, ed. Morris, EETS, 1871, pp. 131 ff., 197 ff.
;

cf. EETS, No. 117, pp. 612 ff. Cf. Brandl, Grundriss, 46.
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would have been taken by after generations, he might like-

wise have felt the necessity of adding a note to explain that

the Pearl was but a symbol. This was what Usk thought

best to do in his Testament of Love. But our author was

fortunately less of a preacher and more of a poet. He had

too fine artistic sense to dull the pleasures of his readers'

fancy by more obvious indication of didactic purpose.

X.

The new light in which I have tried to place The Pearl

heightens, I believe, rather than lowers, its literary interest.

It makes it in the first place more intelligible. If the Pearl

were really the poet's daughter, how, I repeat, except as due

to the inadequacy of his art, could one explain her absolute

lack of tenderness in her treatment of her father, her coldly

stern rebukes, her never-changing austerity the complete

failure on his part to evoke any picture of her earthly exist-

ence, to indicate in any way the circumstances, the nature

even, of their relationship, his entire unconcern for the

mother and all others who, had the child been human, would

naturally have mourned her untimely death ? Viewed as an

elegy, the poem is plainly ineffective
; for, despite its

earnestness and warmth, it reveals no parental or filial emo-

tion, betrays no personal love. Viewed properly as a didactic

allegorical vision, it surpasses any poem of the kind in

English literature.

It required, in truth, a man of sensitive ear and noble soul

to apprehend
The sublime notion and high mystery
That must be uttered to unfold the sage

And serious doctrine of Virginity.

But our poet was equal to the demand. Like Milton, he

had a " clear dream and solemn vision
" of "

saintly chastity,
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so dear to heaven.
7 '

Yet, unlike the Lady in Comus, unlike

the Beatrice of Dante, his Pearl, so far as human knowl-

edge can attest, had no stimulating suggestion from a real

presence. No one would deny the poet human sympathies
and a tender heart. It is altogether probable that children

were dear to him
;
and he no doubt sorrowed sincerely if one

of his favorites was ever taken away by death. But the pre-

vailing belief that The Pearl is a personal lament for a child

of his own is an unwarranted assumption and conflicts with

every conclusion arrived at by close study of the composition

of his work.

I should find it pleasant to display here my own personal

picture of the poet, how, after long consideration of his per-

sonality as apparent in his writings, I have come to envisage

him in life. But that, except by incidental suggestion, is

apart from the purpose of the present paper. I would

remind the reader, however, that we know almost as much

about the author of The Pearl as we do of Langland ;
for

even the few supposedly autobiographical features of the

Vision of Piers Plowman careful critics are coming to regard

with suspicion.
1

Nevertheless, so great is the difference in

spirit and style of these two poets that we can safely draw a

contrast between them, products as they were of the same

age and district, both earnest and devout men, writing with

a noble aim. The two, it is evident, were not of the same

social sphere. Langland belonged to the lower middle class
;

he was an avowed democrat, a plain, outspoken, vigorous puri-

tan, intent on immediate reform of actual abuses. The

author of The Pearl and Gawain and the Green Knight, on the

contrary, was through and through an aristocrat, a man ofbroad

cultivation, delicate in his conceptions, sensitive to refine-

1 Cf. E. Jack, The Autobiographical. Elements in Piers the Plowman, in

Journal of Germ. Phil., ill (1901), 393 ff.
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ment, eager to inspire enthusiasm for permanent ideals rather

than to remedy in specific cases the results of dishonor or vice.

Langland as an artist is markedly inferior to the author of

The Pearl. The Vision of Piers Plowman is far less well

constructed than any of our author's works, less glowingly
rich in poetic imagery, less instinct with imagination, less

distinguished by uplift of sentiment and catholic good taste.

More influential it undoubtedly was, and more popular, but

not for reasons of poetic merit. Langland, if the tone of

his satire be an indication of his character, was not such an

one as gentle or genial folk would desire for an associate. He
was more combative than courteous, more serious than wise.

The poet of The Pearl, on the contrary, seems to us a man
who in all probability by example as well as by precept

made clearly manifest the beauty of holiness. He was a

liberal-minded and sympathetic man of God, endowed as

few of his race with the power to embody lofty thought in

fitting phrase.

APPENDIX

EMBODYING SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION CONCERNING THE

SOURCE OF THE POEM.

Since the above was sent to the printer, an important new
fact has come to light, which strikingly confirms the opinions
therein expressed concerning the elegiac nature of The Pearl

y

and will probably put an end to further debate as to its

autobiographical significance. I have thought best to leave

the article as already printed, simply adding this upple-

mentary section to convey the new information that chance

has so opportunely revealed. It is now possible to state

what pretty certainly is the source of inspiration of The
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Pearly a poem never before mentioned in this connection,

namely, the fourteenth Eclogue of Boccaccio 1
: in it is found

practically the same setting, the same general plan, in im-

portant passages very similar words agreement, in fact, so

close as to preclude the possibility of accidental coincidence.

The Eclogue was written by Boccaccio in memory of his

little daughter Violante, soon after the year 1358, about

when she is supposed to have died.
2

Except for the induc-

tion, it consists of a dialogue between the grieving poet and

his beatified child, the latter having appeared to her father in

a vision for his comfort and illumination. The poet calls

himself Silvius and his daughter Olympia names chosen

for the significant reasons explained by him (in a letter to

Fra' Martino da Signa) as follows :
"
Quarta decima ecloga

Olympia dicitur ab olympos grece, quod splendidum seu

lucidum latine sonat, et inde celum; et ideo huic ecloge

attributum est, quoniam in ea plurimum de qualitate celestis

regionis habeatur sermo .... Pro Siluio me ipsum intelligo,

quern sic nuncupo eo quod in silua quadani huius ecloge pri-

mam cogitationem habuerim .... Pro Olympia intelligo

paruulam filiam meam olim mortuam, ea in etate in qua
morientes celestes effici cives credimus : et ideo ex Violante dum

uiueret, mortuam celestam, id est Olympiam, voco." The

poem contains only 290 lines, is of course pastoral in nature,

and presents a somewhat grotesque combination of pagan
and Christian thought.

3 The Pearl, it may here be said, by

1 Printed by Oskar Hecker, Boccaccio-Funde, Braunschweig, 1902, pp. 84

ff.
;
summarized by A. Hortis, Studj sulle opere Latine del Boccaccio, Trieste,

1879, pp. 56 ff.

I am indebted to Dr. E. K. Eand of this ( Harvard ) University for first

calling my attention to the poem, and for kind aid in the interpretation of

some obscure passages.
3 See Hecker, pp. 78 ff.

8 Cf. Zumbini, Le Egloge del B., in Oiornale Storko, vn (1886), 139 ff.;

A. Dobelli, // Quito del B. per Dante in Giornale Dantesco, V (1897), 220,

241 ff.
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way of contrast, is over four times as long, has no genuinely

pastoral elements, and is entirely Christian in idea. It is,

we shall see, an original and consistent development of the

situation in the Eclogue for a new didactic purpose.

Boccaccio represents himself as one night lying on the

ground, sleepless and sad, when a marvellous gleaming light

irradiates the wood. Suddenly, in the midst of it, appears his

daughter Olympia, who greets him graciously. He is at first

much bewildered, but she bids him not fear : she has come

expressly to comfort him in his trouble. Rejoicing greatly

at her words, he addresses her freely, recalls the time of her

death, and his subsequent sorrow, and then inquires as to her

appearance, her rich vesture and shining countenance, her

unexpected maturity.
1 She explains that she owes her glo-

rious transformation to the Virgin, with whom she has gone
to dwell.

The initial dialogue of the father and child may be quoted
in full :

Olympia : Salue, dulce decus nostrum, pater optime, salue !

Ne timeas, sum nata tibi. Quid lumina flectis ?

SUuius : Nescio, num uigilem, fateor, seu somnia cernam,

Nam coram genite uoces et dulcis imago
Stant equidem ;

timeo falli, quia sepe per umbras

Illusere dij stolidos. Nos claustra petamus !

Olympia : Silui, quid dubitas ? an credis, Olympia patrem
Ludat et in lucem sese sine numine diuum

Prebeat ? hue ueni lacrimas demtura dolentes.

SUuius : Agnosco, nee fallit amor, nee somnia fallunt.

O nimium dilecta michi, spes unica patris !

Quis te, nata, deus tenuit ? Te fusca ferebat,

Calchidicos colles et pascua lata Ueseui

Dum petij, raptam nobis Cibelisque sacrato

Absconsam gremio, nee post hec posse uideri.

$
1 Dobelli notes (p. 241): "A Dante invece le ombre appaiono nell' eta in

cui son morte, non si capisce perche il B. siasi allontanato dal suo modello

per commettere una simile goffagione." Compare what I have said of the

Pearl's maturity, above, p. 167.
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Quod credens merensque miser, mea virgo, per altos

Te montes umbrasque graues saltusque remotos

Ingemui fleuique diu multumque uocaui.

Sed tu, si mereor, resera, quibus, obsecro, lustris

Te tenuit tarn longa dies ? die munere cuius

Inter texta auro uestis tibi Candida flauo ?

Qui comites ? Mirum, quam grandis facta diebus

In paucis ;
matura uiro michi, nata, uideris !

Olympia : Exuuias, quas ipse michi, uenerande, dedisti,

Ingenti gremio seruat berecinthia mater.

Has uestes formamque dedit faciemque coruscam,

Parthenos, secumque fui. (11. 40 ff.)

She calls his attention to her companions, her two brothers,

Marius and Julius, and her sweet sisters. He is astonished

at thus seeing again his "
pulchra propago," desires to embrace

them, and plans to celebrate the occasion with festival mirth.

But Olympia offers instead to sing a suitable song, whereupon
she lauds the Savior and Virgin in a beautiful lyric passage

with repeated refrain, "Vivimus eternum meritis et numine

Codri." Silvius is astonished : no poet, he declares, has ever

sung the like. He offers his children presents. Olympia,

however, corrects his misapprehension of their situation.

Olympia : Sunt tua, nil fertur quod sit mortale per oras

Quas dites colimus
;
renuunt eterna caducum !

Siluius : Quas oras, mea nata, refers ? quas, de precor, oras ?

Nos omnes teget ilia domus, somnosque quietos

Herba dabit uiridis, cespesque sub ylice mensam.

Uitreus is large prestabit pocula riuus.

Castaneas mites et poma recentia nobis

Eustica silua feret, teneros grex fertilis edos

Lacque simul pressum. Quas ergo exquiritis oras ?

Olympia : Non tibi, care pater, dixi berecinthia mater

Exuuias gremio seruet, quas ipse dedisti ?

Non sum, que fueram, dum tecum paruula uixi,

Nam numero sum iuncta deum, me pulcer olympus

Expectat comitesque meos
;
stat uertere gressus

In patriam. Tu uiue, pater dulcissime, felix !

SUuius: E . . . . [vacat]

Heu moriar lacrimans, miserum si, nata, relinquis !

Olympia : Pone, precor, luctus
;
credis ne refringere fatum
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Nunc lacrimis ? omnes siluis quotcumque creati

Nascimur in mortem
; feci, quod tu quoque, Silui

Post facies. Noli, queso, lacerare deorum

Inuidia eternos annos
;

tibi crede quietam
Post funus, laudesque pias mi reddito celo,

Quod moriens fugi mortem nemorumque labores.

Separor ad tempus, post hec me quippe uidebis

Perpetuosque trahes mecum feliciter annos.

SUuius : In lacrimis oculas fundam tristemque senectam.

Heu quibus in siluis post anxia fata requiram
Te profugam ex nostris bis raptam uiribus ulnis ?

Olympia : Elysium repeto, quod tu scansurus es olim.

SUuius : Elysium, memini, quondam cantare solebat

Minciades stipula, qua nemo doctior usquam.
Est ne, quod ille canit, uestrum ? dedicisse iuuabit.

Olympia : Senserat ille quidem in mentis grandia quedam
Ac in parte loci faciem

;
sed pauca canebat,

Si uideas, quam multa tenet, quam pulcra piorum

Elysium sedesque deum gratissima nostrum.

SUuius : Quos tenet iste locus montes ? quibus insitus oris ?

Que noh Minciades uidit seu sponte reliquit.

Da nobis, audire fuit persepe laborum

Utile solamen
;
ueniet meus forte uidendi. (132 ff. )

Then Olympia, making answer to Silvias' questions,

describes paradise and the blessed throng, their singing and

other joys. She tells of her reception in heaven by her

grandfather, who conducted her to the Virgin, and of her

change of name and condition. When he asks,
" Que sit

Parthenos, nobis super adde, precamus" (253), she replies

with twelve fine lines, beginning "Alma louis genitrix hec

est et filia nati," and tells him more of the delights of heaven,

beyond words to describe. Silvius inquires the way thither.

She gives him Scriptural advice, and then takes her departure

as mysteriously as she came, leaving him behind in sadness.

Thus the poem ends :

SUuius : Sunt optanda quidem ;
sed quis michi Dedalus usquam,

Qui tribuat pennas agiles nectatque lacertis

Ostendatque uiam facilem doceatque volatum ?

Olympia : Pasce famem fratris, lactis da pocula fessis,
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Assis detentis, et nudos contege, lapses

Erige, dum possis, pateatque forensibus antrum.

Hec aquile uolucres prestabunt munera pennas,

Atque, deo monstrante uiam, uolitabis in altum.

Siluius : Quo tendis ? quo, nata, fugis ? miserumque parentem

Implicitum linquis lacrimis ? Heu cessit in auris

Ethereas, traxitque simul, quos duxit, odores !

In mortem lacrimis ibo ducamque senectam.

Uos pueri, uitulos in pascua pellite ; surgit

Lucifer, et medijs iam sol emictitur umbris.

Explicit Olympia egloga.

The narrative of The Pearl is so familiar to the reader

that it will not be necessary to do more than point out

summarily the chief points of agreement between it and the

Eclogue :

In both cases, the poet, grieving for a dead child, falls

asleep on the ground in a leafy arbor. He hears sweet songs

in the still hour
;

fair flowers bloom about him
;
the air is

laden with peculiar fragrance.
1 At the same time there

opens to his vision a resplendent scene
;
the forest before him

is irradiated with a "gleaming glory," wonderful beyond his

1 Silvius remarks to his servants on the odors he smells, the flowers he

sees, and the singing he hears :

Non sentis odores

Insolitos siluis, nemus hoc si forte sabeum

Fecisset natura parens ? Quos inde recentes

Nox peperit flores? Quos insuper audio cantus? (35 ff.)

With which compare the following passages from the induction of The

Pearl:

Yet thoght me never so swete sange,

As stylle stounde let to me stele. (2 )

Blomez blayke and blue and rede,

Ther schynes ful schyr agayn the sunne. ( 3)

Yif hit wacz semely on to sene,

A fayrre flayr yet fro hit Hot. (4 )

I felle upon that floury flaght

Such odour to my hernez schot. ( 5)
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comprehension.
1

Suddenly, in the midst of it, he observes

a beautiful maiden, whom he seems to recognize as one in

life most dear to him, whose death is the cause of his mourn-

ing. Yet he is bewildered by her advent, and fearing lest

he may be the victim of an illusion, or that speech will

deprive him of the sight that so greatly gladdens his heart,

he remains mute, in anxious thought.
2

Seeing his trouble,

the maiden addresses him graciously, and bids him be com-

forted. Thereupon, he greets her with delight, tells her of

his deep sorrow since her departure,
3 and inquires concerning

1 Note the words of Silvitis and his servant Terapon :

S.: Quidistud?

Quid video ! sanis ne satis sum ? dormio forsan ?

Non facio ! Lux ista quidem, non flamma uel ignis.

Nonne uides letas frondes corilosque uirentes

Luminis in medio ualidas ac undique fagos

Intactas ? Imo, nee nos malus ardor adurit.

T. : Sispectes celo, testantur sydera noctem,

In siluis lux alma diem. Quid grande paratur?
In The Pearl the "

gleam of the glades" and the shimmer of the "holt-

woods," though diverse in nature, are similarly supernatural ;
"Never a

web by mortal spun was half so wondrous fair
"

(6) .

As bornyst sylver the lef onslydez,

That thike con trylie on ach a tynde,

Quen glem of glodez agaynz hem glydez,

Wyth schymeryng schene ful schrylle thay schynde ....
The sunne bemez hot bio and blynde,

In respecte of that adubbement. (7)
3 The "father" of the Pearl thus speaks :

More then me lyste my drede aros,

I stod full stylie and dorste not calle,

Wyth yghen open and mouth ful clos,

I stod as hende as hawk in halle
;

I hope that ghostly wacz that purpose,

I drede on ende quat schulde byfalle,

Lest ho me eschaped that I ther chos,

Er I at steven hir moght stalle. (16)
8 See stanza 21, quoted above, p. 159.

14
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her transformed condition.
1 To all his questions she makes

suitable answer, and he rejoices with increasing wonder. Not

realizing the nature of her visitation, he plans for her to

dwell with him there in the radiant grove. But the maiden

points out the folly of this thought : he must die and be

buried before he can be reunited with her.
2 When she makes

as if to depart, the father pleads with her to remain. His

grief, he declares, will only be intensified if he loses her

1
Compare The Pearl:

1 In blysse I se the blythely blent,

And I a man al mornyf mate, ....
Bot now I am here in your presente,

I wold bysech wythouten debate,

Ye wolde me say in sobre asente,

What lyf ye lede, erly and late
;

For I am ful fayn that your astate

Is worthen to worschyp and wele iwyss.' (33)
'

Quo formed the thy fayre fygure ?

That wroght thy wede, he wacz ful wys ;

Thy beaute com never of nature
;

. . . .

Thy colour passez the flour-de-lys,

Thyn angel-havyng so clene cortez.' (63 )

2 In The Pearl the " father" says :

' I trawed my perle don out of dawez,

Now haf I fonde hyt I schal ma feste,

And wony with hyt in schyr wod-schawez.' (24)

But the maiden explains that what he desires is impossible :

*

Thy corse in clot mot calder keve,

For hit wacz for-garte at paradys greve,

Oure yore-fader hit con mysse-yeme ;

Thurgh drury deth boz uch man dreve,

Er over thys dam hym dryghtyn deme.' (27)

To which he thus replies :

'Demez thou me,' quoth I,
' my swete,

To dol agayn, thenne I dowyne ;

Now haf I fonte that I for-lete,

Schal I efte forgo hit er ever I fyne ?

Why schal I hit bothe mysse and mete ?

My precios perle docz me gret pyne,

What servez tresor bot garez men grete,

When he hit schal efte with tenez tyne ?
'

(28)
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again ;
but she reproves his futile longing and brings him by

her words to reason. In reply to his inquiries, she tells him

of paradise
* and her life there, unfolds the plan of salvation,

lauds the Savior and Virgin, and gives him counsel how to

win eternal glory. Then she disappears as mysteriously as

she came, leaving him still amazed, but more resigned and

wise, because of his vision.

It is obvious that there is close agreement between the

two poems not only in the general conception but also in

details of presentation. I would here, however, call particu-

lar attention to the best passage in the Eclogue, the best song,

it is claimed, that Boccaccio ever wrote,
2 which stands out

1 There is likeness, naturally, in detail between the descriptions of para-
dise in the two poems ;

but whatever hints the author of The Pearl may
have taken from the Eclogue, he seems to have used in his description of

the "
earthly" paradise at the opening of his poem (stanzas 8-12); for

his account of heaven is more purely Scriptural.

With Olympiads remarks in the Eclogue :

Ambimus siluam, fontes, riuosque sonoros,

Et, medijs herbis ludentes, . . .

Quis gaudia silue

Enumerare queat ? Quis uerbis pandere ? Nemo !

(2692.)
Compare the following from The Pearl :

So al wacz dubbet on dere asyse ;

That fryth ther fortune forth me ferez,

The derthe thereof for to devyse
Nis no wygh worthe that tonge berez.

I welke ay forthe in wely wyse,
No bonk so byg that did me derez,

The fyrre in the fryth the feirer con ryse
The playn, the plonttez, the spyse, the perez,
And rawez and randez and rych reverez. (9)

'Hortis thus speaks of it (Stvdj, p. 57) : "un inno in onor de Jesu

(Codro) e della Vergine in versi eleganti e canori, con ritornello di armo-
nica cadenza : il tutto cosi gentile di pensiero e di forma ch' e ce*o il piu
bel carme che il B. dettasse mai."

Codrus, it may be said, is used for Christ through the identification of the

pastoral Codrus with the Athenian king of the same name who gave his

life for his country.
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conspicuous by reason of the fact that in this part of the

poem alone is a refrain employed. This passage seems

especially to have attracted the author of The Pearl, and may
perhaps have influenced him in determining the metrical

structure of his poem.
1

OLYMPIA

Uiuimus eternum meritis et numine Codri,

Aurea qui nuper celso dimissus olympo
Parthenu in gremium reuocauit secula terris,

Turpia pastorum passus conuitia, cedro

Affixus, leto concessit sponte triumphum.
Uiuimus eternum meritis et numine Codri.

Sic priscas sordes, morbos scabieiuque uetustam

Infecti pecoris preclaro sanguine lauit.

Hincque petens ualles plutarchi septa refrinxit,

In solum retrahens pecudes armentaque patrum.
Uiuimus eternum meritis et numine Codri.

Morte hinc prostrata, campos reserauit odoros

Elysij, sacrumque gregem deduxit in ortos

Mellifluos uictor lauro quercuque refulgens,

Optandasque dedit nobis per secula sedes.

Uiuimus eternum meritis et numine Codri.

Exuuias infine sibi pecus omne resumet
;

Ipse, iterum ueniens, capros distinguet ab agnis

Hosque feris linquet, componet sedibus illas

Perpetuis celoque nouo post tempora claudet

Uiuimus eternum meritis et numine Codri. (91 flf.)

In The Pearl are five stanzas in sequence (51 ff.) ?
all end-

ing with the same refrain :
" The grace of God is (waxed)

great enough," in which the heavenly maiden tells likewise

of the plan of salvation. Of these the last two are as

follows :

1 It is noteworthy, at all events, that The Pearl is divided up into sections

of five stanzas each (only in one instance six by accident?) with the

refrain five times repeated. This metrical form, so far as I know, is

nowhere else employed in an English poem.
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PEARL 1

Inoghe is knawen that man-kyn grete,

Fyrste wacz wroght to blysse parfyt ;

Oure forme-fader hit con forfete,

Thurgh an apple that he upon con byte ;

Al wer we dampned for that mete,

To dyghe in doel out of delyt,

And sythen wende to helle hete,

Ther-inne to won withoute respyt ;

Bot ther on-com a bote as-tyt :

Eyche blod ran on rode so roghe,

And wynne water : then at that plyt

The grace of god wex gret innoghe.

Innoghe ther wax out of that welle,

Blod and water of brode wounde
;

The blod uus boght fro bale of helle,

And delyvered uus of the deth secounde
;

The water is baptem the sothe to telle,

That folghed the glayve so grymly grounde,
That waschez away the gyltez felle,

That adam wyth in deth uus drounde.

Now is there noght in the worlde rounde

Bytwene uus and blysse bot that he with-drogh,

And that is restored in sely stounde,

And the grace of god is gret innogh.

The similarity of the refrains in these two passages treat-

ingjthe same theme, seems too close to be accidental, con-

sidering the general likeness of the poems in which they

occur.

The Pearl, all will agree, is a highly original poem. In

saying that the Eclogue is its source, I do not mean more

than that it was the starting-point of the author's conception.

It looks as if in some way he got hold of Boccaccio's poem
soon after its composition. It was perhaps the latest literary

sensation, and interested him deeply. He saw how suitable

was the setting for the shewing-forth of his own purer, more

1 The Pearl, it will be noted, like Olympia, had a name that indicated

her heavenly condition : see Boccaccio's explanation of his choice of his

symbolical name for Violante (above, p. 204).
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Scriptural ideas of the life hereafter, for the presentation of

his peculiar views in a theological controversy then being

vigorously waged in England. He took what was of service

to him and discarded the rest. Accepting the general scheme,

he adapted it to a higher end. In the amplification of his

plan, he took suggestions from other works of a vision

character with which he was familiar, particularly Boethius'

Consolation of Philosophy, and the Romance of the Rose ; he

availed himself of such religious ideas, sentiments, and sym-

bols, then current, as appealed to his taste
;
but he fused all

he borrowed into an entirely new product. His poem
differentiates itself markedly from Boccaccio's in execution

as well as in idea. By virtue of the author's poetic art, as

well as his power of imagination and noble purpose, his work

is incomparably finer than the source of its suggestion.

The Eclogue, it should be observed, not only explains the

presence of the would-be elegiac atmosphere of The Pearl,

but accounts also for its unreality. We understand now why
all have felt that the poem represented a father lamenting

his own child, though an explicit statement of that situation

the author carefully avoided, why it contains no personal

allusions, why it bears no conviction of individual grief. In

these respects it contrasts strikingly with the Eclogue, which

is plainly autobiographical.
1 In the latter Olympia always

addresses Silvius as her father, and he repeatedly calls her

his daughter. He tells her how he was on his way to

Naples when she died. She mentions the names of two of

his young sons, Marius and Julius, and also that of her

grandfather Asylas (f!348), the last with some indication of

his character. We learn, moreover, that the maiden's real

name was Violante. All this is information from the poem

1 In the Eclogue, no more than in The Pearl, is the mother mentioned.

There was good reason for Boccaccio's neglect in this particular ;
and the

English author had no inclination but to follow his example.
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itself.
1

Now, if, as some one might possibly argue, the

author of The Pearl had suffered a loss like Boccaccio's, and

was led to imitate his poem on that account, he would surely

have substituted some of his own for Boccaccio's personal

touches. As a matter of fact, however, there is no single

remark in The Pearl that by any chance could be autobiogra-

phical which is not explicable as an echo of Boccaccio's plainly

stated experience.

The use of the Eclogue by the English author is a matter

of interest to literary historians, apart from its value in

determining the nature of The Pearl : it helps to show how
close were the ties that bound mediaeval men of letters

together, how speedy was the transference of works (in Latin

at least) from one land to another, how much English litera-

ture in the fourteenth century was indebted to Italian inspira-

tion, how widespread and various was Boccaccio's influence.

It would seem as if The Pearl (1370 ?) were the first English
work that Boccaccio suggested. After Chaucer's Troilus and

Knight's Tale, it will probably be judged the best.
2

WILLIAM HENRY SCHOFIELD.

1 For other information about the child, see Hecker, pp. 78 ff.

2 Now that Professor Schofield has shown beyond a doubt that the author

of The Pearl found the suggestion of his poem in Boccaccio's Eclogue, the

new question arises whether he was also indebted to Boccaccio for the

peculiar theological opinions to which I have called attention in the pre-

ceding article. In answer, it may be said that one does not find in the

Eclogue any of the distinctive doctrines of The Pearl. Boccaccio does not

engage in any discussion of the comparative rewards of baptized children

and adults in the heavenly kingdom. Moreover, in his Eclogue the maiden

replies to her father's question how he may best win an entrance to para-
dise by exhorting him to feed the hungry, clothe the naked, and perform
other works of piety. In The Pearl, on the other hand, emphasises laid

entirely upon the redeeming grace of Christ.

It is clear, then, that the theological ideas of The Pearl were not borrowed
from Boccaccio, but were the author's own addition. This fact, in my
opinion, increases their significance as a revelation of the poet's own thought
and character.

C. F. BROWN.
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VIII. THE ETYMOLOGY OF THE ROMANCE
WORDS FOR "TO GO."

In dem Abschnitt iiber die romanischen Sprachen welchen die "Ann6e

linguistique
" Bd. I (1901-1902) enthalt, widmet A. Dauzat auch den

Etymologieen ein paar kurze und abgerissene Bemerkungen und preist

dabei den "sceptieisme salutaire" den Gaston Paris in Bezug auf das

Problem aller-andare an den Tag gelegt hat (S. 33). Dieser Skeptizisinus

ist keineswegs heilsam gewesen. Gegen zwei Erkenntnisse, welche,

langst vorbereitet, jetztfast Gemeingut geworden sind, hat sich G. P. bis

zuletzt gestraubt und dadurch unter den Seinigen dem Aufkommen
neuer phantastischer Erklarungen Vorschub geleistet. Diese Erkennt-

nisse sind : dass nur ambulare (mit oder ohne * ambitare als Variante)

das Grundwort fiir jene romanischen Verben sein kann, und ferner dass

diese sogar auch dannwenn fur sie ein anderer Ursprung vorauszu-

setzen ware auf ganz regelmassige Weise sich nicht haben entwickeln

konnen. Bei seiner Kritik jener Aufstellung hat G. P. Bedeutung und

Gebrauchsumfang der Worter nicht hinlanglich gewiirdigt dachteer

doch selbst, auch ftir aller, an ein * addare = addere gradum, und hat

diesen Gedanken wohl nie ganz aufgegeben (s. z. B. Rom. XXVII, 627).

Hinsichtlich des zweiten Punktes ist zu benierken dass wir liber das

Wie ? noch sehr verschiedene Ansichten hegen, aber keiner v^i uns

die seinige fiir unwiderleglich halten diirfte. Da wir nun selbst die im

Wege stehenden Schwierigkeiten nicht verkennen, so hatte es G. P.

leicht jede einzelne Ansicht zu beanstanden, wobei er sich aber nianch-

217
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mal gar zu dogmatisch ausserte (ich verstehe z. B. nicht wamm er Rom.

XXXI, 607 das Wulffsche A nicht sender-bar findet, wohl aber * ambitare

neben ambulare, trotz lat.-rom. Verben wie miscitare neben misculare,
circitare neben circulare, tremitare neben tremulare, crepitare neben cre-

pulare u. s. w.); im Ganzen hat er hier doch nur, freilich ohne eszu wol-

len, die Rolle eines advocatus diaboli gespielt. Das Unregelmassige
dessen Annahme hier unverineidlich ist, bedeutet nicht etwas was im

Widerspruch zu andern Tatsachen der Sprache stiinde, sondern nur
etwas was sich nicht in eine Tatsachengruppe einordnen lasst

; eine

Sprache deren Entwicklung keine solche Unregelniassigkeiten aufwiese,
ware das Allerunregelmassigste, sie ist geradezu undenkbar. Man ver-

kennt gar zu leicht den gesellschaftlichen Character der Sprache ; man
vergegenwartigt sich nicht hinlanglich dass auch der anscheinend ein-

fachste sprachliche Vorgang in Wirklichkeit ein sehr verwickelter ist,

und dass eine ganz geringfiigige Abanderung eines seiner Faktoren

geniigt haben konnte um ihn nicht eintreten zu lassen. Wenn wir in

der Wissenschaft inimer das Einfachere suchen, so tun wir es indem wir
in die Hohe streben. Es ware aber ein Irrtum uberall, auch in der

Niederung, das Einfache finden zuwollen
;
"P esprit simpliste n'est pas

1'esprit scientifique." Es ist nicht bedeutungslos dass das ein Franzose

S. Reinach gesagt hat, denn gerade bei den Franzosen ist der sim-

plistische Geist sehr verbreitet. Er entstammt einer Tugend, dem

Drang nach Klarheit und Bestimmtheit
;
"das tut man " oder "das tut

man nicht," damit haben die Franzosen bei sich und auch bei andern

Volkern erzieherisch gewirkt. Sobald wir aber die Schwelle der reinen

Erkenntnis tiberschreiten, dtirfen wir uns liber die Dinge nicht bestimm-

ter aussern als sie selbst es gestatten, sie nicht klarer sehen wollen als

sie es sind. Aber wir diirfen auch nicht zu wenig tun. Wenn Dauzat

sagt dass das aller-andare-PToblem dank G. P. " intacte "
bleibe, so ist

das nicht richtig ;
wir werden vielleicht vergeblich auf eine Uber-

raschung warten wie sie uns die Trummerfelder des Morgenlandes nicht

selten bescheren, und es wird uns somit vielleicht eine vollstandige

Losung des Problems versagt bleiben (sicherlich eine welche "s'iinpose ";

s. Rom. a. a. O.), aber eine halbe Losung haben wir doch erreicht.

Wenn der Maler uns eine Landschaft im nachtlichen Dunkel, in der

Morgendammerung, im Tagesschatten, im hellen Sonnenschein darstel-

len kann, so auch der Gelehrte irgend eine wissenschaftliche Frage
und sei es die nach dem Ursprung der Sprache in demjenigen Stadium

in dem sie sich gerade befindet. (Zeitschrift fur romanische Philologie,

1904, pp. 52 f
.)

This important discussion, from Schuchardt's pen, is

quoted at some length here for the purpose of indicating
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with precision the status of the so-called ambulare question.

It may be said at once that the writer of the present article

belongs to the small group of phonologists still living who

are not yet fully convinced that oiler and andare must be

derived from ambulare, and that the phonetic development

of these verbs must necessarily have been irregular. The

forms assuredly do appear to contain the same stem ;
but

the precise character of this stem is an important matter

which, in the opinion of the writer, still requires consider-

able elucidation. From the favorable reception accorded

by Rydberg
1 to E. Bovet's recent monogenetic achievement

bearing the title Ancora il problema andare, one might infer

that, after the numerous discussions of the stem of andare,

this scholar had really made interesting progress. On read-

ing the account of his theory presented on pages 152 ff. of

G. Stucke's dissertation entitled Franzo'sisch oiler und seine

romanischen Verwandten, we are very much disappointed.

It turns out that in order to develop the Romance forms

neatly from ambulare, Bovet introduces a new application

of the well-known and still unexplained symbol A, which

disposes of two or three refractory letters in a wonderfully

mystifying fashion. Now, if a competent etymologist finds

it necessary to contrive phonology of this mediocre type in

order to bolster the claims of ambulare, is it not time to

pause and ask whether, after all, ambulare is precisely the

word we are all looking for? The A hypothesis was, to

be sure, a useful and original invention in its time
;
but

1 Jahresbericht uber die Fortschritte der rom. Phil, VI. (1903), I., p.

292. "Eine vortreffliche Ubersicht iiber die in alterer Zeit wie von

spateren Forschern gemachten Vorschlage zur Erklarung der E^twick-

lung [voii oiler etc.] enthalt E. Bovet's Arbeit Ancora il problema andare,

die dem Ref. geeignet erscheint die Uberzeugung zu befestigen, dass

einzig und allein ambulare die Grundform zu aller, andar etc. sein

kann."
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Schuchardt has intimated more than once that it cannot be

justly pronounced a whit more probable than any of the

dozen other ambulare schemes. If it really were perfectly

clear that ambulare presents the only possible starting-point

for the development of the Romance verbs, a new applica-

tion of the A theory or any other good ambulare theory
would certainly be most welcome. But let us consider

the evidence by which the unique character of this ety-

mon has been established. In the Zeitsohrift fur roma-

nische PJiilologie for 1902, pp. 393 f., Schuchardt writes as

follows :

In ahnlicher Weise 1st Thomas an die ambulare-Masse herangetreten.
Er sagt [Melanges etymologiques, s. v. anar] dass alle diejenigen welche

sich bemiihen aller, andare u. s. w. auf eine gemeinsame Quelle zuriick-

zufuhren, ihre Ohren den Lehren der Phonetik versckliessen, welche

uns zurufe :

" Jedes fiir sich !
" Das ist ein etwas husarenmassiges

Divide et impera. Ich weiss nicht wie die Polygenetiker sich die

Sache vorstellen. Etwa in folgender Weise? Die Romanen, oder

wenn man will, die Romer, hatten ein Verb ambulare von stattlicher,

dauerhafter Leibesbeschaffenheit. Im Laufe der Jahrhunderte brauch-

ten sie es beim Lateinschreiben mehr und mehr
;
dafiir kam es in der

Umgangssprache mehr und mehr ab und starb endlich aus. Zuui

Ersatz zog man aus den verstecktesten Winkeln des Sprachschatzes

Verben hervor deren Bedeutung von der des Gehens mehr oder weniger
entfernt war, und zwar wahlte jede Hauptprovinz ein anderes Verb

;

nur hatten sie vorher untereinander ausgemacht dass es ein Verb auf

are sein, dass es auf a anlauten, und dass darauf ein I oder n folgen

miisste, offenbar in der Absicht die Gelehrten des 19. und 20. Jhts. auf

den thorichten Gedanken zu bringen dass es sich um Fortsetzungen von

ambulare handle. Iin Ernste brauche ich hier die inonogenetische

Ansicht nicht zu verteidigen ;
das ist zum so und so vielten Male und

in besonders nachdriicklicher Weise von E. Bovet in dem mir soeben

zugesandten Aufsatze "Ancora il problema andare" geschehen. Im
Einzelnen wird man sich wohl nicht sofort einigen. So muss ich

gestehen dass wie sehr ich auch E. Wulff als Phonetiker schatze, seine

lautgeschichtliche Entwicklung von ambulare mir ganz unwahrschein-

lich ist
; ja, da er selbst auf jede Begriindung verzichtet, so verstehe

ich nicht einmal wie wir uns das allerortige Einspringen des Tausend-

ktinstlers A fiir I zu denken haben. Ich war sehr iiberrascht als ich die

Anmerkung von G. Paris dazu las, in der er dem Wulffschen Stamm-
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baum den Preis zuerkennt
;
vielleicht hat ihn gerade die dogmatische

Ktirze bestochen. Man sollte meinen dass die Annahme einer Suffix-

vertauschung bei ambulare, wie eine vermittelnde Ansicht, den Poly-

genetikern noch am ehesten zusagen wiirde
;
was Bovet dagegen vor-

bringt, scheint mir nicht schwer ins Gewicht zu fallen, dariiber wird

noch bei andern Gelegenheiten zu reden sein. Thomas beklimmert sich

nach dem von ihm ausgesprochenen Grundsatze nicht um die andern

roinanischen Verben, sondem nur um prov. anar. Man glaubte schon

langst die Pandorabtichse geleert, bis auf die triigerische Hoffnung,

und immer neue Etymologieen entflattern ihr jetzt. Anar soil auf

annare, "das Jahr durchleben "
zurtickgehen, das in einer altlateinischen

Gebetformel bezeugt wird. Das prov. desanar wird nicht falsch, aber

doch willkiirlich mit " cesser de vivre "
iibersetzt, um daraus ein anar

mit der Bedeutung "leben " abzuziehen
;
es ist nichts Anderes als abire,

exire, decedere, discedere, excedere, egredi (meist auch ohne de oder e

vita), (mit dem Tode) abgehen u. s. w. . .. Nun hoffe ich aber dass Thomas

wenigstens konsequent sein und wie anar auf annare, so auch alter auf

*allare oder *alare (ich empfehle das port, alar, das auch "flattern"

bedeutet, hierbei zur Beriicksichtigung) zuruckfiihren wird, da ja nur

diese beiden Formen den Anspruchen der Phonetik, wie er sie gelten

lasst, gentigen.

This spirited criticism of the polygenetic theory is, I

believe, thoroughly sound, as a mere defense of mono-

genesis ; but it certainly does not seem to follow that aller,

anar and andare are necessarily derived somehow from

ambulare. I believe that Schuchardt and other authorities

who impatiently insist that this word is unquestionably
the right etymon, go a step too far, overlooking various

other possibilities which should be considered. They
apparently leave out of account, for instance, other etyma

already discovered, of which there is a plentiful supply.
Stucke estimates that there were already thirty-odd on

hand Latin, Greek, Germanic, Celtic, Arabic and San-

skrit when he was writing page 15 of his dissertation

(i. e., probably about January, 1902). Passing ov^r more

recent finds, for the sake of argument, I should like to

ask whether all these specimens, some of which ought to

be good etyma, must be rejected without more ado because
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the Romans had a verb in are meaning "to walk," a word

of majestic, durable form, beginning with a and containing

an I. In the famous plea for monogenesis, Schuchardt also

appeals to an n ; but we do not find this important letter

in ambulare. Under these circumstances, is it not admis-

sible to agree with Stucke (p. VI), who believes that the

etymology of the Romance words for " to go
"

is still envel-

oped in a certain obscurity (em gewisses DunkeT) ?

It has been said that Istrian dmna and Rhaetian amna

go back to Latin *
amminare, a form to be derived (in

an unprecedented manner) from *
ammulare, which should

somehow stand for ambulare, because, for some obscure rea-

son, it ought not to be separated from Roumanian umbla

"to walk," which is certainly derived from the popular

etymon. The phonological difficulties presented by this

etymology are obvious, and have of course already been

noticed. Other solutions of the problem have been pre-

sented, but the obscurities remain. It is no wonder that

none of the various lines between ambulare and * amminare

has become popular : there is no safe route. The forms

represent different Latin words. If the Romance words

do go back to *
amminare, as is often assumed (and do

riot presuppose a type
*
aminare), this word is none other

than Latin *
adminare, " to drive to," the existence of

which is rendered certain by French amener, " to bring."

The semantic series (1) "to drive to," "to chase to,"

zujagen (transitive), (2) "to chase to," zujagen (intransi-

tive),
" to go hastily to," (3)

" to go to," (4) to go," pre-

sents no difficulty. It has never been demonstrated in a

clear and simple manner that Latin verbs must have a

remarkable phonetic history as soon as they develop the

meaning
" to go." It has never been proved, for instance,

that Rhaetian ma, which Diez identifies with meare, " to

go," is or can be the same word as Rhaetian ala, la, which
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are so often connected in an extremely irregular manner

with ambulare. Rhaetian na, beside anna, should be iden-

tified with Provencal anar rather than with Rhgetian

amna, for the reason that a reduction of the group mmn
to n seems to be unparalleled. Rhsetian ala and la are

clearly identical with French oiler ; but if we could consult

Paris concerning the history of this word, we should be

informed once more that although apparently containing

the same stem as Provengal anar, Spanish andar, Portu-

guese andar, Italian andare, it has nothing to do with

ambulare.

Turning to the important group comprising the French,

Provengal, Spanish, Portuguese and Italian forms, let us

now consider the claims of one of the numerous unpopular

etyma, namely adnare,
" to swim to." This word was first

suggested by Muratori in 1739, and has been more or less

favored since by Brachet, Canello, Diez, Littre, and Stucke1
.

In the new edition of Korting it heads a list of etyma said

to be antiquated by recent investigation. I assume that

there existed in later Latin two regular derivatives of

adnare, namely a frequentative
* annitare and a diminutive

* annular'e. Both these forms came into existence after

adnare had become annare. The latter form was felt as a

simple verb, for the reason that nare had gone out of use.

* Annitare seems to represent a regularization i. e., an

attraction to the regular frequentative type -itare of the

attested frequentative annatare, rather than a regular new

1 Cf . Stucke, pp. 79-88. I find that Stucke, whose book (Darmstadt,

1902) came as this article was undergoing a final revision, suggested
the following combination (p. 148) : anar < adnare; oiler < adnare

by dissimilation in the phrase en anar ; andare < * ambitare, a type
formed from ambire, "to go round," or assumed instead of ambulare.

It is well known that the formation of * ambitare from ambulare has

never been paralleled: *
miscitare, crepitare, etc., are from miscere,

crepare, etc., not from the corresponding verbs in -ulare.
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formation from annare. It is well known that the endings
-itare and -ulare were living verbal suffixes in later Latin

;

on this point I refer to Meyer-Liibke, Rom. G-ramm. II.,

pp. 611-613. To the examples presenting the termina-

tion -ulare we may add *
brandulare,

" to brandish," from
* brandare (* brandire*), the former giving French branler,

1

the latter Provengal brandar (Old French brandir^). The
fact that * brandulare contains a stem of Germanic origin

is of obvious chronological significance.

Intervocalic t becomes d in Spain and Portugal, and

may become d in Italy. The pretonic vowel of *annitare

> andare and that of * vanitare > vantare,
" to boast,"

naturally dropped at different dates; the same phenomenon
is attested by Provencal vandd < *

vannitare,
" to winnow,"

beside vantd < * vanitare. The Portuguese, Spanish, and

Italian development clearly presents no irregularity. Pro-

venial anar < annare calls for no remark. In French ter-

ritory we have the series * annulare > * annlare > * anlare

> * allare > alare > aler, which likewise presents no pho-

netic irregularity. In Schwan-Behrens' Altfranzosische

G-rammatik (4th ed.), 186, we are told that French

words showing a development of nl into ndl are not found.

The Dictionnaire general (I., p. 158, 484) sets up a

sound-law nl > ngl. The only example given, however,

is espingle, "pin," said to be from spinula, "little thorn."

This rather obscure word is derived by Ascoli from *spicula,

"little pin," and by Paris from *
sphingula,

" little sphinx."

The variant espille may certainly go back to Ascoli's etymon.

If spinula is the right etymon for espingle, the divergence

shown by the treatment of n + vowel + I after the accent,

and that of nn + vowel + I before the accent in propar-

oxytones, may be attributed to the operation of Neumann's

1 This word has hitherto been explained in various irregular ways.
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chronological law. An analogical explanation of the form

of espingle < spinula has been suggested by Grober, Archiv

f. lot. Lex. u. G-ramm., V., p. 476 ; cf. Schwan-Behrens, L c.

It should of course be observed, moreover, that the pho-

netic groups nl and nnl are not identical.

I now notice in Stucke's treatise (pp. 81-86) a method-

ical consideration of the vague objections which have been

advanced against the semantic development
" to swim to,"

" to go." Stucke finds that the objections will not hold,

notes Roumanian merg,
" to go," from Latin mergere,

il to

plunge
"

(transitive), and concludes that the shift can by
no means be considered impossible. It seems to me that

this conclusion is admissible. What fatal objection can be

raised, for instance, against the semantic series (1) "to

swim to," (2)
1<4 to sail to," (3) "to get to," "to go or

come to," (4) "to go or come," (5) "to go"? The first

step is justified by the existence of Russian plyt', "to

swim,"
" to sail." The passage from (2) to (3) is closely

paralleled by the English
" to sail into a room," and other

similar expressions, in which the proper meaning of the

verb " to sail
"

is often not distinctly felt. The step from

(3) to (4), like that from (4) to (5), consists in a simple

elimination. We may note in support of (3) and (4)

Russian idtt, Greek e'/o%o^at, both meaning
" to go or come."

These parallels certainly show that the series is perfectly

legitimate and natural, and, in view of the regularity of

the phonetic development, may perhaps seem to make the

etymology probable enough. A question of chronological

importance, however, should still be considered here.

How ancient are the later stages
" to sail to,"

" to get to,"
" to go or come," " to go

"
?

' i Professor J. Goebel cites in support of the shorter series "to swim

to," "to go to," "to go" the figurative use of German hereinsegeln,

absegeln bold expressions for "to come in," "to go off."
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Attention has already been called to eighth century

glosses like transgredere = ultra alare, transfretavit = trans

alaret, which show that at this late date the original mean-

ing had disappeared. Looking about for earlier evidence,

we notice the following passage from Probus, i. e. probably

Sacerdos, who belongs to the end of the third century

(Keil IV., 185, 9):-

Quaeritur qua de causa adno et non adnao dicatur. Hac de causa,

quoniam verba priinse coniugationis indicative mode- specie imperfecta
ex tertia persona numeri pluralis ultimain syllabam omittunt et a

sequentem in o litteram convertunt et priniam personam numeri singu-
laris modi supra dicti ostendunt, ut puta probabant probo. Nunc cum
dicat Vergilius

' adnabant pariter
'

utique iain adno non adnao facere

pronuntiavit.

With this we may compare other queries of the same

sort put by this author
;

e. g., the following :

182,21 : Quaeritur qua de causa calcavi et non calcai ' dicatur.

182,21 : Quaeritur qua de causa coquo et non coco dicatur. 182,28 :

Quaeritur qua de causa Vergilius/ugrite correptepronuntiarit. 182,38 :

Quseritur qua de causa ridere producto accentupronuntietur. 185,20 :

Quaeritur qua de causa fugere et non fugire dicatur.

The form adnao and the warning concerning its use

recall at once *
dao,

*
stao, which were doubtless current

in the second and third centuries, and which may be much
more ancient. The age of *fao (> Provengal/aw) is hard

to estimate ; but * nao seems to be a lineal descendant of

the prehistoric form *
snayo, on which see Lindsay, Latin

Language, p. 476. So also probably
* stao <stdyo (the

prehistoric form of sto). The classic forms no, sto are of

later origin, and are modeled after the common type *pro-

1 Italian calcai, "I trod." The word has also come down into Rouman-

ian, Spanish, Portuguese, Provencal and French. Cf. Korting s. v. calco.

The ending ai for am was the regular vulgar form.
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layo>probo. The form * vao is due to the analogy of

annao, which it replaced in the Gallic Latin conjugation.

Probus' rule clearly shows that adnare was a common vul-

gar word in his time. This, however, at first seems sur-

prising when we remember that the simple verb nare had

apparently gone out of popular use as early as the classical

period. To make the latter point clear, we consult the

dictionary (Lewis and Short) and find that nare, which is

rare even in poets, is cited only twice from prose writers,

once from Gellius and once from Columella; and that in

the prose passages referred to we have before us an

adjectival use of the participle nans, "floating" (nantes

scaphae) and a substantival use of the same participle in

the sense of 4<

swimming fowls
"

(nantes). It thus cer-

tainly seems that nare, which did not survive in Romance,
had been replaced before the classical period by the fre-

quentative natare, which is quite common in both prose

and poetry. Why, then, did adnare remain in popular
use as late as the third century ? It appears that, as early

as the first century B. C., the compound must have

acquired a meaning approaching that of " to go," which

caused it to survive, while nare was replaced.

Driven by this striking evidence into a still more ancient

period, we consult the Thesaurus Linguae Latinae, and

now discover that, sure enough, our etymon means in

classic Latin not merely "to swim to,"
a to sail to," but

also "to get to." The definition reads thus: "adnare,

nando accedere ad aliquid ; de animantibus ; de navibus

et Us quae portant." The meaning "to swim to" is

attested in good prose writers, e. g., in Caesar, B. 0. 2, 44.

The examples presenting the sense " to sail to
"

are as

follows :

Verg., Aen. 1,538 : hue pauci vestris adnavimus oris (glossed with the

words adnavigavimus, adnatavimus) ; 4,613 : Si tangere portus Infandum
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caput ac terris adnare necesse est. Ovid, Trist. 3, 12, 31 : incipient

aliquae tamen hue adnare carinae. Sil. 14, 354 : adnabat .... classis

subsidio.

The passages certainly seem to show that the accepta-

tion " to sail to
" was distinctly poetic in the first century

B.C. In the first two passages, the translation " to come

to
"
may seem more accurate ;

but the context appears to

indicate that the notion of "
sailing

" was clearly present.

Forcellini gives a late example of adnare used in this

sense, which, he says, is equivalent to that of adnavigare,

from the Auctor Hist. Datian., 13 :

Urbis, quam adnavimus exploratum, materies.

A more important passage is from Cicero, De Repuhlica

11,4(9):-

Sed tamen in his [maritimarum urbium] vitiis inest ilia magna com-

moditas, et quod ubique genitum est [frumentum, merces] ut ad eain

urbem, quam incolas, possit adnare, et rursus ut id, quod agri efferant

sui, quascumque velint in terras portare possint ac raittere.

The explanatory words frumentum, merces are added by
the editors of the Thesaurus. What is the precise force

of the word adnare as used here ? We have, to be sure, a

watery context. But can produce swim ? Does merchan-

dise sail, and that in precise and sober Latin prose?

Turning to Lewis and Short, we are told that adnare

in this Ciceronian passage means "to come to," "to

approach." Perhaps we should not hastily accept the

verdict of Latin lexicographers when in doubt as to the

meaning of Latin words. As a matter of fact we find that

Lewis and Short quote the older reading gentium for geni-

tum, and seem to be ignorant of the meaning
" to sail to."

What are we to say, however, of the following ?
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Cicero, Tusc. 4, 14, 33 : Habes ea quaa de perturbationibus enucleate

disputant Stoici quse \o-yiKcl appellant, quia disseruntur subtilius. Ex

quibus quoniam tanquam e scrupulosis cotibus enavigavit oratio, reli-

quae disputationis cursuin teneamus. Tusc. 5, 30, 87 : Eadem Cal-

liphontis erit Diodorique sententia, quoniam uterque honestatem sic

complectitur, ut omnia, quEe sine ea sint, longe retro ponenda censeat.

Reliqui habere se angustius videntur
;
enatant tamen. Imp. Pomp. 12,

24 : Quis enim umquarn aut obeundi negotii aut consequendi qusestus

studio tarn brevi tempore tot loca adire, tantos cursus conficere potuit,

quam celeriter Cn. Pompeio duce belli impetus navigavit? Petronius

Satir. 57, 29 (ed. Bticheler, 1882) : Habebam in domo qui mihi pedem
opponerent hac iliac

;
tamen enatavi. Florus 2, 2, 17 : Regulo duce,

iana in African! navigabat bellum. 2, 8, 1 : Macedonian! Asiastatim et

regem Philippum Antiochus excepit quodani casu, quasi de industria

sic adgubernante fortuna, ut quern ad modum ab Africa in Achaiam, sic

ab Achaia in Asiam ultro se suggerentibus causis imperiurn procederet,

et cum terrarum orbis situ ipse ordo victoriarum navigaret. Sil. Ill,

662 : Has observatis voiles enavimus astris.

Lewis and Short say that enare in the last passage

means " to sail through." If this is right, the sailing is

evidently figurative. The force of Latin poetic figures is

often hard to estimate, and the passage, which was noted

by Brachet, may not by itself establish much. The sig-

nificance of the quotations in prose, however, two of which

have already been cited by Cornu in support of the ety-

mon enatare, is unmistakable. It has already been noticed

by lexicographers, and is certainly obvious, that philoso-

phers do not swim out of arguments, that a Ciceronian

discussion does not sail out of difficulties, and that a war

movement does not sail. The passages clearly establish

for the classical period a time-worn metaphor, which

had been handed down by oral tradition in the words

enatare, enavigare,
tl to get out

" and navigare,
" to go

or come," as well as in adnatare and adnare, "Ao get

to." After all, we have no reason to be surprised at the

venerable look of the figure. The chronology of nare

alone indicates that we must assign to some prehistoric age
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the very stage of our series which, at first blush, we might
assume to be almost modern, namely the figurative sense
" to go or come to." Indeed we now recall Greek veoficu,
" to go," beside veco,

" to swim," *" to sail," which might
lead one to assign this stage to a Graeco-Italic period.

But words of similar meaning should never be hastily iden-

tified if the phonetic connection seems obscure. In this

very instance, the existence of viao-opai,
" to go," raises a

doubt regarding the prehistoric form of z>eo//,at, making the

connection of the latter word with vea) appear dubious.

At any rate, we have located the origin of the Romance
sense in a prehistoric Latin age. We may now indicate

how and why the changes in meaning occurred.

In some remote prehistoric period, certainly many thou-

sand years ago, something like a ship was invented. The
invention was called apparently a " swimmer "

(mO?, navis),

for the reason that it was said to " swim," i. e., to sail (vefco,

nare). On this connection, see Vanicek, Etymologisches

Worterbuch, pp. 1158 fT. For thousands of years nare was

a common word meaning both " to swim " and " to sail."

In fact, we find it still used in both senses, not to mention

that of " to fly," by poets of the classical period. At this

date, however, it had grown rare and bookish. It had been

replaced in the speech of the people by the Ciceronian fre-

quentative natare,
" to swim," and the secondary formation

nav-ig-are, "to sail." The words for "to sail" readily

assume figurative senses in all languages, and prehistoric

Latin was not an exception to the rule. Hundreds of years

before the opening of the Christian era, nare began to be

used to describe the motion of persons on land. At first

the usage was felt as a figure of speech, like the humorous

English
" to navigate," and later as a bold expression, like

the English
" to sail down the street."

The compound enare was used in the same way, with
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the same picturesque connotation, whence later both

enavigare and enatare,
" to get out

"
; and likewise adnare,

whence later adnatare and doubtless adnavigare,
" to get

to." In the course of centuries the compounds adnare,

adnatare became more and more common in the new fig-

urative sense, and more and more rare in the earlier mean-

ings. The picturesque connotation grew fainter and fainter

in proportion, until finally it was lost and forgotten. To
the uneducated Roman of Caesar's day, adnare meant

scarcely more than 4< to get to
"

: his words for " to swim

to,"
" to sail to

"
were adnatare, adnavigare and natare ad,

navigare ad. Prose writers of the classical period doubt-

less tried to avoid the improper sense of adnare in digni-

fied composition, although they had no objection to the

somewhat antiquated meaning
" to swim to

"
;
while poets

admitted the archaic sense a to sail to." The fact that

adnatare,
* " to get to," is not attested in familiar pas-

sages, as is enatare, "to get out," is purely accidental.

After the phonetic development of adnare into annare,

which doubtless belongs to an early post-classical period,

the compound nature of the word was no longer recog-

nizable, and the meaning
" to go or come to

"
naturally

became " to go or come "
a stage attested by Papias'

well-known gloss : adnare, adnatare = venire. The pri-

mary meaning of adnatare was felt for some time after

that of adnare was forgotten, for the reason that natare

(beside
*
notare),

" to swim," remained in vulgar use. In

later Latin, however, annatare,
" to swim to

" was com-

pletely replaced by natare ad, and this replacement brought
about the loss of the connotation in annatare,

" to go or

come (to)," after which the regularized form *
ayinitare

beside * annulare (< annare) came into use. Schuchardt

(Rom. XVII., p. 418) has pointed out that the boundary
line between the territories of the verbs " to go

" and " to
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come" is vague: allons, allez, andiamo, andate may still

often be translated as " come !

"
Aller may have had the

meaning "to come" oftener in Old French than it has

at present; cf. Froissart, Bartsch-Horning Ohrestomathie

(7th ed.), col. 434, 11. 31 ff. :
-

Adont lui ala il souvenir de Phelippe d'Artevelle, e dist a ceulx qui
entour lui estoient, "Ce Phelippe, si il est ou vif ou inert, je le verroie

moult voulontiers."

The almost complete exclusion of the notion " to come "

may be attributed to the influence of vado, vadis, vadit,

vade, vadunt, from vadere, "to go," which replaced the

corresponding forms of adnare in the Romance conjuga-
tion.

The principal new points brought out in this paper may
be summed up as follows. In the first place, we have called

attention to the fact that the derivation of the Romance

group from adnare, "to swim to" presents no phonetic

irregularity. We have set up a simple semantic series,

which is proved by parallels to be legitimate and natural.

Reference to the Latin dictionary has shown that the

assumed sense-development is not even hypothetical. We
have found the stages

" to sail to,"
" to go or come to,"

attested in classic Latin, and the latter use confirmed by
the analogous sense of enatare, enavigare, navigare, enare.

We have called attention to the replacement of nare by
natare and navigare, and of adnatare,

" to swim to," by
natare ad, which caused the primary meanings of adnare

and adnatare to fall gradually into oblivion. We have

proved by a quotation from Probus that adnare actually

remained vulgar in later Latin. We have pointed out

that after the phonetic development of adn into ann,

adnare, adnatare,
" to go or come to

" would naturally

have meant " to go or come." Indeed we find even this
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stage attested in Latin. In short, we have not only shown

that the assumed changes in meaning did occur, but have

also been able to indicate when, how, and why they

occurred. Perhaps the derivation of anar, andare, andar,

oiler,
" to go," from Latin annare,

*
annitare,

*
annulare,

" to go or come," will now seem plausible.
1

CARL C. RICE.

1 Table of derivations:

Roumanian zmbla ) .. .

Roumanian umbla [
to walk

> ambutare, "to walk."

Roumanian merg mergere,
" to plunge" (trans.).

Western Roumanian Smna
~)Macedo-Roumanian imnare [ *amminare, *adminare, "to chase to,"

Istrian dmna
\

* " to go
" < " to drive to."

Rhaetian amna )

Rhsetian ma meare, " to go."
French alter ) * annulare, < annare, "to < adnare,

" to get to,"
" to sail

Rhaetian ala, la j "to go or come" go or come" to," "to swim to."

Rhsetian anna, na
\ adnare,

" to get to," "to sail

Provencal anar } annare, "to go or come "<
tOf

,, ! to s^im to
*

Italian andare ~\ r< annatare, < adnatare, *"to get to," "to
"to go or come" swim to "

(cf . enatare, "to
* annitare, get out,"

" to swim out ")
Spanish andar V"to go or 1 < adnare, "to get to,"

come" I "to sail to," "to swim to."
I <annare, "to <: adnare, "to get to " "to sail

Portuguese andar J ^ go or come" to," "to swim to."



IX. LESSING AND SHAKESPEARE.

THE object of this paper is to show that Lessing's knowl-

edge of Shakespeare and his influence in introducing and

popularizing the great English poet in Germany have been

generally overestimated. To forestall any preconceived

opinions it may be stated that the position advocated has

not been suggested by such works as Franz Mehring's Die

Lessing-Legende or Paul Albrecht's Lessings Plagiate, in

which the sole purpose of the authors seems to be to pluck
the laurel wreath from the head of one whom Herder

regarded as the greatest critic of Germany and Macaulay
as the first of Europe.

This overestimation is especially noticeable in English

criticism, for which Coleridge is undoubtedly largely respon-

sible. In his Biographia Literaria (Chap. XXIII), the fol-

lowing tribute is paid our German poet: "It was Lessing

who first introduced the name and the works of Shakespeare

to the admiration of the Germans ;
and I should not, per-

haps, go too far, if I add that it was Lessing who first proved
to all thinking men, even to Shakespeare's own countrymen,

the true nature of his apparent irregularities." A somewhat

more moderate statement is found in Lowell's essay on Les-

sing. The great Shakespearian editor, Mr. Furness, refers

to Lessing in his preface to the Tempest as "Germany's great-

est and truest Shakespearian scholar," and in his preface to

Hamlet he calls him " the Englishman born in Germany
who was the first, more than a hundred years ago, to

announce to his countrymen the advent of Shakespeare."

Prof. Lounsbury in his recent book, Shakespeare as a Dra-

matic Artist (p. 74), alludes to Lessing as the man who

first proclaimed Shakespeare as the true modem inheritor

of Greek Art."

234
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That this estimate of Lessing's relations to Shakespeare

is universal among English critics is not surprising. The

same prevails among German critics who have served as

their authorities. A. W. von Schlegel referring to Les-

sing said :
" Er sprach zuerst mit Nachdruck von Shake-

speare, und bereitete dessen Erscheinung vor
"

( Werke, VI,

p. 407). Heinrich Heine in his essay on Shakespeares

Mddchen und Frauen maintained that the Germans under-

stood Shakespeare better than the English, and added:

"Lessing war der erste, welcher in Deutschland seine

Stimme fur Shakespeare erhob. . . . Man konnte behaup-

ten, die ganze Lessingsche Dramaturgic sei im Interesse

Shakespeares geschrieben." The latter claim is also made

by Furness in his preface to Hamlet. Gervinus declared

in his Commentaries on Shakespeare that the man who
first valued Shakespeare according to his full desert was

indisputably Lessing, and in his Litteraturgeschichte (IV,

346) he tells us that without Lessing's recommendation of

a translation of Shakespeare's dramas in the 17th Litteratur-

brief, Wieland would probably not have begun his work.

Ulrici was of the opinion that "
Lessing was the first Ger-

man to open up to his countrymen the understanding of the

great poet whose mind was so closely related to his own "

(Shakespeare's Dramatic Art, II, 465). Friedrich Tlieodor

Vischer, referring to Lessing's reverence for Shakespeare in

the Litteraturbriefe, said :
" So iiahrn Lessing den Haupt-

anteil an der Erweckung Shakespeares" (Shakespeare-

Vortrdge, I, 193).

In the various histories of German Literature this same

estimate of Lessing prevails. Vilmar says : "Im Drama gilt

ihm neben Shakespeare, den zwar Wieland 1762 iiber-

setzte, auf den aber Lessing zuerst mit vollem Bewusstsein

und vollem Erfolge hinwies, der Kanon des Aristoteles
"

(p. 365). In Robertson's recent History of G-erman Litera-
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ture, Lessing is the man " who opened the eyes of his coun-

trymen to the greatness of Shakespeare" (p. 279). Even

Hettner, who gives 'a rather conservative account of Les-

sing's position with regard to Shakespeare, concludes :

"Erst durch Lessing's Dramaturgic ist Shakespeare in

Deutschland heimisch geworden" (Creschichte, II, 482).

Lessing's biographers, with the possible exception of

Erich Schmidt, are decidedly inclined to overestimate

Shakespeare's influence upon the German poet. Danzel

was the first who emphasized Shakespeare's influence upon

Lessing's dramas and the reflex influence on German

literature. His successor Guhrauer went still further and

maintained that Lessing's knowledge and appreciation of

Shakespeare accorded with that of the "Stunner und

Dranger
"

of the younger generation ; that his admiration

for the English dramatist, like theirs, was exclusive; and

that whenever he referred to the English drama he had

Shakespeare in mind. Similar views are expressed by
Sime, Strodtman, Rolleston, Stahr, and Diintzer.

To determine now whether or not such an important

place should be assigned to Lessing in introducing and

expounding the great dramatist to his countrymen, inves-

tigations must be made in three directions. First, the

direct references to Shakespeare in Lessing's writings;

secondly, Shakespeare's influence on Lessing's dramas;

and thirdly, a comparative estimate of Lessing's influence

and efforts in behalf of Shakespeare.

I. Direct References to Shakespeare.

Lessing mentions Shakespeare for the first time in the

preface to Beitrdye zur Historie und Aufnahme des Thea-

ters, dated October, 1749 :
"
Shakespeare, Dryden, Wych-

erley, Vanbrugh, Gibber, Congreve sind Dichter, die man
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fast bei uns nur dem Namen nach kennet, und gleichwohl

verdienen sie unsere Hochachtung so wohl als die geprie-

senen franzosischen Dichter" (Hempel, 11, 1, 6). Eight

years later, Nov. 25, 1757, in a letter to his friend Nicolai,

Lessing in a single sentence praises Mendelssohn's transla-

tion of Hamlet's monologue
" To be or not to be

"
:

" Die

Stelle aus deni Hamlet hat Herr Moses vortrefflich iiber-

setzt" (20, 1, 139). In the translation of Diyden's Essay
on Dramatic Poesy in the 4th number of the Theatralische

Bibliothek (1758), Lessing inserts the explanation: "Die

Regierung der Konigin Elisabeth und Jacob's I., unter

welcher Shakespeare, Jonson und andere grosse Genies

lebten" (11, 1, 718). By "andere grosse Genies" Lessing
must have meant Beaumont and Fletcher. In his Worter-

buch to Logau's Sinngedichte (12, 260), 1759, Lessing

compares
u das Mensch" with English "wench" and con-

cludes from similarity of sound and meaning that they
have the same origin. Quoting from Hanmer's edition,

1

he cites Othello's words referring to Desdemona :
" O,

excellent wench !

" This is the first reference to Shake-

speare which indicates that he had read the original. It

was immediately followed by the famous 17th or Niemand-

Brief, which opened with an attack on Gottsched, but was

evidently directed against Voltaire and the French school

(1759). In this letter Lessing recommends a translation of

Shakespeare's masterpieces, but "mit einigen bescheidenen

Veranderungen
" and ranks Othello, King Lear, and Ham-

let next to the Oedipus of Sophocles in their power over

our passions. In the 51st Letter Shakespeare's name is

again mentioned, but not elsewhere in all the Litteratur-

briefe written by Lessing.

1 The note quoted by Lessing :

" The word ' wench ' heretofore signi-

fied a young woman, often an amiable woman, so that some have thought
it a corruption only from the word Venus," is taken from Hanmer's

edition, Vol. VI, p. 488.
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In Laokoon there is but one reference to Shakespeare

(Chap. XXIII). To illustrate the statement: "If harm-

less ugliness may be ridiculous, injurious ugliness is always

horrible," Lessing quotes Edmund's address to Nature in

King Lear: " Thou, Nature, art my goddess
"

etc. (I, Sc. 2)

and the Duke of Gloucester's opening monologue in

Richard III :
" But I, that am not shaped of sportive

tricks," etc.

In the HamburgiscJie Dramaturgie Shakespeare is more

frequently referred to. In No. 5 Lessing translates a part

of Hamlet's instructions to the players and recommends

them as a golden rule for all actors. No. 7 informs us

that the actor Quin played the role of Fallstaff with the

greatest perfection, and also that of the king in Hamlet.

In Nos. 11 and 12 the ridiculous ghost of Ninus in

Voltaire's Semiramis is compared with the ghost of Ham-

let's father, and this conclusion is drawn : Voltaire's con-

ception was the more philosophical, but Shakespeare's the

more poetical. Refuting the claim that Voltaire's Zaire

was dictated by love, Lessing in No. 15 seizes the oppor-

tunity of praising Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet in a single

sentence, and of showing what a sorry figure Voltaire's

jealous Orosman plays beside the jealous Othello. From

the 15th number we pass to the 69th before Shakespeare's

name is again mentioned, and here it occurs in a quotation

from the 12th Book of Wieland's Agathon, where a weak

defence is made of Shakespeare's intermingling of the comic

and tragic, by basing it upon the imitation of nature. In

No. 37 Lessing's enthusiasm for Shakespeare is at its

climax. Ironically charging Weisse with a poor memory
for not having recollected Shakespeare's Richard III until

after his own drama had been finished, Lessing devotes a

page to showing that Shakespeare should be "studied and

not plundered." Desdemona and Othello are mentioned in a

quotation from Mendelssohn in No. 74, and in No. 80 Shake-
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speare's plays are referred to as offering a curious proof of

the needlessness of stage scenery. In No. 81 Shakespeare's

name occurs in connection with that of Sophocles and Eu-

ripides, and finally in No. 93, in a quotation from Hurd,

occurs a paragraph in praise of the well drawn characters in

Shakespeare's comedies.

In the miscellaneous material collected in Hempel's
edition under the title, Aus Lessings Nachlass, consisting

of critical and etymological notes upon words, evidently

intended for his proposed German Dictionary, Shakespeare

is quoted seven times to illustrate the use of words. In

regard to provincialisms he says: "So sind z. B. Krume
und Kruste fur den aussem harten und innern weichen

Theil des Erodes gut englisch. Lear, Act. I. sc. 4: he

that keeps nor crust nor crum." (Hempel, 12, 750). With
" Vorboten

"
Lessing compares English

" to bode
"

or

"abode," and cites Hamlet: "This bodes some strange

eruption to our state" (12, 756). He maintains that the

word " alderlievest
"

in Henry VI: "With you, mine

alderlievest sovereign," was derived by Shakespeare from

the German " allerliebst
"

(12,757). German "Tater"

is the same as Shakespeare's "Bohemian-Tartar," "aus-

schanden
"

the same as " to shend,"
" Mumme "

the same

as English
" mum," all found in Merry Wives of Windsor.

"Rausch" corresponds to English "rouse," Othello II, Sc.

3 :
" Fore heav'n, they have given me a rouse already."

The quotations from Hamlet and Henry VI. were undoubt-

edly taken from Johnson's Dictionary, the others from some

original edition of Shakespeare. In his remarks on Eu-

ripides (Philol. Naolilass, Hempel, 13, 289) Lessing says

that he is always able to give a good reason for Shake-

speare's faults, but not for Euripides' long descriptions in

Ion, which interrupt the action.1

1 Fresenius (Sh. Jb. 39-245) asserts, without citing his authority, that

Lessing is the author of Hamlet's monologue "To be or not to be" in

Schroder's version of Hamlet.
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Of these references only five are of any importance in

judging Lessing's relations to Shakespeare ; they are those

found in the 17th Litteraturbrief, Laokoon (XXIII), and

Nos. 11, 15, and 73 of the Hamburgische Dramaturgie.
The first striking fact in regard to all of Lessing's utter-

ances referring to Shakespeare is that they were made

incidentally and for purposes of illustration, either to

show the superficiality of the French stage or to support
his particular theory of the drama. Shakespeare is not

once discussed for his own sake. The purpose of the

Hamburgische Dramaturgie was to enthrone Aristotle, not

Shakespeare, as Heine and Furness have declared, and

to dethrone Voltaire, Corneille, and Racine. In so far as

Shakespeare's dramas were in accord with Aristotle's

theory expressed in his Poetics, Lessing used them to the

extent of his knowledge.
In the wide range of discussions covering every phase

of the drama, Lessing finds occasion to refer to only five

of Shakespeare's tragedies : Hamlet, Othello, Lear, Romeo
and Juliet, and Richard III. In his discussion of the

historical drama in connection with Thomas Corneille's

Count of Essex and Peter Corneille's Rodogune (Drama-

turgie Nos. 22-25, 29-32), Shakespeare is not mentioned.

For English comedies Lessing never had a high regard.

His knowledge of Shakespeare's comedies must have been

very limited, since they are not even referred to in all his

writings on the drama ; and were it not for the few quota-

tions from the Merry Wives of Windsor in his Worterbuch

to Logau's Sinngedichte, we should not have known that

he had any knowledge of them at all. The best English

comedies, according to Lessing's idea, were those of a Con-

greve or Wicherley, and even these would not please on

the German stage without being weeded of their episodes

(Dram., No. 12). Thus far we are in accord with Erich
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Schmidt :
"
Uberhaupt 1st Lessings Stellung zu Shake-

speare unmittelbar nur aus Gelegenheitsausserungen, die

sich auf einige hervorragendste Trauerspiele, doch auf kein

einziges Lustspiel beziehen, zu erschliessen
"

(I, 597).

Witkowski (Eupliorion, II, 527) attributes Lessing's

comparatively meager account of Shakespeare to a ques-

tion of expediency. It is his opinion that Lessing inten-

tionally refrained from advocating Shakespeare, because

the German stage was not yet ready to receive the whole

truth, and an unconditional recommendation of his dramas

would have been more harmful than beneficial ; it would

have hastened on that " Storm and Stress
"

period which

Lessing was trying to avert. This is a somewhat forced

explanation and tends to hide the real facts. Lessing's

theory of the drama was that of Aristotle :
" I do not hesi-

tate to acknowledge that I consider his ' Poetics
'

as infalli-

ble as the elements of Euclid .... Tragedy cannot depart a

step from the plumbline of Aristotle, without departing

just so far from its own perfection
"
(Dram., Nos. 101-4).

It is evident that Shakespeare's dramas do not fulfil

Aristotle's conditions ;
and that Lessing knew this, is

proven by his discussion of Weisse's Richard III, and the

23rd chapter of Laokoon. The fact is, Lessing did not

comprehend the true nature of Shakespeare's romantic

drama, however well he may have understood the classic.

Hettner is right when he says :
" in das innerste Composi-

tionsgeheimnis Shakespeare's ist Lessing doch niemals

gedrungen. . . . Dieses innerste Wesen der Shakespeare'schen

Charaktertragodie hat sich Lessing niemals zu klarer

Erkenntniss gemacht
"

(II, 505).
*

In Lessing's vast correspondence with Mendelsohn and

Nicolai upon the nature and purposes of the drama, Shake-

1 Karl Sendel does not agree with Hettner. See Schnorrs Archiv^

II, 72-93.
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speare is never mentioned. Aristotle is so much his hobby
that he exclaims :

" Ich gehe in allem Ernst mit einem

neuen Commentar iiber die Dichtkunst des Aristoteles,

wenigstens desjenigen Theils, der die Tragodie angeht,

schwanger."
1 When Eschenburg began his revision of

Wieland's translation of Shakespeare (1773), Lessing

gave aid by loaning him books from the Wolfenbiittel

library and by making a few suggestions in regard to the

sources of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet, Tempest, and

Merchant of Venice ; never do we find a hint in regard to

the interpretation of a drama.2

II. Shakespeare's Influence on Lessing's Dramas.

The dramas that come into consideration are: Henzi

{1758), Das Befreite Rom (1756 or 1757), PUlotas (1759),

Alcibiades (1760), Minna von Barnhelm (1766), and Emilia

G-alotti (1772). Danzel and Boxberger attribute the Henzi

fragment to Borck's translation of Julius Ccesar (1741).

Erich Schmidt takes exception to this, as well as Hettner

and Josef Caro (Euphorion, VI, 473), who have shown

that the unmistakable source is Otway's Venice Preserved.

Referring to the unities of time and place, which are so

slavishly preserved in Henzi, Lessing says :
" Gewisse grosse

Geister wtirden diese kleine Regeln ihrer Aufmerksamkeit

nicht wiirdig geschatzt haben." These words have always

been construed as referring principally to Shakespeare. It

is very doubtful whether Lessing had him in mind at this

time (1753). The alteration of the parenthetical words
"
Shakespeare, Otway u. s. w." after the word "Geister

"
in

Schmidt's first edition of Lessing's life (I, 208) to "Eng-

i Letter to Mendelssohn Nov. 5, 1768. (Hemp. 20, 1, 296).
8 See correspondence between Lessing and Eschenburg. (Hemp.,

20-11).
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lands
"
in the second edition (I, 215) may indicate that the

author changed his view on this point. Danzel also sees

Shakespeare's influence in Das Befreite Rom, erroneously

supposing it to have been sketched in 1749. He says:

"Die Pobelscenen und die Possen des Brutus hatte Lessing

wenigstens nicht den Franzosen abgelernt ; auch finden sich

hier Reden des Collatinus und Brutus ans Volk, die an die

des Brutus und Antonius bei Shakespeare erinnern" (I,

166); and E. Schmidt declares : "Dieser Pobel lacht in der

Shakespearisirenden Tragodie, wenn Brutus den Dolch auf-

hebt"
(I, 342). Lessing's sketch, consisting only of about

two dozen sentences, is too incomplete for comparison with

Shakespeare's Julius Ccesar, and the mob-scene, which the

drama was to contain, may not have been suggested by

Shakespeare at all. The same drama upon which Lessing
based his Henzi, viz., Otway's Venice Preserved, may also

have given him the idea of bringing mobs and crowds on

the stage. In Act V, Sc. 3 of Otway's drama, a great rabble

is present when Pierre is to be executed. Farquhar's The

Constant Couple (1700), upon which Lessing drew for his

Minna von Barnhelm, contains a mob, and the custom of

bringing mobs and crowds and people of all rank on the

stage was not uncommon with other writers than Shake-

speare ; e. g., Jonson's Volpone ; or the Fox (1605) and Bar-

tholomew Fair (1614), Beaumont and Fletcher's Philaster

(1680), Southern's Oroonoko (1696), Hughe's Siege of

Damascus (1720), Whitehead's Roman Father (1750),

Thomson's Tancred and Sigismunda (1744).

In Philotas, Lessing's shortest drama, three scenes are

filled with the longest monologues that he ever wrote, and

these E. Schmidt attributes partly to Shakespearef partly
to the Greek dramatists (I, 351). When Lessing com-

posed Philotas (1759), he was undoubtedly acquainted with

Hamlet and Othello, and probably with King Lear. In one
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monologue the hero speaks of dying, and this suggests to

E. Schmidt a comparison with Hamlet's To be or not to be.

Now, of all English writers none produced a profounder

impression upon Lessing from 1750 to 1760 than Thomson.

In 1754 Lessing published a brief biography of him
;
in

1756 he wrote the preface to the German translation of his

tragedies, where he considers him " einen von den grossten
Geistern

"
; he himself translated parts of Thomson's Aga-

memnon and Tancred and Sigismunda ; and it is Thomson's

tragedies that are especially noted for their long speeches
and monologues, a fault which Lessing especially refers to

in his biography of the poet. It is more than probable,

therefore, that the long soliloquies in Philotas are due to

Thomson's influence.

In regard to Alcibiades, Josef Caro (Euph., 6, 481) has

pointed out Hettner's error in supposing it to have been

influenced by Coriolanus.

In Minna von Barnhelm, Otto Ludwig saw a direct

influence of Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice. Minna

and Franziska are Portia and Nerissa, the ring episode in

the English drama suggested the one in Lessing's, etc.

Here again E. Schmidt and Josef Caro may be accepted as

authority that whatever English influence, including the

ring episode, is discernible in Lessing's play, is due to

Farquhar's Constant Couple : or a Trip to the Jubilee and

Sir Harry Wildair.

The only drama which may have been directly influenced

by Shakespeare is Emilia Gf-alotti. It was after seeing this

drama presented on the stage that Lessing's friend Ebert

exclaimed :
" O Shakespeare-Lessing

"
! (Hempel, 20, II,

576). Otto Ludwig in his enthusiasm for the English

dramatist turns to Emilia G-alotti and sees " viel Shake-

spearesches
"

in it: "z. B. die meisterhafte Emanzipation
vom Katechismus im Dialoge, das Freimachen der Figu-
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ren, das Beginnen vom Anfange bis zum wirklichen Ende.

.... Die innere Technik ist Shakespearesch, die aussere

franzosisch, etc." (Shakespeare-Studien, 338). It is very

easy and natural for one absorbed in Shakespeare's dramas

to find resemblances and coincidences in other dramas,

and it is often difficult, but important, to distinguish

between Shakespeare's influence and mere accidental coin-

cidences. Owing to the breadth and depth, variety and

universality of Shakespeare's dramas it would be difficult,

indeed, for any writer who deserves the name of poet, but

never heard of Shakespeare, to compose a play and not give

someone the opportunity of writing a thesis on " The Influ-

ence of Shakespeare." Perhaps E. Schmidt is right when

he says that Lessing, at the time he wrote Emilia G-alotti,

stood much nearer to rare Ben Jonson than to the Will of

all Wills (II, 48). Be this as it may, the fact remains that

in Emilia G-alotti Lessing approaches the character drama

of Shakespeare, whereas in his other dramas he emphasizes
the plot or story in accordance with Aristotle's theory.

Whether this may be attributed directly to Shakespeare's

influence, or to the universality of the two poets, will very

probably have to remain a matter of opinion.

III. Comparative Estimate of Lessing 's Efforts in Behalf

of Shakespeare.
1

Comparing Lessing's efforts in behalf of Shakespeare
with those of his contemporaries, we find that he is more

a follower than a leader. When his 17th Litteratur-

brief appeared, Julius Ocesar (1741), Eomeo and Juliet

(1758), and parts of Richard 7/7(1756) had been, trans-

lated into German. Gottsched had reviewed Borck's

1 The writer has in preparation a thesis on " Wieland und Eschenburg
als Shakespeare-Ubersetzer," where this subject will be further discussed.
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translation of Julius Ccesar in the 27th number of his

journal, Beytrdge zur critischen Historie (1741) ;
in

the next number appeared J. E. Schlegel's comparison
of Shakespeare and Andreas Gryphius;

1 the English

weeklies, which were popular in Germany at this time in

translations, had frequently called attention to Shake-

speare: the Spectator alone refers to him in at least

twenty-one numbers (Nos. 22, 29, 39, 40, 42, 44, 45, 61,

116, 141, 160, 206, 235, 279, 285, 396-7, 419, 474, 541,

592) ;
in the 29th number of his journal (1742), Gottsched

reviews the 592d number of the Spectator, discussing the

irregularities of Julius Ccesar; in the third edition of his

Critische Dichtkunst (1742), Shakespeare is again briefly

discussed; in the first number of Beytrdge zur Historie

und Aufnahme des Theaters (1750), Lessing's friend Mylius

published Voltaire's G-edanken uber die Trauer und

Lustspiele der Englander, translated from his Lettres sur

les Anglais" where Shakespeare is discussed (Lettre

XVIII). The fourth number of a Leipzig journal, Neue

Erweiterungen der Erkenntniss und des Vergnilgens (1753) r

published a long article on "
Merkwiirdige Lebensbeschrei-

bungen des Herrn William Shakespeares." In 1754

Nicolai in his Briefe uber die itzigen Zustande der

schonen Wissenschaften suggested the secret of Shake-

speare's power :
"
Shakespeare, ein Mann ohne Kennt-

niss der Regeln, ohne Gelehrsamkeit, ohne Ordnung, hat

der Mannigfaltigkeit und der Starke seiner Charaktere,

den grossten Theil des Ruhmes zu danken, den ihni seine

und alle andere Nationem, noch bis diese Stunde geben."

Antedating Lessing's recommendation of Shakespeare's

Masterpieces (17th Litteraturbrief) by a year, Nicolai in

his Bibliothek der schonen Wissenschaften (VI, Stiick,

J Eugen Reichel assigns this article to Gottsched in his recent work,

Ein Gottsched-Denkmal, p. 33.
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60-74) 1758, in his review of a three volume work,

Neue Probestiicke der Englischen Schaubiikne, containing

translations of English dramas, one of which is Shake-

speare's Romeo and Juliet, directs translators to Shake-

speare in the following words :
" Wir haben schon mehr

als einmal gewiinscht, dass sich ein guter Ubersetzer

an die englische Schaubiihne wagen, und seine Landsleute

hauptsachlich mit den vortrefflichen alten Stiicken des

Shakespeare, Beaumont und Fletcher, Otway und andern

bekannt machen mochte. Es wiirde vielleicht fur die

deutsche Schaubiihne weit vorteilhafter gewesen seyn,

wenn sie jenen nachgeahmt hatte, als dass sie sich die

franzosische Galanterie hinreissen lassen, und mit einer

Menge hochst elender, obgleich hochstregelmassiger

Stiicken bereichert hat. . . . Wir empfehlen hauptsachlich

dem Ubersetzer die Shakespearischen Stiicke ; sie sind die

schonsten, aber auch die schwersten, aber um desto eher

zu iibersetzen, wenn man niitzlich seyn will." In 1756-7,

"als noch Shakespeare's Welt fiir Lessing ein geschlos-

senes Buch war" (E. Schmidt, I, 297), Mendelssohn is

already engaged in studying Shakespeare and translating

monologues from Hamlet and still the idea is current that

Lessing introduced him as well as Nicolai to the great

dramatist. What little Lessing knew of Shakespeare

previous to 1758 he had obtained at second hand through
Voltaire's writings, La Place's French translation, and the

few articles on Shakespeare that had appeared in Ger-

man periodicals. Undoubtedly it was Dryden's Essay on

Dramatic Poesy, together with the influence of his friends,

Nicolai and Mendelssohn, that directed Lessing at this

time to read a few dramas of Shakespeare in theforiginal

and prompted him to those utterances on Shakespeare in

the 17th Litteraturbrief. Nor was it this 17th "Letter"

that impelled Wieland to begin his translation, which must
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needs be mentioned with a smile if one wishes to conform

to the fashion of the critics. Wieland had been a student

and admirer of Shakespeare at least since 1754, and

when he planned his translation, the relations between the

two poets were such as to cause Wieland to have little

regard for Lessing' s advice. Referring to Mendelssohn's

severe criticism of his Clementina von Porretta (1760) in

the Litteraturbriefe, he writes to Zimmerman :
" Der

Misachtung meiner 4 Clementina
' von Lessing und

Compagnie achte ich nicht mehr als des Summens der

Sommermiicken oder des Quackens der Laubfrosche." In

the 15th number of the Dramaturgic, Lessing atones

for the injustice he had done Wieland by praising and

recommending his translation of Shakespeare.

When Lessing's Dramaturgie appeared (1767), Shake-

speare had secured a foothold in Germany. Wieland's

translation of twenty-two dramas had been published,

of which Goethe after being introduced to the English

poet in Leipsic (1766) through Dodd's Beauties, remarks:

"Sie ward verschlungen, Freunden und Bekannten mitge-

theilt und empfohlen
"

(Dichtung u. Wahrheit, III, llth

Book). In 1764 Herder in Konigsberg learned English

by reading Hamlet with his teacher Hamann, and in 1767

in Riga we find him translating songs and soliloquies from

Shakespeare. Gerstenberg had already sent his fiery
" Letters

" from the north, four of which he devoted to

Shakespeare ; and the " Storm and Stress
"
period, inaugu-

rated by Young's Essay on Original Composition (1759)

and Johnson's preface to his edition of Shakespeare's

works, had established the Shakespeare cult.

Finally, we may ask with Julian Schmidt (II, 23) : Why
did not Lessing, while he was director of the "National

Theater" at Hamburg, give his enthusiasm for Shake-

speare a practical turn? With all his aversion to the
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plays of Voltaire, Corneille, and Racine, there were twenty
French plays given to every seven German and one Eng-
lish. The great theatre at Hamburg was outstripped in

this respect by the amateur theatre at Biberach under

Wieland's direction, which in 1761 had presented The

Tempest ;
and before the first Shakespearean drama was

played in Hamburg by F. L. Schroder in 1776, Macbeth,

Hamlet, Othello, Romeo and Juliet and As You Like It

had each been presented from three to four times in Wie-

land's native city. Lessing found his countrymen slav-

ishly imitating the French drama; he directed them to

Shakespeare, but he himself followed mainly the foot-

steps of Diderot.

James Russell Lowell believed that the Hamburgische

Dramaturgie did not exert a great influence on German

literature. This undoubtedly is true so far as Shakespeare

is concerned. Directly, then, Lessing did little in favor of

him, but there is no doubt that indirectly his commanding
eminence as a critic must have lent prestige to the new

spirit which was now awakening in German literature,

and the vigor of his attacks on Voltaire and the French

school removed many prejudices and difficulties and

paved the way for a more favorable reception of the great

dramatist.

F. W. MEISNEST.



X. THE MOST FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENTIA
OF POETRY AND PROSE.

IT is my purpose in this paper to consider the relations

of the two great types of literary expression, poetry and

prose, and, if possible, to determine the most vital, funda-

mental, and essential trait which discriminates one type
from the other, more particularly in the primitive stages of

their development.
In this investigation certain postulates regarding the

nature of literature and of art will be of service in clear-

ing the ground. I shall make four such assumptions, as

follows :

First, the difference between these two literary types is

a fundamental, not a superficial difference. In the words

of Professor Earle,
" the distinction between poetry and

prose is one which is seated in the nature of things ....

it is a profound and essential organic distinction."
l

Second, all literature, whether poetry or prose, is

included in the circle of the arts. Literature, I mean,
is cognate with architecture, sculpture, painting, and

music. It is evolved from the same general sources,

observes the same general laws, and manifests the same

general characteristics. It differs from the other arts

only in the character of its medium and the extent to

which it is used.

Third, art is the outcome of an attempt to express and

to convey to others an idea, feeling, or experience. Every
such attempt, however naive or commonplace, in as far as

it succeeds results in a work of art. But it does not nec-

essarily result in a great work of art, for the value of any

'Earle, English Prose, p. 151.

250
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work is dependent upon the skill of the artist, the nature

of the medium, the intrinsic worth of the idea embodied,

and a variety of other factors more or less obscure.

Fourth, every art process on its first appearance was

what the scientists call a utility accommodation. That is,

it originated in some act which was at the time useful in

preserving the life of man or in maintaining his social

integrity.

Bearing these assumptions in mind, let us now consider

some of the proposed differentiae of prose and poetry.

Certain of these relate to the content, one, at least, to the

form. I will consider first those relating to the content.

1. But little inquiry is needed to discover that most of

the marks of difference suggested by writers on poetry are

general qualities characteristic of all the arts indifferently.

Imagination is such a differentia. We are told that poetry

is the organ of imagination, prose the organ of reason. But

it requires no profound acquaintance with principles of art

to detect the falsity of this distinction. Poets make use of

imagination, no doubt ;
but so do workers in every other

art. Imagination is indispensable alike in architecture,

sculpture, music, painting, and literature. It appears in

prose as well as in poetry. It may, it is true, shine out

more brilliantly in some poetry than in some prose, but

the contrary may also be true. Burke,'s prose, for example,
is more truly imaginative than Pope's poetry.

2. Emotion has often been set up as a distinguishing

mark. But this again is common to all art, and the test

.^reaks down utterly when applied to specific cases. Thus

one would hesitate to affirm that Lamb's essays are lacking
in emotion. Wordsworth's Excursion pales its unerrectual

fire in the presence of Carlyle's French Revolution.

Ruskin's Modern Painters shows more heat than all of

Landor's verse. Even taking English prose in bulk and
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setting it over against English verse in bulk, it is not so

easy as one might think especially when one comes to

the novelists to say which of the two displays more

joy, more wrath, more passion.

3. Distinguishing marks based upon the degree of

some artistic quality manifested in the work, such, for

example, as insight into man or nature, nobility of emotion,

grade of pleasure aroused in the hearer, elevation of sub-

ject-matter, creative power of the writer, and so on,

these require no extended discussion. It is obvious that

they are tests of the relative values of different specimens
of art, not means of distinguishing one type of literature

from another type. Sculpture, painting, prose, poetry,

any one of these may display greater or less insight into

nature and human nature, may be moderately or greatly

noble in its content, may give much or little pleasure.

We cannot in this way differentiate poetry from prose,

for prose is not undeveloped poetry, but diverse. It is

true that some poetry may in degree of emotion, imagina-

tion, or creative power rise far above some prose, and it

may well be that in these respects the best poetry, taken in

bulk, rises above the best prose, taken in bulk, that has

yet been written. But as long as some prose rises in

these respects above some undeniably genuine poetry,

these particular traits will not serve as a differentia of

poetry hi general from prose in general. Nor is the case

better when the test is applied to particular examples. A
mode of differentiation which brings Henry Esmond under

poetry and Hudibras under prose may be interesting and

suggestive, but it can never meet with general acceptance.

4. If the differentiae just considered be set aside as

pertaining to art in general, or as indicating degrees of

artistic value or artistic success rather than differences of

literary type, there still remains the important difference
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of form. On this subject the last word has apparently

been said by Professor Gummere in his work, The Be-

ginnings of Poetry. In an exhaustive chapter in which

he brings together the opinions of many critics, ancient and

modern, Professor Gummere attempts to show that rhythm

(by which he means meter) is the essential fact of poetry.

"All writers on poetry," he says, "take rhythm for

granted until someone asks why it is necessary."
"
Poetry

is rhythmic utterance, rhythmic speech, with mainly emo-

tional origin." Here we seem to have a definite, workable

differentia one, moreover, upon which there is already

consensus of opinion among the critics. Writings in

meter are poetry, writings not in meter are prose

nothing could be simpler. But a more careful examina-

tion of the argument gives us pause. Meter, we learn

upon further reading, is not offered as a fundamental

differentia, but merely as a sign.
" Nobody pretends,"

says Professor Gummere, "that rhythm is the soul of

poetry ; it is a necessary form, a necessary condition."

It appears, therefore, that the aim of this chapter is not,

as might be supposed, to discover the essence of poetry as

poetry and to set it over against the essence of prose.

The quest is merely for an invariable mark or sign by
which the two types may be conveniently distinguished.

I would not question the practical usefulness of such a

distinguishing mark, but it is obviously not the differentia

for which I am seeking. I am not content to stop with an

outward sign or symptom, with a touchstone which applied

to a given piece of literature enables the critic to say,
' This is poetry,' or ' This is prose.' I wish, as I suggested
in the beginning, to arrive at those fundamental* causes,

which, operating on the mind of man and his mode of

expression, have issued on the one hand in the form of

prose, on the other in the form of poetry. Having deter-
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mined these primal causes, we may then, if we choose,

trace from them the divergent forms which outwardly
characterize the divergent types. Putting aside, then

though reluctantly the differentia of meter, let us ask,

What are these primal causes ?

Art, as I have said, is the means by which an individual

expresses his thoughts, feelings and experiences (that is,

himself) and communicates them to his fellow-men. If

this definition be accepted, it follows that every art process

has a two-fold character. On one side, it is a process of

self-expression ;
on the other side, it is a process of com-

munication. Regarded from the point of view of expres-

sion, the artist is a man whose emotion and imagination

continually well up within him and seek outlet. His

intuitions, his reflections, the stored-up experiences of his

life, his contacts with man and nature, these, colored by
his feelings, worked over in his imagination, rise in his

heart and gather to his lips and cry for utterance. That

is, the artist from this point of view is an expressive indi-

viduality. But on the other hand the artist is a man
who yearns to communicate his feelings to his fellow-

men. Haunted by the vision of a listening world, he

projects himself eagerly toward his imagined audience. He

hungers for communion. He desires that his thought may
pass into other men and prevail. In fine, he is a communi-

cative individuality. Furthermore, these two impulses

are coincident. In the process of creation the artist is at

the same moment thrilled by the impulse to self-expression

and by the impulse to communication; with the same

glance he looks into his own heart and into the heart of

humanity. But although every artistic process is at once

{expressive and communicative, the two impulses rarely

balance. The emphasis in any particular case is thrown

upon one side or the other. The art-product is predomi-
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nantly expressive or it is predominantly communicative.

Present in all grades of artistic production this two-fold

aspect is more easily observable in primitive life, to

which we must recur for the genesis of all aesthetic

phenomena. In the life of primitive man two distinct

types of social situation continually arise. One is that in

which the need is primarily for self-expression ; the other

is that in which the need is primarily for communication.

It is not difficult to find examples. Let us consider first

the genesis of communication. In the struggle for exist-

ence between rival clans a typical situation is that hi which

a fighting man on one side, having been cut off from his

fellows, is in imminent peril of his life. In this emergency
the fighter's greatest need is to convey to his clansmen in

the briefest and most effective way the fact of his embar-

rassment. He shouts for help. In doing so he no doubt

expresses himself ; feelings rise within him and clamor for

utterance ; but his interest is obviously less in self-

expression than in instant communication. The chief

propulsive power back of his utterance is the imperative

need of conveyance. He wants to transmit to other per-

sons knowledges and feelings which now they do not

possess.
1

1

According to Him, Origins of Art, p, 184, communication is itself

essentially non-aesthetic, although it has called into existence some

important aesthetic qualities, such as exactness, explicitness, reserve,

etc. This position is, I think, untenable. It has arisen from Hirn's

taking too restricted a view of the nature and content of communication

"the purely intellectual motive of conveying with the greatest possi-
ble clearness a thought-content," he calls it, as if in its earliest stages
communication took the form of business letters. Primitive com-

munication, for aught I can see, may be as little intellectual as primi-
tive expression. The content to be conveyed may be hate, love, despair,

reverence, or any other state of feeling, as well as facts or inferences
;

and the motive, as in the cry for help, may be as emotional as the

motive of a lyric.
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The second typical situation is that in which the pri-

mary need is for self-expression. In the early history of

mankind this need is doubtless most keenly felt on festal

occasions. I will take by way of illustration Ehrenreich's

description of the Botocudos quoted by Professor Gum-
mere :

: " On festal occasions the whole horde meets by

night round the camp fire for a dance. Men and women

alternating .... form a circle : each dancer lays his arms

about the necks of his two neighbours, and the entire ring

begins to turn to the right or to the left, while all the

dancers stamp strongly and in rhythm the foot that is

advanced, and drag after it the other foot. Now with

drooping heads they press closer and closer together ; now

they widen the circle. Throughout the dance resounds a

monotonous song to the time of which they stamp their

feet." Here there is small need of communication, for

there is next to nothing to communicate. Each person

knows and feels what every other person knows and feels.

Every man is at once audience and performer. The sense

of communication is absorbed in the lust of expression.

It is obvious that these two situations present striking

psychological differences. In the first the imagination of

the speaker is busy with his audience. He hungers for

publication. He yearns to see the impact of his utterance

on his hearers. He drags up expression by the roots, as it

were, in order to hurl it at the heads of his fellow-clans-

men. His chief satisfaction comes from their response to

his cry.

In the second situation the satisfaction comes from the

relief of surcharged feelings. That the utterance goes

out to fellow-beings is felt, to be sure, but the objective

point of the utterance is felt less keenly, less pungently,

1
Beginnings of Poetry, p. 95.
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less piquantly than the release of the tension. The

impulse to self-expression at its height may be likened to

Robinson Crusoe's desire to exhale his breath when he was

buried in the body of the wave. " I was ready to burst,"

he says,
' with holding my breath when, as I felt myself

rising, so to my immediate relief I found my head and

hands shoot above the surface of the water." Robinson

Crusoe was not at that moment concerned about the objec-

tive point of his exhalation. The products of respiration

might go wherever they liked
;
nature would take care of

them. What he wanted was relief.

Since the two situations are markedly different and

since the organism always adjusts its modes of action to

the situation, it is to be assumed that in the products of

man's aesthetic activity there will be a corresponding line

of demarkation. One species of aesthetic products will

be the outcome of the expressive frame of mind, another

will be the outcome of the communicative frame of mind.

These differences may be embodied in a formula. To
the utterance which springs from the first situation we

may apply the term expression for communication's sake.

To that which springs from the second we may apply the

term communicationfor expression's sake.

To illustrate this distinction once more and under

another figure, primitive man in the act of utterance

may be compared to a bowman on the point of shooting an

arrow at a mark. The bowman is interested both in the

release of the arrow and in its objective point, that is, the

target. But the center of greatest interest may conceiv-

ably be either. In terms of the formula, communication

for expression's sake is the twang of the bo^-string;

expression for communication's sake is the *

chug
'

of the

arrow as it buries itself in the target.

That such bifurcation does actually exist in the arts
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other than literature has been demonstrated by John

Stuart Mill,
1 and the point need not therefore be argued

at length. I will, however, give a few illustrations of my
own.

In architecture the Pyramids seem to have been erected

mainly for the purpose of communicating to posterity cer-

tain egotistic ideas of the Egyptian monarchs ; the Parthe-

non, for the purpose of bringing to expression the ideals

of its creator.

Music, though it is mainly expressive, is not infrequently
used for purposes of communication. Bugle calls, drum-

taps for marching, and the like, are used primarily not to

express the ideas of the bugler or the drummer, but to

convey information to the listener. The Leitmotifs of the

Wagnerian operas when first announced are mainly for the

purpose of communication. They bear a curious resem-

blance to bugle calls. An example of music wrested from

its usual purposes and diverted to communication is found

in the following passage from Scott's Redgauntlet :

2 " His

profession furnished me with some hope that this desired

communication might be attained, since it is well known
that in Scotland, where there is so much national music,

the words and airs of which are generally known, there is

a kind of free-masonry amongst performers, by which they

can, by the mere choice of a tune, express a great deal to

the hearers. Personal allusions are often made in this

manner, with much point and pleasantry ;
and nothing is

more usual at public festivals, than that the air played to

accompany a particular health or toast, is made the vehicle

of compliment, spirit, and sometimes of satire."

In the field of painting we may discover the communi-

cative impulse not only in picture-writing, message-sticks,

1 Thoughts on Poetry and its Varieties.

2
Chapter IX.
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and other primitive modes of conveying thought, but also

in those modern pictures whose primary purpose is to tell

a story. Such pictures, although condemned by some

writers on art, have been popular in all ages, and probably

will continue to be. Over against them and at the other

extreme may be set paintings like those of Whistler, which

aim to express the artist's moods and impressions.

What is true of the arts of architecture, music, and

painting, is also true of the art with which we are here

mainly concerned, namely, the art of speech. It should

first be pointed out, however, that all forms of vocal

utterance, and all forms of gesture, both in animals and

man, are alike in one respect. I mean that for physi-

ological and psychological reasons all vocal utterances are -

rhythmical. The dog barks, the cat caterwauls, the infant

cries, the man speaks, in a rhythmical series of sounds.

All gestures are rhythmical. The animal organism in a

normal state cannot express itself otherwise. For this

reason the main part of our inquiry consists in deter-

mining in what respect the natural rhythmical movements

of gesture and of vocal utterance are modified by the

shifting of emphasis from the side of expression to the

side of communication.

Beginning low down in the scale, we may notice, as

corroborative evidence, that the cries of animals possess

a different quality according as they are predominantly

expressive or predominantly communicative. I give the

following examples at the risk of smiles and gibes; but

those who are familiar with the researches of Darwin,

Groos and others concerning the genesis of expressive

signs, will, I am sure, appreciate the importance *>f this

kind of data.

The cat, when it is in an expressive mood, purrs, but

instantly changes its utterance to a cry or series of cries

when it desires to attract the attention of man.
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The voice of certain birds, as the cat-bird, for example,
differs according to the mood. When the cat-bird is alone

and communing with itself, it pours out its notes in a series

of regular rhythms. When, on the other hand, being dis-

turbed, it wishes to communicate its feelings to man or to

its young, it utters harsh, strident cries arranged in a series

of a less regular kind. 1

The domestic cow, if we may trust the sympathetic
observations of Mr. John Burroughs, varies its utterance

to meet the varying needs of the social situation. The
voice of the cow has four tones, or lows. Three of these

are communications, namely, the alarmed or distressed

low of affection when her calf is taken away, the call of

hunger, and the frenzied bawl to her kin on smelling

blood - the cry of the clan. But the fourth tone is dif-

ferent. It is " a long sonorous volley expressive of a kind

of unrest, a vague longing."
I draw a fourth instance from my own observation. A

kitten, by falling from the furnace pipes to the cellar floor

of my house, injured itself severely. As long as it was

alone its cries were regular ;
it emitted a kind of groan with

each expiration of its breath. But when it heard me enter

the cellar it changed the character of its cry. It raised

the pitch of the tones and gave the cries with increasing

rapidity, intensity, and insistence. This characteristic of

its utterance persisted for some seconds, or until I spoke
to it, when the cries became again more regular and fainter.

I infer that while the animal was merely expressing itself,

giving its feelings vent, it cried in a rhythmical (one might
almost say a metrical) series. When it passed to a com-

municative mood, its cries became cumulative.

I 1 have observed a pet canary interrupt its song when it was spoken

to, give a little chirp of acknowledgment in a quite different key and

modulation, then resume its singing.
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Turning from animals to man, we may begin with an

example of gesture. A country schoolmaster sitting in

his chair absorbed in thought unconsciously begins drum-

ming with his fingers on the desk. Since by the finger-

movement he is expressing himself, not consciously com-

municating his mood to others, the drumming takes the

form of a tattoo. But now change the conditions some-

what. Suppose, while he is thus expressing himself, that

he hears a snicker from the back of the room. Instantly

the character of the tapping will be transformed. The
teacher will now apply his knuckles to the desk in a

cumulative series of smart raps. His mental attitude has

changed. At first, when he was in an expressive mood,
his finger-movements were made for the sake of giving his

feelings vent. But now he is in a communicative mood,
and the rapping on the desk is intended to convey his feel-

ings to his pupils.

The duration of the gesture in each case deserves atten-

tion. In the first situation the tattoo will continue until

the mood changes, varying in tempo and character with

the rise and fall of the emotional wave. In the second,

the rapping will be kept up with increasing intensity and

rapidity until it is checked by the response of the hearers.1

The cry of an infant when it is merely expressing its

1 The same differences may be noted in signs of applause, which are,

of course, at once expressions of the pleasure of the audience and com-
munications to the performers. When an audience is genuinely delighted
and breaks out into a spontaneous clapping of hands, the successive

strokes are at fairly regular intervals. This is especially true of per-
sons who, absorbed in pleasing recollections of the performance, applaud

abstractedly and as if in a dream. On the other hand, when the hand-

clapping is mainly communicative for example when the^erformance
is late in beginning and the audience is impatient, or when the applause
is merely notice to a singer that he is to come back and repeat his song,
the successive strokes tend to increase in energy and the tempo to

accelerate.
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feelings is markedly different from its cry when it is try-

ing to attract the attention of the nurse. In the first case

the sounds are uttered at regular intervals with rhythmical
crescendoes and diminuendoes as its pain or fear increases

and diminishes. In the second case the child is apt to cry

loudly and, so to speak, pointedly for a few seconds and

then to pause an instant for a response. This peculiarity

gives to the series a cumulative movement.

A child of four or five who has just received some joy-

ful piece of news will express himself in repetitious and

rhythmical ways by such expressions as "goody, goody,

goody !

"
or "

whoopity, whoopity, whoopity !

" But to

summon one of his boy friends to share his enjoyment he

will call in a rhythm of a different kind, such as "
oh-ee-o,"

or " whoo-ee "
breaking off as soon as he hears a response.

The examples which I have now given have not only

shown that a difference exists between expressive and

communicative utterance, they have also disclosed the

way in which this difference reacts upon the character of

the rhythm. Communicative utterance, as we have seen,

arises, as in the cry for help, from the urgent necessities

of a practical situation. It adapts itself to these necessi-

ties. It moves right onward until it accomplishes its

object, which is to convey ideas or feelings to an auditor.

Its rhythm is determined by the auditor's response. If

response is delayed, the pitch rises, the utterance becomes

more vehement, the cries more frequent. If response is

prompt, the utterance is checked, or falls off in rapidity

and force. We may say therefore that the earliest com-

municative utterance was characterized by two main fea-

tures : (1) It had a swaying, fluctuating movement of a

seemingly irregular kind; (2) it displayed cumulative

intensity or climax, conjoined with diminishing intensity

or cadence. These, I need hardly say, are the character-
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istics of prose in all languages. On the other hand, in

the expressive type of speech the individual is busy pri-

marily with his own thoughts and feelings. His mind is

self-centered. There is the spontaneous overflow of pow-
erful feelings of which Wordsworth speaks. Under such

circumstances it is possible for the rhythm to be shaped

by purely physiological or psychological causes. Thus

expressive utterance falls naturally into a fairly regular

series subject to changes in tempo and pitch corresponding
to the successive moods of the speaker. But, as I have

said, in the early life of man the emotional upheaval

usually took place as a festal and communal fact. The

expressive impulse in primitive times was at its height
when men were singing and dancing in unison. The

expressive form of speech was thus mainly shaped by the

necessity laid upon the social group of acting as a unit,

of taking the forward step and the backward step in time

with the rest, of shouting in concert as the foot descended.

To quote from Professor Gummere: "It is clear that

movements of labor, particularly in a reminiscent festal

act, and movements of the communal dance, furnished the

raw material of poetry. In all cases the primitive dance,

or what seems to come nearest to that state of the art, is

a dance of masses of men for one purpose and to one exact

rhythm. Equal sets of movements gave the verse, and

sets of these sets gave in time the strophe. Communal

interest, resulting in the communal expression, added con-

tents to form ; and shout, movement, cadence, are all born

of this absolutely social and communal impulse." The
chief characteristic of expressive utterance is then this

that it consists of brief units of approximately equaj. length
so arranged as to constitute a regular rhythmical series.

This is the chief formal characteristic of poetry in all

languages.
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But even if this be the true differentia of prose and

poetry, in their primitive stages, the question may be

raised whether the modern types, so much richer in content,

so much more complex in structure, can be thus discrimi-

nated. No doubt there is great risk in attempting to pass

by means of a formula from the earlier literature to the

later. Nevertheless, since the literature of our time, no

matter how complex, is no more than the gradual develop-

ment of the humblest and most na'ive forms of speech, it

ought to be possible to cross the gulf in safety. It ought
to be possible, that is, on the one hand to give any piece

of poetry a prosaic cast simply by throwing the emphasis

upon the communicative phase, and on the other hand to

give any piece of prose a poetic cast simply by throwing
the emphasis upon expression. The hypothesis is easily

tested. Let us attempt first the conversion of poetry into

prose. The song from Tennyson's Maud will serve as a

corpus vile. If we speak the lines,
" Come into the garden,

Maud, For the black bat, night, hath flown," in the mood

of one who, while he addresses his mistress, is giving his

surcharged heart relief, we shall fall into the usual poetical

modulation. The words are a lyric cry addressed does

one care to whom ? They are for Maud, for us, for any-

one. They are the utterance of youth and passion, that

is the all-important thing.
1

1 If verse is the natural language of communication for expression's

sake, what shall be said about diaries ? Why are not all diaries writ-

ten in poetry ? With reference to some diaries the answer is obvious.

The Diary of Marie Bashkirtseff, for example, was written for publica-

tion. It is as communicative as a leader in the London Times. But

Pepys' Diary ? That was surely written for himself alone. No doubt
;

but that is just the reason why it is in prose. It was a communication

to himself. A reviewer writing in the New York Nation some months

ago, called attention to the pang with which Pepys makes note of his

growing blindness and suggests that his regret was due less to the blind-

ness itself than to the reflection that he would no longer be able to read
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But now shift the mood imaginatively. Let the lines

be spoken by one who is mainly concerned in conveying

his thought to another. So spoken, the lines inevitably

gravitate to the prosaic. It is difficult to keep one's face

straight while one says them because of the incongruity

between the old poetic associations of the lines and the

new prosaic mold into which they are compelled.
1

to himself the record of his amours. In other words, Pepys' interest in

writing his diary was not that of one who is giving vent to irrepressible

feelings, but of one who is holding communication with his most inti-

mate acquaintance.
1 The poets themselves have in general taken kindly to this theory of

their poetic mood. Thus Walt Whitman says "Give me to warble

spontaneous songs recluse by myself, for my own ears only."

Tennyson's lines have often been quoted :

"I do but sing because I must

And pipe but as the linnets sing."

Says Mrs. Browning in Aurora Leigh :

"And whosoever writes good poetry,

Looks just to art. He does not write for you
Or me, for London or for Edinburgh ;

He will not suffer the best critic known
To step into his sunshine of free thought
And self-absorbed conception and exact

An inch-long swerving of the holy lines

What the poet writes,

"He writes; mankind accepts it if it suits."

More valuable as testimony is the following from Shelley's Defense of

Poetry : "A poet is a nightingale, who sits in darkness and sings to

cheer^its own solitude with sweet sounds
;

his auditors are as men
entranced by the melody of an unseen musician, who feel that they are

moved and softened, yet know not whence or why."
It is important to note, however, that expression, although it is

the dominating influence in the poetic process, is not the only one.

Poetry is not expression for expression's sake
;
communication always

plays some part in it. How delicately these two forc^ must in

the act of creation be adjusted one to the other in the poet's mind is

thus indicated by Dante Gabriel Rossetti :

"Above all ideal personalities with which the poet must learn to

identify himself, there is one "supremely real which is the most impera-
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To illustrate the conversion of prose into poetry is not

so easy, but I will attempt it. Take the examples cited by
Professor Gummere in the Beginnings of Poetry, p. 59.

The first is a passage from Carlyle on the murdered

Princess De Lamballe: "She was beautiful; she was

good ; she had known no happiness." This, says Profes-

sor Gummere, is prose because its cadence falls naturally

into the sweep of Carlyle's prose, that is, it is not part of

a rhythmic whole. The second example, to be compared
with it, is from Webster's Duchess of Malfi :

" Cover her

face ; mine eyes dazzle ; she died young." This is poetry,

we are told, because its rhythm is part of the larger

rhythm of the drama. The distinction is just, but has

Professor Gummere seized upon the essential, underlying,

causal differentia the a/o%?? rr}? Kwija-e&s ? Is there not

behind the rhythm in each case (for both passages are

rhythmical) some compelling force ? Is there not a mood

which would go far to melt the sentences of Carlyle and

make them flow, or at least tend to flow, into the rhythm
of Webster's? They are now Carlyle's communication to

us. He is in a communicative mood; he wants to hear

the impact of these words upon our minds. But conceive

him in an expressive mood, the heart full, the thought

crying for utterance, conveyance diminished to a sense of

kinship and sympathy with the race. It is not difficult

to think of the words as shaping themselves into poetical

forms under the influence of such a mood. 1

tive of all
; namely, that of his reader. And the practical watchfulness

needed for such assimilation is as much a gift and instinct as is the

creative grasp of alien character. It is a spiritual contact hardly con-

scious yet ever renewed, and which must be a part of the very act of

production." (Quoted in William Sharp's Rossetti, p. 406.)

1 In prose-poetry the words do, as it were, melt and tend to flow into

poetic forms. Prose-poetry results when a writer adhering to the

traditional medium of communication the forms invested by long use
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I will add some miscellaneous applications of this dif-

ferentia :

A considerable part of Wordsworth's verse, particularly

of the Prelude and the Excursion, appears to have been

written while Wordsworth was in a communicative mood.

Consequently, although he employs the traditional versi-

fication and at times evinces great imagination and noble

feeling, the lines remain hopelessly prosaic.
1

The difference between Shakespeare and Verulam is

that Shakespeare's genius is essentially an expressive

genius, concerned only secondarily with the demands of

communication ; whereas Lord Bacon's genius is essentially

a communicative genius, concerned primarily with modes

of transmission and fearful lest the modern tongues shall

play the bankrupt with its intellectual wares. The

impulse to expression in Shakespeare, so eager, so intense,

so individual, must have been in Bacon what the psychol-

ogists call a massive feeling a vague desire without a

definite locus hi his mind, a general quality of his mental

organism. Shakespeare, fairly stifled in the midst of his

with communicative associations becomes interested mainly in

expression. Under the influence of the expressive impulse the words

tend to fall into regular rhythms, but are prevented from doing so by
the writer's sense of integrity his sense of the artistic necessity of

maintaining the structural form with which he set out. If his sense

of stylistic integrity is weak, he is apt, like Dickens and Ingersoll, to

lapse into bad blank verse.

1 Anyone who has written verse such verse as it was given to him

to write knows how fatal to the versifying mood it is to let the mind
wander to anticipated readers, and busy itself with their hypothetical

needs and desires. The words congeal and the line grows ponderous.
In writing prose, however, the case is just the opposite. Many skilful

prosaists owe their success to the fact that they address themselves

habitually, as they write, to an imaginary hearer or reader. Tor some

interesting data on this point see Bainton's Art of Authorship, and com-

pare the passage on Thackeray in Saintsbury's Short History of English

Literature, p. 746.
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pent-up feelings, we can imagine as throwing wide the door

of expression, caring little who was outside so long as

someone was there. Bacon we must think of as peering

through a convenient loophole, surveying the faces of the

throng, and pondering the probable effect of his utterance

upon men's minds and distant ages.

The Bible, since it is in prose, has throughout for most

modern readers the force of a communication. It is a

message. By its very form it seems not so much the

utterance of a divine being as a communication to man-

kind. But to the ancient Hebrews a considerable part of

it must have had a different aspect. The poetical books

were primarily expressions of the deity, or of individuals ;

they were only secondarily messages to man. By using

the Modern Readers' Bible, in which the poetical books

are arranged in the form of poetry, one may realize in some

degree this change of emphasis.

My conclusion is then that the difference between poetry

and prose has its root in the difference between two great

and ever-recurring social situations, first, the situation

in which a member of society is moved to verbal utterance

mainly by a desire to communicate himself to his fellow

men, the desire for expression being present but sub-

ordinate; second, the situation in which one man, or a

number of men acting in concert, are moved by a desire to

express or give vent to the feelings and ideas which arise

in them, the desire being the natural psychological neces-

sity that thought and feeling in simple natures must have

some motor outlet. The character of the situation in

each case colors the quality of the utterance, gives to it a

peculiar tone, or tang, or atmosphere, whatever form it

may take. But the form also of the expression has been

determined by the situation out of which the expression

flowed. The situation which is toned communicatively
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gives rise to a form of utterance in which, to use the

language of Professor Budde, "the current of speech flows

consistently as far as the thought carries it," or until there

is some response of comprehension on the part of the

listener. The situation which is toned expressively gives

rise to a form of utterance in which the store of thought
is divided into relatively brief units, the arrangement of

which is determined by the ebb and flow of individual

feeling or by the consent of the throng. To recur to my
formula, poetry is communication in language for expres-

sion's sake ; prose is expression in language for communi-

cation's sake.

It remains for me to acknowledge my indebtedness to a

distinguished authority. I refer to John Stuart Mill.

From Mill's essay entitled "
Thoughts on Poetry and its

Varieties
"

I have derived two main ideas : first, I have

taken bodily the idea that the distinction between poetry

and prose is common to all the arts ; second, Mill's state-

ment that "
eloquence is heard

; poetry is overheard,"

suggested to me the idea that poetry is expressive, prose

communicative. My interpretation of these ideas is, how-

ever, so different from that of Mill that it may, I hope,

still make some claim to originality.

FRED NEWTON SCOTT.



XL NOTES ON SPANISH SOURCES OF
MOLIERE.

THE object of this article is to call attention to certain

cases of close resemblance between passages in Moliere' s

plays and others taken from Spanish literature or con-

nected with it. Except in details where credit is duly

given to the discoverer, none of these cases has ever

before been noted, to my knowledge.
It is seldom possible to decide categorically whether or

no these parallels are genuine instances of borrowing by
Moliere, or merely coincidences of thought and expression.

Therefore I am content usually to leave the judgment to

the reader, after putting the facts before him.

1. " JE PRENDS MON BIEN . . . ."

" II m'est permis, disoit Moliere, de reprendre mon bien

ou je le trouve." So Grimarest records,
1 and every critic

who has touched upon the subject of imitation in the great

comic writer has repeated it, giving to the phrase the mean-

ing which best suited him. But no one seems to have

noticed that the sentence is itself merely a quotation from

a contemporary play. Le G-ouvernement de Sanche Pansa

by Gue*rin de Bouscal (Paris, 1642, 4), is one of the free

adaptations of Don Quixote which were not uncommon in

France from 1630 to 1660. The scene is laid at the time

when Sancho receives the reins of government, and his

skill in judging the cases brought before him is put upon
the stage.

1 His judgments are, however, quite different

1 Grimarest, Vie de Moliere, ed. P.-Malassis, 1877, p. 8.

270
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from those imagined by Cervantes. At the conclusion of

one of them Sancho observes :

" la justice approuue,
Qu'on reprenne son bien partout ou Ion le trouue."

Act III, sc. 2, p. 61.

If this play had no further connection with Moliere,

one might well be sceptical about this source. But this

very play was one of those given most frequently by
Moliere's troupe during the first years of its stay hi Paris

29 times from 1659 to 1665 (inclusive). (See La

Grange's Registre.) More than this, Moliere himself

played the part of Sancho, if we are to place any reliance

upon another story told by Grimarest, how the great

author, seated on Sancho's donkey, tried in vain to re-

strain the beast until the proper time for his entrance on

the stage.
1 Even if this story be not accepted, it seems

most probable that Moliere would have taken Sancho's

role for his own. In any case he was very familiar with

the play, and the conclusion is made probable almost to

certainty that he really did remark " Je prends mon bien

ou je le trouve," applying to his own case the phrase from

the well-known comedy, and his hearers doubtless under-

stood it as a quotation. By the time the story reached

Grimarest the source of the phrase was lost from view.

The Spanish original contains nothing of the kind.

1 Vie de Moliere, ed. cit., pp. 75-77. That Grimarest's information

was uncertain is evidenced by the fact that he puts the date of this

performance, "apres le retour de Baron," i. e. after Easter, 1670. Now
no Don Quixote play appears on the Eegistre of La Grange from that

time till Moliere's death
;
one might perhaps have been given at some

of the visits to court. Moreover Grimarest gives the title as Dom
Quixote, and yet says that it relates Sancho's installation fh his govern-
ment something true of none of the Don Quixote plays except Le
Gouvernement de Sanche Pansa.
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2. DON QUIXOTE.

Moliere was inspired by Cervantes through the medium

of Gue"rin de Bouscal in another instance. The scene in

le Bourgeois G-entilhomme (III, 12) in which Mme. Jourdain

so sensibly objects to her husband's desire for a son-in-law

of rank is copied closely from the similar dispute between

Sancho Pansa and his wife Teresa (Don Quixote, part II,

ch. 5), as was pointed out long since by Cailhava (De
I'Art de la comedie, J 786, II, 329). The scene appears in

la Suite de Dom Quichotte, by Guerin de Bouscal (1639).
1

The fact that Moliere knew the French dramatic version

is made clear by the following lines from de Bouscal :

"SANCHE : N'en parlons plus, suffit, elle sera comtesse :

Et si vous me fachez. elle sera Princesse."

This idea is not to be found in Cervantes, and it was

plainly appropriated by Moliere :

"M. JOUKDAIN: Ne me repliquez pas davantage: ma
fille sera marquise, en depit de tout le mohde ; et, si vous

me mettez en eolere, je la ferai duchesse."

Two cases follow which seem to show that Moliere had

his Cervantes fresh in mind when he was writing le

Bourgeois G-entilhomme.2

M. Jourdain stammers out a compliment to Dorimene

in these terms (III, 19) :
" et si j'avais aussi le merite

pour meriter un merite comme le votre, ." Compare
this extract from one of the books of chivalry which turned

the head of the unfortunate gentleman from La Mancha

1 This play I know only through the account of it given by the Freres

Parfaict, Histoire du theatre fran$ais, VI, 21-26.
2 1 am indebted to Prof. P. B. Marcou for these two rapprochements.

Apparently neither of the passages is covered by any of the French Don

Quixote plays.
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(Part I, eh. I) : "Los altos cielos que de vuestra divinidad

divinamente con las estrellas os fortifican, y os hacen

merecedora del merecimiento que merece la vuestra gran-

deza."

Covielle flatters M. Jourdain by telling him that his

father was no shop-keeper, but a gentleman (IV, 5) :
"
Lui,

marehand ! C'est pure medisance, il ne 1'a jamais ete.

Tout ce qu'il faisoit, c^est qu'il etoit fort obligeant, fort

officieux ; et, comme il se connoissoit fort bien en etoffes,

il en alloit choisir de tous les cotes, les faisoit apporter

chez lui, et en donnoit a ses amis pour de 1'argent."

The inn-keeper whom Don Quixote encounters in his

first expedition is of equal gentility (Part I, ch. 3) :

"
. . . . le dijo que .... a lo ultimo se habia venido a

recoger a aquel su Castillo, donde vivia con su hacienda y
con las agenas, recogiendo en el a todos los caballeros

andantes de cualquiera calidad y condicion que fuesen, solo

por la mucha aficion que les tenia, y porque partiesen con

el de sus haberes en pago de su buen deseo."

3. ARSINOE.

M. Emile Roy, in his monograph on Charles Sorel 1

(Paris, 1891), which is so fertile in suggestions, has called

attention to a story entitled la Devote hypocrite, pp. 204

seq. of les Nouvelles de Lancelot, tirees des plus celebres

auteurs espagnoh (first edition, Paris, 1628). He notes

in it a situation resembling that in le Misantrope, in fact

does not doubt that Moliere borrowed from it, but was

unable to find the Spanish original. I have sei it, how-

ever, in the Biblioteca Nacional at Madrid ; it is the third

1
Pp. 136-139.
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in the volume of Novelas by Francisco de Lugo y Davila 1

{1622). But Moliere's debt does not seem to me so certain

as to M. Roy. He has given a full summary of the story,

and I will not repeat it here. In brief, it tells of two

orphan sisters, Delia and Lamia, who live alone in Madrid

and receive many callers. The former is the elder, and

of a coquettish turn, though honest enough; Lamia is

quite the opposite, pious on the surface but secretly har-

boring a poor lover. The younger sister, growing ambi-

tious, prepares to lay siege to the rich Fernando, the

favored lover of Delia. She chooses her time, and with a

false show of modesty declares her love to Fernando, call-

ing his attention to her sisters coquetry, and proposing
herself as a more discreet and desirable substitute. Fer-

nando is not greatly impressed, however, and after a suc-

cession of vain snares laid by Lamia he marries Delia,

while her malicious sister is exposed and retires to a con-

vent.

M. Roy points out the resemblance of Lamia's .character

to that of Arsinoe*. Each pretended prude endeavors to

deprive her coquettish rival of her lover ; and this she

does by denouncing to him the rival's freedom of manners.

There the resemblance ends. Lamia is a much more

malicious and disagreeable person than Arsinoe ; it is her

sister whom she strives to render unhappy and to ruin ;

and her frank hypocrisy adds the last touch to her odious-

ness. Yet the whole situation is in a general way like

that of le Misantrope, and Moliere may have found some

inspiration in the story, which he is more likely to have

1 Ticknor gives the name as Lugo y Avila. The copy I saw had this

title : Teatro popular : Novelas morales para mostrar los generos de

vidas del pueblo, y afectos, costumbres, y pasiones del animo, c6

aprouechamiento para todas personas, por D. Francisco de Lugo y
Davila. En Madrid, etc., Ano 1622. Pp. 61b to 76a, Novela tercera, de

las dos hermanas.
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known in the translation than in the original. It is inter-

esting to note the distinct literary value of this obscure

tale by an almost unknown author; for it indicates the

high level of interest maintained by Spanish story-tellers

of the siglo de oro. The novelista seldom failed to find an

interesting situation and an illuminating psychological

touch.

4. ESPERER AND DESESPERER.

The famous sonnet of Oronte in le Misantrope (I, 2)

has long been the subject of discussion. Many have

asserted that the sonnet was never written by Moliere

himself, but was taken from the manuscript of some court

gallant. There is no proof of this, and M. Roy has thrown

all the probability on the other side of the argument by

showing that two characteristic phrases in it occur also in

Moliere's earlier play, Dom G-arcie de Navarre}-

The chute of the sonnet is well-known :

"Belle Philis, on desespere

Alois qu'on espere toujours."

Many critics have brought together examples of this

association of esperer and its derivative. One striking

parallel is furnished by the refrain of a serenade sung by
hired musicians in the original Don Juan play, el Burlador

de Sevilla? This refrain, addressed to doiia Ana, is as

follows :

"El que un Men gozar espera,

Cuanto espera desespera."

Other passages are the following, a stanza by Lope de

Stuniga (15th cent.) :

1 Ch. Sorel, pp. 134-135; and 135, n. 1.

2
II, 12. There is nothing in le Festln de Pierre to show that Moliere

ever knew the Burlador.
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"Esperanc.a los que esperan
Me suelen todos llamar :

Mas algunos desesperan
Por mucho tiempo esperar."

Some verses of Ronsard describing love :

"Un dSsespoir oii toujours on espere,

Un esperer ou Ion se d6sespere."

This last is in turn derived from a similar description

of love in Le Roman de la Rose, where a succession of

paradoxes includes "esperance desesperee."
1

Lines from Lope de Vega's Gratomaquia, silva II :

"i Oh cuanto amor un alma desespera,

Pues cuando ya se ve sin esperanza
En un relleno tomara venganza !

" 2

M. Roy, for some inexplicable reason, chooses to reject

all these examples and states that the real source of the

sonnet is a sentence in the story of la Devote hypocrite,

with w,hich we have just been dealing.
3 Lamie says (as

quoted by Roy),
" Un amant ne veut plus servir si long-

temps sans recompense, ]'amour sans la jouissance se con-

vertit en impatience, 1'impatience en desespoir, le desespoir

en inconstance, et 1'inconstance en mepris." To my mind

this quotation is the least convincing of all. More so is

the corresponding passage from Lancelot's Spanish model.

It runs thus (Novelas of Lugo y Davila, p. 66a) :
" Dilata-

das esperagas son oy desesperaciones, y lo q en otros siglos

possessio, es oy esperaga, . . . ." But that is no closer than

the rest.

1 On the above passages and the commentators who noted them, see

the Despois-Mesnard edition of MoliSre, V. 462, n. 5.

2 This less happy example is given by Livet in his edition of le Misan-

trope, Paris, 1883, p. 129. He wrongly gives the reference as silva VI-
3 Ch. Sorel, pp. 136-138.
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I wish to add a few parallels from Spanish sources :

In the egloga of Pldcida y Vitoriano by Juan del Encina

(1514 ?) are found these lines (p. 264 of the edition of

the Real Academia Espaiiola) :

"No se por que no me voy,

Que esperando me destruyo.

Quien espera desespera
Y una hora se le hace un ano."

In the Farsa 6 cuasi comedia of Lucas Fernandez which

begins Ay de mi triste (1514) are the following lines (p.

55 of the Academy edition) :

"Quien espera desespera :

El que busca anda perdido :

No hay rnuerte nuts verdadera

Y mas entera

Que vivir el aborrido."

In Tirso de Molina's comedy, Maria la piadosa (1614),

the heroine opens the first act with a sonnet, of which this

is the last tiercet :

"Mas a mi la esperanza de mis males

De tal modo me aflige y desespera

Que no puedo esperar ni aun esperanza."

In another play of Tirso, the tragedy la Venganza de

Tamar, appear these words of the love-sick hero (I, 11) :

"De imposibles soy un mostro,

Esperando desespero."

Lastly, a story by Maria de Zayas, called Tarde llega el

desengaiio (1637), opens with a bit of poetry, a sonnet with

coda, which contains this line :

"Espero, desespero, gimo, y lloro." 1

1 Biblioteca de Autores espafioles, XXXIII, 574.
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If we were to pursue the word-play down to more

recent times, we should find that it had passed out of the

hands of writers with a tendency to preciosity into those

of the people. The phrase
" Quien espera se desespera

"

appears as a proverbial expression in the Coleccion de

Refranes of Antonio Jimenez, Madrid, 1828. 1

All this merely goes to show that as long as these two

words of like sound and opposed meaning exist in Romance

languages, they will continue to be juxtaposed for a cer-

tain effect. He would be a bold critic who, with this

array of independent examples before him, should accuse

Moliere of having
" derived

"
the idea of his sonnet.

5. EL MARQUES DE ALFARACHE.

The volume commonly known to students of Spanish
drama as las Fiestas del Santisimo Sacramento is a collec-

tion of autos con sus loas y entremeses first published in

1644 as the work of Lope de Vega. It is reprinted in the

second volume of the monumental edition of Lope's works

now in process of publication. Menendez y Pelayo con-

siders that the autos in it are genuine, but that the shorter

pieces are of uncertain authorship.
2 The sixth entremes is

entitled el Marques de Alfarache, and, whether it be by

Lope or another, affords material of some slight interest.

It is a vivacious farce, tending to the burlesque. The

striking thing about the piece as a whole is that it aims a

vigorous blow against the inveterate enemies of Moliere,

the petits marquis. The satire is as violent as that of the

Precieuses ridicules, the Critique de Vcole des femmes, or

'The proverb may occur in some earlier re/ranero, but I have not

observed it in any.
2
p. L, vol. II, Obras de Lope de Vega, publicadas por la EealAcademia

espanola. 1892.
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the Impromptu de Versailles, if not so fine or deep. One

recognizes as a first cousin of Mascarille this empty-headed

marquis, so ill-served, who takes up half the play with his

dressing, amid mock ceremony, and who replies, when told

that his glove-maker refuses to purvey to him longer until

her bill is paid :

"
j Desconfiada, picara ! Pagadla,
Y buscad, Camarero, otra guantera

Que fie, y que no pida que la pague,

Que yo estoy luego alia para servirla."

If one expects to find this family air of resemblance

borne out in details, one is only half rewarded. The very

opening scene is tempting, but deceptive. The Marquis
rushes half-dressed upon the stage, and shouts :

"
j Hola, don Bias, don Lucas, don Gregorio,
Don Onofre, don Marcos, don Hilario,

Don Benito, don Pablo, don Crisostomo,

Don Simeon, don Celdos, don Tadeo,
Don Joaquin, don Baltasar, don Lazaro,

Don Fabian, don Lesmes, don Manzano,
Don Tiburcio, don Claudio, don Mauricio,
Don Celidon, don Gil, don Policarpo;

Hola, criados
; hola, pajes; hola,

Toda la letania de los dones
;

Hola, mozos de camara, oficiales,

Gutierrez, Zangas, Salmeron, Aguirre,

Argan, Doria, Domeque, Ayora, Hernandez,

Julio, Adamuz, Andiijar, Salamea,

Caracuel, Lazarillo ! & no hay alguno

Que me venga a vestir?

PAJE : Llama Vusia?

MARQ : Y he dado muchas voces. . . .

CAMARERO : Yo ando ocupado agora con el sastre

Y con el bordador.

MARQ : No se qu6 os diga ;

Yo soy muy mal servido de vosotros,

Y es menester poner en razon esto."
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Upon reading this scene (which is precisely in the vein

of Scarron) one thinks at once of the Marquis de Mascarille

in scene XI of the Precieuses ridicules, calling :

"Hola ! Champagne, Picard, Bourguignon, Cascaret, Basque, la Ver-

dure, Lorrain, Provencal, la Violette ! Au diable soient tons les laquais !

Je ne pense pas qu'ily ait gentilhomme en France plus mal servi que
moi. Ces canailles me laissent toujours seul."

In fact Moliere borrowed direct from a comedy of

Tristan FHermite, Le Parasite (1654).
1 There it is the

terrible Captain who breaks out in invective (I, 5) :

"Hola, ho, Bourguignon, Champagne, le Picard,

Le Basque, Cascaret! . . .

Las d'aller, Triboulet! Ou sont tous mes valets ? . . .

Je ne suis point servi : toute cette canaille

Se cache au cabaret, ainsi que rats enpaille.

Hola! qu'on vienne a moy.
CASCARET : Que vous plaist-il, Monsieur ?

LE CAPITAN : Ou sont tous ces coquins ? J'enrage de bon coeur :

Us ne repondent point lorsque je les appelle.

CASCARET : Monsieur.

LE CAPITAN: Je leur rompray quelque jour la cervelle.

Ou sont tes compagnons, qui ne me suivent point?

CASCARET : L'un racoutre ses bas et 1'autre son pourpoint,". . . etc.

Frank as usual in his appropriations, Moliere has not

even taken the trouble to change the proper names, but

has acted as if careful and willing to ensure to his obscure

predecessors what little honor might be due them. The

possibility remains that Tristan may have been acquainted

with the Spanish farce, \vhich has at least the advantage

of priority. The "hose and doublet" with which Gas-

caret's companions are busied seem to bear more than a

chance relation to the camarero's " tailor and embroiderer."

1 CEuvres de Moliere, ed. Despois-Mesnard, II, 105, n. 3. The play is

reprinted by V. Fournel, in Les Contemporains de Moliere, vol. Ill, pp.

9-67.
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Besides, the comedy of le Parasite smacks of Spanish

intrigue in other ways. This Lisandre is employing no

new ruse when in order to obtain entrance to his sweet-

heart's house he impersonates her brother, carried off by
Turkish pirates when a child. Teodoro, in Lope's Perro

del Hortelano, used precisely the same method with com-

plete success in order to get a foothold in a family of

wealth and rank. Still more similar is the outline of

Fernando de Zarate's la Presumida y la Hermosa. In it

Diego, only son of a Seville family, is taken captive by
Moors on his way home from Flanders, where he has been

since childhood. Juan, a fellow-soldier, arrives penniless

in Seville and falls in love with Diego's sister Leonor.

Juan's lackey, one of those of much resource, introduces

himself as the missing Diego, and brings Juan into the

house as his friend and comrade-in-arms. The plot devel-

ops into one of the most complicated intrigues in all Span-
ish drama, and in the last act the real Diego turns up,

causing confusion and subsequent explanations. Just so

old Alcidor in the French comedy appears from captivity

to put Lisandre to shame. It is true that la Presumida y
la Hermosa first appears in print in a mixed collection of

1665,
1 but it may have been and probably was put on the

stage and circulated in manuscript long before. Cold type
was the last step in the progress of a Spanish play toward

publicity.

But let us return to the Marquis of Alfarache, who has

been dressing meanwhile. We find him at the moment
when a police officer is announced.

"MARQUES: Dile

Que aunque venga de punta, que entre luego.

& Que querra el Alguacil de Corte agora?

Querra pedirme alguna colgadura,

l Parte veinte y tres de comedias nuevas, etc., Madrid, 1665. (Ticknor

library.)
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6 cartas de favor para algun principe?

i Amigo mfo !

ALGUACIL: Deme Vueson'a

Las manos.

MARQ: Oh, senor! Los brazos tengo
Para estas ocasiones

;
tome silla.

ALG. Muy bueno estoy en pie.

MARQ: Silla.

ALG: Yo vengo
Mas de prisa, seiior.

MARQ: Silla por vida

De la Marquesa : silla, Alguacil mio :

Silla por mi salud.

ALG: Pues quiere honrarme,

Vuesoria, yo quiero obedecerle.

MARQ: Ciibrase por mi amor : bonete digo.

ALG: Yo estoy ansi muy bien.

MARQ: Acabe, acabe.

A personas honradas.

ALG: Aqui es justo

Obedecer a Vuecelencia en todo.

MARQ: <j
Como esta mi senora dona Barbara?

ALG: Dona Juana se llama.

MARQ: Eso no importa :

Para con Dios lo mismo es uno que otro.

Como esta su merced, al fin ?

ALG : Muy buena

Y muy criada desta casa.

MARQ : TiSnela

Aficion la Condesa muy notable.

ALG : No s6 yo que haya vista a dona Juana

Mi senora la Marquesa.

MARQ : Reconoce

Lo que merece, aun sin haberla visto."

When at last the officer discloses his errand, which is to

attach the property of the Marquis on behalf of a tailor,

the noble loses his politeness with his temper, andjpours
forth a shower of evil names, which the Alguacil endures,

saving in comic resignation :
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"Trateme Vusfa

Como es razon que mi persona trate,

Y coino de tan gran senor espero."

It is worth while to compare this scene with that famous

one of le Festin de Pierre (IV, 3), the visit of M. Dimanche

to his creditor Don Juan. There is no need to relate anew

a passage which is one of the best known in all Moliere, but

it is necessary to quote a few speeches for the purpose of

comparison with the preceding selection.

"DON JUAN: Allons, vite, un siege pour monsieur Dimanche.

M. DIMANCHE: Monsieur, je suis bien comme cela.

D. J. : Point, point, je veux que vous soyez assis centre moi.

M. D.: Cela n'est point n6cessaire.

D. J.: Otez ce pliant, et apportez un fauteuil.

M. D.: Monsieur, vous vous moquez ; et . . . .

D. J.: Non, non, je sais ce que je vous dois; et je ne veux

point qu'on mette de difference entre nous deux.

M. D. : Monsieur.

D. J.: Allons, asseyez-vous.

M. D.: II n'est pas besoin, monsieur, et je n'ai qu'un mot a

vous dire. J'etois ....

D. J. : Mettez-vous la, vous dis-je.

M. D.: Non, monsieur, je suis bien. ... Je viens pour. . . .

D. J. : Non, je ne vous coute point si vous n'etes assis.

M. D. : Monsieur, je fais ce que vous voulez. Je

D. J.: Comment se porte madame Dimanche, votre Spouse?
M. D.: Fort bien, monsieur, Dieu merci.

D. J. : C'est une brave femme.
M. D.: Elle est votre servante, monsieur. Je venois . . . ."

The close similarity hi the phraseology of the two scenes

is apparent ; whether or not it implies interdependence I

will not attempt to decide. Others have mentioned in this,

connection a couple of anecdotes related by Tallemant des

Re*aux, which give in a few lines, without any detail, an

outline of just such a scene as Moliere's 1
; but that he

1 See the Despois-Mesnard edition of Moliere, V, 172, n. 2.
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knew the stories is merely a supposition. In any case, no

one will deny that Moliere has cast about these germs
such a final shape as to discourage followers. Although
the Spanish author, be he Lope or another, is a close rival

of the Frenchman in acuteness of phrase, the latter is far

superior in dramatic effect, because Don Juan, unlike the

marquis of Alfarache, is forewarned of his visitor's object,

and because he carries his hypocrisy through to a trium-

phal end. It is at least noteworthy that this entremes

should appear to enforce a statement of F. Genin, who

assuredly had never heard of Alfarache, but remarked of

the Dimanche scene,
" Don Juan se transforme tout a coup

ici en un marquis de la cour de Louis XIV."

6. THE "HONNETES DIABLESSES."

There are two places in which Moliere has expressed his

contempt for a certain type of woman. One is a famous

passage in TEcole des Femmes (IV, 8), where Chrysalde
defends his position by describing a worse, that is,

.... "de me voir mari de ces femmes de bien

Dont la mauvaise humeur fait un proces sur rien,

Ces dragons de vertu, ces honnetes diablesses,

Se retranchant toujours sur leurs sages prouesses,

Qui, pour un petit tort qu'elles ne nous font pas,

Prennent droit de traiter les gens de haut en bas,

Et veulent, sur le pied de nous etre fideles,

Que nous soyons tenus & tout endurer d'elles."

The other passage is in the Impromptu de Versailles

(sc. 1), where Moliere instructs Mile. Be"jart as to the

rdle she is to play.
" Vous, vous -representez une de ces

femmes qui, pourvu qu'elles ne fassent point 1'amour,

croient que tout le reste leur est permis ;
de ces femmes

qui se retranchent toujours fierement sur leur pruderie,

regardent un chacun de haut en bas, et veulent que toutes
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les plus belles qualites que possedent les autres ne soient

rien en comparaison d'un miserable honneur dont personne

ne se soucie."

There is a connection too close to be slighted between

these passages and part of a satire by Scarron, the so-called

Epitre cTiagrine au marshal cFAlbret. Written near the

end of Scarron's life, a few years before the Ecole des

Femmes, this poem and some others show that Scarron

was capable of something better than burlesque. It con-

tains a series of portraits of fdcheux, among them this :

" vous dont la chastete"

Remplit 1'esprit (Tune sotte fiertS,

Qui pretendez qu'aux pudiques Lucresses,

II est permis de faire les Diablesses,

Et que pourveu qu'on garde son honneur,

On peut n'avoir ni bonte
1

ni douceur
;

Et la dessus, Mesdames les Prudes !

Vous devenez inciriles et rudes,

Et tout le monde, et mesme vos Espoux,
Ont a souffrir, et se plaindre de vous." l

If these verses did not furnish Moliere some ideas and

other parts of the same poem bear witness to the affirma-

tive at least the great comedian had a predecessor not

unworthy of him hi the same field of caustic observation.

But another famous man was ahead of both. The entre-

meses of Cervantes (1615) form a portion of his work usu-

ally overlooked, yet ranking after the Novelas ejemplares

and before the comedies in their wealth of rich idiom and

of quaint and penetrating thought, such as delight the

heart of the Cervantist. They are more pretentious than

most of the entremeses of the time, and it hardly seems

possible that they ever were used for the purpose,which

their name implies, that is to furnish the spectators with a

moment of pure fun between the acts of a more stately

comedy.
1 (Euvres de Scarron, Paris, 1786, VII, 173.
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The one which now concerns us, el Juez de los Divorcios,

is not at all dramatic, but it contains portraits drawn from

life. Before the divorce judge appear various couples,

who for various causes desire their bonds broken. With
the rest come dona Guiomar and her husband, soldier, idler,

and poet ; it is she who appeals for divorce, and he

acquiesces, for, as he says, his condemnation will be his

deliverance. Yet the soldier cannot restrain a mild protest

when dona Guiomar declares that she would have been

tempted to seek a substitute for such a ne'erdoweel had

she not been an honest woman. " For esto solo merecia

ser querida esta mujer," says he;
"
pero debajo deste

pundonor tiene encubierta la mas mala condicion de la

tierra
; pide celos sin causa ; grita sin porque ; presume

sin hacienda ; y es lo peor, senor Juez, que quiere, que
a trueco de la fidelidad que me guarda, le sufra y disimule

millares de millares de impertinencias y desabrimientos que
tiene. . . .

i
Por que me haceis cargo de que sois buena,

estando vos obligada a serlo, por ser de tan buenos padres

nacida, por ser cristiana, y por lo que debris a vos misma ?

Bueno es que quieran las mujeres que las respetan sus

maridos porque son castas y honestas ; como si en solo

esto consistiese, de todo en todo, su perfeccion; y no

echan de ver los desaguaderos por donde desaguan la fi-

neza de otras mil virtudes que les faltan. ^ Que se me da

a mi que seais casta con vos misma, puesto que se me da

mucho, si os descuidais de que lo sea vuestra criada, y
si andais siernpre rostrituerta, enojada, celosa, pensativa,

manirrota, dormilona, perezosa, pendenciera, grunidora, con

otras insolencias de este jaez, que bastan a consumir las

vidas de doscientos maridos ?
" 1 He goes on to explain

that none of these accusations apply to his own wife ; but

1 Teatro complete de Cervantes,vol. Ill, pp. 261-262. (Bibl. clasica.)
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he has said enough. Did Scarron read this, and pass

the thought along to Moliere? The fundamental idea

involved seems an uncommon one, and hence the less

likely to have arisen in three minds spontaneously.

7. BENAVENTE.

Luis Quinones de Benavente was the most famous

writer of entremeses in the siglo de oro. His work is quite

extensive, and of wonderful variety.
1

Play of fancy,

intrigue, pictures of popular manners, moral instruction,

satire, broad burlesque, all may be found in the pages of

the Licenciado Benavente, who poured out his versatile

talent in this secondary genre. In such a wealth of inven-

tion it is not surprising that one finds frequently touches

which in aim and execution remind one of Moliere. Yet

despite many vague resemblances I have not observed a

single instance in which it seems at all probable that

Moliere actually imitated the Spaniard. So I merely jot

down a few of the most interesting examples.

There is for instance the churl Pablo, of el Amor al uso

(Rosell, II, 112), a kind of burlesque George Dandin, who
marries a rich wife and stands helpless, cursing himself,

while her lovers depart with her. But that is a long way
from Moliere's far-reaching lesson to the bourgeois.

There is las Burlas de Isabel (II, 76), which contains per-

haps the first stage version of the syringe forcibly applied
to one who has no need of it. Young Isabel gets rid of an

importunate old lover by putting on his trail a hospital

1 The collection of entremeses, loas, and jdcaras published by Rosell,
2 vols., Madrid, 1872 and 1874, is the only one accessible, and contains

some two thirds of Benavente's published work. Almost all of his

entremeses were printed by 1645, and some were written as early as

1610.
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attendant armed with the "
apothecary's weapon." Later

Chevalier's Desolation des filoux (1661) presents a like ruse ;

this time used by sharpers to attract the attention of the

simple Guillot while his pockets are picked. It seems

likely that Moliere made use of this farce by Chevalier in

that burlesque scene of M. de Pourceaugnac (I, 15 and

16), where the unhappy Limousin lawyer is pursued by
tormentors shouting "Piglialo su." 1 But the writers of

anecdotes had known and recounted such stories before ;

in particular may be mentioned d'Ouville, Boisrobert's

brother, whose Conte, D'un a qui Ton fit donner un lavement

par force, was published not later than 1644.2

El Talego^iino (I, 69) is a picaresque farce with elements

of the ending of le Bourgeois gentilhomme. One Garrote is

entrusted with some money for an errand, and is beset by
two adventuresses who have scented gold. To obtain it

they tell Garrote that with the aid of a little money they

can transport him to India, where life is one continuous

banquet. He furnishes the necessary travelling funds,

and in a flash finds himself conveyed (by the imagination)

to that promised land. The queen, strangely dressed,

comes forth to meet him, and talks to him a strange

jargon, to which he replies through an interpreter. He is

decked out in Indian fashion, while Indians sing and dance

about. Naturally, before the promised viands are brought

on, queen, interpreter, Indians, and money disappear and

leave Garrote to face his angry master. All this is, how-

J Cf. Despois-Mesnard ed., VII, 221. The Desolation des filoux is

printed by Fournel, Contemporains de Moliere, III, pp. 177-188.
2 The date of the fourth and last part of d'Ouville's Contes. The one

referred to may be found on page 51 of VElite des Contes, ed. Ristelhuber,

Paris, 1876. D'Ouville tells it as something which took place in the

days of Concini, and the minuteness of detail gives it a strong appear-

ance of reality. For other earlier versions of the story, see the same

volume, p. 65, n. 1.
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ever, rather suggested than worked out, and there is no

sufficient reason to suppose that Moliere ever read el

Talego-nino.

Lastly, I cannot refrain from calling the attention of

students of Beaumarchais to el Borracho
(I, 307). This

brilliant entremes seems like the third act of le Barbier de

Seville turned inside out. There is a barber, but he is the

Bartholo, a suspicious old man with a pretty daughter.

Figaro, fertile in plots, is a soldier, who gets shaved while

his friend the gallant entertains the lady. While waiting

for the shaving implements to be brought, the soldier,

quite like Rosine, sings verses alluding to the events

actually taking place. The song absorbs the old man's

attention, but he arouses himself in time to see the lover

take his daughter's hand. It is explained to the father

that the girl is merely having her fortune told. The

shaving process gives the young people more opportunity,

and finally the soldier feigns to become drunk and falls

on the floor. While the barber seeks some one 'to carry

the fellow out, the gallant escapes with the lady, and the

soldier with the money-sack. Crude as this is compared
with such a refined product as le Earlier de Seville, in

reading it for the first time one is startled into believing

one has seen it all before ; yet upon opening one's Beau-

marchais one finds there not a phrase, hardly a word,,

which might indicate a possible connection.

There is one suggestion to be made in this place : The

general spirit of Spanish romantic comedy was quite

incompatible with Moliere' s genius. Sometimes he bor-

rowed from it a plot, in whole 'or part ; but Molieie's plots
do not make his strength. In that for which he is prized,

in grasp of character, delineation of foibles, exposure
of vices, he would have been encouraged much more by
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the novelas and entremeses, the best of which excelled in

those respects. We know what valuable matter came to

him from the former, how much of TEcole des Femmes

from Maria de Zayas' Prevenido enganado, and how much
of Tartuffe from the Ingeniosa Elena of Salas Barbadillo ;

perhaps wider reading among the entremeses would bring

to light additional debts. As far as Moliere's achieve-

ment is concerned, no one's opinion will be changed ; we

merely say, with Emile Roy, we do not know which to

admire more, the memory which brought together such

scattered elements, or the art which fused them.

S. GRISWOLD MOKLEY.



XII. A DISCREPANCY IN TWO OF
SCHILLER'S LETTERS.

On pages 94 and 116, respectively, of Vol. I of Jonas's

edition of Schiller's Letters, we find the following two

communications :

52. An Reinwald.

Bauerbach d. 29. Jenn. Zwischen 11 und 12 Uhr des Nachts [Mitt-

woch 1783].

Hier, mein lieber Freund, haben Sie das versprochene Gedicht, das,

wenn ich es noch einmal tiberlese keinen Werth hat, als den guten
Willen seines Verfaszers. Meine L. Millerin geht mir im Kopf herum.

Sie glauben nicht, wie es mich Zwang kostet, mich in eine andre Dicht-

art hineinzuarbeiten.

Laszen Sie bald von sich horen mein lieber. Ich bin wirklich sehr

arbeitsam und freue mich, wenn mein Tagwerk vollendet ist.

Sie haben neulich einen Brief mit Geld zu Postpapier, und einer Bitte

um Tobak erhalten sollen. Ich hoffe, dasz Sie es richtig bekomnien

haben, und bitte, mir die beschriebene Sachen mit dieser Gelegenheit

zuzuschiken. Wenn Sie sonst etwas mir intereszantes wiszen, schrei-

ben Sie mirs auch Gute Nacht Ich kann keine Feder inehr halten

Ihr Ritter.

[Adresse] :

An
Herrn Secretarius

Rheinwald zu Meinungen

66. An Reinwald.

[April (?) 1783.]
Bester Freund.

Ich weisz nicht, ob Sie damit vorlieb nehmen konnen. Sie glauben
nicht wie wunderlich es mir vorkomint aus 2 Schauspielen groszen
Inhalts herauszutreten und Prologen fur Kindersttike zu machen. Nicht

anders, als wenn einer aus der Schlacht komint und Flohe fangen mus.

Epilogen miiszen auf das Stiik das gespielt wird, Beziehung haben,
oder sie sind ganz tiberlei. Da ich und Sie das Stiik nicht wiszen, so

musz es unterbleiben.

Dalberg schreibt mir ich mocht ihm mein Stiik ohne Verzug schiken.

Ich hab ihm viele Fehler davon geschrieben, damit er sehen solte wie

291
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wenig ich micli ihin aufdringen will. Er schreibt dasz es Tugenden fur

die Biihne waren. Karlos bleibt also liegen bisz L. M. fertig ist.

Fur den Seneka meinen Dank. Die Frau eilt.

Ihr

Ritter.

These two letters are also printed indeed met their ini-

tial publication (aside from a few fragments from them in

Goedeke, Scliillers sammtliche ScTiriften. HistoriscJi-kri-

tische Ausgabe. Stuttgart, 1868.) in Schiller's Briefwech-

sel mit seiner Schwester Ohristophine und seinem Schwager
Reinwald. Herausgegeben von Wendelin von Maltzahn.

Leipzig, 1875, on pages 12 and 14, respectively. Now
these letters are both in the Goethe-Schiller-Archiv, at

Weimar.

Both of these letters are addressed to Reinwald ;
both

are signed Ritter 1
(Dr. Ritter being one of the names

Schiller assumed after his flight from Stuttgart, it being
in fact the only name by which he was known at Bauer-

bach) ; both were written at Bauerbach and at nearly the

same time
; both are of about the same length ; they were

printed in close proximity; and, obviously, the contents

are so similar as to make them almost parallel, paragraph

by paragraph. This striking resemblance no doubt gave
rise to the peculiar confounding of the letters and confusion

in quoting from, and referring to, them. However, of this

we shall speak later. First a word on the date of their

composition.

Letter No. 52 is dated Jan. 29 [1783], while letter No.

66 is undated. Jonas has supplied for it the date of April,

1783, differing in this respect from Maltzahn, Minor, and

other Schiller students, who assign a much earlier date to

lu Dieser verkappte Ritter" Schiller facetiously calls himself in one of

his letters to Henriette von Wolzogen (Jonas, p. 104, No. 61). Cf. also

O. Brahm, Schiller, pp. 252 and 254, etc.
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it, because they assumed that the poem Prolog, which is

written on the first pages of the letter, was to be recited

in connection with a children's performance in honor of

the birthday of Duke George of Meiningen, on February

4, 1783. On account of the duke's recovery from a

recent severe illness, his birthday was celebrated as an
" auszerordentliches solennes Dankfest in dem ganzen

Herzogthum." Cf. Meiningische wo'ehewtliche NacTirichten,

1783, p. 21. (Goedeke, S. &, p. 176). But there is no

evidence whatever that this poem was intended or written

for this purpose at all. On the other hand, Schiller's

statement toward the end of the letter,
" Karlos bleibt also

liegen bisz L. M. fertig ist," shows that at this writing he

was engaged on his Don Karlos ; but he did not relinquish

the ImJiof and Maria Stuart in favor of this new dramatic

subject till March 27 (Cf. Letter of March 27, 1783,

Jonas, No. 62, p. 107, and Minor, Schiller, II, 521).

Furthermore, his references to Dalberg, especially his

statement,
" Er schreibt dasz es

(i.
e. die Fehler) Tugenden

fur die Biihne waren," clearly presuppose Dalberg's reply
to Schiller's letter, hi which the latter dilates on the short>-

comings of his new drama, Louise Millerin. But this

recital of shortcomings constitutes the last paragraph of

Schiller's letter to Dalberg, dated April 3 (Jonas, No. 63,

p. 110). This absolutely establishes the writing of our

note as subsequent to April 3, 1783. The dating of this

letter as not earlier than April must, therefore, be accepted

beyond all peradventure as against that of the earlier

investigators, and the Prolog must thus have been intended

for some other celebration, of which we are left in igno-

rance. So much for the chronology. Now, wtj^t poems
are referred to in each of these notes ?

Previous to Jonas's studies on the letters of Schiller, it

had curiously been supposed that "das versprochene
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Gedicht
"
enclosed in Letter No. 52 was the Prolog, pub-

lished for the first time in Goedeke, ffistorisch-kritische

Ausgdbe, III, 175, beginning:

" Sie die gezeugt aus gottlichem Geschlechte

In hoher koniglicher Rechte

Den unbestochnen Spiegel tragt
"

etc.

But this poem is written on the same sheet with, and

forms part of, Letter No. 66. There can be no connection,

therefore, between the Prolog and the letter of January 29

(No. 52). The persistency, however, with which this

poem and this letter have been associated by Schiller stu-

dents, and, it seems, even by those in possession of the

MSS. (for the manuscript of Letter No. 52 is, by a later

hand, numbered " 8
" and that of the poem Prolog and

Letter No. 66 is labeled " Zu 8 ") leads me to add the only

possible supposition that could bring the Prolog into con-

nection with the letter of January 29, namely, that the poem
referred to in this letter as well as the Prolog and its

accompanying letter (No. 66) had been enclosed in Letter

No. 52, so that both poems and both letters had been sent

together on January 29. But, quite aside from the question
of probability, that is again impossible, since it was shown

above that Letter No. 66, appearing upon the same sheet

with the Prolog, could not have been written till some time

in April at the earliest. Hence such a surmise is unten-

able, and the Prolog can thus have no possible connection

whatsoever with this letter of January 29, nor with the

celebration of the birthday of Duke George of Meiningen,
on February 4. Besides this external proof, it is interest-

ing, furthermore, to present the internal evidence. The
words of this letter referring to the poem,

" das verspro-

chene Gedicht, das, wenn ich es noch einmal iiberlese keinen

Werth hat, als den guten Willen seines Verfaszers," while
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not inapplicable to the Prolog, are much more apposite in

connection with another poem to be mentioned below, while

Letter No. 66 refers to the poem by name with the words,

"Prologen fur Kinderstiike." The last sentence of the

paragraph,
" Sie glauben nicht, wie es mich Zwang kostet,

mich hi eine andre Dichtart hineinzuarbeiten," could

hardly be elicited, or have great weight, in changing from

a serious drama to an equally serious prologue for a drama,

in which the muse of dramatic poetry is solemnly, almost

ponderously characterized ; but it does fit most admirably
to our other poem referred to above. On the other hand,

in speaking about the Prolog in Letter No. 66, Schiller only

says,
" Sie glauben nicht wie wunderlich es mir vorkommt

aus 2 Schauspielen groszen Inhalts herauszutreten und

Prologen fur Kinderstiike zu machen." Then, finally, in

Letter No. 52, he specifically refers to the enclosure of the

poem,
"
Hier, mein lieber Freund, haben Sie das verspro-

chene Gedicht," while in Letter No. 66 he does not refer to

his poem at all, but simply begins,
" Ich weisz nicht, ob Sie

damit vorlieb nehmen konnen," because this poem, the

Prolog, is not an enclosure, but is part of the letter itself.

The Prolog is thus established for Letter No. 66. Now,
what poem is it, then, that Schiller refers to in Letter No.

52 ? We possess from just this period, written on separate

paper of eight quarto pages, now in the Goethe-Schiller-

Archiv, a poem entitled: " Wunderseltsame Historia des

beriihmten Feldzuges, ah welchen Hugo Sanherib, Konig von

Aszyrien, ins Land Juda unternehmen wollte, aber unver-

richteter Ding wieder einstellen muszte. Aus einer alten

Chronika gezogen und in schnakische Reimlein bracht von

Simeon Krebsauge, Bakkalaur." This was a satire* written

by Schiller, at the suggestion of Duke George of Meiningen,
on certain hasty military preparations made, on the occa-

sion of the latter's illness in 1783, by the Court of Koburg
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for the invasion of Meiningen, which, in the event of the

duke's death, would fall under the dominion of Koburg.
The poem was printed, with alterations by Reinwald, in the

Meininguohe wodientliche Nachrichten, 5 Stuck. Sonn-

abends den 1 Hornung, oder Februar 1783. Mit Herzogl.
-Sachs, gnadigstem Privilegio. 4. S. 19-20, being intro-

duced by the words, "
Folgendes ist zum Einriicken einge-

schickt worden." The first publication following Schiller's

MS. occurs in Hoffmeister, Nachlese zu ^chillers Werken,

1840, 1, 219-225, but it is somewhat inaccurate. The full

poem is found in Goedeke, S. $., Ill, 169. This poem
Jonas, in his annotations to Letter No. 52, surmises was

the enclosure of the letter of Jan. 29, 1783.l It is possible

to corroborate this supposition almost to a certainty. As
was shown above, the first sentence of Letter No. 52 fits

admirably to this poem, and the last sentence of the para-

graph, speaking of the difficulty of changing from one

"Dichtart" to another is veritably coined for this change
from a severely serious, solemn, tragic, dramatic poem
(Louise Milleriri) to a highly comic, playful, satiric, narra-

tive poem (Wunderseltsame Historia, or " Romanze" as

Schiller calls it). Then, in his very next letter, written

three days later, February 1, to Henriette von Wolzogen

(Jonas, No. 53, p. 95) Schiller says,
" Das satyrische Ge-

dicht, wovon Sie wissen, ist fertig ich weis aber noch

nicht wie es der H. aufgenommen." And, again, writing
to Reinwald, on February 14 (Jonas, No. 54, p. 97), he

requests the return of the MS. of his " Homanze." Now,
this is the only satiric poem of which we have any knowl-

edge at this time in Schiller's life, and these are the only

references to any satiric poem in the letters of this period.

1 By a typographical error that was overlooked on page 473, line 15,

of Jonas, Schiller"
1

s Letters, the date 1791 is given ;
it should read, of

-course, 1783.
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There can be no reasonable doubt, therefore, that the en-

closed poem accompanying Letter No. 52 was the Wunder-

seltsame Historia, while the Prolog, constituting part of

Letter No. 66, did not have its origin till some time in

April, 1783.

Thus much for the poems referred to. Now concerning

the letters themselves and this is the item of greatest

interest. These two notes have been garbled, entangled,

misquoted, and misinterpreted by the most eminent and

painstaking scholars in a perfectly astonishing manner, and,

so far as I know, no critic or Schiller student has ever

observed it.

Heinrich Viehoff, in his Schiller's Leben, Stuttgart, 1888

(Introduction dated 1874), Part I, p. 213, in commenting

upon the poem Prolog, quotes, all under date of January

29, the first sentence of Letter No. 52,
"
Hier, mein lieber

Freund, haben Sie das versprochene Gedicht, das, indem l

ich es noch einmal iiberlese, mir 2 keinen Werth zu haben

scheint,
2 als den guten Willen seines Verfassers . . . ,"

and goes right on quoting, as if from the same letter,

" Ich weisz nicht, ob Sie damit vorlieb nehmen konnen.

Sie glauben nicht, wie wunderlich es mir vorkommt,3 aus

zwei Schauspielen groszen Inhalts herauszutreten und Pro-

loge
4 fur Kinderstiicke zu macheii .... Epiloge

5 miissen

auf das Stuck,
6 das gespielt wird, Beziehung haben, oder

sie sind ganz iiberlei. Da ich und Sie das Stuck nicht

wissen, so musz es unterbleiben." But this entire latter

part, in spite of the fact that the connection reads very

smoothly, is taken from Letter No. 66.

1 Schiller wrote, "wenn."
2 This is a misquotation ; Schiller wrote, "keinen Werth hat."
3 The letter reads, "vorkommt."
4 The letter has, "Prologen."
3 The letter says, "Epilogen."
6 Schiller spells

" Stiik" throughout.
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H. Diintzer, in his Schillers Lyrische Credichte, Erlautert,

Leipzig, 1874, Vol. I, p. 59, in speaking about the Prolog,

quotes, likewise under date of January 29, "Sie glaubeii

nicht, wie wunderlich es mir vorkommt,1 aus zwei Schau-

spielen groszen Inhalts (Maria Stuart und Imhoff)
2 heraus-

zutreten und Prologen fur Kinderstiicke zu machen." Then

he quotes indirectly,
" Einen Epilog habe er nicht machen

konnen, da er das Stuck nicht kenne, und ein solcher

sich immer auf das Stuck beziehen miisse." After a few

lines, still referring to the Prolog, he adds,
" Schiller schrieb

an Reinwald, die Verse hatten keinen Werth als den guten
Willen ihres Verfassers." Now, of these quotations, all

given as under the same date (January 29), and all as

referring to the same poem (Prolog], the first two are not,

as he has it, from Letter No. 52, but from Letter No. 66,

while the last one is from the letter of January 29 (No. 52),

and refers, therefore, not to the Prolog, as Diintzer supposes,

but to the Wunderseltsame Historia, upon which he had

commented on page 57 of his book.

The same critic, in his ScJiillers Leben, Leipzig, 1881,

on page 146, quotes from the letter of April, 1783, attrib-

uting to it the earlier date of the January one, and other-

wise confounds the letters. He speaks about the Wunder-

seltsame Historia, which was the enclosure of Letter No. 52,

and continues his recital by speaking about Dalberg's sud-

denly and unexpectedly approaching Schiller with reference

to the Louise Millerin, adding the correspondence, as given

by Schiller, between the two men with reference to this

drama, which resulted in the poet's relinquishing work on

1 The letter says, "vorkommt."
2 The dramas could not have been Maria, Stuart and Imhof. Schiller

had abandoned these at the time this letter was written. They were

Louise Millerin and Don Karlos, as the last sentence of the letter itself

indicates.
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his Don Karlos and first completing the Louise Millerin.

But all of this is part of Letter No. 66. Then follows the

statement about the Prolog (which Diintzer still associates

with the duke's birthday celebration of February 4) and

the words,
" wie schwer es ihm auch fiel, da ihm 4 zwei

Schauspiele groszen Inhalts
' im Sinne lagen." Of this,

the quotation about the " zwei Schauspiele
"

is from Letter

No. 66, while the " wie schwer es ihm auch fiel," which

must stand for Schiller's words,
" wie es mich Zwang kos-

tet," is from Letter No. 52.

Karl Goedeke, in his monumental edition, Schillers

sammtliche Schriften, Historisch-kritische Ausgabe, Vol.

Ill, Stuttgart, 1868, where he prints in full both our

poems from Schiller's "
Originalhandschrift," pp. 169 and

175, respectively, quotes on page 176, under date of Jan-

uary 29, all of Letter No. 52 and all of Letter No. 66 that

pertains to the poems (he takes it all to refer to the one

poem Prolog), as though it were all one letter. Jonas him-

self, in his annotations to Letter No. 52, on page 473,

refers to the publication in Goedeke of part of this letter ;

but it entirely escapes even his notice that Goedeke or,

more strictly speaking, his joint-editor Wilhelm Vollmer
"
pies

"
the two letters, and that actually only the first sen-

tence of the Goedeke publication is from this letter, and

that all the' rest is from Letter No. 66.1

Robert Boxberger, on page 450 of his Schiller's G-edichte,

Berlin, 1868-74 (Hempel), and in Volume II, p. 131, of

his Schiller's Werke, in Deutsche National-Litteratur, Stutt-

gart, 1882-91 (Kiirschner), quotes Letter No. 52 correctly,

but incorrectly assigns the poem Prolog to this letter.

These two editions of Schiller's poems by him are, in^oint

1 It is particularly striking also that Maltzahn, who, with the MSS.
before him, followed Goedeke so closely page by page, while editing his

Schiller's Briefwechsel mit seiner Schwester, did not observe the error.
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of text and foot-notes, very nearly the same. For the poems
under discussion here, they are identical.

Otto Brahm, in his Schiller, Berlin, 1888, Vol. I, p. 254,

confuses the two letters and refers to the Prolog as being
intended for the birthday of Duke George, in February.

J. Minor, Schiller, Sein Leben und seine Werke, Berlin,

1890, Vol. II, p. 87, erroneously refers the Prolog to the

duke's birthday, and, likewise erroneously, has it as being
enclosed in the letter of January 29. He also confuses

the two letters. The first part of his quotations with ref-

erence to this poem are from Letter No. 66, but his last

reference, "nicht ohne beim Ueberlesen selber am Wert
des Geleisteten irre zu werden," is from Letter No. 52.

So likewise Emil Palleske, Schiller's Leben und Werke,

Stuttgart, 1879, Vol. I, p. 355, quotes from the April
letter under date of January 29

; J. Wychgram, in his

Schillers Leben, Bielefeld und Leipzig, 1901, p. 121, in

referring the Prolog to the duke's birthday celebration of

February 4, by implication assigns the earlier date to the

April letter ; and C. Hepp, in Schillers Leben und Dichten,

Leipzig, 1885, p. 156, confounds the two letters.

These are the facts in the case. Can any explanation

be found? Diintzer, Goedeke, ViehofT, Boxberger, Minor,

and the others are certainly most painstaking and accurate

scholars, who did their work with exceeding care. If we

grant that Goedeke, because of their striking resemblance,

and for the other reasons mentioned above, had jumbled
the letters, it would chronologically have been entirely

possible, and, as a matter of assumption, wholly probable,

that all the biographers and commentators mentioned had

drawn upon him and copied his error. But Goedeke's

work was so carefully and well done, and the few errors

that did creep in, e.g. "seltiiem
"

for " sanfterm," line 26 of

Prolog (III, 175), were so speedily pointed out and so gen-
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erally corrected, that it did not seem probable that this

mistake if mistake it was should all these years have

gone unchallenged. Besides, of the critics mentioned above

who were guilty of the error or its perpetuation, K. Box-

berger had himself collected the materials for an edition of

Schiller's complete letters ("ein sorgsames, fast vollstan-

diges Verzeichnis der Schillerbriefe .... sowie eine Reihe

von Abschriften und eine Fiille von Varianten," Jonas

characterizes it, Vol. I, p. v), which his untimely death, on

March 25, 1890, prevented him from publishing, as he

promised to do in the April, 1890, number of Wester-

mann's Monatshefte. Indeed, it is this very material that

was subsequently turned over to Jonas and was used by
the latter in his edition of the Letters. It would be fair to

assume, therefore, that Boxberger might have possessed a

copy of these very letters, and a correct one, in view of

Jonas's statement, p. vi, "Boxberger erstrebte die groszt-

mogliche Vollstandigkeit der Briefsammlung und die

sorgfaltigste Wiedergabe des Texts." And Minor, too,

possessed so excellent and reliable a "Verzeichnis der

samtlicheii Schillerbriefe und Hirer Drucke "
(Jonas, p.

vii), that Jonas submitted his own work to him for com-

parison and (if need be) correction, before sending it to

press. Under these conditions, it seemed to me an unwar-

ranted assumption that these two men as well as Goedeke

and the others, whose work was professedly based, so far

as possible, on original MSS., should all be guilty of the

same inaccuracies. It seemed more natural to suppose
that the error was on Jonas's part, or, if he be correct,

that there might be at bottom some difficulty with reference

to the MSS., in the way of duplicated or possibly falsified

copies, AA^hich had given rise to the confusion. Therefore I

withheld from publication this paper, which was presented
to the Association several years ago, till I might have an
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opportunity to collate Jonas's Letters with the originals,

as well as to get the history of, and to verify, the MSS. at

Weimar. This opportunity was presented last summer,

and, to my surprise, I found that the error was that of

Goedeke, Minor, Boxberger, etc. The MSS. of the letters

and poems used by Goedeke in 1867, then in the posses-

sion of Freifrau Emilie von Gleichen-Ruszwurm, Schiller's

youngest daughter, are the identical ones used by Jonas.

They passed by inheritance from Christophine Reinwald,

Schiller's sister, and widow of the addressee (Reinwald),

directly into the possession of Freifrau Emilie von Gleichen-

Ruszwurm in Bonnland, and from her Bonnland Schiller-

Archiv, in 1889, into the Goethe-Schiller-Archiv in

Weimar by the gift of Freiherr Ludwig von Gleichen-

Ruszwurm and Freiherr Alexander von Gleichen-Rusz-

wurm. This gift is commemorated by a tablet in the

Goethe-Schiller-Archiv, dated, Weimar, May 5, 1889.

We have here, then, a most remarkable case of a persis-

tent oversight and perpetuation of an error. It is an excel-

lent example, in the literary field, of Schiller's own immortal

words :

" Das eben ist der Fluch der bosen Tat,

Dasz sie, fortzeugend, immer Boses musz gebaren."

(Piceol. V, 1.)

As Jonas aims, in his edition, to reproduce Schiller's

letters " mit peinlicher Genauigkeit bis ins Kleine (oder,

wie manche meinen werden bis ins Kleinliche)," p. vi, he

will thank me, if, for completeness' sake, I subjoin the few

corrections or variants that a comparison with the MSS.

brought to light. In the address of Letter No. 52, An
Reinwald,

" An "
should be in Roman letters instead of

German type. In Letter No. 66, the introduction,
" Bester

Freund," is not indented in MS.
;

in line 1,
" Ich weisz
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nicht, ob Sie "...., comma should be omitted; 1. 3

"
groszen

"
should read "

grosen
"

;
1. 3 " herauszutreten

should be " heraus zu treten
"

;
1. 6 " miiszen

"
should read

" miissen
"

; 1. 8 " musz "
should be " mus "

;

" Ihr Ritter,"

the signature, should be printed closely together on the

same line. In the Prolog (Goedeke, III, 175), the follow-

ing variations may be noted : line 1, there should be a

comma, instead of dash, between "die" and "gezeugt" ;

the dash at end of line 3 is not in MS.
;

1. 26, instead of

" seltnem
"
read " sanfterm." This latter error, as has been

said, was pointed out soon after the appearance of Goedeke

and is corrected in all subsequent publications of the poem,
so far as I know. Cf. Maltzahn, p. 13

;
Minor p. 599,

bottom ; Boxberger, (Kurschner) II, 132, (Hempel), 451,

Bellermann, Schillers Werke, IX, 103, etc.

In conclusion, it remains as the most agreeable part of

my task, to acknowledge my sincere gratitude to Professor

Suphan and Doctor Schiiddekopf, of the Goethe-Schiller-

Archiv, for the extreme courtesy shown me during my
pleasant, but all too brief, sojourn at the Archiv and in

the Musenstadt.

J. B. E. JONAS.



XIIL SCRIPTURAL NAMES IN EARLY
MIDDLE ENGLISH.

A. HISTORICAL CONSIDERATIONS.

The paramount influence of French learning in England
after the Conquest is well known. Under Edward the

Confessor many of the most important church positions in

England had been filled by foreigners. Although most of

the foreign prelates were expelled by Earl Godwin, after the

accession of William there was an immediate and general

occupation by the invaders of all high offices of church and

state. Freeman (Norman Conquest, vol. in.) remarks that

when, near the end of his reign,
" William gathered his

Witan to his great Gemot at Salisbury, there was not a single

English earl and only one English bishop to answer his

summons." l That under these circumstances French cul-

ture and French learning must have dominated in England,
is obvious.

On English orthography the influence of the French

culture was soon apparent. Even in the llth century, before

the Conquest, French script had been used in writing Latin

manuscripts in England. In the 12th century, after the

Conquest, French handwriting and French modes of orthog-

raphy began to come into use in writing English manu-

scripts. The orthographic change, according to Sweet (Hist.

Engl. Sounds, 588
ff.),

"is abrupt and complete: it

amounts, indeed, to the introduction of a totally new basis

1 The nationality of the priests in the 13th century is indicated by the

typical names referred to in the Ancren Riwle, p. 340 : "say a munuch
ofter a preost ; and nout Willam ne Walter."

304
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the eNorman Fr orthography, modified, of course, in

detail by the traditional British orthography."
In determining the forms of scriptural names in English

there was an opportunity for the new French culture to

make itself felt. Here was a number of words common
to English and French, but in many cases differing in form.

Which form was to persist, the English or the French ? 1

ME. scriptural names were affected by Norman-French

influence in various ways. The orthography was affected

by the new letters brought in by the Normans, and by the

changes introduced by them in the value of the English
letters. The pronunciation of the names was affected by
the fact that the Normans started the fashion of using the

scriptural and saintly names as personal names. " In the

whole time," says Freeman (vol. v, p. 556),
2 ''between

Augustine and William, no layman of England bore any but

a purely Teutonic name." 8 " In this respect Germany was

as Teutonic as England." From Normandy came our dis-

tinctively "Christian" names. This fact is important

1 This investigation was undertaken by me at the suggestion of Prof.

F. Kluge, who has himself touched upon the subject in his article on

"Das Franzosische Element im Ormulum," Engl. Stud., xxn, 179-182.
2 Freeman's statement is too sweeping. Such names as lacob and

Petrus were occasionally given to Englishmen even in Anglo-Saxon
times. Cf. Searle, Onomasticon Anglo-Saxonicum, Cambridge, 1897.

3 The Norman influence on English personal names is well-known and

striking. Before the Conquest the nomenclature of Normandy was almost

totally different from that of England. "With few exceptions, in the

generation of Domesday, a name was a certain indication of race, particu-

larly in the case of names of women." "An effect of the Norman Con-

quest," according to Freeman, "was that the nomenclature of Normandy
was brought into England and the great mass of distinctively English
names was, for the time being, at least, driven out, a

rare^ exception

being the names Eadward and Eadmund, which, because names of saints,

had been given by Henry III. to his two sons and in this way preserved.
The typical Anglo-Saxon names Godric and Godgifu gave place to Jack
and Jill."
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because scriptural names, when applied to living persons,

ceased to be distinctively learned, book terms, and became

popular words subject to the ordinary laws of sound-change.
1

In another way the Norman Conquest favored the same

result. Indirectly the dominance of French culture, tend-

ing as it did to level English dialects in importance, weak-

ened the authority of the standard language, and in this way
favored the popular forms of names as distinguished from

the learned forms. The other, and perhaps most important,

influence exerted on ME . scriptural names, was the obvious

one that must have been exerted by a language felt to be

superior in rank over a language of inferior standing. When
an author or a scribe had his choice between two forms of

;a word, it would be natural for him to select the one sanc-

tioned by the best authority, the one sanctioned by the

language of the school where he had studied, that is to say,

the French form.2

B. DISTINCTION BETWEEN NATIVE AND FRENCH
FASHIONS IN SCRIPTURAL NAMES.

The most striking characteristic of the OE. writing of

biblical names was conservatism. Under the domination

of Latin scholarship, the OE. writer aimed to reproduce, in

most cases, not only the sounds, but even the letters of the

Latin form which served as his original. For example in

OE. scriptural names the Latin th usually persists, when

in common nouns it has been replaced almost entirely by the

1 The name Stephen is an example in point. See list.

2A remarkable instance of the superior prestige of French forms of

names is afforded by the English poem, King Horn, in which (due, of

course, to an OF. original poem) even Teutonic names appear in

French form, Ailbrus, Ailmar, Allof, Cutberd, Suddenne, Arnoldin. Cf .

Morsbach, Beitr. z. rom. u. engl. Phil, Festgabe fur W. Forster, Halle,

1902.
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OE. characters p, ft.
1 Notice for example the forms, Bethu-

liam, ludith.2 Not only the sounds and the letters, but the

declensional endings of the Latin were usually preserved,

e. g. : Hieremia -am, lohannes -em, Chron.
;
Helias -am, esaias

(isaias) -am, WS. Matth. The instances where a name came

into such popular use as to lose its book form and undergo
the regular sound changes were relatively infrequent, e. g.,

Eotul, Eatul beside the learned form Italia, G-eoweorpa =
'

Jugurtha,' Oalwer, Cealfre
= Calvarie, Oustantin (Oldest

Engl. Texts, 154, 13), Iceden = i

Latin,' Crecas and Creacas

= '

Greeks,' lupytte, etc. Other slight departures from the

learned forms are Bet(h)lem ^Bethlehem, Effrem Ephraim,

etc., and, perhaps, a tendency to lengthen the initial syllable

of foreign names under the influence of Teutonic accentua-

tion (cf. Sievers, Beitrage, x, 492ff. ; Pogatscher, Zur

Lautlehre der grich., lot., u. rom. Lehnworte im Altenglischen

14, 27, 42, 52; Bright, Publ. Mod. Lang. Assoc., xiv

pp. 354 ff.).

The OF. language, on the other hand, derived as it is from

1 There are, of course, exceptions to the general rule of faithfulness.

The Latin th character in scriptural names seems to indicate in OE. a

stop-sound initially ; medially and finally it seems, sometimes at least,

to indicate a spirant sound and is sometimes represented by 5 e. g.,

Sctffitia Metr. 1, Biffiinia Sal. 197, Jafeft gen. (usual form), Nazareft Elene

913. Lat. ph, on the other hand, seems to indicate a spirant sound

everywhere except finally, and this spirant sound is represented in OE.

by/ in Bethfage (beside Bethphage), Cafarnaum (Capharnaum), Eufraten.

Effrem Farao, etc. In the final position the Lat. ph cannot have had a

spirant pronunciation at the time when these names were introduced,

For example Joseph undoubtedly ended with a stop-sound p, though in

writing there occur the two forms, loseph, losep.
2 ludith is the regular form occurring in the OE. poem bearing that

title. In the A.-S. Chronicle we have what seems to be the popular
French pronunciation of 'Judith ' used as a personal name* The name
of the French Judith, daughter of Charles the Bald and wife of Aethel-

wulf appears in the different manuscripts of the Chronicle as : lupytte

A, lupette B, ludette C, lupcette D, lothete E.
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the "
vulgar," popular Latin, is accustomed to popular forms

of Latin words. The scriptural names, though more subject

than common nouns to the conservative influence of the

written language, when they have once come into popular

use, have usually undergone the regular changes that differ-

entiate OF. from the original Latin. In consequence we
have in OF. two main classes of scriptural names : 1) those

that never came into popular use and consequently are pre-

served only in the regular Latin form; and 2) words in

popular use, which, though subject to book influence, in

some instances have undergone the regular sound-changes.
1

Many proper names are preserved in double form: 1) pop-

ular, 2) learned. The learned forms, since they agree with

the Latin, are the same in OF. and in OE., 'and hence do

not concern us here. The popular forms are the only ones

that are distinctive of the OF.

C. CRITERIA FOR DISTINGUISHING FRENCH FORMS
IN MIDDLE ENGLISH.

In early ME. texts there is a bewildering multiplicity in

the forms of the proper names. Even individual writers are

not uniform in their usage. That most consistent of indi-

viduals, Orm, becomes confused when he has to deal with

proper names. He writes, now Abcel, now Abel-, Abraham,

Habraham; Abya, Abyas, Abyud, Abyupp; Davip, Davipp;

Beplecem, Bepplecem; Elysaboep, Elyzabceth ; G-alile, Grali-

leow, Gralilew; Jafcep, Jafceth; Mappeow, Mapeoiv, Mappew,

Mapew ; Noe, Nop ; Zacarias, Zacariass, Zacaryass, etc.

(eight in all). As one would expect, the conflict between

1 The names ' Paul ' and ' Saul
' seem to illustrate this difference. Paul,

coming into popular use, has undergone the regular OF. sound-change and

appears regularly as Pols, Pol. '

Saul,' on the other hand, never popularly

used, appears as far as I have observed, as Said.
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different principles of accentuation makes itself evident (cf .

Fritsche, Anglia, vii, 52). Even Orm is by no means uni-

form in his accentuation. We find : Adam, Addm ; Anna,

Anna; Joscep, Josoep ; Sdul, Saul; Helyseow, Helyseow, etc.

Among the various departures in ME. from the classical

forms of names it is not easy to find certain marks of

French influence.

I. Treatment of Endings.

1. The weakening of vocalic endings to -e may be ex-

plained by the laws of native English sound change. An
illustration of this fact is supplied in the case of Orm's

Mdr^e.
" In OE. this name occurs 14 times in verse. The

pronunciation Maria is always possible ; Maria is in certain

cases possible but nowhere necessary
"
(Pogatscher, as above,

p. 33). Orm's spelling, Mar^e, shows the weakening to final

-e in a form distinctly English in contrast with the OF.

Marie. But though this weakening to -e may be explained

by laws of English sounds, it was furthered by the influence

of the OF., where final unaccented vowels are either dropped
or weakened to -e (Schwan-Behrens, Altfr. Crr., 77-79).

2. The dropping of the Latin endings -us, -as, -es (as in

Satan, Peter, lohan, Luk, Lucifer, Nicodem, Paul) finds some

precedent in OE., e.g., Satan, Gen. 345
; Sathan, Aelfr. 175,

177
; Lucifer, Satan 367 ; See Peter, Laud MS. of A.-S. Chron.

656, 693 (usually Petrus in OE.); lacob '

James,' Fata

apostolorum 35, 70, Ben. Rule, Cap. 64 (12th cent. Win-

teney Version). The general use of these shortened forms

was, however, furthered by French influence, which favored

the use of popular forms, and by French example, ^nce the

oblique case forms in the French had no final -s.

4. The ME. forms in -ew
(' Matthew,'

' Andrew,' etc.) are

usually attributed to French influence (Kluge, Engl. Stud.,
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XXII, 181
; Behrens, Beitr. z. Gf-esch. der frz. Sprache in

England, p. 161). The sounds receive a satisfactory expla-
nation on this assumption, and there certainly is a striking

parallelism between the OF. and the ME. forms. Such a

form as Orm's Anndrew (OE. Andreas) seems certainly to

be French, though perhaps, like Orm's G-alileow, it may be

formed by analogy. The other forms, Bartholomew, Ebrew,

Helysew, Farisew, Judeow, Saduceow Mafr(]?)ew,
1 it would

seem possible to attribute to native laws of change. An
examination, however, of the names in the list at the end

of this article will be sufficient to convince one of French

influence. /

4. The explanation of the ending -ie in such forms as

Zacarie, Isaie is a similar source of perplexity. The laws

of English sound-change explain these forms satisfactorily ;

at the same tune we find in OF., forms showing identical

pronunciation with that of the ME. forms. (See list.)

5. The ce (e) of the endings in the Ormulum, as in

RacJiml, Isracel, Abcel, Michacel, Elisabcef>, Nazarmp, etc.,

can hardly be attributed to OF. influence, Kluge to the

contrary (Engl. Stud., xxn, 182). The only names in this

class that I have been able to find in OF. rimes, have

been shown to be short (Abel: revel, Adam 722, 723;

Abel : morsel, Reimpredigt, St. 9
; G-abriel : morsel, Phil.

Thaiin Computus 871).
2 On the other hand in OE. the

e hi such names is long, as is shown by such half-lines as:

pone jabriel
x x _/. x /_, Glaubensbekentnis 12

; Micliaheles,

Heiligenkal. 178 ; Misael, Dan. 92, etc. Furthermore

1 Orm's Map(p)e(o)w has the accent regularly on the second syllable.

The spirant />, however, hardly seems to be French. At least the

development ot the name in later French does not show the complete

shading out of the dental that one would expect to follow the spirant

pronunciation.
2 These names appear in Greek respectively as "Ap\, FappujX.
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Orm's Michacel is trisyllabic, while in OF.1 that name is

dissyllabic, e. g., Michiel, Wace's Marie 77 ;
and the

spirant -p is not characteristic of OF. Cf. OF. Misabet,

Japhet, Nazaret, lupytte, etc., but OE. lafefi, Nazareth (cf.

E. Selected List).

6. The final -p in Orm's Joscep has an OE. precedent.

The length of the final syllable also is OE. (cf. Elene 787,

Andreas 691). On the other hand, French models as well

would serve to explain the final -p, e. g., Josep, Wace's

Marie 18, 26, etc. (Joseph 49) ; Joseps nom., Pass. Chr. 341 .

2

7. Such forms as Faraon, Nerun, etc., where the n of the

oblique cases has been given to the nominative, seem to rest

on French precedent.

8. For the difference between OF. and OE. treatment of

final -th, cf. 5 above, also II, 2 below. Notice also the OF,
forms : Josaphat, letro, Betel.

II. Treatment of Medial Consonants.

1. The forms Grryv, Griu, etc.,
'

Greek,' are obviously
French (cf. Schwan-Behrens, 140, 2). Orm's Grickess is

as obviously native.

2. Intervocalic and final dentals, after passing through
the intermediate stage, voiced spirant th, had shaded out

entirely from OF. by the middle of the 12th century (cf.

G. Paris, Vie de St. Alexis, p. 92 ; Schw.-Behr., 119 ;

Baist, Zt.fur Rom. Phil, xx, 327
ff.).

The voiced spirant

of the transitional stage has been preserved hi a consid-

erable number of English words borrowed from the French,

e. g., faith, Orm's caritep, karitep. One is inclined to put
in the same class with faith and caritef certain forms of

1 The subsequent development of Michael in French (Cf . list of names)
seems to indicate short -el in OF. (Mod. Fr. Michel).

2 The final -p in Orm's Jopess, Amminadap may be explained by native

laws of sound change. Cf. explanation of gossip, cheeselip (Kluge, in

Paul's Grundriss).
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proper names with medial or final
J>,

e. g., Davip(p) Orm,
G-alaaft G. & E.; and the fact that such forms as Dauy, Dam,
etc., where the spirant has been shaded out completely, are

frequent in ME. texts slightly later than the Ormulum,
confirms one in the suspicion that Damp, Juftewess, etc.,

represent an intermediate stage in the development of the

French names. In this connection, however, it must not

be forgotten that in OE. proper names, medial and final d

was sometimes changed to the spirant, e. g. : G-inpeas,

Run. inscr.
; Dauiftes, Vesp. Hymns 9

; Dauid, dautiS,

dauides, dauifies, Northumbr. Gospels (Cook) ; Marponius,

Leonipa, etc., Alfred's Orosius. (Cf. Pogatscher, 317-

329, who is inclined to attribute the spirant pronunciation

even in OE. to French influence).
1 The different forms of

the word ' Jew '

in the early ME. texts
( Giiwis, Gewes,

G-ywes, G-yv, etc.], represent a stage in the French develop-

ment at which the dental had been shaded out completely).
2

In transcribing English place names, OF. writers wrote

t for English voiceless spirant ill (cf . J. Westphal, Englische

Ortsnamen im Altfranzosischen, Diss. Strassb., 1891). Ac-

cording to this test, Orm's Elysabcep, Nazarcep, Jafeep, etc.,

are native forms (cf. I, 8, above).

1 If the forms Dauffi, lupewess, etc. came from the French, they must

have come in early in the 12th century, along with/eiS (G. & E.),jp{0n&8

(G. & E.), natwiteti (Chron. 1113), caritep (Orm). The spirant sound th

is foreign to French after this period, where it represented an inter-

mediate stage in the shading out of medial and final dentals.

2 The peculiar forms, Nop, Nopess, Abyud, Abyupp in the Ormulum,

perhaps find an explanation in this connection. Orm was undoubtedly

acquainted with such forms as Demi, for the spirant is supposed to have

disappeared from French before 1150. He deliberately chose the older

form Davip, just as he had chosen caritep. He seems to have mistaken

Noe for onei)f the newer forms, which had lost the dental spirant, and

for the sake of uniformity and consistency he adds the -p. The form

Abyapp perhaps has a similar explanation, though it may be due to con-

fusion with another name. Cf. Abiud, Abiup in the Cursor Mundi,

9237, 9238.
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3. The simplification of intervocalic double consonants

is a French characteristic, e. g., Amon (cf. Schw.-Behr.,

111, 120). For the contrary tendency in English, notice

Essaias, Elene 350 ; Annanias, Aelfr. 59, Dan. 398 ; Ab-

bacuc, Aelfr. 89 ; Emmanuhel, Crist 132 ; also Amminadab,
Emmanucel in Orm.

4. Such syncopated forms as Lazre, Stepline, seem to

be due to French influence (cf. Schw.-Behr., 76). The

French forms of *

Stephen
'

usually have an initial E-, e. g>,

Estefne Best. 3161, Estieve Rencles, Estevenes Bernard

543. For an explanation of the loss of the E- in ME., cf.

Behrens, as above, p. 64.

III. Initial Sounds.

The dzh pronunciation of g or j is an unmistakable sign

of French influence. The difficulty is to determine what

was the real pronunciation of these symbols. The dzh pro-

nunciation of g in Orm's Egippte is shown by the form of

the letter (cf. Napier, History of the Holy Rood Tree, EETS.,

London, 1894); and this form of the name may certainly

be set down as French. For the contrary reason Orm's

$errsalcem must be regarded as native.1

The use of the name '
Jesus,' as Kluge has pointed out

(Engl. Stud., xxn, 181), is a sign of French influence. The

name * Jesus
'

does not occur once in the OE. alliterative

poetry.

1 Both the initial 3 and the length of the final vowel find precedent in

OE. Cf . in Hierusalem xC^x L Dan. 2 (the alliterating syllable is the

first one), yM in Jerusalem j_ x db x Dan. 708. If my scansion of

these half-lines is correct, the synizesis of Orm's form also find* prece-

dent in OE. The OF. has four syllables, e. g., Hierusalem, Pass. Chr. 261.

Notice also the later ME. forms, lurselem, Jud. 3, 17; iursalem, iurselem,

iherusalem, Cursor Mundi 7599, 9203, 20946. For a differing opinion cf .

Bright, Publ. Mod. Lang. Assoc., xiv, 352.
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The form * James ' must also be attributed to the OF.
Cf. list of names.

It seems not at all improbable that initial J- in all proper
names in the Ormulum was pronounced dzh : 1) the two

distinctively native forms,
' Jerusalem

' and 4 Yule '

are each

spelled with a
3 (^errsalcem, $ol, iollda%); 2) initial j- is

not used in common nouns (at least not so printed) ; 3) all

the names beginning with J- are of foreign origin ; 4) the

fact that Orm used a distinctive sign, J-, seems a sure indi-

cation that there was a distinctive pronunciation.

IV. Miscellaneous.

1. The occasional conflict between the English and the

French accentuation affords another ground of distinction,

though most writers, including even the punctilious Orm,
are very inconsistent in this matter.1 On this ground we

may pronounce such forms as Mdry and ^Srrsalcem in the

Ormulum, and Mihhal, Horn. 41, etc., to be native.2 Per-

haps even the difference between Ion and lohan may be due

to the difference between the native English and the French

accent.

2. The French accompanying word flum (flum Jordann}
and the French forms, saint, seint, sein, etc. (as distinguished

from the native sanctus, sanct, sancte)
3
may be regarded as

signs of French influence.

1 For a definition of the distinction between French and English accen-

tuation in this period, see Behrens, as above, p. 64.

* That the Teutonic accent on the initial syllable of foreign names did

produce ^lengthening seems to be true in the case of Mdr^e and jerrsaloem

(and possibly in the case of Amminadab, Emmanucel) in the Ormulum,
and in the case of Mihhal. See Pogatscher, as above, p. 31, and the

opposed view of Bright in Publ. Mod. Lang. Assoc., xiv, 35.5.

3 The use of the word *

prophet,' as distinguished from OE. Wit(e)ga,

may probably be attributed to French influence. Propheta occurs but

once in OE. Cf. H. S. MacGillivray, The Influence of Christianity on the

Vocabulary of OE., Halle, 1902.
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3. In some names the orthography betrays French influ-

ence, e. g., Egypcien (French c), Ethiopien (Schw.-Behr.,

52),
1 Arcebisz (French z), Maudeleyne (Schw.-Behr., 52),

Nerun, Pharaun, etc. (Sturmfels, Anglia, ix, 562 ; Behrens,

as above, p. 109).

4. The dissyllabic pronunciation of *

Paul,' as in Orm's

Pawell, seems to be English. The regular OF. form is

Pols, Pol (cf. Schw.-Behr., 73-75, 77, also citations in

list of names.

D. CONSIDERATION OF INDIVIDUAL TEXTS.

I. ME. homilies. The traditions of the age of Aelfric did

not die with the Norman Conquest, but continued through
the twelfth century. In the twelfth century some of Ael-

fric's homilies were transcribed, and some new ones were

produced similar in thought and in form to those of the

preceding century. In these one would expect to find OE.

forms of names predominating.
1. (Horn. Cott.) Three homilies contained in Cott. MS.

Vesp. A 22 (Published in Old English Homilies. First

Series, by R. Morris, London, 1867-8, pp. 216-245). This

text, which belongs to the Southeast, is a very early one, as

is shown by the fact that the early ME. changes, d to 6, c to

ch, so to sh, have not yet come about. The orthography is

but slightly affected by French influence, and the influence

of OE. literary tradition is apparent in the phraseology and

in the religious vocabulary, e. g., hlaford, almihti^ god,

helend, fa sundor haljan= Pharisees,' boceras= Scribes
'

(but paradis 221). The proper names as one would expect,

have the native form, e. g. : Maria nom., Marie gen., Marie

1 The distinctively native forms are such as : ebreisce folc, iudeisce

men, isr&lisce bem (bern?) = 'children of Israel,' etc.
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dat. ;
Christ alone (laford ihesu crist only once) ; iudeisce

folc ; Ysaiam ; Moises -en ; sanctes paulus, sanctus lohannes,

Eua -am, etc.

2. (Horn.) Homilies contained in Lambeth MS. 1

(Printed by R. Morris, as above, pp. 1-182). This series is

also early (OE. d is still written a), and belongs to the South-

west. French influence on the orthography is more evident

than in Horn. Cott., but the stylistic features are English.

In fact, two of this series, ix and x, are transcribed from

Aelfric. According to Sturmfels (Anglia, vm, 200-262),

these homilies contain "few words that are certainly of

Romanic origin." The church vocabulary seems to be

almost entirely native, e. g., mildheortnisse= '

mercy,' helend

= 4

Saviour,' drihten= t

Lord,' godspellere
= '

evangelist,'

fultume = *

grace,' feond
*

devil,' halie iwriten= '

scrip-

tures,' maiden Marie '

virgin,' annesse = 4

unity,' aide

isetnisse = ' Old Testament,' scuppend = *

Creator,' etc.

Exceptions are : parais, prophete, Ihesu Crist (once). The

proper names show more traces of French influence than

do those in Horn. Cott., e. g. : ardbisz 5, saint lame 151,

pe giwis $,flum lordan 141, Ihesu Crist 121, Zeinte Marie

17, seint dauiftes mu% pe prophete 139, lohan
)>e ewangeliste

(sic) 81, pharon (nom.) 87. But the more usual forms are

native, e. g., pharao 141, goliam 155, J?e
hebreisce folc 5,

iudeisce men (or folc) 9, folc of iudeus, isrcelisce folc 11,

egipte lond 11, romenisce 93, grekisce 93, galileisce 89, ger-

kisc 117, ure lefdi sancte marie 23, halie Maiden Marie 141,

mihhal 41, petrus 91, 97, sancte peter -re -res 73, 37, 127,

sancte paul 41, dune oliueti 3, hulle synai 129, dauid pe
halie wite^e 43; and in homilies IX and x, written by

Aelfric, the forms : Petrus, Matheus, Paulus, lohannes.

3. (Horn. II.) The Homilies in Trin. MS. B. 14, 52 (ed.

by R. Morris, OE. Homilies, Second Series, London, 1878,

EETS. 53) are .somewhat later (OE. d appears as o). In
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109 pages of text there are 33 words of Romanic origin

(Sturmfels, Anglia, vni, 208). The church vocabulary here

again is prevailingly native, e. g.: holie boo, holie write,

wite^e, premnesse, helend, salmwrihte, loftsongere, fulcninge,

ester, etc. (but paradis, and prophete competing with wite^e).

In proper names there seems to be an increasing tendency
to drop the endings, but the number of forms certainly to

be attributed to French influence is not great. The French

forms seinte, sainte seem to have driven out the native

sanctus, sancte. Other traces of French influence may be

seen in ihesu (crist) frequent; belleem 31 (cf. Schwan-

Behrens, Altfr. G-ram., 122) ; Seinte Marie Magdaleine 65,

etc. (Schw.-Behr., 40) ;
seint iame 145, 151, 187 ; iames

gen. 151 ;
sein lucas 71 ;

seint matheu 81
; seint andreu 175 ;

seinte andreues gen. 185
;
seinte elizabet 125, 135; bet/age 91,

On the other hand, it is not easy to find distinctively native

forms, though sainte peter 17, 35, etc. ; isrcelisse folc 51, 53 ;

seint iacob= 4 James '

65, 107, etc. (sein iacob 71) ; iuideusshe

men 81
; fe iudeus 81 ; seint ambrosius 111 ; -ii 127 ; goliam

accus. 193 ; iohannes 161 (usually iohari) ; ionan accus. 81,

83, seem to betray native rather than French influence.

II. The Ormulum. The manuscript of the Ormulum is

in an English hand. Furthermore the number of French

words is small, about 23 in more than 20,000 lines. (Cf.

Kluge, Engl. Stud., xxu, 181). As one would expect, the

extent of French influence on the proper names is not great.

Probably to French must be attributed the names ending in

-ew, -eow, -aw, e. g. ; Anndrew, Arrchelaw, Farisew, Helysew,

Judeow, Jupewess Kaldewe, Saduceow, and, indirectly, by

analogy, G-alileow. (Cf. Kluge, Engl. Stud., xxu, 181 ;

Behrens, as above, p. 41). Other French forms seem*to be

G-oliat, Awwstin, Johdn, Egippte, Jesus, Latin (OF. latin:

matin, Best. 3816-8), Orrmin, Wallter, Paradis.

If the names beginning with J- have the dzh pronuncia-

tion, this must be attributed to French.
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The form Caym seems to be best explained as French.

In OE. the regular form is Cain, -es, -e (Gen. 1022, 1056),

though in a late manuscript (c) of the Prose Genesis

(Herrig's Arcliiv, 1898) and in Aelfric 82, the form Cairn

occurs. In OF. I have found the forms Cairn, Chaim

(Reimpr.), Chaym (Adam), but Kayn (Renclus), Cayn (Job

51T).

Filippe also seems to be French (Phelipes, Philipes, -e,

Wace's Marie 1, 72, 204 ; Phelipe, Best. 11
; Phelippes

nom., accus., Macch.).
The forms Zacari^e, Zacarie (beside Zacarias(s), Zaka-

ryas(s), etc.], Ysay^e (beside Ysayas) are possibly due to

French influence ; at least they find parrallels in French.

Over against these French forms may be set the far

greater number of names either showing distinctly English

peculiarities, or, after the OE. fashion, reproducing the Latin

form. Examples of the first class are Abcel (OF. Abel),

Elysabcep, Jafcep, Nazarcep,
1

Bepania (cf. OF. Betel, Rois

285), Amminadab, Emmanucel (Pogatscher, 32
; Schw.-

Behr., 107, 2, b), G-abricel (OF. Gabriel), Grickess, Orick-

isshe (Schw.-Behr., 148, 2)), jerrsalcem (see note above),

Jopess gen. (Schw.-Behr., 109), Mar$e (English accent),

Michael (dissyllabic in OF.: cf. Michiel, Wace's Marie 77),

Peterr (OF. Pier(r)e8, Pier(r)e), Pawell, Salemann
(?),

Bep(b)lecem).

In addition must be mentioned the series of names with

ce in the final syllable (cf. C, I, 5, above).

III. "Genesis and Exodus. This text contains about

100 words of Romanic origin (Sturmfels). The peculiar

and arbitrary orthography of the proper names in the

1 These words obviously did not have the dental spirant in OF. Cf.,

Japhet, Mist. Vieil. 6032, Nazaret, Wace's Marie 40. The loss of the

dental, which would have followed the intermediate spirant pronuncia-

tion, did not occur in these forms. Cf. C. I, 5, above.
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unique MS. of G. & E. suggests that the MS. was written

from memory or from dictation rather than copied. Notice

the arbitraiy use or disuse of initial h- and such forms as

Aram (Vulg. Arari), Auel (Vulg. Auer), Oadalamor (Vulg.

Chodorlahamor), Faga (Vulg. Phasgd), Excol (Vulg. Eschol),

Fegor (Vulg. Phogor), Iraab (Vulg. Irad), etc., all of which

might find an explanation in the assumption that the scribe

had misheard. This apparent inaccuracy and the fact that

most of the names are unusual ones, lessens the value of

this text for our purpose.

Some few distinctively French forms may be recognized.

Amon, Ebru, Ebruis (competing with the English forms

Ebris, Ebrisse), Egypden (along with egipte folc), Engleis,

Ethiopien, Ihesus, lesus, lewes, flum lurdan, michael
(

: wel)

dissyllabic, Nembrot, Pharaun (:prisun:tun).
Prof. O. F. Emerson has pointed out to me the peculiar

forms Vdas = ' Judas '

1949, Acob = < Jacob
'

2391, Osep =
*

Joseph
'

2501, 2441, with the suggestion that these forms

indicate the i pronunciation of the initial I- in these names.

Whether or not this is true can be finally determined only
after an examination of the MS. Since, however, all the

instances of this kind occur at the beginning of the line,

it seems probable that space has been purposely left for an

illuminated capital I-.

If these forms do not indicate the English pronunciation
of I-, it is not easy to find signs of distinctively English

pronunciation. Abel
(

:
sel) 417-18, and the forms already

cited, Ebris, Ebrisse, seem to be native ; erebis ston = * Horeb '

seems to have undergone the English z-umlaut; amalech

(
: wreck) 3395-6 also seems English.

Perhaps to French influence may be attributed^in this

as in other ME. texts, the frequent accent on the final syl-

lable, as shown by the rimes, e. g., amon
(
: on), berem-tem

(
: lerusalem), cairn

(
: kin), abram

(
: iurdan), eua

(
: sarra),

etc.
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IV. Ancren Riwle. In this text French influence is

obvious in the orthography and in the vocabulary (about
500 French words, according to Sturmfels). In the writ-

ing of proper names the French fashion seems to be the

prevailing one.

Seint Agace 370.

Seint Aumelme 304, 338

(four times).

(Anselm once.)

Seint Andreu 122, 136.

Seinte Antoine 236.

Seint Austin 60, 104, etc.

Alisaundres 398.

Seinte Beneit 236.

(Benedict 162.)

Seinte Bartholomew, 244.

Cesares (gen.) 398.

Dam, Dauies, 246, 56.

(Dauid, more frequent, 14,

48, 50, etc.)

Ebreu 136, 308.

Sein Giles 350.

Grius, GHws, G-iwes, etc., 106,

114, 394, 404.

Isboset 270 (Vulg. Isboseth).

lesu 26, (
lesu crist frequent.)

Ifiu crist 10.

lesu Xte 16.

Sein lerome 80, 286.

losaphat 264 (Vulg. losa-

phath).

ludit 126, 136, 138, 298.

Lazre 312, 326, 328.

Lorens, Lorenz 122, 362.

Seinte Miheles 386.

(Mihaeles 412.)

Parais 356.

Pharisewus 328.

Sansumes, Saunsumes (gen.)

254.

(Samsones 398.)

Seint Stefne 122.

Tnde 342.

Ypocras 370.

It is not possible to make a long list of distinctively

English forms. The only ones that I find are : Peter 164,

168, etc. ; Powel 11, 30, 70, etc. (Poules gen. 360) ; Bene-

dihttf) 162
;
MizabeS 76 ; Grickischs, Orickishe 404, 406.

It is to be noted further that the popular forms (Latin

endings dropped) are the ones used, and this is an indirect
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sign of French influence, e. g. : Antonie 10
;
Arsenie 10

;

dregorie 92, etc. ; Jeremie 64, etc. ; Isaie 76, etc. ; Tobie 92
;

Johan 160, etc. (Johannes is used also) ; Oloferne 136, etc. ;

Assuer 146, 170; Ezechie = 4 Hezekiah '

152; #ato234;
Zacharie 302.

V. Even in the alliterative and rhythmical productions

Hali Meidenhad, St. Juliana, St. Katerine, Seinte Marherete,

where, judging from the alliterative style, we should expect

to find the influence of OE. tradition strong, the French

fashion in proper names seems the prevailing one.

1. Hali Meidenhad has 24 Romanic words employed
32 times (Einenkel, quoted by Sturmfels). The proper

names that show French influence are : Jeshu Oristes 5

(only instance), seint Austin 27, st. katerine, st. enneis =
*

Agnes,' st. Juliene (st. margarete), (st. lucie), st. Cecille

45. 1

2. St. Juliana has 18 Romanic words employed 32

times (Einenkel, quoted by Sturmfels). There is not a

great number of distinctive forms. Ihesu crist 8, 24;

iesu 16, 36, 51 ; sein luhan (Fr. u) 40, 62 ; flum lurdan

62; dauift 62; seinte stefne 40; Nabugodouosor 38; giwes

62; Campaine 76; gulie 62, all seem to be French. To
these perhaps may be added the forms with weakend end-

ings: ananie, zacharie 32, ysaye 39. OE. tradition seems

to persist in peter ant pawel 40, israheles folc 40, beftleem,

62.

3. St. Katerine, which in 2541 verses has 50 Romanic

words employed 73 times (Einenkel, Anglia, v), has not

a great number of distinctive forms. French fashion,

however, is apparent in the forms : G-iws 330, Iesu 2378,

Iesu crist 708, Maxence 1, etc., Platunes (Norm, \piting:

^<Lat. 5) 857.

1 The names in parentheses are shown to be French by their associ-

ation with the other names distinctively French in form.
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4. Seinte Markerete has 24 Romanic words employed
32 times (Einenkel, quoted by Sturmfels), and such forms

of proper names as dauies (gen.) 18, Ihesu crist 3, giwes 3 ;

but dauiff
fie wite^e, which seems to be English.

VI. Old English Miscellany (13 century. Ed. by R.

Morris, EETS. 49, London, 1872):
1. The Passion of our Lord betrays French influence

everywhere. The heading reads :
" Ici cumence la

passyun ihesu crist en engleys." On the first page
alone occur five French words. We expect to find and do

find the names in French forms : flum iurdan 25 ; seynt iohan

2 syl. 26
; lesus 155 ; ihesu crist 37, etc.; Gryv, G-ywes 351,

57, 72, 473, etc.; fariseus pi. 57, etc.; seynt lame 151 ;

cesar 420, 430
; ebreu, gryv, latyn 470 ; Marie Maudeleyne

554
; Nerun, Dacyen 686 ; Peter 139, 143, 197, etc., and

seynt Ion 151, 223, are about the only distinctively English
forms.

2. The Bestiary has few proper names. Notice, how-

ever, ihesu crist 98, Inde 604.

3. Kentish Sermons has Ihesus Crist 31, geus, gius, gyus
26. The other forms are not distinctive.

VII. Miscellaneous :

1. The Havelok has such French forms as Dauy,

Lazarun, Ynde.

2. King Horn has Sarazins, Payn, Pains, lesu Crist,

Seint Steuene.

3. Judas (Matzner, Sprachproben, p. 114), a short poem
of one page, has Jesus, Jewes, Jeu, and the native English
form Jurselem.

4. To examine carefully all the forms in the Cursor

Mundi does not fall within the scope of this work. At
the same time, this later, rimed text throws some light on

the names hi the earlier period.

a. The accent was still free to fall on the last syllable,
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as is shown by some remarkable rimes : Nee : thre

1423-4; matusale:he 1483-4; Eachell : tell 3855-6;

Joseph : lep 4541-2 ;
losue : semble 6407-8 ; propheci : ysai

10715-6, etc.

b. The final syllables which had been long in OE. and

regularly so in the Ormulum were sometimes shortened in

the Cursor Mundi, e. g. : moyses : wildernes 63134 ;
wes :

hercules 7027-8 ; ysmael : tell 2637-8 ; Eachell : tell 3855-

6, etc.

c. French forms are frequent, e. g.: grece (: pece)

7037
;
daui 7585 ; kaym 1559 ; pers 2105

;
ardbi 2105 ;

Inde 2105; babiloyne 2265; lazar
(: sare) 14294, etc.;

Hebru, ebru, ebrew 2281, etc.

E. A SELECTED LIST OF DISTINCTIVE FORMS.*

ABEL Horn. 81, Horn. Cott. 235, Jul. 38, 39, Abel (: sel)

G. & E. 418, Abel, Abcel Orm.
;
OE. Abel gen. 1003, abelys,

abeles, abylys gen. WS. Matth. xxiii, 35 Abcel Prose Gen.

MS. c (cf. Herrig's Archiv, 1898) ;
OF. Abel

(: revel) Adam
722-723, (:bel) Twain 1813-14, (: morsel) Reimpredigt,
Stanza 9

; Vulgate Abel.

ABIMALECH G. & E. 1172, etc.; OE. Abimelech, Abimce-

leh, Abimeleh Gen. 2716, 2741 (cf. Bright, Pull. Mod.

Lang. Assoc. xiv, 348); OF. Abimelech Mist. Vieil. 11768;

Vulg. Abimelech.

ABSALOXES gen. Ancr. Riw. 398 ; OF. Absalon Rois

126; Vulg. Absalom.

1 Many common names, such as Aaron, Adam, Moises, etc., have been

omitted from this list because there is no apparent distinction between
the French and the English forms. Many unusual names also have

been omitted because unusual names generally retained their Latin

form, and hence were the same in French and in English.
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AMMINADAB Amminadap (?) Orm; OE. Aminadab nom.

& accus. WS. Matth. i, 4 ; Vulg. Aminadab Matth. i, 4.

AM6N
(: on) G. & E. 1157 ; OE. Ammon Gen. 2613

; OF.

Amon Rois 36 ; Vulg. Ammon.

ANDKEU, -es Horn, n, 175, 185, Andreu, Andrewes Ancr.

Riw. 122, 412, Anndrew 2 syl. Orm, Andreas Pet. Chron. ;

OE. Andreas; OF. Andreu 2 syl. (: deu) Best. 3793, Mar.

Leg., p. 123, Andrius 2 syl. (: Matheus) Wace's Marie 72,

Andriu Renclus, Andry Mist. Pass. 12871 ; Vulg. Andreas.

ANTIOCHE dat. St. Marh. 2
; OE. Antiochia nom., dat.

Chron. 9, Aelfr. 177 ; OF. Antioche Wace's Marguer, 279,

Cliges 800 ; Vulg. Antiochia.

ARFAXAT Horn. Cott. 227, Arfaxath G. & E. 701 ; OE.

Arfaxath Aelfr. 103
;
OF. Arphaxat Mist. Vieil. 41882 ;

Vulg. Arphaxad Gen. x, 22, 24.

ASSUER Ancr. Riw. 146 ; OE. Assuerus Aelfr. 92 ; Vulg.
Assuerus.

AZARIE accus. Jul. 33
;
OE. Azarias, Adzarias Dan. 91,

398
; OF. Azaries nom. Macch. ; Vulg. Azarias.

BABILONIE nom. Horn, n, 51, Babilones gen. Hal. Meid.

5, St. Marh. 17; OE. Babylones gen., Babilone (weard),

Babylonie gen., Babilonige gen. Dan. 47, 99, 164, 167, 173,

babilonis, babilonys gen. sing. WS. Matth. i, 11, 12
;
OF.

Babylonie Rois 484, Macch., Babiloine, Babilone Mar. Leg.

211,208, Babyloine Wace's Marguer. 162, Babiloine, -oyne

Boeve de H. 3161, 3166, Babylone Renclus.

BAKTHOLOMEU Ancr. Riw. 244
; OE. Bartholomeus WS.

Matth. x, 3
;
OF. Berthelemy Mist. Pass. 28665, Bertremieu

Wace's Marie 72.

BELZEBUB Horn, n, 177, Beelzebub, -es Jul. 42-3, Horn.

55, Tes. Col. MS. Mor. Ode, Belsebuc Lamb. MS. Mor. Ode

283 (is this not -t in the MSS. ?) ; OE. Belzebub WS. Matth.

x, 25, xii, 24, 27 ;
OF. Belsabut Wace's Marguer, 85, Bel-

sabu Boeve de H. 3606, Belzebuth Mist. Pass. 1220; Vulg.

Beelzebub.
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BETHLEEM Horn, n, 35, Kent, Serm. 26, Horn. Cott. 241,

belleem Horn. II, 31, Bepplecem, Beplecem Orm ; OE.Bethlem

Gen. 1799, 1876, etc., Bethlem, Bethleem, Betleem Chron.,

Betlem Crist 449 ; OF. Bethleem Rois 1, Bedleem (MS. B),

Bedlem (MS. D) Boeve de H. 1244 (Belleem is the popular
form that one would expect in OF.) ; Vulg. Bethlehem.

CAYM, Kaym Jul. 38-39, Calm, Caym G. & E., Caym, -ess

Orm; OE. Cain, -es, -e Gen. 1022, 1056, Cairn Aelfr. 82,

Prose Gen. MS. c (Herrig's Archiv, 1898) ; OF. Cairn, Chaim

Reimpr., Chaym Adam, Kayn Renclus, Oayn Mist. Pass.

1132, Job 517; Vulg. Cain.

CALUARIE (munte) W. of L. 283, Ancr. Riw. 106, Kalu-

arie Pass. 436
; OE. Galwer Ep. 471, 476, Galuarie Elene

672, etc. (see Pogatscher, p. 23); Vulg. Calvaria.

CESAR, -es, -e Pass. 420, 422, 429, Ancr. Riw. 398,

Kaserr, Kasere Orm; OF. Cesar nom., gen., accus. Mist.

Pass. 23143-23149, Phil. Thaiin 775.

CONSTANTINUS Horn. 129, Constantin St. Kat. 15
; OE.

Costontinus (Scotch king at Brunnanburb), Custantin OET.
154, 13 (cf. Pogatscher, 42, 152).

CRIST, -es, -e Horn. 7, 15, 17, Jul. 23, 31, 67, Kent. Serm.

26, Orm, Ancr. Riw. 17; OE. Grist; OF. Cris (nom.) Crist

Renclus, Criz, Crist Bernard 555, Jem- Crist Rois 1, Cristus

Adam.

DAUID Horn. 7, Horn, n, 89, Ancr. Riw. 15, Hal. Meid.

3, 5, Daui&es gen. Horn. 97, Horn, n, 33, W. of L. 273,
Dauffi Jul. 62-63, Hal. Meid. 39, Davty, Davify Orm,

Dauy Hav. 2863, Daui Ancr. Riw. 246, Dauies gen. St.

Marh. 18, Ancr. Riw. 56 ; OE. Dauid, -es Ex. 389, Aelfr.

61, Dauiftes gen. Vesp. Hymns 9, David, Davi&, -ides, -iftes

Northumbr. Gospels (Cook) ; OF. David Adam, *Vie St.

Thos. 96, Renclus, Davit gen. Wace's Marie 37, Davi Best.

91, (: entendi), Wace's Marie 49.

EBKEU, Ebreuwisch, -e Ancr. Riw. 130, 136, Pass. 470,
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Ebru, Ebruis, Ebris, Ebrius (kin), Ebrisse G. & E., ffebreisce,

Ebreisce Horn. 3, 5, 7, Eberisce Horn. Cott. 227 ; OE.

Ebrei, -ea, -urn, -os, Ebrisca Dan. 1, 78, 256, Ebrisc Elene

725 ; OF. Hebreu nom. pi., Hebreus dat. pi. Rois 43, 15,

Hebrem nom. sing., gen. pi. Phil. Thaiin 100, Mar. Leg. 61.

EFFRAYM 3 syl. (: hem) G. & E. 2151; OE. Effrem
Aelfr. 71, Effraim dat. Psalm 879, Effrem, -es Psalms

107, 77 ; OF. Effraim Rois 2, Efrem Best. 2095
; Vulg.

Ephraim.

EGIPTE, Egypte G. & E., Egippte Egyppte Orm, Egipte

(lond) Horn. 11, Jul. 33, Egipte dat. Ancr. Riw. 218,

Egiptisse, -n Horn. 87, 93, Egipcien, Egypcien G. & E.;

OE. Egypta gen., Egyptan A.-S. Chron., Ex. 50, (of)

Aegyptum Psalm 79, Egypte accus. Ex. 443, Egyptum
Ex. 504, Egyptas, -a, -um Psalms 104, 105

; OF. Egpte

nom., dat. Wace's Marie 26, 52, (en) Egypte Rois 9, Best.

74, Egyptiens Rois 34, Job 510.

HELIAS Horn, n, 129, Helyas Orm, Helie dat. Ancr.

Riw. 154, Elie nom., dat., Elies gen. Ancr. Riw. 402, 356 ;

OE. Helios, -e, -am WS. Matth. xi, 14, xxvii, 47, etc.,

Aelfr. 129; OF. Helyes Rois 311, Macch., Elies Best.

3140, Helyas Job 487.

HELYSEW, Helyseow Orm; OE. Heliseus Heliseo gen.

Juliana 25, 160; OF. Helyseu Rois 322; Vulg. Eliseus.

ELIZABETH Ancr. Riw. 76, Elysabcep, Elyzabceth Orm,
Elizabet Horn. II, 125, Helizabeth Hal. Meid. 45; OF.

Elisabet, Elisabeth Wace's Marie, pp. 44, 46.

EMMANUEL, Emanucd Orm; OE.Emmanuhel Crist 132,

Emanuhel WS. Matth. i, 23; OF. Emanuhel Adam.

EVE Orm. Eue, Eua G. & E. Hue Ur. of Lefdi, p. 161,

Ancr. Riw. 52, St. Kat. 886, Hal. Meid. 9, Jul. 38-39,

Horn, n, 191, Horn. 75, Euan accus. Horn. 123, Eue gen.

Horn, n, 111, Eua, -am Horn. Cott. 223, 229 ; OE. Eve,

-an Gen. 612, 648; OF. Eue Wace's Marie 55; Eva, -am

Adam, Eve, -ain Renclus.
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FARAON, -ess Orm, G. & E., Pharao, Pharaon, Pharraon,

Pharaun G. & E., Pharaon, Pharao Horn. 87, 89, 140,

Pharaones gen. Jul. 60-61, Pharao, -ones Ancr. Riw. 218,

220; OE. Farao, -nes, -ne Gen. 1860, Faraon accus. Ex.

156, 501, Aelfr. 85, OF. Pharaun nom., gen. Rois 21, 9,

Pharaon Macch., Best. 71 ; Vulg. Pharao.

FARISEW, Farisewess, Farisewwess gen. Orm, Fariseus,

Phariseus, pi. Pass. 57, 239 pa sunder hafyan Horn. Cott.

244
; OE. pa sundor halgan frequent, pa Phariseas accus.

Aelfr. 129 (cf. MacGillivray, as above, 4).

FILIPPE, -es Orm; OE. Philippus A.-S Chron., p. 7;

OF. Phelipes, Philipes, -e Wace's Marie 72, 1, 204, Phelipe
Best. 11, Phelippes nom., accus. Macch.

PHILISTEUS nom. pi. Ancr. Riw. 264; OF. (de) Phi-

listiens Rois 13 (de) Philisteez Macch. ; Vulg. Philisthaei.

GABRLEL Orm, G-abriel Horn, n, 125, Ancr. Riw. 68,

76, Hal. Meid. 45; OE. Gabriel, G-abrihel Crist 201,

336, G-abrihel Aelfr. 32
; OF. G-abriel

(: bel) Phil. Thaiin

871, G-abriel Adam, Wace's Marie 40.

GALAAD, aalaaft G. & E.; OF. G-alaat, G-alaad Rois

36, 119, G-alaad Macch. 15
; Vulg. G-alaad.

GALILE, -ew, -eow Orm, G-alyle, G-alilewis Pass. 136,

286, G-alilee nom., dat. Ancr. Riw. 322, G-alileisce Horn.

89 ; OE. G-alilea, -m Satan 527 ; OF. G-alilee (: cite, : alee,

:Zebedee) Wace's Marie 10, 39, 60, G-alilee Rois 269,

Macch.; Vulg. G-alilaea.

GOLIE, Gulie accus. Jul. 62-63, G-oliamHom. 155, Horn,

n, 193, Goliat accus. Orm ; OF. G-oliath, G-olias, G-olie~Rois

66, 67, 68, G-olieRest. 92, G-olias accus. Mist. Pass. 18986 ;

Vulg. G-oliath.

GRIKISCE, G-rekisce Horn. 63, 93, G-rickische An^r. Riw.

402, G-rickess, G-rickisshe Orm, G-ryv Pass. 470; OE.
Creacas Pref. to Past. Care, G-rec(lond) Chron. 236, yeca

gen. Aelfr. 182
; OF. G-reu, G-regeis Best. 2594, G-regeis
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Boeve ^e H. 328, G-reu, G-rvi, Reimpr. Stanza 27, G-rius,

G-riu Phil. Thaiin 349, 1093, G-rece, (des) Gries, (des) Ores

Macch.

IAFET Horn. Cott. 225, Jafcep, JafcetTi Orm, lapheb G. &
E. ; OE. Jafeth, Jafe& usually Jafeties Gen. 1242, etc.; OF.

Japhet Mist. Vieil 6032 ; Vulg. lapheth.

IAMES Ancr. Riw. 9, Horn, n, 151, lame Ancr. Riw. 11,

Pass. 151, Horn. 151, Horn, n, 145, lacob Horn. 93, Horn,

n, 65, Jul. 60-61, Jacobum accus. Orm ; OE. Jacobus, -mm

A.-S. Chron. 8, 9, WS. Matth. iv, 21, xviii, 1, x, 2, 3, Sancte

lacobes gen. Ben. Rule, Cap. 64 (Wint. Version lacob) ; OF.

Jaques, Jaque Wace's Marie 59, 60, Jaques Mist. Pass.

13364, Jaike Bernard, p. 542, Jake Renclus, Jakemes, Job

442, Jame Vie de St. Thos. ; Vulg. Jacobus.

IEKEMIE Horn. 47, Horn, n, 69, Ancr. Riw. 64 ; OE.

Uieremia, -am WS. Matth. ii, 17, xvi, 14, xxvii, 9 ; OF.

Jheremias Adam, Job 453, Jheremies Job 449, Macch., Jere-

mias Best. 1590, leremies, Iheremies, leremia Macch. ; Vulg.
Jeremias.

JERUSALEM Horn. 2, Horn, n, 21, Jul. 40-41, Kent.

Serm. 26, Horn. Cott. 241, G. & E., Iherusalem Horn, n,

33, lurselem Jud. 3, 17, jerrsalcem Orm, lurisalem 3 syl.

Bev. of Hampt. 1960, 2261, etc.; OE. Jerusalem A.-S.

Chron.^ 12, 13, Jerusalem, Dan. 2, 708; OF. Jerusalem

Rois 14 (4 syl.). Best. 105 ; Jerusalem 4 syl. Wace's Marie

20, 27, 28
; Vulg. Jerusalem, lerosolyma, -am, etc.

IHESU Crist Horn. 121 (one instance), Kent. Serm. 28,

Pass. 37, Ancr. Riw. 11, St. Kat. 707, St. Marh. 3, Ihesu

eristes gen. Jul. 8-9, leshu cristes Hal. Meid. 5, 47, Ihesu

voc. W. -of L. 273, Ihesus accus. W. of L. 279, Ihesus crist

Kent. Serm. 31, lesu, Ihesu Jul. 16-17, 36-37, lesus K.

Horn, Pass. 155, Jesus, Jesuss Orm, Ihesuc Pass. 184, 443 ;

OE. Does not occur in alliterative poetry, Gressus Run.

Inscr. Sweet, HES., p. 145
;
OF. Jesus, -u Phil. Thaiin
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626, 1827, Ihesu Macch. 7, Jhesucris, -crist Renclus, Jesus

crist nom., Jesu crist obi. Phil. Thaiin 874, 861, Jesus nom.,

Jhesu dat., Jhesum accus. Wace's Marguer. 182, 252, 279,

Jhesum christum Wace's Marie 57, Jesu crist
(: occist, : ser-

vist) Wace's Marie 20, 60.

YNDE dat. Hav. 1085, Inde Best. 604 ; OE. Indea, India

gen. 152, 153, Indian dat. Aelfr. 92
;
OF. Inde Chard. Jos.

70, Best. 740.

IOHAN Horn. 81, S. Warde 267, Horn, n, 85, Hav. 2957,

Orm, Pet. Chron. 374, Pass. 26, Ancr. Riw. 160, luhan

Jul. 40-41, Ion (2 syl. : anon) Hav. 177, seynt Ion Pass.

151, 153, lohannes Horn. 123, Horn, n, 161, Horn. Cott.

242, lohannes gen. Ancr. Riw. 166, 184, lohannem accus.

Horn. 5 ; OE. lohannis Hollenf. 50,135, lohannes, -em

Chron. 9, Aelfr. 14, Ben. Rule, Cap. 1, MS. F ; OF. Johan

Best. 3143, Chard. Jos. 1588, (de) Mian Macch., Johans,

Johan Bernard 542, Johans, Johan Wace's Marie 45, 60,

Vie St. Thos. 5273, etc., Jehan Renclus, Mist. Pass. 11557,

lohanam accus. Macch. 5, Johanz Wace's Marie 57, Job 447.

JOSEPH Ancr. Riw. 258, Pass. 509, loseph, losep, -es G.

& E., losep, loseph Jul. 60-61, Joscep Orm; OE. loseph,

losepes, losepe, losep accus., Joseph Ps. 104, Josepes Ps. 77,

Josep accus. Hymn 10, Aelfr. 79, 131, 135; OF. Joseph

Macch., Bernard 548, Best. 70, Wace's Marie 49, 50, Josep

Wace's Marie 18, 26, etc., loseps nom. Pass. Chr. 341,

loseph Hoheii Lied 35 (Last two are very early texts) ;

Vulg. loseph.

ISAIAS Horn. 73, Ysaias Horn. 5, 117, Ysayes Horn, n,

151, Isaie nom., dat. Ancr. Riw. 76, 78, Ysaye Horn, n,

219, Jul. 38, Ysaie Jul. 39, Ysaiam Horn. Cott. 235,

Ysayas, Ysay^e 4 syl. Orm ; OE. Esdias Crist 303, esaias,

isaias, -am WS. Matth. iv, 14, etc. ; OF. Ysaias, Ysaie

Best. 572, 2122, Ysaie nom. (:profetie) Wace's Marie 36,

Isaias Adam, Ysaie Rois.
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Judeow, Judew, Jufewess Orm, lewes G. & E., Gryus,

Gem, Kent. Serm. 26, f>e Griwis, ludeisce men, (folc of]

ludeus, ludeisce folc Horn. 9, (J>e)
ludeus Horn, n, 109,

Gewes Jud. 17, 18, G-iws St. Kat. 330, Grywes, Grywene, G-yv

Pass. 57, 332, 351, G-iws, Grius pi., Giwes, Gius gen. Ancr.

Riw. 106, 114, G-iwes St. Marh. 3; OE. (of. MacGillivray,

as above, 3), ludeas A.-S. Chron, 8, 9, 12, 13, ludeas, -a,

-um Aelfr. 130, Griupeas Run. Inscr. (Sweet, HES., p.

145) ; OF. Jude, Judeu Adam, (Li) Judeu, (li)
Jueus pi.

Rois 2, 111, 206, Geus Bernard 555, Judei Wace's Marie

12, G-ywesse, Giu, Gius Mar. Leg. MS. Roy., pp. 24, 25,

Jueu Mar. Leg. MS. Eg., pp. 19, 20, Judeus nom. sing.,

Judeu nom. pi. Phil. Thaiin 1124, 2727, Judus pi. St.

Brandan 1286, (des) luis Macch., Juif Renclus; Vulg.
ludaei.

IUDIT, -es Ancr. Riw. 126, 130
; OE, ludith frequent,

lupytte, lupette, ludette, lupcette, lothete (daughter of Chas.

the Bold and wife of Aethelwulf) A.-S. Chron.

LAZARUSS Orm, Lazarun accus. Hav. 331, Lazre dat.

Ancr. Riw. 312
;
OE. Lazarum accus. Aelfr. 66 ; OF. Laza-

rus Job 463, (par seiri) Lazre Vie St. Thos. 4864, Lazaron

Renclus, lo lazer accus. Pass. Chr. 30, Lazere accus. Chard.

'Dormans' 1687; Vulg. Lazarus.

LATIN Jul. 2-3. Orm (in Orm always Ldtiri), St. Marh.

23, Latyn Pass. 470, boc leden Horn. 117, Horn, n, 151;

OE. (boc) Iceden Aelfr. 195, (on) Latinum (cjereorde) Aelfr.

199; OF. Latins, -In
(: Angevins, : divin) Phil. Thaiin '99,

350, Latin (: matin) Best. 3817-18.

LUCAS (pe godspellere) Horn. 89, Lucas Horn. 11, 71, Orm,

(seint) Luk W. of L. 281
; OE. Lucas A.-S. Chron. 10, Aelfr..

52 ; OF. Lucas Bernard 553, Wace's Marie 72, IMC Mist.

Pass. 30844.

MARIE Horn. 17, Horn, n, 21, S. Warde 259, Kent. Serm.

26, Horn. Cott. 237, Pass. 569, Ancr. Riw. 38, St. Kat. 333,
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Hal. Meid. 15, Maria Horn. Cott. 227, G. & Y^Mar^e Orm,
Marie gen. Pet. Chron. 373, Pass. 354, Ancr. Riw. 22,

(oftres) Maries gen. Ancr. Riw. 106, Mariam (Magdalene)

Horn. 157, Maries pi. Ancr. Riw. 372; OE. Maria, -n

Satan 438 (cf. Pogatscher, p. 33) ; OF. Marie Adam, Wace's

Marie 1, Marie gen. Phil. Thaiin 824, Wace's Marie 58,

Maries pi. Wace's Marie 58, Maria nom. Wace's Marie 82.

(Marie) MAGDALENE Horn. 157, Ancr. Riw. 372, Hal.

Meid. 43, (M.) Magdaleine Horn. 11, 65, (M.) Maudeleyne
Pass. 554; OF. Magdalaine Renclus, Madeleyne (MS. B),

Maudelen (MS. D) Boeve de H. 1248, Madelaine Mist. Pass.

21292; Vulg. Magdalene.

MATHBUS Horn. 97, Matheu Horn, n, 81, Mappeow,

Mapeow, Mappew, Mapew Orm; OE. Matheus Andreas 943,

Aelfr. 48
;
OF. Matheus Wace's Marie 72, Mathiu gen. Phil.

Thatin 2205, sains Matins riom. Holy Rood 62, Mathieu

Mist. Pass. 28713, Mahiu Renclus; Vulg. Matthaeus.

MICHAEL (:wel) G. & E. 3608, Michacel (only once) Orm,
Michel Ancr. Riw. 13, Mihel St. Kat. 710, Withal Horn. 41,

Michaeles gen, Pet. Chron. 377, Mihaeles, Miheles gen. Ancr.

Riw. 412, 386
; OF. Mikieus Renclus, Michiel 2 syl. Wace's

Marie 77.

NABUGODONOSOR Jul. 38-39
;
OE. Nabuchodonossor Dan.

48, Nabucodonossor Az. 183
; OF. Nabugodonosor Adam,

Rois 206, Vie St. Thos. 1316
; Vulg. Nabuchodonosor .

NAZARETH Horn. Cott. 241, Pass. 468, Nazarcep Orm
;

OE. Nazareth Aelfr. 118, NazareV Elene 913
;
OF. Nazaret

Wace's Marie 40.

NERUN Pass. 686, Nerrun, Nerun Jul. 40-41
; OE.

Nero, NeronA.-S. Chron. 11. 9

NOB Horn. 81, Horn. Cott. 225, G. & E., Noe, Nop,

Nopess Orm, Noes, Noees Jul. 60-61; OE. JVbcEx. 362;
OF. Noe Reimpr. 14, Mist. Vieil. 5233

; Vulg. Noe.

P^ERSA Orm; OE. Persan dat. Aelfr. 93; OF. (de)

Perse Macch.
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PAUL Horn. 41, etc., Paulus Horn. 117, Horn. IT, 185,

Horn. Cott. 241, Pawel Jul. 40-41, Ur. of our L., Hal.

Meid. 21, Pdwell Orm 8052, etc. (Saul), Poul Horn, n, 15,

Pol xi Pains 14, Powel Horn, n, 9, Ancr. Riw. TO, Poules

gen. Ancr. Riw. 360 ; OE. Paulus A.-S. Chron. 8, 9, Aelfr,

34; OF. Pols, Pol Bernard 548, Pol nom. Mar. Leg. 110.

Best. 130, Chard. 'Dormans' 86, Pols, Polz, Pol Vie St.

Thos., Pous nom., Pol Renclus, Paules Job 465, 441, Pool

Fr. heading to ME. " xi Pains of Hell"; Vulg. Paulus.

PETER Horn. 75, Horn, n, 17, Jul. 164, Jud. 29, Pass.

139, Peterr Orm, Petrus Horn. 91, Petres gen. Horn. 37,

Pet. Chron. 375, Petre dat. Horn. 37, Petrum accus. Horn.

5 ; OE. Petrus, petres, petre, petrum WS. Matth., Aelfr.

52, 59 ; OF. Pierres, Pierre Vie St. Thos., Wace's Marie

72, 80, Pierre Mist. Pass. 18685, Pieres, e- Bernard 542,

Pierres nom., Pierron Renclus, Pieres Mar. Leg. 19, Job

441, Perre Best. 1889, (sainz) Peres Vie St. Thos. 1331,

Pere Boeve de H. 956 etc.; Vulg. Petrus.

PILAT W. of L. 281, Pilate dat. Orm, Pilates Pass.

331, Pylates dat. Pass. 323, Pilatus Jud. 18, Pilates gen.

Horn, u, 21 ; OE. Pilatus, Pilate dat., Pilatum accus.

Aelfr. 189, 182, 187 ; OF. Pilate Best. 1429, St. Brand.

1285, 'Pilates Ev. de Nicodeime, Pilaz nom., Pilot, Pilad

obi. Die Pass. Chr. 202, 205, 220 (cf.
"Trad, de la

Bible en Vers." par J. Bonnard, Paris, 1884), Pilaton

Renclus, (de) Pilate Mist. Pass. 26454; Vulg. Pilatus.

SATHANAS Horn. 177, Mor. Ode, Horn, n, 228, Hav.

1100, Pass. 31, St. Marh. 16, Satanas Best. 96, Orm,

Sathan xi Pains, Satan Ancr. Riw. 234, Sathanase gen. St.

Kat. 2241 ;
OE. Satan Gen. 345, Satanus Sat. 371, Sathan,

Sathana accus. Aelfr. 175, 177; OF. Satanas Wace's

Marguer. 151, Sathanas Rois 215, Satlian Best. 611,

Renclus, Sathan, Saathanus Mist. Pass. 10668, 10683;

Vulg. Satanus.
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(Munte of) SYNAI Horn. 11, St. Kat. 2498, Sinay, Synai.

Synay G. & E.; OE. (on munte) Sinai Aelfr. 71; OF.

Synai Rois 2, Signay Mist. Vieil. 23334.

STEPHENE, Stefne Jul. 40-41, Steuene K. Horn 665,

(king) Stephne Pet. Chron. 382, Stefne Ancr. Riw. 122 ;

OE. Stephanus Elene 509; OF. Estefne Best. 3161,

Estieve Renclus, JEstevenes Bernard 543.

ZACHARIE nom. Horn, n, 125, accus. Jul. 32, Ancr.

Riw. 302
; OE. Sacharias Hollenf. 46, Zacharias Aelfr. 89

;

OF. Zaoharie Best. 1437, Macch., Zaquarie (: Marie)

Wace's Marie 45.

G. H. MCKNIGHT.
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XIV. FORERUNNERS, CONGENERS, AND DERIVA-
TIVES OF THE EUSTACE LEGEND.

INTRODUCTION.

In any study which involves the consideration of a net-

work of stories, it is chiefly necessary to regard the skeleton

upon which the tales in question are built up. Although it

is impossible to decide upon the relationship of the various

members of a cycle without some consideration of individual

incidents and even turns of thought or phrase, it is con-

stantly necessary to check and control the information thus

gained by the larger matters of motive and purpose. Indi-

vidual incidents and all the flesh and blood of a narrative

are so easily changed that the skeleton appears stable in

comparison. With due regard to the kaleidoscopic changes
which are familiar to every student of this field of compara-
tive literature, it furnishes the clue by which the labyrinth

of plots must be threaded, if at all. ^
The story-skeleton is made up of motive and purpose, as

already intimated. Between the two a distinction is to be

made which is of considerable importance. The purpose of

335
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a narrative is its external intent, whether it be told for

religious and moral instruction as usually in the case of

exempla and fables, whether to raise the boisterous laugh

of the citizen as in the case offabliaux, or whether for the

pleasure of hearing the exploits of love, war, and adventure

as variously in the case of romances. The purpose may
thus be changed while the motive is kept intact, for the

motive is the essential part of a story and survives change

of purpose as well as loss of incident. So folk-tale was

written down as fabliau, fabliau was adapted to the uses of

a saint's life, yet the story remained essentially the same.

In the present study this principle must be kept in mind,

not only because the cycle of stories to be considered admir-

ably illustrates it, but because it furnishes the only clue, I

believe, to the correct classification of the group. If the

same purpose and motive are found unchanged in two narra-

tives, it is safe to regard them as either analogous or the one

as derivative of the other.

It follows from this that no mere tabulation of incidents

and mechanical arrangement according to the results of such

an investigation is sufficient to establish the filiation of a

group. The method is easy and is too often followed, but it

is not sound. Many factors must be considered in the study

of the history of stories, which are overlooked in such a

classification : first and foremost, the motive, since narratives

which are good enough to live are not invertebrate things ;

secondly, the purpose, easily changed but important ; thirdly,

matters of chronology and geography, which are sometimes

of the utmost value in determining the relationship of allied

versions ;
and lastly, those tricks of thought and language

which occasionally furnish suggestive clues to the mystery

of literary borrowing.

I have indulged in this preamble because it seemed neces-

sary to explain my method of study in view of the fact that
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the results which I obtain are not in accord with those of the

only scholar who has hitherto studied the entire group of

which the Eustace legend is a member. 1 A certain limita-

tion of the subject is necessary in view of the manifold

ramifications of allied but not analogous stories. Accord-

ingly, I shall exclude from consideration all such tales as

are congeners of stories allied to the Eustace group only by
one or more similar incidents, and I shall treat these allied

stories in a chapter by themselves. Only by such limitation

is it possible to learn more from such a study than that

stories like trees have a multitude of branches. It is the

purpose of this paper to show the influence of legend on

romance, of an ecclesiastical story on secular fiction. This

influence is, I believe, far more important than is nowadays

thought. Several groups of tales show the ecclesiastical

impress. These I hope to study in a series of papers of

which this is the first. I have chosen the cycle connected

with the Eustace legend at this time, because the derivation

is especially well marked and in the case of individual

romances well understood by scholars. Not only motive

but purpose is retained in many instances. It thus illus-

trates to advantage the principle which I seek to establish.

1
Philip Ogden, A Comparative Study of the Poem Gidllaume d'Angleterre

with a Dialectic Treatment of the Manuscripts, 1900. Dr. Ogden has unfortu-

nately printed only a few excerpts from his dissertation, so that it is-

impossible with justice to criticize his study in detail. Though I have

treated rather more stories than he does, I wish to express my obligations

to his work for the suggestion of some material that I might otherwise

have overlooked. It is only fair to say, however, that for mo| of the

versions treated I am not indebted even to the indefinite hints found in

Dr. Ogden' s fragment, as my study had made considerable progress before

I knew of his work. It is to be hoped that he will soon publish the results

of his completed study.
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THE MOTIVE OF THE MAN TRIED BY FATE.

The essential motive common to the group of related-

stories under discussion may be formulated thus. A man
for some weighty reason, often religious or resulting from

religion, departs from home with his family. He loses his

sons (usually twins) and his wife by accident or human

violence, or both. After various adventures and consider-

able suffering, the several members of the family are at last

reunited.

Tales which have a skeleton more or less similar to this

in certain particulars are doubtless found in almost every

country of the globe, sometimes in literature, sometimes in

the mouths of the people. Certain notable examples of

these I have found, and on them I base my discussion.

Undoubtedly many other examples exist which would be

of great service to the study, but the collection of tales is an

endless task. Moreover, not every narrative which has

points of correspondence with the outline sketched above can

profitably be treated here. Unfortunate heroes and heroines

are common in the literature of all times, and their adven-

tures are often more or less similar to those that I have

outlined. Many of them left home, many were exposed to

the violence of nature or of man, some lost their children,

and the trials of most met a just recompense at last. But

we are here concerned only with those persons to whom the

series of adventures happened in the order mentioned and

with a similarity of incident which makes it possible to

discover with tolerable accuracy their mutual relations.

Without this limitation, a host of tales would have to be

treated, which may or may not have some relation to this
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group. Such relationship cannot be discovered, at all events,

till the smaller divisions are mapped out. The chartless seas

of storiology are attractive but dangerous. I reject, then,

from my main scheme all stories and groups of stories that

have not the essential motive which I have stated. The

method is not so high-handed as at first blush it might

appear, since it necessitates no Procrustean bed upon which

tales must be hacked or mangled to suit the exigencies of

the situation, but simply demands a rigorous selection. It

allows no careless eclecticism but rivets the attention upon

prime requisites.

Thus the group of stories originating in the Orient, which

has an early representative in the tale of Kamaralzaman in

the Arabian Nights and as western members the charming
Italian romance Ottinello e Giulia, the not less charming
Pierre de Provence in its various forms, the Old French

UEscoufle and the German Der Busant, must be thrust

aside. It was not without influence upon the later versions

of the family which we are to study, and it must be con-

sidered in due course
;

T but it has a different motive and can

best be judged after the main group has been considered.

This will be seen from the following brief analysis. Con-

trary to the will of their parents and sometimes after

romantic adventures, a high-born youth marries an equally

high-born maiden. They set out on a journey, or elope, and

are robbed of a treasure by wicked men or mischievous

birds. The young man pursues and is thus separated from

his mistress. After living for some time in obscurity, he at

length reaches the place where, after a separate series of

adventures, the lady has established herself in prosperity.

There can be no doubt that such a motive is foreign to the

cycle of the Man Tried by Fate.

1 See chap. v.
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Similarly, Apottonius of Tyre,
1

though it has an incident

somewhat resembling the account of the forsaken woman in

our group of stories, has absolutely nothing to do with it

historically. "Raub von Madchen und ihre spatere Wieder-

erkennung," says Klebs,
2 " Seesturm und Schiffbruch, Traume

und Orakel sind allgemeine Mittel der antiken Dichtung."
This is so obviously true and Apottonius is so closely allied

with classical antiquity in substance and form that it would

be useless even to mention it in passing were it not that the

chance resemblance of the unfortunate heroine to other

unfortunate ladies of stories which have a traceable connec-

tion with our group must be recognized. As a matter of

fact, the incest motive did find its way into many other tales

of western Europe, but that the woman who was put to sea

with her child is essentially unlike the woman even of the

Orescentia-Genove/a-Helena cycle is proved by the fact that

she is supposed to be dead.

Likewise the stories of mistaken identity represented in

classical literature by the Menaechmi of Plautus and its

shadowy source, the Didymi, and in modern literature by the

Comedy of Errors, have no connection with our cycle and

can safely be neglected.
3 The fact that they tell about the

adventures of twin brothers is surely no reason for believing

them relatives of the story of the Man Tried by Fate. One

twin is lost, and the other tries to find him. The whole

interest rests on the perplexity into which they are thrown

by their likeness to one another
;
the details were obviously

invented to explain the situation and have no value in

determining the motive. No more do the Greek and Latin

1 For general treatment and history, see Klebs, Apollonius aus Tyrus, 1899.
S P. 297.
3
Ogden includes them and even (p. 28) connects them closely with the

Spanish Cifar, because one of the twins in that romance is lost by straying

away as is the Epidarnnian Menaechmus. But see chap. vi.
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mythological stories of Danae, Dirce, Latona, Tyro, and Rhea

Sylvia fall within the bounds of our study. They are early

forms of the story of the oppressed woman and cannot with

propriety or profit be placed in juxtaposition to our cycle,

though perhaps they may be connected with the series of

tales to which we must now turn.

These narratives do have certain points of contact with

the Man Tried by Fate. Individual members and even

groups have borrowed one or more characteristics or episodes

from our cycle and have in turn influenced some of its

members. The points of contact will be considered in due

course.
1 For our immediate purpose, it will be sufficient to

show that they do not belong in essential outline with the

cycle which forms the subject of our present study. This

series is, however, so multiform that it almost baffles classifi-

cation, much more a name which shall include all its

members, though it is usually called The Calumniated Wife.

It comprises, roughly speaking, the following sagas : Cres-

centia, Constance, Offa, Euriaut, Helena, Genovefa, Hirlanda,

Griselda, Oliva, Sibilla, Octavian, Florence, Valentine and

Orson, Berte, Floovant, Eglamour of Artois, and Torrent of

Portyngale. The complexity of the subject is at once

apparent from this enumeration, and it will be readily

acknowledged by everyone who has tried to thread the

labyrinthine entanglement.

By speaking of these stories as a group I do not mean to

imply that all of them are closely connected, nor that one

motive is the predominant one in all, but simply that they
are tales of a more or less similar character which could

probably be tabulated to good purpose were sufficient data

at hand. 2 As far as they are related at all, they teM how a

1 See chap. vn.
2 See Kittredge, Arthur and Gorlagon, 1903, p. 241, note, for a partial list

of studies.
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woman is driven from home by her husband or some enemy,
how she gives birth to a child (sometimes twins) either

before or after leaving home, how she has other adventures

that are equally trying, and how she is finally reunited to

her husband and exonerated from the charges which have

been made against her. Dr. Ogden assumes 1
that such a

motive ran parallel with that of the Man Tried by Fate and

so connects the two. But surely they are essentially unlike

and can best be treated separately. As safely could the

story of Robert of Sicily, and similar tales of kings who are

sent forth from their dominions to learn their true duties, be

admitted as can this widespread cycle. To introduce it is

simply to confuse and delay the work of separating the

various groups of stories concerning heroes and heroines who

have met with untoward adventures. A far better plan is to

study by itself each set of tales which have a well-defined

motive, as Prof. Mussafia has done with the Crescentia saga
2

and Dr. Gough with the Constance saga,
3
for example.

I shall try to admit, then, into the body of the present

discussion only such stories as conform to the motive stated

above. These group themselves about the legend of St.

Eustace; and considering the immense popularity of that

legend throughout the Middle Ages there is a good deal of

antecedent probability that it was largely influential in mold-

ing the -form of the Occidental members of the cycle.

"Without insisting overmuch on such premises, it yet must

be said that anyone who cares to deny the influence must

of necessity bear the weight of argument. If it can be

shown that the group of romances and romantic stories in

European literature, which I shall treat, have the same

essential motive as the Eustace-Placidus legend, and further-

more that the modifications of detail which they exhibit can

i P. 23.
2
Beitrage zur Crescentiasage, 1866.

8 The Constance Saga, 1902 (Palaestra xxni).
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be explained by reference to other sagas that might easily

influence them in the given conditions, chronological and

geographical, it will seem reasonably certain that the legend

was their parent. The question is greatly complicated by
the existence of the Oriental versions, but they furnish just

so much more material for analysis and comparison, an

incomparable background against which the movement of the

European forms can be displayed, as well as a check against

the errors which are so likely to attend this kind of work.

A word may be added concerning the probable connection

between the European and the Oriental versions. Given a

number of each, it is inherently more probable that the

former derive from the latter through one member than

through several. If an Occidental version be found which

is more widespread than any of the others, and if that

version contained at a sufficiently early date all the essential

elements of the plot as found in the others, it is probable
that the version in question was the parent form in Europe.
Such are some of the considerations which first led me to

believe that the Eustace legend was influential in forming
the group of semi-religious romances, which under different

names and with many changes in detail spread over Europe
between the twelfth and the fifteenth centuries but still kept
the essential features of the legend.

II.

THE MATERIAL IN ORIENT AND OCCIDENT.

The stories with which we must immediately concern

ourselves come from many different countries of^sia and

Europe. They differ widely in details, yet all of them are

of the same general type and have the same central theme.

I shall first summarize and discuss the Oriental versions.
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1. The first narrative of the series
1

is found in the

collection of Sanskrit tales known as the Daga-kumara-
charita or Adventures of the Ten Princes,

2

by Dandin, which

was probably written in the sixth century A. D.
3

A merchant, named Katnodbhava, marries Suvritta, the

daughter of a rich man of Kalayavana. While returning to

the husband's native land they are shipwrecked and sepa-

rated. The young wife comes to land in the company of

her maid and soon gives birth to a son. The maid takes the

child and while appealing to a man for aid is frightened by
a wild elephant. She drops the infant, which is seized

by the elephant. The latter is attacked by a lion and in

1
Ogden refers to a story in the Sanskrit epic, Edmdyana as the oldest

version of the motive. It is in reality rather an analogue of The Calumni-

ated Wife than of the Man Tried by Fate. The Edmdyana is now generally

regarded as later than the Mahdbhdrata but perhaps existed in its primitive
form as early as the fifth century B. c. (Monier-Williams, Indian Epic

Poetry, p. 3
; Macdonell, Sanskrit Literature, p. 309). The story in ques-

tion is found in the seventh book, an addition to the original work that

dates from the second century B. c. or later. In the translation by
Manmatha Nath Dutt, 1891-94, the tale is found, pp. 1717 ff. It is

summarized by Monier-Williams, p. 88. Kama banishes his wife Sita

because of aspersions that have been cast on her chastity. He sends her to

the hermitage of Valmiki, the poet, where she gives birth to twin sons.

These boys are reared in the solitude and learn the Edmdyana. When they

grow up they wander to their father's court, where they recite the poem
and by means of questions are recognized. Eama sends for Sita and on her

arrival prays the goddess Earth to bear witness to her purity if she is

innocent, whereupon the earth opens and receives her. The allusions to

the poem in the story mark the seventh book, which is the last, as a work

much later than the body of the epic. It is, however, earlier than any of

the tales that belong to the cycle of the Man Tried by Fate. This does not

make it advisable to include in our study a narrative essentially foreign to

the cycle.
2 Hindoo Tales or, The Adventures of Ten Princes freely translated from the

Sanscrit of the Dasakumaracharitam, by P. W. Jacob, 1873, pp. 19-22, 51-56
;

Une tetrode ou drome, hymne, roman et podme, trans. H. Fauche, 1862, n,

pp. 18-21, 41-44.
3
Macdonell, p. 332. Jacob, p. vi, gives its date as the eleventh century.
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turn lets the child fall, when it is taken up by a monkey
which drops it at the cries of the man to whom the nurse

had appealed. The man picks up the boy and carries him

to the king, who has the child reared at his expense. When
he is seventeen, the lad sets out with the king's son to seek

adventures. He finds his father, who after long searching

for his wife has just thrown himself from the top of a cliff.

The cries of the young man call to the rescue his mother,

who after this long delay has just decided to throw herself

into a fire. By means of the story of the nurse a mutual

recognition takes place, and all ends happily.

2. The next story
l

is from a Singhalese translation of a

Pali commentary on the Discourses of Buddha and concerns

the Wessantara Jdtaka, that is, the incarnation of Buddha

as Wessantara.

A king desired a son, and in answer to his vows Wessan-

tara was born, a child who could speak from the time of his

birth. When he grew up, he took a wife and had two

children, a son and a daughter. Because he gave the sacred

white elephant to the brahmans in order to obtain rain for his

father-in-law's domain, the citizens demanded that he be

exiled. His wife insisted on following him; and so after

giving away their wealth they set out in a chariot with their

children. The chariot also they gave to brahmans whom

they met in the forest. For seven months they lived as

hermits, the children with their mother, Wessantara by him-

self. Then came a brahman who demanded the children for

servants. They were given to him and were harshly treated.

Finally, the god Sekra assumed the form of an aged brahman

and asked Wessantara for his wife. To this he agreed, when

Sekra revealed himself and gave back the woman. The

children were then taken to the court of their grandfather,

1 R. Spence Hardy, Manual of Budhism, 1860, pp. 116 ff.
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who soon recalled the exiles and gave them all their former

wealth and honor.

This story must have originated before the ninth century,

since about that time we find that it existed in a somewhat

distorted form in another language.
1

3. This version is the Tibetan tale of Visvantara,
2 which

Ralston believes 3 was translated from the Sanskrit about

the ninth century.

Visvantara, the son of a king, gives away his property

lavishly and at last even his chariot and elephant. He is

cast off by his father, whereupon he makes a vow to redeem

mankind and goes into exile, followed by his wife, who
insists upon accompanying him. With him also go his son

and daughter. He now gives to the brahmans successively

the last of his possessions, his son and daughter, and his

wife. The woman is soon brought back by the god Sakra

in his proper form, since he had assumed the appearance
of a brahman only to try "Visvantara. The son and the

daughter are taken to the king, who then sends for the

prince and his wife at their hermitage.

4. A story much more closely allied to the Occidental

versions of the Man Tried by Fate is that of The King who

Lost Kingdom and Wife and Wealth and Allah Restored them

to him, which is found in the collection King Shah Bakht

and his Wazir Al-Rahwan, a compilation embodied in the

Arabian Nights' Entertainment.*

A king of India, who was blessed with a wife and two

sons, lost his domain in war and set forth as an exile with

1 It may be considerably earlier. See the following tale.

2 Tibetan Tales translated from the . . . Kah-Gyur by F. A. wn Schiefner,

translated from the German by W. E. S. Kalston, 1882, pp. 257 ff.

3 P. xxvi.
4As the twenty-sixth tale. Translation of K. F. Burton, Supplemental

Nights, vol. I, pp. 319 ff.
;
of Habicht, von der Hagen, and Schall ( Breslau

ed. Tausend und eine Nacht
),

vol. xiv, pp. 133 ff.
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his family. While crossing a stream in the forest he lost his

children. He left his wife on an island and started in search

of them, but returned unsuccessful. Later he lost his wife,

who was enticed on board a ship and carried off by the

sailors. He then wandered till he came to a city by the sea,

where he was chosen king because of the actions of the late

king's elephant when it met him. One day a ship came to

port bearing his wife in the power of a magician, who had

vainly attempted to make her accept his advances. While

the king's servants were examining the wares of the ship,

she was shut up in a chest and in that position heard her

sons, who had by chance taken service with the king, recall

the adventures of their childhood. She communicated with

them and was rescued by the youths, who took her to the

king. From the stories of the three he recognized his

family but gave no sign of it till the following day, when

before the full court he told his story.

The precise date at which this tale was taken into the

Arabic cannot be given. Its provenance from the Persian is,

however, practically beyond dispute ;

l and there is no good
reason for doubting that it existed in the Pahlavi tongue,

the official language of the Sassinidian empire (226-641
A. D.). This relationship will be considered later on.

5, 6, 7, 8. A version somewhat similar to that outlined

above is found in the Ten Viziers, which was also incorpor-

ated in the Arabian Nights. It is known as the Story of

Abu-Szaber the Patient.
2

Abu-Szaber was a rich leaseholder who patiently suffered

the loss of his property by the depredations of wild beasts

and the demands of his king. After the further loss of his

two sons, who were carried off by robbers, he left home with

his wife. While he had crossed a stream to procure food in

1
See, e. g., Burton, Supplemental Nights, I, p. 191, note.

2 Translation of Habicht, etc., x, pp. 115S.
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a city, a mounted man robbed him of his wife. He then

worked as a laborer on a royal palace until he angered the

king and was cast into an underground dungeon formerly

occupied by the king's brother. As the result of a revolu-

tion he was taken from his prison, mistaken for the prince,

and made king. Into his power fell the robbers who had

taken his sons, with the youths themselves, whom he recog-

nized by their story. Then came to his court the man who

had carried off his wife, with the complaint that she would

not fulfil her duties as spouse. When he had cut off the

man's head, he told the people his story and thenceforward

lived in happiness with his family.

This tale, like the rest of the collection known as the Ten

Viziers, must antedate the fourteenth century at least. This

is proved by the fact that the same story in slightly different

form is found in the Persian romance Bakhtyar Nama,
1

which, as Dr. Ogden justly concludes,
2 was composed not

later than the fourteenth century. Indeed, the JBakhtyar is

simply the Persian form of the Ten Viziers and exists also in

Turki and Malay.
3

In the Persian version of our story the hero is known

as Abu Saber, and his adventures differ from those of the

Arabian in the following points only. The destruction of

his property by wild beasts is not mentioned
;

his sons are

carried away after he has set out from home ; the fact that

he has crossed a stream at the time when his wife is abducted

is not stated ;
the means by which he is chosen king is not

specified ;
and the climax is much more succinct.

It is clear that this version is much less fully elaborated

than that of the Ten Viziers and is probably later. I need

not take the space to give the variations of the Malay and

Turki, since the relations of the four have been discussed

translation of Sir Wm. Ouseley, ed. W. A. Clouston, 1883, pp. 46 ff.

2 P. 19.
s See Clouston, p. xxxv.
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by Clouston l and since the latter two have only incidental

interest for this study. Clouston's conclusion, however,

should be stated at this point.
"
If, then, the Turk! version,

which dates as far back as A. D. 1434, was made from the

Arabic, and if the latter was translated, or adapted, from

the Persian, it is not unlikely that the History of the Ten

Viziers in its Arabian dress existed some time before the

Book of the Thousand Nights and One Night was composed
in its present form

;
and therefore the Persian version may

be, as Lescallier conjectured,
'

very ancient.
7 " 2

9, 10, 11, 12. Another story, which is likewise found in

the Ten Viziers and the later Bakhtyar Ndma, seems to belong

to the same cycle, though the motive has been weakened and

obscured. It is entitled in the Arabian the History of the

Jewel-Merchant.3 In the Bakhtyar Ndma 4
it is called the

Story of the Jewel-Merchant. 5 There are no essential differ-

ences in the tale as recounted by the Arabian and Persian

writers. I summarize from the latter.

A merchant is summoned to court and kept there eight

years. At the end of that time he sends for his wife, who
has given birth to twin sons after his departure, and goes

out to meet her. On the way he leaves his gold with his

clothes on the shore while bathing. When he comes out of

the water, he finds two boys playing near, whom he casts

into the sea. He then meets his wife and learns that the

boys were his sons. Of the two children Bihruz is saved

by a king, whose successor he ultimately becomes, and

Ruzbih by robbers, who sell him to his father. When

grown, Ruzbih visits his brother's court, where through a

misunderstanding of his intentions in guarding the drunken

'Pp. xxxviff. 2 P. li. *

'Translation of Habicht, etc., x, pp. 166-179. Seventh of the Viziers.
* Found also, it will be remembered, in Turki and Malay.
5
Clouston, pp. 87 ff.
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king he is imprisoned for two years. At the end of that

time his condition is discovered by the father and mother,

who go to the king and tell their tale, whence comes mutual

recognition.

13. Another story which appears in two versions, Arabian

and Hebrew, has preserved the original motive much more

clearly than the group just considered. The former is found

in some collections of the Arabian Nights
1
as the story of

the Pious Israelite.

A good Hebrew was adjured by his dying father never to

take an oath, whether true or false. He was accordingly

robbed of his wealth by perjurers and set out from home

with his wife and two sons. They suffered shipwreck and

were separated, the wife being carried to a village on the

coast, one son cast up at a town near by, the other rescued

by a passing vessel, and the man himself driven upon an

island where he eventually found treasure and became king

of a new city. The sons came thither and took service with

their father, though they were ignorant of their relationship.

Thither also came the merchant who had married the wife.

While guarding the ship the sons related their adventures to

one another in the hearing of their mother, who under the

pretense that they had insulted her caused that all of them

be carried before the king. There the youths told their

stories, and the father and mother declared themselves.

14. The Hebrew tale differs from the above in some

particulars. It is found in Midrasch on the Decalogue.
2

1 1 cite from the translation by Weil, Lewald's ed., 1834-41, iv, pp. 54 ff.

It is given more briefly in the Habicht translation, xi, pp. 214 ff.

2 In Jellinck's Beth. Hamidrasch, I, 72. I take the story from Joseph

Perles, Zur rabbinischen Sprach- und Sagekunde, 1873, p. 58, with some addi-

tions from the account of it by Israel LeVi,
' * The Pious Israelite or Histoire

d'un homme qui ne voulait pas jurer," Eevue des etudes juives, xi, p. 229.

Perles gives the climax of the story somewhat indistinctly. Le"vi's article

also appears in his Trois contes juives, 1887, p. 25.
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Up to the loss of property the events are the same as in

the Arabian version. At that point the man is imprisoned,

and the wife does washing to support the family. One day
while with her children by the shore she is carried off by

sailors, who toss the boys a coin. The sons report the

misadventure to their father and set out from home with

him. In swimming across a stream with the younger boy
the man is borne away by the current, while the child is cast

back on the shore, whence with his brother he is taken by
a ship. The father becomes a shepherd and, by finding

treasure, the king of a new city. To his court come first

his sons, who are recognized by their story, and later the

wife, who is thus reunited to her family.
1

The relationship between these two versions will be dis-

cussed later. It is sufficient for the present to indicate that,

in spite of its more defective character, the Hebrew is

probably earlier in point of time (at least in the form given

above), since it seems not to have belonged to the earlier

compilations of the Arabian Nights, and since the Midrasch,

according to Zunz,
2

is a work of the tenth century. The

two, however, are very closely allied.

15. The following tale is an Armenian legend
3 which

was narrated by a native in the nineteenth century. It is

interesting as showing the survival of the story in Asia and

possibly some retroactive influence of the Occidental versions.
4

A genius once came to a king and gave him his choice of

good fortune in youth or old age. He chose the latter and

soon lost his kingdom. He was robbed of his wife by a

1 Perles says that the youngest son was carried away with his father, while

the other sons were taken by sailors. This seems to be a fault in translation

simply.
3
Levi, p. 228; d'Ancona, Poemetti popolari italiani, 1889, p. 42f.

3
August von Haxthausen, Transcaucasia, English translation, 1854,

p. 374.
* See chap. iv.

2
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merchant and while pursuing her with his two sons lost both

of them, one being carried off by a wolf, the other by a

stream. After wandering for many years, he was chosen

king of another country because a white eagle descended

upon him three times. To his court came the merchant and

begged for a guard upon his wife whom he had in a chest.

Two soldiers were sent to the ship, who related the adven-

tures of their lives and discovered that they were brothers.

The woman in the chest heard them, knocked, and was

released. After hearing her story, the brothers took her to

the king, who inquired into the matter and so discovered his

family.

16. The last Oriental version to be summarized is that

found in the History of the Forty Viziers* a Turkish collec-

tion made between 1421 and 1451 from an Arabian original

called The Story of the Forty Morns and Eves. The date is

assured by the dedication to Murad II, and the provenance
from the Arabian is stated by Sheykh Zada in his dedica-

tion.
2 It is thus later than the Occidental tales which

have our special interest but of considerable value in tracing

the connection between the Asian and the European forms.

A king, long childless, receives a son of whom it is pre-

dicted by the astrologers that from his thirtieth to his sixtieth

year he shall be afflicted and wander in strange lands. When

1
History of the Forty Vezirs, written in Turkish by Sheykh Zdda, done into

English by E. J. W. Gibb, 1886, 13th Vezir's Story, pp. 151-161. The

collection was first translated into a European language by P. de la Croix

as ISHistoire de la Sultane de Perse et des Visirs, 1722, but this is incomplete.

Our taleTappears as the 9th Vizier's Story. From the French came the

Turkish Tales, 1809, referred to by Dunlop, Hist, of Fiction, ed. 1842, n,

p. 352. Another incomplete translation was made by Belletete, Contes Turcs

en langue turque, extraitsdu Roman intitule Les Quarante Vizirs, 1812, in which

our story does not appear. In the later German translation by Behrnauer,

Die vierzig Veziere oder weisen Meister, 1851, which is as complete as Gibb's,

our tale appears as the 14th Vizier's Story.
2 See Gibb, pp. viii, ix.
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grown, he marries and has two sons. While on a voyage

with his boys and forty servants, he is taken captive by
Prankish corsairs, who keep the children but sell the prince

and his servants to cannibals. Day by day the cannibals eat

one of the company till the prince only is left. He escapes

to a great city where he marries the king's daughter, after

whose death he is cast into a pit with her body. There he

finds a young bride in similar case, with whom he escapes

through an underground passage. After some hair-raising

adventures they reach a marvellous castle, which turns out

to be the sepulchre of a great king. For thirty years the

prince wanders about in a boat, in the course of time

apparently losing his companion, since at the end of the

period he comes to a court where he again marries a king's

daughter and learns that he will henceforth be happy. So

after the death of the king he rules there until his sons

appear as slaves of the Franks who carried them off. They
are recognized, the Franks slain, and everything righted.

1

The Occidental versions of the Man Tried by Fate are

widely scattered in the literatures of mediaeval and modern

Europe. Some of them were so well-known that their very

popularity makes it difficult to say just how and where they
influenced allied stories. According to the method outlined

above, however, I have rigorously excluded from this part

of the discussion all tales which have single incidents only
in common with the motive. The summaries are here given
in roughly chronological order.

1 In the version of de la Croix the story is varied in a manner which
would make it of the highest interest could we be assured that the text was

tolerably accurate. The lady whom the prince meets in the pit bears two
sons to him but is later placed by pirates on an island, where she becomes

queen. To her and to her two children the prince is later reunited. I

have not seen de la Croix' s translation and take this information, as well as

the earlier reference, from Gibb, p. 416 f.
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1. The oldest and most widespread European variant is

the legend of Placidus or St. Eustace, which is of uncertain

date, though the earliest reference to the saint is found in

John of Damascus in the eighth century. At all events, the

legend became exceedingly popular as early as the tenth

century, appeared in the Greek menologies, and was adapted

from Greek and Latin into most of the European vernacu-

lars.
1 The primitive form of the legend as found in the

Greek and Latin of the Ada Sanctorum 2 runs as follows :

A certain Placidus was the commander of the army of

Trajan, the Roman emperor. Though not a Christian, he

was a good and generous man and lived righteously with his

wife, by whom he had two sons. Fond of hunting, he

pursued a stag one day till he outdistanced all his followers.

Finally the stag turned upon him, and between its horns he

saw a crucifix. Full of fear he heard the creature 3

say that

it was Christ who thus appeared to him that he might be

converted. He believed the miracle, returned home, and

told his wife. She believed also, since Christ had appeared

to her in a dream shortly before. That night the couple

took their boys and went to the bishop of Rome, who bap-

tized them, Placidus as Eustathius, his wife as Theospita,

and the two children as Agapius and Theospitus.
4 On the

1 The most detailed account of the versions yet attempted is that of

Knust in Dos obras diddcticas y dos leyendas, Madrid, 1878, pp. 107 ff. I

have catalogued these, together with several discovered later in The North-

English Homily Collection, 1902, pp. 49 ft. Wagner, The Sources ofEl Cavallero

Cifar, 1903 (reprinted from Revue Hispanique, x), p. 13, note 1, mentions

a Latin version which ' ' follows almost literally the version of the Legenda

Aurea," in MS. 93, Bibl. Nac. of Madrid
;
and p. 14, note 4, an Old French

version in MS. 9446, of the same library, previously alluded to by P. Meyer,
Bull, de la societe des anciens textes fran$ais, IV, 57.

2
Sept., torn, vi, die 20, pp. 123 ff.

3 The Latin versions differ a good deal on this point. Jacobus a Yoragine
in Legenda Aurea, cap. CLXI, ed. Graesse, p. 712, says, for example, that

according to some accounts Christ spoke through the figure on the cross.

* The form of the names is different in the several Latin versions.
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following day, Eustathius returned to the forest, where he

again found the stag and was told that he must be tried like

Job, but if faithful he should receive his reward. 1 On his

return home he soon lost his slaves and cattle by pestilence,

and after removal to another place the rest of his property

by robbery. Rather than endure the shame of poverty he

set out from home with his family, intending to go to Egypt.

At the end_ of two days they came to the sea and embarked

on a ship. When it was discovered that they had no money,
the captain offered to keep Theospita on account of her

beauty and to pay Eustathius for her. The husband refused

and was thrown into the sea, whence he made his way to the

land and with sorrowful heart set forth with his children.

Soon he came to a river and forded it with one boy on his

shoulders. While returning for the second he was shocked

to see a lion carry off one child and a wolf the other. In

despair, he likened himself to Job and went on to a town

named Badyssus, where he worked as a laborer for fifteen

years. The children, however, were saved from the lion and

the wolf, the one by shepherds, the other by ploughmen,

and, though unknown to one another, were brought up in

the same village. Meanwhile, Theospita was saved from the

captain by the mercy of God and supported herself as a

seamstress in the country whither she had been taken. At
last Trajan found himself in sore distress through the want

of Eustathius as commander and sent in search of him.

Two of the soldiers came to Badyssus and were served by

him, though he would not admit that he knew anything of

Placidus till they recognized him by a scar on his forehead.

1 In the Speculum Historiale by Vincent of Beauvais, x, cap. 58-61, and

in the Leg. Aurea, ed. Graesse, p. 714, he is definitely offered tne choice

of trial in this life or sorrow in the next. I quote from the former :
' ' Die

ergo si modo temptationem vis accipere aut in fine vite." Eustace chooses

the former and prays for the virtue of patience.
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He was then taken back to Kome and received with great

honor. In the army of which he was given command were

his two sons, who came to his notice as able soldiers and

were enrolled in his body-guard. The army on campaign

encamped in the town where Theospita lived, and her sons

lodged in her house. While there, they related to one another

the stories of their childhood, and not only discovered that

they were brothers but were recognized by their mother.

Thereupon she went to Eustathius to relate her story and to

ask him to take her to Rome. Mutual recognition followed,

and after the defeat of the barbarians they returned with

triumph to Rome. Meanwhile, Trajan had been succeeded

by Hadrian, who was an intolerant pagan. Eustathius

refused to sacrifice to Apollo and proclaimed himself a

Christian. Accordingly, together with his family, he was

thrown to a lion
;
and when the beast refused to harm them

they were placed in a brazen ox, heated white hot. So

without fear and in prayer, they suffered martyrdom. When
their bodies were taken out on the third day, they were

found to be unsinged and were given burial by the Christians.

2. Of the stories which I take to be derivatives of the

above legend, the oldest is the romance of Guillaume d'Engle-

terre, which in its earliest form was composed in the second

half of the twelfth century. This is a poem of 3366 verses,

which is now generally believed to be the work of Chrestien

de Troyes in his later years.
1 It has been twice edited, first

by F. Michel,
2 and latterly by W. Foerster in his edition of

1 Into the question as to whether the
" Crestien" named in the beginning

of the romance was the poet of Champagne I cannot enter. It is sufficient

to say that the arguments of Kudolf Miiller in his dissertation, Untersuchung

uber den Ver/asser der cdtfranzosischen Dichtung Wilhdm von England, 1891,

and of Foerster in Christian von Troyes, Samtliche erhaltene Werke, iv, pp.

clxiv ff., have not yet been satisfactorily answered. Professor Foerster

concludes (p. clxvii) that
" der Wilhelm erst nach dem Clige's entstanden

muss. ' '

2
Chroniques Anglo-Normandes, 1836-40, in, pp. 39-172.
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Chrestien's collected works.1 In the latter part of the

thirteenth century this gave rise to the Dit de Guillaume

d'Angleterre, which was edited by Michel in the same volume

with the earlier work. 2 In the course of the fourteenth

century a translation of Gruillaume was made into Spanish

prose under the title Estoria del rrey Guillelme de Ynglaterra.
3

Another Spanish version is the Chrdnica del Rey don Guil-

lermof which dates from the sixteenth century and probably

came from the Estoria. 5 These four versions do not differ

materially from one another. I subjoin a summary of

Chrestien's poem.

Guillaume, a king of Engleterre, was wise and humble.

Both he and his wife Gratiana (Graciiene) were lovers of

God, but for six years after marriage they had no children.

At length, when the queen was near the time of her delivery>

Guillaume heard a voice in the night, which said,
"
Rois, va

an essil !

" He consulted his confessor, who advised him to

make amends for the Avrongs that he had done and to give

generously of his possessions. Again he heard the voice and

saw a light. His spiritual adviser now told him that if the

voice came a third time he might depart in the assurance

that it was God's will. So he gave away all that he had, as

did his wife without his knowledge, for she too had seen the

!iv, pp. 253-360.
2
Pp. 173-211. Both poems were reprinted from Michel by Giles, Scrip-

tores Rerum Gestarum Willelmi Conquestoris, 1845, pp. 179-297.
3 Ed. by Knust, Dos obras diddcticas y dos leyendas, pp. 171-247.
4 Printed by Knust, pp. 299-403.
6 So Foerster believes, as against Knust who thought that it came from a

Latin original. Ogden (p. 27) says that it was taken from a hypothetical

Anglo-Norman reworking of the original Guillaume,
l i

although the resem-

blance in episode between the Estoria and Chronica would point to some

connection between the two." As this judgment rests upon some assump-
tions as to related stories that I shall discuss later (see chap, v), I need

only state here that I treat the various forms of Guillaume as a group by
themselves.
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vision. Again he heard the voice commanding him to go
and rose to obey, but he was stayed by his wife who insisted

upon accompanying him in spite of his entreaties. So they
set forth from Bristot together and after wandering in the

forest took refuge by a sheltered rock near the sea. There

the queen brought forth twin sons, whom the father wrapped
in the skirts of his mantle, which he cut off with his sword.

They were overtaken by hunger and even discussed the

possibility of eating one of the children. After deciding

to look elsewhere, Guillaume went to the sea, and there he

found some merchants to whom he applied for help. They
returned with him and because of Gratiana's beauty carried

her off to their ship on a litter, throwing the husband five

besants in a red purse, which he disdained to touch. He
then carried one babe to the shore and placed it in a boat.

As he returned for the other he saw a wolf carry it away,
and after an unsuccessful chase he was overcome by fatigue.

Meanwhile, the infant was rescued from the wolf by a com-

pany of merchants who later found the other boy in the

boat. Two of their number adopted the children and

promised to rear them as their own. After Guillaume

returned to the shore and found his other son gone, he went

back to the rock and was about to take the purse which was

left there, when an eagle seized it and bore it away. He
then wandered about till he fell in with some merchants who

took him to Galveide where he took service and was known

as Gui.

The queen meanwhile was carried to Sorlinc, where the

sailors disputed for the possession of her till the affair came

to the notice of the lord of that place, who took her to his

wife. Soon the wife died, and Gratiana was prevailed upon
to wed him, after she had obtained the promise that the

marriage should not be consummated for a year. Within

the year he died and left her in power. The two children
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had been taken to Quathenasse, where they grew up in the

same town and were inseparable companions. When young

men, they left home because they disliked the trade of their

foster-fathers and went into the forest. There they killed a

deer contrary to law, and, in consequence, they were brought

before the king of the land who took them into his service.

Guillaume in the meantime rose in the confidence of his

employer and, after an absence of twenty-four years, returned

to Bristot as a merchant, where he learned that his nephew
still reigned as regent and was honored by him because of

his resemblance to his missing uncle. Guillaume put to sea

and was driven to Sorlinc by a storm. In accordance with

the custom of the land that foreign merchants must give

to the lord of the castle whatever was asked, Gratiana

came on board to examine his wares. She recognized him

by a ring and by a horn which he had bought at Bristot.

He likewise recognized her
;
but neither gave any sign of it.

After a dinner at the castle, Guillaume rode out to hunt and

passed into the territory of the hostile king of Quathenasse,

where he was attacked and about to be slain by two young

knights when he told his story and announced that he was

king of Engleterre. Thereupon the purse of gold miracu-

lously dropped from the clouds, and the two knights, who
had hitherto not suspected their relationship, revealed them-

selves. The next day all of them went to Gratiana, whither

came the nephew to restore the kingdom. Thus reunited

they lived long in prosperity and piety.

3. Nearly related to Guillaume, as is acknowledged by all,

is Wilhelm von Wenden,
1 a Middle High German romance

by Ulrich von Eschenbach, which, according to Toischer,
2

1 Wilhelm von Wenden ein Gedicht Ulrichs von Eschenbach, ed. W. Toischer,

Prag, 1876, in Martin's Bibliothek der miltelhochdeutschen Litteratur in Boeh-

men, Bd. i.

2 P. xxxiii.
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was written between 1287 and 1297. The beginning of the

poem, as he further shows,
1 "

ist nichts als ein Stuck bohrn-

ischer Geschichte
;

" but the remainder follows the Guillaume

story as closely as could be expected of a romantic narrative.

T}ie precise relationship between the Old French poem and

Wilhelm can best be discussed later on.

A certain prince in Wenden died, leaving a son named

Wilhelm who was twelve years old. The boy was counselled

by the father of the maiden to whom he had been betrothed.

After he reached his majority and married, he continued to

live in prosperity and honor till he heard of Christ from

some pilgrims and determined to go forth as a pilgrim him-

self. One night he prepared to set out in the search of

Christ, when his wife discovered his intention and insisted

upon accompanying him, in spite of the fact that she was

pregnant. At Bene's instance, he then made a great feast,

gave away his property, and arranged for the government
of the country during his absence. Accompanied by their

chamberlain, they afterward departed. In a forest Bene

gave birth to two boys who were wrapped in the skirts

of their father's mantle. As she was unable to nourish the

children, Wilhelm had the chamberlain sell them to some

Christian merchants in a city near the forest. They then

found refuge with a widow in the same city, with whom
Wilhelm left his wife with a third of the money obtained

from the sale of the children, while he went to Jerusalem

where he was baptized by the patriarch. Bene bewailed her

loss but remained in the city, beloved by all. After the

death of the duke of the land and a civil war which lasted

for five years, she was elected duchess. (Apparently she

agreed to take a husband after a year and excused herself at

the end of that time
;
but on account of a lacuna this is not

1 P. xxiii.
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clear.) When she had reigned five years, she heard of her

husband's adventures from a pilgrim.

The sons, who were separated, learned when they were

eighteen years of age that they were not the children of the

two men by whom they had been adopted. They met by
chance and after other adventures came to a forest in the

realm of their mother where they dwelt as robbers. Wilhelm

came by chance to his wife's city and was questioned by her

as were all pilgrims, but he replied evasively. He persuaded

her to let him treat with the robbers against whom she was

about to send an army, and by means of certain adornments

which they wore discovered their identity, though he did not

reveal himself. He brought the youths to court and was

so noticeably troubled every time he looked at them that

Bene again questioned him and learned his story. She, how-

ever, did not reveal herself till she had summoned a great

company for a feast, to which came her father and mother

among others. When he heard her story Wilhelm would not

consent to remain with her till she promised to become a

Christian. Thus after twenty-four years the family was

reunited. They then ruled over their new realm and their

old till they were sixty years old, when they retreated to a

monastery and left their sons as rulers.

4. Of equally well-marked religious character is Die gute

FraUj
1 a Swabian romance of the thirteenth century.

2

A certain lord of Barria leaves a beautiful daughter as his

heiress. When she grows up she marries the son of a faithful

vassal of her father, who has loved her from childhood.

While hunting one day, the husband comes to a mill where

he sees twelve poor persons asleep and learns that the miller

constantly supports a dozen unfortunates. He reflets that

gute Frau, Gedicht des dreizehnten Jahrhunderts, ed. E. Soramer, Zts.

f. deutsches Alterthum, n, pp. 385-481. An analysis of it was made by F.

Wolf, Ueber die neuesten Leistungen der Franzosen, 1833, p. 75.

2
Sommer, p. 385,Vogt in Paul's Grundriss, n1

,
294.
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he has done little for the Lord and the next day tells his

lady that he has resolved to give up all for God. She con-

sents to the sacrifice. So they give away their lands and

throne and in disguise go forth as pilgrims. In the wilder-

ness the lady gives birth to twin boys. After sore trials

they find shelter in a city, where they remain till the

children are somewhat grown, but again fall into misery and

for two days have no food. In this extremity the man sells

his wife at her request for two pounds and, putting the

money in a red purse, sets out with his sons. Coming to a

stream called the Seine, he carries one child across and is

returning for the other, when the bridge breaks and he is

swept away by the current. The boys are found, one by the

Bishop of Biems, the other by the Count of Urliens. When
the father returns and discovers his loss, he sinks down in

despair and is then robbed of his purse by an eagle. The

eagle, however, because of a fight with other birds, drops

the purse at the feet of the wife, who mourns her lord as

dead. She is bought as governess by a merchant, and later

by the Count of Bleis, who insists on marrying her. With

him she lives in continence till his death, as she does later,

by means of magic and prayer, with the king of France.

The latter finally dies
;
and on the day appointed for her to

choose a new husband and king she discovers her own lord

among the poor to whom she gives alms. The recognition

is accomplished by means of a finger which had been wounded

in battle and dressed by the lady. After they have related

their adventures the count and bishop bring forward their

sons, now grown to young men. So they reign over France

in prosperity. The king's name was Karelman, the queen's

La bone dame.

5. A story of the very greatest interest for our study is

that contained in the first book of El Cavellero Cifar? a

J Ed. H. Michelant, Historia del Cavallero Cifar, 1872 (Bibl. des litt.

Vereins in Stuttgart, cxn).
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Spanish romance of the early part of the fourteenth century.
1

The author of the work drew on a variety of sources, as

Dr. Wagner has shown in his clear and exhaustive study of

the material, but the first part is complete in itself and certainly

belongs to the Eustace cycle.

A good knight of India, named Cifar, has a wife and two

sons. From the fact that all his horses and cattle die after

he has owned them for ten days, and through the intrigues

of enemies, he loses the favor of the king. In his affliction

he prays and is comforted by Grima, his wife, who offers to

share his woe. This moves him to tell her what he has

before concealed, that he is the descendant of kings and as a

boy has been told that he too will some day reign. They
then sell what little property they have left and leave home

with their sons. After ten days they arrive at Galapia,

which Cifar relieves from a siege. Peace is concluded by
the marriage of the Lady of the city to the son of her

enemy. At the end of a month Cifar departs with his

family, losing his horse on the tenth day as usual. Near the

city of Mela, Cifar falls asleep beside a spring. While

the boys frolic together, the elder, whose name is Garfin, is

seized by a lioness. Cifar pursues without avail. So the

grief-stricken parents enter the city, where the younger son,

Roboan, strays away from the house in which they are

lodged. They then resolve to cross the sea to the kingdom
of Orbin

;
but Cifar is left on the shore by the wicked mari-

ners, who sail off with his beautiful wife. Thus abandoned,

the knight prays that as God reunited "Eustachio" and
"
Teospita," and their children "Agapito

" and "
Teospito,"

so He may reunite this scattered family. A voice from

1 Michelant refers to it as probably of the first part of the fSurteenth

century. Knust, Dos obras diddcticas, p. 93, believes that it was composed

early in that century. Wagner, Sources of El Cavcdlero Cifar, pp. 9 ff.
,
comes

to the same conclusion from a careful consideration of the prologue.
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heaven assures him that this will be accomplished. So he

departs from the place.

Scarcely has he gone when a burgess of the city tells the

witnesses of the scene that his dogs have rescued a child

from a lioness and that he has adopted him, together with

another boy whom his wife has found wandering in the

streets. All conclude that these are the sous of the knight,

but they cannot find him. Meanwhile Grima determines to

escape from the clutches of the evil men by drowning but is

restrained by theVirgin who causes them to slay one another.

The vessel is then taken to the kingdom of Orbin under the

direction of the Christ-child who appears above the sail.

There the lady remains for nine years, when she again sets

forth under the guidance of Christ. After leaving Mela,

Cifar lives in a hermitage till he is warned by a dream of

the good man to depart, followed by a " ribaldo
" who has

attached himself to him. They reach the city of Menton,

which is besieged by the king of Ester. Cifar relieves the

land and is given the hand of the king's daughter as his

reward, but on account of her youth a delay of two years is

appointed before the espousal. At the end of this time the

king dies, and Cifar comes to the throne; but under pre-

tence of expiating a great sin he lives in chastity. Grima

finally comes thither, attracted by the fame of his goodness,

and meets the queen, to whom she announces her intention

of building a refuge for "fijos dalgo viandantes." She is

brought before the king, and mutual recognition follows,

though both keep silence. After some time their sons arrive

at Menton to be knighted by the king and are entertained

by Grima. By means of a conversation which is reported

to her, she recognizes them as her sons and that night sleeps

in the same chamber with them, talking of their adventures.

When a messenger from the queen finds them thus in the

morning, he reports the fact at court. Cifar condemns
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Grima to be burned but fortunately questions the youths

before executing the sentence. So he liberates the lady and,

after suppressing a rebellion, raises his sons to high posi-

tions, at the same time knighting the Kibaldo. When but

eight days are left of the two years of continence that

Cifar has vowed, the unnecessary queen sickens and dies.

Cifar then recognizes his family publicly and makes his elder

son heir to the throne.

6. Of different character and more closely related to

the other romance versions, I believe, is the story of Sir

Ysumbras. 1 This romance is preserved in seven manu-

scripts, three prints (two of them fragments), and one

transcript of a print.
2 It was composed in the northern

part of the Midlands 3 before the middle of the fourteenth

century.
4 It contains eight hundred and four lines and is

written in the tail-rhyme stanzaic form.

Sir Ysumbras, a rich and brave knight, had a fair wife

and three, young sons. One day, while riding in the forest,

he was greeted by a little bird as a messenger from the King
of Heaven. When the alternative was presented to him, he

chose poverty and woe in youth rather than in age. At once

his horse fell dead, and his hounds ran into the wood. As

1 Ed. Halliwell, The Thornton Romances, 1844, pp. 88-120
;
G. Schleich,

Sir Ysumbras. Eine engl. Romanze des 14 Jahrhunderts im Anschluss an die

Vorarbeiten J. Zupitzas, 1901 (Palaestra, xv). Utterson, Select Pieces of

Early Popular Poetry, 1825, I, pp. 77-112, reprinted Copland's version.

2 See Schleich, pp. 65 ff., where detailed descriptions are given.
3 So much it seems safe to say. See Schleich, p. 98, Wilda, Uber die

b'rtliche Verbreitung der zwb'lfzeiligen Sehwei/reimstrophe, 1887, p. 39, places it

in "eine siidliche Gegend Nord-Englands," but his attribution is not

justified.
4
Schleich, p. 88, note, says:

u Fiir die Bestimmung der Zeit, in der

unsere Romanze entstanden ist, weiss ich keine andere Handhabe als das

Alter der altesten Hs. -C-, die in die zweite Halfte des vierzehnt^i Jahr-

hunderts gesetzt wird." Since he shows that MS. C (Gonville and Caius

College 175, Cambridge) stands in the fourth degree from the original, it

is safe to assume that the work was composed at least as early as 1350.
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he turned home, he was met by a boy who told him that his

house was burned and his beasts all slain, further by his

herdsmen who lamented that all his cattle had been stolen

from them. He found his wife and children naked, just as

they had escaped from the flames. His wife he clothed with

his rich mantle, and for his boys he split his surcoat. Upon
his bare shoulder he cut the sign of the cross, and turning

with his family from home he passed through five kings'

lands as a beggar. Coming to a stream, he carried his eldest

son across on his shoulders, but while returning for the

second son he lost the eldest to a lion. Similarly he lost

the second son to a leopard, while bringing across his wife

and youngest child. At length they came to the Greek sea

where they met the Sowdan of the Saracens, who offered

Ysumbras knighthood if he would believe in the heathen's

god. Upon his refusal he was offered gold for his wife, who

was taken from him by force. He was beaten and left with

the treasure and one son. The lady was crowned queen by

the Sowdan and sent over seas in a rich ship. Before she

went, she was allowed a last interview with her husband,

when they exchanged rings and planned to meet in the land

whither she was bound. While Ysumbras with his son lay

asleep under a tree, an eagle carried off his gold, to which

it was attracted by the red mantle in which it had been

wrapped. A unicorn now carried off his youngest son.

For seven years Ysumbras served as a smith. Finally,

when a great battle between the Christians and Saracens was

toward, he put on the armor that he had made and fought

so valiantly that he killed the Sowdan and won the victory.

After he was healed of his wounds in a nunnery, he went as

palmer to Acre and Jerusalem and at the latter place was

fed and consoled by an angel. For seven years he was

palmer, and after wandering through the lands of seven

kings he came to the castle where his wife reigned as queen.
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There he lived as a pilgrim and servant, pleasing the lady

by his stories and his prowess of person. One day he found

his gold, still covered with the red cloth, in a bird's nest.

This he hid in his chamber, where it was discovered and

brought to the queen. She recognized it and sent for

Ysumbras, who told his story and was thus known. He
was now crowned king. With his wife he fought against

thirty thousand Saracens but was aided by his sons, who

came clad as angels and mounted on a lion, a leopard, and a

unicorn respectively. So Ysumbras made his sons kings
also and lived in prosperity.

7. The last story in the form of a romance which here

concerns us is Der Graf von Savoien,
1 a German work of the

fifteenth century.
2 It contains three hundred and forty-five

verses, written in alternative stanzas of eight and fifteen lines.

The book says that a rich and powerful count, who lived

in Savoy, had a good and beautiful wife, the daughter of the

king of France. One night, as they lay abed and thought
how happy was their lot, there came a voice from God ask-

ing whether they had rather suffer eternal sorrow or endure

earthly woe for ten years. They chose the latter and were

soon overtaken by misfortune. Compelled to flee from home,

they made their way towards Genoa, purposing to take ship

with the merchants there. On the road the lady disclosed

the fact that she had saved two gems worth twelve hundred

crowns. They carried these in a rude casket, which was

now seized by an eagle and carried high in the heavens.

The count gave chase but returned in despair. So they
went on to the sea and set sail in a ship with four merchants.

1 Ed. J. J. Eschenburg, Denknictter altdeutscher Dichtkunst, 1799, pp. 347-
362. F. H. von der Hagen, Minnesinger, Pt. 4, p. 640, note, says that a

better version than that printed by Eschenburg from a fifteenth century

print is found in the Munich Meistersinger MS.
2

Eschenburg, p. 345, says that it belongs "gegen die Mitte und in die

letzte Halfte des funfzehnten Jahrhunderts."

3
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The merchants desired the lady and planned to drown the

count, but on the advice of the eldest they offered him six

hundred crowns for his wife. At her persuasion, but un-

willingly, he finally agreed and was left on the shore after

receiving a ring from her hand. He went into Lombardy
where he served a noble lord. The lady was saved from the

lust of the younger merchants by their older companion, who

persuaded them rather to take her to the king of France in

order to get the reward promised by him to the man who

should bring him a beautiful maiden. So they carried her

thither and were well rewarded. The lady consented to

marry the king but asked for a delay of " a day, a week, a

month, and a year." The king granted this and announced

a great tournament, to which came the count in the train

of his Lombard lord. His wife recognized him and revealed

herself to the king, who was her own brother. So the count

and his wife were restored to their land, where they ruled

for many years.

8. An interesting variant of the same theme is found in

the English reworking of the Gesta Romanorum^ which was

made about the middle of the fifteenth century.
2 The story

takes the place of the Placidus which is found in the Latin

form of the Gesta* but it is by no means simply an inde-

pendent reworking of the legend, as will be at once evident

from the following summary. It is, on the other hand, closely

related to the romantic tales of which I have already given

abstracts.

A certain knight hears of a great feast that Averios,

emperor of Rome, is preparing to give, and he determines

to go thither. Before he sets out, he hears a nightingale

1

Early English Versions of the Gesta Romanorum, ed. S. J. H. Herrtage,

E. E. T. S., XXXHI, ext. ser., 1879, pp. 87 ff.

2
Herrtage, p. xix.

3 Ed. Oesterley, pp. 444 ff.
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singing in the forest and prays that he may know the mean-

ing. He meets an old man who reveals to him that he

must endure great suffering, and soon afterward he loses his

property by fire. He leaves home with his wife and his two

sons, who are three years old. After they have passed over

the sea, his wife is seized by the mariners because the knight

has no money to pay the fare. Her chastity is protected,

however, and the owner of the ship dies. She then begs her

bread. Meanwhile, the knight goes on towards Rome, but

on the way he loses his children in crossing a stream, one to

a lion and the other to a bear. He wins the tournament

that the emperor has established at the feast and becomes

master of the host. Later he finds a tri-colored gem, white,

red, and black, which a lapidary says is a token of prosperity.

In course of time he hires his own sons as soldiers. They
are revealed by a conversation at their lodgings in the house

of their mother, who has become the nominal wife of the

master of horse to the emperor. She goes to the leader of

the host with her story and recognizes him by a mark on his

forehead. When he has been informed of his happiness,,

they journey to their own land.

9. Passing now from mediaeval literary versions, it is

necessary to note three narratives from folk literature collected

in modern days. The first of these is the Danish ballad of

Sakarias, which is found in Gruntvig's great collection.
1

The incidents of the ballad may be summarized thus.
2

Sakarias, a wise man and a bold, goes out to hunt one

Easter time. He sees a fine hart and draws his bow to

shoot it, when it speaks, saying :
" Hail ! Sakarias, do not

shoot me ! Think upon the hard death God suffered for

lDanmarks gamle Folkevwer, n, pp. 605-607, from Eentzel's MS. 48f The,

ballad contains thirty-one couplets, with refrain.

2 1 give a rough paraphrase of what Kohler, Zts. f. rom. Phil., in, 276,

calls a "leider zum Theil liickenhaften und nicht recht verstandlicheni

Lied."
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thee !

" He then sees a golden cross shining between the

horns of the creature and falls to his knees with a prayer
for forgiveness. He is asked whether he prefers to suffer

woe or to bear sorrow at his end. After some thought, he

chooses the former, though he looks regretfully at his land

and castle. He takes his wife and children and goes toward

the land of the emperor. There, at the castle bridge, the

emperor's son meets them and says :
" Hail ! Sakarias,

wretched man, how did you steal the fine woman ?
" " God

help me in my need, I did not steal her ! When she was

young was she given to me." The prince then asks him to

choose between giving up his wife or his own life. So he

gives her up to the prince who takes her away. Thus matters

stand for nine years. Sakarias becomes a fisherman and is

seen from her balcony by his wife, who summons him.
<( Hail ! Sakarias, wretched man ! Have we any of our

children still?" "Yes, we have a daughter, who is both

fair and strong." The lady weeps when she sees her

daughter poorly clad, and cries :
" You were so little, you

lay in your cradle
;

for you went to and fro ladies and

proud maidens." Sakarias takes his wife by the hand and

goes home to his land, where he lives in happiness.

10. Of somewhat less interest, because its derivation is

less certainly popular, is the legend concerning St. Hubert,

which finds expression in German folk-song.
1 To Hubert,

the patron of hunting, is attributed the same adventure that

befell Eustace. While hunting he meets a stag bearing the

cross and thenceforward becomes " ein Jager Gottes." Per-

haps this fragmentary tale could better be treated in another

place, but it is so clearly a reminiscence of the mediaeval

1 Two versions are given by Simrock, Die geschichtlichen deutschen Sagen,

no. 20, p. 46, that by Guido Gorres (1805-1852), and no. 21, p. 47, another

which is called simply a " Volkslied." Gruntvig, Folkeviser, n, 605, note,

remarks the connection with Eustace.
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legend that it seems wise to include it among the lineal

descendants of Eustace.

11. A Breton ballad of undoubted authenticity well com-

pletes the series of Eustace derivatives. It was heard by
Luzel in two forms and by him embodied in his Chants

populaires de la Basse-Bretagne, 1868. 1 The first of the two

versions is the more perfect and is entitled Roue or Romani

(the king of Romani 2

),
but the second, which is called Roue

ar Mani, adds some circumstances not given in the former.

According to the former,
3 the king of Romani was told by

a dove to quit his kingdom and go into Normandy to dwell.

His wife insisted on following him. On their way they saw

the body of Jesus in a silver chalice. When they came to

the sea a boatman carried off the wife, promising falsely to

return for the rest of the family. Because of his wickedness

the boat was struck by lightning and the man drowned,,

while the queen escaped and became a servant in an inn..

Meanwhile, the king lost his three sons, of whom the eldest

fell oif his father's back into the sea, the second was killed

by a lion, and the youngest was carried off by a sea-wolf.

The king then became a shepherd but was finally recognized

by a shepherd, who knew him by his "fleurs de lys." With

the shepherd he went to the inn where the queen worked and

was recognized by her by means of his ring. Thereupon
the three sons entered and said that they had been reared by
" a white maiden from the depths of the sea." The sons, it

is added, were St. Loup, St. Gili, and St. Bernardi. The

second version 4

gives the following additional details. When

l Vo\. i, pp. 179 ff.

2
Seemingly the word indicates the Romans, with Mani as a degenerate

form.
3
Sung by Jeanne le Holland at Pluzunet, in 1867. I cite from Luzel's

translation.

4
Sung by Marie-Anne Lenoan, of the commune of Duault.
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the family comes to the sea, the king demands that he be

taken over free of charge, since he has given away his

wealth. Evidently all the family go on the boat together
and are wrecked, though nothing further is said of the

children. The king is finally discovered by his barons.

III.

ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF MATERIAL.

Before the narratives which I have summarized in the

preceding chapter can be arranged in family groups and

the question of their relationship discussed, they must first

be subjected to a careful analysis. Although absolute de-

pendance cannot be placed on tabulation, as I have remarked

in the introduction, the method has the advantage of exhibit-

ing the characteristic events of the several tales in an easily

comprehensible form.1

1 1 use the following abbreviations for the narratives :

Oriental,

Sanskrit =
1, Ratnodbhava in the Daqa-kumdra-charita.

Wessantara =
2, The tale from the Pali commentary.

Tibetan =
3, Visvantara, Tibetan translation of the preceding.

Shah Bakht =
4, The King who Lost Kingdom and Wife from

Arabian Nights.

Abu-Szaber =
5, Abu-Szaber the Patient from Ten Viziers.

Abu-Saber =
6, Similar tale from Bakhtyar Ndma.

Jewel-Merchant= 9, 10, 11, 12, from Ten Viziers and Bakhtyar
Ndma.

Arabian = 13, Pious Israelite from Arabian Nights.

Midrasch = 14, Similar tale from Midrasch on the Decalogue.
Armenian =

15, The folk-tale from von Haxthausen.

Forty Viziers =16, Tale from History of the Forty Viziers.

Occidental,

Eustace =
1, Legend of St. Eustace.

Guillaume= 2, Guillaume d' Engleterre in its various forms.

Wilhelm =
3, Wilhelm von Wenden.

Gute Frau= 4, Die gute Frau.

Cifar =
5, Part I of El Cavellero Cifar.
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The estate of

the hero.

3.

4.

-
1.

II. Scene
tale.

of

r

III.

f 1. King : Shah Bakht, Armenian, Guillaume, Wilhelm,
Breton.

2. Prince: Wessantara, Tibetan, Forty Viziers.

Nobleman : Eustace, Gute Frau, Cifar, Ysumbras,

Graf, Gesta, Sakarias, Hubert.

Merchant or low born : Sanskrit, Abu-Szaber, Abu-

Saber, Jewel-Merchant, Arabian, Midrasch.

Hero and heroine start for home : Sanskrit.

2. Hero leaves home with sons : Forty Viziers.

3. Hero and heroine leave home : Wessantara, Tibetan,
Shah Bakht, Abu-Szaber, Abu-Saber, Arabian,

Midrasch, Armenian, Eustace, Guillaume, Wil-

helm, Gute Frau, Cifar, Ysumbras, Graf
, Gesta,

Sakarias, Breton.

4. Hero leaves home and sends for wife : Jewel-

Merchant.

1. Exiled because of generosity : Wessantara, Tibetan.

2. Loss of kingdom : Shah Bakht, Armenian.
3. Interviewed by genius : Armenian.

4. Poverty : Abu-Szaber, Abu-Saber, Arabian, Mid-

rasch, Eustace, Ysumbras, Graf, Gesta, Saka-

rias.

5. Business : Jewel-Merchant.

6. Travel : Forty Viziers.
'
7. Meets stag in forest : Eustace, Sakarias, Hubert.

8. Voice comes at night : Guillaume, Graf.

9. Meets poor at mill : Gute Frau.

10. Spell and intrigues : Cifar.

11. Bird speaks : Ysumbras, Gesta (also old man),
Breton.

12. Pilgrims come : Wilhelm.

Choice of woe given : Armenian, Eustace, Ysumbras, Graf, Sakarias.

1. By gift : Wessantara, Tibetan, Guillaume, Wilhelm,
Gute Frau, Breton.

2. By war : Shah Bakht.

3. By wild beasts and king : Abu-Szaber, Abu-Saber.

4. By robbers : Arabian, Midrasch.

5. By act of providence : Eustace, Cifar, Ysumbras,

Graf, Gesta, Sakarias.

Keason for

leaving
home.

V. Property
lost.

Ysumbras = 6, Sir Ysumbras.

Graf =
7, Der Graf von Savoien.

Gesta =
8, Tale from Gesta Eomanorum in English.

Sakarias =
9, Danish ballad from Gruntvig.

Hubert = 10, St. Hubertus, German folk-song.

Breton = 11, Breton ballad, Roue ar Bomani.
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VI. Two sons

of hero.

It should be noted that in Cifar the loss of property is

not sequent upon some special event, but that it is of long

continuance, culminating at the beginning of the story. In

Abu-Saber the hero is stripped of his possessions by the

king only, while Abu-Szaber probably has the original version.

1. Born before departure: Wessantara (two children),

Tibetan (two children), Shah Bakht, Abu-

Szaber, Abu-Saber, Jewel-Merchant (twins),

Arabian, Midrasch. Armenian, Forty Viziers,

Eustace, Cifar, Ysumbras (three), Gesta,

Sakarias (number not given, a daughter men-

tioned), Breton (three).

2. Born after departure : Guillaume, Wilhelm, Gute

Frau (twins in each case) .

3. Born after separation : Sanskrit (one son).

VII. Children wrapped in mantle : Guillaume, Wilhelm, Ysumbras ( not

at birth, however).
1. After sons : Wessantara, Tibetan, Shah Bakht, Abu-

Szaber, Abu-Saber, Wilhelm, Cifar, Ysumbras

(2 sons, wife, last son).

2. Before sons : Armenian, Midrasch, Eustace, Guil-

laume, Gute Frau, Gesta, Sakarias, Breton.

L 3. At same time as sons : Arabian.

1. Shipwreck : Sanskrit, Arabian.

2. Given away : Wessantara, Tibetan.

3. Deceit of mariners : Shah Bakht, Midrasch, Eustace,

Cifar, Gesta, Breton.

4. Stolen : Abu-Szaber, Abu-Saber, Armenian, Sakarias.

5. Forced sale : Guillaume, Ysumbras, Graf.

6. Sale : Gute Frau.

7. Left behind voluntarily : Wilhelm.

1. Given away : Wessantara, Tibetan.

2. In crossing stream or bay : Shah Bakht, Midrasch,

Armenian, Eustace, Guillaume, Gute Frau,

Ysumbras, Gesta, Breton.

3. Thrown into sea : Jewel-Merchant.

4. By shipwreck : Arabian.

5. By sale : Wilhelm.

6. By straying : Cifar.

VIII. Loss of

wife.

IX. Manner of

loss of i

wife.

X. Occasion of

loss of

sons.

Under 2 it should be noted that in the Armenian only

one son is carried away by the stream. In Ysumbras two
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of the three sons are lost in crossing the stream, while the

third apparently a later addition is carried off while

the father lies asleep. In the Breton only one son is lost

in the water, the other two are reserved for a lion and a

sea-wolf. Under 6, in Cifar only the younger of the two

brothers strays off, while the elder is seized by a lioness,

somewhat, as in Ysumbras, the third son falls a victim to a

unicorn, during the slumbers of the hero.

f 1. Elephant, lion, monkey in succession : Sanskrit.

2. Kobbers: Abu-Szaber, Abu-Saber, Forty Viziers.

3. Wolf and current : Armenian.

XI. Sons seized

by

4. Lion and wolf : Eustace, Breton.

5. Wolf: Guillaume.

6. Lioness : Cifar.

7. Lion, leopard, and unicorn : Ysumbras.

8. Lion and bear : Gesta.

Under 4, the Breton apparently substitutes the "sea-wolf"

for a wolf of ordinary kind on account of the proximity to

the sea, so that the essential fact is the same. Under 5,

Guillaume, one son is seized by a wolf, while the other is

left in a boat. Under 6, Cifar, events are as stated just above.

1. Received for wife : Midrasch, Guillaume, Gute

Frau, Ysumbras, Graf.

f r sons : Wilhelm.XII T e -I

3. Brought from home : Graf.

4. When found brings hero to fortune : Arabian,

Midrasch, Ysumbras, Gesta.

It will be noted that none of the Oriental versions save

Midrasch states that any payment was made for the stolen

heroine, and that even in the Midrasch the coin tossed by
the sailors to the sons plays no further part in the story.

Moreover, it will be seen that most of the Occidental versions

have the incident, though Eustace does not, a fact of* which

the importance will appear later. Graf has two treasures

introduced, but that received for the heroine is not mentioned

in the story again.
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XIII. Treasure

theme,

XIV. Gems or

rings as

treasure.

ure f I

"{
XV. Treasure I

g
enclosed. 1

XVI. Hero robbed of

XVII. Treasure

recovered

B rl.

12.

XVIII. Adven-

tures of

hero.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Before loss of wife : Graf.

After loss of wife : Guillaume, Gute Frau, Ysumbras,
Gesta.

Brought from home : Graf.

"When found bring fortune : Gesta.

In purse : Guillaume, Gute Frau.
In casket : Graf.

In mantle : Ysumbras.

treasure by eagle : Guillaume, Gute Frau, Ysumbras,
Graf.

By husband : Guillaume, Ysumbras.

By wife : Gute Frau.

Hermit : Wessantara, Tibetan.

Wanderer and king by chance: Shah Bakht,
Armenian.

Laborer, prisoner, and king by chance : Abu-

Szaber, Abu-Saber.

Merchant : Jewel-Merchant.

Laborer and king : Arabian, Midrasch.

Husband of princess, wanderer, and prince consort

again : Forty Viziers.

Servant and military leader : Eustace, Ysumbras.
Servant and merchant : Guillaume.

Pilgrim and warrior : Wilhelm.

Beggar : Gute Frau.

Recluse, warrior, and prince consort : Cifar.

Retainer of a lord : Graf.

Knight and military leader : Gesta.

Fisherman : Sakarias.

Shepherd : Breton.

Under 7 it should be noted that in Ysumbras the hero

becomes a pilgrim after he has served valiantly as knight, so

that his adventures are essentially different from those of

Pladdm-Eustace.

XIX. Adven-
tures of

heroine.

1. In power of merchant : Shah Bakht.

2. In power of robber : Abu-Szaber, Abu-Saber.

3. Married to merchant : Arabian, Midrasch, Arme-
nian.

.4. Seamstress: Eustace.

5. Widowed lady paramount : Guillaume.

6. Elected duchess : Wilhelm.

7. Widowed countess and queen : Gute Frau.
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XIX.

XX.

Adven-
tures of i

heroine.

1. In power of merchant or robber : Shah Bakht, Abu-

Szaber, Abu-Saber.

2. Married : Abu-Szaber, Abu-Saber, Guillaume, Gute

Frau, Ysumbras, Gesta.

3. In clutches of captors : Eustace, Guillaume, Gute

Frau, Cifar, Ysumbras, Graf, Gesta, Breton.

8. Traveller and keeper of refuge : Cifar.

9. Crowned queen by captor : Ysumbras.

10. Betrothed to King of France : Graf.

11. Beggar and wife of master of horse : Gesta.

12. Married to prince : Sakarias.

13. Servant at inn : Breton.

Heroine

preserves

chastity
in un-
toward
circum-

stances.

It is, of course, likely that where the fact is not clearly

stated we should understand that the heroine was enabled to

remain faithful to her husband. It is certainly worthy of

note that most of the Occidental versions here fall into a

group by themselves. In Shah Bakht and Armenian it is

expressly stated that the heroine was found by her sons shut

up in a chest on shipboard, which seems to show that she

remained chaste. Moreover, since in the Arabian (and proba-

bly in Midrasch) she was found on shipboard, though the

chest is not mentioned, the same is presumably true of them.

1. Adopted by king, seeks adventure : Sanskrit.

2. Servants : Wessantara.

3. Soldiers in service of hero : Shah Bakht, Ara-

bian, Midrasch, Armenian, Eustace, Ysumbras,
Gesta.

4. Brought to court by robbers : Abu-Szaber, Abu-

Saber.

5. One adopted by king, other sold to father : Jewel-

Merchant.

6. Come to court as slaves : Forty Viziers.

7. Reared by shepherds and ploughmen : Eustace.

8. Adopted by merchants, then in service of king :

Guillaume.

9. Adopted by merchants, in service of king, Bobbers :

Wilhelm.

10. Saved and produced by count and bishop : Gute

Frau.

11. Adopted by same man, come to court to be knighted :

Cifar.

12. Beared miraculously : Ysumbras, Breton.

XXI. Adven-
tures of

sons.

I
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1. At home : Wessantara, Tibetan.

2. First to wife : Shah Bakht, Arabian, Armenian,

Eustace, Cifar, Gesta.

3. First to hero : Sanskrit, Abu-Szaber, Abu-Saber,

Midrasch, Forty Viziers, Guillaume, Wilhelm.

4. Simultaneously : Jewel-Merchant, Gute Frau, Ysum-

bras, Breton.

1. After they find sons : Sanskrit, Shah Bakht, Abu-

Szaber, Abu-Saber, Arabian, Armenian, Eus-

tace, Gesta.

2. Before they find sons : Guillaume, Wilhelm, Gute

Frau, Cifar, Ysumbras, Breton.

In Guillaume, Wilhelm, and Cifar, though the hero and

heroine meet, they give no sign of recognition till the sons

appear. I may say in passing that I regard this trait in

Cifar as due to the influence of Guillaume, either in a

Spanish redaction (not necessarily the Estorid) or in the

Old French original.

s"

XXIII. Hero
and her-

oine meet.

C
1. Hero is in power: Shah Bakht, Abu-Szaber, Abu-

Saber, Arabian, Midrasch, Armenian, Eustace,

Cifar, Gesta.

I

2. One son is in power : Jewel-Merchant.

I

3. Heroine is in power: Guillaume, Wilhelm, Gute

Frau, Ysumbras, Graf, Sakarias.

f 1. Story of wife and sons : Shah Bakht, Arabian,

Midrasch, Armenian.

2 Appearance of wife : Abu-Szaber, Abu-Saber.

3 Appearance of both .

Eustace, Cifar, Sakarias.

4 Ring
.

Guillaume) Breton.

5 gtory of hugband . Wilhelm, Ysumbras.

6 Maimed finger of hero . Gute Frau-

7. Appearance of husband : Graf.

8. Mark on hero's forehead : Gesta,

It should be mentioned that in Eustace the hero is recog-

nized by his old soldiers by means of a scar on his forehead,

a trait that in Gesta has been transferred to the recognition

by the wife. In Guillaume a horn is introduced along with

a ring as the means of identification.
1

1 This recalls the horn and ring of the Horn saga, with the many parallel

stories cited by Child, English and Scot. Pop. Ballads, I, 17, note. Add
Will Stewart and John, Percy Folio Ms., in, 226.

.

and her-

at P"

Kecog-
mtion of

hero and

heroine

by means
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XXVI. Sons

recog-
nized by
means of

XXVII. Time
of sepa-

ration

(when
sp eci-

fied).

1. Conversation overheard by heroine : Shah Bakht,

Arabian, Armenian, Eustace, Cifar, Gesta.

2. Telling story to hero : Abu-Szaber, Abu-Saber,

Midrasch.

3. Parents' story : Jewel-Merchant.

4. Hero's story : Guillaume.

5. Dress : Wilhelm.

6. Direct announcement : Gute Frau.

1. 17 years : Sanskrit.

2. 30 years : Forty Viziers.

3. 15 years : Eustace, Ysumbras (7 -|- 7 -j- time as

warrior).

4. 24 years : Guillaume, Wilhelm.

5. 10 years (?) : Graf.

6. 9 years : Sakarias.

This tedious tabulation has made it plain, I think, that

the general theme or motive which was apparent from the

summaries in the previous chapter has suffered some rather

startling changes in the process of transmission. By con-

fining our attention for the time being to these stories,

however, it will become evident that there is very good
reason for supposing that we have to do with a case of

actual transmission from Orient to Occident by means of a

saint's legend, that on Eustace all the European tales con-

verge, and that Eustace can be grouped with its relatives

from Asia. The complicated question of the numerous inci-

dents which find parallels in stories outside our cycle can

best be treated later.
1 I turn now to the consideration of

Eustace and its forerunners*

IV.

EUSTACE AND THE ORIENTAL GROUP.

In discussing the relationship of the various ialfs from

Asia to Eustace or its source, it will be necessary to discuss

each version in the light of the tabulated characteristics as

1 See chap. vn.
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well as of geography and chronology. For convenience and

clearness I shall consider them in four groups.

1. Though the Sanskrit is, as we have seen, later than

some of the other Oriental versions, its importance is almost

as great as if it could be regarded as the actual progenitor
of the entire group of stories. In the first place, it is pre-

served in what we must probably consider the original

language of the tale. Upon no other supposition can we

explain the filiation of the stories. If the theory were

adopted that the narrative moved eastward through the

medium of Pahlavi into India the existence of the Budd-

histic Wessantara in the ninth century at the latest would

be incomprehensible, since there is no trace of the motive in

western Asia before the tenth century (Midrasch), as far as

I can discover. In the second place, this version of the

Daqa-kumdra-charita has not altogether divested itself, or

at least does not stand clear, of the motives of The Calumni-

ated Wife
1 and of Kamaralzaman. 2 As in the former, the

son is born to the heroine after she has been separated from

her husband; and as in the latter, the couple are making
their post-nuptial journey to the home of the hero when evil

fate overtakes them. The story from the Ramayana? which

seems to me essentially a form of The Calumniated Wife, has

somewhat the same character in that the motive is still

obscure. If it be true, as Ogden believes,
4
that a story of

an unfortunate woman arose side by side with a story of an

unfortunate man, this early fusion of types in the native

land of the motive cannot be regarded as at all remarkable.

For the present purpose it is unnecessary to inquire further,

since it is clear that the narrative has some of the essential

traits of the Man Tried by Fate. I regard it, however, as an

independent offshoot of the original, for though in tables XI

1 See chap. vn. 2 See chap. v.

'Seep. 344, note.
4 P. 23.
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and XXIII it shows important characteristics of the Oriental

group, in most other places it stands by itself. So in XXI
the disposal which it makes of the sons differs altogether

from that found in any other version.

2. The Buddhistic Wessantara Jdtaka can best be dis-

cussed in company with its Tibetan counterpart of Visvantara.

As before noted,
1 the original of the former must be as old

as the ninth century, since the Tibetan version was made at

that time. The Singhalese form, from which Wessantara is

cited, is, of course, modern. Thus even without the internal

evidence afforded by the two versions used it would be

evident that both go back to a common original. The story

from Tibet represents the northward course of the Sanskrit
;

the story from Ceylon by way of Pali (the sacred language

of southern India) represents the movement southward. By
internal evidence this relationship is substantiated, because

the Tibetan, though it follows the same outline of events as

Wessantara, is weak in details. Thus from table XXI it

will be seen how Wessantara specifies that the children are

made servants and ill-used while the Tibetan makes no

account of their adventures.

The common original of the two, the Sanskrit Wessantara,

represents, like the Sanskrit, a separate branch of the general

theme. It will be seen from the following facts in how

many points it differs from the branch that found its way
into Pahlavi and Arabian. Table I shows that only the

Forty Viziers, a greatly weakened form of the Arabian family,

is like it in making the hero a prince. In II and VI it falls

together with most of the versions ;
in III, IX, X, XVIII,

XXI, XXII it stands quite alone. In V it is similar to

four of the Occidental versions, but the resemblance must be

regarded as purely fortuitous, since the change invofved in

disposing of the hero's property by gift rather than by the

1 P. 346.
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act of Providence is slight and since at least three of the

European tales form a group by themselves.

3. With Shah BakU, the story of the King who Lost

Kingdom and Wife and Wealth, we come to a story which

represents the developed form of the motive and which is

nearly related to the source of Eustace. Burton 1 draws

attention to the fact that the names in the tale are Persian,

which would place it in the number of the narratives in the

Arabian Nights taken from Pahlavi. If the Indian origin

of the general theme be admitted, such would naturally be

the medium of transference, for the part that Middle Persian

played as a go-between is well-known. 2 As a matter of fact,

the stories in the collection Shah Bakht belong to the Sindi-

bad or Seven Wise Masters cycle.
3 It is thus difficult to

date our tale with any security, but one can be reasonably

sure that it was transferred from Pahlavi to Arabian not

earlier than the ninth, and not later than the tenth century.

It would not be possible, then, to regard it as an original

of the Eustace, even if divergences of incident did not forbid

the supposition.

In the case of Eustace the date and provenance are alike

doubtful. The former question has already been discussed

briefly.
4 I regret that I can throw no further light upon it.

The traditional date of the second century A. D. need not

be seriously considered, since that would place the legend

centuries before any of the allied versions of Europe and

Asia. There is an account of Eustace written by John of

Damascus 5 in the eighth century, but this refers only to his

1
Supplemental Nights, I, p. 191, note.

2 See E. Kuhn, Barlaam und Joasaph, 1893, and the illuminating essay

on the same subject by Gaston Paris, Formes et legendes du moyen-dge, pp.

181 if.

8
Burton, as above, and Clouston, Pop. Tales and Fictions, n, p. 64.

*Seep. 354.

5 In De Imaginibus, Orat. in, ed. Opera omnia, 1712, I, p. 372.
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conversion. Professor d'Ancona suggests
1 that the story

of his wife and sons may be later, though it seems more

likely that John had knowledge of a complete biography

since he cites "
e/c TOV papTvptov." This makes the eighth

century the earliest probable date. Dr. Ogden assumes 2

" the end of the tenth
"

or " the first half of the eleventh

century" as the time when the motive travelled west-

ward into Europe. This estimate, however, places the

migration much too late, since the version of Eustace in

Old English, which was written by JElfric about 996,
3 has

all the characteristics of the typical Latin forms of the

legend. The question as to whether the Eustace was first

written in Latin or in Greek, though of much interest in

itself, cannot affect the conclusions of the present study and

may safely be neglected. It is sufficient to note that early

forms of the legend appeared in both languages. The best

evidence of its provenance is that which may be gained by

comparison of its characteristics with those of similar stories.

The third member of this group is the Armenian folk-

tale. Though it was not put into writing till the last

century its ultimate date in unwritten literature cannot very

well be determined. It may be very early. At all events,

its geographical position makes it of peculiar interest, since

it was found in a land which was partially Christianized as

early as the second century A. D. and which was for several

centuries under Persian rule. As will be seen, the form

of the story is likewise divided in character between the

Christian legend and the Arabian story of Shah Bakht.

The three versions under discussion are similar to the

general Oriental type in II, VI, X, XXIII, XXIV, and

XXVI. Most of these call for little comment. InVI it

is seen that the two sons are born before the departure

1 Poemetti popolari italiani, 1889, p. 421.
2 P. 26. 3

Seep. 387, note.

4
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home of the hero and heroine in all the Oriental versions

save the Sanskrit and in all the Occidental save the group

centering in Guillaume. The reason for the divergence in

the case of the latter will be explained in the following

chapter. In XXIII and XXIV, there is a general diver-

gence between the Oriental and Occidental versions
;
but in

both cases Eustace, together with one or two close derivatives,

falls in with the group from Asia. The hero and heroine

meet in the place where the hero is in authority and after

the sons have been discovered by one or the other. The

fact that the general European group differs here from

Eustace can be explained
1

by the influence of the first and

most powerful of the romances. It is a point gained to find

that Eustace is in general accord with the similar Oriental

tales.

In XXII, a matter of order, a curious state of affairs is

revealed. The sons are sometimes discovered first by the

wife, sometimes by the husband, nor is it at all clear which

arrangement is the original. The three versions now under

discussion all accept the former order, which furnishes im-

portant proof that they belong to the same branch of the

general family.

Several traits are exhibited by Shah Bakht and the Arme-

nian in distinction from Eustace. This is shown by I, III,

XVIII, XIX, XX, and XXV. To I little importance

need be attached except that it seems to point to a close

relationship between the source of the Armenian story and

Shah Bakht. The divergence in I leads to that in III,

where the two agree in stating that the hero left home

because he lost his kingdom.
2 In XVIII, where the

versions are extraordinarily diversified, there is a similar

1 See chap, vi,

2 The addition in Armenian that a genius appeared to the hero is simply

a commonplace of Oriental folk-lore.
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agreement. It was naturally easy to change the account of

the adventures which befell the hero and heroine in their

separation. So in XIX, Shah Bakht and Armenian agree

essentially, though not in detail, with most of the Oriental

versions, while Eustace has invented the lowly occupation

of seamstress for the heroine, a trait which is accepted by
none of its derivatives. In XX it is seen that the heroine

is shut up in a chest when her robber husband comes to the

hero's court. In XXV the recognition of the hero and

heroine is recounted as in the Arabian and in Midrasch,

while Eustace has the less picturesque though more probable

statement that they recognized one another as soon as they

met. The romancers of Europe invented various incidents

to color the tale at this point.

On the other hand, Eustace and the Armenian agree in at

least three important ways. Both state that the hero had

the choice of suffering in the present or the future, as in IV.

This alternative, which appears also in some of the western

derivatives, is not uncommon in folk literature,
1 but it must

be regarded as unessential to the motive of the Man Tried

by Fate. Whether it came into the story before the latter

left Asia I am very doubtful. Indeed, in view of the unim-

portant part which it plays in Eustace itself I am inclined

to believe that the resemblance between the Armenian and

Eustace in this point is due to a retroactive influence of the

Christian legend in Armenia. A similarity of a different

sort is found in VIII, where the two agree with Midrasch

in placing the loss of the heroine before the loss of the sons.

The cumulative order would be the reverse, as in Shah

Bakht and most of the Oriental tales; and the cumulative

order is probably the earlier. That the trait was easily

changed, however, is seen from the fact that European

1
It seems better to delay the discussion of the theme to chap. vn.
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romances so closely allied as Guillaume and Wilhelm differ

with reference to this point. In the third place, the Arme-

nian like Eustace has the children carried off by wild beasts.

The trait is found in the Sanskrit, but it is generally absent

from the Oriental versions.

Finally, in one case Shah Bakht and Eustace agree, where

the Armenian is different. In IX they show that the heroine

was carried away by the deceit of mariners, while the Arme-

nian, like Abu-Szaber, is content with stating that she was

stolen by a merchant.

Thus it is altogether probable that Shah Rakht, the Arme-

nian tale, and the source of Eustace form the third branch

of the Oriental family of the Man Tried by Fate. None of

them derives from any other, but each comes directly from

an Arabian precursor, which in turn must probably be

regarded as taken from Pahlavi. To the possible influence

of the Eustace upon the Armenian by a backward movement

I have already referred.

One matter further must be discussed in this connection.

Reference to III shows that Eustace is practically alone in

describing the hero's meeting with a stag. That it is essen-

tial to the legend as we have it is shown by the account in

John of Damascus, to which reference has already been

made,
1 and further by the fact that though the European

derivatives do not usually keep the matter of the episode

they almost invariably offer some substitute for it. Of the

Oriental versions, however, only the Armenian has anything

which can be so regarded, and that seems to be an addition

to the story.
2 The miracle at the hero's conversion, then,

must be regarded as due to the saint's legend. Whence it

came and how it was adopted is very obscure.3 It may, as

d'Ancona suggests, have been the kernel of the legend of

1 See p. 382.
2 See p. 384, note. 8 See p. 351.
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Placidus to which the theme of the Man Tried by Fate was

added later.

4. The tales which I include in the fourth group repre-

sent a complicated filiation, but all of them probably belong

to the same branch of the family. They have no direct

influence on the introduction of the theme into Europe ;
but

they are of importance to our study for the sake of compari-

son, and they_ are of interest for their own sake.

The relation between Midrasch and the Arabian story of

the Pious Israelite may with propriety be first considered.

The former is the oldest of the versions of western Asia.

Its date, as has already been stated
1 in another connection,

is the tenth century. This is important, since it gives us

approximately the latest possible date for the transference of

the motive from Pahlavi into Arabic and makes certain the

rise of the Eustace legend in a complete form at least as

early as the beginning of that century.
2 Perles regarded

3

the Arabian tale as of Hebrew origin because of the fact

that the hero is an Israelite. L vi, more wisely, suggests
4

that neither one came from the other and that the romantic

character of the story is foreign to Jewish literature. Such

a conclusion is the only possible one that we can draw

from the characteristics of the tales. According to VIII,
Midrasch falls with the Armenian and Eustace against most

of the Oriental versions in placing the loss of the heroine

before that of the sons. The Arabian in the same case dis-

poses of both at the same time by shipwreck, an obvious

1

Seep. 351.
2 In connection with Eustace, it must be remembered that JElfric's trans-

lation of the Latin version, which ten Brink
( Gesch. der engl. I/itt.

, i, 127 )

dates "urn das Jahr 996," follows the version of fheActa
Sanct&rujji

with

accuracy and fullness. See p. 383, above.
3 Zur rabbinischen Sprach- und Sagekunde, p. 64.

4 Revue des etudes juives, xi, 232. He also remarks that Eustace is at least

an analogue of the tales.
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weakening. According to XXII, the Arabian resembles

group 3 in stating that the sons were discovered first to the

heroine, while Midrasch makes them known first to the hero.

At the same time, the two stories are in agreement on four

points against all other versions. InV the hero's property
is lost by robbery ;

in XII the finding of treasure brings

the hero back the fortune again ;

* in XVIII the hero be-

comes successively a laborer and a king ;
and in XIX the

heroine is represented as married to her captor, the merchant,

but without stain. The importance of the fact last stated is

minimized because it is substantially shared by Armenian,
but the evidence is sufficient without it. Thus the stories

derive from a common original but are mutually independent.

To another group belong Abu-Szaber, Abu-Saber, writh the

Turki and Malay versions of the same tale. That no one of

them is taken from any other needs no proof, I think. 2 That

they derive from a common source is proved by V, where

the hero's property is lost by depredations of wild beasts and

a greedy king ; by IX, where the heroine is stolen
;

3
by

XVIII, XIX, and XX, where the adventures of the couple

are narrated with details peculiar to this group ; by XXI,
where it is stated that the sons are brought to the hero's

court by the robbers
;
and by XXV, where the recognition

takes place through the appearance of the heroine when she

comes to her husband's court. The original of the group
was derived from the ultimate original of the fifteenth century

Forty Viziers,* I believe, which accords with Abu-Szaber and

1A similar trait is found in Ysumbras and Gesta, but with very different

detail. No connection is possible. Indeed, it is probable that the inci-

dents in the two European versions are independent of one another. See

also chap. v.

2 See pp. 348, 349.

3 There is a similar weakening of statement in Armenian.
4 The immediate source of the Forty Viziers is, of course, the Forty Morns

and Eves.
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its immediate relatives in stating that the sons were carried

off by robbers (XI) and brought to the court by their captors

(XXI). The Turkish story, however, represents a greatly

altered form of the theme. Thus the hero is a prince (I),
he

leaves home with his sons, but without his wife, for the sake

of travel (II and III), he has a variety of the most sensa-

tional adventures after the separation from his sons (XVIII),
and he finds his sons when they are brought to his court as

slaves (XXI).
A separate offshoot of the original of the group to which

all the above stories belong is the Jewel-Merchant, found in

the same collections as Abu-Szaber. So widely has it de-

parted in details from the parallel tale that both versions

could with propriety be incorporated in the same work,

though the motive has remained without essential change.

The variations that place it in a separate class are as follows.

The hero leaves home on business and later sends for his

wife (II and III) to come to him ; the sons are thrown into

the sea by the hero himself when he chances to meet them, a

curious but not inexplicable change (X) ;
the hero, while

separated from his family, follows his vocation of merchant,
but the separation naturally precedes the loss of the sons

(XVIII) ;
one son is adopted by a king, the other sold to

the father by the robbers who rescue him (XXI) ;
the sons

are discovered by the father and mother simultaneously

(XXII) ;
the family reunion occurs at the place where one

son is ruler (XXIV); and (XXVI) this reunion results

from the parents telling their story to the son. There are

also several romantic additions which cannot well be adapted
to the scheme. Thus the Jewel-Merchant is a debased form

that must have passed through several redactions of popular
rather than literary nature before it reached its present state.

That all the versions mentioned in the present section

really belong to one branch of the family of stories treating
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the common theme is shown by several characteristics which

they have in common, as opposed to the branch headed by
Shah Bakht. By I it is seen that in all of them save Forty

Viziers the hero is of low birth
; by III that they keep

1 the

motive of poverty suggested by Wessantara and followed by

Eustace, which has been weakened in Shah BakM and Arme-

nian; by XVIII that the adventures of the hero follow the

same general outline in all of them save Jewel-Merchant,

where earlier changes necessitated this
;
and by XXII that

in all save Jewel-Merchant 2 the sons are discovered first by
the hero instead of the heroine as in Shah Bakht, Eustace,

and the Armenian. Thus their common original must have

differed somewhat from that of the latter branch, though it

is probable that both originals derived from the same source,

whether in Arabian or, a step further back, in Pahlavi.

From the foregoing study of the relationship which sub-

sists between the various Oriental versions, it seems probable

that they may be arranged in four groups, two of which come

directly from Sanskrit sources and two from Arabian. It

may be conjectured further that the latter two, since they

have much in common, go back to a common source in

Arabian or Pahlavi. In Pahlavi there was probably a

version taken from some Indian original. Eustace, then,

derives through Arabian and Pahlavi from Sanskrit. I do

not pretend that this arrangement is perfect, but I am con-

vinced of its substantial accuracy, since it violates neither

chronology, geography, nor the distribution of narrative

traits. The following diagram gives a graphic representation

of the grouping. It should be observed that I have not

attempted to show degrees of kinship or stages of redaction

in the diagram. The names of conjectural versions are

italicized.

1
Forty Viziers and Jewel-Merchant have independent changes at this point.

2 The Arabian follows Shah Bakht here, perhaps a case of "contami-

nation."
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V.

THE TREASURE THEME.

It will be noted from tables XII, XIII, XIV, XV,
XVI, and XVII in chapter in that a treasure theme,

forming a well-defined episode, is present in several of the

European versions of the Man Tried by Fate, namely Guil-

laume, Gute Frau, Ysumbras, Graf von Savoien and Gesta.

Eustace has no trace of it
;
and none of the Oriental tales

of the cycle contains the essential point of the episode,

though Arabian and Midrasch have one point similar to one

in Ysumbras and Gesta, as I have already shown.1

The story, as it is found in the versions mentioned above,

may be reconstructed as follows. The hero has in his

possession some treasure, either brought from home or

obtained in exchange for his wife. This treasure, which is

enclosed by some kind of gaudy cover, whether purse, box,

or mantle, is carried off by a bird of prey. Subsequently it

is recovered by the hero, and sometimes it brings him back

to fortune.

The episode thus has a well-marked individuality. It

plays, moreover, an important part in the western versions

of the Man Tried by Fate with which we are chiefly con-

cerned. Before we can decide upon the mutual relations

of these romances with reference to Eustace, we must trace

the origin and course of the subsidiary motive. There are,

to my knowledge, nine tales from the Orient and Europe
that give the theme in all its essential points, a number that

is insufficient for a complete study of the group but quite

adequate for such treatment as is necessary in the present

paper, since we have chiefly to prove the existence of the

1 See p. 388, note.
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motive as independent and to show how it could be com-

bined with the Man Tried by Fate.

The earliest version that I know is the story of Kamaralza-

man and Boudour from the Arabian Nights.
1

King Schahraman had a son called Kamaralzaman, who

was of marvellous beauty. The youth refused to marry and

was shut up in a tower. There he was seen by a fairy, who

fell into a dispute about him with an evil genius because the

latter maintained that the princess Boudour of China was

more beautiful than he. So the genius brought the princess

to the tower. The young couple, by the art of the fairy,

were permitted to see one another in turn and at once fell in

love. Boudour was then carried back to China while the

prince lay entranced. When the two awoke, they found

themselves in their respective homes and were considered

insane. By the aid of the princess' foster-brother, however,

Kamaralzaman was brought to China and there married his

love. He soon learned in a dream that his father was ill

and set off with his bride for Khaledan. On the way

thither, while he was examining a jewel that belonged to

Boudour, a bird swooped down and carried it off. He
chased the bird till the eleventh day, when he entered a city

where he was protected by a gardener while waiting for a

ship. Meanwhile, Boudour put on her husband's garments
and passed for him with her retinue. She went to the

Island of Ebony, where she was offered the daughter of

the king in marriage and with her the throne. So wedded,

the two women awaited Kamaralzaman. One day the latter

discovered the lost jewel in the body of a bird that had been

*I summarize from the French translation of J. C. Mardrus, vol. v,

pp. 1-149. The tale is found in Habicht's translation, vol. v, pp*3 ff. It

has been mentioned in a similar connection as the present by the German
translator

; by d' Ancona in Scelta, p. xi, and Poemetti, p. 393 (for full titles

see below) ; by Tettau, Ubereinige bisjetzt unbekannte Erfurter Drucke, 1870,

pp. 309, 310
;
and by Kohler, Zts. f. rom. Phil, in, p. 277.
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killed by its fellows, and also a cave full of treasure. The

same day he loaded a ship with vases filled with treasure

and into one of them put the talisman. He was himself

left behind, however, when the ship sailed. The vessel

went to the Island of Ebony, where the treasure came into

the possession of Boudour, who recognized the jewel and

sent the captain back for Kamaralzaman. When he came,

he was recognized by Boudour and reigned as king, marry-

ing the princess of the island as second wife.
1

A similar Oriental version is the story of Bharam and

Zohera from the Persian.
2 I am unable to say with assur-

ance whether or not it is older than the account in the

Arabian Nights, but it seems improbable.

Bharam, prince of Bogellana, falls in love with Zohera,

the daughter of his father's vizier. The latter complains

to the Sultan, and Bharam is banished. He persuades

Zohera to elope with him. When they are pursued, he

leaves her in the forest while he fights with the Sultan's

soldiers. After a successful combat he returns, but fails to

find Zohera, who has put on a suit of his clothes and gone

away to look for him. So they miss each other. After

travelling all night, Zohera reaches a city, where the Sultan's

daughter falls in love with her and makes an offer of

marriage. Zohera accedes, with the stipulation of continence,

and on the Sultan's death she ascends the throne. Finally

Bharam arrives at the court, Zohera discovers herself to

him, the princess agrees to share him as husband, and he

rules as Sultan.3

1 1 shall cite this tale as Kamarcdzaman.
2
Summary given by Jonathan Scott, Bahar-Danush or Garden of Knowl-

edge, 1799, vol. Hi, p. 277. I cite the tale as Bharam.
3 As noted by d' Ancona, Scelta, p. xix, a similar story is found in the

Bibliotk&que des romans, a6ut, 1777, pp. 51 ff. in Les aventures du prince

Abdulsdam et de la princesse Chelnissa. It purports to be of Turkish origin

and differs considerably from the other versions, though perhaps nearer

Kamaralzaman than any other.
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A folk-tale from Kashmir, How the Princess Found her

Husband,
1 has much the same outline.

A prince, who was betrothed to a certain princess, lost his

father. The match was then broken off and a day set for

the princess to wed another suitor. On the wedding-day,

however, she eloped with the prince. "When they had gone

some distance, she remembered that she had left her jewels

behind. The prince went back for them and on his return

could not find his bride, who had been carried off by a

robber. By a ruse she escaped from her captor, robbed a

goldsmith by means of a promise to marry him, and was

helped by a poor couple to the disguise of a man. She then

rode to a city, where she was chosen king by an elephant.
2

The prince, his servant, the robber, and the goldsmith all

became jogis and came to her court, where she had her

picture displayed in the guise of a murdered woman. All

the characters of the tale passed before the picture and were

variously rewarded. At last came the prince, who fainted

when he saw it. The lady made him her chief vizier and

later revealed all.
3

Another variant of the same theme in folk literature is

the Tartar tale that follows.
4

A youth who had lost his wealth by folly bought a maiden

and found in her hair eight gems enclosed in a purse. He
threw it joyously into the air, when it was seized by a raven

1 Folk-Tales of Kashmir, J. H. Knowles, 1888, pp. 306 ff.

2 This trait recalls Shah Bakht and the Armenian, where the hero is chosen

king by an elephant and a white eagle respectively. It seems to be some-

thing of a commonplace of Oriental story and cannot be regarded as

furnishing evidence of any schematic connection between the two motives.

The influence of Shah Bakht in some form or other may, however, account

for the appearance of the trait here.
3 1 cite this tale as Kashmir.
4 From W. Kadlof?

,
Proben der Volkslitteratur der turkischen Stdmme Siid-

Sibiriens, 1872, iv, p. 482. It is mentioned by K. Kohler, Zts. /. row.

Phil., m, 277. I cite the tale as Tartar.
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which he pursued in vain. He then became a servant.

Since he did not return, the girl put on men's clothing and

journeyed to a city where she opened a caravansary. Thither

came the hero, who had found a treasure, and was recognized

by the heroine. They lived together in the city till a son

had been born to them and they had become rich, when

they set out for their old home. On the way their son cried

out for a raven. When the man killed it he found the purse

containing the gems.
The motive is likewise found in several European versions,

the earliest of them being the Old French romance, L'Es-

coufle,
1 a work of much interest, though never popular,

according to the belief of its editor.
2 It was written by an

anonymous poet at some time previous to 1204. 3

Richard, the great Count of Montvilliers, lord of Rouen,

after notable deeds in the service of the King of Jerusalem

and the Emperor of Rome, was married to the Countess of

Genoa. On the same day that their son Guillaume was

born, the Empress brought forth a daughter, who was called

Aelis. The children were reared together and, at the wish

of the Emperor, were betrothed. After the death of Count

Richard, however, the Emperor withdrew his promise and

forbade further intercourse between the lovers. They were

in despair but at the suggestion of Aelis decided to elope

and take the rule of Normandy. Aelis collected a large

quantity of gold and jewels, including the most beautiful of

the Empress's rings. They approached Totil in Lorraine,

1 Ed. by Michelant and Meyer, Soc. des anciens textes, 1894. Analyzed

by Kohler, Germania, xvn, 63, and by Littre", Hist. litt. de la France, xxn,
807. The former compares it with Der Busant, as does Meyer in his

Introduction. For textual comment see Mussafia, Zur Kritik und Interpreta-

tion romanischer Texte, Wiener Sitzungsberichte, Phil. -hist. Classe, 135, xiv,

1-72
; 136, vn, 35-48.

2 "II ne faut pas se le dissimuler, le pome fut peu re*pandu." Meyer,

Introd., p. xl.

jr, p. xxxv.
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when one evening the lady gave the ring to her lover as a

token. Guillaume put it back in the red purse with the

other treasure, and both lay down to sleep. A kite saw

the bag and carried it off, pursued by Guillaume whom it

had awakened. While he was gone, Aelis woke and was

plunged into despair by the thought that she had been

abandoned. At length she reached the town and found

lodging with an old woman. Guillaume finally succeeded in

recovering the treasure and returned to the spot where he

had left Aelis, only to find that she had gone. In the com-

pany of the daughter of the old woman, Aelis wandered

about for two years, finally settling at Montpellier, where

she supported herself by making embroidery. Her work

was so beautiful that she was later taken into the household

of the Count of Saint-Gilles. Thither, after many adven-

tures, came Guillaume and took service with the falconers

of the count. His falcon brought down a kite, which he

tore with rage and cursed, eating its heart withal. His

conduct was related to the count, who had him brought
before him to explain. As Guillaume told his story, Aelis,

who was present, gradually recognized that this was her

lover and threw herself in his arms. Though he had

suffered poverty, he had never parted with the ring, and

now he produced it. Guillaume and Aelis then went to

Rouen, where they were married and ruled for three years.

At the end of that time, they were summoned to Rome to

rule in the place of the old Emperor and Empress, who had

died. There they lived in prosperity all their lives.
1

More or less similar is the German romance Der Busant

or Magelona,
2 which was written in the second half of the

fifteenth century.
3

1 1 cite the romance as Escoufle.
2 Ed. von der Hagen, Gesammtabenteuer, 1850, Pt. I, pp. 331-366. Sum-

mary given by Tettau, p. 301. Compared with Escoufle by Kohler, Germania,

xvn, 62
;
with Kamaralzaman and Pierre by Tettau, p. 310.

3
Tettau, p. 303.
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The son of the king of England, who was at school in

Paris, eloped with the daughter of the French king, who

had been promised to the king of Morocco. In the forest,

while the princess slept, her lover took two rings from her

hand to look at them. A buzzard carried off one of them,

and in pursuing the bird the prince lost his way. The

princess, thus deprived of a husband, made her way to a

mill where she supported herself as seamstress. Thence she

was taken by a duke, brother of the English king, who

carried her to his castle. Thither, after a considerable time

had passed, was brought the prince, who had been found

living in the forest like a wild beast. He was restored to

reason and entered the duke's service. One day while hunt-

ing he killed a buzzard with rage, and when examined by
the duke he told his story. Thus the meeting and marriage

of the lovers came about.
1

Of about the same date as the preceding is the Italian

prose romance, La storia di Ottinello e Giulia.
2 It was very

popular and exists in many editions, though it is not older

than the end of the fifteenth century.
3

Ottaviano, the pagan prince of Salerno, had a son named

Ottinello ;
and his enemy, the prince of Capua, had a

daughter Giulia. By means of a servant's report Ottinello

fell in love with her and took service incognito at the

Capuan court. There he made love to Giulia, discovered

himself to her, and persuaded her to elope. They carried

with them forty thousand talents of gold, and when they

became weary fell asleep in the forest. A falcon, flying

near, seized a veil that covered Ottinello's face and awoke

1 1 cite the tale as Susant.
2 Ed. A. d'Ancona, (a) in the series Scelta di curiositci litterarie inedite o

rare, no. LXXXIII, 1867, (b) in Poemetti popolari italiani, 1889, pp. 393 ff.

8 D' Ancona, Poemetti, p. 406. IXAncona compares it with Kamaralzaman

and Pierre.
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him by its scratching. Without waiting to dress, he went in

pursuit only to fall in with some brigands, who carried him

off to Cipro and sold him to a gardener. Meanwhile, Giulia

believed herself deserted and, after putting on her lover's

clothes, went to Puglia, where she bought an inn and posed

as Giulio. After a time Ottinello discovered a treasure and

became a merchant. He was shipwrecked and driven to

Puglia, where, in accordance with her custom, Giulia inquired

about his history and learned his identity. She then put on

woman's garb and discovered herself. The lovers were

finally married with their parents' consent and ruled at

Taranto. 1

The French prose romance, Histoire de Pierre de Provence

et de la belle Maguelone, fille
du roi de Naples,

2
also runs

parallel with the theme for part of its course. This work

has been attributed by tradition to the twelfth century and

ascribed to Bernard de Tre"viers. It was long supposed to

have been written originally in Provenpal, but the probability

is that it was composed in French though in the South. 3
Its

origin is, indeed, somewhat obscure, a fact that is due to its

long-continued popularity. It does not seem to be older,

however, than the middle of the fifteenth century, at least in

its present form. 4 The part of the story that concerns us is

as follows.

After Pierre has eloped with Maguelone, she falls asleep

in a wood. As she lies sleeping, he takes from her bosom a

sandal-wood case that contains three rings which he has

previously given her. A sparrow-hawk seizes this and

when pursued by the hero drops it on a rock off the coast.

In attempting to recover it Pierre is blown out to sea and

1 1 cite the romance as Ottinello. 9
2 1 have used the edition published by Gamier.
3 G. Paris, Rom., xvm, 511.
4 See d' Ancona, Scelta, p. xxv

; Meyer, L'Escoufle, p. xxx.

5
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captured by pirates. Maguelone wanders to Aigues-mortes

where she establishes the hospital of St. Pierre de Magelone.
Thither Pierre finally conies for healing and so meets his

lady-love. They are then married with the consent of their

parents.
1

Finally, there must be mentioned the Sicilian folk-tale

Mandruni e Mandruna 2 which was printed for the first time

in our own day.

Mandruni, the son of the king of Sicily, is told that he

cannot marry till he finds a maiden named Mandruna. At

sixteen he sets out in search of her and comes to the court

of the king of France. There he wooes the king's daughter,

who bears the fated name, and elopes with her. On their

way to Sicily they fall asleep under a tree. Then comes a

raven and steals a ring from the lady's hand. Her lover

is awakened and pursues the bird, though unsuccessfully.

When Mandruna wakes she thinks herself betrayed and by
the aid of a countryman reaches the city where the king of

Sicily rules. There she lives as a sister of charity in a

hospice that she founds. After seven years Mandruni comes

thither as a sick mendicant, is recognized by his lady-love

and restored to wife and fortune.
3

1 1 cite the tale as Pierre. Paris, Rom., xvin, 511, refers to the romance

Paris et Vienne, written by Pierre de la Sippade in 1432, "qui offre plus

d'un rapport avec Pierre de Provence." I have not been able to use this

work. In the 1903 reissue of Political, Religious, and Love Poems, E.E.T.S.,

orig. ser. 15, Dr. F. J. Furnivall prints (pp. 293-300) a few fragments of

a Peare of Provence and the fair Maguelone from a fifteenth century MS.

belonging to Lord Clifden of Lanhydrock. We thus have bits of an Eng-
lish translation made in the same century as the original. A complete copy

would be of greatest value, accordingly.
2 Published by G. PitrS in his Fiabe novelle e racconti popolari siciliani,

1875, i, pp. 123-132. I owe the reference to Kohler, Zts. f. rom. PhU.,

in, 277.

8 1 cite the story as Mandruni. V. Imbriani in his notes in Pitre", IV,

pp. 374, 5, gives as variants of the Sicilian tale : (A )
A story ( no. xxn)

in Porretane of M. Sabadino Degli Arienti Bolognese, concerning the

adventures of the son of a king of Portugal with the daughter of a king
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It should be noted that only in Escoufle is the hero at once

successful in recovering the lost treasure.

f 1. Dresses like a man : Kamaralzaman, Kashmir, Tartar.

2. Dresses in hero's clothes : Bharam, Ottinello.

3. Captured : Kashmir.

4. Becomes king : Kamaralzaman, Bharam, Kashmir.Adventures

of her-

oine.

5. Keeps hostelry : Tartar, Ottinello, Pierre, Mandruni.

6. Becomes seamstress : Escoufle, Busant.

7. Eeveals herself to hero : Kamaralzaman, Bharam,

Kashmir, Tartar, Escoufle, Ottinello, Man-

druni.

1. Hero sent for by heroine : Kamaralzaman.

2. Hero comes to heroine's court : Bharam, Kashmir.
Means of

Hero comeg tQ place where heroine lives .

Tartar,
meeting.

Escoufle, Busant, Ottinello, Pierre, Mandruni.

4. Hero recognized by jewel : Kamaralzaman, Escoufle.

6. Treasure found after reunion : Tartar.

The earlier discussions of this material have been inade-

quate and sometimes misleading chiefly because the scholars

who have dealt with it took into account only a few versions

of the motive. Thus Tettau, in his clear-sighted comparison

of the theme l with that of the Man Tried by Fate, used only

Kamaralzaman, Busang and Pierre, deriving the second from

Pierre 2 and Pierre from Kamaralzaman. Professor d'An-

cona,
3 who likewise recognized the essential difference between

the theme of Eustace and that of Ottinello and Pierre, had

not at hand sufficient data to place the Italian and French

romances in their proper relation with reference to the story

from the Arabian Nights. He says/ quite justly, that Ottinello

and Pierre " sieno due diverse versioni dello stesso racconto

orientale
;
di cui Pitaliana rappresenta una forma anteriore,

e, ad ogni modo, indipendente dalla versione francese." But

his later conclusion,
5 that Ottinello stands nearer Kamaralza-

1 Work cited, pp. 309, 310.

2 He believed, of course, that Pierre was a work of the twelfth century.
3
Poemetti, pp. 410 ff.

*Scelta, p. xlvi. 6
Poemetti, p. 410.
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man than does Pierre, is scarcely justified by the comparison

of the two with other versions. At least, it is an inadequate

statement. M. Meyer
1

recognized the close relationship

between Escoufle and Busant, saw that the latter could not

derive from the former,
2 but did not attempt to treat Ottinello

and Pierre in connection with them further than to suggest

their analogous character.
3 A closer comparison of all the

tales in connection with the tables above is thus very desir-

able, though the materials at my command are still too

meagre for exact classification.

Of the several versions of the Story of Lost Treasure, as

we may call the original, Bharam and Kashmir seem to

belong to a group by themselves, though it is evident from

individual changes like those in /3 2, e 2 and 3, and 3 that

neither one could have derived from the other. At the same

time, they display certain traits in common. In both, the

matter of the treasure is oddly handled. It is left at home
in Kashmir

((3 2) and not mentioned in Bharam. 4 So both

change what is made the central episode in the other versions,

though they keep the main outline. In both, the hero is lost

by going back for some reason, rather than by pursuing a

bird
(e). Finally, the two are in accord with reference to

the meeting of the lovers
(77).

Whether the Kashmir or

Bharam stands nearer geographically to the original home
of the story is doubtful, to say the least.

If Bharam and Kashmir are thus set aside, the other

versions may be regarded as deriving from a common though
remote original. Escoufle and Busant show evidence of being

1 Introduction to L' Escoufle, pp. xxviii-xxx.
2 The view held by D'Ancona, Poemetti, p. 421.
8 M. Meyer notes, p. xxxii, that in the Roman de la Violette file ring

of Euriaut is carried off by a tame swallow and is recovered by her lover.

See ed. of F. Michel, 1834, p. 187.
4
Unfortunately I cannot vouch for the accuracy of the summary which

I have used of this version.
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nearly allied though mutually independent. The form of

the treasure and the adventures of the hero are sufficiently

dissimilar in the two to make it improbable that the author

of Busant knew the Old French romance, especially in view

of the fact that the latter was little read in its own day and

well-nigh forgotten by the fifteenth century. That their

ultimate source must be the same is, however, shown by the

manner in which the hero treats a captured bird
(e 10) and

by the occupation of the heroine as seamstress (f 6).

Similarly, Ottinetto, Pierre,
1 and Mandruni agree and dis-

agree in their changes in such a fashion that they may be

regarded as having a common source but being independent

of one another. Thus the treasure in Ottinetto is brought

from home in the form of gold but is not stolen, while in

Pierre and Mandruni the incident is recounted in the more

customary manner. In Ottinetto, however, the hero
(e)

be-

comes a gardener and discovers a second treasure as in

Kamaralzaman, while in Pierre and Mandruni his adven-

tures are slurred over. Pierre stands alone in picturing the

hero's madness, and it states the fact, lost in Ottmello and

Mandruni, that the treasure was enclosed in a case (7 3).

Ottinello and Pierre agree in mentioning the captivity of the

hero
(e 4).

All three agree in making the heroine keep a

hostelry (f 5), though Mandruni changes the details some-

what. The captivity is mentioned in none of the other tales,

and the heroine's charity or business only in Tartar.

That the sources of Escoufle and Busant on the one hand,

of Ottinello, Pierre, and Mandruni on the other, were inde-

pendent of Kamaralzaman and Tartar also seems clear.

Indeed, I regard these four versions as separate offshoots of

the story as it existed somewhere in western Asia. Accord-

ing to a, the hero and heroine of Kamaralzaman are married

1 It must be remembered that in Pierre the treasure motive is imbedded

in a larger plot, though easily separable.
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happily and start for the prince's home before their trials

begin, and in the Tartar the hero buys the heroine outright

and finds the treasure in her hair, while in the European
versions the lovers elope as in Bharam and Kashmir.

According to 7, the Tartar mentions the jewel-case, which is

found in two of the Occidental versions, but not in Kamaral-

zaman. According to e, the hero becomes a gardener in

Kamaralzaman and in Ottinello, a servant in Tartar, and a

beggar in Mandruni
;

discovers the lost treasure but with

a difference in Kamaralzaman and Escoufle; and finds another

treasure in Kamaralzaman, Tartar, and Ottinello. According
to

,
the heroine becomes a king in Kamaralzaman as in

Bharam and Kashmir, while she takes a low station in the

Tartar as in the European versions. According to
77,

the

heroine sends for the hero in Kamaralzaman, while the Tartar

agrees with the western versions in making him come to the

place where she lives as a woman of low birth. Quite apart

from any difficulties of geographical distribution, it would

then be evident that the tales are of independent origin.

The foregoing comparison leads to an arrangement of the

several versions of the treasure theme, which may be graphi-

cally expressed as follows.

Story of Lost Treasure.

1
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took place ; but this can best be done in the discussion of

the relations of the Occidental versions to Eustace and to

one another which immediately follows.

VI.

OCCIDENTAL DERIVATIVES OF THE MOTIVE.

In considering the relation that Eustace bears to the

several later European versions of the Man Tried by Fate
y

it must never be forgotten that the legend was known and

well-known in every Catholic land during the Middle Ages.
If it had been an ecclesiastical story of little popularity and

if it had not been told and retold in many forms both in the

learned tongue and the vernaculars, the mere fact that it was

earlier than the other variants would be poor evidence that

they derived from it. In view of its extraordinary popu-

larity with all classes, however, this priority becomes a

matter of much consequence and throws the burden of proof

on those who argue that romantic stories like Guillaume,

Gute Frau and Ysumbras have no direct connection with

the legend. It also makes it probable that at more than one

tune and in more than one land derivatives of Eustace might

appear.

As a matter of fact, we are not obliged to content our-

selves with such a priori arguments, since an examination

of the stories in question reveals the fact that together with

Eustace they form a group distinct from the Oriental versions.

In general outline, of course, there is agreement between both

groups,
1 but there are differences of detail and arrangement

characteristic of the European versions only. Save for Guil-

laume, Wilhelm, and Breton, they all follow Eustace in making
the hero a nobleman as against the division on this point

in the Asiatic group (I).
An interview, usually miraculous,

1As far as they go, some versions like Hubert being fragmentary.
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opens the tale of misfortune in Eustace and most of the

derivatives (III), while only one of the Oriental versions
1

has such a trait. Several of the stories have the choice of

woe presented (IV). Five of the tales follow Eustace in

stating that the sons were carried off by wild beasts (XI),

and these five can be shown by other means to be more or

less closely connected with one another, so that the trait

may be regarded as peculiar to the group as a whole. The

adventures of the hero, heroine, and sons (XVIII, XIX,
XXI) are related so variously in all versions whatsoever

that they furnish no evidence for or against the theory, but

the fact that the heroine is said in Eustace and almost all the

other European forms (XX) to have preserved her chastity

while in the hands of her first captors rather than while in

the continued power of a merchant or robber, as the Oriental

versions have it, is a point in favor of the suggested deriva-

tion. The Occidental tales recount somewhat variously the

reunion with the sons (XXII, XXIII), yet it is noticeable

that none of the Asiatic versions states that it took place

after the meeting of the parents as is common with the

European forms. Eustace and Gesta, however, here fall with

the Oriental stories, as is also the case in the division of

statement with reference to the situation of the husband and

wife at the time when they meet (XXIV). This is not a

real difficulty, in spite of the seeming confusion, since the

treasure theme has undoubtedly contaminated most of the

European versions at this point.

Sufficient evidence has been adduced, I think, to show

that the saint's legend is a more probable source for the

other Occidental tales than any possible conjectural original

allied at once to the proto-Eustace and to Shah Bakht. * Since

they agree with it in all the important characteristics that

have not obviously been changed or weakened by the desire

1

Armenian, see p. 386.
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for romantic coloring and since there is positive evidence

that the legend was widely known at an early date, we may
hold with security to the belief that the European versions

form a group by themselves with Eustace at their head. If

this be granted and it is usually admitted in individual

cases
l the various members of the group may be examined

with the view of discovering their mutual relationship. I

shall assume from this point that Eustace is the ultimate

source of them all and shall endeavor to show how they

derive from their common ancestor.

In the first place, Guittaume, Willielm, Gute Frau, Ysum-

bra$, Graf von Savoien, Gesta, and the Breton folk-song belong
to a single group. This is proved by the fact that all of

them save the second and the last
2 have imbedded in the

narrative of the Man Tried by Fate a treasure theme like

that discussed in the last chapter. The question at once

arises as to when and by what means the incident found its

way into a group of tales so closely related to Eustace as

those enumerated above. Furthermore, it must be decided

whether or not the episode is essential to their common
motive

;
whether it was borrowed by them from some narra-

tive similar to Kamaralzaman and the sources of Escoufle

and Ottinello, or whether the reverse is true. Upon the

answers given these problems depends the whole question of

the derivation of this particular group of stories and, in a

broader sense, of the relation of the legend to the entire cycle.

1 For example, by Gruntvig, Knust, Kohler, d' Ancona, Foerster, Sommer,
and Tettau, as already cited,and by Steinbach, tjber den Einfluss des Crestien de

Troies aitf die alienglische Literatur, 1885, pp. 41 ff. It is necessary to empha-
size the fact, because no one save Ogden has hitherto made a comparative

examination of the entire group and because he denies the influence of

Eustace altogether. He does not treat Sakarias, Breton, and Hubert.

2 Wilhelm is included in the group because of its close relationship to

Guillaume, which is discussed below. The Breton is included because of its

marked similarity to Ysumbras, as is shown further on.
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The matter has been discussed and, I believe, correctly

decided by both Tettau l and d'Ancona,
2

though neither had

sufficient material at his command to treat the matter ex-

haustively. The former compares Gute Frau, Ysumbras, and

Graf with Kamaralzaman, Busant, and Pierre. From an

examination of their entire content he separates them into

two groups and comes to the conclusion that they represent

two different motives of separate origin. He believes further

that Graf was the link between the two. It is hard to

understand just what he meant by the latter statement, since

Graf is later than Gute Frau and Ysumbras and therefore

cannot be regarded as a source for those works in any sense

whatsoever. If he merely wished to indicate, what is

undoubtedly true, that it has the treasure theme of Kama-
ralzaman in a less mangled form than Gute Frau and

Ysumbras, he did not go far enough, since it is possible to

state the position of Graf with reference to them somewhat

more explicitly. This will be discussed later on. D'Ancona,

though considering only Guittaume, Gute Frau, Ysumbras,
and Graf of the one group in their relation to Kamaralza-

man, Ottinello, and Pierre of the other, carries the matter

further. With admirable clearness of sight he argues
3 that

since the episode of the lost treasure, which is found in both

cycles, is essential to the Ottinello-Pierre group, it probably

originated there and was thence borrowed by the other cycle.

He notes further that the cycle to which Ysumbras belongs
has " un esempio morale

; non un romanzo di stane avventure

amorose, come nel nostro ciclo," thus recognizing the moral

element that all the members of the group preserve from

their source, the legend. As he says, "Ed notevole che

quest' episodic non si rinviene nella Leggenda di S. Eusjachio."

Though he did not follow these facts to the legitimate con-

1 Work died, pp. 309-318. s
Poemetti, pp. 413-417.

8 P. 417.
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elusion that Guillaume and its analogues grafted the treasure

theme on the stock of the Man Tried by Fate as represented

in Eustace, he nevertheless pointed out the way by which

alone it is possible to understand the interrelations of the

stories in question.

It will be necessary to compare the treasure theme as it

appears in the derivatives of Eustace with the motive treated

in the last chapter, in order to ascertain the point at which

the latter was incorporated in the longer and more compli-

cated tale of the Man Tried by Fate. Such a comparison
of individual traits will also reveal the relationship between

the source of the inserted theme and the several members

of the original treasure motive. To avoid the necessity of

frequent and clumsy circumlocutions I shall for the present

designate the theme as found in Kamarahaman and its ana-

logues by A, and as found in the derivatives of Eustace

byB.
A and B are, of course, distinct up to a point just previous

to the loss of the treasure. It is stated in the former that

this has been brought from home by the wife, but in B Graf

only has retained this essential characteristic. In Gruillaume,

Gute Frau, and Ysumbras (XII) it is received for the wife

and in Wilhelm 1
for the sons. In Graf also payment for the

heroine is made, but the treasure received does not figure

further in the story. Thus Graf is the only one of the

versions that introduce the treasure theme before the loss

of the heroine. This shows clearly enough that the original

of B was similar to Kamaralzaman, Escoufie, Busant, Otti-

nello, Pierre, and Mandruni in this particular, though all

but Graf have the trait changed to suit the conditions of the

1
Wtthelm, a close relative of Guillaume, does not carry the matter further

than to state the fact of the payment made for the sons, which is proof that

d' Ancona was right in regarding B as non-essential to the Man Tried by

Fate.
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general theme. G-raf again stands alone (XIV) in making
the treasure take the form of gems. In this it resembles

Kamaralzaman and Tartar, while Escoufle, Busant, Pierre,

and Mandruni have rings substituted
(7). Escoufle and

Ottinello have a treasure of gold mentioned, in which they

resemble all the versions of B save Graf. The substitution

of gold for gems is consequent upon the general change of

B * in the matter of the provenance of the treasure. Tartar,

Escoufle, and Pierre mention the fact (7 3) that the treasure

was enclosed in a purse or case, a trait common to B (XV).
As the very full account in Kamaralzaman fails to state this

fact, the Arabian tale is effectively disposed of as a possible

source for B. A and B agree in saying that the hero was

robbed by a bird. The lost treasure is subsequently recovered

according to two variants of A (Kamaralzaman and Escoufle)

and three variants of B (Guillaume, Gute Frau, and Ysum-

bras). In all of the latter except Gute Frau it is found by
the hero rather than by the heroine. This indicates that the

characteristic belongs to A, whence it was adopted by B.

The adventures of the hero are so variously described in both

A
(e)

and B (XVIII) that they furnish us little information

as to relationship. Kamaralzaman, Tartar, and Ottinello,

however, have an incident which is paralleled in Ysumbras

and Gesta, namely, that the hero finds a treasure not the

lost one by means of which he is restored to fortune. In

Gesta this is the only treasure mentioned. 2 The adventures

of the heroine are similarly diverse. It is noticeable, how-

ever, that in B, she is uniformly raised to a high position

(XIX), as in the case in Kamaralzaman (f 4), though not

in Eustace and not in the European forms of A. The trait

was borrowed, I think, by B from A. Since it has been

1 See above.
2 1 believe that Gesta shows contamination from the Placidus of the Latin

Gesta Romanorum, see below.
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shown above that Kamaralzaman could not have been the

source of B, we must conclude that this source was an ana-

logue of both that tale and the originals of Escoufie and

Ottinello. The same thing appears from the manner of the

meeting between hero and heroine (XXIV and
??). Finally,

it must be observed that Gh*af has no mention of the

children, which indicates how strongly it was impressed by

A, though for very weighty reasons which will soon appear
it cannot be regarded as a link between A and B,

1 on account

of structural as well as chronological difficulties.

From the above survey of the treasure theme as it appears

in the Man Tried by Fate, it has become evident that Guil-

laume, G-ute Frau, Ysumbras, Graf, and probably Gesta took

the episode from some source analogous to the sources of

Kamaralzaman
, Tartar, Escoufie, Busant, Ottinello, and Pierre.

This original must, I believe, have come from Asia into

Europe quite independently. It must have been grafted on

the Eustace at least as early as the middle of the twelfth

century, since Guillaume was composed in the second half of

that century. Most probably it was never written down, so

that Foerster is quite justified in saying of the source of

Guillaume :

2 " Ferner glaube ich nach der Kenntniss, wie

Kristian seine Stoife behandelt, hier gleich bemerken zu

miissen, dass das Suchen nach einem Original, das unsre

Geschichte mit den bestimmten Narnen und all den Eiiizel-

heiten enthalt, meiner Ansicht nach vollig aussichtlos ist."

Owing to the variations that have been made in the

motive by the individual authors in their attempt to tell

the story in romantic fashion and owing perhaps also to con-

tamination from the parent legend, the introduction of the

treasure theme is the only point that establishes clearly the

existence of the group just considered. A comparison of the

variations found in the several tales, however, strengthens

1 Tettau's opinion, see p. 409, above. 2
rv, p. clxx.
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the probability that all of them derive from a single source

by revealing the fact that they can be arranged in minor

groups which have certain well-defined characteristics. More-

over, sometimes one and sometimes another of the versions

has retained a trait from the conjectural source or Eustace

itself, so that their filiation is at the same time intricate and

fascinating.

Thus Gvittaume, Wilhelm, Gute Frau, and Graf form a

single group distinct from Ysumbras, Gesta, and Breton,

while Guillaume and Wilhelm are further seen to have a

common source analogous to Gute Frau and Graf. Guillaume

and Wilhelm are alike in making the hero a king (I) while

the others follow Eustace in calling him a nobleman. 1 The

reason for leaving home (III) is variously stated, but since

Guillaume and Graf unite in saying that a voice was heard

by the hero in the night, while Gate Frau and Wilhelm have

individually rationalized the episode, the former by making
him meet a benevolent miller, the latter by introducing some

pilgrims as missionaries, it must be concluded that the source

of all four was the same at this point. Graf preserves the

choice of woe (IV), while all the other members of this

minor group have lost the incident. Guillaume, Wilhelm,

and Gute Frau, as well as Breton, state that the hero gave

away his property (Y), while Graf has the more customary

expedient of destruction by act of providence. Why Breton

should have the trait, as it does, is difficult to explain, since

in general it resembles Ysumbras and Gesta. Contamination

from some form of Guillaume is, of course, possible, though
much latitude of change must be allowed a folk-song that

was not written down till the nineteenth century. Sons are

born to the heroine after departure from home rather than

before in Guillaume, Wilhelm, and Gute Frau (VI), while

1 Breton also makes him a king, but the change is not unnatural in a

folk-song and seems to have been made independently.
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Graf suppresses the sons altogether, as we have already
seen.

1 Guillaume and Wilhelm agree in mentioning the fact

that the hero wraps the sons in his mantle (VII). Ysumbras

has a similar trait but with this difference, that the children

are not new-born babes. There is a curious disagreement as

to the time when the heroine was lost (VIII). Wilhelm,

like Cifar and Ysumbras,
2

place it after the loss of the

children, while the others follow Eustace. There can be no

doubt that the three made the change independently, because

the close relation of Wilhelm to Guillaume is perfectly appar-
ent from a variety of evidence. The manner of the heroine's

loss is also given with some confusion (IX). Thus Guil-

laume, Ysumbras, and Graf speak of a forced sale, while in

Gute Frau she is sold voluntarily and in Wilhelm is simply
left behind by her husband. The change in the first three

is not considerable, however, so that we cannot greatly

wonder that Ysumbras falls with Guillaume and Graf rather

than with Gesta and Breton, which follow Eustace most

exactly.

In all that relates to the sons, Graf cannot be used, since

it does not mention them. Wilhelm again shows that it

could not be a derivative of Guillaume by stating (X) that

the sons were sold, while Guillaume follows Eustace and

most of the derivatives. Guillaume and Gute Frau say

(XV) that the treasure was enclosed in a red purse, which

seems to be the original form of the episode, while the

covering is changed by Graf to a rude casket and by
Ysumbras to a red mantle 3 that was mistaken by the bird

1 This change may be due to the influence of the treasure story, where

the hero and heroine elope, or possibly to some obscure connection with the

motive of The Calumniated. Wife. For the analogous relations of the latter

see the next chapter.
2 In Ysumbras there are three sons, and the order of loss is two sons,

wife, last son.

3
Tettau, pp. 316, 317, traces this episode to the Arabian Nights and a

Sanskrit tale.
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for a piece of flesh. Gute Frau, however, changes the end

of the incident somewhat by making the heroine recover

the treasure ;
and Graf omits the recovery altogether. The

adventures of the hero and heroine (XVIII, XIX) are so

variously related that they throw little light on the relations

of the group under immediate consideration, except that

they show the independence of Guillaume and Wilhelm. The

adventures of the sons (XXI) are given similarly in Guil-

laume 1 and Wilhelm, though the latter adds the fact that

they became robbers. Gute Frau gives an account which is

all its own. Guillaume and Wilhelm again agree in stating

that the sons are discovered first by the hero (XXII), while

Gute Frau makes the recognition by the parents simultane-

ous, as do Ysumbras and Breton. This was probably the

earlier form of the episode. In stating that the hero and

heroine meet before they find their children, in the place

where the heroine rules (XXIII, XXIV), Guillaume,

Wilhelm, and Gute Frau simply follow changes made by
the original which they had in common with Ysumbras,

Gesta, and Breton. The same is true in general outline of

the means by which the hero is recognized (XXV). It

should finally be said that Guillaume and Wilhelm agree in

making the time of separation twenty-four years.

Though some curious discrepancies have been noted, this

detailed comparison makes probable the filiation sketched

above that the source of Guillaume and Wilhelm, together

with Gute Frau and Graf, form one of the minor groups.

With reference to Ysumbras, Gesta and Breton there are

more difficulties. I believe, however, that they have a

common source and that the first and the third stand in

rather close relationship to one another. Contamination

1 Wilmotte in Le Moyen Age, n, 189, remarks that the life of the youths
in the forest "rappelle invinciblement un Episode de Tristan," the youth of

Tristan, I suppose. But such scenes are not uncommon in the romances.

6
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from the parent legend is practically certain in the case of

Gesta not unnaturally in the circumstances and may be

surmised in the case of Breton.

Perhaps the weightiest evidence that these three versions

have a common source is found in the introduction to the

tale of misfortune. All three state that a bird speaks to

the hero l

(III), wherefore he leaves home. The choice of

woe (IV) is preserved only in Ysumbras. The number

of sons is three instead of two in Ysumbras and Breton,

which seems to connect the two. Ysumbras, like Wilhelm

and Cifar, places the loss of the heroine after that of the

sons,
2 while Gesta and Breton have the usual arrangement

(VIII), which shows that Breton could not derive from any
form of Ysumbras, even if such a connection were probable

from the geographical relations of the two. Ysumbras again

differs in the manner of the wife's loss (IX) ;
but the cir-

cumstances of the loss of the sons (X) are similarly treated

in it and in Breton. All three have wild beasts introduced

as the instruments of fate (XI), while of the other minor

group Guillaume is the only one to do this. Ysumbras and

Gesta again resemble one another in having an episode of

treasure trove by which the hero is brought back to fortune

(XII, 4).
3 Ysumbras is the only one of the three in which

the treasure theme proper is given. The adventures of the

hero are related in Ysumbras as in Eustace (XVIII), simi-

larly in Gesta, and very differently in Breton.

From this point to the end of the story, Gesta exhibits

such a marked similarity to Eustace that it is impossible not

to believe that the writer had in mind the legend of Placidus

of the Latin Gesta as well as the source which he otherwise

1 In Gesta a nightingale interests him by its song, and the interpretation

is given by an old man. The essential fact is, however, as stated above.

2 See p. 418.

3 It must be noted that the details are differently related in the two.
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followed. The same is true in a measure of Breton, though
the influence is less striking. Thus Ysumbras follows the

general group with regard to the adventures of the heroine

(XIX) that is, she is raised to high estate but in Gesta

she is made successively a beggar and the wife of the

emperor's master-of-horse, and in Breton she remains as a

servant in an inn. Ysumbras and Gesta agree with one

another, as well as with Guillaume and Gute Frau, in stating

that the heroine remained chaste, though nominally married

(XX). This trait seems to belong to the original of the

general group. The influence of Eustace on Gesta is clearly

marked in the adventures of the sons (XXI), where the

latter agrees with the former in making them become

soldiers in the hero's service. In Ysumbras likewise they

help their father fight, but Ysumbras and Breton agree in an

account of their miraculous education and appearance at the

right moment, again strong evidence that the romance and

the folk-tale had a source in common. The sons are dis-

covered to the wife in Gesta as in Eustace (XXII), while

Ysumbras and Breton follow the general group.
1 Gesta

again agrees with Eustace in stating that the hero and

heroine meet in the place where the hero is in power and

not till the sons have been discovered (XXIII, XXIY),
while Ysumbras and Breton 2 follow the general group. The

means by which the hero and the sons are recognized (XXV,
XXVI) again furnish evidence of the contamination of Gesta

by Eustace. Ysumbras falls with Wilhelm in the former

matter, without doubt quite independently. It must be

noted finally that Ysumbras like Eustace makes the time

of separation fifteen years, a matter of no great consequence
however.

1 See p. 415, ante.

2 Breton places neither hero or heroine in a high station before the

discovery.
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The evidence has shown, I believe, that the relation

between Ysumbras, Gesta, and Breton is that stated above.

The first and third have a source in common that is analo-

gous to the main source of the second. The original of the

whole minor group derives from the same source as the

original of the other minor group, which includes Guillaume,

Wilhelm, Gute Frau, and Graf. Three derivative stories

remain to be considered : Cifar, Sakarias, and Hubert Each

of them must be treated separately.

Cifar derives directly from Eustace 1 with some cross

influence from Guillaume, as will be seen from the following

evidence. The hero leaves home in Cifar because of a

curious spell and of intrigues against him, by which he loses

both influence and wealth (III, V). This is found in no

other version. Cifar follows Eustace in the time of the

birth of the sons, as do all the tales save those in one of

the minor groups treated above. The hero loses his sons

while his wife is still with him (VIII) in Cifar as well

as in Wilhelm and Ysumbras. I have already noted 2
this

correspondence, but I do not regard it as of much importance,

from the fact that Wilhelm is closely allied to Guillaume and

that the details of the episode are so different in Ysumbras

and in Cifar that the change must have been independent.

Cifar follows Eustace in the manner of the heroine's loss

(IX), but it displays independent invention in narrating the

loss of the sons (X, XI). One of them is seized by a

1
Wagner, pp. 20 ff., comes to this conclusion and also studies the prove-

nance of various traits in which Cifar differs from the legend. I shall

therefore limit my discussion for the most part to the events which are

paralleled in Eustace and its derivatives, referring the reader to Dr.

Wagner's admirable monograph for interpolated material. Dr. Ogden,

p. 28, connects Cifar with the Greek comedy Didymi,
l 1 which was taken

into the Latin in the Menaechmi of Plautus." He is led to this somewhat

surprising conclusion "in view of the incident of the twins, and the manner

in which one is lost by straying away in the city streets."

2 See p. 416. Wagner notes the similarity in Ysumbras, but not in Wilhdm.
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lioness a trait taken from Eustace but the other goes

astray ;
and the two are reared under the same roof.

1

Cifar

lacks the treasure incident altogether, which at once separates

it from the group previously discussed. The adventures of

the hero (XVIII) are not at all the same in Cifar as in

Eustace, but they are also unlike those found in the other

derivatives. Dr. Wagner has sufficiently discussed 2 these

romantic additions. Cifar follows Eustace in relating that

the heroine escaped unharmed from the clutches of her

captors ;
but her adventures (XIX) are narrated at great

length. As is natural from the circumstances of their loss,

the sons meet with adventures in Cifar (XXI) entirely

unlike those found elsewhere. Cifar again follows Eustace

in making the heroine discover her sons before the hero does

so (XXII).
3 The hero and heroine, however, have already

met without giving any sign of recognition, according to

Cifar (XXIII). As already stated,
4 1 believe that this is

an evidence of influence by Guillaume, since that romance

and its close relative Willielm are the only other versions in

which the trait occurs. I should not wish to assert that this

is a matter beyond dispute, however, for the evidence is

slight at best. Cifar again follows Eustace in main outline

with reference to the recognition of the wife and sons by the

hero (XXIV, XXV, XXVI), though the author has intro-

duced a variety of material to connect this, the first part of

his romance, with the second part.

There is little doubt, then, that Cifar derives directly

from the legend in spite of the very considerable additions

and changes that have been made in its fabric. Dr. Wagner's

1
Wagner notes (p. 22) that the -elder son's loss while his father sleeps

beside a spring recalls Octavian. For this see the following chaptA*.
2 P. 23 f.

3 What appears to be a borrowing from the Crescentia saga in the circum-

stances of the discovery is discussed by Wagner, pp. 25 ff.

4 See p. 378.
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surmise 1
that the author used a Spanish translation of the

Placidi^ legend, from the fact that the names "Teospito,"

"Agapito," etc., are found in precisely the same form in

Cifar's prayer and in the Spanish Eustace, appears to be

well-grounded. At all events, Cifar stands quite alone

among the derivatives of Eustace, as is shown by the im-

portant characteristics which it has retained from the original,

where the other derived versions have introduced various

changes.

Sakarias, the Danish ballad, is likewise an independent

offshoot of the legend. It is both difficult and easy to show

that such is the case. On the one hand, Sakarias has some

curious variations from the parent motive and is rather

remote chronologically, since it was found during the nine-

teenth century in a Protestant land. On the other hand, the

similarity in main features is striking, and the variations are

peculiar to this one version. Gruntvig recognized the rela-

tionship and called attention
2
to the fact that the legend was

put into Icelandic as early as the year 1200. Thus there is

no historical difficulty for the provenance of the material of

the ballad from Eustace. The positive evidence obtained by
a comparison of its traits with those of analogous derivatives

is sufficient to establish the relationship.

The hero leaves home after meeting a stag in the forest

(III), just as he does in the Eustace but nowhere else save

in Hubert. He is given the choice of woe (IV), as in none

of the other derivatives except Ysumbras and Graf. The

theme of the children (VI, X, XI, XXI, XXII, XXIII,

XXVI) is so greatly obscured that it is almost unrecogniz-

able. A daughter is the only child clearly mentioned, and

she becomes the means by which the heroine returns to her

husband, if I construe rightly the somewhat doubtful course

of events at the end of the story. None of the children is

J P. 29.
2 m, p. 907.
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at any time separated from the hero. The ballad again

changes the story of the loss of the heroine (IX), but that

it has done so independently is shown by the fact that three

Oriental versions are the only ones that have made a similar

change, and these with essential difference of detail. Sakarias

lacks the treasure theme altogether, as would be expected.

The adventures of the hero and heroine (XVIII, XIX)
differ from those in Eustace, but they are equally unlike the

narrative found in any other version. The fact that the

unfortunate couple meet at the place where the wife is liv-

ing in prosperity (XXIV) seems to ally the ballad with

the group containing Guillaume and its analogues ;
but it

becomes evident that such is not really the case when we
consider that the outcome of the story is dependent upon the

marshalling of events earlier in the narrative. The resem-

blance between Sakarias and Guillaume is only superficial.

It results from simplification of the motive in the former

and elaboration in the latter. From this evidence it may
justly be concluded that the story of Sakarias derives inde-

pendently from some version of the Eustace in the legendary
form.

The story of Hubert must finally be considered. It need

not long delay us, since it contains only the opening episode

of the theme. A nobleman is hunting in the forest, when

he meets a stag that bears a cross between its horns. He is

converted by the miracle. The similarity of this account to

that of Eustace indicates clearly that it represents the trans-

ference of a striking story from the legend of one saint to

that of another. The reason for the borrowing is apparent.

Hubert was the patron of huntsmen and so might well be

the hero of such a tale.

The relations of the derivatives of Eustace, as ^iey have

been indicated in the course of this discussion, may be

graphically expressed as follows :
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Treasure Theme Eustace

Cifar Sakarias Hubert

Gesta p |
| | |

Ysumbras Breton GuteFrau Graf
| |

Guillaume Wilhelm

At different times the legend gave rise to four derivatives

which were altogether independent of one another. To one

of these was joined a treasure theme analogous to the Arabian

Kamarahaman and the source of the Old French Escoufle.

Thus joined, the two motives gave rise to twin groups of

romances and folk-tales. The older of these contains Guil-

laume (12th cent.) and the closely related Wilhelm (13th

cent.),
as well as Gute Frau (13th cent.) and Graf von

Savoien (15th cent.). The younger includes Ysumbras (14th

cent.) and its close analogue, the Breton folk-song, as well as

the story from the English Gesta Romanorum (15th cent.).

The last named tale is strongly influenced, however, by the

original legend, a fact which should excite no surprise, since

the author had access to the Latin version of the Gesta with

its Eustace in the conventional form. Possibly the Breton

may have been similarly influenced by the legend proper,

though the evidence on this point is far from conclusive.

Cifar (14th cent.), Salcarias, and Hubert are independent

derivatives, though the first of them shows the influence of

Guillaume as well as of several other romances that lie out-

side our cycle.

The relationship of Guillaume and Wilhelm as shown by a

comparison of their traits with those of analogous stories

confirms the opinion of Foerster 1
that the former was not

the original of the latter. Indeed, there can be no doubt as

to the matter from the evidence presented above. One of

1
IV, clxxv. Ogden comes to much the same conclusion, p. 27.
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the most interesting points revealed by the discussion of these

derivatives of Eustace is the close connection between Sir

Ysumbras and the Breton Roue ar Romani. The existence

of the ballad in continental Brittany, as well as its character,

renders its derivation from. Ysumbras quite impossible. As

there is no reason to doubt the authenticity of the ballad, we

are forced to conclude that the author of Ysumbras had a

source known in both England and France, which was at

the same time the source of the Breton folk-song. Whether

or not the common original was in romance form there is no

means of judging with certainty. If it was, the language

of the work must have been Norman-French, because the

theme was treated not only in the two versions mentioned

but also in the somewhat later and slightly more remote

form of the Gesta, which implies a wide knowledge of the

story in England. The existence of the Gesta, however,

seems to me an indication that the direct source of Ysumbras

and the Breton was not a literary work at all, though the

question can hardly be resolved from the evidence at hand.

VII.

OCCIDENTAL CONGENERS.

Up to this point we have been considering only such

tales as follow in main outline the motives of the Man Tried

by Fate or of the couple who lost a treasure while journey-

ing. For the reasons given in the beginning of the paper,
1

it has seemed best to adhere rigidly to this plan of study, to

reject from the central portion of the discussion all stories

that do not conform to the conditions named. There are,

however, a good many narratives which have on? point or

another in common with certain members of our cycle.

Some of these I have collected, and I shall treat them in the

1
Seep. 337.
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present chapter under the name of congeners, which will

explain their ivl:itionshi|> to the motive of the .]/<//; '/>/<</ A//

/W/<- hotter than any other word. In the natmv of the ease,

they are of different decrees of kinship. Some run parallel

with our motive tor a considerable distance, others have but

one trait in common. Some arc prohablv indebted to our

motive tor an episode or two, others represent themes from

which members of our cycle have borrowed. Necessarily,

our consideration of them, even in cataloguing tales that

have points of contact, must be incomplete and more or less

unsatisfactory ; for the widening ripples that the passage of

a story leaves in its wake soon become too complicated for

treatment by anyone \\lio has not spent a lifetime in the

search and study ot' them. Accordingly, 1 make no apology
tor the following notes but beo- that they be regarded as the

little basket of fragments remaining from a poor man's {east.

THE CHOICE OF SORROW.

It has been seen that in Eustace, as well as in three of its

derivatives, the hero is permitted to choose between sorrow

on earth and eternal woe. 1 This trait is found in only one

of the Oriental analogues of AW<nv and even there may be

due to the influence of the Christian legend.
2 As far as I

have vet been able to discover, the incident does not appear
in Kurope before the ditVusion of this legend in the course of

the tenth eenturv. It is found, however, in a religions drama

of the fifteenth century and in several folk tales collected in

our own time. Most ot' these versions present a combination

of t\vo or more motives that arc apparently quite distinct in

origin. Doubtless a more extended search would reveal a

pvat variety of other arrangements, but this would lead us

1 Varied in Ysnmbm* by tho i-lioiiv of povrrty in youtb or .\>.\c.
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far beyond the limits of the present discussion. All that

can be hoped from the study of the fragmentary materials

here presented is that they will throw some light on the

probable provenance of the choice as given in Eustace and

its derivatives.

The first story to which I shall refer is the legend of Pope

.loan, into which the choice has been iucorpo rated. I )<">! linger

mentions 1

the fWj/Vc l\<>ni<tc Minthil'ni, a. \vorU often printed

in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, as containing the

earliest form of the legend in which the incident occurs,

though he is perhaps in error.
2 At all events, it is found in

a play by Dietrich Schernbcrg, priest of Muhlhauscn in

Tlmringia,
8 who wrote towards the end of the fifteenth

century. This play, which is entitled Ein schon Spiel von

Fraw Juttenf may be summarized as follows :

Lucifer and his followers plot against an ambitious maiden

named Jutta. By the promise of success she is induced to

obey the commands of the devils. She goes from England
in company with a dericus and studies at Paris, where she

passes as Johan. After becoming a doctor she goes to Home,
where she is made a cardinal by Basil and eventually his

successor on the papal throne. IWause of her alliance with

the devils she cannot cast out one of their number from an

afflicted man. The devil, however, leaves the man and

enters Johan, who thus becomes pregnant. At the inter-

cession of the Virgin, Christ sends Gabriel to the pope.

Gabriel offers her the choice of immediate death with eternal

1

Papst/Mn de* Mittdalters, 1863, p. 20, note. He also says that it is

found "in einer deutNchen Colner-Chronik."
3
Creizenach, GwcMchte des neueren Drama*, I, p. 230, note, says that he

has been unable to find any such statement in the edition of Uie Mirnbllui

Eomae by Parthey, 1869. I cannot find it in that edition nor in the edition

of Graesse, Beitrdge xur Literatur und Sage, 1860, pp. 1-26.

Creizenach, I, p. 236.

*Ed. Keller, Fastnachltpielc, pp. 900-955, no. 111. I cite it as Joan.
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torment or of shame in this world. She chooses the latter,

dies in giving birth to her child, but is finally saved by the

help of the Virgin.

It is evident that here we have to do with a case of late

and somewhat artificial absorption.
1 The choice is mis-

placed, indeed can have little significance at the end of the

plot. Moreover, it is not a very logical choice, since the

poor woman is offered death and torment on the one hand,

shame, death, and possible torment on the other. The

interest of the episode lies in the fact that it is obviously
a variant of the choice as found in Eustace. A heavenly

messenger presents the alternative of suffering on earth or in

the other world. If the incident did not come from some

form of Eustace, it must have been due to a story similar to

that incorporated in the Koman legend.

From Germany comes another story, this time a folk-tale,

in which the choice appears in a very different way.
2

A man, reduced in fortune, becomes a field laborer. An
old man of splendid dress and mien offers him the choice of

seven years of riches and honor either then or in old age.

The man dismisses him curtly, but he reappears twice. The

third time, the man consults with his wife, who advises the

choice of immediate good. When he goes home he learns

that his children have discovered a treasure. At the end

of seven years, the stranger reappears but, on learning that

1 1 think that it is unnecessary to assume with Creizenach that Schernberg
introduced the episode himself. Dollinger must have had some basis for

his statement. We may conclude that the legend of Joan, which did not

rise till the thirteenth century, took over the episode in the fifteenth.

2A. M. Tendlau, Fettmeiers Abende, Mahrchen und Geschichten aus Drawer

Vorzeit, 1856, no. 13, pp. 105-109. The same story appears in G. Levi,

Pardbdn
y legenden, und gedanken aus Thalmud und Midrasch, 1863, pp. 153,

154, where it is ascribed to
" Jalkut Euth pag. 165 a." In this form an

Arabian proffers the wealth and for a period of six years. The outcome is

the same. It would be better to substitute this Jewish variant for that

given by Tendlau, but it was found too late.
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the family have lived in charity, smiles and departs. That

night he appears in a dream and says that God has granted

them continuance of prosperity because of their piety.

Here we have a logically developed story in which the

choice is reasonable and the outcome happy. The consulta-

tion of the hero with his wife and the general arrangement
of the events make one suspect that the tale is a beneficent

form of the Souhaits Saint-Martin, though only the male-

volent forms have usually been treated in that connection. 1

Perhaps it may sometime be possible to bring the various

choices of good or evil into correlation with one another a

labor better worth the doing than destructive criticism on

a huge scale such as M. Be"dier attempts in his brilliant but

somewhat impatient book on the fabliaux. The choice in

this German tale, at all events, is allied to the choice

in Eustace and similar stories by its temporal character.

The hero has to choose between prosperity present or future,

which is essentially the converse of the choice in our cycle

but very similar to it. In other respects the tale is foreign

to our purpose.

In a Sicilian folk-tale there is a choice presented very
much as in the above. It is in the story of Caterina and

her fate.
2 The Virgin asks the girl whether she had rather

enjoy life in youth or in age. As usual, the choice of a

happy age is made, and the trials begin. They throw no

light on the spread of the episode, however, and so may be

neglected.

Quite apart from the examples just quoted, in which the

choice has apparently been absorbed by various unrelated

stories, there is a considerable group of folk-tales which have

*See Benfey, Pantchatantra, I, pp. 495-499, Andrew Lan^ Perrault's

Popular Tales, 1887, pp. xlii-li, and J. Be*dier, Les fabliaux, 1893, pp. 177-

193. Benfey, p. 497, recognizes the alternative form apparently.
2 L. Gonzenbach, Sicilianische Marchen, 1870, no. 21, p. 130.
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joined the choice with a much discussed aud very interesting

theme that of The Calumniated Wife. The latter may be

considered, as has already been remarked/ a parallel motive

to that of the Man Tried by Fate. It is with a specialized

type of the theme, however, that the choice has been united,

the type which results from its combination with The Hand
and the Child.

21

Professor Kittredge summarizes this as

follows : "In this type the wife is accused (usually by her

mother-in-law or by a rival) of bearing an animal or a

monster (or of having devoured her offspring) ;
the child

is spirited away (or slain) by the calumniator
;
the wife is

repudiated or subjected to terrible penance ;
at last the child

is restored and the wife vindicated." 3

Of the stories which I have examined, the closest approxi-

mation to this type that at the same time includes the choice

is a Portuguese folk-tale called in an English translation

The Three Little Blue Stones.
4

It is prophesied of a princess that a bird will carry her

away in its beak when she is fifteen years old. A visiting

prince gives her three little blue stones. While she is play-

ing with them in the garden a large bird asks her whether

she prefers to "
accomplish her destiny, in youth or in old

age." She chooses the former, is carried off by the bird,

and finds herself in a forest. Thither comes a prince who

takes her home secretly. One day she is found by the

queen, who scolds her son. When the princess is about to

bear her first child, the prince has to leave for a journey.

The queen cuts off one of the little boy's fingers, smears the

princess's mouth with the blood, and has the child thrown

1
Ogden, p. 23. See pp. 342, 380, above.

2 See Kittredge, Arthur and Gorlagon, in Harvard Studies and Notes, vin,

1903, pp. 240 ff.

8 P. 241.

*
Portuguese Folk- Tales, collected by Pedroso, translated by Henriqueta

Monteiro, 1882, no. xxix, pp. 116 ff.
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into the sea. When the prince returns and accuses his wife

of eating her babe she answers that she prays God to dis-

cover the truth. This happens again and still again. The

third time the prince orders that she be buried up to her

waist in the courtyard and that everyone who passes shall

beat her. At length she entreats the prince to bring her the

three stones from her father's palace. He gets them with

some difficulty and is told to bring home the princess in a

month's time. When she receives the stones, which are her

children, she asks them about their fate. They respond by

beating together, so that the prince recovers his faith in the

lady and marries her.

Here we find the type in all its essential details, except

that the influence of The Calumniated Wife has not been

sufficient to destroy the native extravagance of The Hand
and the Child. At least I should be inclined in this way to

account for the fact that the heroine is carried off by a huge
bird before she meets the prince. The choice, as here given,

seems out of place and well-nigh grotesque. Indeed, did it

not occur in other variants of the type, we might well regard

its presence as a mere chance. As a matter of fact, it is

found in at least three versions of the same type. The first

of these is the Norse tale Jomfru Maria som Gudmoder. 1

The Virgin, in the form of a lady, becomes godmother to

the daughter of a poor man and brings her up. When the

girl is grown, she is disobedient and opens a forbidden door

so that the stars, the moon, and the sun escape. For this

she is given the choice of being beautiful and dumb or

hateful and possessed of the power of speech. She chooses

the former and is placed in a wood, where she is found by a

prince who marries her. Thrice she bears a child,^which is

each time taken away by the godmother, who smears her

1
Asbj6rsen and Moe, Norske Folkeeventyr, 1852, no. 8, pp. 12-47.
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mouth with blood. The third time, she is about to be

burned, when the godmother appears, announces that she is

the Virgin Mary, and says that since the heroine has been

sufficiently punished she may now speak.

The second of the stories is from Sicily :

1

A childless queen prayed to St. Francis of Paula and

received a daughter whom she called Pauline. When the

child was seven years old she stepped down an alley and

there saw a monk, who was really St. Francis. She met

him often and one day was told to ask her mother whether

it was better to suffer in youth or age. The next morning
she returned with her mother's answer that suffering in

youth was the better. Thereupon the saint took her to a

tower where she grew up. At last she was discovered by
a king who made her his morganatic wife. Thrice she bore

children, each of whom the saint took away, covering her

mouth with blood. So she was called a werwolf, but just as

her husband was about to wed another wife the saint brought
back the children and told who she was.

The third of the stories is from Hessen, and is given

by the brothers Grimm 2
as a variant of their tale of the

Marienkind, which we must consider a little later.

A black Virgin appears to a laborer and offers to give

him a sack of gold for what is buried in his house. It

transpires that what is buried is an unborn child. A female

babe is born, who at the age of twelve years is taken to a

black palace by the Virgin. There she lives for four years,

till she enters a forbidden chamber and sees four black

virgins. Asked by the Virgin what she prefers to lose as

the punishment for her disobedience, she answers speech.

She is taken to a forest, where a prince finds and marries

her. Thrice she bears a child, which is each time drowned

1
Gonzenbach, Sitilianische Marchen, no. 20, pp. 124 ff.

2 Kinder und Hausmarchen, 1856, in, p. 7.
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by her mother-in-law. She is finally about to be burned,

when the four black virgins, whom she saw in the forbidden

room, appear with the children safe and well.

In all three of these tales, as well as in the Portuguese

story, we find the characteristics of the special type of The

Calumniated Wife in union with The Hand and the Child,

which has been so ably treated by Professor Kittredge,

together with a choice of sorrow such as has been remarked

in Joan and Caterina. What is more surprising, however,

is the fact that in two of them, the Norse and the Sicilian

tales, the children are removed not by a mother-in-law or a

rival, but by the kind protector of the heroine, who in the

case of the Norse takes this means of punishing her diso-

bedience. This results in obscuring the motive of The Hand
and the Child, but makes the introduction of the choice very
natural and insures the semi-religious character of the type.

The modification is due, I believe, to contamination by The

Forbidden Room,
1

best known by the Bluebeard of our

nursery-books.

That this combination of The Calumniated Wife, The Hand
and the Child, and The Forbidden Room really took place

will be seen most clearly by a comparison of the stories

given above with four other folk-tales, all of which are of

German origin. The first that I shall cite is the Marien-

kind,
2
to which I have already alluded.

A woodcutter gives his daughter to the Virgin, who takes

her to heaven. When she is fourteen years of age, the girl is

given keys to the thirteen doors of heaven and told that she

may use twelve of them. After seeing the rooms to which

these give her access, she opens the thirteenth door- and

1 See W. A. Clouston, Papular Tales and Fictions, 1887, I, pp. 198-205,
and Lang, Perrault's Popular Tales, pp. Ix-lxiv, for brief studies of the

theme.
2
Grimm, Kinder und Hausmarchen, I, p. 9.

7
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beholds the Trinity. A finger, which is the only part of her

body that enters the room, turns to gold. When the Virgin

returns, she thrice denies her guilt. As punishment, she is

made dumb and put into a wood, where a prince finds her.

Thrice she bears him a child, which is taken away by the

Virgin in each case, because she will not acknowledge her

lie. The third time, she is about to be burned, when she

repents and cries out her guilt. Then the Virgin causes rain

to extinguish the fire and appears with the children.
1

A second story comes from Rumania, which bears con-

siderable resemblance to the above as well as to its counter-

part from Hessen. It is Die eingemauerte Mutter.
2

A woodcutter promises the devil the first thing that meets

him on his return home. Instead of his dog, his daughter

conies out. She is taken to a wood, where she is saved by
the Virgin and placed in a beautiful house. There she is

given four keys, by means of which she visits the successive

degrees of Paradise, remaining a year, three generations, and

half of eternity. With the forbidden fourth key she comes

into the presence of Christ and Mary. So she is put out

into the forest and commanded not to speak. To the

emperor's son, who finds her, she bears two children. They
are removed on successive nights, and she is walled up in a

tower. Thither the Virgin brings the children with means

of subsistence, and gives her permission to speak. After

three years the prince has the wall taken down and finds his

family safe.

1 Hartland in his study of The Forbidden Chamber in the Folk-Lore Journal.,

in, p. 212, gives a variant of Grimm's tale from Leskien and Brugman,
Litauische Volkslieder und Marchen, 1882, no. 44, p. 498. It follows the other

closely except that the heroine enters the chamber and betrays herself by

smearing her lips with blood from Christ's wounds a transference pre-

sumably from the latter part of the tale as found elsewhere, e. g. in the

Sicilian.

2A. and A. Schott, Walachische Mahrchen, 1845, pp. 90-96.
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A tale
1

resembling both the Marienkind and the Norse

story is from Neunhammer in the Oberpfalz of northern

Bavaria.

A beautiful lady became godmother to a poor girl and

when she was twelve years old took her to a palace, where

she had the care of twelve rooms. One day she opened the

door of the thirteenth room and saw the Virgin weeping
over Christ's body. On the godmother's return she denied

her guilt and so was made dumb and placed in the forest,

where she lived in a hollow tree for seven years without

food or drink. Then she was found and married by a prince,

to whom she bore three children who were taken away at

birth by the malice of the midwife. So the lady was shut

up in a furnace but was preserved by the Virgin, who

brought back the children. After two days came the

sorrowful prince and found his family all unharmed. Then

the woman's tongue was unloosed.

The last of these four stories is a folk tale of the Wends,
2

which is nearly like the Marienkind. It is called Die

Pathenschaft der heiligen Maria.

A poor man lacked a sponsor for his child. The devil,

St. Peter, and the Virgin offered themselves, but the Virgin

performed the office. When the child was three years old,

she was taken to a castle where she had the care of nine

rooms but was forbidden the tenth. One day she stuck her

finger in the lock of the door that led to this, and it became

golden. (The rest of the story is like the Marienkind.)
3

x Fr. Schonwerth, Aus der Oberpfcdz. Sitten und Sagen, 1857-59, ni,

p. 317.
2
Haupt und Schmaler, Volkslieder der Wenden, 1841, (Anhang : Wendische

Marchen, no. 16), n, p. 179.

3 Two variants of the theme are given by Hartland, p. 213, from^Waldau,
Bohmisches Mdrchenbuch, 1860, p. 600, and Comparetti, Novdline popolari

itcdiane, 1875, I, no. 38, p. 156. They add only the variation that the

heroine is finally praised and rewarded for her obstinacy or constancy in

denial, since by means of it the benefactor is released from a spell. This

seems like a perversion of the story.
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Space forbids the discussion of these stories with any
considerable detail. The existence of the complicated type

The Hand and the Child + The Calumniated Wife + The

Forbidden Room -f- a Choice is, however, sufficiently well

established by comparison of the tales summarized above.

The Hessian variant of the Marienkind and the Norse

Jom/ru Maria som Gudmoder are the best representatives of

the combination among these tales, though a special investi-

gation of the matter would undoubtedly bring to light many
other cases of the same sort. I can stay only to point out

the somewhat remarkable way in which the Virgin or a saint

has taken the place of a mother-in-law (or rival) or of a

monster. The many interesting questions that present them-

selves for consideration with reference to the group as a

whole must give place to the matter of the choice, which is

our only immediate concern. 1

Seven of the ten stories analyzed have a choice of some

kind. In all but one of them, that recounted by Tendlau,

the choice is essentially this : woe immediate or future. To
be sure, in the Norse and Hessian stories the temporal ele-

ment has been modified by The Forbidden Room; but in

view of other correspondences we may properly assume that

the general type is as stated. In Tendlau's story, moreover,

the choice is the same at bottom, as has already been noted.
2

If we compare these folk-tales with the choice as presented

in the family of the Man Tried by Fate, we find some

interesting similarities and one striking difference. This

can best be seen from the following table :

1 It is probable that the paper promised by Professor Kittredge, Arth.

and Gorlagon, p. 241, note 4, will discuss these matters.

2 See p. 427.
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A CHOICE is GIVEN.

To WHOM? * WHAT FORM?

Armenian Man Genius Good fortune in youth or age.

Eustace "
Stag Woe here or hereafter.

Ysumbras " Bird Woe in youth or age.

Graf " Voice in night...Woe for 10 years or hereafter.

Sakarias u
Stag Woe here or hereafter.

Joan Woman..Angel Earthly shame or damnation.

Tendlau's version..Man Mysterious man-Prosperity in youth or age.

Caterina Woman-Virgin Enjoyment in youth or age.

Portuguese
" Bird Fate in youth or age.

Norse "
Virgin To be hateful or dumb.

Sicilian " Saint Woe in youth or age.

Hessian "
Virgin Loss of some bodily power.

It is clear that in both series the choice is given by some

superhuman power and that the philosophic question involved

is common to both, namely, whether it is better to suffer woe

in the present or in the future. The basis for the two is

thus the same. In the Man Tried by Fate the question is

always presented to a man, however, while in the second

group it usually has to be answered by a woman or a young

girl. In view of this fact, it is excessively improbable that

the Eustace had any influence on the formation of the folk-

tales in the second series. Indeed, the tales may possibly

be older in their essential form than the legend itself. What
seems clear is that The Choice once existed as a separate

story, which in the nature of things would readily change
the adventures attached to the initial episode. It begins
with the climax, so to speak, and furnishes a situation which

would stimulate the imagination of the dullest story-teller.

It could likewise be adapted*without difficulty to
fit^another

motive. This is of the utmost importance in connection

with its appearance in the Man Tried by Fate. It was

absbrbed, I am convinced, by Eustace (in which it is only
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obscurely hinted at first
1

), just as it was absorbed by the

combined type of The Calumniated Wife and The Hand and

the Child. ,

THE Loss OF THE CHILDREN.

It has been seen 2
that the loss of the hero's sons is an

essential element in the Man Tried by Fate. Almost every
variant of the story that has been considered includes the

episode. The existence of the same incident in several other

stories has led to confusion and misunderstanding in certain

cases
;
an intercalated theme has been mistaken for a leading

motive. Thus the influence of Eustace has sometimes been

as much exaggerated as at other times it has been underesti-

mated. It seems necessary, therefore, to review the loss of

the children in a number of romances which have taken

over the episode from the legend, in order that we may see

how the combination has arisen and make sure that we have

to do with the borrowing of details rather than of themes.

The story of Octavian deserves to be considered first

because of its importance in spreading this episode of the

Man Tried by Fate. Octavian is an offshoot of the great

Floovent saga,
3 which represents an important form of The

Calumniated Wife. The name Octavian may be used to

indicate the combination of this motive with the Man Tried

by Fate, but in reality it is with a group of romances rather

than with a single story that we have to deal. These have

been studied in detail by Bangert
4 and Streve,

5
as well as by

the editors of the Old French 6 and Middle English
7 versions

1 See p. 355, note.
2
Chap, in, table VI.

3 See Darmesteter, De Floovante, 1877, Bangert, Beitrag zur Oeschichte der

Flooventsage, 1879.

4 Work cited.
5 Die Ociavian-sage, 1884.

6
Vollmoller, Octairian, 1883 (Foerster

3

s Altfranz. Bibliothek, ill).

'Sarrazin, Octavian, Zwei mittelenglische Bearbeitungen der Sage, 1885

(Kolbing's Altengl Bibliothek, m).
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of Octavian proper. They include, roughly speaking : in

Old French Florent et Odavienj
1 a prose rendering of the

same, the Octavian published by Vollmoller, and the Miracle

de Nostre-Dame du roy ;
2 in Italian the story of Drugiolina

found in the different versions of Fioravante, notably in that

of / reali di Francia,
3

along with later variants of the same ;

in English two versions of Octavian, one from the north, the

other from the south, both of which have been published by
Sarrazin

;
and also versions in Spanish, German, Danish,

Swedish, Icelandic, etc., which need not be enumerated here.

None of these is older than the end of the thirteenth or

beginning of the fourteenth centuries, the approximate date

of Florent et Octavien and the French Octavian.

The outline of the story follows.

Octavian, emperor of Rome, has a wife and two sons,

who are named Florent and Octavian. By the malice of his

mother, the emperor is led to believe his wife unfaithful and

banishes her with the boys. She is left in a forest, where

she falls asleep. Thereupon her children are carried away

by wild beasts,
4 from which they are rescued, however. The

adventures of the sons and the mother are differently related

in the several versions, but in all of them Florent is brought

up at Paris while Octavian is reared in the Orient.
5

Finally

the family is reunited, when the boys have become valiant

knights.

There can be little doubt, I think, that this story has

1 MS. fr. 1452, BibliothSque nationale, as yet unpublished. See Vollmoller,

p. xvi.

2 Michel et Monmerque*, Thedtrefrancaisaumoyen-age, 1842, pp. 551-608.
3 See Kajna, Eicerhe intorno ai Reali di Francia, 1872, who gives its date

as the second half of the fourteenth century (p. 323 ).

* In Octavian proper, both French and English, the elder son m seized by
an ape, rescued by a knight who is immediately set upon by robbers, and

sold by the latter to a merchant from Paris
;
the younger son is seized first

by a lioness and secondly by a griffin.
5 In Octavian proper the second son is found by the empress and carried

by her to Jerusalem.
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borrowed the episode of the lost children from some form of

Eustace. The sons are born before the heroine's departure

from home, and they are seized b'y animals before they fall

into the friendly hands of their foster-parents. To be sure,

the animals are not the same as in the legend, but we have

seen that almost without exception the direct derivatives of

Eustace 1 have likewise made changes at this point.
2 The

subsequent adventures of the family are only slightly con-

taminated by the legend, so that it is probably better to say

that Octavian borrowed the incident of the loss of the sons

.rather than that it has a double motive, the second part of

which comes from Eustace? The comparatively late date

of Octavian makes the borrowing more probable, since by
the end of the thirteenth century the theme had already

become well known in romance as well as in legend, Guil-

laume d'Angleterre being of the twelfth century. The

borrowing, however, seems to have been from' the legend

rather than the romance. 4

The second romance that requires notice is Valentine and

Orson, which is found in various forms from the later Middle

Ages.
5 The only part of the story that concerns us runs as

follows.

1 See chap, m, table xi.

2 The transference of the boys from hand to hand recalls the sixth century

Sanskrit tale (see chaps, n, in, iv). It is just possible that there may be

some underground connection between the two. Since I have found no real

evidence of this, however, I prefer the explanation given above, which is

favored alike by chronology and geography.
3 The opinion of Streve, p. 3.

4
Sarrazin, Octavian, pp. xliv, xlv, compares Octavian with Ysumbras and

points out a few literal resemblances. He believes that each "auf eine

erweiterte fassung der Eustachiuslegende zuriickgeht," but says that u Der

Isumbras scheint ein verdiinnter, verwasserter aufguss des Octavian zu

sein." I believe that I have sufficiently discussed the matter above.
5 Danish : Namnlos och Valentin. En Medeltids Roman, ed. G. E. Klem-

ming, 1846
;
Low German : Valentin und Namelos die niederdeutsche Dichtung,

ed. W. Seelmann, 1884
;
and fragments of a Dutch version, ed. G. Kalff,

in Middelnederlandsche epische Fragmenten, 1885-86.
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Bellisant, sister of Pippin of France, is married to the

emperor of Constantinople. Owing to accusations of the

archbishop whose attentions she has repulsed, she goes back

to France accompanied only by her sons and her servant

Blandimain. In a wood near Orleans a she-bear robs her

of one son, who grows up in the forest and is called Orson.

While she chases the bear, the other child is carried away by

Pippin and his train, who are riding by, and is given to

a knight to rear. Later they are recognized by Pippin

through the instrumentality of Blandimain.

The opinion has been held that Valentine and Orson is a

romantic version of the legend of St. Valentine mixed with

traits from the Octavian saga.
1 Into the question of the

origin of the romance as a whole we need not enter, but it

certainly seems clear that the episode of the lost boys must

derive ultimately from the Eustace legend. Whether or not

Octavian was the intermediary form is a matter of some

doubt, though I believe that such was probably the case. It

is hardly likely, however, that any of the Octavian romances

now extant was this source, which may perhaps have been

the conjectural Old French Florent et Octavien. 2

Two interesting Middle English romances, Sir Eglamour

of Artois 3 and Torrent of Portyngale* also include the inci-

dent of the lost children, again unmistakably as an ornament

borrowed for the better presentation of the tale. Eglamour
dates from the fourteenth century,

5 Torrent from the fifteenth.
6

The two romances have very much in common, so much

1 See Seelmann, p. liii.

2 See Bangert, pp. 16, 17.

3 Ed. Halliwell, The Thorton Romances, 1844 (Camden Society), pp. 121-

176. t
4 Ed. E. Adam, E. E. T. S., extra ser. li.

5
Zielke, Untersuchungen zu Sir Eglamour of Artois, p. 48, says the begin-

ning of the fourteenth century.
6
Adam, p. v.
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indeed that we need not hesitate to believe with Adam 1

that,

though mutually independent, they derive from a common
source. Very likely this may have been the lost poem which

Adam conjectures. For our present purpose the briefest

possible outline of the story common to both will suffice.

A young knight, after a long series of exploits undertaken

at the instance of his lady's father, wins her hand, but

almost immediately departs on warlike business. In his

absence the lady gives birth to twins (in Eglamour one son

only) and is put to sea in a leaky boat. She is driven to

land in the Orient, where her sons are snatched away by
wild beasts (in Eglamour the single son is taken by a griffin,

in Torrent one by a leopard and the other by a griffin), but

rescued and reared by kings. She herself lives at a foreign

court, till at length the hero ends his long and varied career

of adventure by coming thither and finding his wife and

children at a tournament.

A comprehensive study of the literary relations of Egla-
mour and Torrent is greatly needed. 2 Zielke concludes 3

concerning the former :
" Sicher ist, dass unsere dichtung

in ihren grundziigen auf die Eustachiuslegende zuriick geht."

Adam says
4 of the latter :

" But there is no doubt that the

story of Torrent in its principal features .... proceeded
from the old Eustache legend." Both are equally wrong, I

believe, though space forbids prolonged discussion of the

sources here. It will be seen, however, even from the brief

outline given above that the motive of Eglamour and Torrent

is altogether different from that of Eustace or of the Man
Tried by Fate in general. Dr. Ogden probably comes nearer

the truth in believing
5 that they were patch-work romances,

*Pp. xxx ff.

2 Schleich's edition of Sir Eglamour will probably supply this. See his

Ysumbras, p. vi.

8 P. 60. *Pp. xxif. 5 P. 16.
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though I think that he errs in his statement of their relation-

ship. The manner of the loss of the children
l

is the only

trait which bears a marked resemblance to Eustace, and this

is unmistakably borrowed. It is not at all probable, how-

ever, that Eustace or any of its derivatives was the direct

source of the episode. A far more probable source is

Octavian, either in its Old French or Middle English form.

I speak with some diffidence in this matter but believe that

the evidence will bear out my conclusion. At least Octavian

is a more probable source than Eustace. In Octavian the

sons are seized, the one by an ape, the other successively by
a lioness and a griffin. Of all the other versions of the

incident which I know and they are almost as various

as the stories that form their background Eglamour and

Torrent are the only ones that introduce the griffin.
2 More-

over, the setting of the incident is the same : the heroine

gives birth to her sons before departure from home and loses

them in the wilderness. It is, of course, possible that some

other version of The Calumniated Wife, which really forms

the groundwork of both Eglamour and Torrent, may have

been the source of the episode, though I suggest Octavian

provisionally. Certainly Eustace can be regarded as the

direct source of these romances neither in general outline

nor in the particular feature just discussed.
3

We find the episode of the lost children again in the

Italian version of Ogier the Dane, namely, Uggeri il Danese*

1 It is altogether probable that the source of the two had the double form

as in Torrent, which was simplified in Eglamour.
2
Uggeri has the griffin, but again probably from the Italian form of the

Octavian saga. See below.
3
Holland, Chrestien de Troies, 1854, believed that Octavian^Eglamour,

and Torrent all derived from Eustace. His opinion has been held rather

uncritically by succeeding scholars.
4 1 cite from the summary by P. Rajna, Uggeri H Danese, Part in, Romania,

IV, pp. 401, 402.
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Voretzsch says of the Italian form of the story :

l " Manches

alte 1st verwischt, manches neue hinzugefugt." Indeed, the

romance has been so far refashioned that it is not at all a

cause for wonder that an incident, so widely known as we
have seen the loss of the children to be, should have been

incorporated in the work. It is found in a part of the

romance in which the adventures of Uggeri are overshadowed

by those of his companions.
2

Bicciardetto is married to the princess Gismonda and

becomes the father of twins. While he is absent from

home, the enemy take the city, and Gismonda is thought
to have been slain. She escapes to the forest, however,

where she is robbed of her sons by a griffin and an eagle.

One of the boys is subsequently taken to Marseilles, the

other to Constantinople. They finally meet in battle at

Paris and learn their origin by a miracle. Together they

search for their mother and find her in the forest.

There can be little doubt, I think, that this episode was

modelled on the story of Drugiolina in Fioravante, the

Italian version of Oetavian. As in Eglamour and Torrent,

the children are born before the heroine leaves her home,
and the griffin appears as one of the robber beasts. The

resemblance to Oetavian is strengthened in the present case,

however, by the subsequent adventures of the twins. Just

as in Octavian, one of them is reared in France and the

other in the Orient, while they finally meet in Paris.

Professor Rajna discusses the similarity
3 and comes to the

conclusion that ilFioravante in some one of its versions
7 '

was the source of the episode in Uggeri. A comparison

with the Octavian saga generally leads inevitably to the

l
tfber die Sage van Ogier dem Danen, 1891, p. 124.

2
Rajna, Romania, n, p. 154.

8
Romania, iv, p. 423. Kajna also enumerates other points of likeness

between Uggeri and Fioravante.
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same conclusion. Octavian, in all probability, was the means

by which the incident passed from Eustace to Valentine, to

Eglamour and Torrent, and to Uggeri.

Another romance that has the episode of the lost children

is La belle Helene de Constantinople,
1 an interesting member

of the Constance cycle, written in the latter part of the

thirteenth or early in the fourteenth century.
2 The literary

relations _of the romance have been carefully studied by
Professor Suchier,

3 and Dr. Gough
4 in their discussions

of the Constance saga as a whole. According to the scheme,

worked out by the latter, Helene is derived from an earlier

HeUne (conjectural), which had as its source the Mercian

saga of Offa. The story of Offa was the direct source of

part of Vita OJfae Primi,
5 a work composed by a monk

of St. Albans in the twelfth century. The Constance saga

has, of course, nothing whatever to do with the Man Tried

by Fate. It is a form of The Calumniated Wife.

Helene itself, however, has the robbery of the two sons in

almost precisely the same form as that found in Eustace.

The heroine is driven from home by treachery, and after

journeying to a foreign land she is robbed of her children

in the wilderness by a wolf and a lion. The sons are saved

by a hermit. Then the current of the story sweeps back

again into the familiar channel. We have to do with a

borrowed episode pure and simple. It is at once evident,

1 No edition of the romance has appeared, as far as I know. K. Kuths,
Die franzosischen Fassungen des Roman de la belle Helaine, 1897, p. 57, gives

a good summary of it, on which I base my notes.

2
Suchier, Les oeuvres poetiques de Beaumanoir, 1884, p. xxvii, and Ruths,

p. 1, note, give the date as the thirteenth century ; Paris, Litt. fran$. au

moyen age, 2nd ed., p. 254, places it in the early fourteenth.
z tiber die Sage van, Offa und pryfto, Paul and Braune's

JBeitrgge, iv, pp.

500-521, and the introduction to Oeuvres de Beaumanoir.
4 The Constance Saga, 1902 (Palaestra, xxm).
6
Conveniently reprinted in the Originals and Analogues, published by the

Chaucer Society, 2nd ser., vn, pp. 73-84.
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however, that the episode is strikingly similar to the corre-

sponding part of Eustace. "With the solitary exception of

the Breton folk-tale, Eustace is the only version of the Man
Tried by Fate that has the children carried off by a wolf and

lion. The fact that we find correspondence in a matter of

detail which has been so variously treated leads to the con-

clusion that Helene took the episode from Eustace itself.

It is necessary to decide, furthermore, at what point the

incident entered. This can be done with some security.

Offa Iy though it states that several children were born to

the heroine says nothing of their loss. Similarly, the Italian

legend Miraculi de la gloriosa verzene Maria, which Gough
believes anterior to Helene,

1 does not contain the incident.

Accordingly, the author of the extant Helene must have

taken the episode from Eustace 2 or else the conjectural

Helene must have borrowed it. That the latter is true

seems clear from the fact that it is found in the novel of

Dionigia in Ser Giovanni Florentine's .77 Pecorone. 3 Pro-

fessor Suchier 4 summarizes certain folk-tales which also

contain the incident, but they need not be enumerated here.

Finally, in Bevis of Hamtoun, there is an episode that

resembles the loss of the children as hitherto treated. It is

found both in the Old French version from the first half

of the thirteenth century
5 and in the Middle English from

the end of that century or the first quarter of the next.
6

1 See the plan, Constance Saga, p. 13. -\
2 The opinion of Suchier, Oeuvres de Beaumanoir, p. xxix.

*
Novella, x, 1.

* Oeuvres de Beaumanoir, pp. xxxi, xxxii.

5 Boeve de Haumtone, ed. Stimming, Bibl. Normannica, 1899.

6 Ed. Kolbing, E. E. T. S., ext. ser., XLVI, XLVIII, and LXV (from

several MSS. of which the Auchinleck is the earliest and has the date

given ).
I disregard the versions of the saga other than the French and

English, which contain the episode, since they are derivative.
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Bevis l
leaves England in consequence of a feud with the

king's son, accompanied by his wife. On the journey she

gives birth to twins, while Bevis and his page retire. In

their absence, the treacherous Ascopart comes along and

carries her off. Bevis finds the children and gives one to a

forester, the other to a fisherman. Subsequently the family

is reunited, but the later adventures do not concern us.

The outlines of the story are here much blurred by its

adaptation to the framework of the romance, which is

largely a composite of diverse elements. In the circum-

stances it is difficult to say with certainty whence the incident

came. From the fact that the children are born after the

heroine leaves home rather than before and that she is lost

before the sons are given away, it seems probable that the

source of the episode in Bevis was some version of the Man
Tried by Fate, nearly related to Guillaume, Wilhelm and Gute

Fran? It is even possible that some form of Guillaume

itself gave rise to the interpolation in Bevis, though I should

hesitate to say that such is really the case.

VIII.

CONCLUSION.

This prolonged and detailed study of a single narrative

theme in its wanderings from land to land, chiefly westward,

may be briefly concluded. We have seen how an Oriental

story that had a life and career of its own in Asia, that still

lives on there indeed, sent at least one offshoot into Europe,

thereby enriching the biography of a saint in the Roman
calendar and incidentally the secular literature of Christen-

dom. The evidence of the ordered progress of th motive

1 The episode includes w. 3543-3962 of the English version.
2 See pp. 413-415 for a discussion of this group.
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is so clear, it seems to me, that we have no reason to doubt

its actual propagation in the manner described. Other forms

of the theme than that embodied in the Eustace legend may,
of course, have penetrated Europe. These may yet come to

the surface and be put into literary form.

From the Eustace, however, all the variants of the story

which have as yet come to light, may, I believe, safely be

derived. Some of them, like the group centering about

Guillaume d'Angleterre and Sir Ysumbras, have absorbed a

secondary motive that modifies but does not obscure the first.

It is necessary to postulate an intermediate form between

these and Eustace itself; but if it be remembered that all

of them are found within three neighboring countries (France,

Germany, and England) and that they are considerably later

in date than the time when the legend is known to have

existed in a developed form, there can be little difficulty in

accepting such a conjectural version. It must have been

unwritten certainly, subject to the vicissitudes of non-literary

narrative and, within certain geographical limits, very popu-

lar, though it never ousted the ecclesiastical version from an

impregnable position in the hearts of a church-going and

sermon-hearing multitude. That Eustace was kept in re-

membrance is shown not only by the fact that it was retold

in the vernacular during the centuries of romance but also

by the fact that other variants, like Cifar, derive directly

from the legend in so far as they treat the theme of the

Man Tried by Fate.

Furthermore, the impress of the legend on the literature

of the time was so intimate that side by side with episodes

taken from popular derivatives and inserted by more or less

skilful hands into romantic versions of themes entirely

foreign to the Man Tried by Fate, as is the case with Egla-

mour and Uggeri, we find that other romances have borrowed

the same elements from Eustace itself, as Octavian and
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Hel&ie have done. The constant knowledge of the legend

on the part of learned and unlearned alike must never be

forgotten. Though its presence complicates the problem of

relationship and increases the chances of error, it cannot

safely be ignored.

If the results of my study be accepted as trustworthy, a

matter of no inconsiderable importance for the study of

mediaeval literature and of popular European literature

generally is opened for discussion. An ecclesiastical legend

is seen to have given rise to a group of well-known romances

and to a number of folk narratives, that is, has furnished

the materials from which they were fashioned in various

ways, and has very generally left its spiritual or moralizing

impress upon them. Though most of the stories discussed

have individually been referred to Eustace on the basis of

more or less striking resemblances, the significance of the

main fact has not in the present case, nor often in the case

of other cycles, been widely recognized. I do not wish to

imply that ecclesiastical influence on fiction has been abso-

lutely denied, nor that in individual examples it has not

long been an academic commonplace. Such a sweeping
statement would be as presumptuous as it would be silly. I

do believe, however, that the great story-telling church of

the Middle Ages was far more influential in spreading

broadcast stories that it had adopted, no matter where and

no matter for what purpose, than recent writers have been

willing to admit. Its opportunities were unrivalled, its

unconscious appetite for adaptable tales was insatiable. It

acted as a distributing agent to an extent that is not

generally perceived. In emphasizing the importance of the

people in the formation of literature, we are in danger of

forgetting that the people have been in constant confmunica-

tion with their spiritual overlords and that in the old days,

at least, they were indebted to them for a very considerable

portion of their ideas.

8
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The adage about the solitary swallow is to be held in

remembrance, of course. Because one widespread story was

adapted by literature and by the people from ecclesiastical

sources, it does not necessarily follow that the influence was

general or of extraordinary importance. These remarks are

intended half in apology for the detailed nature of the pre-

ceding study, which centres on the question of the derivatives

of Eustace, half in anticipation of other studies in the same

field. Work in comparative literature may be highly enter-

taining to the investigator without being of much importance

to other workers. Unless it has an end and an aim, it is

liable to waste itself in an enumeration of stories almost as

fruitless as an effort to count the sands running through an

hour-glass.

For the defects in the presentation of the material collected,

I must beg the indulgence of my readers. Such investiga-

tions abound in pitfalls for the unwary, and I cannot be

sure that all of them have been avoided in the present case,

though I believe that the results will bear the test of careful

criticism.

GORDON HALL GEROULD.



XV. THE LEGEND OF SAINT GEORGE; ITS

DEVELOPMENT INTO A ROMAN
D'AVENTURE.

It is a well known fact that the ground-work of the story

of Saint George as told by Richard Johnson in his Seven

Champions of Christendom l
is represented by the Old French,

or better the Early English, story of Sir Beves of Hamtoun.

The object of this article is to determine the history of the

fusion of the two traditions.

When Saint George had become the champion of the

English knights during the third crusade,
2 the official

sanction being given at Oxford in 1222, it is not difficult

to understand why the story of his life should have passed
into a new phase of its development. Before the crusades

only the legend of his martyrdom was known in Western

Europe. There, however, he had always been represented

as a warrior,
' miles egregius/ and now during these expedi-

tions he became the battle saint, whose timely aid brings

victory to the Christian armies. In the Publications of the

Modern Language Association, xvm, p. 152 if., I have cited

a number of passages illustrative of this point. I call here

particular attention to a similar instance omitted there 3 from

1
London, 1592. A modern edition was published London, 1824, Davison,

Whitefriars.
2 Cf. Publications of the Modern Language Association, vol. xviu, p. 155.
3 1 take this opportunity to supplement the references cited there. For

the presence of Saint George in the Chanson d'Antioche (publ. by P. Paris,

Paris, 1848) , cp. vol. I, pp. 113, 161, 204, and particularly n, pp. 262-3,

also Romania, xix, pp. 572-575, and 581. For the Chevalier au Cygne ( ed.

Hippeau, Paris, 1874-77) cp. vol. i, p. 95
;

for Flamenca, 11. 2120-22.

Saint George appears also in Robert le Diable (ed. Loseth, Par% 1903),

where he supplies the hero with the needed armor
; cp. 11. 1787 ff. and

2612 ff., etc. On account of the date of these references in general, I

suspect that Loseth' s dating of this roman d'aventure ( 'fin du xne
siecle,'

p. xlvii ) is too early.

449
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the English poem Richard Coerdelyoun of the end of the

xin century, studied by G. Paris, Romania, xxvi, pp. 353-

390, and ascribed by him to an Anglo-Norman poem written

' une trentaine d'anne"es aprs les eVSnements qu'elle chanted

After the capture of Acre Richard marches along the coast

toward Cai'pha, and a battle takes place in which Saint

George aids the English army.

Kyng Richard was almost ateynt,

And in the smoke nygh adreynt.

On his knees he gan doun falle
;

Help ! to Jesu he gan calle

For love of his modyr Mary ;

And as I find in hys story,

He seygh come St. George, the knyght,

Upon a stede good and lyght,

In armes whyte as the flour,

With a croys off red colour.

Alle that he mette in that stounde,

Hors and man, wente to grounde ;

And the wynd gan wexe lythe,

Sterne strokes they gynne to kythe.

When Kyng Richard seygh that syght,

In herte he was glad and lyght, etc.
1

Whether the legend would have grown in scope had it

retained its original form, it is not possible to say. It is

certain, however, that during the crusades there was brought

to Europe also the tradition of Saint George's fight with the

dragon, and I think it will become evident from this study

that the form which the George legend received when this

element was added to it, is the starting point of its further

development. The oldest version of the dragon story is

contained in the codex latinus monacensis 14473 of the xn

century, published by Veselofskij, Studies in Russian Sacred

Poetry, Pubs, of the Russian Academy of Science, xxi, No. 2,

1
Cp. Weber, Metrical Eomances, Edinburg, 1810, vol. II, 11. 4848 ff.
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pp. 210-216. Even in this earlier version it is given as a

'prologus in passionem Sancti Georgii/ but its phenomenal

popularity is without doubt due to the similar union of this

legend and the passion proper in the Legenda Aurea com-

piled by Jacob deVoragine in the xui century.

Keeping in view the fact that through its fusion with the

Beves story the legend of Saint George developed into a

regular roman d'aventure, our history will be put into the

clearest perspective, if we consider in the next place the typi-

cal outline of a poem of this class.

A roman d'aventure usually begins with an account of

the birth of the hero and his early youth. Deeds of prowess
and daring foretell his future valor, and when the age of

manhood has arrived, he sets out on the quest of adventure.

If his journey takes him into the land of the Saracens, he

arrives at the court of some powerful king. His appearance

there is marked by the exhibition of his marvellous skill at

arms, and the daughter of the king, who witnesses its per-

formance falls in love with the Christian knight, and he

promises to marry her if she will adopt his faith. Now
obstacles arise to hinder the union. A heathen lover of the

maiden views the Christian rival with hatred, and plots his

death. When these dangers are overcome the knight carries

off his bride. Though closely followed he manages to escape

inflicting much harm upon his pursuers. When the Christian

laud is reached, the maiden is baptized and the marriage is

consummated. The knight then returns to his home, wrhere

he is received with joy by his people. At the proper time

a child or children are born, who grow up to continue the

glory of their parents.

If we now look at the legend of Saint George, w^ shall

see that in the form in which it became widely known

through the spread of the Legenda Aurea, there are elements

which could readily be utilized to bear a superstructure
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such as the one just outlined. Here George is represented

as riding along the shore of a lake in the heathen land,

when he suddenly comes upon a maiden, who tells him that

a dragon, which infects the land, has devoured all the cattle

and the sons and daughters of the inhabitants in payment
of tribute. Now the lot has fallen upon her, the king's

daughter, to share the same fate. At once he champions her

cause, overcomes the dragon, binds him with the maiden's

girdle and leads him captive to the city. There is much

joy, and all the inhabitants accept the Christian faith.

George then departs and arrives in a country where a terri-

ble persecution is raging against the Christians. He puts

off his soldier's garb, confesses his faith and the tortures,

which end in his death, are at once begun.

The story of the saint's martyrdom which is then joined

to the fight with the dragon I have discussed at length in

Publications of the Modern Language Association, xvn, 508 ff.

But there was a longer version, also extremely popular, which

was occasionally told after George's victory over the dragon,

as is shown by the Cheltenham poem of the xiv century,

which I have published, ibid., vol. xvm, pp. 158-171
;
and

even the earliest type of the legend had been introduced by
the crusaders into England, and put into Anglo-Norman
verse by Simund de Freine, cp. ibid., vol. xvm, pp. 120-

126. In these longer versions George appears as a handsome

knight from Cappadocia at the court of Dacien, king of

Persia, seeking advancement in military honors. Seeing the

persecution against the Christians, he confesses his faith, is

thrown into prison, where he languishes for seven years,

passes through various tortures and performs different mira-

cles, and finally receives the martyr's crown.

Comparing this outline of the legend of Saint George

with that of the roman d'aventure sketched above it will be

seen that they have various points of contact. We have
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here the appearance of the saint at a city in the heathen

land, the daring deed of which the king's daughter and the

whole country reap the benefit, and his imprisonment and

persecution at the hands of disbelievers. The first steps in

the direction of a secularization of the story are easily

imagined. It was natural to have the king promise the

hand of his daughter to any one brave enough to slay

the dragon, to have the princess fall in love with her libera-

tor, to introduce a traitor in the form of a lover of the

maiden, to change the location of the martyrdom of the saint,

and to ascribe his persecution to the machinations of the

heathen rival of the princess. When these first steps in this

new development of the legend had once been taken, the rest

could follow easily. After adventures and close pursuits

George must finally bring the maiden into Christendom, she

must be baptized and become his lawful wife, and in the end

must bear him children, who will keep up the renown of

their father.

As a matter of fact the legend developed in this direction,

until it was absorbed by the story of Sir Beves of Hamtoun,
and an examination of this poem will clearly show the

causes of the fusion. It would take us too far afield to

discuss in detail the history of this poem, and fortunately

the origin of the legend does in nowise affect the particular

problem under consideration. It is sufficient for us to know,
whether the Beves story is of English or Continental origin,

that the form in which it has come down to us belongs to

England, and that of the oldest versions extant (French,

Welsh, English and Norse), the English poem seems to be

most closely related to the source, and that the legend was

extremely popular in the Middle Ages. For a fu^ account

of the English version I refer to Kolbing's analysis in his

edition of The Romance of Sir Beves of Hamtoun, E. E. T. 8.

(1885-1894), pp. xxi-xxxiii, and for the French poem and
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the relation of the various early versions to Stimming's Der

Anglonormanniscke Boeve de Haumtone, Bibl. Norm., vn,

pp. lix-lxxvi.

The youth of Beves is told in the form of the expulsion

and return formula. A step-father and a heartless mother

persecute the boy, and he is finally sold for a large sum
to heathen merchants. These sail with him to Ermonie

(Armenia), and present him to King Ermin, who has a

beautiful and only daughter, named Josian. At this court

he soon distinguishes himself for his daring and courage.

One day he rides out to kill an enormous boar, which roams

in a neighboring forest. On his return he meets twelve

foresters sent out to kill him. He defends himself and slays

them all, and the princess, who has witnessed the encounter,

falls violently in love with him. Soon thereafter he is

knighted, and becomes the king's standard-bearer. But

enemies malign him, and inform the king that he has

deflowered the princess. On their advice he writes to Bra-

demond, king of Damascus, a letter about Beves, in which he

asks him to put the bearer to death, and orders Beves to

deliver it to the heathen king. He goes to Damascus.

Upon his arrival he meets with a crowd of Saracens, who

have just offered a sacrifice to their god Mahoun. Beves

kills the priest, and throws the idol to the ground. Then

he delivers his letter, and Brademond throws him into prison,

where he languishes for seven years. In the meantime Josian

is forced to marry Yvor of Mombraunt, preserving, however,

by a charm, her chastity for her Christian lover. At the

end of the seven years Beves escapes from prison, captures

Josian and after many adventures arrives with her at Ham-
toun where he marries her. Two sons are the offspring of

this union.

This story contained various traits likely to attract the

legend of Saint George. The scene is laid in the Saracen
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land, just as the George legend is localized in the East.

Beves delivers Ermonie from a roaming boar that had

baffled the inhabitants, and gains thereby the love of Josian.

He is knighted by King Ermin, as George appears at

Dacien's court seeking military preferment. He is sent to

Damascus, to Bradernond's court, who at the time of his

arrival is surrounded by twenty kings, 1. 1393 (cp. 32 kings
in Simund de Freine's poem, Publications of tJie Modern

Language Association, xvm, p. 120). He interferes with a

sacrifice, throws the statue of Mahoun to the ground and

kills the priest. This news is brought to Brademond,
and when Beves appears, he addresses the king in a very

disrespectful way, 11. 1345-1388 (cp. for the George legend

ibid., xvn, pp. 495 and 510, xvm, p. 122). Beves is

thrown into prison, where he languishes for seven years. He
is weighted, down by a heavy stone, 11. 1423 and 1649 (cp.

George legend, ibid., xvn, p. 468, xvm, p. 115), dragons
assail him in the dungeon (cp. George legend, ibid., xvm,
p. 123). Finally, after his capture of Josian, Beves fights

with a poisonous dragon in the neighborhood of Cologne,
11. 2803-2910. This portion of the poem is peculiar to the

English version and may not be a part of the original story ;

cp. Kolbing, 1. c., p. xxxvii. However, the source of the

incident is of less importance here than the fact that it forms

part of the xm century English form of the story, which

was fused with the George legend.

We may now turn to the story of Saint George as it

appears in Johnson's Seven Champions of Christendom. He
appears here as the leader of six other national heroes

(St.

Denis of France, St. James of Spain, St. Anthony of Italy,

St. Andrew of Scotland, St. Patrick of Ireland,and St.

David of Wales), and various portions of the book are

therefore not directly concerned with the story of his life.

(Chap. i).
The book begins with the account of the birth of
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Saint George in Coventry in England. The mother, who had

been childless for 21 years, dreams for 30 nights that she had

conceived a dragon, which would cause her death. She com-

municates the dream to her husband, lord high steward of

England, who goes to inquire its meaning of Kalyb, the wise

lady of the woods. He is accompanied by a single knight,

bearing under his arm a white lamb, which they intend to offer

as a sacrifice to the enchantress. Before the iron gate, which

locks the entrance to the cave where Kalyb dwells, they receive

the following oracle :

Sir knight, from whence thou earnest return :

Thou hast a son most strangely born ;

A dragon, that shall split in twain

Thy lady's womb with racking pain ;

Champion bold, from whence shall spring,

Who* II practice many a wondrous thing :

Return, therefore, make no delay,

9br all is true, that here I say.

During his absence the child had been cut from his mother's

womb. Three nurses had attended him, one to give him suck,

another to rock him to sleep, the third to prepare his food.

But not many days after his birth Kalyb found means to steal

the infant from his careless attendants, and when the father

returned, the child had disappeared. He now sets out to hunt

him, until his hair turns gray and he dies by the ruined walls

of a monastery in Bohemia, where he is buried. When George

is 14 years old, Kalyb confesses her love to him, but the youth

is wary. He learns from her the story of his birth, persuades

her to put an armor on him and to provide him with a sword

and horse. By means of a silver wand, which she gives him,

he opens up a cave filled with dying men and babes, locks

Kalyb into it and departs.

(Chap. in). Saint George returns first
to Coventry, where

he erects a monument over the tomb of his mother. Then he
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goes to Egypt and arrives at night-fall at a hermitage near

Memphis, where he asks for shelter. There he learns of the

devastation of the country by a dragon, who must every day be

appeased with the body of a real virgin. This having been

practised for 24- years, only one virgin is
left,

the daughter of

King Ptolemy, who is to be sacrificed on the morrow. The

king, however, had promised her as wife and his crown after

his decease to any brave knight that might defend her. When

the day dawns, Saint George sets out to meet the dragon, and

sees the people lead the virgin to the place of death. He
assures her of her delivery and at once attacks the approaching
monster. When in danger of being worsted, he steps under an

orange tree ( which has that rare virtue in it,
that no venomous

creature durst come within the compass of its branches.
J

Felled

to the ground and almost senseless, he rolls under that tree, and

eats an orange, ivhich fruit has that excellence that ' whoever

tasted it was immediately cured of all manner of wounds and

diseases.' Thus he finally slays the dragon, cuts of his head,

fixes it on a piece of his broken lance and restores the strength

of his horse with the juice of an orange.

Now Almidor, the black king of Morocco, had long sought
the love of Sabra, the king's daughter (whose name is now
mentioned for the first time). He had watched the combat,

and, while George was riding away, he had him attacked

by 12 knights from an ambush. When George overcomes

these, Almidor rushes away, and announces the victory over

the dragon. George appears at court and renders up the

trophies of the battle to Sabra. She disarms him, heals his

wounds, and leads him to a banquet. The king makes him

a knight and learns his name and family history ; (Fr. 386-

392, x 542-552, y 417-426
').

9

1 Fr. = the French Beves, x = the older, y = the younger English
Beves version.
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Sabra sings him to sleep. In the morning she gives him a

diamond ring, endowed with excellent and occult virtues. Then

Almidor appears, offering him a cup of wine. As George

takes hold of it the diamond waxes pale, indicating poison,

and three drops of blood fallfrom his nose. Sabra shrieks and

accuses Almidor of treachery, but the king will not believe the

accusation.

Now Sabra falls violently in love with George. Almidor

watches them, and on one occasion lie overhears a conversation,

in which Sabra offers her love to the stranger. George, really

endeavoring to try Tier j)Q<tience, rejects the offer, but leads Tier

to speak of Almidor. She then applies the blackest terms to him,

and in the end promises to accept the Christian faith. Finally

she gives him half of a ring as a pledge of her love. Almidor

reports this interview to Sabra' s father, and between them

they plot the young knight's death. It is decided that

George shall be sent on a journey to the king of Persia,

bearing a letter instructing the latter to put him to death.

He leaves at once, leaving behind his steed and sword

Ascalon, the gift of Kalyb ; (Fr. 775-819, x 1200-1262,

y 961-1020).
On the day on which he arrives at the Persian court

there is a solemn procession in honor of the god Mahoun.

George breaks up the ceremony, and the king of Persia sends

100 knights to apprehend him. He kills most of these and

puts the rest to flight. Then the king sets out with a 1000

soldiers, and finally the whole city turns out to overcome the

Christian knight. When George has been made prisoner,

the king pronounces the following sentence : 'First thy skin

shall be fiayed from off thy flesh alive; next thy flesh shall be

torn with red-hot pincers from thy bones; and lastly thy limbs

shall be parted from each other by wild horses.' George pre-

sents his letter and learns of his death sentence. He is

thrown into prison, watched by 100 guards; his body is
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fettered in iron bolts. At the end of 30 days, when he is to

be killed, 2 hungry lions are sent into his dungeon, but he

chokes them to death. The Idng has the prison fortified with

iron bars, and here George lies for the space of 7 years ;

(Fr. 876-970, x 1345-1432, y 1156-1346).
Sabra is now forced to marry Almidor. George appears

to her in a dream, looking like a ghost risen from a grave,

and gives her an incomplete account of his fate. As the

marriage approaches, she resolves to preserve her virginity

for him. She takes a chain of gold, and wraps it 7 times

about her neck. This chain had been 7 days steeped in tiger's

blood and 7 nights in dragon's milk, and had such virtue,

that while she wore it no man could enjoy her virginity.

Then the marriage takes place with much pomp ; (Fr. 971

1010, x 1433-1482, y 1347-1410).

(Chap. x). At the end of 7 years George finds in a corner

of his dungeon
' a certain iron engine

' with which he digs a

passage for himself out of his prison, and in the midst of

night he finds his way out into the king's court. He breaks

down the doors of the stable, kills all the grooms, and tak-

ing the strongest palfrey and whatever else was necessary

for a knight, he rides out of the city gates, making the

porter believe that George had escaped and that he was one

of the king's men sent out to overtake him. Before his

flight becomes known, he has 'recovered the sight of Grecia,

past all danger of the Persian knights that followed him with

a swift pursuit.' Feeling hungry, he sees a castle at some

distance and decides to apply there for some food. A lady

standing on the wall tells him that her husband is a giant

and Mohammedan. George challenges him and overcomes

him in battle. Then he enters the castle, receives food but

makes the lady taste first of everything that she puts before

him to make certain that the food contains no poison. Then

he sets out on a further adventure not concerned with the

present inquiry; (Fr. 1035-1345, x 1535-1958, y 1477
ff.).
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(Chap. xi). He finally arrives in the territory of Barbary.

Climbing to the top of a huge mountain, he sees before him the

land and notes its capital city, toward which he directs his

journey. Stopping over night with a hermit, he learns that

this is Tripoly, the capital of Almidor, who had married

Sabra, the Egyptian princess 7 years ago. He begs the

hermit to exchange dress with him, and thus disguised as a

palmer he sets out to catch a sight of Sabra. Soon he meets

a crowd of other palmers, who tell him that they are waiting

for the alms, which Sabra is accustomed to give them daily

for the love of George, a Christian knight. During the day
he overhears a plaintive song in which Sabra mourns for her

absent lover. When the time for alms arrives, in the midst

of the palmers George is noticed by Sabra. He then throws

off his palmer's cloak, and shows her the half ring which she

had formerly given him. She tells him that she had remained

a virgin through the virtue of a golden chain wound seven

times double about her neck. Then she takes him to the

stable where stood his horse 'who no sooner espied the

return of his master, but he was more proud of his presence

than Bucephalus.
7 She gives him his sword Ascalon and

urges him to take her away with him, assuring him that he

will find her still a virgin. Losing no time they gather up
some treasure, persuade a eunych to follow them and serve

as guide, and set out for England. Fortune leads them to

Greece-, (Fr. 1362-1588, x 1947-2314, y -2121).

One day they stop to rest. Sabra being hungry and

thirsty, George leaves to hunt some food. While he is gone

two huge lions appear and devour the eunych, but lay their

heads in Sabra's lap
' for it is the nature of a lion, be he

ever so furious, not to harm the unspotted virgin, but

humbly to lay his bristled head upon a maiden's lap.' Thus

they fall asleep until George returns. He kills first one

then the other, Sabra keeping the second asleep in her lap.
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Then he prepares the food, and when they are refreshed,

they set out for the Grecian emperor's court, where they arrive

just on the day of this ruler's nuptials-, (Fr. 1626-1740, x

2352-2501, y 2152-2218).

(Chap. xn). After some incidents not pertinent in this

inquiry, Saint George and Sabra arrive in England.

(Chap, xiu-xiv). In these chapters a new war of the Sara-

cens against Christendom is described, and all the champions,

George included, set out to defeat them. In a battle Almidor

is captured by George, taken to Tripoly and there burned to

death in a boiling caldron.

(Chap. xv). Egypt is now completely reduced, and Ptolemy

implores the mercy of Saint George, which the Christian knight

is most ready to grant. Feasts and celebrations are arranged.

Suddenly a messenger appears bringing sad news of Sabra.

The earl of Coventry had laid siege to her virtue. She had

defended herself as long as she could, but when he made a

dastardly attempt upon her in her garden she had pretended to

accede to his wishes, persuading him to allow her to sit down

and rest his head in her lap. Thereupon she had sung him to

sleep and then buried her poniard in his breast. Attendants

caught her as she vias washing the blood from her outer

garments, which she had removed. The king's judgment now

is, that she must be burned at the stake, unless she can

obtain a knight at arms to be her champion and by combat

redeem her from the fire. George at once prepares to return

to England ; before he leaves, however, Ptolemy dies from grief,

and the Christian knight becomes his successor. When he

arrives in Coventry, Sabra is already tied to the stake. He

challenges the baron of Chester, her accuser, overcomes him

and leads Sabra to the king's palace, where he makes him-

self known. Then he takes her away with him to Persia
;

(Fr. 2051-2187, x 3117-3304, y 2760-2942).

(Chap. xvi). On this journey he passes through the country
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of the Amazons. Leaving Sabra in the palace of the queen,

he sets out to meet and overcome a giant, her enemy, in which

quest he is successful. This giant had been placed in a haunted

tower by the necromancer Osmond. He now becomes his

servant man and follower, sleeping at night under a tree

before George's pavilion. The knight rises early and climbs

a mountain to view the country. While he is gone, 7 of the

queen's maidens and Sabra walk in the woods, when this giant

sees them and becoming lustful ravishes the seven. In her

plight Sabra catches a toad, crushes out its venom and

sprinkles it on her face ' so that presently her fair beauty

was changed into loathsome blisters, for she seemed more

like a creature deformed with leprosy than a lady of excel-

lent features.' When the giant sees her he loathes her sight

and leaves her alone. Then realizing the hideousness of his

crime, he brains himself against an oak tree. Sabra throws

her chain into the blood of the virgins whom itie giant had

slain, and hides away in the forest. When George returns, the

giant half dead confesses his crime, but assures him at the same

time that Sabra has remained pure. At length George finds

her, the Amazon queen cures her of her leprosy, and they con-

tinue theirjourney toward Persia
; (Fr. 1741-1840 and 2770-

2781, x 2465-2532, 2803-2910, 3671-3707, 3868-3898,

y 2219-2274, 2374-2540, 3569-3608).

(Chap. xvn). They pass through a desert, where they

wander for 3 montJis, until the time draws near for Sabra's

confinement. She asks George to withdraw so that he may
not hear her cries ' for it is not convenient for any man's

eye to behold the secrets of a woman in such a case .... let

me, like the noble queen of France obtain the favor of some

fairy to be my midwife, that my babe may be as happily

born in this wilderness, as was her valiant sons, Valentine

and Orson, the one of them cherished by a king and the

other by a bear, yet both of them grew famous in their
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deeds.
7

George goes to the top of a mountain and prays.

'At last her pitiful cries pierced down to the lowest vaults

of direful Dis, where Proserpine sits, crowned amongst her

fairies, and so prevailed, that in all haste she ascended to

work this lady's safe delivery and to make her mother of

three goodly boys ;
who no sooner arrived in Sabra's lodg-

ing, but she practised the duty of a midwife and eased the

burden of her womb and safely brought her babes into the

world.' She lays the babies in three sumptuous cradles

prepared by her, and places a silver tablet upon each pillow

inscribed with verses predicting their glorious future. Two
shall be soldiers and kings, and the third a scholar of renown.

When George returns he is ravished with joy. But Sabra

becomes hungry and he sets out again to provide her with food.

While he is gone a lioness, a tigress and a she-wolf steal the

children. When he returns and finds them gone, he wanders

about hunting them for two days. At last he finds them; the

beasts attack him, and he climbs into an orange tree and throws

them oranges, which they eat until they fall asleep. Then he

comes down, kills them and brings the children back.

They now remain in the wilderness until Sabra is strong

enough to continue the journey. Then they arrive at the

Bohemian court, where the king christens the children. They
receive the names of Guy, Alexander, and David, and George

provides for their bringing up. The eldest is sent to Rome,
the second to England, and the third, who is to be a scholar,

to the University of Wittenberg,
'

being thought at that time to

be the excellentest place of learning that remained throughout

the whole world.'

George then erects a monument over the tomb of his father

and continues his journey to Egypt and Persia; (Fr. 2684

2728, x 3614-3670, y 3359-3388).

(Chaps, xvm-xix). The last chapters relate their arrival

in Cairo and how Sabra was crowned queen of Egypt. Then

9
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follows another bloody battle between the Christians and Persians,

in which the soldan is defeated and brains himself against a

marble pillar.

From now on Saint George occupies a secondary position

in the story, while his sons assume the prominent rdles.

His death is related in part n, chap. xxiv. He returns to

Coventry after an absence of twice twelve years. The

inhabitants meet him with the doleful report of the presence

of a dragon in the neighborhood, and that fifteen knights

had already lost their lives in the endeavor to rid the country

of him. Saint George kills him and carries his head into

the city, but during the battle he receives a mortal wound

from which he dies in the arms of his sons.

Any one familiar with the poems on Sir Beves of Hamtoun

will readily see the similarity which the story just outlined

bears to that legend. In fact the connection between the

two is such that for the most part it would suffice to replace

the names of Saint George and Sabra by those of Beves and

Josian to make this abstract an account of the Old French

or Old English poems. To emphasize the identity of the

two stories line references have been added to the French

and the two English versions, and all additions or portions

not directly deriving from the roman d'aventure have been

put in italics.

We must now try to determine the immediate source of

the Seven Champions. This question is of vital importance,

for it involves the further query, whether Johnson himself

adapted the Beves story to his purposes, or whether he

simply followed a tradition existing before him. Percy
1

believed that he drew upon an early quarto print of the

poem
<

imprinted by Wyllyam Copland without date/ and

1 Cf. Eeliques of Ancient English Poetry, ed. Schroer, Berlin, 1893, pp.

703 ff.
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he compares a passage of the poem with the corresponding

portion of Johnson's story, showing indeed great verbal

resemblance. This particular quarto edition is not cited by

Kolbing. The MSS. utilized by him, however, fall into two

general families (x
= the older, y= the younger version)

and among those constituting the younger of these families

a paper MS. of the xv century (8009 Chetham library,

Manchester) occupies an important place. This MS. is

printed by Kolbing at the bottom of his text, whenever it

varies from the older version in any important features, and

a comparison of the passages cited by Percy with the corre-

sponding lines in this text shows that they are identical.

"We are thus enabled to compare the Seven Champions with

what has hitherto been regarded as its direct source. Our

line references as already noted designate x as the older, y as

the younger English form of the story.

It is seen that the adaptation of the Beves story begins

with the ambush of the twelve knights after the delivery

of Sabra, and here our comparison must set in. Not all

differences are of equal importance.

Some represent simple modifications which might be due

equally well to Johnson as to his possible predecessor. Of
this category the following deserve particular mention : 1.

The part played by Almidor in Johnson's account. In the

poem Beves is maligned by two treacherous knights, the

immediate suitor for Josian's hand is Brademont, and her

eventual husband is Yvor of Mombraunt. Almidor is thus

seen to be a figure combining the actions of all of these
; 2.

Saint George's steed Arondel and his sword Ascalon are

presents of the fairy Kalyb. Beves receives both from

Josian (x 963-988) ;
3. The incidents of George's^arrival

at the court of the king of Persia represent an amplification

of similar incidents at the time of Beves' arrival at the court

of Brademont (x 1345-1432) ; 4. Two hungry lions are
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sent into George's prison to devour him, and he chokes them

to death. The English Beves fights with two dragons and

later with a flying adder (y 1321-1336, x 1547) ;
5. When

Yvor marries Josian he receives from her father as present

the horse and sword of Beves, and takes them along to

Mombraunt, where the hero later regains possession of them

(x 1483-1534, 2147-2208). This is omitted in the Seven

Champions, though later when George appears in Tripoly
the horse is standing in Yvor's stable; 6. Sabra's magic
chain is a girdle in the younger English poem (y 1395),
in the older the charm is wrought by a ring (x 1469); 7.

Sabra's dream, telling her of the imprisonment of George is

an imitation of the dream of Beves' foster-father Saber

(x 3841-3850).
Others are evident echoes of the original George legend. 1.

The poisoned cup of wine offered by Almidor recalls the

similar attempt upon the life of Saint George by Athanasius

or Anastasius, cp. Publications of the Modern Language

Association, xvn, pp. 469, 494, xvm, p. 121
;

2. The

sentence pronounced by the Persian king when George

appears at his court appears to represent the initial tortures

of Saint George in the story of his martyrdom, cp. ibid.,

xvn, pp. 468, 494, 509, xvm, p. 120. Several other

instances somewhat similar in nature have already been

referred to above.

Still other variations represent traits that had disappeared

from the English Beves story, and their reappearance here

points to the conclusion, that none of the accessible versions

of the Beves legend represents the immediate source of the

Seven Champions.
1. After the fight with the dragon George is attacked by

twelve knights in ambush upon the command of Almidor.

The same numeral twelve occurs in the younger English

version (y 685), but here the foresters act out of spite,
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because Beves had accomplished what they wished to do

themselves. In the French poem (1. 462) 10 foresters

attack him. They are described as his enemies, but the

cause of their enmity is not further specified. In the older

English version finally 24 knights and 10 foresters rush

upon Beves upon the suggestion of a steward of King Ermin

pat hadde tijt to sle J>at swin. (1. 837. )

We have thus a combination of the numeral of the later

English version with the motive of the earlier.

2. George digs his way out of prison. In both English

versions Beves climbs out of his dungeon on a rope by
which his jailers had come down to murder him (cp. x,

1. 1652). In the French poem, however, a subterraneous

passage is mentioned
(1. 1092), through which Beves escapes;

only it had long existed there, and he finds it as he jumps
15 feet into the air from joy to find that his fetters have

fallen from him.

3. Evidence of similar bearing is contained in the adven-

ture which George and Sabra have in the land of the

Amazons
; cp. above, p. 462. In this place the story is

considerably changed and in parts bears no resemblance to

the Beves legend. The order of incidents in the Seven

Champions is here as follows :

a. Sabra in England is beset by the earl of Coventry ;

George returns from Egypt and champions her cause.

b. In the Amazon land he overcomes a giant (= Ascopart
of the Beves story), who ravishes 7 Amazon maidens, and

Sabra, to escape, gives herself the appearance of a leper.

The giant brains himself from remorse.

c. George and Sabra reach a wilderness where the Children

are born.

In the Beves poems the corresponding incidents are told

in the following order :
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a. Beves overcomes Ascopart, sent after him to bring
back Josian, whom he has carried off. He leaves her in

Ascopart's care in Cologne, while he goes himself to Eng-
land (x 2465-2596).

b. Miles, an earl, marries her against her will and is

killed by her. Ascopart and Beves arrive just in time to

save her from death at the stake (x 3175-3304).
c. Beves' children are born in the forest. Ascopart, who

has turned traitor, carries Josian away to Yvor, leaving the

children. She plucks and eats an herb, which gives her the

appearance of a leper. In consequence Yvor, when he sees her

again, will have nothing to do with her, and tells Ascopart to

take her to a castle in the neighborhood of Mombrant, where

/Saber and his companions eventually find her. The passage
in italics is to be found only in the older English version,

11. 36523709. In the younger version, Johnson's supposed

source, Saber overtakes Ascopart and kills him. Then they
set out to find Beves, and Saber discolors Josian's face with

an ointment, that made her seem '

yellow and green' (y

3605), disguises her as a palmer, and together they wander

about for 7 years (y 3595-3792).
It is evident that in the story of the Seven Champions we

have the motives of the treachery of Ascopart and Josian's

disguise as leper, as they are contained in the older Beves

story, but which Johnson could not have reconstructed on

the data of the younger English version.

We have thus, I think, pretty conclusive evidence that

Johnson followed a version unknown to us at present, in

which the Beves story may already have been fully re-

modelled, and which presumably contained also the traces

of the original George legend, pointed out above.

Further evidence of the early fusion of the Beves story

with the George legend we have in two poems contained in

a French MS. in Turin, one printed in full, the other briefly
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analysed by Graf, I complementi della Chanson d'Huon de

Bordeaux, Halle, 1878. The longer poem is concerned

with Auberon, and intended as prologue to Huon de Bor-

deaux. Here George is the brother of Auberon and both

are children of Julius Cesar and the fairy Morgan. Having
been made a knight, he arrives in India and Persia. There

he falls in love with the king's daughter, whose name is not

given, and when she finds she is with child, they escape at

night to Rome. They arrive on Mount Noiron one night,

climb it and reach the summit in the early morning. There

they rest by the side of a stream. The woman falls asleep,

and a serpent creeps up, whom George kills though he is

wounded in the battle. The sight of his gashes frightens

her, she swoons and is attacked by pains of labor. Now she

insists that George leave her alone, though he promises to

blindfold his eyes. Acceding to her wish he withdraws to

the top of the mountain. Just then Joseph and Mary with

the child Jesus pass that way on their journey to Egypt to

escape from the persecution of Herod. Mary serves as mid-

wife and delivers the woman of one child. She bathes the

infant Jesus in the spring, then she calls George and tells

him to step into the same water, and his wounds are healed.

George now goes to hunt for food, meets 33 robbers, who
attack him, and he kills all but three. These escape, find

Mary and the others sleeping, cut off Joseph's beard, and

steal his staff and George's child. The latter in the mean-

time finds food, returns, meets the robbers and recovers what

they had stolen. Mary puts on Joseph's beard again and all

partake of food. Then she directs George and his wife to a

castle, where they stay for a month. Finally they arrive

in Rome, where George introduces his wife to Cesar and

Morgan.
The central episode in this story, the aid furnished by

Mary to the wife of George in her confinement, it will have
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been noticed, is found in a slightly modified form in the

Seven Champions, cp. above, p. 462. I think there can be

little doubt that its source lies in the Beves poem. Beves,
exiled from England, starts for Ermonie with Josian and

Terri. In a forest Josian is taken by pains of childbirth.

The men construct a hut, where they shelter her and Beves

prepares to assist her in this need. But she begs to be

left alone.

For godes loue, she seide, nai,

Leue sire, K>w go J>e wai,

God for-bede for is pite

pat no wimman is priuite

To noman ^ourj me be kou}>e :

Go> and wende> hennes nou}>e,

pow and >e swain Terry,

And let me wor)>e and oure leuedy !

(11.3627-3634.)

Similarly in the younger version :

Gramarcy, syr, she sayde, nay
For goddys loue go hens away,
Go and sport you wyth Terry
And late me worke and our lady :

Shal neuer womans pryuete
To man be shewed for me ! (11. 3369-3374. )

In the French version :

Sire, dist ele, ma foi, nanyl !

N'e dreit ne lei, ne nus ne avum oi,

K' enfant de femme dust home ver.

Alez vus en, celez vus de ci,

Si lessez damedeu convener
;

Sente Marie serra a le departer. (11. 2702-2707. )

The men retire, and the two children are born
;
but before

they can return, Ascopart and his Saracens arrive and carry

Josian away, leaving the children behind. Beves and Terri

return, find her gone and set out to overtake her captor.
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In this episode we have all the elements of the story of

the Seven Champions and the poem at Turin. Graf, I. c.,

p. xvii, thinks that we have here ' uno di quei tanti casi di

attrazione fra concezioni fantastiche a primo aspetto assai

remote le une dalle altre, di cui ribocca la storia delle finzioni

romanzesche nel medio evo.' And he sees the connecting

link in the dragon story, which in the Turin poem precedes

the confinement, which may have been coupled with the

stories of the child Jesus in the Middle Ages, in which

dragons, lions and monsters gave him the opportunity to

show his miraculous power.

I think the matter is much simpler. When the Beves

story had been coupled with the George legend, this account

of Josian's delivery, under the influence of the general

tradition concerning the mediation of Mary in such con-

tingencies (cp. Graf, I. c., p. xv), was expanded so that she

appeared in person. This simplest form of the elaboration

seems to exist in the other poem on the life of Mary, found

in the same Turin MS. described by Graf. Unless we draw

a wrong inference from the meager account given by him,

Mary here appears alone; cp. I. c., p. xvi. The further

addition of Joseph and the child would follow easily,

would lead to the localization of the event during the perse-

cution of Herod, and bring in the additional miracles of the

Virgin. In the Seven Champions Proserpina takes the place

of Mary, but this modification is without significance, being
due to the classical predilections of Johnson.

The Auberon prologue contains further reminiscences of

the Beves story. The fight with the serpent, which precedes

the episode just discussed, is evidently based on Beves' fight

with a dragon in the neighborhood of Cologne, 1J.
2597

2910, which Josian, however, does not seem to witness.

This incident, as has already been said, is peculiar to the

English form of the story, being added as the context seems
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to suggest, 11. 2603-2609, through association with similar

incidents in the legends of Launcelet de Lake, Wade, and

Gy of Warwik. Its introduction into the Beves story was

one of the causes of its fusion with the George legend, and

under these conditions it was quite natural to arrange the

story so that the king's daughter should witness the encounter.

The water, in which the child Jesus has been bathed, and

which heals the wounds of George, is in the Beves legend a

spring in which a fairy had bathed, and which has the same

miraculous effect on Beves. Graf cites this same incident

from the Beves story, 1. c., p. xvii, failing, however, to note

the vital connection between the two accounts.

The 33 robbers, who attack George, and the three who
steal his child, represent Ascopart and his Saracens of the

Beves story. In the /Seven Champions these have become three

wild animals, while the attempt of Ascopart upon Sabra is

found in a different connection already discussed.

There is still another proof of the early union between

the Beves story and the George legend to be found in the

poem on the life of Mary, mentioned above, viz. in its refer-

ence to a former lover of George's wife, whom the Christian

knight had distanced in her affections. Cp. Graf, I. c., p. xvi.

Speaking of the lady, the poem says :

De Babylone ert couronnee

L'amustans 1'avoit demandee

Mes onques n'en eut ses delis :

Or Ten amaine ses amis.

In the light of our discussion the reference is perfectly clear.

The MS. containing both of these poems bears the date

1311. For reasons into which it is unnecessary to enter

here, Gaston Paris, Romania, vu, p. 333, was inclined to

believe that the Auberon prologue was copied in the same

monastery where the poem had been composed, and perhaps
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under the eyes of its author, and he ascribed it to the end of

the xui or the beginning of the xiv century. That the

poem on the life of Mary cannot be due to the same author

is evident from the reference to the rival of George, of which

no trace is found in the Auberon prologue. But both poems

through their evident indebtedness to the Beves story bring

welcome proof of the fact that the fusion of the two legends,

which reached its climax in the Seven Champions, was accom-

plished during the xui or xiv centuries. And the Legenda

Aurea, which made popular the union of the fight with the

dragon and the martyrdom of Saint George, thus presenting

the form of the George legend which attracted the Beves

story, belongs to the same general period.

We may now turn to the account of the birth of Saint

George, his fight with the dragon, and the relation of two

English ballads on Saint George, printed by Percy, to the

Seven Champions.
The ballad on The Birth of St. George

1
is without ques-

tion based on the initial chapter of the Seven Champions.
The only differences are that Kalyb's name is lacking in the

ballad, and that George's father, whose name is not given in

the Seven Champions, is here called Albret.

The source of this story is not contained in the Beves

tradition. The expulsion and return formula, upon which

this legend is based, was not applicable in the case of Saint

George, whose later prominence and glorious career called

for a birth attended by omens and supervised by fairies and

supernatural powers.
2

Having shown, as I believe, clearly

the place of the Auberon prologue in the development of

this story, it is impossible not to follow the direction in which

it points for the explanation of this portion of th^ account.

1 Printed by Percy, ed. Schroer, p. 706.
2 1 may add that it will be fruitless to look for similarities in the early

traditions concerning the family history of the Saint. Cf. Publications of

the Modern Language Association, xvii, p. 491.
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Here, as already said, George is the twin brother of Au-

beron, and the son of Cesar and Morgan. Three fairies are

present at their birth and predict their future greatness.
The one who receives George

1371. Li soushaida c'amoureus deuenra,
Fille de roi moult gente espousera,

Ames sera de li et Pamera,
Et la dame de lui concheuera.

1375. Au gre de diu tel fruit con lui plaira,

Et a son gre del tout se maintenra.

La tierce fee apres ce deuisa

Qu'il iert preudom et c'a lui s'aparra
Gils qui le mont fist et edefia,

1380. Et il de cuer si bien le seruira

Qu'en paradis saintefiies sera,

Apres sa mort ses espirs regnera,
En grans estours les loiaus aidera

Et les maluais mescreans destruira :

1385. Tous tels fu il que cascune dit a.

Similarly three fairies are present at the birth of George.
Now here the birth takes place in the natural way, while

in the Seven Champions George is cut from his mother's

womb. This, I venture to suggest, is an echo of the story of

the birth of Cesar, George's father in the Auberon prologue.
Soon after his birth George is carried away by the

fairy Kalyb, who is in love with him, and brought up by
her. Parallels to this incident are not lacking in other

romances, but a close counterpart can be found in this same

Auberon prologue. Judas Machabeus, the grandfather of

Auberon and George, becomes the father of Brunehaut, their

mother. One night, while all are sleeping, four fairies

approach the child's bed and predict her future. At the age
of seven years she is carried off by a fay, and lives in the

fairyland, until at her fifteenth year she is married to Julius

Cesar. It is entirely possible that the developed George
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legend attracted this feature from other romances, yet such a

striking resemblance in a legend united with the later form

of the George legend cannot be due entirely to accident.

The fight with the dragon as told in the Seven Champions (cp.

above, p. 457) shows influences of the Beves story. It is made

up of the boar hunt, 11. 739-836, and the dragon episode, 11.

2803-2910. No importance need be attached to the name

Ptolemy, and its localisation at Memphis. Both follow easily

from the presence of Egypt as the object of George's journey.

The hermitage and the information which George gathers

there concerning the presence of the dragon seem an imita-

tion of the hermitage at which Beves stops over night, when

he returns to Mombraunt to carry off Josian after his escape

from prison, 11. 2051 ff. The details of the persecution of

the dragon reproduce fairly well the original story as told

in the Legenda Aurea,
1

though with great omission of detail.

The battle proper resembles the dragon fight in Beves,

11. 2803-2910. The miraculous protection of the orange

tree, (which recurs in the story of George's fight against

the wild beasts that carry off his children, cp. above,

p. 463) takes the place of the fountain in which

Beves recovers his strength. His final treatment of the

dragon he cuts off its head and fixes it on a piece of

his broken lance is the entire equivalent of Beves' treatment

of the boar, 11. 827-828. In addition, the younger English

version of the Beves poem relates the dragon episode with

a similar outcome, cp. y 2538. In the older versions Beves

cuts out the dragon's tongue and fastens it to his spear.

A final word should now be said about the ballad on Saint

George and the Dragon, printed by Percy, 1. c., p. 722. He
believed that it was based on the story ofthe Seven Champions,

1
Cp. also Vetter, Der Heilige Georg des Revnbot von Durne, Halle, Nie-

meyer, 1896, pp. Ixxxi ff.
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while Vetter, L c., p. ic, imagines that, while the main features

are identical in both accounts, the author of the ballad must

have used some other unknown story for the fight with the

dragon. The scene in question is here related as follows.

After many battles against the Saracens George arrives in

Egypt, which country was sore oppressed by a dragon, which

by his poisonous breath slew so many of the city each day
that the living could scarcely bury the dead. The inhabi-

tants entreated their wise men to devise some means by which

this fiend might be destroyed. The answer was given, that the

dragon's rage would be appeased by the daily sacrifice of

some virgin. This was done until only one maiden was left,

the king's daughter. When the officers come to lead her

away, the king endeavors to set aside the decree and offers

himself as substitute, but the people assert their rights, and

Sabra, falling on her knees, begs to be sent out for the safety

of the country. The mother joins her prayers to those of the

king, but to no avail. Sabra is clothed in white, and tied to

the stake, where she bids them all farewell. The inhabitants

return to the city. Presently Saint George comes riding by,

and at once champions Sabra's cause. She begs him not to en-

danger himself, but the dragon comes up, and George attacks

him, and slays him. His poisoned breath can do him no

harm. He leads the lady back to the city, and stays at the

court of Egypt, until he is most falsely betrayed.

It is certain that the text of the Seven Champions will not

account for all the features of this version. There no wise

men counsel the king to offer up a virgin every day to appease

the monster's rage. Nothing is said about the attitude of the

king, nor the claims of the people ;
no stake is mentioned to

which she is tied, nor does the maiden entreat her champion
not to expose his life for her

;
and her hand and eventually

the crown of Egypt are promised to any knight brave enough
to save her life.
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On the other hand the original dragon story as outlined

above, p. 452, will not explain the divergences any better.

Here the safety of the city does not depend solely upon the

sacrifice of a maiden, the young men also have all been

devoured
;
the wise men are not specifically referred to

; the

maiden is not tied to a stake, and George does not kill the

dragon, but leads him into the city by the girdle of the virgin

thrown about his neck.

The rest of the ballad brings in general outline the story

of the Seven Champions. Yet there are peculiarities also in

this portion ofthe poem, which, added to those just mentioned,

make it appear quite possible that the whole ballad had a

different source. We note the following : When George

escapes (digs himself out) from prison, he kills three horse-

keepers (cp. all the grooms, Seven Champions) and stays nine

years in Christendom before he sets out for the heathen land

(cp. passes from Greece through Barbary, Seven Champions,

chap, xi) where he finds Sabra. There he kills the Morocco

king, takes Sabra for his wife, and leads her to England ; (in

the Seven Champions Almidor is not killed until after the

fight with the lions, chap. xiv). The lions which have

devoured the eunych, but do not harm Sabra because she is

a maiden, both rush at George, when he returns. This agrees

in the main with the English poems, cp. 1. 2446, etc., while

in the Seven Champions George kills one lion, Sabra keeping

the other asleep in her lap.

It would doubtless be going too far to demand of a ballad,

often composed by chance and subject to constant change,
1

a vigorous dependence upon the traditions from which it

springs. If it is ancient, then the form of the dragon story

1 A printed copy of the same ballad, contained in the British Museum

(643 M. 10 (17) gives the lady's name as Sabrine and contains various

other verbal differences, which, however, do not affect the argument.
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added to the other peculiarities will probably demand for it

independent derivation from the combined Beves Saint George

legend. If, however, it be of recent date, it may be drawn

from the Seven Champions, and then all its peculiar features,

those of the dragon story included, will have to be explained

as being due to the initiative of the popular imagination.

JOHN E. MATZKE.
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Character-writing was of Greek origin. It had its begin-

nings in the"H0i*w Xa^a^^e? of Theophrastus, who lived

between 370 and 285 B. C. Popularized by Casaubon's

Latin translation of 1592,
1
these Ethical Characters furnished

a model of which the English writers were prompt to avail

themselves. The first of the English writers to be influenced

by Theophrastus was Joseph Hall. 2 His Characterisms of

Virtues and Vices appeared in 1608, and was translated into

French in 1619. In France it contributed, along with

Casaubon's translation, to make Character-writing only less

popular than in England. Chief among those who felt its

1 A second edition followed in 1598
;
soon Characters became the most

prolific literary form of the seventeenth century. For a bibliography of

the Character-books, see my article in the Publications of ike Modern Lan-

guage Association of America for March, 1904, on The Development of English

Character- Writing.
2 The extent of Hall's indebtedness to Theophrastus is ported out in my

article, The Relation of the English Character to its Greek Prototype, in the

Publications of the Modern Language Association of America for July, 1903.
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influence was Jean de la Bruyere, whose book, Les Caractfres

De Theophrasle, Tradults Du Grec; avee Les Caracteres ou

les Moeurs de ce Sieele, was published in 1688. This, in turn,

influenced the further development of English Character-

writing, particularly in the form that it came to assume in

the work of the periodical essayists of the eighteenth century,

through which it finally merged into the novel. To point

out the nature and extent of this influence of La Bruyre

upon the contributors to the Spectator is the purpose of this

article.

The tracing of the influence of La Bruyre upon the

English Character of the following century is comparatively

easy, owing to the modifications that he introduced into the

traditional method of writing Characters. All that is neces-

sary, therefore, is to point out what these modifications were
;

and then to show that Addison was probably familiar with

the work of La Bruydre, and that the Character in his hands

exhibits the modifications of the traditional method which

La Bruyre had introduced. Finally it will be necessary to

point out such verbal correspondences as may be found in

the work of the two authors.

Theophrastus, in his character-delineations, had followed a

very simple method. This had consisted in first defining a

quality, and then proceeding to an enumeration of the things

a man embodying that quality might be expected, under

given conditions, to do. The excellence of such a method

consisted in its definiteness. The Characters, while justly

typical of the classes they were intended to represent, are

presented in outline bold and clear-cut. Yet one great de-

sideratum of the character-sketch, individuality, was lacking.

What the Character was in its beginnings it remained to

the end of the seventeenth century a featureless and pale

picture. Though the English Character-writers of the cen-

tury, notably Thomas Fuller, emancipated it to some extent
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from the limitations which a servile imitation of their Greek

model would have forced upon it, they never succeeded in

adding to its generic interest the interest of individuality.

In spite of what they did for it, the English Character

remained to the end of the century a formal enumeration,

but slightly individualized, of the habits and peculiarities

that serve to differentiate a social, ethical, or political type.

What the English Character-writers failed to do, La Bru-

yre accomplished by introducing into the traditional method

of writing Characters certain modifications.
1 He was the

first writer of Characters to succeed in his attempt to indi-

vidualize the types he presented, without destroying their

value as representatives of a class. Instead of being con-

tent, like his English predecessors, simply to add touch after

touch, every one of which should indicate from different

points of view the same characteristic, depending at the same

time for the interest of the result solely upon the wit, the

liveliness, and the verisimilitude of the portrayal, he at once

secured the reader's interest by tricking him into the belief

1 La BruySre undoubtedly knew the English Character-books that had

preceded his. He certainly knew that of Theophrastus, for he translated

it. It is interesting to conjecture whence he derived the idea of the inno-

vations that he introduced. A probable source is suggested by Victor

Cousin in an article which appeared in La Revue des Deux Mondes, Jan.,

1854, in which he says:
"
Mademoiselle, fille unique de Gaston, Due

d' Orleans, dit 1'^minent e'crivain que nous venons de citer, eut un jour a

la campagne, en 1657, Pide'e de demander & toutes les personnes de sa

socie"t6 de faire leur portrait, et sur-le-champ elle fit elle-menae le sien, en

commenpant par uiie description physique assez de'taille'e, et passant de la

peinture de son esprit, de son ame, de ses mceurs et de toutes ses qualite's

morales, elle fit aussi les portraits de M. B&hune, qui e*tait son chevalier

d'honneur, de M. d'Entragues et de beaucoup d'autres. Apres avoir donne*

1'exemple elle voulait que 1'on le suivit . . . Tel fut le passe-temps de Ma-
demoiselle et de ses amis pendant les anne*es 1657 et 1658 : de ce passe-

temps sortit toute une litte*rature . . . Les portraits se multiplierent a Paris

et dans les provinces . . . : il y en eut d'excellents, il y en eut de me'diocres,

et aussi de de"testables, jusqu'en 1688. La Bruyere renouvela et eleVa le

genre et, sous le nom de caracteres, peignit son siecle et FhumaniteV'
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that the portrait was after all that of an individual. That

he did succeed in his attempt is attested by the swarm of
"
keys

"
that followed the publication of the Caracteres, each

claiming to identify beyond a doubt the separate Characters

as portraits of certain of the author's contemporaries. Un-

fortunately the hopeless divergence of opinion among the

authors of the different "
keys

"
served to invalidate some-

what their conclusions. His method of producing the effect

of individuality was to introduce into his description of the

type a number of personal details, doubtless taken from his

observation of men and women whom he knew to belong in

a general way to the type he was describing.
1 He con-

tributed still further to the effect intended by giving to each

Character what his predecessors had never thought of doing
2

a name. This simple and obvious device contributed more

than anything else to stimulate public interest, for it seemed

that the name, borrowed from the classical plays of the age,

must veil, without wholly concealing, the identity of a con-

temporary.

But La Bruyre's innovations did not end with making his

Characters seem like the portraits of individuals. He was

the first to combine the features of the Montaigne essay with

1 It seems strange that the writers of Characters had not already utilized

this method. They might have learned the trick from Chaucer. In the

Prologue, when describing the Pilgrims, who are each typical of a class,

Chaucer repeatedly employs it, as when, for example, after describing the

Monk, he adds :

" His palfrey was as broun as is a berye."
line 207.

2
Perhaps a single exception to this statement is Ben Jonson. That he

knew Theophrastus is evident from his borrowings and from his adapta-

tions. (Both are discussed in my article, Ben Jonson' s Indebtedness to the

Greek Character-Sketch, in Modern Language Notes, November, 1901) . To

the list of dramatis personae of two of his plays, Every Man Out of His

Humour and The New Inn, he affixed short "characters of the persons,"

which, because each of "the persons" is the embodiment of some "hu-

mour," are, except for their brevity, exactly like those of Theophrastus.
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those of the formal Character.
1 Not content with combining

these two literary forms, La Bruyre added some of the

peculiarities of the Penses and Maximes of which Pascal

and La Rochefoucauld are respectively the masters.
2 As a

result, the short paragraphs of which his chapters consist are

made up of ethical and literary criticisms, arranged in no

very orderly way, of epigrammatic reflections, and of the

Characters. The discursiveness of these criticisms he imi-

tated from Montaigne ;
the sententious bitterness, from

Pascal and La Rochefoucauld
;
while the Characters were,

as I have already said, modifications of a literary form hith-

erto fixed by tradition. With the character-sketch thus

individualized and adapted to the uses of the essayist both

Addison and his colleagues were no doubt perfectly familiar.

Outside Addison's own writings, no direct evidence can be

adduced to prove that La Bruyere's work was known to

him. Yet certain considerations make it extremely probable
that it was. Chief among them is the fact that he was an

accomplished French scholar. In his attempts to obtain a

complete mastery of the language he spared neither time nor

effort. On leaving England in the autumn of 1699, he went

directly to Paris. After remaining there a short time, he

settled for nearly a year at Blois to acquire the language.

1 Hitherto the relations of the English Character had been with the

Baconian Essay ; Henceforth they were to be rather with that of which

Montaigne had been the originator. Nicholas Breton dedicated his

Characters Upon Essays Moral and Divine (1615) to Bacon. In the Address
that follows the dedication he says: "Worthy knight, I have read of

many essays and a kind of charactering of them, by such, as when I looked

unto the form or nature of their writing, I have been of the conceit that

they were but imitators of your breaking the ice to their inventions, which,
how short they may fall of your worth, I had rather think than speak,

though Truth need not blush at her blame."
2 The first two books of Montaigne's Essais had appeared in 1580; La

Kochefoucauld's Reflexions, ou sentences et Maximes Morales in 1665
;
and

Pascal's Pensees in 1669.
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An Abbe" of Blois told Spence
l that Addison lived there in

great seclusion, studying and seeing no one except the mas-

ters, who used to sup with him. In 1700 he returned to

Paris, qualified to converse with the famous Frenchmen,
Malebranche and Boileau. But his was far more than merely
a speaking knowledge of French. He seems to have read

most, if not all, the French authors of the age of Louis

XIV.2 It would be strange indeed if Addison had not

known one of the most popular writers of that age one who

was familiar to even his less cultured colleagues.

Addison was associated with men who knew La Bruyere's

Characters. Eustice Budgell, Addison7
s first cousin, was

certainly familiar with them.3 In number seventy-seven of

the Spectator, describing his absent-minded friend, Will

Honeycomb, he borrows directly from La Bruy&re, as the

following comparison will show :

"After we had walked some time, "II se prome"ne sur 1'eau, et il

I made a full stop with my face demande quelle heure il est. On
toward the west, which Will, know- lui pre*sente une montre, a peine

ing to be my usual way of asking l'a-t-il re9ue, que, ne songeant plus

what's a clock, in an afternoon, ni a 1' heure, ni & la montre, il la

immediately pulled out his watch jette dans riviere, comme une chose

and told me we had seven minutes qui 1'embarrasse."

good. We took a turn or two more, De PHomme, p. 231.*

when to my great surprise, I saw

him squirt away his watch a con-

siderable way into the Thames, and

with great sedateness in his looks

put up the pebble he had before

found, in his fob."

Farther on in the same paper Budgell gives a free paraphrase

of a part of La Bruyre's Character of Mtnalque, ou le dis-

1
Anecdotes, p. 184.

2
Guardian, 117 and 137.

8 It will be remembered that in 1714 Budgell published a version of the

XapaxTTjpej of Theophrastus, thus attesting his own interest in Character-

writing.
* The references are to the Edition Louandre.
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trait,
1

this time, however, acknowledging his indebtedness.

When we consider to what an extent Addison acted as

Budgell's confidential friend and adviser,
2

it seems hardly

possible that he should not have known an author in whom

Budgell was so deeply interested. Steele also knew the

CaractZres. In the Toiler, No. 57, he announces that he

will transcribe from La Bruyre one of the most elegant

pieces of raillery and satire that he has ever read
;
and pro-

ceeds to translate a long paragraph from the Caracteres.
3

That Addison knew an English translation of La Bruyre's
Caracteres de Theophraste traduits du Grec is certain

;
that

he knew the original is, from what he says about the transla-

tion, highly probable. In Volume 39 of the Lover Addison

quotes entire BudgelPs translation from the Greek of Theo-

phrastus' Character of a Discontented Man and that of a

Sloven. The latter translation he contrasts, much to its

advantage, with an earlier English translation of the same

Character, made from the French of La Bruyre. Inciden-

tally he highly commends the French method of preserving

the spirit of the author " without servilely copying word for

word." What he says on this point lends color to the

suggestion that he had specifically in mind La Brayere's

translation of Theophrastus, for that had been little more

than a spirited and clever paraphrase.

Granting that Addison may have known La Bruyre's

Characters, we are not surprised to find in the Character as

he wrote it modifications of the traditional method similar to

those La Bruyre had introduced. Thus we find the por-

1 De I'Homme, pp. 228-236.
2 Johnson said, "Addison wrote Budgell's papers in the Spectator, at

least mended them so much, that he made them almost his own
;
and that

Draper, Tonson's partner, assured Mrs. Johnson, that the much admired

Epilogue to the 'Distressed Mother,' which came out in Budgell's name,
was in reality written by Addison." Boswell's Life, April 26, 1776.

3 De la Cour, pp. 174-5.
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traits of the members of the Spectator Club so individualized

as to seem those of particular persons, while still sufficiently

typical to enable us to recognize the type in many persons

that we meet. Though no "keys," such as followed the

publication of La Bruyre's Caracteres
}
were issued, some

attempts were actually made to identify the Characters as

portraits of individuals. Sir Roger de Coverley has been

identified with a certain Sir John Packington of Worcester-

shire
; Captain Sentry with C. Kempenfelt, father of Admiral

Kempenfelt ;
and Will Honeycomb, with a certain Colonel

Cleland.
1

How great a divergence from the method hitherto tradi-

tional this added individualization really represented, may
be gathered from a brief comparison of the Character of Sir

Roger de Coverley with Overbury's Character of a Country

Gentleman, who is an earlier representative of the same type.
2

Both are justices of the peace. But while Overbury
7

s has

no name nor local habitat, and might live anywhere in Eng-

land, Sir Roger possesses both. He lives in Worcestershire,

where he owns a country-seat, Coverley Hall
;
and when,

like Overbury's Country Gentleman, he occasionally comes

up to London, he lodges in Soho Square. He resembles the

aforesaid Gentleman in being a little awkward and ill at ease

in the great city.
3 He is at his best in his own shire, where

he can explain the game laws and untangle a knotty point

of law with the sage remark " that there is much to be said

1 " What a pity we cannot find the reality," says Hazlitt
;

" and yet if

we did, the dream would be over. I once thought I knew a Will Wimble
and a Will Honeycomb, but they turned out but indifferently."

2 In A Wife, now the Widow, of Sir Thomas Overbury, Being a most ex-

quisite and singular Poem of the Choice of a Wife. Whereunto are added

many witty Characters and conceited News, written by himself and other learned

Gentlemen, his Friends (1614).
3
"Nothing but a subpoena can draw him to London

;
and when he is

there, he sticks fast upon every object, casts his eyes away upon gazing,

and becomes the prey of every cut-purse." Overbury.
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on both sides of the question."
l Like the Country Gentle-

man, again, he is careful about expense; we find him re-

warding the guide who had conducted him through West-

minster Abbey by shaking him by the hand at parting.
2

Moreover, Addison's style in writing these Characters

exhibits two curious divergences from his habitual manner,

both of which are identical with the two most marked fea-

tures of La Bruyere's style. I refer to that occasional male-

volence, so distinctly evident in Addison's satire
;

3 and also

to that epigrammatic and antithetical quality which is some-

times apparent, and the more apparent because so in contrast

to his usual ease and fluidity.
4 It would be interesting to

know surely whence came these variations in Addison's style.

They certainly cannot be traced to Montaigne, whose influ-

ence upon the eighteenth century essay is ordinarily thought

to have been so great.
5 The most reasonable hypothesis is,

1 " He speaks statutes and husbandry well enough to make his neighbors

think him a wise man." Overbury.
2 " When he traveleth, he will go ten miles out of his way to a cousin's

house of his to save charges ;
he rewards the servant by taking him by the

hand when he departs." Overbury.
3 Minto (Manual of English Prose Literature, p. 387) is the only one of

Addison's critics who has pointed out this obvious quality of Addison's

satire. He goes so far as to say that " Not a single paper of Addison's can

be pointed out that does not contain some stroke of malice." Professor

Courthope, though he sees no malignity in Addison's satire, affirms that

the essence of his humor is irony. ( Addison, p. 172).
4 It seems strange that this occasional conciseness of expression should

have escaped completely the notice of Addison's critics from Johnson

down. Yet they have all followed Johnson's dictum that "he is never

feeble, and he did not wish to be energetic ;
he is never rapid, and he

never stagnates. His sentences have neither studied amplitude, nor af-

fected brevity ;
his periods, though not diligently rounded, are voluble

and easy." Lives of the Poets, Vol. 2, p. 140.
5 Addison does not seem to have admired Montaigne. We are told that

having occasion to read over some of Montaigne's Essays, and finding that

the contents of the chapters bore little relation to their titles, he flung the

book down in disgust saying, "If he had been a horse, he would have been

pounded for straying ;
and why he ought to be more favored because he is

a man I cannot understand."
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I think, that they are to be accounted for by the influence

of La Bruy&re.
1 In support of this hypothesis I have

already pointed out the a priori grounds for accepting it.

There remains the direct proof.

The direct proof of Addison's debt to La Bruyre is, it

must be admitted, rather scanty. It is found in passages

that resemble each other in style and spirit, rather than in

those that illustrate a formal borrowing. Such passages as

the following, where Addison seems to have imitated the

balanced sentences of the French author, are much more fre-

quent than such verbal resemblances as would be, perhaps,

more conclusive evidences of indebtedness. Addison is

speaking of marriage in No. 128 of the Spectator:

"How different are the lives of Aristus and Aspatia ! The innocent

vivacity of the one is tempered and composed by the cheerful gravity of

the other. The wife grows wise by the discourses of the husband, and the

husband good-humoured by the conversations of the wife. Aristus would

not be so amiable were it not for his Aspatia, nor Aspatia so much to be

esteemed, were it not for her Aristus."

The general resemblance between the style of the foregoing

and the following rather typical quotation from La Bruyere
is sufficiently evident :

"Chrysante, homme opulent et impertinent, ne veut pas tre vu avec

Eugene, qui est homme de me'rite, mais pauvre ;
il croiroit en tre de"s-

honore
; EugSne est pour Chrysante dans les mmes dispositions : ils ne

courent pas risque de se heurter." P. 126.

Had I chosen to include all the passages from the two

authors that resemble each other in such a general way, my
1 Doctor Johnson seems to have suspected the influence of La Bruyere

upon Addison, for he praises the Toiler and Spectator by saying that they
" adjusted the unsettled practice of daily intercourse by propriety and

politeness, and, like La Bruyere, exhibited the characters and manners of

the age."

Professor Courthope ( Addison, in the English Men of Letters Series,

p. 104) says,
" La Bruyere' s characters are no doubt the literary models of

those which appear in the Spectator."
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list of quotations would have been indeed a long one
;
but I

have limited my citations to portions that afford a parallel

in content as well as in form.

The most interesting passages to compare are the two

satires upon the French and English respectively. These

are found the one on page 175 of the Caract&res, and the

other in No. 50 of the Spectator. I am aware that Swift

told Johnson 1
that the hint for this satire came from him

;

and that he intended to write a book upon it. However

that may have been, a comparison of the two will show that

Addison probably owed more in the way of suggestion to La

Bruyere than to Swift. Addison 7
s satire purports to be a

translation of certain papers left behind by four Indian Kings
who had visited England about a year before. It begins

with a description of St. Paul's cathedral :

"On the most rising part of the town there stands a huge house, big

enough to contain the whole nation of which I am king. Our good brother

E Tow O Koam, king of the rivers, is of opinion it was made by the hands

of that great god to whom it is consecrated. The kings of Granajah, and

of the six nations, believe that it was created with the earth, and produced
on the same day with the sun and moon. But for my own part, by the

best information that I could get of this matter, I am apt to think, that

this prodigious pile was fashioned into the shape it now bears by several

tools and instruments, of which they have a wonderful variety in this

country It is probable that when this great work was begun,
which must have been many hundred years ago, there was some religion

among this people, for they give it the name of a temple, and have a tra-

dition that it was designed for men to pay their devotion in. And, indeed,

there are several reasons which make us think that the natives of this

country had formerly among them some sort of worship : for they set apart

every seventh day as sacred : but upon my going into one of these holy
houses on that day, I could not observe any circumstance of devotion in

their behaviour : there was, indeed, a man in black who was mounted
above the rest, and seemed to utter something with a great deal of vehe-

mence
;
but as for those underneath him, instead of paying tfreir worship

to the deity of the place, they were most of them bowing and curtseying to

one another, and a considerable number of them fast asleep

1 Letter 21, April 14, 1711.
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The men of the country are very cunning and ingenious in handicraft

works
;
but withal so very idle, that we often saw young, lusty, raw-boned

fellows carried up and down the streets in little covered rooms by a couple
of porters, who are hired for that service. Their dress is likewise very

barbarous, for they almost strangle themselves about the neck, and bind

their bodies with many ligatures, that we are apt to think are the occasion

of several distempers among them, which our country is entirely free from.

Instead of those beautiful feathers with which we adorn our heads, they
often buy up a monstrous bush of hair, which covers their heads, and falls

down in a large fleece below the middle of their backs
;
with which they

walk up and down the streets, and are as proud of it as if it was of their

own growth
" As for the women of the country, not being able to talk with them we

could only make our remarks upon them at a distance. They let the hair

of their heads grow to a great length ;
but as the men make a great show

with heads of hair that are none of their own, the women, who they say
have very fine heads of hair, tie it up in a knot, and cover it from being
seen. The women look like angels, and would be more beautiful than the

sun, were it not for little black spots that are apt to break out in their faces,

and sometimes rise in very odd figures. I have observed that those little

blemishes wear off very soon
;
but when they disappear in one part of the

face, they are very apt to break out in another, inasmuch that I have seen

a spot upon the forehead in the afternoon, which was upon the chin in the

morning."

La Bruyre's satire upon the French is shorter and is

introduced much more abruptly. I have transcribed it

entire :

" L' on parle d' une region ou les vieillards sont galants, polis et civils,

les jeunes gens, au contraire, durs, feroces, sans mceurs ni politesse ;
ils se

trouvent affranchis de la passion des femmes dans un age ou 1'on commence

ailleurs & la sentir
;

ils leur pre*ferent des repas, des viands et des amours

ridicules. Celui-la chez eux est sobre et mode're', qui ne s'enivre que de

vin : 1' usage trop frequent qu'ils en ont fait le leur a rendu insipide. Ils

cherchent & re*veiller leur gout de*ja e*teint par des eaux-de-vie, et par toutes

les liqueurs les plus violentes
;

il ne manque a leur debauche que de boire

de 1'eauforte. Les femmes du pays pre"cipitent le de*clin de leur beaute" par
des artifices qu'elles croient servir a les rendre belles : leur coutume est de

peindre leur ISvres, leur joues, leurs sourcils, et leurs e'paules, qu'elles

^talent avec leur gorge, leurs bras et leurs oreilles, comme si elles craig-

noient de cacher 1'endroit par ou elles pourroient plaire, ou de ne pas
montrer assez. Ceux qui habitent cette contre"e ont une physionomie qui
n'est pas nette, mais confuse, embarrasse'e dans une e*paisseur de cheveux
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Strangers qu'ils pre*frent aux naturels, et dont ils font un long tissu pour

couvrir leur tete : il descend & la moitig du corps, change les traits, et

empche qu'on ne connoisse les hommes a leur visage. Ces peuples d'ail-

leurs ont leur dieu et leur roi. Les grands de la nation s'assemblent tous

les jours, a une certaine heure, dans un temple qu'ils nomment e*glise. II

y a au fond de ce temple un autel consacre* a leur dieu, ou un prtre celebre

des mysteres, qu'ils appellent saints, sacre*s et redoutables. Les grands

forment un vaste cercle au pied de cet autel, et paroissent debout, le dos

tourne" directement au pre"tre et aux saints mysteres, et les faces e'leve'es

vers le roi, qu'on voit a genoux sur une tribune, et a qui ils semblent

avoir tout 1' esprit et tout le coeur appliques. On ne laisse pas de voir dans

cet usage une espe"ce de subordination : car ce peuple paroit adorer le

prince, et le prince adorer Dieu. Les gens du pays le nomment ... II

est a quelque quarante-huit degrs d' elevation du p61e, et a plus de onze

cents lieues de mer des Iroquois et de Hurons." l

The other instances of more or less significant verbal re-

semblances I have arranged in parallel columns as follows :

"If we survey the pictures of

our great-grandmothers in Queen
Elizabeth's time, we see them
clothed down to the very wrists and

up to the very chin. . . . The fol-

lowing age of females made larger

discoveries of their complexion.

They first of all tucked up their

garments to the elbow, and not-

withstanding the tenderness of the

sex, were content, for the infor-

mation of mankind, to expose their

arms to the coldness of the air and

injuries of the weather. . . . About

the same time, the ladies consider-

ing that the neck was a very mod-

est part of in a human body, they
freed it from these yokes, I mean
those monstrous linen ruffs, in

which the simplicity of their grand-
mothers had enclosed it." Guar-

dian, No. 100.

"Et d'ailleurs, les femmes, qui

montrent leur gorge et leurs

e*paules, sont-elles d' une complexion
moins delicate que les hommes, ou

moins sujettes qu'eux aux bien-

se*ances ? Quelle est la pudeur qui

engage celles-ci a couvrir leurs

jambes et presque leurs pieds, et qui

permet d' avoir les bras nus au-

dessus du coude?" Page 368.

1 This is the passage that Addison's cousin, Budgell, admired so much,
and translated in the Tatler, No. 57.
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"Temperance and abstinence,

faith and devotion, are in them-

selves perhaps as laudable as any
other virtues

;
but those which

make a man popular and beloved

are justice, charity and munificence,

and in short all the qualifications

that render us beneficial to each

other." Spectator, No. 243.

"I look upon a French ragout
to be as pernicious to the stomach

as a glass of spirits ;
and when I

have seen a young lady swallow

all the instigations of high soups,

seasoned sauces, and forced meats,

I have wondered at the despair or

tedious sighing of her lovers."

Toiler, No. 148.

"There is, indeed, nothing which

betrays a man into so many errors

and inconveniences, as the desire of

not appearing singular; . . . ."

Spectator, No. 576.

"There is nothing which we

receive with so much reluctance

as advice. . . . We consider the

instruction as an implicit censure,

and the zeal which any one shows

for our good on such an occasion, as

a piece of presumption or imperti-

nence." Spectator, No. 512.

". . . . curiosity is one of the

strongest and most lasting appetites

implanted in us, ... ." Spectator,

No. 237.

"For this reason, as there are

none can be properly called rich,

"
II est vrai qu'il y a deux vertus

que les hommes admirent, la bra-

voure et la libe'ralite', parce qu'il

y a deux choses qu'ils estiment

beaucoup et que ces vertus font

ne*gliger, la vie et 1' argent ;
aussi

personne n'avance de soi qu'il est

brave ou liberal." Page 253.

"Ragouts, liqueurs, entries, en-

tremets, tous mots qui devroient

tre barbares et inintelligibles en

notre langue ;
. . . ." Page 362.

' ' Le commun des hommes est si

enclin au de're'glement et a la baga-

telle, et le monde est si plein

d'exemples ou pernicieux ou ridi-

cules, que je croirois assez que
1' esprit de singularity s'il pouvoit
avoir ses bornes et ne pas aller trop

loin, approcheroit fort de la droit

raison et d'une conduite re"gulire."

Page 279.

"II y a dans les meilleurs con-

seils de qui de*plaire : ils ne vien-

nent d'ailleurs que de notre esprit ;

c'est assez pour tre rejete*s d'abord,

par pre-emption et par huraeur, et

suivis seulement par ne'cessite' ou

par reflexion.
' '

Page 303.

"Ce (curiosity) n'est pas un

amusement, mais une passion, et

souvent si violente, qu'elle ne cde
a 1'amour et & 1' ambition que par
la petitesse de son objet." Page
321.

"Celui-ia est riche
; qui recoit

plus qu'il ne consume
; celui-la est
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who have not more than they want ;

there are few rich men in any of

the politer nations, but among the

middle sort of people, who keep
their wishes within their fortunes,

and have -more wealth than they

know how to enjoy." Spectator,

No. 574.

"Modesty is not only an orna-

ment, but also a guard to virtue."

Spectator, No. 231.

' ' Youth is devoted to lust, middle

age to ambition, old age to ava-

rice." Tatter, No. 120.

"Tully has, therefore, very justly

exposed the precept delivered by
some ancient writers, that a man
should live with his enemy in such

a manner as might leave him room

to become his friend
;
and with his

friend in such a manner that, if he

became his enemy, it should not be

in his power to hurt him. The
first part of this rule . . . . is

indeed very reasonable . . . .
;
but

the latter part of it .... savours

more of cunning than of discretion,

and would cut a man off from the

greatest pleasures of life, which are

the freedoms of conversation with a

bosom friend." Spectator, No. 225.

"In the first place, no other

being can make a right judgment
of us and esteem us according to

our merits. Created beings see

nothing but our outside, and can

therefore only frame a judgment
of us from our exterior actions and

behaviour
;
but how unfit these are

pauvre, dont la de"pense excede la

recette." Page 125.

"La modestie est au nierite ce

que les ombres sont aux figures dans

un tableau : elle lui donne de la

force et du relief." Page 37.

"Ce vice (avarice) est plut6t

Feffet de Page et de la complexion
des vieillards, qui s'y abandonnent

aussi naturellement qu' ils suivoient

leurs plaisirs dans leur jeunesse ou

leur ambition dans Page viril."

Page 262.

"Vivre avec ses ennemis comme
s'ils devoient un jour tre nos amis,

et vivre avec nos amis comme s'ils

pouvoient devenir nos ennemis, n'est

ni selon la nature de la haine, ni

selon las regies de Pami tie" : ce n'est

point une maxime morale, mais

politique." Page 79.

"
II ne faut pas juger des hommes

comme d' un tableau ou d' une figure,

sur une seule et premiere vue : il y
a un inte'rieur et un cceur qu'il faut

approfondir. Le voile d* la modes-

tie couvre le me*rite, et le masque
de 1'hypocrisie cache la malignite*.

... Ce n'est que peu a peu, et
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to give us a right notion of each

other's perfections, may appear from

several considerations. There are

many virtues, which in their own

nature are incapable of any outward

representation : many silent perfec-

tions in the soul of a good man,
which are great ornaments to human

nature, but not able to discover

themselves to the knowledge of

others." Spectator, No. 257.
11

. ... if we observe the con-

duct of the fair sex, we find that

they choose rather to associate them-

selves with a person who resembles

them in that light and volatile

humour which is natural to them,

than to such as are qualified to

moderate and counterbalance it. ...

When we see a fellow loud and

talkative, full of insipid life and

laughter, we may venture to pro-

nounce him a female favourite :

"Spectator, No. 128.

force's mme par les temps et les

occasions, que la vertu parfaite et

le vice consomme viennent enfin a

se declarer." Page 288.

"A un homme vain, indiscret,

qui est grand parleur et mauvais

plaisant, qui parle de soi avec con-

fiance et des autres avec me"pris, im-

pe"tueux, altier, entreprenant, sans

moeurs ni probite", de nul jugement,

et d' une imagination trs-libre, il ne

lui manque plus, pour tre adore*

de bien des femmes, que de beaux

traits et la taille belle." Page 55.

The reasons for believing that Addison was influenced by
La Bruyre are five. First, Addison was almost certainly

familiar with La Bruyre's Caract&res-, for he knew the

French language, had read exhaustively in French literature

of the seventeenth century, was associated with men who

knew La Bruyere, and certainly had read an English trans-

lation of La Bruyere's version of Theophrastus. Secondly,

Addison's manner of writing Characters resembles, in the

degree of individualization that he gives them, that of La

Bruy&re, and does not resemble that of any English writer of

Characters who had preceded him. Thirdly, Addison' s sen-

tence structure often shows a marked variation from his more

usual method, this variation being in the direction of the

epigrammatic balance characteristic ofLa Bruyere. Fourthly,
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Addison's style resembles in its occasional malevolence the

mordant quality of La BruySre's. Finally, certain citations

have been made of passages in the work of the two authors

which seem to show more than an accidental likeness. My
conclusion, then, is that Addison wrote his Characters under

the influence of La Bruyere.
\

EDWARD CHAUNCEY BALDWIN.



XVII. THE RELIGION OF FRIEDRICH SCHILLER.

In his German Culture and Christianity, London, 1882,

Joseph Gostwick says apologetically of Schiller :
" As re-

gards his unbelief, he must be classed with the more respect-

able rationalists." And of his middle life he says :
" The

poet, naturally a proud man, learned to look down with con-

tempt on everything that in his boyhood had been believed."

And as a sort of final judgment :
" When the saying is once

more repeated, that for Schiller independent culture takes the

place of religion, the truth of the conclusion is obvious,

though it may require some qualification." This qualification

is found in the statement a.t the end of the chapter on Schiller,

that " there may be found passages in his later prose writings

to support our opinion that near the close of his life he was

led to think with reverence of religion." This judgment of

Gostwick's may stand as a fair sample of the conservative

view of Schiller's religion, and this by one who is partial to

the poet and would fain count him as a fellow-believer.

On the other hand, there have not been wanting genial

and charitable enthusiasts who have claimed Schiller as

inherently a good Christian. Schlurick, for instance, in his

Schiller und die Bibel, says :
" But his heart was richly im-

pregnated with the spirit of the Bible and of Christianity."

And Roscher, in his Geistliche G-edanken eines National-

okonoms, expresses the opinion that Schiller " needed only to

have his eyes opened (bedurfte nur eines Ideinen Starstiches)

in order quickly to become a very good Christian." It is

hardly worth while to mention those suspicious orthodox of

an older day who accused Schiller of a secret leaning toward

Catholicism, or even of actual entrance into the mother

Church, basing their suspicions, of course, on the poet's

496
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serious and reverent treatment of the Catholic rites in Maria

Stuart and Die Jungfrau von Orleans.

It appears, on examination, that the views represented by
Gostwick are based upon an eighteenth century notion of

religion as identical with the orthodox Christianity of the

time. Gostwick frankly puts his question in one place,

"How much did he believe of the Christian Religion?"
On the other hand, both the rejections and the defences of

Schiller's right to a standing within the pale of religion are

more or less mixed up with overzealous partisanship, with

an identification of religion with " my religion."

In view of the great changes which have taken place

since Schiller's death, both in religious thought and in the

average standpoint of the professional exponents of religion,

a review of the judgments of Schiller in this respect seems

called for, and this the more since it is reasonable to assume

that no new material is now likely to come to light either

from the pen of Schiller himself or from those of his com-

petent contemporaries. The labels "
rationalist,"

"
skeptic,"

"atheist," "deist," "infidel," which were once applied so

freely and so indiscriminately to anyone who differed in

religious opinion from those who applied the labels, have

changed their meaning or lost much of their reproach, and

need to be examined and readjusted, if not thrown into the

waste-basket altogether.

In the eighteenth century the doctrine "
orthodoxy is my

-doxy" went so far as to deny the name of religion to any
but the Christian and ancient Hebrew faiths

;
indeed the

more zealous members of the two great camps of Christendom

inclined to deny the name to Protestantism and Catholicism

as the case might be. Christianity was religion ;
all other

beliefs were "
superstitions,"

"
paganism," and their adher-

ents " infidels." At the same time it was quite common to

confuse under the one common name of religion three more
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or less distinct things : theology, or the theories about reli-

gion; the Church, or the outward forms and institutions of

religion; and the personal life and walk of the individual,

his relation to God. Indeed, it was rather the first two of

these which were commonly meant when religion was under

discussion.

Moreover, it is important to bear in mind, in considering
Schiller's utterances on the subject of religion, that he him-

self was in some measure a victim of this religious astigma-

tism, or, if not, that he used the word religion frequently in

the same partial senses as did his contemporaries, in order to

be understood by them.

And finally, we must ourselves learn to distinguish

between the poet's theological speculations, his sympathetic

imaginings, and his deep convictions which are to be judged

chiefly by his life. So greatly has the religious climate of

the present time changed, that the life seems now to be

regarded as the only religious manifestation worth consid-

ering, if we may judge from certain recent biographies, which

abstain from all reference to the poet's religion distinctly as

such.

Before proceeding with our investigation, let us consider

the opinions of a few other writers, illustrating the diversity

of judgment as to Schiller's spiritual standing :

Bulwer-Lytton : "But the fact is, that Schiller's mind was so essentially

religious that we feel more angry (touching The Gods of Greece
),
when he,

whom we would gladly hail as our light and guide, only darkens us or mis-

leads, than we should with the absolute infidelity of a less grave and

reverent genius. . . . The Hymn to Joy is a poem that never could have been

written but in a Christian age, in a Christian land, but by a man whose whole

soul was inspired and suffused with that firm belief in God's justice and goodness

that full assurance of rewards beyond the grave, that exulting and seraphic

cheerfulness which associates joy with the Creator, and that animated affection for

the Brotherhood of mankind, which Christianity arid Christianity alone . . .

taught and teaches.'
1

Schlurick :"0fa truth, in these thoughts (Die Johanniter ) Schiller appears
to be not far from the kingdom of God. Yet he did not accept the Biblical
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foundation of Christian freedom and morality, saving grace through Christ

and the re-birth in the Holy Spirit, etc. The word re-birth occurs but

once, and that in mockery. Jesus is mentioned but rarely."

Goethe :

"
Schillern war eben diese Christus-Tendenz eingeboren."

Jacob Grimm :

"
Religion lives in him, and the living religion is the true one.

In its presence we dare not speak of orthodoxy, because, to be exact, all

the summits of faith divide and are individualized."

Heutl : "The lyrical and didactic poems from the period of Schiller's

intellectual: maturity reveal his faith in the ideal realities of life in the

clearest light."

Baltzer : "Everything had for him a religious sacredness in the new sense

of the word, and there is but one testimony to the fact that in his times of

suffering he manifested a gentle and celestial greatness of soul. . . . His

religion is the very central force of his being, of his greatness and of his

glory. His religion is himself, the spiritual, the godlike Schiller."

Liibker :
"
If therefore he could not find, or did not find, the significance

of the sacrifice of Christ and the way thus opened to every seeking human
soul to its merits, it is not so much his fault as that of the ossified church

of his time, which had barred even the way to the holy of holies with new

human ordinances. And yet, when he says, Accept the godhead into your

will, and he will come down from the throne of the world, he seems to have

been nearer to the ground principle of Protestantism than he himself was aware."

De Stae'l :
il
Conscience was his muse."

The sources for a judgment of Schiller's religious convic-

tions must be : (1) The declarations of his contemporaries ;

(2) his own writings ; (3) his life.

Of these the second and third are of vastly greater validity

and importance than the first. Moreover, the utterances of

really competent persons regarding Schiller's distinctly religi-

ous views and convictions are singularly scant, so far as I

have been able to investigate, excepting for his youth, when

in the nature of the case they are much less significant.

1. THE TESTIMONY OF CONTEMPORARIES.

Schiller was born into a strict Lutheran home, and there

is no question that he was sincerely and formally pious until

his confirmation at the age of twelve and perhaps for five
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years after that. The testimony of his family and his own

clearly independent desire to become a clergyman are suffi-

cient evidences of this.

Of utterances by others regarding his religion, decidedly
the most distinct is that of Karoline von Wolzogen, in her

Life of Schiller :

"The universal significance of Christianity, the pure and holy person-

ality of its founder, the infinite profundity of Nature filled him with

reverence, which became more and more deep and sincere toward the end

of his life. Truth and Love were the religion of his heart, its result the

striving after the purest things of earth and after the infinite and eternal

the true life of his spirit which, despite its short stay on earth, left in all

souls that could appreciate the higher life the conviction that few were ever

nobler or had exercised a richer and more enduring activity than he."

This might serve as a summary of all that we can accumu-

late from Schiller's own utterances. Next to this stands the

testimony of the one man best fitted to judge calmly and well,

Goethe :
" This Christ-spirit (Tendenz) was innate in Schiller.

He touched nothing common without ennobling it
"

(Letter to

Zelter, 9, XI, 1830). This is really better than the two beau-

tiful lines of the Epilog zum Lied von der Grlocke :

" Denn hinter ihm, in wesenlosem Scheme

Lag, was uns alle bandigt, das Gemeine."

This utterance of Goethe's is a double tribute, and the

fuller of meaning for Schiller because Goethe was not wont

to recognize or to pay tribute to the Christ-ideal.

As against these judgments of two of the most competent

contemporaries I know of practically no opposite opinion

based upon personal acquaintance with the man, but only

such as arose in the criticism of Schiller's works, such for

instance as Stolberg's review of Die Goiter Grieclienlands in

the Deutsches Museum, wherein he charged Schiller with

blasphemy. But we are as competent as any one to form an

opinion on the poet's published works, and hence we need

not consider these charges.
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2. THE EVIDENCE OF SCHILLER'S WRITINGS.

In attempting to judge of Schiller's religion from his pub-

lished and written words, we shall probably meet with gene-

ral consent in grouping these under : (1) letters; (2) essays

and histories ; (3) lyrics and ballads
; (4) dramas and prose

fiction. Translations may clearly be left out of account.

Utterances found in the first two of these groups may rea-

sonably be taken at their face value, subject to a few minor

deductions to be mentioned later. Lyrics and gnomic verse

are much more surely the genuine expression of the poet's

thought than ballads. In the ballad, especially when it is of

a narrative or even dramatic character, we must hesitate to

identify the sentiments of the personages with those of the

poet himself. Finally, for the dramas and narrative fiction

the rules of interpretation must vary somewhat with the

individual piece. In general, it may be safe to attribute to

the poet the sentiments of the nobler personages those who

are plainly the poet's favorites, Karl Moor, Luise, Posa,

Max Piccolomini, Maria Stuart, Paulet, Johanna and to

hold him guiltless of the sentiments expressed by the villains,

such as Franz Moor, von Walther, Philipp, Gessler, and

others. But in the case of commonplace and colorless char-

acters, and of those made up of good and evil, such as Fiesko,

Don Karlos, Wallenstein, and the brothers in Die Braut von

Messina, it is questionable whether we are justified in attri-

buting any of their sentiments to the poet himself, certainly

not if these sentiments are clearly in conflict with sentiments

expressed by the poet when writing in propria persona.

In saying this I do not ignore the fact that a man may
harbor and even express conflicting sentiments^ But we

may trust the more permanent quality of those set down

deliberately in letters and essays and histories. The evidence

of the dramas is good when confirmatory of these testimonies,

doubtful when it conflicts with them.
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I. From Schiller's Letters.

The references to the letters are by number as given in

Jonas's edition,
1

usually with addition of the date. I have

cut paragraphs and even sentences freely where a single

phrase is all that throws any light upon my subject. Where
a long letter is full of a certain kind of sentiment but lacking

definite utterance I have deemed it sufficient to quote samples

only.

1. 21. April, 1772. An Frau Stall. To Schiller's PaOiin,

just before his confirmation on the next Sunday. Full

of formal conformity.
" Durch die Gnade Gottes nunmehro in Erkenntniss un-

serer selig machenden Religion soweit gekommen, &c."

"Und besonders bitte ich Sie, mich bei der bevorstehenden

Confirmations-Handlung in Ihr Gebet einzuschliessen, dass

mich Gott durch seine Gnade und guten Geist starken wolle,

damit ich diejenige Pflicht, die ich nun selbst ubernehme,
mit allem Fleiss erfiillen moge, und zum Wohlgefalleu
Gottes."

2. 1778
(?).

An Scharffenstein.

Full of " Gott weiss,"
" Gott moge es euch vergeben" the

whole a complaint because his bosom friend had hurt his

pride.

3. 1778. An Boigeol.

B. has accused S. of "feeling God only in poetry" a habit

acquired, he suspects, from Klopstock. This S. resents
;
he

has found " einen hoheren Freund, an dem imYs nun nim-

mer fehlen wird fur und fur. (Denn dieser Freund gebeut
mir Sie zu lieben in Ewigkeit)." Much about what may be
" in einer bessern Welt." The same general subject as 2.

4. 1780. An Hauptmann von Hoven. On the death of his

son, Schiller's comrade.

1
Schiller's Briefe, Kritische Gesamtausgabe, Stuttgart, Fritz Jonas, 1892 f.
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" Ich mache diese Fragen . . . einem Weisen, einem Chris-

ten, der es weiss, dass ein Gott Leben und Tod verhangt,

und ein ewig weiser Ratschluss iiber uns waltet." Confident

but formal hopes of another world. However, note the fol-

lowing :
" Das sind nicht auswendig gelernete Gemein-

spriiche, . . . . es ist eigenes wahres Gefiihl meines Herzens."

"Ich bin noch nicht ein und zwanzig Jahr alt, aber die

Welt hat -keinen Reiz fur mich mehr."

6. (No date). An von Seeger. Analysis of a hypochondriac
fellow student.

"Er strebte nach Uberzeugung, aber verlrrte auf einen

falschen Weg, da er sie suchen wollte, versank in die finster-

sten Zweifel, verzweifelte an der Gliickseligkeit, an der

Gottheit."

39. November, 1782. An Christophine Schiller.

" Auch der Himmel ist es, dem wir die Zukunft iibergeben,

von dem ihr und ich, gottlob nur allein, abhangig sind. Ihm

iibergebe ich euch, meine Theuren, er erhalte euch vest und

stark, meine Schicksale zu erleben." . ; .
" Noch einmal,

vertraue auf Gott, der auch der Gott Deines feruen Bruders

ist."

57. Marz, 1783. An Reinwald.

Requests
" Biicher iiber die Jesuiten und Religionsveran-

derungen, iiberhaupt iiber den Bigotismus und seine Verderb-

nisse des Charakters," in preparation for his Friedrich Imhof.

65. April, 1783. An Reinwald.
"
Gott, wie ich mir denke, liebt den Seraph so wenig als den

Wurm der ihn unwissend lobt. Er erblickt sich, sein grosses,

unendliches Selbst, in der unendlichen Natur umhergestreut.
In der allgemeinen Summe der Krafte berechnet er

augenblicklich Sich selbst. . . . Sein Bild sieht er aus der

ganzen Okonomie des ErschaiFenen vollstandig, wie aus

einem Spiegel, zuriickgeworfen, und liebt sich in dem Abriss,
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das Bezeichnete in dem Zeichen. Wiederum findet er in jedem
einzelnen Geschopf (mehr oder weniger) Trammer seines

Wesens zerstreut. Dies bildlich auszudriicken so wie eine

Leibnizische Seele vielleicht eine Linie von der Gottheit

hat, so hat die Seele der mimosa nur einen einfachen Punkt,
das Yermogen zu empfinden, von ihr und der hochste denk-

ende Geist nach Gott doch Sie verstehen mich schon."

91. November, 1783. An H. von Wolzogen.

"Trunk, ein katholischer Geistlicher, dessen Verfolgung
und Schicksal Sie im teutschen Musaum lesen, 1st ein guter

Freimd von mir . . . Er ist ein lebendig herumgehen-
der Beweis, wie viel Boses die Pfaffen zu stiften irn stand

sind."

207. Aug., 1787. An Korner.

Speaking of Charlotte von Kalb :
" Unser Verhaltnis ist

wie die geoffenbarte Religion, auf den Glauben gestiizt.

Die Resultate langer Priifuugen, langsamer Fortschritte des

menschlichen Geistes sind bei dieser auf eine mystische

Weise avanciert, weil die Vernunft zu langsam dahin gelangt

sein wiirde. Derselbe Fall ist mit C. und mir. Wir haben

mit der Ahndung des Resultats angefangen und miissen jetzt

unsre Religion durch den Verstand untersuchen und befesti-

gen. Hier wie dort zeigen sich also notwendig alle Epochen

des Fanatismus, des Skepticismus, des Aberglaubens und

Unglaubens, und dann wahrscheinlich am Ende ein reiner

und billiger Yernunftsglaube, der der allein seligmachende

ist."

209. Aug., 1787. An Korner.

S. has heard Herder preach, "aber ich muss dir auf-

richtig gestehen, dass mir iiberhaupt keine Predigt gefallt.

. f% , Eine Predigt ist fur den gemeinen Mann der Mann

von Geist, der ihr das Wort spricht, ist ein beschrankter

Kopf, ein Phantast oder ein Heuchler. . . . Diese Stelle

kannst du beim Vorlesen meines Briefes iiberschlagen."
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217. Sept., 1787. An Korner.

Bode " 1st sehr mit den Berlinern liber die drohende

Gefahr des Catholicismus einig. . . . Die jetzige Anarchie

der Aufklarung, meint er, ware hauptsachlich der Jesuiten

Werk. Die Jesuiten und die Herrenhiiter, behauptet er,

waren von Anfang an verbiindet gewesen."
" Ich habe nur einen Maasstab fur die Moralitat, und, ich

glaube, den strengsten : 1st die That, die ich begehe, von

guten oder schlimmen Folgen fur die Welt, wenn sie allge-

mein ist?"

261. April, 1788. An Korner.
" Wenn ich beten konnte, so wolte ich sie in mein Gebet

einschliessen."

297. Aug., 1788. An Lotte von Lengefeld.
" Bitten Sie doch die Mama recht schon, dass Sie mir

erlaube, durch diese Holy Bible mein Andenken bei ihr zu

stiften. Ich weiss, dass Sie Lust hatte sie Englisch zu

lesen und schon longst hat der tagliche Verfall des wahren

Christentums im Lengefeldschen Haus wie eine Zentnerlast

auf meinem Christlichen Herzen gelegen ! ! Ich stifte dieses

zur Beforderung der wahren Gottseligkeit und der eng-

lischen Sprache !

"

300. Aug., 1788. An W. von Wolzogen.
On the death of Frau von Wolzogen. No reference to

immortality. S. is grateful that she escaped suffering here.

S. will honor her memory in and through her son.

357. Dez., 1788. An Korner.

"Wenn ich aus den Gebrechen der Religion oder der

Moral ein schones ubereinstimmendes Ganze zusammenstelle,

so ist mein Kunstwerk gut, es ist auch nicht unmoralisch

oder gottlos, eben weil ich beide Gegenstande nicht nfthm wie

sie sind, sondern erst wie ich sie nach einer gewaltigen Opera-

tion, d. i. nach Absonderung und neuer Zusammenfugung.
Der Gott, den ich in den ' Gottern Griechenlands '

in Schatten
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stelle, 1st nicht der Gott der Philosophen oder auch nur das

wolthatige Trauinbild des grossen Haufens, sondern er ist

eine aus vielen gebrechlichen, schiefen Vorstellungsarten

zusammeugeflossene Missgeburt. . . . Die Gotter der Grie-

chen, die ich ins Licht stelle, sind nur die lieblichen Eigen-
schaften der griechischen Mythologie in eine Vorstellungsart

zusammengefasst.
' ?

368. Jan., 1789. An Lotte von Lengefeld.
" Mein ' Geisterseher

'
hat mich dieser Tage etlichemal

sehr angenehm beschaftigt ;
er hatte aber fast mein Christen-

tum wankend gemacht, das, wie sie wissen, alle Krafte der

Holle nicht haben bewegen konnen."

427. Sept., 1789. An Lotte.

" Die Mohammedaner, wenn sie beten, kehren ihr Gesicht

nach Mecca
;

ich werde mir hier einen Katheder anschaffen,

wo ich das meinige gegen Rudolstadt wenden kann, denn

dort ist meine Religion und mein Prophet."

470. Dez., 1789. An Lotte.

" Wenn noch mehrere Sympathien kommen, so werde ich

in der Zukunft etwas aufzuklaren finden ! Ihr fangt mit

dem Glauben an Sympathie an und werdet als Christinnen

aufhoren. Ich erschrecke schon davor."

477. Jan., 1790. An Lotte.

Mentions probable death of his mother, but makes no

reference to immortality.

481. Jan., 1790. An seinen Yater.
"Dank sei der giitigen Vorsicht, die uns die liebe, theuere

Mutter unsrer Jugend rettet und erhalt. . . . Der Himmel

segne Sie mit tausendfaltigem Segen, bester Vater, und

schenke meiner theueren Mutter ein heitres schmerzensfreies

Leben. Darum bittet mit vollem Herzen S."

508. Marz, 1790. An Korner.

Describing Schiller's marriage :
" Noch unterwegs war die
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Trauung in einer Dorfkirche bei Jena bei verschlossenen

Thiiren von einem Kantischen Theologen (dem Adjunct

Schmidt) verrichtet ;
ein sehr kurzweiliger Auftritt fur mich."

518. Mai, 1790. An seinen Vater.
" In der That ist uns die Gesundheit der lieben Mama ein

wahres und ganz unverhofftes Geschenk des Himmels, fur

das wir ihm nicht genug danken konnen."

519. Mai, 1790. An Caroline von Wolzogen.
"Komm also, wenn Du es irgend nur machen kannst,

auf Pfingsten mit dem heiligen Geist."

525. Juni, 1790. An seine Eltern.

" Fiir die Besserung der 1. Mama sei dem guten Gott

herzlich gedankt. Mochte er Ihnen beiden die Gesundheit

auf die spatesten Tage verlangern !

"

569. Mai, 1791. An Korner.

Apropos of his dangerous attack of asthma during which he

was twice thought to be near death :
"
Ueberhanpt hat dieser

schreckhafte Anfall mir innerlich sehr gut gethan. Ich habe

dabei mehr als einmal dem Tod ins Gesicht gesehen, und

mein Muth ist dadurch gestarkt worden. Den Dienstag
besonders glaubte ich nicht zu iiberleben

; jeden Augenblick
furchtete ich der schrecklichen Miihe des Athemholens zu

unterliegen; die Stimme hatte mich schon verlassen, und

zitternd konnte ich bloss schreiben, was ich gern sagen

wollte. Darunter waren auch einige Worte an Dich, die ich

jetzt als ein Denkmal dieses traurigenAugenblickes aufbewahre.

Mein Geist war heiter, und alles Leiden, was ich in diesem

Momente fiihlte, verursachte der Anblick, der Gedanke an

meine gute Lotte, die den Schlag nicht wiirde iiberstanden

haben." (Where is this note to Korner?) Of contem-

porary letters the above has the most in fact, aBout the

only reference to the danger of death and S.'s spiritual

condition.
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615. Juli, 1792. An Goschen.
" Wenn der liebe Gott nicht mich selbst sleeken lasst."

627. Okt., 1792. An Goschen.

Speaking of a proposed History of the Reformation :
" Ich

muss gestehen, dass es mir leid thun wiirde, wenn diese herr-

liche Gelegenheit, auf die Vorstellungsart der ganzen deut-

schen Nation von ihrem Religionsbegriff zu wirken und durch

dieses einzige Buch vielleicht eine wichtige Revolution in

Glaubenssachen vorzubereiten, nicht benutzt werden sollte."

646. Feb., 1793. An Korner.

Touching Kanfs Philosophische Religionslehre :
" Die

scharfsinnigste Exegesis des Christlichen Religionsbegriffs

aus philosophischen Griinden. K., wie Du schon mehrmals an

ihm hast merken konnen, liebt sehr Schriftstellen einen phil-

osophischen Sinn zu geben. Es ist ihm, wie man bald sieht,

nicht sowohl darum zu thun, die Autoritat der Schrift dadurch

zu unterstiitzen, als vielrnehr die Resultate des philosophischen

Denkens dadurch an die Kindervernunft anzukniipfen und

gleichsam zu popularisieren. Er scheint mir von einem

Grundsatz dabei geleitet zu werden, den Du sehr liebst : das

Vorhaudene nicht wegzuwerfen, so lange noch eine Realitiit

davon zu erwarten ist, sondern es vielmehr zu veredeln. Ich

achte diesen Grundsatz sehr, und du wirst sehen dass K.

ihm Ehre macht. Aber ob er iiberhaupt wohl daran gethan

hat, die Christlichen Religion durch philosophische Griinde

zu unterstiitzen, zweifle ich sehr. Alles was man von der

bekannten Beschaffeuheit der Religionsvertheidiger erwarten

kann, ist dass sie die Unterstutzung annehmen, die philoso-

phischen Griinde aber wegwerfen werden, und so hat K. dann

weiter nichts gethan, als das morsche Gebaude der Dummheit

geflickt."

668. Juli, 1793. An Korner.

Speaking of Lotte's danger in illness :
" Ich brauchte oft

den ganzen Beystand der Philosophic um bei dem Anblick
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meiner leidenden Lotte und beim Gefiihl meiner eigenen

verfallenden Gesundheit frischen Mut zu behalten." (Noth-

ing, however, of religion.)

670. Juli, 1793. An den Herzog von Augustenburg.

Discussing the French revolution, and the evils of unre-

strained nature : "Auf den Karakter wird bekanntlich durch

Berichtigung der Begriffe und durch Reinigung der Gefiihle

gewirkt. -Jenes ist das Geschaft der philosophischen, dieses

vorzugsweise der aesthetischen Kultur. Aufklarung der

Begriffe kann es allein nicht ausrichten, denn von dem Kopf ist

noch ein gar weiterWeg zu dem Herzen. . . Das dringendere

Bediirfnis unsers Zeitalters scheint mir die Veredlung der

Gefiihle und die sittliche Reinigung des Willens zu sein, denn

fiir die Aufklarung des Yerstandes ist schon sehr viel gethan

worden. Es fehlt uns nicht sowohl an der Kenntnis der

"Wahrheit und des Rechtes als an der Wirksamkeit dieser

Erkenntnis zu Bestimmung des Willens, nicht sowohl an

Licht als an Warme, nicht sowohl an philosophische als an

aesthetische Kultur. Diese letztere halte ich fiir das wirk-

samste Instrument der Karakterbildung und zugleich fiir das-

jenige, welches von dem politischen Zustand volkommen un-

abhangig und also ohiie Hiilfe des Staats zu erhalten ist."

(Here, too, nothing of religion.}

693. Nov., 1793. An den Herzog von Augustenburg.

"Nirgends aber offenbart sich die wohlthatige Veranderung
der Empfindungsart deutlicher als in der heitern und lachen-

den Gestalt, welche, nach Erwachung des Schonheitstriebs,

Religion und Sitten annehmen. Furcht ist der Geist aller

Gottesverehrung ehe der Geschmack die Gemuther in Frei-

heit setzt. Es ist bios ihre Macht, wodurch sich Gotter und

Damonen dem kindischen Alter der Menschheit verlgiindigen

und dem Sklaven der Bediirfnisse ist alles Machtige zugleich

schrecklich. Ein knechtisches Zagen ist seine Andacht,
sein Gottesdienst ist finster und nicht selten furchterlich.
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So wie aber der Sinn fur Schonheit erwacht und der verzagte

Erhaltungstrieb nicht mehr ausschliessend und allein den

Maasstab der Beurtheilung hergiebt, so verbessern sich auch

die Vorstellungen von den Gottern und der Mensch fangt

an, in ein edleres Verhaltnis zu denselben zu treten. Weil

sie nicht mehr als blosse Naturkrafte auf ihn stiirmen, so

gewinnt er Raum sie mit ruhigem Blick der Betrachtung zu

fixieren. Sie werfen die Gespensterlarven ab, womit sie seine

Kindheit erschreckt hatten, und iiberraschen ihn mit einem

veredelten Bildes seiner selbst. Das gottliche Ungeheuer des

Morgenlanders, das bios mit der blinden Starke des Raubthiers

die Welt verwaltete, zieht sich in der griechischen Phantasie

in die freundliche Form der Menschheit zusammen und selbst

der Vater der Gotter muss seine plumpe Titankraft mit

Schonheit vertauschen um den Geschmack eines feinern Yolkes

zu gewinnen, den nur die Form, nicht mehr die blosse Materie

befriedigen kann."

694. Dez., 1793. An den Herzog von Augustenburg.
" Ich bekenne gleich vorlaufig, dass ich im Hauptpunkt

der Sittenlehre vollkommen Kantisch denke . . . Gut ist, was

nur darum geschieht, weil es gut ist." From the same letter,

p. 401. a Zur Ehre der menschlichen Natur lasst sich an-

nehmen, dass kein Mensch so tief sinken kann, um das Bose

bios deswegen, weil es bose ist, vorzuziehen, sondern dass

jeder ohne Unterschied das Gute vorziehen wurde, weil es

das Gute ist, wenn es nicht zufalligerweise das Angenehme
ausschlosse oder das Unangenehme nach sich zoge." Further,

from the same letter, p. 408. " Ebenso wie der Wahnsin-

nige, der seinen nahen Paroxysmus ahndet, alle Messer ent-

fernt und sich freiwillig den Banden darbeitet, um fiir die

Verbrechen seines kranken Gehirns nicht im gesunden Zu-

stand verantwortlich zu sein, eben so sind auch wir verpflich-

tet, uns in den freien Intervallen durch Religion und durch

aesthetische Tugend zu binden, damit unsere Leidenschaft
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nicht in den Perioden ihrer Herrschaft gegen die Weltord-

nung rase.

Ich habe hier nicht ohne Absicht Religion und Geschmack

in Eine Klasse gesetzt, weil Beide das Verdienst gemein

haben, zu einem Surrogat der wahren Tugend zu dienen, und

die Gesetzmassigkeit der Handlungen da zu sichern, wo die

Pflichtmassigkeit der Gesinnungen nicht zu hoffen ist. Obgleich

derjenige im Range der Geister unstreitig eine hohere Stelle

verdiente, der weder die Reize der Schonheit noch den Glau-

ben an eine Vorsehung und Unsterblichkeit nothig hatte, um
sich in alien Vorfallen des Lebens der Piiicht gemass zu be-

tragen, so nothigen doch die bekannten Schranken der Mensch-

heit selbst den rigidesten Ethiker, von der Strenge seines

Systems in der Anwendung etwas nachzulassen, wenn er dem-

selben gleich in der Theorie nichts vergeben darf, und das

Wohl der Welt, das durch unsre zufallige Tugend gar iibel

besorgt sein wiirde, noch zur Sicherheit an den beiden starken

Ankern, der Religion und dem GeschmacJc, zu bevestigen.

Und zwar scheinen sich beide, wenn ich anders meinen

Erfahrungen trauen darf, in den Menschen und in das Men-

schengeschlecht so zu theilen, dass die Religion demjenigen

ihre Arme offnet, an dem die Sehonheit verloren ist. Da nehm-

lich, wo keine sesthetische Kultur den innern Sinn aufge-

schlossen, und den aussern beruhigt hat, und die edleren

Empfindungen des Verstandes und Herzens die gemeinen
Bediirfnisse der Sinne noch nicht eingeschrankt haben, oder

in Lagen wo auch die grosste Yerfeinerung des Geschmacks

den sinnlichen Trieb nicht verhindern kann, auf eine mate-

rielle Befriedigung zu dringen da ist es die Religion, die

auch dem sinnlichen Trieb noch ein Object anweist, und ihm

fur die Opfer die er der Tugend zu bringen hat, hier oder dort

eine Entschadigung zusichert. In diesen Fall aber kommen wir

alle, nur mit dem Unterschied, dass der rohe Mensch sich un-

aufhorlich, der verfeinerte nur momentweise darin bejindet"

3
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Still further in the same letter, p. 410 :
" Wo das Vermogen

der Empfindungen aufhort, da ist kein Tausch der Empfin-

dungen moglich, und den Trieb zu unterdriicken, den wir

nicht mehr befriedigen konnen, ist alles was uns iibrig bleibt.

Dies ist aber nur durch die gewaltsamste aller Abstractionen

und durch eine Kraftausserung moglich, deren die gemischte
Natur des Menschen kaum fahig ist. . . . Da nun zu dieser

Gemiithsoperation eine Kraft erfordert wird, deren nur die

wenigsten Menschen, und diese wenigen auch nur in ihren

gliicklichsten Momenten fahig sind, so werden wir wohl thun,

fur diesen dussersten Fall Religionsideen in Bereitschaft zu

halten, um dem unabweisbaren Lebenstrieb in einer andern

Ordnung der Dinge eine Befriedigung versichern zu konnen.

Die Religion ist dem sinnlichen Menschen, was der Geschmack

dem verfeinerten, der Geschmack ist fur das gewohnliche Leben

was die Religion fur die Extremitdt. An eine dieser beide

Stutzen aber, wo nicht lieber an beide, mussen wir uns halten,

so lange wir keine Goiter sind.

Schon ein fliichtiger Blick in die gegenwartige moralische

Verfassung der Welt bestatigt mir meine Bemerkung. Be~

trachtenwir die Masse des Volkes; seine Religion ist das Gegen-

gewicht seiner Leidenschaften, wo kein ausserer Widerstand

ihre Starke bricht. Der gemeine Mann wird sich vieles nur

als Christ verbieten, was er ah Mensch sich erlaubt hdtte.

Betrachten wir die feineren Klassen : sie sind gesittet, aber

nicht sittlich Ich zweifle nicht, dass es unter beiden

Klassen Beispiele wahrer Tugend giebt, aber ich fiirchte sehr,

dass sie zu den Ausnahmen und nicht zu der Regel gehoren.

In Frankreich hat nun eine Ersehutterung zugleich die Reli-

gion umgesturzt und den Geschmack der Venmlderung zum

Preis gegeben, und es fehlt viel dass der Karakter der Nation

soweit aufgebaut ware, um dieser Stutzen zu entbehren. Die

Zeit wird lehren, was geschehen wird."
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832. Marz, 1795. An Goethe.

"Religiose Schwarmerey ist und kann nur Gemiithern

eigen sein, die beschauend und miissig in sich selbst ver-

sinken, und nichts scheint mir weniger Ihr Casus zu sein als

dieses."

848. Mai, 1795. An Erhard.
" Gliihend fur die Idee der Menschheit, giitig und mensch-

lieh gegen den einzelnen Menschen, und gleichgiiltig gegen
das ganze Geschlecht, wie es wirklich vorhanden ist das

ist mein Wahlspruch."

891. Aug., 1795. An Goethe.

"Der Uebergang von der Religion iiberhaupt zu der

Christlichen durch die Erfahrung der Siinde ist meisterhaft

gedacht" (speaking of the 6th Book of Wilhelni Meister).

. . . "Stellen, an denen, wie ich fiirchte, ein Christliches

Gemufk eine ^u leichtsinnige Behandlung tadeln konnte. . . .

Dies wenige iiber das, was Sie gesagt und angedeutet. Dieser

Gegenstand ist aber von einer solchen Art, dass man auch

iiber das, was nicht gesagt ist, zu sprechen versucht wird

denn mir daucht dass iiber das Eigenthumliche Christlicher

Religion und Christlicher Religions Schwdrmerei noch zu wenig

gesagt sei; dass dasjenige, was diese Religion einer schonen

Seele sein kann, oder vielmehr was eine schone Seele daraus

machen kanu, noch nicht genug angedeutet sei. Ich finde

in der Christlicher Religion virtualiter die Anlage zu dem
Hochsten und Edelsten, und die verschiedenen Erscheinungen
derselben im Leben scheinen mir bios deswegen so widrig
und abgeschmacht, weil sie verfehlte Darstellung dieses

Hochsten sind. Halt man sich an den eigenthumlichen

Charakterzug des Christentums, der es von alien monotheist-

ischen Religionen unterscheidet, so liegt er in nichts Aiderem,
als in der Aufhebung des Gesetzes oder des Kantischen

Imperativs, an dessen Stelle das Christentum eine freie Nei-
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gung gesetzt haben will. Es 1st also in seiner reinen Form

Darstellung schoner Sittlichkeit oder der Menschwerdung des

Heiligen und in dies^m Sinne die einzige sesthetische Re-

ligion ;
daher ich es mir auch erklare, warum diese Religion

bei der weiblichen Natur so viel Gliick gemacht, und nur in

Weibern noch in einer gewissen ertraglichen Form ange-
troffen wird. Doch ich mag in einem Brief iiber diese

kitzliche Materie nichts weiter vorbringen, und bemerke

bios noch, dass ich diese Seite ein wenig hatte mogen klingen
horen."

957. Nov., 1795. An Goethe.

"Die Stolbergische Vorrede ist wieder etwas Horribles.

So eine vornehme Seichtigkeit, eine anmassungsvolle Impo-

tenz, und die gesuchte, oifenbar nur gesuchte Frommelei

auch in einer Vorrede zum Plato Jesum Christum zu loben!"

1025. Marz., 1796. An seinen Vater. Referring to the

health of his mother and his sister :

" Hier kann ich nichts als wiinschen und bitten, dass der

Himmel alles noch gut lenken moge." (Several such expres-

sions in former letters perhaps six in all which seem to

be pro forma, I have not copied.) "Aber was fur eine

Wohlthat von Gott ist es wieder, dass die gute, Hebe Mutter

noch Starke .... hat. In solchen Zugen erkenne ich eine gute

Vorsicht, die uber uns waltet, und mein Herz ist aufs innigste

davon geruhrt." . . . "Der Himmel erhalte Sie, und mache es

mit uns alien besser als wir gegenwdrtig hoffen konnen."

1062. Juli, 1796. An Goethe. A propos of Wilhelm

Meister, Book 8 :

"Aber im Ernste woher mag es kommen, dass Sie einen

Menschen haben erziehen und fertig machen konnen, ohne

auf Bediirfnisse zu stossen, denen die Philosophic nur be-

gegnen kann ? Ich bin iiberzeugt, dass dies nur der

sesthetischen Richtung zuzuschreiben ist, die Sie in dem
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ganzen Romane genommen. Innerhalb der sesthetischen

Geistesstimmung regt sich kein Bediirfnis nach jenen Trost-

griinden, die aus der Speculation geschopft werden miissen ;

sie hat Selbststandigkeit, Unendlichkeit in sich; nur wenn

sich das Sinnliche und das Moralische im Menschen feind-

lich entgegenstreben, muss bei der reinen Vernunft Hilfe

gesucht werden. Die gesunde und schone Natur braucht,

wie Sie selbst sagen, keine Moral, kein Naturrecht, keine

politische Metaphysik. Sie hatten auch eben so gut hinzu-

setzen konnen, sie braucht keine Gottheil, keine Unsterblich-

keit um sich zu stiitzen und zu halten. Jene drei Punkte,

um die zuletzt alle Spekulation sich dreht, geben einem

sinnlich ausgebildeten Gemiith zwar Stoff zu einem poetischen

Spiel, aber sie konnen nie zu ernstlichen Angelegenheiten
und Bediirfnissen werden."

1064. 11 Juli, 1796. An Korner. A propos of the birth

of Schiller's son, Ernst :

"Um Euch zu Gevattern zu bitten, dazu sind wir samtlich

zu schlechte Christen."

1099. Sept., 1796. An Elisabeth Schiller. Apropos of

the death of S.'s father :

"Auch wenn ich nicht einmal daran denke, was der gute,

verewigte Vater mir und uns alien gewesen ist, so kann ich

mir nicht ohne wehmutige Beriihrung den Beschluss eines so

bedeutenden und thatenvollen Lebens denken, das ihm Gott

so lange und mit soleher Gesundheit fristete, und das er so

redlich und ehrenvoll verwaltete. . . . Unserm theuren Vater

ist wohl und wir alle miissen und werden ihm folgen. . . .

Vor iiinf und sechs Jahren hat es nicht geschienen dass Ihr,

meine Lieben, nach einem solchen Verluste noch einen Freund

an einem Bruder finden, dass ich den lieben Vtter noch

iiberleben wiirde. Gott hat es anders gefiigt, und er gonnt
mir noch die Freude Euch etwas sein zu konnen."
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There are no other religious allusions in the letters of this

time.

One or two a Gott weiss" or " Gott gebe nur" not specifi-

cally noted in letters 1054-1424.

1183. April, 1797. An Goethe.
" Ihre Entdeckungen in den fiinf Biichern Mosis belustigen

mich sehr. Schreiben Sie ja Ihre Gedanken auf
;
Sie mochten

des Wegs so bald nicht wieder kommen. Soviel ich mich

erinnere, haben Sie schon vor etlichen und zwanzig Jahren

mit dern neuen Testament Krieg gehabt. Ich muss gestehen

doss ich in allem was historisch ist, den Unglauben zu jenen
Urkunden gleich so entschieden mitbringe, dass mir Ihre

Zweifel an einem Einzelnen Factum nock sehr raisonable vor-

kommen. Mir ist die Bibel nur wahr wo sie naiv ist; in

allem Andern, was mit einem eigentlichen Bewusstsein geschrie-

ben ist, furchte ich einen Zweck und einen spdtern Ursprung."

1320. Marz, 1798. An Goethe.
" Es ist wirklich der Bemerkung werth, dass die SchlafF-

heit iiber sesthetische Dinge immer sich mit der moralischen

Schlaffheit verbunden zeigt, und dass das reine strenge Stre-

ben nach dem hohen Schonen, bei der hochsten Liberalitat

gegen alles was Natur ist, den Kigorism im Moralischen bei

sich fuhren wird. So deutlich scheiden sich die Reiche der

Vernunft und des Verstandes, und diese Scheidung behauptet

sich nach alien Wegen und Richtungen die der Mensch nur

nehmen kann."

1430. Jan., 1799. An Fichte.

"Meinen besten Dank fur Ihre Schrift,
1 verehrtester

Freund ! Es ist gar keine Frage, dass Sie sich darin von der

JBeschuldigung des Atheismus vor jedem verstdndigen Menschen

vollig gereinigt haben, und auch dem unverstandigen Philo-

1
Appellation an das Publicuin iiber die im Chursachs. Confiscations-

gericht ihm beigemessenen Aeusserungen.
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sophen wird vermuthlich dadurch der Mund gestopft sein."

. . . Was meine besondere Meinung betrifft, so hatte ich

allerdings gewiinscht, dass Sie Ihr Glaubensbekenntniss iiber

die Religion in einer besonderen Schrift ruhig und selbst ohne

die geringste Empfindlichkeit gegen das Sachsische Con-

sistorium abgelegt batten. Dagegen hatte ich bewiesen . . .

dass das Verbot Ihrer Schrift, selbst wenn sie wirklich athe-

istisch ware, noch immer unstatthaft bleibe; denn eine

aufgeklarte und gerechte Regierung kann keine theoretische

Meinung, welche in einem gelehrten Werke fur Gelehrte

dargelegt wird, verbieten. Hierin wiirden Ihnen alle, auch

die Philosophen von der Gegenpartei, beigetreten sein."

1749. Jan., 1802. An Korner.
" Es ist aber im Charakter der Deutschen, dass ihnen alles

gleich fest wird, und dass sie die unendliche Kunst, sowie sie

es bei der Reformation mit der Theologie gemacht, gleich

in ein Symbolum hineinbannen miissen. Deswegen gereichen

ihnen selbst treffliche Werke zum Verderben, weil sie gleich

fur heilig und ewig erklart werden, und der strebende

Kiinstler immer daraufzuriickgewiesen wird. An diese Werke
nicht religios glauben, heisst Ketzerei, da doch die Kunst

iiber alien Werken ist."

1767. Feb., 1802. An Korner.
" Was du iiber die Ausfalle gegen die christliche Religion

in meinem Gedicht 1

anmerkst, ist gegriindet ;
auch meinte ich

vorziiglich diese Stelle als ich Dir schrieb, dass dem Gedicht

noch die letzte Hand fehle."

1776. Marz, 1802. An Goethe.
" Ich lese eine Geschichte der Papste von einem Eng-

lander, der selbst ein Jesuit war, und der, indem er sich von

den Grundfesten des Papstthums aus den Quellen zfl unter-

1 Der Sanger (or Die vier Weltalter) is unfortunately not preserved in

the original form.
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richten suchte, auf diesem Wege, wo er sich in seinem

Glauben zu bevestigen meinte, das Gegenteil gefunden hat

und der nun seine Gelehrsamkeit gegen das Papstthum an-

wendet. Durch ihre Consequenz sehr anziehende Geschichte,

unendlich mannigfaltig und doch auf eine furchtbare Art

ideutisch, weil alles Individuelle selbst in der idealen Einheit

sich verliert."

1778. Marz, 1802. An Goethe.
" Ich habe mich dieser Tage mit dem heiligen Bernhard

beschaftigt und mich sehr liber diese Bekanntschaft gefreut ;

es mochte schwer sein, in der Geschichte einen zweiten so

wettklugen geistlichen Schuft aufzutreiben, der zugleich in

einem so trefflichen Elemente sich befande, um eine wiirdige

Rolle zu spielen. Er war das Orakel seiner Zeit, und beherr-

schte sie, ob er gleich, und eben darum weil er bloss ein

Privatmann blieb, und andere auf dem bestem Posten stehen

liess. Pabste waren seine Schiiler und Konige seine Krea-

turen. Er hasste und unterdruckte nach Vermogen alles

Strebende und beforderte die dickste Mdnchsdummheit ; auch

war er selbst nur ein Monchskopf und besass nichts als

Klugheit und Heucheley ;
aber es ist eine Freude ihn ver-

herrlicht zu sehen."

1784. April, 1802. An Luise Frankh (S.'s sister.) Of the

illness of S.'s mother :

"In meinem Hause geht es gottlob wieder gut. . . .

Umarme die Hebe Mutter aufs herzlichste und sag' ihr dass ich

den innigsten Anteil an ihrem Leiden nehme und die besten

Wiinsche fur sie zum Himmel sende."

1785. April, 1802. An Korner.

"Vielleicht beschert mir der Himmel unterdessen auch

ein paar gute Gedanken." ('Der Himmel' does not neces-

sarily mean much.)
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1796. Mai, 1802. An Frankh (S.'s brother-in-law). On
the death of S.'s mother :

"
Moge der Himmel der theueren Abgeschiedenen alles

mit reichen Zinsen vergelten, was sie im Leben gelitten und

fur die ihrigen gethan. Wahrlich, sie verdiente es, liebende

und dankbare Kinder zu haben, denn sie war selbst eine

gute Tochter."

1900. Sept., 1803. An Korner.

"Deine Schilderung von Herdern stellt ihn mir ganz dar,

er ist zu einem vornehmen katholischen Pralaten geboren,

genialisch flach und oratorisch geschmeidig, wo er gefallen

will."

1901. Sept., 1803. An W. von Humboldt. On the death

of H.'s son :

" Die Nachricht hat uns beide aufs innigste betriibt, und

ich gestehe gern, dass ich keinen Trost dagegen weiss, als

den die Zeit, die alle Wunden endlich heilt, herbeifuhren

wird. Jetzt kann ich nur dariiber mit Ihnen klagen und

Ihren ganzen Kummer mit Ihnen theilen."

1902. Nov., 1803. An Goethe.
" Frau von Stael ist wirklich in Frankfurt und wir diirfen

sie bald hier erwarten. Wenn sie nur deutsch versteht, so

zweifle ich nicht, dass wir iiber sie Meister werden, aber

unsere Religion in franzosischen Phrasen ihr vorzutragen und

gegen ihre franzosische Volubilitat aufzukommen ist eine

harte Aufgabe"

1930. Jan., 1804. An Reinwalds.

"Der Tod des guten Herzogs von M. hat uns recht

betriibt. Ich hatte ihn in den letzten Zeiten so wahrhaft lieb

gewonnen und er verdiente auch als em guter Mensch Ach-

tung und Liebe. Gebe der Himmel dass man im Meining-
ischen Lande nicht Ursache habe diesen Verlust nochlange
zu betrauern. . . . Hier ist kiirzlich auch Herder ge-

4
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storben, der ein wahrer Verlust, nicht nur fur uns, sondern

fur die ganze litterarische Welt 1st. . . . Mdge nur der

Himmel uns und alien die uns werth sind, Leben und Gesund-

heit fristen. Es giebt noch allerlei in der Welt zu thun, und

ich mochte es wenigstens erleben, meine Kinder soweit

gebracht zu sehen, dass sie sich durch die Welt gut helfen

konnen."

1949. (Feb.?) 1804. An Goethe.
"
Entschuldigen Sie mich also, mein theuer Freund, mit

der evangelisch christlichen Liebe, die ich Ihnen in dhnlichen

Fatten gleichermassen bereit halten will"

1987. Juli 16, 1804. An Zelter.

Zelter wanted to set up a Kunstakademie or something
of the sort. " Dass es hohe Zeit ist, etwas fur die Kunst zu

thun, fiihlen wenige, aber dass es mit der Religion so nicht

bleiben kann, wie es ist, Idsst sich alien begreiflich machen.

Und da man sich schdmt selbst Religion zu haben und fur

aufgekldrt passieren witty so muss man sehr froh sein, der

Religion von der Kunst aus zu Hulfe Jcommen zu konnen.

Die ganze Sache wiirde daher gleich ein bessers Ansehen

bekommen, wenn die erste Anregung von der kirchlichen und

politischen Seite herkame. . . . Berlin hat in den dunklen

Zeiten des Aberglaubens zuerst die Fackel einer verniinftigen

Religionsfreiheit angeziindet; dieses war damals ein Ruhm
und ein Bediirfnis. Jetzt in Zeiten des Unglaubens ist ein

andrer Ruhm zu erlangen, ohne den ersten einzubiissen. . . .

es gebe nun auch die Warme zu dem Lichte, und veredle den

Protestantismus, dessen Metropole es einmal zu sein bestimmt

ist. . . .

Es ist jetzt eben der rechte Zeitmoment zu einer solchen

Unternehmung in den Brandenburgischen Landen. Man will

die Akademie, man will die Universitat in Aufnahme brin-

gen, ... so soil etwas fur das Geistige, fur dass Sittliche
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geschehen; ja, der Geist der Zeit verlangt es, da sich der

Catholicism in Frankreich neu constituiert, dass auch im

Protestantischen an die Religion gedaeht werde, und selbst

die Philosophic nahm diese Richtung. . . .

Kann ich selbst auf irgend eine Art dabei zu brauchen

sein, so zahlen Sie auf meine Bereitwilligkeit."

Addendum.

587a. Nov. 1791. An Niethammer.
" Gebe iibrigens der Himmel dass keine Wirtembergische

Kanzel Sie uns vor der Zeit entfuhre ;
das wilrde nicht sehr

geschiekt sein, mich mit dem lieben Christentum auszusohnen, das

unter uns gesagt so wenlg mehr bei mir zu verlieren hat.''

April, 1805. An Chr. Reinhart.

"Ich bitte Gott, dass wir in dieser Welt noch einmal

zusammen kommen."

II. Prose Essays, Histories, and the Like.

The following extracts from Schiller's prose are cited by
volume and page from Bellermann's edition of Schiller's

works.

JBericht uber Mitschuler und uber sich selbst. 1774.
" Ich fuhle mich zu klein, zu urteilen, ob jener das Chris-

tentum hochschatze und ausiibe, ob es dieser verachte, ob er

es fliehe
;
ich sehe es als ein Werk an, welches nur gottliche

Allmacht, nur gottliche Allwissenheit ausfiihren konnen.

Wie wird aber derjenige die Pflichten gegen andere be-

obachten, wann er sie an Gott vernachlassigt ?
"

13, 414.

Also many notes like this :

"Er ist ein wiirdiger Bewunderer seines Fiirsteu, ein

wiirdiger Diener Gottes und verdieut das Schicksal dessen

Vorteile er bisher auf das edelste erhoben hat." 13, 421.

"Es ist Ihnen bekannt, mit wieviel Munterkeit ich die
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Wissenschaft der Rechte angenommen habe
;

. . . aber weit

gliicklicher wiirde ich mich halten, wann ich seiches
[i. e.,

meinem Fursten, meinem Vaterland dienen] als Gottesge-

lehrter ausfuhren konnte." 13, 428.

Schulrede : Gehort allzuviel Giite, LeutseligJceit und grosse

Freigebigkeit im engsten Verstand zur Tugend? 1779.

Socrates. " Ich sehe den erhabensten Geist, den je das

Altertum gebar, dein nie damnierte der Offenbarung Gottes

ein blasser Widerstrahl
;

er hat den Giftbecher in der Hand
hier Liebe zuni Leben, . . . dort zum Pfade hoherer

Seligkeit ein zitternder Schein. . . Was wird Sokrates

wahlen ? Das Weiseste. . . . Entschieden getrunken das

Gift Tod Unsterblichkeit seine Lehre machtig versie-

gelt ! Hochster Kampf hochster Verstand erhabenste

Liebe erhabenste Tugend ! Erhabner nichts unter hohem,
bestirntem Himmel vollbracht !" 13, 430.

Virtue. "Was ist also das Wesen der Tugend? Nichts

anders als Liebe zur Gliickseligkeit, geleitet durch den Ver-

stand. Tugend ist das harmonische Band von Liebe und

Weisheit." 13, 430.

God the Creator. "Und was anders wenn ich hinaufstaune

an das hochste Urbild der Tugend? Was war's, das den

Weisesten leitete, eine Welt aus dem Chaos zu erheben?

Unendliche Liebe ! . . . So ist also Liebe und Weisheit das

Wesen Gottes in Beziehung auf seine Geschopfe, Tugend ist

Nachahmerin Gottes, Tugend ist das harmonische Band von

Liebe und Weisheit."

Jesus. " Und was sagt von der Tugend der grosse Lehrer

der Menschen? Sie ist Liebe zu Gott und der Menschen.

Wer kann Gott lieben ohne Weisheit? Wer Menschen

lieben ohne Verstand? Wiederum Tugend, &c. ... So

spricht der Gesetzgeber aus den Donnern von Sina ! So der

Gottmensch auf dem Tabor ! So Religion, Sittenlehre, Phi-

losophic und aller Weisen einstimmiger Mund!" 13, 431.
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" Siehe an das grosse Urbild der Herablassung ! (Leut-

seligkeit 1st beim Unendlichen Herablassung.) Halt nicht

des Ewigen Majestat auch den erhabensten Menschengeist, den

je ein Korper umgab, in heiliger Nacht zuriick ? Siehe an

die heiligen Biicher. . . . Dieses Urbild nachahmen, ist

Tugend. Allzu grosse Giite und Leutseligkeit ist nicht Nach-

ahmung Gottes, nicht Tugend. Sie ist mit Liebe aber nicht

mit Weisheit im Bund." 13, 433.

God's Wisdom, " Wir Menschen richten bios die Aus-

senseite der That, wir messen nach den Folgen allein. Aber

wie anders gestaltet sie sich vor jenem Richter, der den

Gedanken, eh' er geboren war, sah, und eh' er vollbracht war,

belohnte oder verdammte !

' Wie kriimmen vor dem der Tugenden hochste

Sich ins kleine ! Wie fleugt ihr Wesen verstaiibt in die Luft aus !

Einige werden belohnt die meisten werden vergeben.'
"

(A favorite passage of Schiller from Klopstock.) 13, 434.

Love and Wisdom. " Und du, gleichen Adels mit ihr,

gleich ewig im Unendlichen mit ihr, Weisheit, schonste

Gespielin der Liebe, die du bist das Hauchen der gottlichen

Kraft ! Weisheit, dich bet' ich an ! . . . Beuge dich nieder,

grosse, unendliche Natur ! Durch die Weisheit bist du so

meisterhaft zusammengefuget. Durch sie lebt dein ewiges
Uhrwerk. . . . Beuge dich nieder, o Mensch, erkenne die

Wiirde der Weisheit ! Durch sie umfassest du das Meister-

werk Gottes ! Durch sie durchdringet dein gottgeadelter

Geist des Schopfers grossherrlichen Plan, durch sie ahmest

du den Furchterlichherrlicheu nach. Beuge dich nieder !

Erkenne die Wiirde der Weisheit ! Betet an vor der Weis-

heit ! . . . Betet an vor der Tugend !

"
13, 435.

(All of which closes with a sickening laudation of Fran-

ziska von Hohenheim.)
Schulrede : Die Tugend in ihren Folgen betraclitet. 1780 :
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"Denn wonach ringt die Seele des Jiinglings als nach

diesem einigen Ziele, wenn sie den grossen Gedanken denkt,

dass ntir Tugend den Menschen zum Abglanz der unend-

lichen Gottheit macht?" 13, 437.
"
Ja, wenn wir dann noch hdher hinaufsteigen, weun wir

fmden, dass alle Yollkommenheit der geistigen Wesen die

Nachahmung, das Wohlgefallen, dieVerherrlichung der Gott-

heit zum aussersten Ziele hat. . . ." 13, 43.

Versuch uber den Zusammenhang der . tierischen Natur

des Menschen mit seiner geistigen (grad. thesis). 1780.
" Die Anzahl empfindender Wesen, die die ewige Liebe und

Weisheit in ein gliickliches Dasein wollte gerufen haben.

. . .

??

_13, 464.

Religion subject to necessity. "Aber dennoch schiitzt

weder die hochste Tugend noch die tiefste Philosophic noch

selbst die gottliche Eeligion vor dem Gesetz der Notwendig-

keit, ob sie schon ihre Anbeter auf dem einstlirzenden

Holzstoss beseligen kann." 13, 468.

Divine Foresight. "So heftig wirket die tierische Ftih-

lung auf den Geist. So wachsam hat der Schopfer fur die

Erhaltung der Maschine gesorgt; die Pfeiler, auf denen sie

ruht, sind die festeste, und die Erfahrung hat gelehrt, dass

mehr das Ubermass als der Mangel der tierischen Empfin-

dung verdorben hat." 13, 469.

Gods Grow. " Stadte werden befestiget, Staaten errichtet,

mit den Staaten entstehen biirgerliche Pflichten und Rechte,

Kiinste, Ziifern, Gesetzbiicher, schlaue Priester und Gotter."

13, 476.

Power of Religion. "Sollte, was noch mehr ist als alle

Weisheit, sollte die Religion ihre Freunde so wenig gegen die

Anfechtungen des Staubes beschiitzen konnen ? . . . Dieses

nun ist eine unleugbare Wahrheit. Philosophic und noch

weit mehr ein mutiger und durch die Religion erhobener Sinn

sind fahig, den Einfluss der tierischen Sensationen, die das
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Gemiit des Kranken bestiirmen, durchaus zu schwachen und

die Seele gleichsam aus aller Koharenz mit der Materie zu

reissen. Der Gedanke an die Gottheit, die, wie durchs

Universum, so auch im Tode webet, die Harmonic des

vergangenen Lebens und die Vorgefuhle einer ewigen gliick-

lichen Zukunft breiten ein voiles Licht iiber alle ihre Begriffe,

wenn die Seele des Thoren und Unglaubigen von alien

jenen dunkeln Fiihlungen des Mechanismus umnachtet wird.

Wenn auch unwillkiirliche Schmerzen dem Christen und

Weisen sich aufdrangen (dann ist er weniger Mensch?) so

wird er selbst das Gefuhl seiner zerfallenden Maschine in

Wollust auflosen.

' The soul secure in her existence smiles,

Unhurt amidst the war of elements

The wreck of Matter and the crush of Worlds. ' "

(Addison's Cato. ) 13, 489-90.

Was kann eine gute stehende Schaubuhne eigentlich wirken f

1784.

Christian bigotry. "Christus' Religion war das Feldge-
schrei als man Amerika entvdlkerte Christus' Religion zu

verherrlichen, mordeten Damiens und Ravaillac und schoss

Karl der Neunte auf die fliehenden Huguenotten zu Paris.

Wem aber wird es einfallen, die sanftmiitigste der Religionen
einer Schandthat zu beziichtigen von der auch die rohe Tier-

heit sich feierlich lossagen wiirde? 13, 508.

Die Schaubuhne als moralische Anstatt betrachtet. 1784.

Religion. "Derjenige, welcher zuerst die Bemerkung
machte, dass eines Staats festeste Saule Religion sei, dass

ohne sie die Gesetze selbst ihre Kraft verlieren, hat vielleicht,

ohne es zu wollen oder zu wissen, die Schaubuhne von ihrer

edelsten Seite verteidigt. . . . Gesetze, wollte er sagen, drehen

sich um verneinende Pflichten, Religion dehnt ihre Foderun-

gen auf wirkliches Handeln aus. . . . Gesetze sind glatt und
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geschmeidig, Religion bindet streng und ewig. Wenn wir

nun aber auch voraussetzen wollten, was nimmermehr ist,

wenn wir der Religion diese grosse Gewalt iiber jedes Men-

schen Herz einraumen, wird sie oder kann sie die ganze Bil-

dung vollenden? . . . Religion wirkt im ganzen mehr

auf den sinnlichen Teil des Volks, sie wirkt vielleicht durch

das Sinnliche allein so unfehlbar. Ihre Kraft ist dahin,

wenn wir ihr dieses nehmen. . . . Religion ist dem grossern

Teile der Menschen nichts mehr, wenn wir ihre Bilder, ihre

Probleme vertilgen, wenn wir ihre Gemalde von Himmel
und Holle zernichten, und doch sind es nur Gemalde der

Phantasie, Ratsel ohue Auflosung, Schreckbilder und Lock-

ungen aus der Feme. . . . Wenn keine Moral mehr gelehrt

wird, keine Religion mehr Glauben findet, . . . wird uns

Medea noch anschauern." 13, 86-7.

Toleration. " Wie allgemein ist nur seit wenigen Jahren

die Duldung der Religionen und Sekten geworden ! Noch

ehe uns Nathan der Jude und Saladin der Sarazene beschana-

ten und die gottliche Lehre uns predigten, dass Ergebenheit

in Gott von unserm Wahnen iiber Gott so gar nicht abhan-

gig sei, ehe noch Joseph der Zweite die fiirchterliche Hyder
des frommen Hasses bekampfte, pflanzte die Schaubiihne

Menschlichkeit und Sanftmut in unser Herz
;
die abscheu-

lichen Gemalde heidnischer Pfaffenwut lehrten uns Religions-

hass vermeiden
;
in diesem schrecklichen Spiegel wusch das

Christentum ihre Flecken ab." 13, 93.

Der Antikensaal zu Mannheim. 1784.

Intimations of Immortality.
" Warum zielen alle redende

und zeichnende Kiinste des Altertums so sehr nach Vered-

lung? Der Mensch brachte hier etwas zu stande, das mehr

ist, als er selbst war, das an etwas Grosseres erinnert als seine

Gattung ;
beweist das vielleicht, dass er weniger ist, als er

sein wird ? So konnte uns ja dieser allgemeine Hang nach

Verschonerung jede Spekulation iiber die Fortdauer der Seele
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ersparen. Wenn der Mensch nur Mensch bleiben sollte,

bleiben konnte, wie hatte es jemals Gotter und Schopfer

dieser Gotter gegeben?" 13, 101.

Philosophische JBriefe.

God, Immortality, Reason, Doubts. " Worauf griinden

wir das Recht, den Anfang zu bejahen und das Ende zu ver-

neinen ? Das Aufhoren denkender Wesen, behauptet man,

widerspricht der unendlichen Giite. Entstand denn diese

unendliche Giite erst mit der Schopfung der Welt ? Wenn
es eine Periode gegeben hat, wo noch keine Geister waren, so

war die unendliche Giite ja eine ganze vorhergehende Ewigkeit
unwirksam ? Wenn das Gebaude der Welt eine Vollkom-

menheit des Schopfers 1st, so fehlte ihm ja eine Vollkom-

menheit vor Erschaffung der Welt ? Aber eine solche Vor-

aussetzung widerspricht der Idee des vollendeten Gottes,

also war keine Schopfung. Wo bin ich hingeraten ? Schreck-

licher Irrgang meiner Schliisse ! Ich gebe den Schopfer

auf, sobald ich an einen Gott glaube. Wozu brauche ich

einen Gott, wenn ich ohne den Schopfer ausreiche?"

(Julius used to believe in immortality ; thought he must,

because he saw it comfort deathbeds. But Raphael showed

him that every false (?) religion did the same. Julius has

resolved to trust Reason. 'Alas, if she fails me !

?

) 13,

105-6.

Pantheism, Platonism. " Das Universum ist ein Gedanke

Gottes. Nachdem dieses idealische Geistesbild in die Wirk-

lichkeit hiniibertrat und die geborne Welt den Riss ihres

Schopfers erfiillte, ... so ist der Beruf aller denkenden

Wesen, in diesem vorhandenen Ganzen die erste Zeichnung

wiederzufinden, die Regel in der Maschine, die Einheit in

der Zusammensetzung, das Gesetz in dem Phanomen auf-

zusuchen und das Gebaude riickwarts auf seinen Grundriss

zu iibertragen. Also gibt es fiir mich nur eine einzige Er-

scheinung in der Natur, das denkende Wesen." 13, 111.
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(But this and what follows in the Theosophie des Julius is

preceded by a preface representing it as something produced
in youth and now overturned by Raphael. Nevertheless,

perhaps it is fair to assume that these views were still cher-

ished by Schiller.)

Evidence of God in the Universe. " Die grosse Zusam-

mensetzung, die wir Welt nennen, bleibt mir jetzt nur

merkwiirdig, weil sie vorhanden ist, mir die mannigfaltigen

Ausserungen jenes Wesens symbolisch zu bezeichnen. Alles

in mir und ausser mir ist nur Hieroglyphe einer Kraft,

die mir ahnlich ist. . . . Harmonie, Wahrheit, Ordnung,

Schonheit, Vortrefflichkeit geben mir Freude, weil sie mich

in den thatigen Zustand ihres Erfinders versetzen, weil sie

mir die Gegenwart eines vernunftig empfindenden Wesens

verraten und meine Verwandtschaft mit diesem Wesen mich

ahnden lassen." 13, 112.

Immortality.
"
Ja, ich fange an zu glauben, dass sogar

das kunftige Schicksal des menschlichen Geistes im dunk-

len Orakel der korperlichen Schopfung vorher verkiindigt

liegt. Jeder kommende Friihling . . . gibt mir Erlauterung

iiber das ganze Riitsel des Todes und widerlegt meine angst-

liche Besorgnis eines ewigen Schlafes. . . . Wo ich einen

Korper entdecke, da ahnde ich einen Geist, wo ich Beweg-

ung merke, da rate ich auf einen Gedanken.

' Wo kein Toter begraben liegt, wo kein Auferstehn wird '

(Klopstock)

redet ja noch die Allmacht durch ihre Werke zu mir, und

so verstehe ich die Lehre von einer Allgegenwart Gottes."

13, 112-113.

Omnipotence.
" Wir haben Begriffe von der Weisheit des

hochsten Wesens, von seiner Giite, von seiner Gerechtigkeit,

aber keinen von seiner Allmacht. Seine Allmacht zu be-

zeichnen, helfen wir uns mit der stiickweisen Vorstellung
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dreier Successionen : Nichts, sein Wille und Etwas. . . .

Hatten wir eine Realidee seiner wirkenden Allmacht, so

waren wir Schopfer, wie er." 13, 115.

Love the Basis of Belief in God. " Ich bekenne es frei-

miitig, ich glaube an die Wirklichkeit einer uneigenniitzigen

Liebe. Ich bin verloren, wenn sie nicht ist; ich gebe die

Gottheit auf, die Unsterblichkeit und die Tugend. Ich

habe keinen Beweis fur diese Hoffnungen mehr ubrig, wenn

ich aufhore, an die Liebe zu glauben. Ein Geist, der sich

allein liebt, ist ein schwimmender Atom im unermesslichen

leeren Raume." 13, 118.

God. "Alle Vollkommenheiten im Universum sind

vereinigt in Gott. Gott und Natur sind zwei Grossen, die

sich vollkommen gleich sind.

Die ganze Summe von harmonischer Thatigkeit, die in der

gottlichen Substanz zusammen existiert, ist in der Natur,

dem Abbilde dieser Substanz, zu unzahligen Graden und

Massen und Stufen vereinzelt. Die Natur ist ein unendlich

geteilter Gott.

Wie sich im prismatischeu Glase ein weiser Lichtstreif in

sieben dunklere Strahlen spaltet, hat sich das gottliche Ich

in zahllose empfindende Substanzen gebrochen. Wie sieben

dunklere Strahlen in einen hellen Lichtstreif wieder zu-

sammenschmelzen, wiirde aus der Vereinigung aller dieser

Substanzen ein gottliches Wesen hervorgeben." 13, 120.

"Die Anziehung der Elemente brachte die korperliche

Form der Natur zu stande. Die Anziehung der Geister . . .

miisste endlich zu Aufhebung jener Trennung fiihren, oder

Gott hervorbringen. Eine solche Anziehung ist die Liebe.

Also Liebe ist die Leiter worauf wir emporsteigen zur

Gottahnlichkeit.

Freundlos war der grosse Weltenmeister,

Fiihlte Mangel ;
darum schuf er Geister,

Sel'ge Spiegel seiner Seligkeit.
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Fand das hochste Wesen schon kein Gleiches,

Aus dem Kelch des ganzen Wesenreiches

Schaumt ihm die Unendlichkeit.' "

13, 121.

The Founder of our Faith. "Lasst uns Schonheit und

Freude pflanzen, so ernten wir Schonheit und Freude. Lasst

uns helle denken, so werden wir feurig lieben. ' Seid voll-

kommen, wie euer Vater ini Himmel vollkommen ist/ sagt

der Stifter unsers Glaubens. . . .

' Wer die steile Sternenbahn

Ging dir (Weisheit) heldenkiihn voran

Zu der Gottheit Sitze ?

Wer zerriss das Heiligtum,

Zeigte dir Elysium,
Durch des Grabes Kitze ?

' Lockte sie uns nicht hinein,

Mochten wir unsterblich sein ?

Suchten auch die Geister

Ohne sie den Meister?

Liebe, Liebe leitet nur

Zu dem Vater der Natur,

Liebe nur, die Geister.'

"... Diese Philosophic hat mein Herz geadelt und die

Perspektive meines Lebens verschonert." 13, 122.

God Must Be. "Sollten meine Ideen wohl schoner sein

als die Ideen des ewigen Schopfers? Wie? Sollte der es

wohl dulden, dass sein erhabenes Kunstwerk hinter den

Erwartungen eines sterblichen Kenners zuriickbliebe ? Das

eben ist die Feuerprobe seiner grossen Vollendung und der

siisseste Triumph fur den hochsten Geist, dass auch Fehl-

schliisse und Tauschung seiner Anerkennung nicht schaden,

dass alle Schlangenkriimmungen der ausschweifenden Ver-

nunft in die gerade Richtung der ewigen Wahrheit zuletzt

einschlagen, zuletzt alle abtriinnigen Arme ihres Stromes

nach der namlichen Miindung laufen. Welche Idee erweckt
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mir der Kiinstler, der, in tausend Kopien anders entstellt,

in alien tausendfachen dennoch sich ahnlich bleibt, dem

selbst die verwiistende Hand eines Stumpers die Anbetung
nicht entziehen kann !" 13, 123.

"
Derjenige grosse Haushalter seiner Welt, der tmgenutzt

keinen Splitter fallen, keine Liicke unbevdlkert lasst, . . .

der Laster und Thorheit zur Vortrefflichkeit noch endlich

verarbeitetj . . . dieser erfinderische Geist sollte nicht auch

den Irrtum zu seinen grossen Zwecken verbrauchen ?
"

13, 125.

God is Love. " Vier Elemente sind es, woraus alle Geister

schopfen : ihr Ich, die Natur, Gott und die Zukunft. Alle

mischen sie millionenfach anders . . .
;
aber eine Wahrheit

ist es, die gleich einer festen Achse gemeinschaftlich durch

alle Religionen und alle Systeme geht :
( Nahert euch dem

Gott, den ihr meinet.' "13, 126.

Vom Erhabenen. 1793.

Death and Immortality.
" Die moralische Sicherheit

postuliert also, wie wir sehen, Religionsideen, denn nur die

Religion, nicht aber die Moral, stellt Beruhigungsgriinde
fur unsere Sinnlichkeit auf. Die Moral verfolgt die Vor-

schrift der Vernunft unerbittlich und ohne alle Rucksicht

auf das Interesse uuserer Sinnlichkeit
;
die Religion aber ist

es, die zwischen den Foderungen der Vernunft und dem

Anliegen der Sinnlichkeit eine Aussohnung zu stiften sucht.

. . . Der Tod, z. B. ist ein soldier Gegenstand, vor dem
wir nur eine moralische Sicherheit haben. Die lebhafte

Vorstellung aller Schrecknisse des Todes, verbunden mit

der Gewissheit, ihm nicht entfliehen zu konnen, wiirde es

den meisten Menschen durchaus unmoglich machen, mit

dieser Vorstellung so viel Ruhe zu verbinden als zu einem

asthetischen Urteil erfodert wird wenn nicht derVernunfls-

glaube an eine Unsterblichkeit, auch noch selbst fiir die

Sinnlichkeit, eine leidliche Auskunft wiisste." 13, 137.
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Qualities of the Divinity. "Die Gottheit, vorgestellt in

ihrer Allwissenheit, die alle Krummungen des menschlichen

Herzens durchleuchtet, in ihrer Heiligkeit, die keine unreine

Kegung duldet, und in ihrer Macht, die unser physisches

Schicksal in ihrer Gewalt hat, ist eine furchtbare Vorstellung
und kann deswegen zu einer erhabenen Vorstellung werden.

Vor den Wirkungen dieser Macht konnen wir keine physische

Sicherheit haben, weil es uns gleich unmoglich ist derselben

auszuweichen und Widerstaud zu thun. Also bleibt uns nur

moralische Sicherheit iibrig, die wir auf die Gerechtigkeit

dieses Wesens und auf unsre Unschuld griinden." 13,

138.

Nature of the Divinity.
" Nur insofern also, als wir der

Gottheit alien Natureinfluss auf unsere Willensbestimmungen

absprechen, ist die Vorstellung ihrer Macht dynamisch
erhaben. In seinen Willensbestimmungen sich von der

Gottheit unabhangig fiihlen, heisst aber nichts anders, als

sich bewusst sein, dass die Gottheit uie als eine Macht auf

unsern Willen wirken konne. Weil aber der reine Wille

jederzeit mit dem Willen der Gottheit koincidieren muss, so

kann der Fall nie eintreten, dass wir uns aus reiner Vernunft

gegen den Willen der Gottheit bestimmen. Wir sprechen

ihr also bloss insofern den Einfluss auf unsern Willen ab, als

wir bewusst sind, dass sie durch nichts anders als durch ihre

Einstimmigkeit mit dem reinen Vernunftgesetz in uns, also

nicht durch Autoritat, nicht durch Belohnung oder Strafe,

nicht durch Hiusicht auf ihre Macht, in unsere Willens-

bestimmungen einfliessen konne. Unsre Vernunft verehrt

in der Gottheit nichts als ihre Heiligkeit und furchtet auch

nichts von ihr als ihre Missbilligung und auch diese nur

insofern, als sie in der gottlichen Vernunft ihre eigenen

Gesetze erkennt. Es steht aber nicht in der gottlichen

Willkiir, unsre Gesinnungen zu missbilligen oder zu billigen,

sondern das wird durch unser Betragen bestimmt. In dem
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einzigen Falle also, wo die Gottheit fur uns furchtbar werden

konnte, narnlich in ihrer Missbilligung, hangen wir nicht

von ihr ab."

The Loftiest Religion. "Die Gottheit, also, vorgestellt

als eine Macht, die unsre Existenz zwar aufheben, aber,

solange wir diese Existenz noch haben, auf die Hand-

lungen unsrer Vernunft keinen Einfluss haben kann, ist

dynamisch erhaben und auch nur diejenige Religion, welche

uns diese Vorstellung von der Gottheit gibt, tragt das Siegel

der Erhabenheit in sich." 13, 139.

Mystery in Religion. "Alle Religionen haben ihre Myste-

rien, welche ein heiliges Grauen unterhalten, und so wie die

Majestat der Gottheit hinter dem Vorhang im Allerheiligsten

wohnet, so pflegt sich auch die Majestat der Konige mit

Geheimnis zu umgeben, um die Ehrfurcht ihrer Unterthanen

durch diese kiinstliche Unsichtbarkeit in fortdauernder

Spannung zu erhalten." 13, 148.

Bemerkungen Schitters zu einer Kritik des Gedichtes 'Resig-

nation'

Rewards and Punishments. " Das Gedicht ist also nicht

gegen die wahre Tugend, sondern nur gegen die Religions-

tugend gerichtet, welche mit dem Weltschopfer einen Akkord
schliesst und gute Handlungen auf Interessen ausleihet, und

diese interessierte Tugend verdient mit Recht jene streuge

Abfertigung des Genius ('rief unsichtbar ein Genius 7

)."

13, 359.
" Was heist und zu welchem Ende studiert man Universal-

geschichte."
" Dort wirft sich die fromme Einfalt vor einem lacherlichen

Eetisch und hier vor einem grauenvollen Scheusal nieder
;
in

seinen Gottern malt sich der Meusch." 6, 189.

Our Religion. "Selbst unsre Religion so sehr entstellt

durch die untreuen Hande, durch welche sie uns uberliefert
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worden wer kann in ihr den veredelnden Einfluss der

bessern Philosophic verkennen ? Unsre Leibnitze und Locke

machten sich um das Dogma und um die Moral des Chris-

tentums ebenso verdient als der Pinsel eines Raphael und

Correggio um die heilige Geschichte." 6, 192.

Providential Government. Recognition of Christianity.
" Die ganze Weltgeschichte wiirde notig sein, dieses einzige

Moment zu erklaren. Dass wir uns als Christen zusammen-

fanden, musste diese Religion, durch unzahlige Revolutionen

vorbereitet, aus dem Judentum hervorgehen, musste sie den

romischen Staat gerade so finden, als sie ihn fand, um sich

mit schnellem, siegendem Latif iiber die Welt zu verbreiten

und den Thron der Casarn endlich selbst zu besteigen.

Unsre rauhen Vorfahren in den thuringischen Waldern

mussten der Ubermacht der Franken unterliegen, um ihren

Glauben anzunehmen. Durch seine wachsenden Reichtunier,

durch die Unwissenheit der Volker und durch die Schwache

ihrer Beherrscher musste der Klerus verfuhrt und begiinstigt

werden, sein Ansehen zu missbrauchen und seine stille

Gewissensmacht in ein weltliches Schwert zu verwandeln.

Die Hierarchic musste in einem Gregor und Innocenz alle

ihre Greuel auf das Menschengeschlecht ausleeren, damit

das iiberhandnehmende Sittenverderbnis und des geistlichen

Despotismus schreiendes Skandal einen unerschrockenen

Augustinermonch auffordern konnte, das Zeichen zum Abfall

zu geben und dem romischen Hierarchen eine Halfte Euro-

pens zu entreissen wenn wir uns als protestantische Christen

hier versammeln soilten. . . . Der Miissiggang der Monche

musste fur das Bose, das ihre Werkthatigkeit schuf, von

feme einen Ersatz zubereiten und der profane Fleiss in den

Klostern die zerriitteten Reste des Augustischen Weltalters

bis zu den Zeiten der Buchdruckerkunst hinhalten." 6,

194-5.

The Bible. "Das Misstrauen erwacht bei dem altesten
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historischen Denkmal, und es verlasst uns nicht einmal bei

einer Chronik des heutigen Tages." 6, 197.

The Origin of Christianity.
" Es ist unvermeidlich dass

Begebenheiten, die sich mit dem neuesten Zeitalter aufs

genaueste binden, in dem Zeitalter, dem sie eigentlich ange-

horen, nicht selten isoliert erscheinen. Ein Faktum dieser

Art ware z. B. der Ursprung des Christentums und be-

sonders der christlichen Sittenlehre. Die christliche Religion

hat an der gegenwartigen Gestalt der Welt einen so viel-

faltigen Anteil, dass ihre Erscheinung das wichtigste Faktum

fiir die Weltgeschichte wird
;
aber weder in der Zeit, wo sie

sich zeigte, noch in dem Volke, bei dem sie aufkam, liegt

(aus Mangel der Quellen) ein befriedigender Erklarungs-

grund ihrer Erscheinuug." 6, 198-199.

The Reign of Law. "Kommt ihr der philosophische

Verstand zu Hiilfe, . . . seine Beglaubigung dazu liegt in

der Gleichformigkeit und unveranderlichen Einheit der

Naturgesetze und des menschlichen Gemiits, welche Einheit

Ursache ist, dass die Ereignisse des entferntesten Altertums

unter dem Zusammenfluss ahnlicher Umstande von aussen in

den neuesten Zeitlauften wiederkehren." 6, 199.
"

. . . d. i. er (der Mensch) bringt einen verniinftigen

Zweck in den Gang der Welt und ein teleologisches Prinzip
in die Weltgeschichte." 6, 200.

"Aber solange das Schicksal iiber so viele Begebenheiten
den letzten Aufschluss noch zuriickhalt, erklart er die Frage
fur unentschieden, und diejenige Meinung siegt, welche dem
Verstande die hohere Befriedigung und dem Herzen die

grossre Gliickseligkeit anzubieten hat
(i.

e. not some certain

view, but whatever views do this. Doubtless meaning reli-

gious views). 6, 200.

Immortality.
aUnd welcher unter Ihnen, bei dem sich

ein heller Geist mit einem empfindenden Herzen gattet,

konnte dieser hohen Verpflichtung eingedenk sein, ohne dass

5
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sich ein stiller Wunsch in ihm regte, an das kommende

Geschlecht die Schuld zu entrichten, die er dem vergangenen

nicht mehr abtragen kann ? . . . und an dieser unverganglichen

Kette, die durch alle Menschengeschlechter sich windet, unser

fliessendes Dasein zu befestigen ? . . . Jedem Yerdienst ist eine

Bahn zur Unsterblichkeit aufgethan, zu der wahren Unsterb-

lichkeit, meine ich, wo die That lebt und weiter eilt, wenn

auch der Name ihres Urhebers hinter ihr zuriickbleiben

sollte." 6, 202.

Geschichte des Abfalls der vereinigten Niederlande.

Providence Non-Committal. "Und es steht uns frei,

iiber die kiihne Geburt des Zufalls zu erstaunen oder einem

hohern Verstand unsre Bewundrung zuzutragen." 6, 226.

Idem. "Ware es irgend erlaubt, in menschliche Dinge

eine hohere Vorsicht zu flechten, so ware es bei dieser Ge-

schichte, so widersprechend erscheint sie der Vernunft und

alien Erfahrungen." 6, 214.

Cynical toward Religion. "Aber einen Unterschied be-

merken wir doch : die Homer und Batavier kriegen mensch-

lich, denn sie kriegen nicht fur die Religion. 6, 228.

(Ref. to Tacitus, Hist. Bk. iv, 5.)

Freedom of Belief. " Nichts ist natiirlicher als der Uber-

gang biirgerlicher Freiheit in Gewissensfreiheit. Der Mensch

oder das Yolk, die durch eine gliickliche Staatsverfassung

mit Menschenwert einmal belvannt geworden, die das Gesetz,

das iiber sie sprechen soil, einzusehen gewohnt worden sind,

.... ein solches Yolk und ein solcher Mensch werden sich

schwerer als andere in die blinde Herrschaft eines dumpfen,

despotischen Glaubeus ergeben und sich friiher als andre

wieder davon eniporrichten." (Is this "dumpfer, despot-

ischer Glauben" Catholicism? It seems implied). 6, 251.

Catholicism and Protestantism. Judicial Attitude. " Ei-

nem solchen Yolke wird sich ein Glaube einpfehlen, der
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die Priifung weniger fiirchtet, der weniger auf Mystik als

auf Sittenlehre dringt, weniger angeschaut als begriffen

werden kann. Mit kiirzeren \Vorten : die katholische Reli-

gion wird im ganzen mehr fiir ein Kiinstlervolk, die pro-

testantische mehr fiir ein Kaufmannsvolk taugen." 6, 252.

Anti-Catholic. " Karl der Fiinfte, der bei dieser grossen

Glaubenstrennung die Partie genommen hatte, die ein Despot
nicht verfehlen kann

(i.
e. the Catholic)."

" Der wiederauflebende Geist der Freiheit und der Priifung,

der doch nur in den Grenzen der Religionsfragen hatte

verharren sollen, untersuchte jetzt auch die Rechte der

Konige."
"Die Biicher der Schrift, die nunmehr allgemeiner ge-

worden waren, mussten jetzt dem abenteuerlichen Fanatis-

mus ebensogut Gift, als der aufrichtigsten Wahrheitsliebe

Licht und Nahrung borgen." 6, 253.

"So musste die Religion dem Despotismus die Hand

fuhren, Freiheiten, die dem weltlichen Arm unverletzlich

waren, mit heiligem Griif ohne Gefahr und Widerspruch
anzutasten." 6, 255.

Distrust of the Hierarchy.
" Die Geistlichkeit war von

jeher eine Stiitze der koniglichen Macht und musste es sein.

Ihre goldne Zeit fiel immer in die Gefangenschafl des mensch-

lichen Geistes, und, wie jene, sehen wir sie von Blodsinn und

von der Sinnlichkeit ernten. Der biirgerliche Druck macht

die Religion notwendiger und teurer; blinde Ergebung in

Tyrannengewalt bereitet die Gemiiter zu einem blinden,

bequemen Glauben, und mit Wucher erstattet dem Despotis-

mus die Hierarchic seine Dienste wieder." 6, 2634.

Philip II.'s Religion.
"
Egoismus und Religion sind der

Inhalt und die Uberschrift seines ganzen Lebens. Er war

Konig und Christ und war beides schlecht, weil er*beides

vereinigen wollte. . . . Sein Glaube war grausam und

finster, denn seme Gottheit war ein schreckliches Wesen.
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Er hatte nichts mehr von ihr zu empfangen, aber zu

fiirchten. Dem geringen Mann erscheint sie als Trosterin,

als Erretterin
;
ihm war sie ein aufgestelltes Angstbild, eine

schmerzhafte, demiitigende Schranke seiner menschlichen

Allmacht." 6, 265.

Religion. "Aber welche Auskunft trifft der Mensch in

der Lage des Schopfers? Der Mensch kommt durch Klassi-

fication seiner Beschrankung zu Hiilfe
; gleich dem Natur-

forscher setzt er Kennzeiehen und eine Regel fest, die seinem

schwankenden Blick die Ubersicht erleichtert und wozu sich

alle Individuen bekennen miissen
;

dieses leistet ihm die

Religion. Sie findet Hoffnung und Furcht in jede Men-

schenbrust gesaet ;
indem sie sich dieser Triebe bemachtigt,

diese Triebe einem Gegenstande unterjocht, hat sie Millionen

selbstandiger Wesen in ein einformiges Abstrakt verwandelt.

Die unendliche Mannigfaltigkeit der menschlichen Willkiir

verwirret ihren Beherrscher jetzt nicht mehr -jetzt giebt es

ein allgemeines Ubel und ein allgemeines Gut, das er zeigen

und entziehen kann, das auch da, wo er nicht 1st, mit ihm

einverstanden wirket. . . . Das gemeinschaftliche Ziel des

Despotismus und des Priestertums ist Einformigkeit, und

Einformigkeit ist ein notwendiges Hiilfsmittel der mensch-

lichen Armut und Beschrankung." 6, 266-7.

The Inquisition. Monks. " Um desto sicherer zu sein,

dass kein Menschengefuhl die starre Strenge ihrer Statuten

auflose, entzog er sie den Bischofen, . . . um sie Monchen zu

iibertragen, einer Abart des menschlichen Namens, die die

heiligen Triebe der Natur abgeschworen, dienstbaren Kreatu-

ren des romischen Stuhls." 6, 269.

Catholicism. " Diese unerhorte Brutalitat .... beweist

mehr als alles, was man iiber diese Materie sagen kann, mit

welch insolanter Verachtung die damaligen Katholiken auf

die sogenannten Ketzer herabgesehen haben mogen, die sie als

eine schlechtere Menschenart betrachteten." 6, 405.
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Sympathy with Reform. "Aber das Lacherliche, das in

diesen Versammlungen auf die herrschende Kirche geworfen

ward, ging demohngeachtet in dem Gemiite der Zuhorer

nicht ganz verloren, so wenig als die wenigen Korner von

Vernunft die gelegentlich mit unterliefen
;
und mancher, der

hier nichts weniger als Wahrheit gesucht hatte, brachte sie

vielleicht, ohne es selbst zu wissen, mit zuriick." 6, 407.

Iconoclasts. Their excesses portrayed in detail. 6, 424 ff.

William of Orange's Exile. " Die Katholiken selbst

sahen ihn nicht ohne Schmerz entweichen. Auch fur sie

hatte er sich der Tyrannei entgegengestellt ;
nicht selten

hatte er sie gegen ihre eigene Kirche in Schutz genommen ;

viele unter ihnen hatte er dem blutdiirstigen Eifer der

Sekten entrissen." 6, 482-3.

Alba's Army.
" unerbittlich gegen einen Feind, den die

Kirche verfluchte." 6, 500.

In general Schiller maintains a very impartial attitude in

this history as well as in Die Geschichte des 30 jdhrigen

Krieges.

III. The Poems.

DER ABEND. 1776.

"
Verstumm', Natur, umher, und horch' der hohen Harfe,
Dann Gott, entzittert ihr !

H6r' auf, du Wind, durchs Laub zu sausen,

Hor' auf, du Strom, durchs Feld zu brausen,

Und horcht und betet an mit mir :

Gott thut's, wenn in den weiten Himmeln
Planeten und Kometen wimmeln,
Wenn Sonnen sich um Achsen drehn ^
Und an der Erd' voriibergehn.

"Gott wenn der Adler Wolken theilet,

Von Hohen stolz zu Tiefen eilet,
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Und wieder auf zur Sonne strebt.

Gott wenn der West ein Blatt beweget,

Wenn auf dem Blatt ein Wurm sich reget,

Ein Leben in dem Wurme lebt,

Und hundert Fluthen in ihm stromen,

Wo wieder junge Wiirmchen schwimmen,
Wo wieder eine Seele webt."

EINE LEICHENPHANTASIE. JUNE, 1780.

"
Geh, du holder, geh im Pfad der Sonne

Freudig weiter der Vollendung zu,

Losche nun den edeln Durst nach Wonne

Gramentbundner, in Wahallas Huh' !

" Wiedersehen himmlischer Gedanke !

Wiedersehen dort an Edens Thor !

Horch ! der Sarg versinkt. . . .

" Starr und ewig schliesst des Grabes Kiegel,

Dumpfer dumpfer schollert's iiberm Sarg zum Hiigel,

Nimmer gibt das Grab zuriick."

PHANTASIE AN LAURA. 1781.

" Ohne Liebe kehrt kein Frlihling wieder,

Ohne Liebe preist kein Wesen Gott !

"

DlE KlNDESMSBDEBIN. 1781.

"
Joseph ! Gott im Hirnmel kann verzeihen,

Dir verzeiht die Sunderin."

ELEGIE AUF DEN TOD EINES JUNGLINGS. 1781.

" Fahr dann wohl, du Trauter unsrer Seele,

Eingewiegt von unsern Segnungen !

Schlumm're ruhig in der Grabeshohle,

Schlumm're ruhig bis auf Wiedersehn !
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Bis auf diesen leichenvollen Hiigeln

Die allmachtige Posaune klingt,

Und nach aufgeriss'nen Todesriegeln

Gottes Sturmwind diese Leichen in Bewegiing schwingt

Bis, befruchtet von Jehovahs Hauche,

Graber kreissen auf sein machtig Draun

In zerschmelzender Planeten Rauche

Ihren Raub die Griifte wiederkaun.

" Nicht in Welten, wie die Weisen traumen,

Auch nicht in des Pobels Paradies,

Nicht in Himraeln, wie die Dichter reimen

Aber wir ereilen dich gewiss.

Dass es wahr sei, was den Pilger freute ?

Dass noch jenseits ein Gedanke sei ?

Schon enthiillt sind dir die Ratsel alle.

" Zieht denn bin, ihr schwarzen, dummen Trager !

Tischt auch den dem grossen Wiirger auf !

Wo der Mensch, der Gottes Ratschluss priifte ?

Wo das Aug', den Abgrund durch zu schaun ?

Heilig, heilig, heilig, bist du, Gott der Griifte !

Wir verehren dich mit Graun !

Erde mag zuriick in Erde stauben,

Fliegt der Geist doch aus dem morschen Haus !

Seine Asche mag der Sturmwind treiben,

Seine Liebe dauert ewig aus."

DIE SCHLACHT. 1781.

(Chorus).

" Gott befohlen, Briider !

In einer andern Welt wieder !

"
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KOUSSEAU. 1781.

" Monument von unsrer Zeiten Schande,

Ew'ge Schmachschrift deiner Mutterlande,

Rousseaus Grab, gegriisset seist du mir !

Fried' und Ruhe fandst du hier !

Wann wird doch die alte Wunde narben ?

Einst war's finster, und die Weisen starben !

Nun ist's lichter, und der Weise stirbt.

Sokrates ging unter durch Sophisten,

Eousseau leidet, Rousseau fallt durch Christen,

Rousseau der aus Christen Menschen wirbt."

DIE FREUNDSCHAFT. 1781.

" Todte Gruppen sind wir, wenn wir hassen,

Gotter, wenn wir liebend uns umfassen."

" Freundlos war der grosse Weltenmeister,

Fiihlte Mangel darum schuf er Geister,

Sel'ge Spiegel seiner Seligkeit.

Fand das hochste Wesen schon kein Gleiches,

Aus dem Kelch des ganzen Seelenreiches

Schaumt ihm die Unendlichkeit."

ELYSIUM. 1781.

(A dream of heaven).

" Ihre Krone findet hier die Liebe,

Sicher vor des Todes strengem Hiebe,

Feiert sie ein ewig Hochzeitfest."

DER TRIUMPH DER LIEBE. 1781.

" Wer die steile Sternenbahn

Ging dir heldenkiihn voran

Zu der Gottheit Sitze ?
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Wer zerriss das Heiligtum,

Zeigte dir Elysium
Durch des Grabes Bitze ?

Lockte sie uns nicht hinein,

Mochten wir unsterblich sein ?

Suchten auch die Geister

Ohne sie den Meister?

Liebe, Liebe leitet nur

Zu dem Vater der Natur

Liebe nur, die Geister.

Selig durch die Liebe

Gotter durch die Liebe

Menschen Gottern gleich !

Liebe macht den Himmel
Himmlischer die Erde

Zu dem Himmelreich."

KESIGNATION. 1784.

""Freeh witzelte das Schlangenheer der Spotter :

' Vor einem Wahn, den nur Verjahrung weiht,

Erzitterst du ? Was sollen deine Gotter,

Des kranken Weltplans schlau erdachte Retter,

Die Menschenwitz des Menschen Notdurft leiht?

" ' Was heisst die Zukunft, die uns Graber decken ?

Die Ewigkeit, mit der du eitel prangst ?

Ehrwiirdig nur, weil Hiillen sie verstecken,

Der Riesenschatten unsrer eignen Schrecken

Im hohlen Spiegel der Gewissensangst.

" ' Ein Liigenbild lebendiger Gestalten,

Die Mumie der Zeit, *

Vom Balsamgeist der Hoffnung in den kalten

Behausungen des Grabes hingehalten,

Des nennt dein Fieberwahn Unsterblichkeit?
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" ( Fur Hoffnungen Yerwesung straft sie Lligen
Gabst du gewisse Giiter bin?

Sechstausend Jahre hat der Tod geschwiegen,
Kam je ein Leichnam aus der Gruft gestiegen,

Der Meldung that von der Yergelterin ?
' "

" 'Die Weltgeschichte ist dasWeltgericht.'
"

" ' Du konntest deine Weisen fragen,

Was man von der Minute ausgeschlagen,
Gibt keine Ewigkeit zuriick.'

"

AN DIE FREUDE. 1785.

" Seid umschlungen, Millionen !

Diesen Kuss der ganzen Welt !

Briider uberm Sternenzelt

Muss ein lieber Vater wohnen."

" Was den grossen Ring bewohnet

Huldige der Sympathie !

Zu den Sternen leitet sie,

Wo der Unbekannte thronet."

"Auf des Glaubens Sonnenberge
Sieht man ihre Fahnen wehn,

Durch den Riss gesprengter Sarge
Sie im Chor der Engel stehn."

" Unser Schuldbuch sei vernichtet !

Ausgesohnt die ganze Welt !

Briider liberm Sternenzelt

Richtet Gott, wie wir gerichtet."

DIE UNUBEBWINDLICHE PLOTTE. 1786.

"
Gott, der Allmacht'ge, sah herab,

Sah deines Feindes stolze Lowenflaggen wehen.
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i

Soil/ sprach er,
' soil mein Albion vergehen

'
?

1

Nie/ rief er,
' soil der Freiheit Paradies,

Der Menschenwiirde starker Schirm verschwinden !

y

Gott, der Allmacht'ge, blies,

Und die Armada flog nach alien Winden."

DIE GUTTER GRIECHENLANDS. 1788.

(A lament for the loss of the divine on earth.)

"Alle jene Bliithen sind gefallen

Von des Nordes schauerlichem Wehn ;

Einen zu bereichern unter alien

Musste diese Gotterwelt vergehn."

DIE KUNSTLER. 1789.

"Als der Erschaffende von seinen Angesichte

Den Menschen in die Sterblichkeit verwies,

Und eine spate Wiederkehr zum Lichte

Auf schwerem Sinnenpfad ihn finden hiess,

Als alle Himmlischen ihr Antzlitz von ihm wandten,

Schloss sie [die Kunst], die Menschliche, allein

Mit dem verlassenen Verbannten

Grossmiitig in die Sterblichkeit sich em."

(This doesn't count much.)

" Der Weisen Weisestes, der Milden Milde,

Der Starken Kraft, der Edeln Grazie,

Vermahltet ihr in einem Bilde

Und stelltet es in eine Glorie.

Der Mensch erbebte vor dem Unbekannten,

Er liebte seinen Wiederschein ;

Und herrliche Heroen brannten, ^
Dem grossen Wesen gleich zu sein.

Den ersten Klang vom Urbild alles Schonen

Ihr liesset ihn in der Natur ertonen.
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" Still wandelte von Thespis' Wagen
DieVorsicht in den Weltenlauf."

DAS VERSCHLEIERTE BILD zu SAIS. 1795.

" Weh dem, der zu der Wahrheit geht durch Schuld !

Sie wird ihm nimmermehr erfreulich sein."

DAS IDEAL UND DAS LEBEN. 1795.

"Aber fliichtet aus der Sinne Schranken

In die Freiheit der Gedanken,
Und die Furchterscheinung ist entflohn,

Und der ew'ge Abgrund wird sich fallen
;

Nehmt die Gottheit auf in euren Willen,

Und sie steigt von ihrem Weltenthron.

Des Gesetzes strenge Fessel bindet

Nur den Sklavensinn, der es verschmaht
;

Mit des Menschen Widerstand verschwindet

Auch des Gottes Majestat."

(The symbol of Herakles indicates that the poet means that man may
make himself one of the gods. )

DlE JOHANNITEE. 1795.

"Herrlich kleidet sie euch, des Kreuzes furchtbare Riis-

tung.

Aber ein schonerer Schmuck umgibt euch, die Schiirze des

Warters.

Religion des Kreuzes, nur du verkniipfest in Einem

Kranze der Demuth und Kraft doppelte Palme zugleich."

COLUMBUS. 1795.

"
Steure, muthiger Segler ! . . .

Immer, immer nach West ! . . .

Traue dem leitenden Gott und folge dem schweigenden

Weltmeer !
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War' sie noch nicht, sie stieg' jetzt aus den Fluthen

empor."

DAS HScnsTE. 1795.

" Suchst du das Hochste, das Grosste ? Die Pflanze kann

es dich lehren.

Was sie willenlos ist, sei du es wollend das ist's !

"

THEOPHANIE. 1795.

"Zeigt sich der Gliickliche mir, ich vergesse die Goiter des

Himmels
;

Aber sie stehn vor mir, wenn ich den Leidenden seh'."

UNSTEBBLICHKEIT. 1795.

" Vor dem Tod erschrickst du ! Du wiinschest unsterblich

zu leben?

Leb* im Ganzen ! Wenn du lange dahin bist, es bleibt."

KLAGE DER CERES. 1796.

( Aufkeimende Samen. )

"Aus des Friihlings jungen Sprossen
Redet mir der holde Mund,

Dass auch fern vom goldnen Tage
Wo die Schatten traurig ziehn,

Liebend noch der Busen schlage,

Zartlich noch die Herzen gliihn."

DAS EIGNE IDEAL. 1796.

"Allen gehort was du denkst; dein eigen ist nur was du

fiihlest
;

Soil er dein Eigenthum sein, fuhle den Gott, den du

dei^st."
MEIN GLAUBE. 1796.

" Welche Religion ich bekenne ? Kerne von alien,

Die du mir nennst. Und warum keine ? Aus Religion."
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GENIALITAT. 1796.

" Wodurch gibt sich der Genius kund? Wodurch sich der

Schopfer

Kundgibt in der Natur, in dem unendlichen All."

DIE UBEREINSTIMMUNG. 1796.

" Wahrheit suchen wir beide, du aussen im Leben, ich innen

In dem Herzen, und so findet sie jeder gewiss.

1st das Auge gesund, so begegnet es aussen dem Schopfer ;

1st es das Herz, dann gewiss spiegelt es innen die Welt."

DIE KBANICHE DES IBYKUS. 1797.

(A beautiful expression of belief in eternal justice.)

DER GANG NACH DEM EISENHAMMEK. 1797.

(The Lady of Savern sends a page to hear Mass and to pray in her place.

The page finds the chapel deserted and serves as sacristan and acolyte. The
service is described in detail. The page goes on. )

"
Spricht unterwegs, die Zahl zu fullen,

Zwolf Paternoster noch im Stillen."

" ' Nun/ ruft der Graf und steht vernichtet,
" < Gott selbst im Himmel hat gerichtet !

' "

" ' Dies Kind, kein Engel ist so rein/
>:

" 'Mit dem ist Gott und seine Schaaren.'
r

HOFFNUNG. 1797.

" Denn beschliesst er im Grabe den miiden Lauf,

Noch am Grabe pflanzt er die Hoffnung auf.

Es ist kein leerer, schmeichelnder Wahn,

Erzeugt im Gehirne des Thoren
;

Im Herzen kiindet es laut sich an :

Zu was Besserm sind wir geboren ;
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Und was die innere Stimme spricht,

Das tauscht die hoffende Seele nicht."

DIE WORTE DES GLAUBENS. 1797.

" Drei Worte nenn' ich euch, inhaltschwer,

Sie gehen von Munde zu Munde
;

Doch stammen sie nicht von aussen her,

Das Herz ntir gibt davon Kunde.

Dem Menschen ist aller Werth geraubt.

Wenn er nicht mehr an die drei Worte glaubt.

" Der Mensch ist frei geschaffen, ist frei,

Und wiird' er in Ketten geboren,

Lasst euch nicht irren des Pobels Geschrei,

Nicht den Missbrauch rasender Thoren !

Vor dem Sklaven, wenn er die Kette bricht,

Vor dem freien Menschen erzittert nicht !

" Und die Tugend, sie ist kein leerer Schall,

Der Mensch kann sie iiben im Leben,

Und sollt
?
er auch straucheln iiberall,

Er kann nach der gottlichen streben,

Und was kein Verstand derVerstandigen sieht,

Das iibet in Einfalt ein kindlich Gemiith.

" Und ein Gott ist, ein heiliger Wille lebt,

Wie auch der menschliche wanke
;

Hoch iiber der Zeit und dem Kaume webt

Lebendig der hochste Gedanke,

Und ob alles in ewigem Wechsel kreist,

Es beharret im Wechsel ein ruhiger Geist.

" Die drei Worte bewahret euch, inhaltschwer,

Sie pflanzet von Munde zu Munde,
Und stammen sie gleich nicht von aussen htr,

Euer Innres gibt davon Kunde.

Dem Menschen ist nimmer sein Werth beraubt,

So lang er noch an die drei Worte glaubt."
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DAS ELEUSISCHE FEST. 1798.

(An appreciation of the religion of the Greeks.)

DAS LIED VON DEK GLOCKE. 1799.

" Dem dunkeln Schoss der heil'gen Erde

Yertrauen wir der Hande That,

Vertraut der Samann seine Saat

Und hofft, dass sie entkeimen werde

Zum Segen, nach des Himmels Rath.

Noch kostlicheren Samen bergen
Wir trauernd in der Erde Schoss

Und hoffen, dass es aus den Sargen
Erbliihen soil zu schonerm Loos."

DIE WOBTE DES WAHNS. 1799.

(The delusions are : belief in a future golden age, in the attainment on
earth of absolute truth, and that happiness follows goodness. )

"Drum, edle Seele, entreiss dich dem Wahn,
Und den himmlischen Glauben bewahre !

Was kein Ohr vernahm, was die Augen nicht sahn,

Es ist dennoch, das Schone, das Wahre !

Es ist nicht draussen, da sucht es der Thor;
Es ist in dir, du bringst es ewig hervor."

DAS MADCHEN VON ORLEANS. 1801.

" Das edle Bild der Menschheit zu verhohnen

Im tiefsten Staube walzte dich der Spott;

Krieg fuhrt der Witz auf ewig mit dem Schonen,
Er glaubt nicht an den Engel und den Gott

;

Dem Herzen will er seine Schatze rauben,

DenWahn bekriegt er und verletzt den Glauben."

THEKLA. 1802.

(Eine Geisterstimme).

"Ob ich denVerlorenen gefunden?
Glaube mir, ich bin mit ihm vereint,
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Wo sich nicht mehr trennt, was sich verbunden,

Dort wo keine Thriine wircl geweint.

Dorten wirst auch du uns wiederfinden,

Wenn dein Lieben unserm Lieben gleicht ;

Dort 1st auch der Vater, frei von Siinden,

Den der blunge Mord nicht mehr erreicht."

DIE VIER WELTAI/TER. 1802.

" Die Gotter sanken vom Himmelsthron,
Es stiirzten die herrlichen Siiulen,

Und geboren wurde der Jungfrau Sohn

Die Gebrechen der Erde zu heilen
;

Verbannt wird der Sinne fliichtige Lust,

Und der Mensch griff denkend in seine Brust.

" Und der eitle, der iippige Keiz entwich,

Der die frohe Jugendwelt zierte
;

Der Monch und die Nonne zergeisselten sich

Und der eiserne Ritter turnierte.

Doch war das Leben auch fmster und wild,

So blieb doch die Liebe lieblich und mild."

DER GRAF VON HABSBURG. 1803.

" Ein Priester war's mit dem Leib des Herrn,

Voran kam der Messner geritten.

Und der Graf zur Erde sich neiget hin,

Das Haupt mit Demuth entblosset
;

Zu verehren mit glaubigem Christensinn

Was alle Menschen erloset."

' Nicht wolle das Gott/ rief mit Demuthsinn ,

Der Graf,
' dass zum Streiten und Jagen

Das Ross ich beschritte furderhin,

Das meinen Schopfer getragen !

'"

6
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" So mog' euch Gott, der allmachtige Hort,
Der das Flehen des Schwachen erhoret,

Zu Ehren euch bringen hier und dort,

Sowie ihr jetzt ihn geehret.'
'

" Und alles blickte den Kaiser an

Und erkannte den Grafen, der das gethan,

Und verehrte das gottliche Walten."

IV. From the Dramas.

DIE EATJBER. 1780-81.

In his Preface to Die Rduber Schiller distinctly professes

one of his objects in writing to be the defence of religion.

"Wer sich den Zweck vorgezeichnet hat, das Laster zu

stiirzen und Religion, Moral und biirgerliche Gesetze an

ihren Feinden zu rachen, ein solcher muss das Laster in

seiner nackten Abscheulichkeit enthiillen."

"Das Laster .... lost in Franzen alle die verworrenen

Schauer des Gewissens in ohnmachtige Abstracktionen auf,

.... und scherzt die ernsthafte Stimme der Religion hin-

weg." Ed. Bellermann, Vol. II, p. 12, 1. 5 ff.

"Auch ist itzo der grosse Geschmack, seinen Witz auf

Kosten der Religion spielen zu lassen, dass man beinahe fur

kein Genie mehr passiert, wenn man nicht seinen gottlosen

Satyr auf ihren heiligsten Wahrheiten sich herumtummelu

lasst. Die edle Einfalt der Schrift muss sich in alltaglichen

Assembleen von den sogenannteu witzigen Kopfen miss-

handeln und ins Lacherliche verzerren lassen Ich

kann hoffen, dass ich der Religion keine gemeine Rache

verschaift habe, wenn ich diese mutwillige Schriftverachter

in der Person meiner schandlichsten Rauber dem Abscheu

der Welt iiberliefere." Ib., p. 13, 1. 14 if.

Franz Moor plays at one time the role of self-righteous
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piety. "Ha, mit gefaltnen Handen dankt dir, o Himmel,
der Franz dass er nicht ist, wie dieser (Karl) !

" P. 21, 1.

19 f. In his own person and in the days of his seeming

triumph he blasphemes God, immortal life, conscience and

justice.
" Gewissen ! o ja freilich ! ein tiichtiger Lumpen-

mann, Sperlinge von Kirschbaumen wegztischrecken !

" P.

26, 1. 3 f.
" Das (der Tod) ist nun freilich ein Schlaf, wo

es ewig niemals Guten Morgen heisst." P. 65, 1. 13 f.
" Der

Mensch entstehet aus Morast, und watet eine Weile in Morast,

und macht Morast und gart wieder zusammen in Morast."

P. 113, 1. 17 ff. "Ich hab's dir oft mit Hohnlachen (gesagt) :

' Es ist kein Gott !

'
Itzt red' ich im Ernste mit dir, ich sage

dir: Es ist keiner!" P. 141, 1. 3ff.

But when finally he is in the last straits, he confesses the

insincerity of his scepticism. "Geh, lass alle Glocken

zusammenlauten, alles soil in die Kirche auf die Knieefallen

alles beten fur mich Ruf ' doch den Beichtvater,

dass er mir meine Simdeii hinwegsegne !

" P. 146, 1. 10 ff.

With much more of the same sort.

Old Moor manifests a consistent belief in the accepted

essentials of religion : God's goodness, justice, mercy and

wisdom, the power of conscience, immortality, and the virtue

of the sacraments. Such expressions are found pp. 21, 1.

23, 1. 34
; 63, 1. 11, 1. 16 ff.

; 64, 1. 10, 1. 36 ff.
; 149, 1. 15,

1. 23 f.; 150, 1. 34; 151, 1. 8 ff. However, none of these

passages are notable.

Karl Moor, too, has a strong faith in the justice of God
and in immortality and a fierce loathing of the hypocrisy of

the priesthood.

"Sie verdammen den Saduzaer, der nicht fleissig genug
in die Kirche kommt, und berechnen ihren Juden^ins am
Altare." P. 29, 1. 10 f.

"
. . . einem Pfaffen, den ich mit

eigener Hand erwiirgte, als er auf offener Kanzel geweint

hatte, dass die Inquisition in Zerfall kame." P. 85, 1. 1 ff.
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" Da donnern sie Sanftmut und Duldung aus ihren Wolken
und bringen dem Gott der Liebe Menschenopfer, predigen
Liebe des Nachsteu tmd fluchen den achtzigjahrigen Blinden

von ihren Thiiren weg ! stiirmen wider den Geiz, und haben

Peru um goldner Spangen willen entvolkert und die Heiden

wie Zugvieh vor ihre Wagen gespannt O iiber euch

Pharisaer, euch Falschmiinzer der Wahrheit, euch Affen der

Gottheit ! Ihr sclieut euch nicht, vor Kreuz und Altaren zu

knieen, zerfleischt eure Riicken mit Eiemen
; ... ihr wahnt,

mit diesen erbarmlichen Gaukeleien demjenigen einen blauen

Dunst vorzumachen, den ihr Thoren doch den Allwissenden

nennt . . . und der Gott, der euer Herz durchschaut, wiirde

wider den Schopfer ergrimmen, wenn er nicht eben der ware,

der das Ungeheuer am Nilus erschaffen hat." P. 85, 1. I4-

86, 1. 2.

" Dass alles so gliicklich ist, durch den Geist des Friedens

alles so verschwistert ! Die ganze Welt eine Familie und

ein Vater dort oben mein Vater nicht ich allein der

Verstossene." 95, 17 ff.
" Hore mich, dreimal schreck-

licher Gott, der da oben iiber dem Monde waltet und racht

und verdammt iiber den Sternen!" 134, 10 ff. "Das
hat euch wohl niemals getraumet, dass ihr der Arm hoherer

Majestaten seid ? Betet an vor dem, der euch dies erhabene

Los gesprochen ! Kniet hin in den Staub und stehet

geheiliget auf!" 134, 27 ff. "O iiber mich Narren,
der ich wahnete, die Welt durch Grauel zu verschonern. . . .

Ich nannte es Rache und Recht ich masste mich an, o

Vorsichfc, die Scharten deines Schwertes auszuwetzen und

deine Parteilichkeiten gut zu machen aber da steh' ich am
Rand eines entsetzlichen Lebens und erfahre nun mit Zahn-

klappern und Heulen, dass zwei Menschen wie ich den

ganzen Bau der sittlichen Welt zu Grund richten wiirden.

Gnade Gnade dem Knaben, der dir vorgreifen wollte dein

eigen allein ist die Rache. Du bedarfst nicht des Menschen
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Hand." 157, off. "Nicht, als ob ich zweifelte, sie (die

Gerechtigkeit) werde mich zeitig genug linden, wenn die obere

Machte es so wollen." 157, 31 ff. "Was soil ich gleich

einem Diebe ein Leben langer verheimlichen, das mir schon

lang im Rat der Himmlischen genommen ist!" 157,

36 f.

"
Ja, eine Welt wo die Schleier hinwegfallen und die Liebe

sich schrecklich wiederfmdet Ewigkeit heisst ihr Name."

120, 33 f. "Sei wie du willt, namenloses Jenseits wenn

ich nur mich selbst hinubernehme. Ich bin mein Himmel
und meine Holle." 128, 23 ff.

Amalia's religious sentiments seem to be centered in the

thought of immortality. "Dieser Blick hatt' euch ubers

Grab hinubergeleuchtet hatt' euch iiber die Sterne getra-

gen !

"
57, 23 f. "Vielleicht traumt man im Grabe noch

fort bis man die Glocke der Auferstehung lautet." 57,

32. "<Und wir sehn uns wieder in Elysium.
7 "

58, 17.

"Der himmlische Vater riickt' ihn zu sich. Droben iiber den

Sonnen wir sehn ihn wieder." 63, 12. "Hat er nicht

schon den himmlischen Horern den Namen Amalia vorge-

sungen? .... Sterben ist Flug in seine Arme." -63, 24 ff.

"Sie wird im Himmel belohnt. Sagt man nicht, es gebe
eine bessere Welt, wo die Traurigen sich freuen und die

Liebenden sich wiedererkennen ?
"

120, 30 f.

One of the few allusions in the earlier dramas to the doc-

trinal Christ is AmahVs " Das Kreuz des Erlosers ist die

Freistatt der betrogenen Liebe." 92, 15.

Pastor Moser dwells on God's retribution, effective here

in the accusing conscience and there in the last judgment.
"Der Gedanke Gottweckt einen fiirchterlichen Nachbar auf,

sein Name heisst Richter." 143, 31. Other similar pass-

are : 141, 20; 142,3; 143, 19; 144, 13/144, 29;

145, 1.

Daniel makes much of his Christian profession, p. 112, 1.
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14 ff., but is especially confident of the power of prayer.
" Und ihr wollt mir den letzten Trost rauben im Sterben,
dass der Wurm des Gewissens mich urn mein letztes Gebet

bringe, dass ich ein Greuel vor Gott und Menschen schlafen

gehen soil?" 111, 31 ff. "Ich . . . will euch einschliessen in

mein Abend- und Morgengebet, und Gott wird das Gebet eines

alten Mannes nicht wegwerfen." 112, 5 f. "Gott verzeih'

mir meine schwere Siinde ! Ihr habt mir so manche Postill'

und Bibelbuch an den Kopf gejagt, wenn ihr mich ob dem
Beten ertappet." 146, 16 f.

" Wenn euch das Wasser an

die Seele geht, ihr werdet alle Schatze der Welt um ein

christliches Seufzerlein geben." 146, 26 f.

A little slur on Pietism occurs, p. 38, 1. 6 f : "Ich dachte,

wenn du ein Pietist wiirdest und wochentlich deine Erbau-

ungsstunden hieltest?" "Und wenn das nicht geht, ein

Atheist!"

Spiegelberg speaks the sentiment regarding the Bible re-

ferred to by Schiller in his Preface :
" Italien weist auch

seine Manner auf, und wenn Deutschland so fort rnacht, wie

es bereits auf dem Weg ist, und die Bibel vollends hinaus-

votiert, wie es die glanzendsten Aspekten hat, so kann mit

der Zeit auch noch aus Deutschland was Gutes koinmen."

69, 9 ff.

Two more passages complete the extracts from this drama,

one scoffing at the Church and God, the other at the sacra-

ment of absolution. " Was soil auch der Plunder in einer

Kirche? Sie tragen's dem Schopfer zu, der iiber den

Trodelkram lachet, und seine Geschopfe diirfen verhungern."

78, 12 f. "Die heilige Kirche wird euch verlorne Schafe

mit erneuerter Liebe in ihren Mutterschoss aufnehmen."

86, 18.

I have made no account of the use of the name of God
in exclamations, whether profane or merely conventional,

and these will not be reckoned with in other dramas.
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FIESKO. 1782.

In striking contrast to Die Kauber, Schiller's next drama

is quite barren of expressions of the religious sentiment or

of opinions about religion. Even the asseverations in the

name of God are markedly infrequent, and what is to be

found beyond these is rather rhetorical than religious. So

Fiesko :
" Dein Ungeschick ist mir ein Unterpfand des

Himmels, dass ich zu etwas Grossem aufgehoben bin."

P. 192, 1. 1. "Doch ich vergass, dir zu danken, himm-

lische Yorsicht, . . . deine Wege sind sonderbar." 243,

16 ff. "Die Vorsehung, versteh' ich ihren Wink, schlug

mir diese Wunde nur, mein Herz fur die nahe Grosse zu

priifen." 290, 13 if. Mohr : "Sie (eure Leute) brechen

ihre Schwiire dem lieben Herrgott ;
wir halten sie piinktlich

dem Teufel." 192, 12. Yerrina : "Den Gedanken sendet

mir Gott nicht." 195, 28. Bourgognino : "Nun, so wahr

ich selig werden will." 199, 1. Yerrina: "Wo nicht, so

magst du ihn nach schleppen langs der Ewigkeit, bis man

ausfindig macht, wo die zwei Enden ihres Kings ineinander

greifen." 199, 30. "Gott verwarf den Arm des Fiesko,

er muss auf den unsrigen rechnen." 230, 8. " Es gibt

Thaten, die sich keinem Menscheuurtheil mehr unterwerfen

nur den Himmel zum Schiedsmann erkennen." 235, 27 f.

"Du hast eine Schande begangen an der Majestat des

wahrhaftigen Gottes, dass du dir die Tugend die Hande

zu deinem Bubenstiick fiihren und Genuas Patrioten mit

Genua Unzucht treiben liessest." 294, 15 ff. Kalkagno :

" So gewiss moge Kalkagno den Weg zum Himmel ausfindig

machen, als dieses seiii Schwert die Strasse zu Dorias

Leben." 200, 29. Sacco :
"Wenn dies mein blankes Eisen

Berthas Gefangniss nicht aufschliesst, so schliesse sich das

Ohr des Erhorers meinem letzten Gebet zu." 200, 33.

Leonore :
" Du konntest den Schopfer aus seiner Welt hin-
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ausliigen." 206, 14. "So zuversichtlich ruft Fiesko den

Himmel heraus? . . . Denke, du spielest um den Himmel,
Fiesko. . . . Wiirdest du dreist genug sein, die Wurfel

zu schlitteln und die freche Wette mit Gott einzugehen?

Nein, mein Gemahl ! wenn auf dem Brett alles liegt, ist

jederWurf Gotteslasterung." 272, lOff. Lomellin: "Fine

brausende Nation liegt in der Schale Fieskos was in der

Ihrigen?" Andreas: "Der Himmel!" 291, 1 f.

KABALE UND LIEBE. 1783.

The more realistic subject here again makes the assevera-

tion in the name of God and the saints frequent. Miller,

Luise, Ferdinand and Lady Milford all have a not very firm

belief in the justice, or at least the retributive justice of God :

Walter and Wurm have more or less a cynical disbelief in

the same, while all of the persons have some expectation

of immortal life, at least in so far as it may afford oppor-

tunity for the punishment of sins.

Miller :
" Das lauft dann wie spanische Miicken ins Bint

und wirft mir die Handvoll Christentum noch gar aus-

einander, die der Vater mit knapper Not so so noch

zusammenhielt." 311, 14 f. "Brav, meine Luise! Freut

mich, dass du so fleissig an deinen Schopfer denkst. Bleib'

immer so und sein Arm wird dich erhalten." 316, 26 f.

Lady Milford :
" Dass Sie den Ruin des Landes auf meine

Brust walzen, vergebe Ihnen Gott der Allmachtige, der Sie

und mich und den Fiirsten einst gegeneinander stellt." 341,

1 1 f.
"Wenn diese Ungliickliche .... durch dich gerettet

durch dich dem Himmel wiedergeschenkt sein will, . . ."

344, 7 f. Miller : Tochter ! Tochter ! gib Acht, dass du

Gottes nicht spottest, wenn du seiner am meisten von noten

hast ! O ! es ist weit mit dir gekommen ! Du hast dein

Gebet aufgegeben, und der Barmherzige zog seine Hand von
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dir." 399, 18 ff.
" Wenn du Gott liebst, wirst du nie bis

zum Frevel lieben." 399, 24. " Werden wir uns dort

wohl noch finden ? . . . Willst du dich vor des Allwissenden

Thron mit der Luge wagen :
'

Deinetwegen, Schopfer, bin ich

da !

'
. . . ? Jetzt weiss ich nichts mehr stehe dir, Gott

Richter ! fiir diese Seele nicht mehr." 400, 7 ff.
"
(Auch

Seine Luise ist nicht unsterblich) Ich hab' sie von Gott."

408, 22.

Luise :
" Ich versteh' ihn, Vater fiihle das Messer

das er in mein Gewissen stosst
;
aber es kommt zu spat.

Ich hab' keine Andacht mehr, Vater der Himmel und

Ferdinand reissen an meiner blutenden Seele, und ich

furchte, . . . Doch nein ! . . . Wenn meine Freude uber

sein Meisterstiick mich ihn selbst vergessen macht, Vater,

muss das Gott nicht ergotzen?" 317, 8 f. "Er (der

Vater) wird nicht wissen, dass Ferdinand mein ist, mir

geschaffen vom Vater der Liebenden. . . . Ich wusste von

keinem Gott mehr, und doch hatt' ich ihn nie so geliebt."

318, 4f. "Ich bringe nichts mit mir als meine Unschuld ;

aber der Vater hat ja so oft gesagt, dass der Schmuck

und die priichtigen Titel wohlfeil werden, wenn Gott kommt,
und die Herzen im Preise steigen. Ich werde dann reich

sein. Dort rechnet man Thranen fiir Triumphe und schone

Gedanken fiir Ahnen an. Ich werde dann vornehm sein."

318, 26 f. "Mein Anspruch war Kirchenraub, und schau-

dern geb
7

ich ihn auf." 367, 19. "Himmlische Vor-

sicht! Rette, o rette meinen sinkenden Glauben!" 370, 8.

"Aber grasslich ist's .... dabei zu stelm, wenn dass blu-

tende Herz am eisernen Schaft der Notwendigkeit zittert

und Christen an Gott zweifeln." 370, 29 f.
" Will ich

ihm noch zum Schlusse in die Ohren schrein, dass in der

Sterbestunde auch die Lungen der Erdengotter zu rocheln

anfangen, und das Jiingste Gericht Majestiiten und Bettler in

dem namlichen Siebe riittle." 372, 10 f.
" Gott ! Gott ! und

du selbst musst das Siegel geben, die Werke der Holle zu
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verwahren !

"
376, 8. " Und wenn ihr veriiehtlicher Fer-

senstoss den beleidigten Wurm aufweckte, dem sein Schopfer

gegen Misshandlung noch einen Stachel gab?" 388, 34 f.

"Wenn selbst die Gottheit dem Blick der Erschaffenen ihre

Strahlen verbirgt, dass nicht ihr oberster Seraph vor seiner

Verfinsterung zuriickschaure warum wollen Menschen so

grausam barmherzig sein?" 389, 13 f. "Ich weiss soeben

kein liebliches Wort dafiir Der dritte Ort ist das Grab

Das sind nur Schauer, die sich um das Wort herumlagern.

Weg mit diesem, und es liegt ein Brautbette da, woriiber der

Morgen seinen goldenen Teppich breitet und die Friihlinge

ihre bunten Guirlanden streun. Nur ein heulender Sunder

konnte den Tod ein Gerippe schelten; es ist ein holder,

niedlicher Knabe, bliihend, wie sie den Liebesgott malen,
aber so tiickisch nicht ein stiller, dienstbarer Genius, der

der erschopften Pilgerin Seele den Arm bietet iiber den

Graben der Zeit, das Feenschloss der ewigen Herrlichkeit

aufschliesst, freundlich nickt und verschwindet." 398, 20 if.

(Miller: "Selbstmord ist die abscheulichste Siinde"): "Ich

will in den Fluss springen, und im Hinuntersinken Gott den

Allmachtigen um Erbarmen bitten!" 399, 14 f. "O Gott,

vergiss es ihm Gott der Gnade, nimm die Siinde von ihm !

"

417, 25. "Sterbend vergab mein Erloser Heil iiber

dich undihn!" 418, 21.

Ferdinand :
"
Schoner, als er dich von sich liess, soil der

Himmel dich wieder haben und mit Verwunderung einge-

stehn, dass nur die Liebe die letzte Hand an die Seelen

legte." 321, 4 f. "Thranen, Fliiche, Verzweiflung die

entsetzliche Mahlzeit, woran diese gepriesenen Gliicklichen

schwelgen, von der sie betruuken aufstehen und so in die

Ewigkeit vor den Thron Gottes taumeln." 328, 16 f. "Ich

soil diesen Engel wiirgen? Die Holle soil ich in diesen

himmlischen Busen schiitten ? Ich will sie fiihren vor des

Weltrichters Thron, und ob meine Liebe Verbrechen ist, soil
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der Ewige sagen." 348, 20 f. "So wahr mich Gott im

letzten Hauch nicht verlassen soil!" 350, 2. "Werden

wir Gott in keinem Tempel mehr dienen, so ziehet die Nacht

mit begeisternden Schauern auf, der wechselnde Moud pre-

digt uns Busse, und eine andachtige Kirche von Sternen

betet mit uns." 366, 22 f. "Richtei der Welt! Fodre

sie mir nicht ab ! Das Madchen 1st mein. Ich trat dir

deine ganze Welt fur das Madchen ab, habe Verzicht gethan
auf deiue ganze herrliche Schopfung. . . . Sollte der reiche,

vermogende Schopfer mit einer Seele geizen, die noch dazu

die schlechteste seiner Schopfung 1st?" 382, 21 f. "O!
die Vorsehung ist clabei, wenn Sperlinge fallen, warum nicht,

wo ein Teufel entlarvt werden soil?" 404, 19 f. "Ha!
und er dasteht vor ihr, .... und sein erstarrter Blick die

entvolkerte Unendlichkeit fruchtlos durchwandert, Gott

sucht, und Gott nicht mehr finden kann und leerer zuriick-

kommt Gott! Gott!" 407, 19 f. "Die obern Machte

nicken mir ihr schreckliches Ja herunter, die Rache des Him-

mels unterschreibt, ihr guter Engel lasst sie fahren." 412,

2 f.
" Thranen um deine Seele, Luise ! Thranen um die

Gottheit, die ihres unendlichen Wohlwollens hier verfehlte,

die so mutwillig um das herrlichste ihrer Werke kommt."

416, 6 f. "Gott bewahre mich ! In jene Welt hinaus

will ich's nicht treiben." 416, 28. "Sorge fur deine

unsterbliche Seele." 416, 33. "Wie ich mit Gott stehe,

zitt're ich doch ein Bosewicht bin ich niemals gewesen. . . .

Eine Gestalt wie diese stehe vor deiner Seele, wenn du stirbst,

und drange dein letztes Gebet weg eine Gestalt wie diese

stehe auf deinem Grabe, wenn du auferstehst und neben

Gott, wenn er dich richtet !

"
419, 32 ff.

Wurm : (" Sie ist eben in die Mess, meine Tochter.")
" Das freut mich ! freut mich ! Ich werd 7 einmal eine fromnie,

christliche Frau an ihr haben." 313, 12 f.
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President Walter :
" Wem zulieb bin ich auf ewig mit

memem Gewissen und dem Himmel zerfallen ?
"

327, 7 f.

Kammerdiener :
f<
O, und mitunter das polternde Wirbel-

schlagen, damit der Allwissende uns nicht sollte beten

horen." 336, 27 f.
" Noch am Stadtthor drehten sie sich

urn und schrieen :
' Gott mit euch, Weib und Kinder ! Es

leb
?

unser Landesvater Am Jiingsten Gericht sind wir

wieder da !

' "337, 2 f.

DON KARLOS. 1783-87.

The personages in this drama are all more or less good

Catholics, and consequently their general adherence to the

doctrines and institutions of the Church may be taken for

granted without quotation. In fact respect for and devotion

to the sacraments are reverently and zealously expressed.

Quotations will be limited to the more universal principles

of religion.

Karlos :
"
O, bei allem, Roderich,

Was du und ich dereinst im Himmel hoffen,

Verjage mich von dieser Stelle nicht." 11. 188-90.

"Oft hab' ich ....

Mit heissen Thranengiissen vor das Bild

Der Hochgebenedeiten mich geworfen,

Sie urn ein kindlich Herz gefleht." 325-8.
" Hier steh' ich in der Allmacht Hand und schwore

Und schwore Ihnen, schwore ewiges

O Himmel, nein ! nur ewiges Verstummen,
Doch ewiges Vergessen nicht !

" 798-801.
" Der ganze Himmel beugt

Mit Scharen froher Engel sich herunter,

Voll Running sieht der Dreimalheilige

Dem grossen, schonen Auftritt zu." 1062-5.

"Sie thun mir Unrecht, Fiirstin. Das war Andacht."

1720.
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" Was wir

Verheimlichen, kann euren Gott nicht schanden.

Es ist sein eignes, schonstesWerk" (Freiheit). 2254-6.
" Gibt es keinen Gott ? Was ! Diirfen

In seiner Schopfung Konige so hausen ?

Ich frage, Gibt es keinen Gott ? Solange Mutter

Geboren haben, ist nur einer einer

So unverdient gestorben." 4471-5.

Posa :
" Den Zufall gibt die Vorsehung zum Zwecke

Muss ihn der Mensch gestalten. . . .

Und war's

Auch eine Feuerflocke Wahrheit nur

In des Despoten Seele kiihn geworfen

Wie fruchtbar in der Vorsicht Hand !

" 2965-71.

"Aber schade !

Da Sie den Menschen aus des Schopfers Hand
In Ihrer Hande Werk verwandelten,

Und dieser neugegossnen Kreatur

Zum Gott sich gaben da versahen Sie's

In etwas nur : Sie blieben selbst noch Mensch

Mensch aus des Schopfers Hand. 77 3109-14.
aO Schade, dass, in seinem Blut gewiilzt,

Das Opfer wenig dazu taugt, dem Geist

Des Opferers ein Loblied anzustimmen !

Dass Menschen nur nicht Wesen hoh'rer Art

Die Weltgeschichte schreiben !

" 3146-50.
" Er der Freiheit

Entziickende Erscheinung nicht zu storen

Er lasst des Uebels grauenvolles Heer

In seinem Weltall lieber toben ihn,

Den Kiinstler, wird man nicht gewahr, bescheiden

Verhiillt er sich in ewige Gesetze.

Die sieht der Freigeist, doch nicht ihn. ' Wozu
Ein Gott ?

'

sagt er,
* die Welt ist sich genug.'

Und keines Christen Andacht hat ihn mehr,
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Als dieses Freigeists Liisterung, gepriesen." 3217-35.

"O meine Traume waren schon Doch es

Gefiel der Vorsehtmg, mich vor der Zeit

Von meiner schonen Pflanzung abzurufen." 4261-6.
" Wenn

Jahrhunderte dahingeflohen, wird

Die Vorsicht einen Fiirstensohn, wie er,

Auf einem Thron, wie seinem, wiederholen." 4285-7.
" Du verlierst mich, Karl

Auf viele Jahre Thoren nennen es

Auf ewig."
-4609-11.

u Die bange Stunde mit dir auszuhalten,

Die man die letzte schrecklich nennt." 4613-4.

Philip :
" Jetzt gib mir einen Menschen, gute Vorsicht

Du hast mir viel gegeben. Schenke mir

Jetzt einen Menschen ! Du du bist allein,

Denn deine Augen priifen das Verborgne,
Ich bitte dich um einen Freund

;
denn ich

Bin nicht, wie du, allwissend." 2809-14.

"Die Toten stehen nicht mehr auf." 5040.

Konigin :
" Hoch stellte Sie die Vorsicht hoher, Prinz,

Als Millionen Ihrer andern Briider. . . .

Auf, retten Sie des Himmels Billigkeit !

Verdienen Sie, der Welt voranzugehen,

Und opfern Sie, was keiner opferte." 770-8.

Eboli :
" Ein Gewissen ohne Beispiel

Fur einen jungen Mann und Konigssohn." 15789.
" Ich selbst des Weibes hohe Majestat,

Der Gottheit grosses Meisterstiick, verstummeln ?

1796-7.

Alba :
" Dies Schwert ....

Es blitzte dem Gekreuzigten voran,

Und zeichnete dem Samenkorn des Glaubens

Auf diesem Weltteil blut'ge Furchen vor :
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Gott richtete im Himmel, ich auf Erden." 1424-9.

Domingo :
" Nur bitt' ich Eure Hoheit, eingedenk

Zu sein, dass dem beangstigten Gewissen

Die Kirche eine Zuflucht aufgethan,

Wozu Monarchen keine Schliissel haben,

Wo selber Missetaten unterm Siegel

Des Sakramentes aufgehoben liegen." 89-94.

Prior : jene grosse Keise (death)." 2260.

Inquisitor :
" Der Mensch war unser Was befugte Sie,

Des Ordens heiPge Giiter anzutasten ?

Durch uns zu sterben war er da. Ihn schenkte

Der Notdurft dieses Zeitenlaufes Gott

In seines Geistes feierlicher Schandung
Die prahlendeVernunft zurSchau zu fuhren." 5 1 78-83.

"Vor dem Glauben

Gilt keine Stimme der Natur!" 5274-5.

WALLENSTEIN. 1796-98.

Compared with the other later dramas Wallenstein is nota-

bly deficient in distinctively religious sentiment. While all

the characters but one are Catholics, there is comparatively

little expression of devotion to the Church or to the rites and

doctrines of the Church. On the contrary, there is a preva-

lent acceptance of fatalism as a philosophy of life.

" Denn wer den Besten seiner Zeit genug

Gethan, der hat gelebt fur alle Zeiten." Prolog, 48-9.

"Bruder, den lieben Gott da droben

Es konnen ihm alle zugleich nicht loben."

Lager, 969-70.

Wallenstein :
" Die Geisterleiter, die aus dieser Welt des

Staubes

Bis in die Sternenwelt mit tausend Sprossen

Hinauf sich baut, an der die himmlischen
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Gewalten wirkend auf und nieder wandeln."

Pice., 979-82.

"Dem bosen Geist gehort die Erde, nicht

Dem guten. Was die Gottlichen uns senden

Yon oben, sind nur allgemeine Giiter." Tod, 799-801.
"
Religion ist in der Tiere Trieb

;

Es trinkt der Wilde selbst nicht mit dem Opfer,
Dem er das Schwert will in den Busen stossen."

Tod, 1678-80.
" Ich hasse

Die Jesniten lag's an mir, sie waren langst

Aus Reiches Grenzen Messbuch oder Bibel !

Mir istfs all eins \" Tod, 2595-8.
" Er ist der Gliickliche. Er hat vollendet.

Fur ihn ist keine Zukunft mehr, ihm spinnt

Das Schicksal keine Tiicke mehr. . . .

Weg ist er iiber Wunsch und Furcht, gehort
Nicht mehr den triiglich wankenden Planeten."

Tod, 3421-8.

Max :
" Kein Lacheln, Grafin ! In der Kirche war ich.

Es ist ein Kloster hier, zur Himmelspforte,
Da ging ich hin, da fand ich mich allein.

Ob dem Altar hing eine Mutter Gottes,

Ein schlecht Gemalde war's, doch war's der Freund,
Den ich in diesem Augenblicke suchte.

Wie oft hab' ich die Herrliche gesehn
In ihrem Glanz, die Inbrunst der Verehrer

Es hat mich nie geriihrt, und jetzt auf einmal

Ward mir die Andacht klar so wie die Liebe."

Pice., 1463-72.

"O auch die schonen, freien Regungen
Der Gastlichkeit, der frommen Freundestreue

Sind eine heilige Religion dem Herzen." Tod, 2331-3.

Thekla :
" Es ist ein holder, freundlicher Gedanke,

Dass iiber uns in unermess'nen Hohn,
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Der Liebe Kranz aus funkelnden Gestirnen,

Da wir erst wurden, schon geflochten ward."

Pice., 1649-52.

"Aus Himmelshohen fiel es uns herab,

Und nur dem Himmel wolleu wir's verdanken.

Er kann ein Wunder fiir uns thun." Pice., 1737-8.
" Du Heilige, rufe dein Kind zuriick !

Ich habe genossen das irdische Gliick,

Ich habe gelebt und geliebet." Pice., 1764-6.

Auf unserm Haupte liegt der Fluch des Himmels,
Es ist dem Untergang geweiht." Tod, 2355-6.

Octavio :
" Mein bester Sohn, es ist nicht immer moglich

Im Leben sich so kinderrein zu halten,

Wie's uns die Stimme lehrt im Innersten."

Pice., 2449-51.
" leh stehe in der Allmacht Hand

;
sie wird

Das fromme Kaiserhaus mit ihrem Schilde

Bedecken und das Werk der Nacht zertninimern."

Pice., 2516-8.
" Gott der Gerechtigkeit ! Ich hebe meine Hand auf !

Ich bin an dieser ungeheuren That

Nicht schuldig." Tod, 3783-5.
" Konntest da

Dem Gnadigen nicht Zeit zur Guade gonnen ?

Des Menschen Engel ist die Zeit die rasche

Vollstreckung an das Urteil anzuheften,

Ziemt nur dem unveranderlichen Gott." Tod, 3795-9.

Gordon :
" Das Herz ist Gottes Stimme, Menschenwerk

Ist aller Klugheit kiinstliche Berechnung."

Tod, 2883-4.
"Wenn Gottes Vorsehung sich dieses Mundes
Zu Ihrer Rettung wunderbar bediente !

"
Tod, ^628-9.

a
Ach, sein. Herz ist noch

Den ird'schen Dingen zugewendet, nicht

7
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Gefasst 1st er, vor seinen Gott zu treten."

Battler : "Gott 1st barmherzig." Tod, 3710-13.

Grafin Terzky :
" Ich vertraue mich

Der Guade ernes grossern Herrn." Tod, 3842-3.

MARIA STUART. 1799-1800.

Here we find in the very nature of the case strong parti-

san expressions for and against the two great divisions of

Christendom. Nowhere does Schiller show greater ability

to speak the word for a cause that is not his own. The

mysteries of the Catholic rites are treated in the representa-

tives of that Church with all reverent delicacy. Quotations

will not be needed to show this, but rather they will be

limited to general expressions of religious sentiment.

Maria :
" Des Gatten rachefordendes Gespenst

Schickt keines Messedieners Glocke, kein

Hochwiirdiges in Priesters Hand zur Gruft." 288-90.

"Wie der erhabne Prediger des Berges
"

490.

"Der Himmel hat fur euch entschieden, Schwester !

Gekront vom Sieg ist euer glucklich Haupt;
Die Gottheit bet' ich an, die euch erhohte!" 2250-2.

" Ich stehe an dem Rand der Ewigkeit.

Bald soil ich treten vor den hochsten Richter,

Und noch hab7
ich den Heiligen nicht versohnt.

Versagt ist rnir der Priester naeiner Kirche.

Des Sakramentes heil'ge Himmelsspeise

Verschmah7
ich aus den Handen falscher Priester.

Im Glauben meiner Kirche will ich sterben,

Den der allein ist's, welcher selig macht." 3588-95.

"Die Kirche ist's, die heilige, die hohe,

Die zu dem Himmel uns die Leiter baut." 3607-8.

"Ich bin mit meinem Gott versohnt." 3789.

" Mein Heilaud ! mein Erloser !
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Wie du am Kreuz die Arme ausgespannt,

So breite sie jetzt aus, mich zu empfangen I" 381618.

Mortimer :
" Er zeigte mir, dass griibelnde Vernunft

Den Menschen ewig in die Irre leitet." 477-8.

"Des Himmels wnndervolle Rettungshand
Glaubt' ich in dieser Fiigung zu erkennen." 539-40.

"Ein Priester horte unsre Beichte an,

Ablass ist uns erteilt fur alle Schulden,

Die wir begingen, Ablass im voraus

Fur alle, die wir noch begehen werden.

Das letzte Sakrament empfingen wir,

Und fertig sind wir zu der letzten Reise." 2504-9.
"
Maria, HeiPge, bitt

? fur mich

Und nimm mich zu dir in dein himmlisch Leben !

"

2819-20.

There are many more passages of Mortimer's in which he

expresses his loyalty to the Church, the Pope, the saints, the

symbols and shrines of his religious faith, as for instance,

420 to 450.

Melvil :
" Des Herzens Andacht hebt sich frei zu Gott

;

Das Wort ist tot, der Glaube rnacht lebendig."

3599-600.
" Vertraue

Dem Allvermogenden der diirre Stab

Kann Zweige treiben in des Glaubens Hand.

Und der die Quelle aus dem Felsen schlug,

Kann dir im Kerker den Altar bereiten,

Kann diesen Kelch, die irdische Erquickung,
Dir schnell in eine himmlische verwandeln." 362531.

"Denk' an die Nahe des Allwissenden !

" 3704.

(Mangelhafte Beichte)
" Das ist ^

Die Siiude zu dem ew'gen Tod, denn das

Ist wider seinen heiPgen Geist gefrevelt." 3706-8.
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In many other passages in this scene Melvil also expounds
and defends the doctrines of the Church.

Kennedy :
" Und Gott gewahrte meiner Lady

In diesem Augenblick, der Erde HoiFnung
Zuriickzustossen mit entschlossner Seele

Und glaubenvoll den Himmel zu ergreifen." 3405-8.

Elisabeth :
" Wohl weiss ich, class man Gott nicht dieut,

wenn man
Die Ordnung der Natur verlasst." 1172-3.

"Mit Gottes Beistand, der die Konige

Erleuchtet, will ich eure Griinde priifen." 1457-8.

"Und dankend preis' ich meines Gottes Gnade,
Der nicht gewollt, dass ich zu euren Fiissen

So liegen sollt
7

,
wie ihr jetzt zu den meinen." 2258-60.

"Ich trage sie (die Sache) dem hohern Kichter vor;
Was der mich lehrt, das will ich thun." 3187-8.

" Fleht ihn an,

Dass er mit seiner Weisheit dich erleuchte." 3281.

Paulet : "Die Bibel liess man ihr, das Herz zu bessern." 43.
" Den Christus in der Hand,

Die Hoffart und die Weltlust in dem Herzen." 142-3.

(" Und euer Euf bleibt rein.")

"Nicht mein Gewissen." 1062.

"Yerletze dein Gewissen nicht." 1672.

Talbot :
" O Konigin ! Deiu Herz hat Gott geriihrt.

Gehorche dieser himmlischen Bewegung!" 1543-4.

Burleigh :
" Gehorche

Der Stimme des Yolks, sie ist die Stimme Gottes."

3068.

"Dreimal hat ihn ein Gott von dir entfernt.

Heut hat er nahe dich beriihrt
;
noch einmal

Ein Wunder hoifen, hiesse Gott versuchen." 3104-6.

"Denk' an die Kirche! Soil mit dieser Stuart

Der alte Aberglaube wiederkehren ?
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Der Monch aufs neu hier herrschen?" 3173-5.

"Die Seelen aller deiner Unterthanen,

Ich fordre sie von dir Wie du jetzt handelst

Siud sie gerettet oder sind verloren." 317880.

"Mein Zweck war gut. Gott leitete es anders." 2701.

Shrewsbury :
" Der Gott, der dich durch seine Wunderhand

Viermal erhielt .... er verdientVertrauen." 3107-10.

Aubespine :
" Lob sei dem Hiinmel, der den Morderstreich

Gewehrt von diesem koniglichen Haupt !

" 26567.

DlE JUNGFRAU VON ORLEANS. 1800-1801.

This drama ib so suffused with certain religious elements

that the whole work must be offered in evidence for : direct

providential interference in human affairs, the power of faith

and prayer, the reality of miracles, the power and intercession

of the Virgin. Quite notable, in such an intensely religious

atmosphere, is the comparative slight importance of Jesus.

Johanna :
" Der Herr wird mit ihr sein, der Schlachten Gott.

Sein zitterndes Geschopf wird er erwahlen,

Durch eine zarte Jungfrau wird er sich

Yerherrlichen, denn er ist ja der Allmacht'ge." 3247.
"Denn der zu Mosen auf des Horebs Hohn
Im feur'gen Busch sich flammend niederliess,

Er sprach zu mir aus dieses Baumes Zweigen :

Geh hin ! Du sollst auf Erden fur mich zeugen."

401-8.

"Ich sah dich, wo dich niemand sah als Gott.
77 1012.

" Eine reine Jungfrau

Vollbringt jedwedes Herrliche auf Erden,

Wenn sie der ird'schen Liebe widersteht." 1^)87-9.

"Dies Leben wird kein Gegner mir entreissen,

Bis ich vollendet, was mir Gott geheissen." 15223.
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" Das heiPge Meer,
Das Gott zur Landerscheide zwischen euch und uns.

Gesetzt, und das ihr frevelnd iiberschritten habt."

1649-51.

"Und einer neuen (Welt), welche Gottes Hand
Noch zudeckt hinter unbeschifften Meeren." 2117-8.

" Das Gliick

Wohnt droben in dem Schoss des ew'gen Vaters."

2138-9.

"Des Himmels Herrlichkeit umleuchtet euch,

Vor eurem Aug' enthiillt er seine Wunder,
Und ihr erblickt in mir nichts als ein Weib ?

Well mir, wenn ich das Rachschwert meines Gottes

In Handen fuhrte und im eiteln Herzen

Die Neigung triige zu dem ird'schen Mann !" 2252-59.

"Ein blindes Werkzeug fordert Gott,

Mit blinden Augen musstest du's vollbringen !

Sobald du sahst, verliess dich Gottes Schild,

Ergriffen dich der Holle Schlingen ! "2578-81.
"Ich habe das Unsterbliche mit Augen
Gesehen ohne Gotter fallt kein Haar

Vom Haupt des Menschen." 3191-3.

"Leicht ist es deiner Allmacht, eh'rne Bande

In diinnes Spinngewebe zu verwandeln

Du willst, und diese Ketten fallen ab." 3468-70.

"Hinauf hinauf die Erde flieht zuriick

Kurz ist der Schmerz und ewig ist die Freude." 35434.

Thibaut: "Das Gliick der Schlachten ist das Urteil

Gottes." 371.

"Lebt ihre Seele nur, ihr Leib mag sterben !" 2845.

"Vor dem furchtbarn Namen,
Der in der Holle Tiefeu selbst

Gefiirchtet wird." 2986-8.
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Raimond :
" Meine Seele

Hab? keinen Antheil an dem ew'gen Heil,

Wenn sie nicht rein ist, Herr, von aller Schuld !

"

3305-7.

Sorel :
" In deiner sanften Seele hat der Himmel

Den Arzt fur alle Wunden sich bereitet." 790-91.
" Ich muss

Mein iiberwallend Herz vor Gott ergiessen ;

Den Unsichtbaren bet' ich an in dir." 2617-19.
" Schon schwebt sie droben, ein verklarter Geist,

Sieht unsern Schmerz nicht mehr und unsre Rene."

3515-16.

Erzbischof :
" Nur Gott allein kann solcheWunder wirken."

1114.

" Wenn sie der Natur

Gehorcht dient sie am wiirdigsten dem Himmel !

Und hast du dem Befehle deines Gottes,

Der hi das Feld dich rief, genug gethan," 2206-10.

So wirst du . . . .

Montgomery :
" In Gottes gnad'ge Hande leg' ich mein

Geschick.

Ruf 7

du, Verdammte, deine Hollengeister an !

"
1 673-4.

Lionel :
" Mylord ! Ihr habt nur noch

Fur wenig Augenblicke Leben denkt

An euren Schopfer !

7?_2330-32.
" Auf Wiedersehn in einer andern Welt !" 2349.

Talbot :
" Und die einzige

Ausbeute, die wir aus dem Kampf des Lebens

Wegtragen, ist die Einsicht in das Nichts." 2352-4.

Dunois :
" die Wunderbare

Die eines Gottes Schickung diesem Reich

Zur Retterin bestimmt." 1828-9. *

"Sie ist das Gotterkind der heiligen

Natur, wie ich." 1844-5.
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DIE BKAUT VON MESSINA. 1802-3.

The peculiar milieu of this drama, half pagan and half

Christian, renders pronounced expressions of religious senti-

ment infrequent. On the contrary, the fatalistic tone, sup-

posed to represent the spirit of Greek tragedy, leads to many
skeptical or irreligious sentiments.

Isabella :
" Blick' nieder, hohe Konigin des Himmels,

Und halte deine Hand auf dieses Herz,

Dass es der Uebermut nicht schwellend hebe." 294-6.

"Dem Gott der Wahrheit mehr als dem der Luge

Vertrauend, rettet' ich die Gottverheissne." 1354-5.
" Wo Menschenkunst

Nicht zureicht, hat der Himmel oft geraten." 2095-6.
" So haltet ihr mir "Wort, ihr Himmelsmachte ?

Das, das ist eure Wahrheit ? Wehe dem,

Der euch vertraut mit redlichem Gemiit !

" 2328-30.

"Warum besuchen wir die heiligen Hauser

Und heben zu dem Hirnmel fromme Hande !

Gutmut'ge Thoren, was gewinnen wir

Mit unserm Glauben ? "2384-7.

"Vielkraftig auch ist das Gebet der Frommen." 2719.

Don Cesar :
" Doch auf den Seraphsfliigeln des Gesangs

Schwang die befreite Seele sich nach oben,

Den Himmel suchend und den Schoss der Gnade."

1514-6.

"Und diesen festlich ernsten Augenblick
Erwahlte sich der Lenker meines Lebens

Mich zu beruhren mit der Liebe Strahl." 1521-23.
"
Bussfert'ge Siihne, weiss ich, nimmt der Himmel an."

2640.

"Der Tod hat eine reinigende Kraft,

In seinem unverganglichen Palaste

Zu echter Tugend reinem Diamant
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Das Sterbliche zu lautern und die Flecken

Der mangelhaften Menschheit zu verzehren." 27359.

Don Diego : "Ich hielt es fur des Himmels eignesWerk,
Der mit verborgen ahnungsvollem Zuge
Die Tochter hintrieb zu des Vaters Grab." 1666-8.

Chor :
" Selber die Kirche, die gottliche, stellt nicht

Schoneres dar auf dem himmlischen Thron
;

Hoheres bildet

Selber die Kunst nicht, die gottlich geborne,

Als die Mutter mit ihrem Sohn." 272-6.

"Aber die Natur, sie ist ewig gerecht." 230.

"Denn gebiisst wird unter der Sonnen

Jede That der verblendeten Wut." 972-3.
" Die Gotter leben,

Erkenne sie, die dich furchtbar umgeben!" 2399.
" Das Leben ist der Giiter hochstes nicht

;

Der Uebel grosstes aber ist die Schuld." 2842-3.

WILHELM TELL. 1803-4.

Tell : "Das Haus der Freiheit hat uns Gott gegriindet." 388.

"Wer frisch umherspaht mit gesunden Sinnen,

Auf Gott vertraut und die gelenke Kraft,

Der ringt sich leicht aus jeder Fahr und Not."

1510-12.

"Dort droben ist dein Yater ! den ruf an." 2096.

"Damals gelobt' ich mir in meinem Innern

Mit furchtbarm Eidschwur, den nur Gott gehort,

Dass meines nachsten Schusses erstes Ziel

Dein Herz sein sollte." 2585-8.

"Es lebt ein Gott, zu strafen und zu rachen." 2597.

"Zum Himmel heb' ich meine reinen Hande,
Yerfluche dich und deine That ! "3181-82.
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"Hort, was mir Gott ins Herz gibt !

" 3234.

Fiirst :
" O die Gerichte Gottes sind gerecht ! "553.

Attinghausen :
"Und muss ich denken bei dem letzten Hauch,

Dass du mein brechend Auge nur erwartest,

Um hinzugehn vor diesen neuen Lehenhof,

Und meine edeln Giiter, die ich frei

Von Gott empfing, von Ostreich zu empfangen ?
"

865-9.

Stauffacher: "Wenn der Gedriickte nirgends Reclit kann

finden,

greift er

Hinauf, getrosten Mutes, in den Himmel
Und holt herunter seine ew'gen Rechte,

Die droben hangen unverausserlich

Und unzerbrechlich wie die Sterne selbst." 1277-82.

"Ihr solltet Gottes gnad'ge Schickung preisen,

Die es so gut gelenkt." 2323-4.

Gertrud : "So acht' ich wohl, Gott wird euch nicht verlassen

Und der gerechten Sache gnadig sein." 289-90.

"Die Unschuld hat im Himmel einen Freund." 324.

Rosselmann :
" Doch Gott

1st iiberall, wo man das Recht verwaltet,

Und unter seinem Himmel stehen wir." 1115-17.

"Hort, was mir Gott ins Herz gibt," 1109.
" Wir wollen trauen auf den hochsten Gott

Und uns nicht fiirchten vor der Macht der Menschen."

1453-4.

"O denket dass ein Gott im Himmel ist,

Dem ihr musst Rede stehn fur eure Thaten." 1953-4.

"Der Schuss war gut, dc-ch wehe dem, der ihn

Dazu getrieben, dass er Gott versuchte !

" 2045-6.

"Das sind des Himmels furchtbare Gerichte." 2939.

Reding :
" Gott hilft nur dann, wenn Menschen nicht mehr

helfen." 1323.
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Fischer .
"
Tell, Tell, ein sichtbar Wunder hat der Herr

An euch gethan." 2272-3.

Armgard :
" Du bist der Richter

Im Lande an des Kaisers Statt imd Gottes.

Thu> deine Pflicht ! So du Gerechtigkeit

Vom Himmel hoffest, so erzeig' sie uns !" 2754-7.

Harrass :
" Lasst das Irdische

;

Denkt jetzt, euch mit dem Himmel zu versohnen."

2808-9.

Chor :
" Bereitet oder nicht, zu gehen,

Er muss vor seinen Richter stehen." 2838-9.

Melchthal :
" Und weint die Konigin in ihrer Kammer,

Und klagt ihr wilder Schmerz den Himmel an,

So seht ihr hier ein angstbefreites Volk
Zu eben diesem Himmel dankend flehen." 3078-81.

Parricida :
"
Ach, es ist Gottes Hand,

Die unter euer Dach mich hat gefuhrt." 315051.

As will be observed in these quotations, among a people

undivided by schisms, devout adherents of a simple faith,

practically the only sentiment expressed is one of trust in the

justice and goodness of God.

CONCLUSION.

Julian Schmidt in Schiller und seine Zeitgenossen, expresses

doubts of the sincerity of Schiller's sentiments in the Theos-

ophie des Julius, finding there only beautiful pictures, more

poetic imagination than overwhelming love of truth. Thus

Schmidt repeats the reproach made to the youthful poet by
his schoolmate Boigeol (Briefe, 3.).

But it seems to me that

this criticism suffers from a painful misconception of the

inherent nature of religion. A theosophy is a philosophy
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of the universe, and it is not yet religion. It may be a very

important basis of religion, or again it may merely be ab-

stracted from religion, but it is not itself religion. As
Matthew Arnold defined religion to be "morality touched

with emotion," so from another side of the same subject, one

may define religion as theosophy touched with emotion.

Emotion is at least an essential factor of religion.

In one way I regard Schiller's poems as a better evidence

for his religion than all his philosophical letters and disqui-

sitions, and for this very reason : in the poems we find his

philosophical speculations touched with emotion, and this

very fact proves that they were sincere, this fact makes them

religious.

1 ' Till what we long as poetry have nurst

Shall as a God's swift inspiration burst

And flash in glory on that youngest day."
Die Kiinstler.

While Schiller sometimes -

speaks with suspicion or even

with hostility of "
religion," it is quite easy to see in such

cases that he has in mind the hierarchy or some certain out-

ward religious organization. His famous epigram,
" What

my religion ? Of those that thou namest none
;
the reason

thou askest ? 'Tis easy : Because I've religion," shows how

keenly the poet distinguished between the spirit and the

form of religion.

Religion was for Schiller the longing and the striving for

harmony with the spirit and tendency of the universe. This

essence of all religion he embraced with a fervor and a deep
reverence not exceeded by the most pronounced devotees of

any sect.

From Schiller's Letters and his various essays and histories

alone we may then derive his views on the elements of reli-

gion and the various phases of religion as follows :
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Schiller rejected practically the whole theological system

of the Church as he understood it, and, very explicitly,

all impeachments of the lawfulness of the Universe, in-

cluding Special Revelation, the inspiration and peculiar

authority of the Bible, the exceptional divinity of Jesus, his

miraculous origin and deeds, and especial providences.

He distrusted religious organizations of all kinds, fearing

their tendency to fetter the human spirit, whereas he found

the very life of the spirit to consist in the liberty to discover

and assimilate the will of God. Hence he avoided and to

some extent antagonized the hierarchy, the clergy, public

worship, and all rites and ceremonies.

And from these sources, supported by the evidence of his

poems and dramas, we find that his religious sentiment, far

from being simply negative, was deep and reverent and sincere.

The one simple couplet, "Mein Glaube," tells the reason

for his standing apart from the religious organizations of his

day, and while the poet's reverent spirit shunned the formu-

lation of a credo, the foregoing extracts from his writings

afford ample basis for declaring that he held the following

beliefs in a more or less positive way.
He believed steadfastly, with no more hesitation and inter-

mission than many a patriarch and saint, in one Good, All-

wise, Allknowing, Loving Power, immanent in the Universe

and especially in man.

He believed in Virtue supremely, and trusted the Inner

Voice, its monitor, holding virtue to be the harmonious

adaptation of the individual's will to the will of God as

revealed in the laws and history of the universe and in the

heart of man.

He believed with a strong faith in Immortality, wavering
sometimes as to the persistence of the individual onscious-

ness, and rejecting all attempts to locate and condition the

future state.
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He believed in the Brotherhood of man, and trusted man
as the image of God on earth.

He recognized the greatness of Jesus of Nazareth and

revered his ethics and his life.

He recognized the immense service to mankind of the

Christian Religion.

He was intensely reverent toward all that was good and

beautiful, and worshipped sincerely in his own way, which

was, indeed, not the way of the Church.

But for one who was so inherently religious in the very
fibre and marrow of his being, the attempts to demonstrate

his religion seem bare and dead. It is a case of the letter

that killeth.

Schiller had a true feeling in his youth when he believed

himself called to preach. And in fact he did not forsake the

calling, but chose only a wider and freer pulpit than the

Church at that time afforded him. Every one who ap-

proached Schiller closely in life or in his writings was

impressed with this sense of his priestly and prophetic

character, using the words in their best sense. So true

is this, that one of the chief criticisms of Schiller's work,

on the part of those who hold that the artist must love

beauty for beauty's sake alone, has been this tendency to

preach.

For my own part, the beauty of outward Nature, the

beauty of truth and the beauty of holiness seem to me but

varying manifestations of the one Beauty. A complete

religion will ignore none of them, though apparently it will

dwell more and more on the beauty of virtue. The supreme

poet will ever be near to the priest, and I cannot find their

alliance a reproach to either.

From the standpoint of enlightened thought of the twen-

tieth century, Schiller was without question a deeply religious
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man, and all of his writings no less than his life bear testi-

mony to the fact.

W. H. CARRUTH.
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XVIII. A DEFINITION OF THE PASTORAL IDYLL.

The history of the pastoral is a long history ; perhaps no

other manner of writing has exerted so wide an influence or

held so deep a fascination. The words pastoral, idyllic,

Arcadian still move us
; they surround us with an atmosphere

ofcharm
; they encourage those moments that are unstrenuous

;

they recall us to an early and almost outgrown freshness of

feeling. Yet, oftentimes, the poets of the Golden Age are

regarded as mere literary alchemists by critics who cannot

yield themselves to genuine poetic illusion, failing to recog-

nize in that distant world the embodiment of really existent

beauty. Pastoral has, in many cases, justly been a word of

reproach and ridicule, a synonym for insipid creations, unreal

in feeling, affected in style ;
but whether good art or bad it

has appeared, Proteus-like, in numerous forms. Music,

sculpture, and painting have used the pastoral motif; the

Good Shepherd has been for twenty centuries, in the Christian

church, a tender symbol of Divine Care
;
and in literature

the pastoral has never really faded away, but has come back

again and again with persistent appeal. It seems, therefore,

that there must be in it some inherent beauty, some elemental

greatness which deserves investigation and acknowledgment.
Criticism of this kind of literature exists in abundance in

various languages, for men have, with a warmth that shows

indisputably the importance of the subject, addressed them-

selves to formulation of laws, to discussion of the essential

character of the scene, the actors, and the language of the

pastoral. Little attempt has been made, however, to differ-

entiate the various kinds of pastoral writing. Pectoral, idyll,

eclogue, bucolic are used interchangeably for productions that

range from exquisite poetry to sustained doggerel. The
8 583
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fundamental difficulty seems to be in the confusion of form

with subject-matter, shape with substance. The most worthy
form the pastoral has taken and one which inevitably ex-

presses the spirit of pastoral poetry, is the idyll, and it is

in a study of this that we may gain the truest idea of the

genuine pastoral impulse. The idyll is also the oldest pas-

toral form and so affords a more complete sequence for study
than the later developments of pastoral romance and pas-

toral drama.

The origin of the pastoral idyll is to be found in man's

undated joy in the external world and in his love of song.

During the days when life was nomadic, care of the herds

was the chief occupation ;
so we are to picture our remote

forefathers guarding their flocks upon some green hillside

and beguiling their idleness by songs which, of necessity,

were concerned with the joys and events of their free life.

The first descriptions we have of such existence are those in

the Bible, especially the Song of Songs, which in its passion

of love, its concrete imagery, and its dramatic presentation

is the prototype of the pastoral idyll. It is in the East that

we find our first pastorals and it is from the East that the

pastoral extended until it was at home in nearly every

language. The first pastoral poet ofwhom we have historical

record was Theocritus, who, living in the presence of a

pastoral tradition as characteristic as the epic tradition that

we call Homer, listening to songs sung by shepherds in

Sicilian pastures, shaped the concrete, enduring beauty of

the pastoral idyll. Born in Syracuse about three hundred

years before Christ, in an age of sophistication, trained by
fashionable masters, Theocritus, nevertheless, responded to

the beauty of Sicilian lands with a poetic power fresh and

direct. Of his artistic genius the long line of imitators,

translators, and critics are the best and most convincing

witnesses. He established the idyll as an art form revealing
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the charm of the pastoral with a skill unmatched by all later

generations. His idylls have a great variety of subject;

some picture the life of mowers and of fishermen
;
others are

mythological stories ofmen and arms
;
there are enchantments ;

and, again, there are pictures of those whose duty it is to

lead and defend the pasturing herds. It is upon these idylls

which deal with the buoyant happiness of the life of herdsmen

that we must base our study of the pastoral idyll and make
clear the distinction between the idyll proper and the pastoral

idyll.

Because the best of the idylls of Theocritus are concerned

with the life of herdsmen (pastores) many students have come

to confuse idyll with pastoral, and have used the terms inter-

changeably. This confusion has been further increased by
critics who care little for nice distinctions. These men give
the word pastoral as wide a signification as possible and let

it stand for anything rural and unconventional. The idyll

means to them a presentation of life simple, quiet, and serene,

as it follows normal law in a realm far from fashion and

from fortune, open to all the influences of nature. In thus

allowing such breadth of interpretation it is possible to

identify pastoral and idyll. But to the scientist such

looseness of terms is not permissible in a just appreciation of

values. He demands close observation of essential differences

and he feels that the pastoral has played too definite a part
in the world of literature, that it has had too vivid and too

intense an existence, to admit of any blurring of conception.

The pastoral suggests to the student of literature definite

imagery, pictures of those happy guardians of the herd

whose task gives them leisure for song, whose occupation is

of a sort that leads to meditation on the beauty of the visible

world, and stimulates the poetic spirit.
*

Having thus defined the limits of the pastoral, we must

try to determine the characteristics of the idyll. The term
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idyll (elSv\\iov
= a little picture) was given to the poems of

Theocritus not by himself but by scholiasts and applies to the

pictures of Hercules and of the Dioscuri, the heroes, as well

as to the pictures of Daphnis and Menalcas, the herdsmen.

In classical usage the terms idyll and pastoral were not

confounded, for the odes of Pindar were called idylls while

the idylls of Ausonius have no pastoral element. Among
the moderns usage has varied. The French seem to regard

the idyll as distictly pastoral ; among the Spanish the idyll

conveys no idea of a pastoral poem, which is usually called

an eclogue ;
the Italians hold a middle view, permitting the

idyll to take a wide range without restricting it to pastoral.

Our modern English attitude in the matter may give deter-

mining weight. Recently we have had many idylls in

prose, Wabash Idylls, Quaker Idylls, and Auld Lickt

Idylls, while in poetry there are the English Idylls of

Tennyson, the Dramatic Idylls of Robert Browning, and the

Old World Idylls of Austin Dobson, all without pastoral

association. The situation is summed up well in Chambers's

Encyclopedia :
"
Idyll ;

a term used to denote a species of

poem representing the simple scenes of pastoral life. It is,

however, an error to suppose that the idyll is exclusively pas-

toral ;
. . . After the use made of the word by Tennyson in

his Idylls of the King, which are epic in their style and

treatment, and romantic and tragic in their incidents, it

becomes very difficult to say what may not be called an

idyll."

The idyll does indeed defy definition. It is known by the

mood that it wakens. Books such as Prue and J, The

Braeebridge Hall Stories, Paul and Virginia, and The Cotter's

Saturday Night are idylls ; they throw one into a mild state

of peace and content, rousing only those sentiments which

are tranquil. General usage seems to imply that the idyll is

a brief poem or story where some simple sort of happiness is
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dramatically presented, where no tragic elements enter.

Idyllic means free from dissatisfaction. The idyll calls for

no great endeavor, no lofty motives, no self-searching and

discipline. It is the only sort of writing whose end is to

make us enamored of life. In it we have always a charmed

atmosphere, some suggestion of satisfying happiness. An idyll

is a picture of life as the human spirit wishes it to be, a

presentation of the chosen moments of earthly content.

The idyll, when limited to the pastoral atmosphere, has

certain characteristic elements which differentiate it from

other closely allied forms, : the elegy, the eclogue, and the

song. Theocritus perfected the pastoral idyll in three forms,

all more or less dramatic, and these have persisted down to

the present time : the monologue, in which the despairing

lover is pictured singing his song of complaint ;
the dialogue,

in which two or more shepherds sing without having any
fixed subjects ;

and the dialogue with a singing-match. Here

one shepherd, meeting another, challenges him to a song con-

test
; wagers are laid, a kid staked against a lamb or, per-

haps, a drinking-cup, the umpire is appointed, a seques-

tered spot is chosen, and the songs are sung, with their lyric

reference to the beloved maidens, to the happiness of shep-

herd life, or to the beauty of the world about. There is

appeal to the emotions and to every sense. Such passages

as the following show the appeal to the eye and the ear as

well as to the other three senses.

" Comatas. . . . 'Here be oak trees, and here the galingale, and sweetly

here hum the bees about the hives. There are two wells of chill

water, and on the tree the birds are warbling, and the shadow is

beyond compare with that where thou liest, and from on high the

the pine tree pelts us with her cones.'

Lacon. l

Nay, but lambs' wool, truly, and fleeces, shalt thou tread here,

if thou wilt but come, fleeces more soft than sleep, . . . And I will

set a great bowl of white milk for the nymphs, and another will I

offer of sweet olive oil.'
"

Lang's Translation.
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Characteristic also is the lover's recital of the gifts he may
give his fair one, fleeces and flowers, stores of cheese and

wine and honeycomb which not even the nectar and ambrosia

of the Immortals can surpass.

The elegy may be distinguished at once by its consistent

relation to the sadder experiences of life. Once purely

reflective, it has come to mean at the present time a poem of

lamentation and of grief. Lycidas shows the pastoral elegy

in English perfection.

Many attempts, especially among the French, have been

made to distinguish the idyll from the eclogue, but no

satisfying conclusion has been reached, in spite of much

subtle discussion turning on the less important aspects of

both poems. As the term idyll was applied to the works of

Theocritus, so the term eclogue (Greek 6/^X077; = a selection)

was given by scholars to the shorter poems of Virgil which

deal with pastoral life. Eclogue has been identified with

pastoral even more persistently than idyll has heen identified

with pastoral, it has been the favorite and constant term

down to the twentieth century for any sort of rustic dialogue.

It may be asked, then, why not use the term eclogue instead

of the circumlocution, pastoral idyll ?

The idylls of Theocritus, with their fresh and visible

beauty, served later as models for Latin Virgil, who

copied Theocritus with a freedom which might have another

name. He has given us the idylls in a debased form,

in which strict artistic unity is violated. Veiled references

to historical conditions, personal gratitude, eulogy, in the

Virgilian pastorals, detract from high artistic merit, and

make the poems of dual interest and of dual purpose.

Virgil's eclogues are like those old Roman mosaics repres-

enting a scene in Paradise, where in one corner is the

prostrate figure of the donor. In later literature we find

eclogues following the Virgilian model, eclogues where
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various subjects are treated under pastoral guise. There

are allegories, political, social, theological ;
there are pane-

gyrics of princes and of poets ;
there are satires and invectives,

all in the form of pastoral eclogues, with pastoral names, and

pastoral imagery.

But even eclogue does not always mean pastoral. In

English literature, especially in the age of Pope, there are

many eclogues that have no relation to the pastoral, yet are,

however, always dialogues, A Culinary Eclogue by Shen-

stone
;
The Magi, a sacred eclogue by William Thompson ;

The Ghaists, a kirk-yard eclogue by Robert Ferguson ;
The

Dean and the Squire, a political eclogue by Mason
;
Town

Eclogues, by Gay ; Fire, Famine, and Slaughter, a war eclogue

by Coleridge, and finally an absurd parody of the Virgilian

eclogue by Mrs. Barbauld, A School Eclogue, which is the

old singing match performed by two school boys, who lay

wagers, while a third school boy acts as umpire. Eclogue
has always the significance of dialogue, but not necessarily

that of pastoral. The eclogue, then, is often vitiated by the

presence of ulterior meanings, and as an art form is inferior

to the idyllj which never seeks to be didactic nor satirical,

but is always a genuine artistic creation.

It is necessary to distinguish carefully in the pastoral the

idyllic monologue from the song. Briefly speaking, the

distinguishing mark of the idyll is its descriptive quality.

In the song there is description only as it comes in incident-

ally, in the monologue there is usually a prefatory description

of the place and of the singer. In the song

"Come live with me and be my love,"

there is invocation, apostrophe, spoken entirely by^the shep-

herd, while in the January pastoral of Spenser, which

resembles most closely this pastoral song, the scene is descri--

bed at the length of two stanzas. A pastoral idyll may be
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said to begin always with some introductory words describing

the place and circumstance of the song, while the real

pastoral song is an apostrophe from the very start, never in

any case presenting a picture of the singer as he sings.

Finally there is a distinction between the pastoral idyll,

which is a particular picture of a particular scene, and the

sort of poem which is a general description of a general state

ofthings. Such a generalized description is Thomas Campion's
Jack and Joan, which is not strictly pastoral :

"Jack and Joan, they think no ill,

But loving live, and merry still
;

Do their week day's work, and pray

Devoutly on the holy day :

Skip and trip it on the green,

And help to chose the Summer Queen ;

Lash out at a country feast

Their silver penny with the best."

Closely allied to this is the general description of idyllic

content, which is not dramatic, but philosophical, and dis-

cusses those elements which make pastoral life sweet. Such

is the bit from The Purple Island of Phineas Fletcher,

Canto XII:
"
Thrice, O, thrice happy shepherd's life and state !

When courts are happiness' unhappy pawns !

His cottage low, and safely humble gate

Shuts out proud fortune and her scorns and fawns
;

No feared treason breaks his quiet sleep ;

Singing all day, his flocks he learns to keep,

Himself as innocent as are his simple sheep."

It has been said that the pastoral idyll is in poetry what

the Netherlandish genre pictures are in painting. The ele-

ments which make the genre pictures of Teniers, Jan Steen,

or Brouwer are a study of certain moments of relaxation in

busy lives, festivity, play, entertainment. The delights

are social, joy in mere motion of the dance, enjoyment of
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tobacco, ale, and kisses, and are exquisitely rendered to the

most minute detail, intensely actual and visible. In the

idylls of Theocritus, which fulfil the ideal conditions of

the pastoral idyll, there is the same insistence of detail, the

same scrupulous rendering of the most trifling matter, the

same reality ;
there is the vivid presence of the purple

grape, the green olive, the scent of grass and thyme,

the cheese and honey, the touch of the cool breeze, and the

sound of doves and of running water. Though both possess

fineness of execution, the work of Theocritus is more subtle

than that of the genre painters. They present realistic and

incidental scenes with none of his striving for artistic group-

ing, nor of his endeavor to immortalize beauty. Theocritus

chooses the most picturesque and most ideally characteristic

moments. The sense of joy in him rises infinitely beyond
mere social merriment

;
it is complex, and has a spiritual ele-

ment which is undulled perception of natural beauty.

A pastoral idyll is a dramatic presentation of some char-

acteristic scene in the joyous life of herdsmen. It is dramatic

in that it represents the movement and the speech of the actors

in propria persona, but it has neither the action nor the unity

of movement necessary to true drama. The subject appeals

to the eye and to the ear, not to the intellect and the will ;
the

emphasis is placed, not upon event and circumstance, but upon
emotion and appreciation. The descriptions of nature, the

stories of love, the delight in songs inconsequent and intensely

emotional are all part of a lyric mood. Clearista pelting the

goatherd with apples and the love song of Polyphemus are

not drama. Moreover, the actors lack characterization.

Each one must possess conventional traits : he must be

sensitive to the beauty of the world, he must ha*e ardent

affections, he must feel a certain comradeship with his herd,

and, most of all, he must have the supreme gift of song.

Uniting in composite fashion the elements of two generic
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divisions, the pastoral idyll cannot be placed in one category

or the other, but must be defined, in general, as lyric in

intention and dramatic in execution.

The pastoral idyll is brief, slight, but haunting. It has

an immortality that does not need justification nor persuasive

exposition, for it catches at some eternal yearning in the

heart of man, and gives him for a moment the picture of

content. And as in tragedy we are purified by sympathy
and awe, so in the pastoral idyll we are purified by sympathy
and joy. We desire the same tranquil delight, the same

passion of love, the same freedom from strain and envy and

ambition that we see in the pastoral idyll. This form of

poetry appeals to a feeling that is keen and permanent in

the human spirit ; and, although it is no cry to arms, and

may not rouse deep spiritual struggle or produce higher

and loftier ideals of human conduct, it does effect again that

ever-necessary reconciliation of man with the simplicity of

his own being.

MAETHA HALE SHACKFOED.



XIX. THE PROLOGUE TO THE LEGEND OF
GOOD WOMEN AS RELATED TO THE

FRENCH MARGUERITE POEMS,
AND THE FILOSTRATO.

In 1775 Tyrwhitt, speaking of the Prologue to the Legend

of Good Women, suggested that " it is possible that le dit de

la fleur de lis et de la Marguerite by Guillaume de Madumt
. . . and the Dittie de la flour de la Margherite by Froissg/Et

. . . might furnish us with the true key to those mystical

compliments, which our poet has paid to the Daysie-flower."
*

This suggestion of Tyrwhitt has been echoed and reechoed

by succeeding editors and commentators,
2 but has never been

seriously put to the test. Godwin, in his Life of Chaucer*

called attention to the story told in Froissart's Dittie^

of the birth of the daisy from the tears shed by Here's on

the grave of Cephei', but did not connect it with the trans-

formation of Alcestis into the daisy.
4 Mr. Skeat, in his

1 The Canterbury Tales of Chaucer (London, 1775
), I, xxxiv-v, note.

Tyrwhitt is disposing of the notion, first started by Speght in the edition

of 1602, not that of 1598 that under the name of the daisy was meant

Margaret, Countess of Pembroke. See further on this identification,

Urry, Works of Geoffrey Chaucer (London, 1721 ) [iv-v] ; Warton, Hist.

Eng. Poetry (London, 1774), I, 466, note K; Bell's Chaucer (London,

1855), iv, 250; Corson, Chaucer's Legend, etc. (Philadelphia, 1864),

7-8, 15.

2 Even Mr. Skeat (Oxford Chaucer, I, 36) merely says : "I agree with

him [Tyrwhitt] in supposing," &c. Cf. During, Geoffrey Chaucers Werke

(Strassburg, 1883), I, 253-4; ten Brink, Studien (Minister, 1870), 158,

191
; Morley, Eng. Writers (London, 1890), v, 133-4; Neilson, Court of

Love (Boston, 1899), 144; Snell, The Age of Chaucer (London, 1901),

190-91
;

etc. *
3 n (1803), 339-40

;
in (1804), 247.

*Mr. Skeat (Oxford Chaucer, in, xxxii) credits Sandras (fitude sur G.

Chaucer, 1859, p. 58) and Bech (Anglia, v, 363) with pointing out the

Hexes story. For once, at least, Godwin should be given his due.

593
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discussion of the Prologue in the Oxford Chaucer,
1

pointed
out three specific passages in Froissart and Machault which are

more or less closely parallel with certain lines of Chaucer.

Vollmer 2 added to Mr. Skeat's observations a reference to

the balade at the close of Froissart's Paradys d'Amours.

Beyond similar instances to these, no examination has appar-

ently been made of Chaucer's indebtedness, in the Prologue, to

the poems referred to. Yet such an examination seems

to come very near doing just what Tyrwhitt suggested it

might do, besides throwing welcome light on certain other

problems connected with the poem.

V

The two poems which Tyrwhitt mentioned, are the best

known members of an exceedingly interesting group. Dur-

ing the years 1363 and 1364 the king of Cyprus, Pierre de

Lusignan
" ce valeureux champion de conquetes impossi-

bles" travelled through Europe, visiting the courts of

France, Germany and England, in an effort to awaken the

zeal of the princes to a fresh crusade. 3 The closing months

of 1363 he spent in England,
4 where he was brilliantly

entertained,
5 and became the benefactor of Froissart.6 The

1
in, xxxi

;
cf. xxxv.

2 Dos mittelenglische Gedicht, The Boke of Cupide (Berlin, 1898), pp.

101-2
;
see also Neilson, Court of Love (^1899 ), 79, n. 1.

3
Froissart, Chroniques (ed. Kervyn de Lettenhove, Brussels, 1870), vi,

362, 370-6, 378-87, 390, 393-6, 409-10, cf. 503-9
; vn, 1-3

; xvn, 400-

404, 407
;
de Mas Latrie, Histoire de I' He de Chypre (Paris, 1852), n,

237-245, gives full details of the itinerary ;
cf. Delaville le Koulx, La

France en Orient au XIVe Stede (Paris, 1886), I, 120 ff.

4 De Mas Latrie, op. cit., 240
;
see Walsingham, Hist. Angl. (Eolls Series),

i, 299; Knighton, Chron. (Rolls Series), n, 118; Froissart, ed. Kervyn,

VI, 381.

5U Je ne vous poroie mies compter en un jour les nobles disners, les

scuppers, les festyemens et les conjoi'ssemens, les dons, les pr&ens et les

jeuiaux c'on fist, donna et pre'senta." Froissart, ed. Kervyn, vi, 380.

6
Froissart, Le Joli Buisson de Jonece, 348-50 (Oeuires, ed. Scheler, n,

11) ;
see Chroniques, xx, 566.
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same year he was present at Rheims at the coronation of

Charles V,
1

for which occasion it has been thought that

Guillaume de Machault, then a canon of the Cathedral, had

composed the music of the mass. 2 Here in all probability,

as Tarbe" suggests,
3 was begun the acquaintance between the

two men, which led, after the tragic death of Pierre, to

Machaulfs last work, La Prise d'Alexandrie, celebrating the

crowning .events of the king's career,
" at Alisaundre ....

whan it was wonne."

Now there is much that leads one to suppose that Machault's !

\

Dit de la Marguerite was composed for Pierre de Lusignan,
and that it celebrates one of his mistresses.

4 The lady whom
the daisy symbolizes "Appellee est en fran9ois Marguerite,
C'est chose voire" 5

is separated from her lover by the sea :

Car elle m'a gari d'oultre la mer

De ma doulour. 6

Que d'oultre mer la voy en ma presence.
7

More specifically, the lover himself is represented as being
in Cyprus or in Egypt :

Et quant je suis en Chipre ou en Egipte,

Mes cuers en li tres doucement habite, etc. 8

We may fairly infer, then, thai>^the Dit was written some-

^roissart, ed. Kervyn, vn, 1-3
; xvn, 407

;
de Mas Latrie, op. tit., n,

240.
2 M. L. de Mas Latrie, La Prise d' Alexandrie (Guillaume de Machault),

Geneva, 1877, p. xvi
;

cf. Magnin in Journal des Savans, 1851, p. 406;
F4tis, Bwg. universelle des Musiciens (Brussels, 1837), iv, 465. The intro-

duction of M. de Mas Latrie should be corrected, in general, by^Gaston
Paris' review in the Revue historique, iv (1877), 215 ff.

3 Oeuvres de Machault, ed. Tarbe (Keims and Paris, 1849) , xxviii-ix.

*Tarbe*, loc. cit.

5
Oeuvres, ed. Tarns', p. 129. Ib.

y 124.
7
Ib., 127. Cf. also the following :

Et quant li vens de son dous pays vente

J'en surplus sains (p. 126).
129.
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xj / where between 1364 and 1369 not improbably during the

former year and that instead of embodying a love-affair

' of Machault' s own/ it connects itself with the king of

Cyprus or at least with some friend of the poet's who, like

Chaucer's Knight, attended on the brilliant fortunes of the

king.
2

1 Cf. Magnin in Journal des Savans (1851 ), 405 :

" M. de comte de Caylus

s'appuie & tort d'un vers du Dit . . . pour prouver que Machault a ete en

Chypre et en Egypte. II n'a pas remarque que c'est Pierre de Lusignan

qui est suppose* parler dans cette piece." Which one of the numerous

Marguerites of the day the poem celebrates, one must leave undetermined.

See Tarbe", 185-6, and note the list of Marguerites in the index to Du

Cange's Les Families d' Outre-Mer, ed. Key (Doc. inddits, Paris, 1869),

pp. 951-953.
2 Tarbe* (Oeuvres, xxix, n. 1) connects with the Marguerite poem "une

maison de plaisance, qu'il nomma la Marguerite," which Pierre de Lusignan
built in Cyprus, and refers to Machault as his authority. According to

Machault (La Prise d'Alexandrie), in January, 1369 :

Li gentis roys faire faisoit,

En un lieu qui moult li plaisoit,

Une maison toute nouvelle,

Qui devoit estre bonne et belle,

Car pas n'estoit oeuvre petite.

On I'apelloit la Marguerite. (11. 8360-5. )

A few days before his assassination January 17, 1369
;
see de Mas Latrie,

Hist, de Chypre, II, 344-5 the Marguerite was still in his mind :

Ce fu fait le jour xme

De Janvier ou le jour xve
.

Ce jour ala li roys jouer

Pour veoir et pour ordener

La maison de la Marguerite

Qu'au deviser moult se delite. (11. 8574-9.)

The account thus given certainly seems to offer ground for the conjecture

that the structure was "une maison de plaisance," and that its name may
have had reference, like the poem, to a mistress of the king's. But

Machault has entirely disguised the real and sinister significance of the

building. "E per far," says Florio Bustron of the king, "un bel tratto a

soi fratelli e altri de primarii, faceva fabbricare una torre, poco distante

dalla citadella, et la chiamo la Margarita, et haveva gia fornito fondi di
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The poem seems to have been almost immediately influen-

tial. When we turn to Froissart's Dittie de la flour de la

Margherite, we find clear enough evidence that Machault's

quella. La quale & una priggion sotto terra oscurissima, et di muri grossissimi

fatta, e profonda, dove pensava far di sopra anchora un'altra torre. . . .

E voleva far di sopra la torre alta
;
dove si lasso intender, che voleva far

un convito, et retenir et incarcerarli tutti" : Florio Bustron, Chronique de

Pile de Chypre, ed. R de Mas Latrie (Melanges Historiques, Choix de Docu-

ments, Paris, 1886), V, 271
;
see also Chronique de Macheras, trad, franp.

Miller et Sathas (Paris, 1882), 144-5; Chronique de Strambaldi, ed. E. de

Mas Latrie (Doc. inedits, Paris, 1893), 102
; Chronique d'Amadi, ed. R de

Mas Latrie (Doc. inedits, Paris, 1891), 422; Jorga, Philippe de Mezieres

(Paris, 1896), 387
; Herguet, CypriscTie Konigsgestalten des Hauses Lusignan

(Halle, 1881), 29. His brothers, however, warned by the king's confessor,

escaped. But through this same tower of the Marguerite (which was

so called from the hill of Sainte-Marguerite on which it stood
;
see de Mas

Latrie, Histoire, etc., m, 265, n. 3) came indirectly the king's own death.

For he had, says Machault (La Prise d'Alexandrie, 8366-9) :

II avoit 1& pluseurs esclaves,

Qui, dedens fossez, dedens caves,

Toute jour la terre fouoient,

Et hors, a leur col, la portoient.

It was while working barelegged among these slaves, where the king's
* '

wilfulhed ' ' had thrust her, that Marie de Giblet uttered to the nobles who
took exception to her immodest garb, the stinging taunt " Donne con

donne non si vergognano di mostrar li piedi .... et da voi .... non mi

euro, perche tatti sette femine" (Bustron, 273) which led to Pierre's

assassination. The whole story is told with vivid detail by Bustron, op.

tit., 272 ff.
;
Henrico Giblet, Histone de' Re' Lusignani (Bologna, 1647),

406 [printed 398]-408 ; Macheras, op. cit., 145 ff; Strambaldi, op. cit.,

102 ff.
; Amadi, op. cit.

,
422-4

;
cf. Jorga, op. cit.

,
388

; Herguet, op. cit.
,

29-30. The dramatic story of the murder of the king is given in Bustron,

275-6
; Giblet, 417 ff.

; Strambaldi, 112-14
; Macheras, 159 ff.

; Amadi,
425-6

;
cf. Jorga, 390

; Herguet, 30. Chaucer's statement of the case in

the Monk's Tale (B. 3581-88) is curiously at variance with what seem to

be the facts. The whole history of Pierre de Lusignan is of course of the

utmost interest to students of Chaucer, not only on account
of^the passage

referred to, but also for the background it gives to the description of the

Knight, who was with him at Lyeys and Satalye, as well as at Alisaundre.
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lines were in his mind as he wrote. 1 But Froissart's Marghe-
rite was not the Marguerite of Machault's poem. We are

taken back at once to the love-story so charmingly related

in EEspinette Amoureuse 2
the story of the maiden whom

he found reading the Cleomades 3
for at the close of UEspi-

1
See, for instance, the opening lines of Machault's Dit:

J'aim une fleur qui s'uevre et qui s'endine

Vers le soldi, de jour quant il chemine ;

Et quant il est couchiez soubz sa courtine

Par nuit obscure,

Elle se clost, ainsois que li jours fine.

Ses feuilles ont dessous colour sanguine,

Blanches dessous plus que gente hermine

Ne blancheur pure. (Oeuvres, 123. )

Compare, now, Froissart's Dittie, 11. 53 ff. (Oeuvres, ed. Scheler, u, 211) :

Car tout ensi que le soleil chemine

De son lever jusqu'a tant qu'il decline,

La margherite encontre lui s'encline,

Comme celi

Qui moustrer voelt son bien et sa doctrine
;

Car le soleil, qui en beaute* 1'afine,

Naturelment li est chambre et courtine,

Et le deffent contre toute bruine,

Et ses coulours de blank et de sanguine

Li paraccroist, etc.

Particularly, compare with the reference to Cyprus and Egypt in

Machault (v. p. 595), the mention of Egypt dragged in by Froissart

(11. 19-21, li, 210) :

Ossi chier a le preel d'un hermitte,

Mes qu'elle y puist croistre sans opposite,

Comme ellefait les beaus gardins d* Egypte.

Note also the common rhymes delite, eslite, habile, petite of the last two

passages. Compare the last two lines of the Dit with 11. 7-8 of the Dittie ;

etc. For Machault's influence on Froissart, see further Eng. Stud,., xxvi,

336
; Grober, Grundriss, nl

,
1050

; Sandras, fitude sur G. Chaucer (Paris,

1859), 78-9.
2 Oeuvres (ed. Scheler), I, 107 ff.

8 See particularly Besant's chapter on "
Froissart's Love Story

" in Essays

and Historuttes (London, 1903), 197-223
;
G. C. Macaulay's

"
Froissart the
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nette we are told that the names of both lover and lady will

be found :
;

En quatre lignes moult petites

Entre "nous fumes" et "le temps."
1

The lines are readily discovered :

_T1

Je hantoie la tempre et tart

Bout/row, dont chaux, navre*s d'un dart

D* amours
;
et lors de flours petites,

Violetes et margherites.
2

"he name of the lady of ISEspinette, accordingly, was

Marguerite the Marguerite, we may be sure, of the Dittit

itself,
3 and without question the lady of the Paradys

d'Amours, who makes for him the chaplet of marguerites,
4

^~and in whose honor he sings the balade with the refrain :

(

" Sus toutes flours j'aime la margherite."
5

UEspinette was

written before November, 1373;
6 the Paradys has been

Lover" in Macmfllan's Mag., January, 1895 (vol. LXXI, No. 423, pp. 223-

30) ; Kervyn de Lettenhove, Froissart, Etude Litteraire (Bruxelles, 1857),

I, 20-42
;
Oeuvres de Froissart (Bruxelles, 1870) , I, 1 Partie, 22-34,

60-66; Mary Darmesteter, Froissart (Paris, 1894), 10 ff.
; Grober, Orun-

driss, &c., n1

,
1049-50

;
Petit de Julleville, Hist, de la Langue et Litt. fr.

(Paris, 1896) , n, 346
; Dinaux, Les Trouveres( Bruxelles, 1863) , iv, 487-499.

J L1. 4141-4182 ( Oeuvres, ed. Scheler, i, 209-10) esp..4178-9.

2 LI. 3380-3383 (i, 187). See Scheler (Oeuvres, I, 388-9), where this is

pointed out, for the suggestion of the surname Vrediau. Kervyn de Letten-

hove in his Froissart (1857), i, 29, gave a different reading of the name

as also Dinaux in Les Trouveres, IV, 497-8 but in his edition of the

Chroniques (1870), i, l re Partie, 31, he accepts the reading given above.

Cf. Grober, Grundriss, n1
,
1050.

3 Note what Grober (op. cit., 1051), says of "die Jugenddichtung Loenge

doujoli mois de May . . . . unter dem Eindruck der schonen Jahreszeit einer

Dame dargebracht, der ohne zweifel auch der Dittie de la flour de la Marghe-

rite . . ., also der Jugendgeliebten, gait. Cf. pp. 1049-50. "**\

: * Paradys d'Amours, 1620-26Ji^48-9).
5 Ib~' 16^7^53^(1749-50).
* Compare Le Joli Buisson, 443 ff. (n, 14) with #., 859-60 (n, 26).

SeeEng. Stud., xxvi, 327-9.

9
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shown to antedate 136 9.
l In 137 1,

2
moreover, in La Prison

Amoureuse, Froissart, writing under the name Flos to an

imprisoned friend whom he calls Kose,
3
after rejecting the

violet, the lily, and a succession of the very flowers subordi-

nated to the daisy in the balade of the Paradys, takes for

his device, and puts in a little ring of gold,J". . . une fleur petite

Que nous appellons margherite."
*

/ Nor does his diligence
" in the honour Of love, and eek in

(service of the flour," end here. In the seventeenth Pastou-

jrelle
5 he writes s^fMtgf.}

in which once more the claims of the

/ marguerite are defended against the pretensions of other

Vflowers, with the refrain,
" La margherite & la plus belle

;

"

while one of the last of his poems, the Plaidoirie de la

Rose et de la Violette,
6
closes with the same motive. To the

Gultus of the marguerite, accordingly, Froissart, building on

Machault, has made substantial additions.

a
By Professor Kittredge in Eng. Stud., xxvi, 321-336. See also Long-

non's introduction to Froissart' s Meliador (Paris, 1895), I, 1-li, and his

reply to Professor Kittredge, ib., in, 363-369.
2 Prison Amoureuse, 2252-3 (i, 288).
3
Presumably Wenceslas of Brabant

;
see Grober, Grundriss, n1

,
1050

;

Scheler, Oeuvres, u, 404
; Kervyn de Lettenhove, Froissart (1857), n, 269-

71, and in Oeuvres (1870), I
1
,
264-5

; Darmesteter, Froissart ( Paris, 1894),

44; contra, Longnon in Meliador, I, Ixvi ff.

* La Prison Amoureuse, 852-903 (i, 240-41 ) ; esp. 898-9. Cf. the close

of the letter, i, 247. Similarly, in the Joli Buisson, 11. 1106-9 (n, 33), he

tells us :

J'ai usage, quant je me lieve,

Afin que le jour ne me grieve,

De dire une orison petite

Ou nom de sainte Margherite.

5 Oeuvres (ed. Scheler) , n, 343-6
;

cf. Pastourelle, xix, with the refrain :

"Un chapelet de margherites," n, 348-50.

*Ib., n, 235-245 "der jungste Debat Froissarts, nach 1392," Grober,

Grundriss, n1

,
1052. See p. 617, n. 1, for the lines.
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We should expect to find Deschamps who speaks of

Machault as

Noble poete et faiseur renomme*

Qui m'a nourry et fait maintes dolours
1

influenced by the Dit de la Marguerite. And, in fact, the

description of " la tresdouce flour
"

in the Lay de Franchise,
2

simply carries one step further the symbolism of the older

poem.
3 In like manner the balade, No. 539 Eloge d'une

dame du nom de Marguerite
4

repeats the substance, and

often the phraseology of the Lay de Franchise. 5 And as

1 No. 447 (Oeuvres, in, 259). Compare, for other references to Machault,
Nos. 123-4 (i, 243-6) ;

127 (i, 248) ;
306 (n, 202, 11. 298-9) ;

447 (m,
259) ;

872 (v, 53) ;
1416 (vin, 52-3) ;

1474 (vin, 177) ;
and see Kaynaud

in Oeuvres, xi, 223-4.
2 No. 307 (n, 203 ff.), 11. 27-65.
3 See Machault' s lines (Oeuvres, p. 123) immediately following those

quoted on p. 598, n. 1 :

Li estos est plus vert que n'est verdure,

Ou la fleur est ente*e par mesure :

Et la graine jaune est de sa nature
;

Et sa racine

Toute douceur veint, et passe, et obscure.

Compare with this the Lay de Franchise, 33-39 :

L'estoc a vert, s'a de fin or la graine ;

Blanc et vermeil lui ont donne coulour.

Par Pestoc vert fermete" la demaine,
Le blanc purte* chascun jour lui admaine,
Et le vermeil sui rent honte et paour ;

La graine d'or monstre sa grant valour

Et comme elle est en tous temps pure et saine.

Compare, too, 11. 40 ff. of the Lay, with the opening lines of Machault

already quoted (p. 598, n. 1).
4 m, 379.
6
See, for instance, 11. 1-10:

Tresdoulce fleur toute blanche et vermeille,

A Pestoc vert et a la graynne d'or,
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Froissart in L'Espinette wove his own and his lady's name

into an enigme? so in the following balade, No. 540, Deschamps

plays upon the names of Marguerite la Clivete, nonain

d'Ormont, and of Eustace Morel, chastelayn de Fymes.
2

It is to this religieuse, who seems to have held a large place

in his life, that, as Eaynaud suggests,
3 a number of other

pieces where there is question of " la douce fleur
"

or " la

\J ileiir des fleurs," are probably addressed.4

Finally, another

Qui au monde n'avez pas vo pareille,

Mais vous avez un singulier tresor
;

Seurte" par 1'estoc vert

En voz oeuvres et en voz fais appert,

Et par la blanc Purte en vous habite,

Par le vermeil Paour vous suit et sert
;

Vostre nom est precieux, Marguerite
La grayne d'or est sens, etc.

Compare, too, the last stanza with 11. 40 ff. of the Lay, and with the open-

ing lines of Machault.
1 See p. 599. In all this, one sees once more the dominant influence of

Machault. See a selection from his numerous devices of this kind, in

Tarbe*'s index, s. v. Enigme (pp. 167-173). Cf. P. Paris, in his edition

of the Fair Lit (Paris, 1875), xix-xxiii.

2 m, 381. See index, s. v. LaClinete (x, 201) and Deschamps (x, 183),

and Kaynaud in Oeurres, xi, 137. There is another Marguerite poem of

Deschamps No. 1357 (vii, 146-7) beginning with an acrostic on the

name Marguerite de Saint-Dizier, in which the woman, a religieuse of

Notre-Dame de Soissons, is called "douce flour du monde." But it is

of an entirely different type from the others, being a genuine expression

of grief, without any further play on the name than already indicated,

for the death of his friend on May 8th, 1399. See Eaynaud in xi, 85,

where he associates with the poem in question Nos. 423 (in, 227), 571

(iv, 30), and 726 (iv, 196).
8
xi, 271.

4
Baynaud enumerates the following: No. 431 (in, 238) : La fleur des

fleurs, c'est ma dame et m'amie
;
No. 527 (in, 362) : Tresdoulce flour;

No. 528 (m, 363) : Tresprecieuse flour; No. 532 (m, 368): Treshumble

flour and especially 11. 14-16, quoted later (p. 614, n. 3) ;
No. 538 (m,

378): la doulce flour; and No. 539 already described. To these may

perhaps be added No. 433 (in, 240) : humble fleur desired
;
No. 523 (in,
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group of balades 1 concerns itself with a lady who is twice

spoken of as a flower,
2 and once addressed as "

Marguerite,

vertueuse florete"
3 a group which Raynaud assures us was

composed in honor of Marie of Hungary, "qu'il s'obstine

avec Froissart a nommer Marguerite"
'

It is particularly important, for the later discussion, to

determine the dates, so far as may be, of these poems of

Deschamps ;
and this question may accordingly be examined

here. Fortunately, for the date of the Lay de Franchise^

the most important for our purpose, Deschamps himself gives

ample and interesting evidence. In 1385, says Raynaud, at

the Chateau de Beaut6 at Vincennes^ "a Poccasion du 1**

mai, il prend theme d'une f6te ou Ton voit figurer le roi au \

milieu de dames et de jeunes seigneurs pare"s de vert, pour
adresser a Charles VI son Lai de franchise et lui conseiller

d'aviser au mal present, la convoitise qui regne partout, et de

se garder d'aimer trop la bonne chere, penchant funeste &

la sant6."
5 This date may be readily substantiated. The

substance of the poem is a comparison, with the end in view\

which Raynaud pointed out, between two celebrations of \
May-day on the one hand, by the king and his court, with )

all the pomp and circumstance of royalty ;
on the other, by

357) : Celle qui est la fleur d'umilite'; No. 526 (m, 361) : La flour des

flours
;
No. 546 (in, 389) : La flour des flours. Add, in general, Nos.

409, 411-12, 421, 440, 453, 460, 474, 498, 515, 517, 524, 543, 553, 558, 561,

574, 588, 624, 664, 714, 724, 728, 730, 747, 749-50, 761, 875, 881, 1008,

1043, 1444; Ix, Ixiv (Vol. x).
1 Nos. 417 (m, 220) ;

463 (m, 279) ;
468-9 (in, 286-8) .

2 Nos. 417, 463. 3 No. 469, 1. 5.
4
Oeuvres, XT, 47.

5 Oeuvres de Deschamps, xi, 46. The long-expected eleventh volume of

Deschamps came into my hands after the chronology, for the present purpose,
had been worked out. As Eaynaud gives his conclusion without proof, and
as the data are of considerable interest in themselves, I have thought best to

include them substantially as they stood before Baynaud's high authority
Was at hand.
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Robin and Marion, "Sus un ruisseau buvans a un bassin"

and the king is described as

Un Roy entr' eulx que Ten devoit amer,

Car deca mer n'avoit ne dela mer

Plus bel, plus doulz de maniere acesmee.

.XVI. ans lui pot Men Nature donner

Qui ains .XIII. ans lefist tant renommer

Qulil desconfist en bataille ordonnee

.XXVIm . hommes, mist a I'espe'e

Ou lac parfont qui se veult relever. 1

The reference is unmistakably to the victory of Charles

VI at Rosebech the battle in connection with which Frois-

sart and the chronicler of St. Denys tell the famous story

of the miraculous dispersion of the clouds, on the unfurling

of the oriflamme 2
since in a much later poem

3
Deschamps

names Charles VI :

.... dont furent subjuguez
A Rosebech Flament sur la montaigne ;

.XXVIm. mourirent soubz s'enseigne,

Qui .XIII. ans n'ot quant les ala requerre.*

This battle was fought, to quote once more Deschamps him-

self:

Le jeudi jour .xx et vn. de novembre,
L'an .M.CCC. imxx . et puis deux,

A Rosebech, en une haulte plaine.
5

1 U. 149-156 (IT, 208).
2
Chroniques (ed. Kervyn), 167-59

;
Chron. de St. Denys, I, 216

;
cf. 214.

8 No. 1124 (vi, 403.), 11. 29-32. See Raynaud, in Oeuvres, xi, 79,

for date.

4 He gives the number as 26,000 again in No. 94 (i, 201) ;
as 20,000 in

No. 19 (i, 96) ;
and as 25,000 in No. 347 (m, 69). The number is given

by Froissart as "xxvi [var. xxv] mille hommes et plus" (Chroniques, ed.

Kervyn, x, 173), and in the Chronique de St. Denys as "viginti quinque
milia " (i, 220, cf. 222-4) . See more fully the notes in Deschamps, Oeuvres,

i, 363
; Kervyn de Lettenhove, Chroniques, x, 479-81.

5 No. 347 (in, 69), 11. 1-2, 6. This date agrees with that given still

more specifically by Froissart (Chron., x, 172, cf. 477). Other references

to the battle of Kosebech in Deschamps are i, 94, 134
; in, 41

; iv, 284.
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And in a statement whose minuteness of detail is worthy of

Mistress Quickly, Deschamps also gives us the date of the

king's birth :

En dimenche, le tiers jour de decembre,

L'an mil .ccc. avec soixante et liuit,

Flit a Saint Pol nez dedenz une chambre

Charles li Roys, .in. heures puis minuit,

Le premier jour de 1' Advent qui fut bon. 1

The king was born, then, December 3, 1368
;
the battle of

Rosebech was fought November 27, 1382
;
and accordingly

on May 1, 1385, Charles would be, ignoring fractions, six-

teen years old the measure of years which in the Lay de

Franchise Deschamps says Nature might well have been able

to grant him, who made him,
" ains .xm. ans," victorious

at Rosebeck. 2 The evidence would be conclusive, therefore,

J No. 55 ( i, 146), 11. 1-4, 8.

2 The discrepancy between Deschamps' statement of Charles' age at the

time of the battle, and the fact that he actually lacked but six days of being

fourteen years old, need give no pause, since Deschamps has a delightful

habit of regulating the king's age by the demands of his metre. We have

seen already that he has twice made him less than thirteen years of age at

Rosebech. With perfect impartiality, he twice makes him fourteen on the

same occasion. In the balade devoted to an account of the battle (No.

347) we read:
Le roy y porta s'enseingne

A .XIIII. ans, la fait qu'en sang se taingne

Son oriflambe
;

while in the highly symbolical reference to the battle "par maniere de

prophetic" in No. 1390 (vn, 244 f.), the king, under the name of Cerf

Volant, is said to have put his enemies uAins .XIIII. ans a grant con-

fusion
"

(11. 4-6). In like manner Deschamps treats the king's age at his

coronation. This took place November 4th, 1380, when Charles was "ou
Xlle an de son eage," as Froissart correctly gives it (ed. Kervyn, ix, 300

;

cf. xxi, 356) ;
when he was "nondum duodenis," according to the Chroni-

que de St. Denys (i, 4
). Deschamps, however, in the Lay du Btyy ( No. 311,

vol. n, 314 ff.
), addressing the king, says :

A .XIII. ans en Royante,
En bail de ton parente"

Veu venir 1'ay (11.3&-8.)
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I that the Lay was written for the celebration of May-day,

1385,
1 even were its scene not laid unmistakably at the

Chateau de Beaute"-sur-Marne,
2
in the forest of Vincennes,

where we know the king to have spent the day in question.
3

But, curiously enough, this also makes fairly certain, as it

happens, the identity, for this particular poem, of the " tres-

douce flour" herself. On April 12, 1385, there took place

at Cambray the double marriage of Marguerite de Bourgogne
and Guillaume de Hainault, and of Marguerite de Hainault

and Jean de Bourgogne.
4

During the two preceding months,

Marguerite de Bourgogne had been, with her mother, a

frequent visitor at the Chateau de Beaute,
5 and it would be

where he makes him older in November, 1380, than he had made him in

November, 1382 ! More nearly correct, though still a year too much, is

the statement of No. 168 (i, 300) : En .XIIK an vient a seignourier
"

(1. 17) . It may be noted that Froissart gives his age at the time of the

battle correctly :
" Et estoit pour lors li rois de France Charles VIe de ce

nom au quatorsisme an de son eage" (ed. Kervyn, x, 172).
1

Independently of the above, it could not have been written after July

17th, 1385, the date of the king's marriage to Isabel of Bavaria, inasmuch

as the king appears in the Lay, with no mention of a queen, merely "Aeom-

paigniez de son frere pareil" (1. 158). (Bellaguet, in Chron. deSt. Denys,

I, 360-1, gives the date of the king's marriage as July 18th. For correct

date see Kervyn de Lettenhove in Chroniques, xxi, 367
;
cf. x, 344-52, 356-7

;

and Raynaud, Oeuvres, xi, 46. )

2 LI. 235 ff. :

De la cornant et dansant vers Beaute

Dehors le boys en un plaisant hoste*

Tous et toutes illec s'acheminerent
;

Marne 1'ensaint par derrier a un le, etc. (Cf. 1. 182.)

The Chateau is described by Deschnmps in balade No. 61 (i, 155) ,
which

affords an interesting comparison with the descriptive passages of the Lay.
8U Mai 1 Lundi Mons. au bois de Vincennes devers le roy." Itineraires

de Philippe le Hardi, ed. Ernest Petit (Paris, 1888), p. 177.

4
Froissart, Chroniques, x, 311-15

;
Chron. de St. Denys, I, 352-4.

6 See the following entries in the Itineraires de Philippe le Hardi for

February, 1385 : 4 Samedi madame et mademoiselle Marguerite gister

& Beaute*
;
14 Mardi mes dites dames gister a Beaute"

;
22 Mercredi

souper et gister a Beaute" vers ces dames
;
26 Dimanche Mons., madame
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most natural that in a poem written during the festivities

which followed her marriage and preceded her departure, a

courtly compliment should be paid her by the poet. And
as a matter of fact it is, as the closing lines declare, specifi-

cally to the flower that the Lay is dedicated, and that, too,
" au departir:"

Et Dieux vueille celle flour remerir

Et le doulz may qui m'ont fait avertir

Par Marion et Kobin seure dance.

Or lui suppli que sa douce semblance

Re$oive en gre ce lay au departir.
1

At all events, the date of the poem is beyond dispute, and

that, as will appear, is a matter of considerable consequence.
2

mons. le conte de Nevers et mademoiselle Marguerite tout le jour a

Beaute*. See also for March : 5 Dimanche Mons.
, madame, mons. le

conte de Nevers et mademoiselle Marguerite tout le jour a Beaute" sur

Marne
;
12 Dimanche madame, mons. de Nevers et mademoiselle Margue-

rite tout le jour a Beaute
;
16 Jeudi madame, mademoiselle Marguerite,

sa fille, tout le jour a Beaute\
1 LI. 308-12. Kervyn de Lettenhove in his Froissart (1857 ), 1, 135-6 ; n,

264-5, assumed that Froissart' s balade in the Paradys d''Amours was origi-

nally written on the occasion of the marriages at Cambray. The suggestion

was abandoned in his later work.
2 It may be said at this point that Deschamps' poems which deal with his

experiences during his campaigns in Flanders are all well worth study,

both for their own very great interest, and for the emphasis they place by
contrast upon Chaucer's silence regarding similar experiences of his own.

Deschamps reiterates the statement that he was three times according to

No. 17 (i, 94), four times with the king on Flemish soil
;
see No. 781

(IV, 283 ff.) ;
No. 19 (i, 96-7) ;

and the note in Oeuvres, I, 333. With a

vividness of phrase that rivals my Uncle Toby, he inveighs against his dis-

comforts while with the army in Flanders
; see, in addition to the Kosebech

balades (p. 604, n. 5) ,
and the balades just mentioned, the following : Nos.

334 (m, 41) ;
548 (iv, 1-3) ;

782 (iv, 285-6) ;
812 (iv, 329-30) ;

876 (v,

68-9) ;
and especially the letter, No. 1403 (vn, 343-7) whose pages

.... furent faictes, Dieu mercy,
En retournant du Dam en Flandre,
A un feu et a belle cendre,

A Artevelle et au retour,
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From the data at hand, it seems impossible definitely to

date the balades that have to do with Marguerite la Clinete
;

but the substantial identity in matter and phrase of the

balade, No. 539, and the marguerite stanzas of the Lay*

points to dates for the two not far apart. The other group
of Majguerite balades, at all events, which celebrate the

virtues of Marie of Hungary, were written during the

autumn of this same year, 1385. 2

All this opens up another interesting question. It may

perhaps be fairly inferred that the Lay de Franchise, and

indeed the greater number, if not all, of Deschamps' margue-
rite poems belong to the general period of the Flower and

Leaf balades,
3

regarding which certain most suggestive con-

jectures have recently been offered
4

in connection with the

poems to be included among the "oeuvres d'escolier"

which Deschamps sent by Clifford to Chaucer. 5 One of the

Flower and Leaf balades, as has already been pointed out,

^ was certainly written before the marriage of Philippa of

x
j

Lancaster to the king of Portugal, February 2, 1387, and

L'an de grace Nostre Seignour
Mil .ccc. cinq et quatre vins,

Qu'en France de Flandres revins. (11. 120-126. )

I may add from Kaynaud, Nos. 16 (i, 92) and 18 (i, 95) ;
see xi, 37-8, 47.

For the understanding of certain elements of Chaucer's character and

genius, few things could be more illuminating, by contrast, than the read-

ing of such a group of poems as these.

^Seep. 601, n. 5.

2 See Kaynaud, Oeuvres de Deschamps, xi, 47.

3 Nos. 764-7 (iv, 257-64).
4
By Professor Kittredge, "Chaucer and Some of his Friends," Mod.

Philology, i (June, 1903), 1-13, esp. 5-6. See also an article by Furnivall

on " ' The Flower and the Leaf,' and Chaucer's '

Legend of Good Women ' '

in the Athenceum, No. 2333, July 13, 1872, pp. 49-50
;
and Sandras, Etude,

102-3, 105.

5
Deschamps, Oeuwes, u, 138 (No. 285) ;

with translation and notes by

Paget Toynbee, in Academy, Nov. 14, 1891, pp. 432 f.
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possibly several years earlier.
1 Is it not probable that we

may come still closer to the date, and infer that this balade

was written not far from the time when there was question

of a marriage between Philippa of Lancaster and Charles

VI of France ?
2 This time is easy to fix. It was between

the siege of Bourbourg where, we are told, "the kings

uncles curtesly demaunded on a day of [the duke Frederyke

of Bavier] ,
if he had any doughters to niary

" 3 and the

wedding at Cambray, when the duchess of Brabant "moved

forthe this maryage of Bavyer."
4 For meantime, Frois-

sart tells us, "they hadde went that duke Frederyke had

forgoten the mater, for they were aboute maryages for the

kynge in other places
" 5 with the daughter of the duke

of Lorraine, for one and "also ther was speakyng for the

doughter of the duke of Lancastre, who was after queue of

Fortyngale; but there was no conclusion, bycause of the

warre
;
therefore the mater hanged styll in suspence." Now

Bourbourg capitulated September 13, 1383;
6 the marriages

at Cambray were on April 12, 1385;
7 the king was married

July 17th, 1385, as the duchess of Brabant had promised.
8

The negotiations regarding the marriage with Philippa would

1 Mod. PhttoL, i, 3-6
; esp. p. 4.

2
Froissart, ed. Kervyn, x, 347. Cf. Kaynaud, Oeuvres de Deschamps,

xi, 46, n. 5.

3
Froissart, ed. Kervyn, x, 346 : Estoit avenut, estant en che voiage de

Berghes et de Bourbourc, que li oncle dou roy . . . . ly avoient demande

moult amiablement se il n'avoit nulle fille a marier.

*
76., 347 : Or remist sus la ducoise de Braibant, quant elle fu a Cambray

. . . . le mariage de Baviere.

6 Ib. . . . et quidoit bien que on euist mis en noncalloir toutes ces coses,

et ossi on parloit dou mariage dou roy ailleurs.

6 Oeuvres de Deschamps, I, 333
; Froissart, ed. Kervyn, x, 265-73.

7 Cf. p. 606.
^

8
"Voire, dame," respondirent li oncle dou roy, "mais nous n'en oons

nulles nouvelles." "Or vous taissieV' dist la ducoise, "je le feray traire

avant, et en ors nouvelles en eel este* sans nulle faute." Les promesses de

la ducoise furent averies, etc. Froissart, x, 347.

r
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accordingly fall during 1384 probably towards the close

of the year, as some time must have elapsed in which noth-

ing had been heard from the duke of Bavaria or early in

1385 : a period which falls in directly with the time of the

composition of the Lay de Franchise.

Deschamps' acquaintance, moreover, with the two men
most prominently mentioned in the Flower and Leaf balades

seems also to belong to this period. Guillaume de la Tre-

mouille * and Elyon de Nillac 2 each took part in the battle

of Rosebech, and the latter seems there to have won
his spurs.

3 Guillaume de la TrSmouille is mentioned by

Deschamps only in the balade cited
; Elyon de Nillac is

named in but one other,
4 which curiously enough celebrates

an event which occurred in February, 1385 the tourney

given at Saint Pol in the. presence of the duchesses of

Bourgogne and of Bar, in which Elyon de Nillac took part.

In a word, not only is there nothing to prevent our placing the

Flower and Leaf balades not far from the beginning of 1385,
but there is positive evidence that points strongly to such a

date. The Flower and Leaf balades and the marguerite

poems, accordingly, seem to belong together, in point of

time.

Here, then, we have a group of closely interrelated poems,
written within the two decades from the middle sixties to

the middle eighties, by the three recognized leaders of the

new poetic movement in France,
5 each of whom was certainly

1 No. 765 (iv, 259).
2 No. 766 (iv, 261).

3 For the former, see Kervyn de Lettenhove in Froissart, xxiu, 213
;
for

the latter, $., xxn, 280 :

"
II se signala a la bataille de Koosebeke et

recut a cette occasion un don de deux mille francs."
4 No. 501 (m, 328); see xi, 45; Petit, Itineraires, 174. From

1. 12 of the balade, we learn that mademoiselle Marguerite also witnessed

the tourney.
6 See G. Paris, La Po'esie du MoyenAge, 2e Series (Paris, 1895), 199-200,

229
;

cf. Grober, Grundriss, II
1

,
1037-66.
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known to Chaucer. 1 It remains to see how far the margue-

rite poems themselves were known and used by him. 2

II.

In the B-version 3 of the Prologue to the Legend, with a

felicity of phrase which even endless quotation cannot stale,

Chaucer distinctly acknowledges his indebtedness to the fresh

songs of certain poet-lovers, and justifies his borrowing, in a

direct address to the unnamed singers, by an appeal to their

common allegiance to love and to the flower :
4

68. But helpeth, ye that han conning and might,

69. Ye lovers, that can make of sentement ;

70. In this cos oghte ye be diligent

71. Toforthren me somwhat in my labour,

72. Whether ye ben with the kef or with the flour.

73. For wel I wot, that ye han her-biforn

74. Of making ropen, and lad awey the corn
;

75. And I come after, glening here and there,

I 76. And am ful glad if I may finde an ere

* 77. Of any goodly word that ye han left.

1
See, for his knowledge of Machault, the index to the Oxford Chaucer

(vi, 387) ; Sandras, Etude, 75 ff., 288-294 ;\en Brink, Studien, 7-12, cf.

197-205
; Geschichte, 11, 43-46

; Lounsbury, Studies, n, 212-15, cf. I, 423,

in, 409. For his knowledge of Froissart, see the references in Professor

Kittredge's article in Eng. Studien, xxvi, 321-336. For his knowledge
of Deschamps, see Oxford Chaucer, vi, 386 (index), and i, 563, Ivi-vii

;

Lounsbury, Studies, n, 217
; in, 14, 423

;
ten Brink, Geschichte, n, 199.

2 It is outside the scope of the present paper to carry the history of the

daisy cultus beyond Chaucer. See, for that, Schick's references in his edi-

tion of Lydgate's Temple of Glas (E. E. T. S.
), p. 74, on 11. 70-74.

8 For convenience, the terms adopted by Mr. Skeat will be used in

referring to the two versions: B. for the so-called vulgata; A. for the

version of the unique MS. Gg. 4, 27. In so using the terms,"however, their

chronological implications are for the present waived.
4 It has already been pointed out by Professor Kittredge (Mod. PhiloL, I,

p. 3, n. ), that this is "addressed to contemporary poets, father than

to the great of old," and that "Chaucer is not speaking of the material of

his Legend, but of what he intends to say in the Prologue itself in praise \ i

of the Daisy."
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78. And thogh it happen me rehercen eft

79. That ye han in your fresshe songes sayd,

80. For-bereth me, and beth nat evel apayd,
81. Sin that ye see*I do hit in the honour

82. Of love, and eek in service of the flour,

83. Whom that I serve as I have wit or might.
1

this specific avowal of indebtedness in mind, let us

examine, in the light of the group of French songs now

defined, first the lines immediately preceding, and following

the passage just Tjuoted, and then the general structure of-the

Prologue as a whole.

What seems to have happened, as regards the lines which

lead up to Chaucer's acknowledgment of his exercise of the

gleaner's right, is this. Out of the score or more poems^f
the French .marguerite group, it seems clear, half a dozen

have been so thoroughly assimilated, have in such fashion

sung themselves if one may phrase it so into Chaucer's

head, that the result is a veritable cento of quotations and

allusions. I shall put side by side with Chaucer's lines the

wording of certain of the " fresshe songs
"

themselves.

40. Now have I than swich a con- Cascune flour a par li son merite
;

dicioun,

41. That, of alle the floures in the Mes je vous di, tant que pour ma

mede, partie,

42. Than love I most these floures Sus toutes flours faime la margherite.*

whyte and rede,

1 Note how skilfully the passage is given a distinct unity of its own by
the contrast between Chaucer's qualified "wit and might," in the closing

line, and the unqualified "conning and might" ascribed to his models, in

the opening line. The italicized words or lines are those peculiar to this

version.
2
Froissart, Paradys d'Amours, 1633-5; cf. 1642-4 (i, 49). For the

"whyte and rede," cf. Dittie, 156-158 (n, 214) :

.... me fait plaisance, pour
A grant loisir regarder sa coulour

Blanche et vermeille, assise sur verdour.

Cf. also ib., 1. 17
; Paradys d' Amours, 1639

;
etc.
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43. Swiche as men callen daysies in

our toun.

44. To hem have I so greet affec-

cioun,

45. As I seyde erst, whan comen is

the May,
46. That in my bed ther daweth

me no day

47. That I nam up, and walking in

the mede

48. To seen this flour

agein the sonne sprede,

49. Whan hit upryseth erly by the

morwe
;

50. That blisful sighte softneth al

my sorwe,

51. So glad am I whan that I have
*

presence

flours petites

Que nous appellons margherites.
1

Le premier jour de ce mois de plaisance

De mon hostel me pars au point du

jour.

Prins et sousprins d'amoureuse do-

lour,

M'acheminay pensant par une plaine

A la beaute de la tresdouce flour.*

Car n'ai aultre desir

Que de 1' avoir pour veoir a loisir

Au vespre clore et au matin ouvrir,

Et le soleil de tout le jour sievir,

Et sesflorons contre lui eqpanir.*

Car elle m'a gari d'oultre la mer
De ma doulour.

Si la doy bien servir et honnourer,

1

Parodys, 1621-2 (i, 49). Froissart repeats the phrase in La Prison

Amoureuse, 898-9 (i, 241 ) :
* ; une fleur petite Que nous appellons margherite."

Chaucer's half-apologetic insistence on the name the flower bears " in our

toun" seems to have in mind the necessary abandonment in English of the

name on which his French contemporaries had rung so many changes
as also his justification of the English name in B. 182-5. With B. 293

"This flour, which that I clepe the dayesye" compare Paradys d>Amours,
1672-1673 (i. 50) : "De la flour ou je me delitte, Que je vous nomme

margherite."
2
Deschamps, Lay de Franchise, 11. 14, 27-30 (n, 204). That the "tres-

douce flour
' '

is the marguerite is clear from the lines immediately following :

Qui en bcnte*, en doufour, en honour

Et en tous biens, est la flour souveraine.

L'estoc a vert, etc. 9

The next lines are quoted on p. 601, note 3
;
and accordingly the cele-

bration of the daisy (carried on in the succeeding stanzas, to be referred to

later) is directly associated with the early Mayday walk.

'Froissart, Dittie, 11. 162-6 (n, 214).
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52. Of hit, to doon al maner rever- Et mettre enli cuer, et corps, etpenser.
1

ence,

53. As she, that is of alle floures flour, Car die est la flour souverainne

54. Fulfilled of al vertu and honour, De bonte et de beaute plainne,'
2

55. And ever y-lyke fair, and fresh Qui en tons temps belle etfresche sera;
3

of hewe
;

1
Machault, Dit de la Marguerite, p. 124. With B. 50 compare Voir JDit

(ed. P. Paris), p. 93, 1. 2193 :

" Vostre dou?our adoucist ma dolour."
2
Froissart, Lejoli mois de May, 11. 289-90 (n, 203). It is perhaps worth

noting that the title of Froissart' s poem just quoted occurs in B. 176 :

" the joly month of May." The phrase is, however, a commonplace ;
cf.

Froissart, Chroniques, xiv, 107 : "A V entree du joly mois de May. Com-

pare also A. 36 "the joly tyme of May" with Gower, i, 336 (Balade,

No. 36, 1. 1) : "Ce jolif temps de Maii."
3
Deschamps, No. 532, 1. 16 (m, 368-9) one of the balades already noted

(p. 602, note 4) as closely preceding the Marguerite pair, Nos. 539-40.

Chaucer's three lines, 53-55, are almost a composite of the two passages

just mentioned, which are, in full, as follows :

Car elle est la flour souverainne

De bonte et de beaute plainne,

Qui nulle brume n'estaint.

En tous temps est clere et certaine.

(Lejoli mois de May, 289-92.)

Vostre doulcour vous fait partout amer

Et en tous lieux la flour des flours clamer

Qui en tous temps belle etfresche sera.

(Balade, No. 532, 11. 14-16.)

Compare, moreover, Le joli mois, 289, with the two lines of the Lay de

Franchise just quoted on p. 613, note 2
;
and with Le joli mois, 292, and

balade No. 532, 16, compare Machault, Dit, pp. 128-9 :

.... c' est 1'yaue douce et belle

Qui me freschit et qui me renouvelle

Et toudis est sainne, cldre et nouvelle.

It is important for its later bearings to note that in one of these phrases

particularly, we are dealing with a commonplace. With ' *
la flour des flours

' '

of No. 532, 15, compare Froissart, Paradys d'Amours, 592-3 (i, 18),
"
j'aim

La flour sus trestoute aultre flour ;" and note that Deschamps applies the

phrase
"

lafleur de toutes flours" to Machault in No. 447 (in, 259), while

in No. 124 (i, 245), he calls him "
Ofleur desfleurs de toute melodie." See

further, Gower's Balades, Nos. 4 (i, 341), 6 (343), 9 (346), and cf. Nos.

16 (351 ) ,
31 (

363 ) .- Chaucer had himself used it in the A.B. C.
,

1. 4, though
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56. And I love hit, and ever y-lyke Comme celle est que faim d' entente

newe, pure,

57. And ever shal, til that myn herte Et amerai tousjours, quoi quef endure. l

dye;
S'en ce parti vivoie, nul millour

58. Al swere I nat, of this I wol nat Ne doit querir

lye,

59. There loved no wight hotter in Horns, ce mj

est vis, qui tant aime et desir

his lyve. La flour quefai.
2

60. And whan that hit is eve, I renne Et au vespre, quant il \le soldi] fait

blyve, son retour,

61. As sone as ever the sonne ginneth Sesfueilles dot que nul ne la malmaine

weste,

62. To seen this flour, how it wol go En demonstrant qu'elle est vrai et

to reste, certaine

63. For fere of night, so hateth she

derknesse !

64. Hir chere is pleynly sprad in the Et qu
j en clarte veult monstrer son atour;

brightnesse

65. Of the sonne, for ther hit wol Mais en obscur tient si clos son de-

unclose, maine

Qu'il n'est mesdis n'autre chose villaine

Qui nul tempspuist en luifaire demour.
9

it does not occur in the original of Guillaume de Deguilleville (see Oxford

Chaucer, I, 261). In B. 185 " The emperice and flour of floures olle"

Chaucer seems to combine both "la flour souverainne" and "la flour des

flours;" cf. Froissart, Dittie, 28-30 (n, 210), "tele flourette. ... Qui de

bont4 et de beaute est ditte La souveraine." See further, p. 629, n. 2.

Froissart, Dittie, 81-2 (n, 212); cf. Deschamps, No. 538 (m, 378),
11. 17-18, 21-2.

2
Froissart, Dittie, 159-62 (n, 21-2).

8
Deschamps, Lay de Franchise, 11. 44-50 (n, 205) ; cf. also B. 198-9.

Chaucer, while keeping the phraseology, has reversed Deschamps' interpre-

tation of the daisy's habit of showing its face en clarte and closing en obscur,

and has taken it, more naturally, to signify fear, rather than the absence of

fear. Deschamps' meaning is made perfectly clear by the corresponding

passage in the Marguerite balade, No. 539 (in, 380), 11. 19-22 :

Vous vous ouvrez quand li soleil s'esveille,

A la clarte monstrez vostre chief sor ;

Quant il couche, vous cloez vostre oreille

Et ne doubtez leu, penthere ne tor.

The chief sor ("blond dore"" ) of the second line removes all possible doubt

as to the meaning of son atour in the first passage, which is seen to be the

10
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The twenty-six lines of the Prologue, accordingly, are

/literally

"glenings here and there" from Machault's Dit;

from Froissart's Paradys d'Amours, his Ditti, and Le joli

mois de May ; and from Deschamps' Lay de Franchise, as

well as, perhaps, from one of his balades. If we turn back,

now, to Chaucer's address to the "lovers that can make

of sentement,"
l and read it especially the lines :

And thogh it happen me rehercen eft

That ye han hi your fresshe songes sayd

in the light of the passages just quoted, it will be seen to be

/ a specific characterization, in consummately happy phrase, of

/ what he had just done.
2 For no more acceptable compli-

ment and this must never be lost sight of in thinking of

the happy breed of men who vied with one another in sowing
each the other's flowers in his several garden

3 on Chaucer's

direct equivalent of
" hir chere" in the Prologue. It should be noted that

the idea of the daisy's fear of darkness is given, by implication, in

Froissart's Dittie, where the flower is said to follow the sun :

Car le soleil, qui en beaute* 1'afine,

Naturelment li est chambre et courtine,

Et le deffent contre toute brume. 11. 58-60 (n, 211).

J It is worth noting that in the Paradys d'Amours Froissart, referring to

the balade of the marguerite itself, says :

Oil, dame, de sentement

Et de coer amoureus et sade

Ai ordonne une balade. (11. 1604-6. )

2
Note, too, that the lines immediately preceding ('B. 66-7) are :

Alias ! that I ne had English, ryme or prose,

Suffisant this flour to preyse aright !

8 The "colours of rethoryk" are not mine, but Deschamps' own. In

Chaucer's garden, he protested, he should be 'but a nettle
" En ton jardin

ne seroye qu'ortie" but he obviously was willing to be transplanted, none

the less. If the Prologue did form the answer to Deschamps'
" de rescripre

te prie" and all this goes to strengthen one's feeling that such may have

been the case the exquisite courtesy of the reference to the gleaning in

Deschamps' and Froissart's fields is manifest.
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part could have been paid Deschamps and Froissart, than

that of taking up their goodly words into what one of them,

once called his " douce melodic "
;
and nothing could be more

apt, nothing more courtly, than his heightening of the com-

pliment by graceful acknowledgment of what he had, as one

now sees, gleaned after their master Machault and themselves.
1

1 There is but one phrase in the corresponding lines of the A-version

whose relation to B. will be considered later on which the French poems
seem to throw additional light. This is A. 58 "As wel in winter as in

somer newe" which corresponds to B. 56 "And I love hit, and ever

y-lyke newe." The parallels for the idea of A. are abundant, as for instance

the following :

Car en Janvier,

Que toutes flours sont mortes pour I'yvier,

Celle perput blancir et vermillier, etc.

(Froissart, Dittie, 11. 96-8
;

cf. 11. 42-4.)
or the following lines :

Car en tons temps, plueve, gresitte ou gelle,

Soit la saisons oufresque, ou laide, ou nette,

Ceste flour est gracieuse et nouvelle.

(Froissart, Parodys d' Amours, 1636-8.)

Compare also Pastourelle, No. xvii, 44-50 ( n, 345 ) :

Quant la violette est fane'e

Et roses dont on fait chapeaus,

Et H vientfroit temps et gelee,

Lors ai tantos une esculee

De margherites, sans mentir,

Se jusqu' aux champs je voeil courir
;

J'en trouve en chemins et en fretes, etc.

Almost Chaucer's exact phrase occurs in one of the later poems of Froissart

(see p. 600, n. 6), the Plaidoirie de la Eose et de la Violette, 11. 333-336

(n, 245) :

Encore a il les margerites

Qui sont flours belles et petites,

Dont il est tres bon recouvier,

En tous temps, I'este et Pivier.

The claims of the poets are entirely within the facts, for England and

the continent alike. For statements to the effect that the daisy blooms all

the year, see, among others, Hooker, Students' Flora of the British Islands
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But the lines which in B. immediately follow his acknowl-

edgment of the furtherance he has thus received, are of

even greater interest, as placing in striking juxtaposition

both the great influences French and Italian which had

hitherto been dominant in his work. For so far as I know,
it has never been pointed out that the beautiful passage,

found in B. alone, in which the flower is apostrophized as

" the clernesse and the verray light," is taken almost bodily

from the opening stanzas of the Fttosircdo the stanzas which

(London, 1884), 205
; Ellacombe, Plant-lore of Shakespeare (London, 1884),

p. 376, in the essay on the Daisy, which gathers together a great num-

ber of references to it in the English poets ;
de Lamarck et de Candolle :

Flore francaise (Paris, 1815), in, 185
;
and finally the statement in Schlecht-

endal, Langethal u. Schenck, Flora von Deutschland (Gera-Untermhaus,

1887), xxix, 109
;
"Fast das ganze Jahr hindurch, selbst unter dem Schnee

foribluhend." One recalls, of course, Wordsworth's To a Daisy:

Thee Winter in the garland wears

That thinly decks his few gray hairs. . . .

Whole Summer-fields are thine by right ;
etc.

(Globe ed., 1888, p. 184.)

The phrase has, however, symbolic associations, which are perhaps best seen

in an interesting passage of the Voir Dit. Machault is telling

Comment li ancien entailloient

L' image d' Amour, ou paignoient,

and enumerates three inscriptions surrounding the figure of the God of

Love " De pres et de loing ;

" "A mort et & vie
;

" and "Et en yver et en

este." The latter, it is explained,

.... enseigne et devise

Qu'a parfaite amour rien ne chaut,

IPiver, d'este, defroit, de chaut;

Ne elle ne se varie point,

Ainsois est toudis en un point,

Ferme, loial, viste et ounie.

( Voir Dit, ed. P. Paris, pp. 297-9.)

Some such implication undoubtedly carries over to the poets' statements

of the well-known persistence into winter of the flower. See also p. 630, n. 2.
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Chaucer, for reasons of his own, had rejected in writing the

Troilus. The lines are as follows :

*

84. She is theclernesse and the verray Tu donna se' la luce chiara e betta,

light,

85. That in this derke worlde me Per cui nel tenebroso mondo accorto

wynt and ledeth,

Vivo
;
tu se' la tramontana stella

La qual io seguo per venire al porto*
1

86. The herte in-with my sorowful Tu se' nel tristo petto effig'iata

brest yow dredeth,

87. And loveth so sore that ye ben

verrayly

88. The maistresse of my wit and Con forza tal, che tu vipuoipiu cttio;

nothing I.

89. My word, my werk, is knit so in

your bonde,

90. That, as an harpe obeyeth to the

honde

91. And maketh hit soune after his

fingeringe,

92. Eight so mowe ye out of myn Pinginefuor la wee sconsolata

herte bringe

93. Swich vois, right as yow list, to In guisa tal, che mostri il dolor mio

laughe or pleyne.

Nell' altrui doglie, e rendila st grata,

Che chi 1'ascolta ne divenga pio ;

2

94. Be ye my gyde and lady sove- Guida la nostra man, reggi 1' ingegno,

reyne;
NeW opera la quote a scriver vegno.

3

95. As to myn erthly god, to yow I Tu mi se' Gwve, tu mi sei Apotto,

calle,

96. Bothe in this werke and in my Tu se' mia musa, io 1'ho provato e

sorwes alle. sollo.*

1
Opere volgari di Giovanni Boccaccio (Firenze, per Ig. Moutier, 1831),

vol. xm, p. 12 {II Ftiostrato, Pt. Ix stanza n, 11. 1-4).
2 Ib. p. 13, stanza V, 11. 1-6. It is interesting to notice that Chaucer,

having begun, under the influence of his context, in the third person
"
Slie is the clernesse," etc. passes almost immediately into the second

person of the Italian on which he has his eye.
3 76. p. 12, stanza iv, 11. 7-8.

4 Ib. p. 12, stanza n, 11. 7-8. It will be noted that all the lines from the

Fihstrato occur within the limits of three stanzas the 2d, 4th, and 5th.
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But Chaucer's mind and the fact shows strikingly what

hold the French songs, for the time, had taken of his fancy
is still so saturated with the phraseology of the marguerite

poems that even his adaptation of Boccaccio's lines is perme-
ated by their influence. The "dredeth and loveth" of 11.

867, which has modified the figure of Boccaccio, and is

repeated in "this flour that I so love and drede" of B. 211,

recalls at once Machault's lines :

Si appartient

Que je la serve et aime, et double, et croie,

Et que mes cuers ^ autre ne s'ottroye,

Que Paime et orient.
1

The substitution of the more general phrase "erthly god"
for the specific names Jove and Apollo, may well have been

suggested by Deschamps' line Car des fleurs est la deesse

/ x
1 Dit de la Marguerite, pp. 126-7. It is of importance to the later dis-

cussion to make entirely clear the fact that the phrases here in question are

among the commonplaces of such poems as we are considering. For that

reason the lists subjoined are longer than may at this point seem necessary.

With the passage just cited, compare the following from Machault's Voir

Dit : car je vous ameray et obelray, doubteray, serviray tant com je vivray

(ed. P. Paris, p. 21) ;
Et je qui Vamay et doubtay (p. 297) ;

... ma dame

de pris, Que /aim, criem, sers, et loe et pris (p. 307). See also Froissart,

Lejoli Euisson, 2718-19 (n, 81) : II m'a loyalment servi, Double, cremu,

obey; Lays Amoureus, No. 6 (n, 280), 11. 125-9: S'amerai, Servirai,

Oremerai Et li obeirai
; Lejoli mois de May, 80-81 (n, 196) : La plus trs

parfaite en honnour Sers, crienc et ains. Add Deschamps, X, xlvii : dame,

que / aim, honnour et craing ; x, liv : Car je dy, quant je 1'aour, Aim et

desir, sers et craing et honnour
;

etc. To " drede" as well as love one's

lady, was a duty. See, for instance, Machault, Oeuvres (ed. Tarbe"), p. 37 :

Lors me dist qu'il n'est nulz vivans

Qui soit amis s'il n'est doutans:

Oar on doit sa dame doubter,

a. ib., p. 39:

Pour ce en doutance et en cremour

Veil ma douce Dame obe*ir.
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mondaine 1
in the Lay de Franchise, from which we have

already had evidence of borrowing. Nor must one forget x.

in this connection that Deschamps had called Chaucer himself
j

the "earthly gad" of
Lovfvin^AjbionJj

2 The phrase "lady^x
sovereyne" which occurs again in B. 275 is one of the

most frequent of commonplaces in the contemporary French

love-poems.
3 As for the simile of the harp, one cannot help

thinking, to judge from the tone of the fragment accessible,
4

that if one could see Machault's Dit de la Harpe, made in

honor of Agnes of Navarre, it might reveal the suggestion

1

Lay de Franchise, 1. 52 (n, 205). The same phrase occurs again in

balade No. 414 (in, 216), where the lady is also called dame souverayne.
2 "Tu es d'amours mondains Dieux en Albie" (No. 285, n, 139). Con-

clusive against Toynbee's "god of worldly love " (see p. 608, n. 5) is the

reference to Machault as "mondains dieux d'armonie" (No. 124, I, 245).

Compare Machault himself in the Voir Dit : Si vous jur et promet que, a

mon pooir, je vous serviray loyalment et diligemment .... comme Lancelos

ne Tristans servirent onques leurs dames
;
et aourray comme Dieu terrien et

comme la plus precieuse et glorieuse relique que je veysse onques en lieu

ou je fuisse (ed. P. Paris, p. 68
;
also Oeuvres, ed. Tarbe*, p. 140). Com-

pare also Voir Dit, p. 101, 11. 2415-16
; Deschamps, iv, pp. 113, 124, 217.

With the use of the word relique above, cf. B. 321.

3
See, for instance, Deschamps, ni, 257 (No. 445), 1. 13 where the lady

is also called "mon bien mondain," and "ma deesse ou j'ay ferme cre-

ance"
; ni, 286 (No. 468) where the lady is also called "la tresmon-

.taine" ; in, 318 (No. 493) ; in, 342 (No. 511) ; m, 358 (No. 524),

where the lady is also called "tresdoulces flour"
; x, li (No. XLIV) ;

Froissart, ed. Scheler, i, 167, 1. 2724
; 121, 1. 1199

; n, 17, 1. 571
; Machault,

Voir Dit, pp. 18-21, 41-42, 52, 54-5, 60-61, 67-9; Oeuvres (ed. Tarb^),

p. 169
;
Grower (ed. Macaulay), Balades, Nos. 14 (i, 349), 39 (i, 368) ;

etc., etc. The number of references may be multiplied indefinitely.

*The first 47 lines are printed in Bartsch, Chrestomaikie de V ancienfran-

gais (Leipzig, 1901, 7th ed.), p. 411
;
see also Snell, The Fourteenth Century

(N. Y., 1899), p. 166
;
Tartx* in Oeuvres, xxi, 169. See, for instance, such

lines as the following :

Si que je puis legierement prouver

qu'on ne porroit pas instrument trouver ^
de si plaisant ne de si cointe touche,

quant blanche main de belle et bonne y touche,

ne qu'en douceur a elle se compere. (11. 25-9. )
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for the figure
l

if, indeed, it be necessary to assume a foreign

source at all.

/ The body of the passage, however, is clearly borrowed

/from the Filostrato. Is it possible, now, to see why Chaucer

should have used here the lines he had passed over in the

Troilusf In .the first place, their rejection as unfit material

for his introduction- to the Troilus is easy to understand.

Chaucer's avowed attitude towards his subject was that of

an outsider hi affairs of love :

For I that god of Loves servaunts serve,

Ne dar to Love, for myn unlyklinesse,

Preyen for speed, al sholde I therfor sterte,

Sofer am Ifro his help in derknesse. 3

Though he speak of love unfeelingly :

No wonder is, for it no-thing of newe is
;

A blind man can natjuggen wel in hewis. 3

He is only the clerk of those who serve the goddess of love,
4

and would have it distinctly understood

That of no sentement I this endyte,

But out of Latin in my tonge it wryte.
5

The introduction to the Filostrato, on the other hand, was

intensely personal. It will be remembered that in the first

stanza, Boccaccio, after declaring that some are accustomed

to invoke Jove, others Apollo, as he himself had been wont

to call upon the Muses, asserts that love has recently led

1 It will be remembered that Chaucer twice uses the harp in similes in the

Troilus, in both instances where he is not following Boccaccio once (T., I,

729-35) where the suggestion is from Boethius
;
and again in T., n, 1030-

36. See Anglia, v, 358.

2
T., i, 15-18.

8
T., n, 20-21.

*T., m, 40-41.
6
T., n, 13-14. Compare "Ye lovers, that can make of sentement,"

B. 69.
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him to an innovation. 1 It is his lady who, in the lines

already quoted,
2 he declares to be his light, his lodestar it

is she who shall be his Jove, his Apollo, his Muse. It is to

console himself, he goes on, for her absence from the city

an absence on which he dwells at length in his prose Proemio,
with a vivid application to himself of the restlessness he

later ascribes to Troilus 3 that he writes the story of the

sad life of Troilus after Griseida had gone away from Troy.*
And so, in the fourth stanza, he invokes Fiametta, as we
have seen, to guide him in the work he is about to write

an invocation continued in the six lines already quoted from

the fifth stanza
;
and it is only in the last couplet of this

same stanza that we finally reach a line which Chaucer had

already used in the Troilus :

Tuo sia I'onore, e mio si sia Vaffano*
Se i detti alcuna laude acquisteranno.

Alcun di Giove sogliono il favore

Ke'lor principii pietosi invocare
;

Altri d' Apollo chiamano il valore
;

10 di Parnaso le muse pregare
Solea ne' miei bisogni, ma amore

Novellamente m'ha fatto mutare

11 mio costume antico e usitato,

Poi fu' di te, madonna, innamorata. (Opere, xm, p. 11).

* In two sections on p. 619 see notes 1 and 4 between which come the

lines :

Ancora di salute tu se' quella
Che se' tutto il mio bene e '1 mio conforto

; ( Opere, xm, p. 12).

3 In the stanzas which Chaucer has translated and amplified in Troilus,
Bk. V, 519-679.

Per che volendo per la tua partita,

Piu greve a me che morte e piu noiosa,

Scriver qual fosse la dolente vita

Di Troilo, da poi che 1'amorosa

Griseida da Troia sen fu gita, etc. (Opere, xnr, p. 12. )

See especially Boccaccio's Proemio to the Filostrato ( Opere, xm, pp. 1-10).
8 Have he my thank, and myn be this travayle ! ( Troilus, I, 21.)
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[t is perfectly clear, then, that, for the Troilus, either

/ Chaucer* s consistent attitude of one who "knowe[th] not

love in dede,"
* or Boccaccio's opening stanzas would have to

go by the board
;
and it was the stanzas, of course, which

went.

But why should he use them here ?
2 There seerns to be

a very natural association of ideas to account for it. It

happens that there is, near the close of Machault's Dit de la

Marguerite, a sfariza whose opening lines very strikingly

recall the second stanza of the Filostrato :

C' est li solans qui esclaire et qui luist ;

C'est la lune qui fait la cler nuit
;

C'est restoile qui par mer me conduist;

C'est la naselle

Forte, seure et plainne de de"duit
;

C'est li patrons qui me gouverne et duit.*

l Parl. Foules, 8.

2 Among other things, it is a delightful instance of Chaucer's economy
of his material "die okonomie, welche ihm in der verwaltung seines

geistiges erwerbes eigen 1st," as Koeppel phrases it. (Anglia, N. F., I,

175.) Compare his use of the stanzas from the Teseide in the Troilus and

the Parlement of Foules, etc.

3 Dit de la Marguerite, p. 128. This is again one of the commonplaces of

the poetry of the type under discussion. Compare the passage in Machault's

Voir Dit (ed. P. Paris, Paris, 1875), p. 5, beginning:

C'est 1'escharboucle qui reluist

Et esclarcist 1' obscure nuit
;

C'est en or li fins dyamans

Qui donne grace a tous aimans
;

C'est droitement la tresmontaine

Qui cuers au port de joie maine. (11. 95-8, 101-2. )

See, too, Deschamps' Lay de Departement (No. 313, n, 335 ff.), 11. 25 ff.

C'est 1'estoille trasmontaine,

Aurora la desire"e, etc.

and the passage beginning with 1. 227 :

C'est ma tour et ma fortresse, etc.

Compare Deschamps, No. 740 (iv, 217), 11. 9-17.
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Need it be far wide of the mark to conjecture that these

lines, applying as they did to the marguerite, may have

recalled to Chaucer the well-known stanzas before weighed
and for his earlier purpose found wanting, but in the main

The commonplace seems to represent and the fact is of interest in its

bearing on the evolution of conventions a transfer to an earthly lady and

the "love of kinde," of the expressions commonly used of "love celestiall"

in the hymn&to the Virgin notably the "Ave maris stella" in the Office

of the Virgin. See in Deschamps himself No. 363 (in, 104) :

Marie as nom, estoille tresmontaine
;

and especially the invocation to Mary at the close of his translation of the

treatise of Pope Innocent :

Prions ent la souverainne

Vierge, estoile tresmontainne

La mere d'umilite'

Que par sa doulce pite"

Au port de salut nous mainne.

(No. 309^, n, 304, xxxvni.)

But he had said the same of Marie of Hungary !

Aux desvoiez estes la tresmontaine

Vo doulx parler leur rent si tresdoulx son

Qu'au port d'onneur les radresce et ramaine.

(No. 468, m, 286-7; cf. xi, 47.)

Compare the address to the Virgin at the close of Gower's Miroir de P Omme

(ed. Macaulay, I, 333-4) :

O de la mer estoille pure,

O cliere lune esluminouse,

O gemme, O fine Margarite, etc. (11. 29925-6, 29937. )

So Dits et Contes Baudouin de Conde (ed. Scheler), I, xxiii :

Sainte Marie, douce mere,

Qui es de mer estoile clere,

Et dou ciel beneoite porte (Dis de Nostre-Dame).

See also The Minor Poems of the Vernon MS. (E. E. T. S. ), Pt. I, 134, 136,

etc.
;
Pt. II, 735-6, etc. Compare in general what Dr. Neilson says ( Court

of Love, 220 ff. ) of the transfer to the shrine of Venus of the fcaodes of

adoration of the Virgin ;
and see W. A. B. Kerr on Souverain, in Pub. Mod.

Lang. Assoc., xix, 33. Fora description of the real "Tresmontaine," see

the Voir DU, p. 256.
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so perfectly adapted to his present plan ?
1

Accordingly he

uses them, "tenebroso mondo" "tristo petto" "il dolor mio"
and all, without allowing in the least the fact to disconcert

him that every one of these phrases was in flat contradic-

tion to the blithe May-day mood of the lines he had just

written as well as of those he was about to write.
2

The greater part of the indebtedness of the Prologue to

\ the French daisy poems with two large exceptions, to be

1 considered by themselves is incurred in the lines thus far

x At all events, it was precisely this similarity between the lines of

Machault and the FHostrato stanza, that suggested to the present writer the

lines of Boccaccio as Chaucer's source
;
and the fact that the one did, in this

instance if one may be allowed sic parvis componere magna actually so

recall the other, is so far forth good evidence for what might in the first

place have occurred, particularly in the case of one who knew both poems
intimately. Nor may it perhaps be considering too curiously to see a second

possible association. The acknowledgment, in the Prologue, of Chaucer's

indebtedness, begins with an appeal to lovers for help :

But helpeth, ye that han conning and might,
Ye lovers, that can make of sentement (B. 68-9).

The sixth stanza of the Fttostrato, immediately following the passage we
have seen Chaucer proceeds to use, begins similarly with an appeal to lovers :

E voi amanti prego che ascoltiate

Cid che dira '1 mio verso lagrimoso ;

E se nel cuore avvien che voi sentiate

Destarsi alcuno spirito pietoso,

Per me vi prego ch'amore preghiate ( Opere xni, p. 13) ;

and these lines Chaucer did use in his Troilus :

But ye loveres, that bathen in gladnesse,

If any drope of pitee in you be,

. . eek for me preyeth to god so dere ( Troilus I, 22-3, 32).

To a man whose own phrases clung to his mind as Chaucer's certainly did,

the flash of the memory from " Ye lovers that can make of sentement," to

the earlier
" Ye loveres that bathen in gladnesse," would be most natural,

and would carry with it the recollection of the stanzas previously rejected,

but now so apt.
2 For " my sorwes alle

" turn out to be not Chaucer's, but Boccaccio's!

Whose was the "siknesse " of the Proem to the Book of the Duchessef
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discussed.
1 But before leaving this phase^of the subject, it

will be well to note two passages which still remain. One

of them Is of peculiar interest for the hint it gives of the

relative part played by convention, as contrasted with actual

observation, even in Chaucer7
s marvellously convincing lines.

After the beautiful passage in which he describes his greet- ,

ing to the flower,

Kneling alway, til hit unclosed was,

Upon the smale softe swote gras,
2

he goes on to tell how the grass was

. . . with floures swote embrouded al,

^ Of swich swetnesse and swich odour over-al,

.n That, for to speke of gomme, or herbe, or tree,

ft' Comparisoun may noon y-maked be
;

. For hit surmounteth pleynly alle odoures,

And eek of riche beautee alle floures.
3

The reference is again unmistakably to the daisy, which

as it is properly characterized in the well-known song that

opens the Two Noble Kinsmen, and happens to use odor as

the distinguishing quality of the flowers it names is
" smell-

less,"
4 so that Chaucer is apparently guilty of a surprising

blunder. Contrary to the facts his statement certainly is,
b

1 Professor Kittredge has already pointed out (Eng. Stud., xxvi, 336,

n. 1) the striking resemblance between Leg. 1-8 and Froissart's Le Joli

Buisson, 786-92 (n, 24.)
2 B. 117-18.
3 B. 119-24

;
cf. The Court of Love, 11. 801-2.

4
Koses, their sharp spines being gone,

Not royal in their smells alone,

But in their hue
;

Maiden pinks, of odour faint,

Daisies smell-less, yet most quaint,

And sweet thyme true.

( Works of Beaumont and Fletcher, ed. Dyce (London, 1846), xi, 331. )

6 If one hesitate to trust the testimony of one poet against another, or

even the evidence of one's proper nose, one may find impartial and scientific
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/but

the thing to be remembered is that at this point he was

composing with his eye upon Machault rather than upon the

object ! To Machault, however, odor had to be an attribute

of the marguerite for very much the same reason that to

Anselm existence had to be predicated of the deity. For

since the lady must be perfect and entire, wanting nothing
in all the qualities of a lady, her flower niust ipso facto be

possessed of all the perfections of a flower,
1 and so it follows

[ that it

Par excellence est garnie d' odour. 2

authority on the point from Kuel : In sativis plerique et punicei et versi-

colores flosculi spectant, sed omnes sine odore (De Natura Stirpium, 1543, p.

441); through Dalechamps et
MflHJjn

: ses fleurs . . . . ne sentient rien(His-
toire generale des Plantes, Lyo&^lnR I, 742) ;

down to Sowerby : Flowers

various in size, inodorous (Encjlish Botany, London, 1797, vi, 424); and

von Strautz : . . . das kleine duftlose Ding ( Die Blume in Sage und Geschichte,

Berlin, 1875, p. 225) . Compare Cornhtil Magazine, Jan., 1878, p. 64. God-

win pointed out the lack of odor as one of the defects
"
supplied by the

wantonness of the poet's fancy" (Life of Chaucer, ed. 1803, II, 349) .

1
See, for the principle, a superb parallel in Neckam, De Laudibus

Divince Sapientiae, v, 931-48. The feeling is closely related to that

involved in the rise of flower nomenclature itself 'for women, as Lan-

glois gives it : Au moyen age surtout .... on n'aurait pas compris

qu'une belle femme cut un nom disgracieux. Le trouvSre, qui, avec

une certaine naive
te*, pre"tendait toujours que celle dont il celebrait

les me"rites fut la plus belle et la plus aimable '

qui onques de mere fust

ne'e,' lui cherchait un nom digne d'elle, un nom qui flattat Poreille par
la douceur de sa pronunciation et 1' imagination par I'idde qu'il eVoquait

d'un objet ou d'une qualit6 aimiables. Certains noms de fleurs ....

re"unissaient cette double qualite", &c. Origines et Sources du Roman de la

Eose (Paris, 1891), 38-9. See the whole interesting passage.
2 Dit de la marguerite, p. 123. Cf. further : Des que mon ceil la vit

premierement Et je senti son odour doucement (p. 125); and also : Sa douce

odeur qui de loing m'est pr^sente (p. 125); et qui la sent (p. 125); etc.

Skeat (Oxford Chaucer, in, xxxi) has pointed out a parallel between

B. 53-55 (though B. 123-4 is much closer) and the lines immediately

preceding that cited in the text from Machault :

Toutes passe, ce m'est vis, en colour
;

Et toutes ha surmont de doucour.

Ne comparer
Ne se'porroit nulle a li de colour.
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But just this treatment of the flower illustrates vividly

another thing the fact that throughout its relatively short-

lived cultus, the marguerite fell in large measure heir to the X.

possessions of the Rose. 1 From the wealth of"conventions )
there ready at hand, phrase after phrase was transferred

bodily to the new "flour of flours/
72 and the present instance

is a case in point. For what Machault, followed by the

others, says of the odor of the marguerite, is but a stock

commonplace carried over with no thought of the actual

flower to which it was to be attached from the allegory of

the Rose. The Dit de la Rose, for instance, ends as follows :

Ci fenist le ditie d'amor

Qui a le seurnon de la flor

Qui plus bele est sus toutes choses.

Bien en a 1'en atret les gloses,

Et par coleur et par odeur

Vaut ele miex que nulefleur.*

1
Compare with this the interesting transfer to an earthly mistress ( already

noted, p. 625 ) of the conventions hitherto attaching to the Virgin.
2 The phrases themselves, "la flour des flours," "la flour sus trestoute

aultre flour," etc. (see p. 614, n. 3), are cases of such inheritance. See,

for instance, La Patenostre d'Amours (Barbazan, Fabliaux et Contes, Paris,

1808, iv, 442) :

Voluntas tua. S'est enclose

M'amor en vous : comme la rose

Est sor toutes flors la plus bele,

Ausi estes-vous, Damoisele,
De toutes puceles la flor, etc. (11. 37-41.)

So also Li Contes de la Hose, in Dits et Contes de Baudouin de Conde (ed.

Scheler, Brussels, 1866), I, 145 : Kose est sor toutes flors la fine. Compare
the line from the Carmen de Rosa quoted in Langlois, Origines et Sources

du Roman de la Rose (Paris, 1891), p. 45 :

Vidi florem floridum, vidi florum florem

(Carmina Burana, Stuttgart, 1847, No. 50, p. 141) ;
and the "Vale, flos

forum!" otib., No. 57, p. 145; cf. No. cxlviii, p. 53. One fecalls, too :

tm

Sic Arthurus rex regum.

3
Bartsch, Le lang. et la litt. francaises (1887), 610

;
see also Langlois, op.

tit., 44.
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Parallels might be multiplied indefinitely/ but the case is

clear.
2

When we turn, now, from Machault to his successors, we
find that Froissart, in other respects much more realistic in

his treatment, follows suit :

Zepherus li donna odours. 3

Deschamps, in the Marguerite balade 4 admits the possibility

Voir de tel flour a maint 1'odeur prouffite

but enters mild protest in the Lay de Franchise: 5

.... flour n'est qu'a lui s'affiere,

Car s'odeur n'est orgueilleuse nefiere (/),

Ne ne sparoit nul homme decevoir.

. Chaucer's acceptance of the convention, then, in the face

( )
of the patent facts, is not only of peculiar interest here, but

is instructive, no less, as once more showing the large allow-

ance that must constantly be made for the presence of poetic

commonplace in dealing with what in his poems seem to be

plain statements of fact. To do otherwise is to commit the

tempting anachronism of measuring him once for all by
the standards of the Preface to the Lyrical Ballads, instead

of recognizing
" ever y-lyke newe "

the consummate art

J For example, Baudouin de Conde", op. cit., I, 146
;
V&ir Dit, 11. 992-4.

2A corresponding transfer is possibly seen in the " winter and summer"

phrases already discussed on p. 617, n. 1. Compare the following passages

quoted in Langlois, op. tit., 34 :

Qu'il i avoit tous jours plentd

De flors, et yver et este (R. B., 1409-10) ;

Fuelles et flors ont tos tans li ramier ....

Ja par ivier n'aront nul destorbier.

(Fablel dou dieu <VAmours, p. p. A Jubinal, Paris, 1834, p. 15.)

In this case, however, it is more likely that we have a genuine observation

of the actual persistence into winter of the flower.

3
Pastourdle, xvn, 66 (ir, 345).

*No. 539, 1. 16 (in, 380).
5 L1. 645 (n, 205).
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involved in his treatment of the artistic conventions of his
J

own time.

The remaining passage has an interest of another sort.

In B. 215-20, the crown worn by the queen whonThe later

finds to be Alceste is thus described :

\

A fret of gold she hadde next hir heer,

And upon that a whyt coroun she beer

With florouns
l
smale, and I shal nat lye ;

For al the world, ryght as a dayesye
Y-corouned is with whyte leves lyte,

So were the florouns
l of hir coroun whyte.

Now the word flqroun is very rare in Middle English.

Matzner 2 and Stratmann 3

give only the present examples
of it, while the New English Dictionary

4
cites no other until

c. 1660. Matzner defines it as " Blumenwerk "
;
Stratmann

as "flower-ornament"; the New English Dictionary as "A

flower-shaped ornament, used esp. in architecture or printing,

on coins, etc." The word occurs in Old French, where it has

the meaning assigned to the English word in the dictionaries

just cited,
5 and is specifically used of the ornaments of a

crown. 6 It is also used as the equivalent offleurette, certainly

at a period somewhat later than the one we are concerned

1 The reading is that of the Fairfax and Tanner MSS. The Trinity College

and Arch. Seld. MSS. read floures (flouris). See A Parallel-Text Edition

of Chaucer''s Minor Poems (Chaucer Soc. ), p. 257. On the superior value

of the Fairfax and Tanner MSS. as authorities for the text, see Bilderbeck,

Chaucer's Legend of Good Women (London, 1902), p. 49
; Skeat, Oxford

Chaucer, m, 1-li, cf. xlviii
;
cf . Globe CJiaucer, xlvi.

2
Altenglische Sprachproben, Wb'rterbuch (Berlin, 1885), n, 143, s.v. flouroun.

9
Middle-Eng. Die., ed. Bradley (Oxford, 1891), 230, s. v. flouroun.

4
s. v. fleuron.

5 " Ornement en forme de fleur," Godefroy, ix, 629.

6 " Une couronne d'or a douze florons
"

(21 aout, 1384, Test.tthirog., A.

Douai); "Nostre bonne couronne a este desmenbree et lesflourons d'icelle

bailies en gaijes" (25 mai, 1413, Ord., x, 92) both cited by Godefroy.

See the examples in Littre*, n, 1700, s. v. fleuron 1, Hist. xive s.

11
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with,
1

probably in the 14th century.
2 But it also has, if I

mistake not, a meaning in Old French which neither Godefroy
nor Sainte-Palaye assign to it although it clearly appears in

one of the examples Godefroy cites
3 that of SL^tcd of a

flower, or, to put it more accurately for such composite
blossoms as the daisy, "chacune des petites fleurs dont la

reunion forme une fleur composee."
4 With that meaning,

the word occurs twice in Froissarfe Dittie once in a passage

already cited, as parallel with B. 48 :

Et sesflorons centre lui espanir ;

5

and again in the last stanza :

Car en cascun floron, je vous creant,

Porte la flour un droit dart & taillant,

Dont Havre's sui si, en soi regardant,

Que membre n'ai ou le cop ne s'espant.
6

The reference to the " droit dart a taillant" which the "flour"
carries in each "floron," puts the meaning offloron here beyond

doubt, for it is an exact account, despite the fanciful turn of

the close, of what one sees on pulling out one of the white rays

of the daisy.
7 If one look, now, at the description of Alceste's

1 Ste Palaye, vi, 235-6, s. v. fleuron ; Godefroy, IV, 32, s. v. fleuron ; Littre*,

n, 1700, s. v. fleuron 5.
2 The dictionaries give no example, unless one include the passage from

Watriquet de Couvin, ed. Scheler, p. 101, cited in Ste Palaye, vi, 239, s. v.

florin 3.

3
ix, 629 : "Un grant dragouer, fait dessuz et par le pie* en maniere d'une

rose, et es florons d'icette rose a esmaux a plusieurs bestelettes" (Invent, du

due d'Anjou, n. 639).
4
Littre*, n, 1700, 4. Cf. Kousseau, Lettres elementaires sur la Botanique,

Lettre vi, Oeuvres (Paris, 1891), vi, 48-49.
5
1. 166 (n, 214).

* LI. 187-190 (n, 215).
7
See, in Rousseau's delightful paragraph on the daisy in the sixth of the

Lettres elementaires already referred to, the following: Arrachez une des

folioles blanches de la eouronne, vous croirez d'abord cette foliole plate d'un

bout a Tautre
;
mais regardez-la bien par le bout qui e"toit attache* a le fleur,
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crown in the Prologue, it will be clear at a glance that

Chaucer is using the word " floroun
"

in precisely Froissart's

sense that of one of the "whyte leves lyte" of the daisy

and not in the sense of an^individual daisy at all.
1 Con-

sidering the rarity of the word in any sense in Middle

English, and in just this sense in Old French, the conclusion

that Chaucer took it from Froissart is almost inevitable ;

and inasmuch as the A-version has in both instances fldures

vous verrez que ce bout n'est pas plat, mais rond et creux en forme de tube,

et que de ce tube sort un petit filet d deux cornea: ce filet est le style fourchu

de cette flour," etc.
;

cf. Ellacombe, op. cit., 374. See also, in the absence

of the flower itself (remembering that our so-called American daisy is not

Chaucer's daisy Bellis perennis at all), such figures of fhefloron with its

little "dart" as those in Baillon, Diet, de Botanique (Paris, 1876), I, 397,

or Britton and Brown, Illus. Flora of U. S. and Canada (N. Y., 1898), in,

350 (Fig. 3724). The passage also makes clear a line in the balade of the

Parodys tf Amours that led Kervyn de Lettenhove astray in his Froissart (if

135-6
; n, 264-5) :

Deus coeurs navres d' une plaisant sajette (1. 1648).

*It is of course true, from the very nature of the case, that Chaucer's

word has also the meaning assigned to it by Matzner, Stratmann, and

Godefroy ;
but that has nothing to do with the specific shape of the

Blumenwerk. Moreover, it is distinctly said (11. 223-4) that

.... "the whyte coroun, above the grene,

Made hir lyk a daysie for to sene "

which would not so clearly be the case on the supposition of a mass of

smaller flowers. As for 11. 221-2

For of o perle fyne, oriental,

Hir whyte coroun was y-maked al

the meaning is not affected by the interpretation given. For while, in a

poem where daisies
" surmounten pleynly alle odoures," pearls may certainly

be rendered tractable and the splendid hyperbole of a single pearl admitted,

it seems, none the less, more reasonable to take "o" as here meaning "one

in kind
;
the same in quality or nature " (New Eng. Die. s. v.^me, 13), and

accordingly to picture the "
whyte leves

" as inlaid in the ordinary fashion

with many pearls of one fineness. See K. T., 154 : Bothe in oon armes ;

Latimer, 5th Sermon before Edw. FT(Arber), 149 : They are all one apples, etc.
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instead of florouns, the matter assumes some importance in

dealing with the problems connected with the revision of the

Prologue. Before coming to the relation of the two versions,

however, there is another phase of Chaucer's indebtedness

in the Prologue to both Deschamps and Froissart that must

be considered. 1

1 It should be added, in connection with the side of the subject we are

leaving, that there is one quality of the daisy on which the French poets

lay stress namely, its medicinal virtue which Chaucer seems to have

ignored. Deschamps refers to it :

De qui vertu puet sante recevoir

Tons langoreux (Lay de Franchise, 11. 62-3).

Machault seems even to give voice to the well-known belief that holding the

daisy in the hand had medicinal efficacy (see Morley, Eng. Writers, v, 134) :

Et qui la tient, il ne puet mal avoir (p. 124),

and in English there is an interesting reference in point in the Boke of Cu-

pide, 11. 241-5 (ed. Vollmer, p. 41) :

' Yee? use thou,' quoth she, 'this medecyne,

Every day this May, er that thou dyne :

Goo loke upon the fresshe flour daysye ;

And thogh thou be for wo in poynt to dye,

That shal ful gretly lyssen the of thy pyne.'

Anyone who wishes orientation in this general field without turning over

for himself the curious and fascinating pages of the pre-Linnaean herbalists

Ruellius, Mattioli, Turner, Parkinson, Ray will find it most quickly
in Zedler's Grosses volktandiges Universal Lexicon (Halle u. Leipzig, 1733),

in the third of the sixty-four volumes which fulfil the promise of its name,

pp. 1060-62. Among the older writers themselves, perhaps the fullest are

John Parkinson's Theatrum JBotanicum, The Theater of Plantes (London,

1640), p. 532, and, by the same King's Herbarist, that delightful work

whose title plays upon his name, the Paradisi in Sole, or, A Garden of all

sorts of pleasant flowers which our English ayr will permitt to be noursed up

(London, 2d impress, 1656), 320-23, and the reprint (London, 1904) of

the ed. of 1629, pp. 320-23
; Bauhin, Historia Plantarum Universalis

(Ebroduni, 1651), m, 111-15; Turner's New Herball (1551), f. 11. Mor-

ley's enticing reference (Eng. Writers, v, 134) to Kaymond Minderer's

Medicina Militaris (1634) pp. 57-60, I have not been able to verify.
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f .

Structurally regarded, the B-version of the Prologue falls

into two clearly distinguishable parts. The first includes

11. 1-196, and, without any hint whatever of a vision, is

devoted to the panegyric of the daisy and the detailed

account^ of a day spent in its honor in the mede, ending with

Chaucer's caution that he must not be thought to write

In preysing of the flour agayn the leef. . . .

For this thing is al of another tonne,

Of olde story, er swich thing was begonne.

The second part, including the last 383 lines of the version, . /

is given up to the vision of the god of Love, the nineteen

ladies, and Alceste the device which constitutes the frame-

work on which is built his Apologia for "the Rose and eek

Crisseyde," together with his introduction to the Legend itself.

Now it happens that for both these clearly defined sections of

B. there are close structural parallels in two of the poems from

which we have already had evidence of borrowing in detail

on Chaucer's part for the first division, and in a measure for

the second, in the Lay de Franchise of Deschamps ; for the

second, in FroissartlTParaefo/s d'Amours.

In the Lay de FrancMse, Deschamps begins by speaking
of the power of old custom to make sweet the things one has

observed from one's youth up :

Much curious, often interesting, and sometimes unreliable information

may also be found in M. von Strautz, Die Blumen in Sage u. Geschichte

(Berlin, 1875), 225-34
; Keling u. Bohnhorst, Unsere Pflanzen (Gotha,

1882), 249 ff.; Folkard, Plant Lore, Legend and Lyrics (London, 1884),

307-8, 430-1
;

T. Thistleton Dyer, The Folk-lore of Plants^CNew York,

1889), 228 and index; Pritzel u. Jessen, Die deutschen Volkmamen der

Pflanzen (Hannover, 1882), 55-6
; Ulrich, Internationales Worterbuch der

Pflanzennamen (Leipzig, 1872), 32
;

etc. I am indebted to Mr. Frederick

Le Boy Sargent for putting me on the track of the old herbalists.
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Pour ce que grant chose est d' acoustumance

Quant on la prant et poursuit des s'enffance

Dure chose est qu'om se puist retenir

De la laissier, car la perseverance
Fait en tous temps qu'a celle chose pance
Cilz qui en a le tresdoulz souvenir.

Among such things, he includes the doing honor and rever-

ence to May :

Et pour ce vueil a mon propos venir :

Cest qu'en doulz mois que toute fleur s'avance,

Arbres, buissons, que terre devenir

Veult toute vert et ses flours espanir,

Du moys de may me vint la, souvenance

Dont maintes gens ont la coustume en France

En ce doulz temps d'aler le may cueillir.

On the first day of May, accordingly, he does his observance :

Le premier jour de ce mois de plaisance

Qui des amans est la droitte esperance,

Pour coustume du jour entretenir

Auquel j'ay fait honeur et reverance

Des que de lui oy vraie congnoissance,

Sacrifier voulz mon cuer et offrir

Avec le corps et tout le vert vestir

Au gentil mois qui les doulz cuers avance

A leurs dames et amours conjouir

Et a ce jour leurs complaintes ouir. 1

So far, of course, the Lay might be any one of a hundred

conventional May-day poems ;
but at this point it differenti-

ates itself sharply from the type, by proceeding to focus the

May-day worship upon the marguerite :

De mon hostel me pars au point du jour.

Prins et sousprins d'amoureuse dolour,

M'acheminay pensant par une plaine

A la beaute" de la tresdouce flour

Qui en bonte", en doufour, en honour

Et en tous biens, est la flour souveraine. 2

1 U. 1-23. 3 L1. 27-32.
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The next thirty-three lines, accordingly, are given Up to

singing partly after the stereotyped fashion, partly with

fresh detail, partly, it will be remembered, in the very

phrases that Chaucer seems to have used the praises of the

marguerite* It will be noted at once that it is just this

concentration of the May-^ay observances upon the daisy,

which constitutes for the B-version of the Prologue its first

departure from the conventional type.
2 Nor has the worahifrJ

of the daisy in the Lay de Franchise the dream^settmg at N

all another fact which detaches it from the greater number J
of the poems of its class

3 and in this, once more, its trgat^

ment coincides with that of the first one hundred and

ninety-six lines of B, which constitute, as has been noted, a

clearly-marked section of that version. Precisely, then,

where in these two respects the two treatments depart from

the conventions, they come into agreement with each other.

After this the poem follows its own course, and passes again

for a time into the stock commonplaces of its type the park,

the castle, the' dames et damoiseaulx gathering flowers, the

singing birds, the running waters though even in the purely

conventional part of the Lay the passages which paraljel

Chaucer's use of the same commonplaces should not
be~^y>

ignored.
4

It is, however, when we pass to the central motive of the

poem that the most striking parallel between the Lay and

1 All these lines are quoted or characterized elsewhere in this paper, and

may be found as follows : 11. 33-39, on p. 601, n. 3
;

11. 40-43, on p. 601, n. 3
;

11. 44-50, on p. 615
;

1. 52, on p. 621
;
U. 53-61, on p. 639

;
11. 62-3, on

p. 634, n. 1
;

11. 63-5, on p. 630.
2 See Neilson, Court of Love, 144.
3 See ib.

t index, s. v. Dream-setting.
4 The long description, for instance, of the birds, "et li dedfis a celles et

a ceaulx Qui la furent" (11. 101-115) ;
and the particularly vivid descrip-

tion of the freshness of the grass (139-143). The setting of the action is

given in 11. 66-143.
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ie Prologue appears, for there the personified flower herself

J becomes not only one of the dramatis personae, but the central

\J
(^ figure of the poem, since it is her words, addressed to the

j,
to which all the preceding lines lead up, and on which

the rest of the action depends. The king has come upon the

scene, surrounded by ladies and chevaliers (144-69), and

has decreed the sacrifice to May (170-182), whereupon
ensue many debate and questions pour amours, in the course

of which bitter complaint is made of the present state of

things (183-208). And now the flower speaks :

Lors dist la flour, et chascuns Pacorda,

Et par beaus mos saigement recorda

Que sanz amour ne puet estre prouesse ;

Troie la grant tesmoing en appella,

Et par le Bruth sa paroule prouva
Et par Juno, Pamoureuse de"esse,

Par Medea qui enseigna 1'adresse

Au fort Jason qui les toreaulx dompta,
Par Hercules, qui vainquit mainte presse,

Par Theseus qu'en Paigle d'or entra.

Convoitise les terres perdu a

Qu' avoit conquis Emprise, Amour, Largesce (209-21).

The king takes to heart the fair speaker's words

Et quant li Hoys ces doulz mos escouta

/Touz ces .in. poins a dit qu'il retendra

ivec Deduit, Hardement et Le"esce (221-4)

and after further emphasis has been laid upon them (225-34),
the merry crowd goes dancing to the Chateau de Beaute",

where a rich feast has been prepared (235-60). But the

words of the flower have set the poet thinking, and after

watching for a time the feast, he seeks the upland where

Marion and Robin sing "une cha^on honneste" as they dip

their bread in the cold water of a brook (261-307); and the

poem closes with the poet's thanks to the flower for the
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lesson she has taught (308-1 2).
1 Now such a part as this

was played by the flower in no other of the marguerite

poems, and it is most important to note that she speaks here

not at all as a mistress to her lover, but as a favored subject to

her king, in words whose wisdom is quite as much com-

mended as their sweetness. In this respect the poem is so

far unique among its class. But it is just the fact that the

daisy, personified as Alceste, is the central dramatis persona
of the Prologue, and that in it she speaks, not as a mistress

to her lover, but with the dignity of a counsellor to her king,\

which has hitherto set the Prologue in a place apart.
2 In a

]

tjiird most essential respect, then, where the Lay and they

Prologue diverge from the type, they agree with each other.

There is still another point of contact that should not be

overlooked. It has been pointed out that in the Prologue
" the description of the lady is individualized by Chaucer by
the device of making her dress represent the different parts

of the daisy."
3 For this further individualizing touch one

finds again a distinct suggestion in the Lay, where, as

regards the flower, it is said :

Et il pert bien que chascuns la tient chiere,

Car je ne voy homme qui ne la quiere
Et qui porter ne la vueille ou avoir.

j Painte la voy et en mainte maniere

En fins draps d'or, enparoiz, en verriere;

En moult tfabiz la puet chaseun veoir,

1 See p. 607 for the lines. For like use of Eobin and Marion again, see

No. 315 (m, 1).
2 Bech noted this difference, without knowing the parallel in Deschamps :

" Unser dichter ist sich aber zugleich der verschiedenen stellung bewusst,
die er in der verehrung des massliebchens jenen leuten [t. e., den lyrischen

dichtern] gegeniiber einnimmt. Bei ihm ist nicht das massliebchen das

sinnbild der liebe und der geliebten (vgl. ten Brink a. a. of), sondern er

personifiziert es als die tugendhafteste frau aus dem alterthum" (Anglia,

V, 357).
3
Neilson, Court of Love, 145. The italics are mine.
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En vaisselle chascunjour parcevoir

Comme celle qui est droicte lumiere,

Pierre luisant de precieus spavoir.
1

The turn here given to the description of the marguerite is

peculiar to the Lay, as the use of the daisy in the costume

of Alceste is peculiar to the Prologue ;
and while the employ-

ment of the daisy in the dress of the tresdouce flour herself

is not asserted by Deschamps, the passage to such a device

on Chaucer's part is a most easy one.

When one considers, then, the verbal parallels, together with

the fact that in four essential points the Lay and the B-version

of the Prologue depart together from well-known and clearly

defined conventions, the conclusion becomes almost irresist-

able that the Lay de, Franchise served as one of the sources

for that particular version of the Prologue.
2 This harmon-

izes with the well-known fact that Deschamps sent certain of

,works to Chaucer, and asked for a response in kind
;
with

the above-mentioned probability that the Flower and Leaf

/ baladeSj which there is good ground to believe were written

\ $Jbout this time, were known to Chaucer when he wrote the

\ Prologue ;
and finally it adds new force to the interesting con-

1 LI. 53-61. Compare, in illustration of Deschamps' s statement, the fol-

lowing descriptions of robes, armor, or jewels from the Itineraires de Phil-

ippe le Hardi : quatre demi corps .... frettes de fort or soud^s et ouvre's

d'or de Chipre dessus, en chaque losange un P, et en 1'autre une tqffe de mar-

guerites (p. 530, under 1389) ;
un autre pourpoint de veluau .... estoit

convert de perles. II y avoit 40 soleils d'or & ce pourpoint et 46 fleurs d'or

esmaillie'es de bleu, et en chaque fleur une clochette d'or enfcqon de marguerite

(ib. 530); Les dits harnois tout semes de marguerites (ib. 533, under 1390);

unfermail d'or dj une marguerite et une brebis & quatre rubis, un saphir, six

perles (ib. 542, under 1392). It is interesting to note that the last entry r

in a list of New Year's gifts of the Duke of Bourgogne, occurs between the

names of Guillaume de la Tre*mouille and Ellion de Neillac.
2 It is perhaps worth while to call attention, also, to the interesting

parallel to the kernel of Alceste' s plea for Chaucer (B. 412-13), found at the

close of Deschamps's Lay amoureuse, n, 193 3. (No. 306), 11. 275 to end,

esp. 11. 295-8.
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jecture recently ventured, that the Prologue itself may have

formed part of Chaucer's answer to the message of Deschamps.
1

"
Vielleicht," wrote ten Brink, speaking of Deschamps's praise

of Chaucer as the grant translateur "vielleicht hoffte er,

Meister Geoffrey wiirde auch ihn ubersetzen !""'* And cer-

tainly no authentic draught from Chaucer's particular rill

of Helicon could so effectually quench the " soif ethique
" of

Eustache Deschamps as a poem which should sow his

flowers and plant, like the Rose, his marguerite

Aux ignorans de la langue pandras.
3

r
If we turn, now, to the second part of the B-version,

1 Professor Kittredge, in Mod. PhiloL, I, p. 6 : "If the manuscript whicn

Deschamps sent to Chaucer contained the poems on the Flower and the \

Leaf, may not Chaucer have replied by sending him the Prologue to the

Legend of Good Women, or, indeed, the whole Legend, so far as it was ever

completed?"
2
Geschichte, u, 199.

" Dies ist nun zwar," he continues,
" wie es scheint,

nicht geschehen." This last statement, however, as well as Professor

Lounsbury's remark that "to him [Deschamps] not a single line of the

English poet has so far been traced" (Studies, n, 217), seems no longer

warranted by the facts.

3 No. 285 (n, 138), 1. 10
;

cf. 11. 22-27. Is it too much to suggest, in

this connection, that Chaucer may have had Deschamps' s characterization

of himself in mind, when he put into the mouth of the Clerk of Oxford

the famous lines which speak of

"Fraunceys Petrark, the laureat poete
.... whos rethoryke sweete

Enlumined al Itaitte ofpoetrye,

As Linian dide of philosophye
"

? ( E. 31-4. )

Deschamps' s lines to Chaucer, it will be remembered, are as follows :

O Socrates plains de philosophic,

Seneque en meurs et Anglux en pratique,

Ovides grans en ta poeterie, ^
Bries en parler, saiges en rethorique,

Aigles treshaultz, qui par ta theorique
Enlumines le regne d? Eneas. (11. 1-6. )
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which deals entirely with the vision of the god of Love and

of Alceste, we shall find, I think, evidence that the frame-

of the vision was suggested in large measure by the

Paradys ffAmours of Froissart. This evidence consists, in

part, of parallel groupings of well-known conventions which

occur in other combinations elsewhere ; and in part, once

more, of parallel divergences^ in the case of the two poems,
from the established conventions in this instance, those of

the Court of Love which underlie both. It may be well,

before consideringThe paralTels^oT eitKeFsoTt, to have before

us a brief outline of the Paradys itself.

;To

find relief from the melancholy thoughts which come

;o him in his waking hours, because his fair mistress is hard

>f heart,
1 Froissart prays Morpheus, Juno and ^Eolus for

sleep, until at length Juno sends Iris to Morpheus, and

Morpheus sends one of his sons, Enclimpostair,
2

to the

suppliant, who then falls asleep (1-28). In his sleep he

dreams he is in a fair wood, with great plenty of grass, trees,

flowers, the noise of the singing of birds
;
and the time is

the month of May (29-45). He goes up and down, listen-

ing to the birds, who are splitting their throats singing in

accord of loving par amours, and seats himself beneath two

boughs of hawthorn, all in bloom (45-61). There he

proceeds to fall into despair, and makes a long love-com-

plaint, in which, invoking Love, he tells him how he had

done him homage, and how Love had retained him for his

servant, and promised reward, if he served loyally ;
how he

had served and obeyed a very long time, yet in spite of all

1 The parallelism between these opening lines and those of The Book of the

Duchesse was first pointed out by Sandras, Etude (1859), p. 90.

2 The dispute as to whether Froissart or Chaucer was the borrower of this

name has been finally settled by Professor Kittredge in the article in Eng-
/ lische Studien, xxvi, 321-36 a conclusion which makes it certain that

Chaucer knew, and in 1369 had used, the Paradys d?Amours.

X^x
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his lady would not listen to his prayer. "If," he continues,
" if you had told me then, when I gave you heart and body
all entire, keeping nothing back if you'd said :

t You shall \

never have any comfort from your lady/ it would have been

different
;
but when I recall the great solace you promised J'

me then, of which I've had nothing, I say alas ! and know/
well that you will be the death of me." He goes on, in fact,

to charge Love flatly with betraying him, and includes in

the arraignment Plaisance, who had also promised him

success (62202).
"
Indeed," he concludes, still addressing

Plaisance :

j& je te soeil

Hennourer, loer et chierer,

\ Mes je te maudis par air.

Mors, prens moi tos, el ne desire

Neelnevoeil" (198-202).

In a word, the complaint could not be better summed up
than in the phrase of the God of Love in his indictment of

Chaucer :

/'.... [thou] boldest hit folye

^ To serve Love. (B. 326-7. )

The complaint ended, Froissart sits with bent head, nor

does the singing of the birds touch him at all, nor would all

the birds there are, even to Alsace. 1 As he sits, he hears

the bushes breaking violently beside him, and feels some

fear. He covers himself with the branches, and opens his

eyes a little to see what it can be (203-335). Very quickly

two ladies come to him,

Plus gentes et mieuls couloure'es,

Que image fait de painture.

J The situation recalls very vividly Chaucer's picture of the "man 'in

blak," in the Book of the Duchesse, 445 ff.
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Leur abit estoient royal;
l

Jamais ne vous auroie dit

Leur grant beaute ne leur abit (237-45).

One of the ladies says :
" I've found the wretch

; forward,

friend, at him, at him ! Well he deserves a beating ;
he's

come walking here in our master's garden, and of our

master he's had little good to say :

*
/' S'est il venus yci esbatre

Ens el clos et ens ou vregie"

Que nostres mestres a vregi6

fouvre*

a ses propres mains,

puis li fauls en dist le mains

Jbiens qu'onques fesist nuls horns " ( 250-5 ).
2

Froissart would have fled, had he been able, but determines

instead to pray for mercy, which he does, asking the ladies,

also, who their master is the son of a duke or a king, to

judge by their array ; surely such as they will show mercy

(256-283). "He is right," says one lady to her companion :

" Car voir dist, nous ne sommes ne*es

Ne dedans ce monde ordonne"es

Que pour faire misericorde

Au suppliant qui se recorde

De son meffet et merci prie ;

Pile's est dedans nous nourie

Et nos mestres le voelt ensi" ( 285-91 ).
3

They should, she says, free the man from care, and have pity

1 "And she was clad in real liabit grene," B. 214
;

. . . . "ladyes nyntene
In real habit," B. 283-4. The quotations which follow from the Prologue,
in connection with the outline of the Parodys, are rather to keep in mind

the general parallelism of the two poems, than to imply, in any given case,

a specific borrowing on Chaucer's part.
2
Compare the charge of trespass on Love's territory, and that of his

flower, brought against Chaucer by the god of Love in B. 310 ff.

3
Compare the passage in B. ending with 11. 403 ff :

"

And if so be he may him nat excuse,

But asketh mercy with a dredful herte, etc.
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on him. The other agrees ;
Froissart greatly rejoices ;

and

the one who has just spoken comes forward and taking him

by the hand bids him advance, since it pleases her com-

panion to show him mercy ;
none the less he has done, she

insists, a very great wrong to their master and to herself.

Froissart again asks the name of the master of the garden,

and of the lady herself, whom he says explicitly he does not

know that he has ever seen :

Et vous aussi, ma chiere dame,

Ne vos cognois ; nennil, par m'ame,
Je ne spai, se je vous vi onques (321-3).

"By your own words," says the lady, "you know our

master, and it was I who brought you to him. You re-

counted the affair to-day from beginning to end :

"
Compains, par ta parolle,

Nostre mestre tu cognois bien
;

,. . Tu dis qu'il t'a en son lyen

/ Et qu' ommage ja li fesis

/ Et que son homme devenis

Et qu' aussi je le te fis faire.

\ Bien en as hui comptd 1'afaire

-> De chief jusqu' en conclusion
"

( 325-333 J.
1

She was present, she says, when he did homage to the god
of Love ;

she it was who opened for him the gate by which

1 Cf. B. 498 ff:

' Wostow '

quod he,
' wher this be wyf or mayde,

Or quene, or countesse, or of what degree ?

And I answerde,
'

nay, sir, so have I blis,

No more but that I see wel she is good.
'

' That is a trewe tale, by myn hood,'

Quod Love,
' and that thou knowest wel, pardee,

If hit be so that thou avyse thee. A

And I answerde ageyn, and seyde,
*

yis,

Now knowe I hir !
'

etc.
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he entered into the hostel. She thereupon gives her name

as Plaisance the one, it will be noted, of whom he had just

ceased speaking (151-4, 187-203); that of her companion
as Esperance; that of her master as the god of Love

(324-57). Froissart responds :

' Dame ' di je, 'or sui en liece,

Puisque Plaisance, estes nomme'e,

Moult vaut partout vo renomme'e '

( 358-60 ).
1

"
True," replies Plaisance :

/
" MSs tu as hui nostre ordenance

Diffame"e trop grandement
"

( 368-9 ).
2

Froissart asks how, and she replies :

Tu as reproci.6 ton seignour.

She then points out to him at length the injustice of his

complaint (373-444). Froissart is interested, and wishes to

know more. Plaisance explains, accordingly, her relation

to Love and lovers, concluding by telling how, for those who
have received her, he redresses their great pain, when they

serve him loyally :

Ne des losengeours n'a cure (549).

" Give him your heart
;

"
she urges,

" no greater master can

you have ; he cares not for your possessions, but your heart

he will have for his own "
(445-561).

"
Lady," says

Froissart, "my heart and my body too are entirely at his

mercy ;
will you not use your influence on my behalf?

1 Cf. B. 518 ff:

.... And is this good Alceste,

The dayeseye, and myn owne hertes reste ?

Now fele I wel the goodnesse of this wyf,

Hir grete bountee doubleth hir renoun I

3
Cf. B. 330 : That is an heresye ageyns my lawe.

B. 336 : For, thogli that thou reneyed hast my lay.
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"Car je sueffre grant penitance

Et je croi que bien le saves " ( 568-9 ).
x

He tells her, then, how she whom he loves more than his

soul had refused him comfort
;
how he had gone to the god

of Love and said to him :

. . . Ha, chier sires, j'aim

La flour sus trestoute aultre flour (592-3) ;

2

how the god of Love had demanded his homage, and since

then had abandoned him to his pains. Of that, he goes on,

would he could speak to him !

Volentiers je li mousteroie

Le dangler ouquel il m'a mis,

Qui sui son serf et ses amis (606-8).

Esperance then enters the conversation, and points out to

Froissart that the trouble lies in the fact that he has tasted

the cup of jealousy (615-689). If he can put that

she will be, she declares, his advocate :

. . . Je serai ton advocas

Soit & Amours, soit a ta dame (692-3).

After listening to a splendid glorification of her powers

(720-800), Froissart asks where the god of Love sojourns :

"Before day dawns, I pray you, take me to him" (801-814).

Esperance refers him to Plaisance, the gardener of the close ;

he makes his request of her, and it is granted. They go

together, chanting a rondel; pass a youth Doulc Penser

with two fair greyhounds, and ask if the god of Love is

there
;
but learning that they will find him by the fountain

oJ^arcissjis^.go_onj_singing another rondel (815-902). As

they pass along the woods

L'ombre une heure et puis les herbois

1
Cf. B. 368 : Or him repenteth utterly of this.

2
Cf. B. 53 : As she, that is of alle floures flour, etc.

12
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they meet other youths Beaus Samblans, Bien Besongnans,
Douls Eegars with dogs (903-925). "Lord help me,

lady," says Froissart :

"Ma dame, ensi m'ai't Jhesus,"
Di je,

"
que veci bon esbat !

Moult volentiers oi le debat

Et 1'abai de ces chiens courans" (926-29 ).
1

Tell me I'm ignorant of it are all the men hunters to

the god of Love ?
"

After learning that they are, he looks

down a glade, and sees a great company of dames and

damsels, fresh, fair and beautiful, and a great crowd of

youths, who have stopped there, and are all ready to dance

(930-964) :

Tout estoient de vert vesti,

N'i avoit ceste ne cesti.

Les dames furent orfrisies,

Drut perldes et bien croisies,

Et li signeur avoient cor

D'ivoire bend de fin or (965-70).

"
Lady," says Froissart,

"
may I know who these I see here

are?" Plaisance then gives the list, including Troilus,
2

Paris,

Lancelot, Tristan, Iseult(I), Perceval, Guiron, Galahad,

Modred, Meliador,
3

Tangis,
3 Camel de Camois,

3
Agravaine,

Iwain and Gawain, among the men
; among the women,

Helen, the Chatelaine de Vergy, Guinevere, Iseult again,

Hero, Polyxena, Echo, Medea. Thence they pass to the

entrance of Love's paradise (970-1004), reaching at last a

glade, where is spread the pavilion of the god of Love.

Plaisance now urges Froissart to present his affair to the

1
Compare the passage in the Book of the Duchesse beginning with line 348.

2 It is worth noting again that we have here a reference to Troilus as a

lover heading, indeed, the list of lovers before 1369. See Tatlock in Mod.

Phil., i, 323, n.

'For the significance of the occurrence of these names, see Englische

Studien, xxvi, 330 ff.
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god, in a Lay ; he agrees, and they come into Love's tent.

Plaisance encourages him, then falls on her knees before her

master, and asks him to hear the suppliant (1005-1063).
Love grants a hearing (106478), and Froissart recites his

Lay, which is very long (1079-1354), stating his case in a

more humble and conciliatory tone, and closes after speak-

ing of the pain and anguish he had suffered from Refus and

Dangier with a prayer to Pite" and Droiture to go to his

lady without delay in his behalf:

Et si muast la nature

De Kefus et de Dangier,

Car par ces deus tant endure

DC painne et d'angousse dure

Ne la diroit creature.

Or tos ! Pite* et Droiture,

Als vous en bonne alure

A ma dame, etc. (1327-31, 1335-7).
1

Love accepts his words, and, after fresh advice, sends him

with the two ladies into the garden to walk
; whence, as

they go singing a virelay and gathering flowers, they come

into a meadow where daisies are growing and birds are

singing, and there he finds Bel Acueil weaving chaplets of

flowers. At once he goes and kneels before his lady for

she it is whom Bel Acueil symbolizes and tells her that

Love has bidden him ask grace of her (1355-1500). Into

the dialogue between them (1501-94) it is not necessary to

our purpose to enter
;
but finally she takes him by the hand :

Et sus 1'erbe fresce et nouvelle

Commencames nous a marcir (1596-7).

The lady asks Froissart if he has made anything new :

1 Cf. B. 160-3 :

Al founde they Daunger for a tyme a lord,

Yet Pitee, through his stronge gentil might,

Forgaf, and made Mercy passen Eight.
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'
Ave*s vous riens fait de nouvel ?

'

Ce dist elle moult doucement.

'Oil, dame, de sentement

Et de coer amoureus et sade

Ai ordering une balade '

(1602-6).

She replies that while he recites it she will make him a

chaplet of flowers. They sit down, and while she makes

the chaplet
. . . . de flours petites

Que nous appellons margherites,

Qui croissoient ens ou preel (1621-3)

Froissart recites the balade whose first stanza names flower

after flower, only to dismiss them in favor of the marguerite:
X

f Sus toutes flours tient on la rose a belle,

Et en apres, je croi, la violette
;

La flour de lys est belle, et la perselle ;

La flour de glay est plaisans et parfette ;

Et li pluisour aiment moult 1'anquelie,

Le pyone, le muget, la soussie.

Cascune flour a par li son merite
;

Ms je vous di, tant que pour ma partie,

\_ Sus toutes flours j'aime la margherite (1627-35).

The lady smiles as she listens, and Plaisance asks her why :

De quoi rye's vous, bonne et belle ?

Ceste balade est bien nouvelle,

Car onques mes je ne I'oi (1658-60).

She graciously replies that the ballad is very good, and it

is right that its maker should have the chaplet :

Le chapelet qui fu estrois

Frema elle, de ses beaus dois,

De la flour ou je me delitte

Que je vous nomme margherite (1670-73).

She makes Froissart kiss it, kisses it herself, and crowns him

with it.
"
Come, come/' she says

" let us walk in another

place !

"
Froissart wakes, feels his bed to be sure he's not

asleep, and falls to thinking of his dream (1675-1723).
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I have given this abstract to the bitter end, with all its

tediousnesses on its head, because, if it be true that Chaucer

draws in part from the Paradys the framework of his Pro-

logue, nothing could better illustrate his consummate skill in

handling conventional material than the patent differences

between the two. The evidence for such influence of the

Paradys it will now be necessary to consider.

It has been well pointed out, in the work which has done

so much to make clear the whole subject of mediaeval love-

allegory,
1 with reference to such features as, among others^

" the May-morning landscape, with streams and flowers and

birds, the presenting of '

complaints
' and 'bills'; the nymph

who acts as guide and interpreter
"

that " such conceptions

occurring in any two poems tell nothing whatever about the

immediate relations of these poems. It is necessary, there-

fore/
7

to use for the present case the words which Dr.

Neilson applied to the Court of Love " if we are to prove

anything with regard to those sources which actually sug-

gested certain features of the [Prologue], to find either

striking parallelisms in detail which cannot be set aside as

commonplaces, or the presence of some distinct feature which

in itself is not a regular part of poems of the type." It

must be remembered, however, that once granted the presence

of such parallelisms as have been referred to, the greater the

number of similar groupings of conventions one also finds

common to both, the stronger becomes the corroboratory

evidence of relation. ?

In the case of the Paradys and the B-version of the Pro-

logue, then, we may cut out at once the dream-setting, the

May landscape, the meadow full of flowers except that we \y

must note the important fact that in both these meadows the

flowers are daisies the birds singing of loving p&r amours,

1
Neilson, Court of Love, p. 228.
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the presence of a lady who serves as advocate before the

god of Love, the company in green attire about the god of

Love, and the mention of Danger, Pity, and Right. There

\ are still left the following parallels : the offender found

in Love's domain and charged with trespassing ;

l the

further charge of heresy against Love's law, based on

what the offender has said or sung ;

2
the distinct recog-

nition, on the part of the lady in royal habit, that her

x~ master owes mercy to the suppliant ;

3

ignorance on the part

A of the offender that this lady is after all someone of whom

MK he has already known
;

4 the plea of repentance on the

offender's part, or on his behalf;
5 and the specific glorifi-

cation of the poet's lady, centering in a balade, under the

name or form of the daisy.
6 That is to say, the framework,

the cadre of the Paradys is in striking agreement with that

of the second part of the B-version of the Prologue making
allowance for the important fact already accounted for, that

the lady for whom the daisy stands has become, instead of

^ the poet's mistress, the counsellor of the god of Love. The

ilarity is disguised by the fact that Froissart's framework

is filled out entirely the marguerite element excepted with

the old conventional abstractions, while Chaucer's serves

merely as a clever device for setting forth the vividly con-

crete details of an actual situation the state, that is, of his

own poetical fortunes, past, present, and to come. Nor is

this all
;
for if one glance over the outlines of the other poems

of the type, antecedent to Chaucer, as given by Dr. Neilson

in his Court of Love, it will be seen that the agreement of the

two poems under discussion in their common omissions is

almost as remarkable as their parallelism in what they in-

clude. And of the very few important conventions which

appear in the Paradys but not in the Prologue, that of

1 See p. 644. a See p. 646. s See p. 644.

4 See pp. 645-6. 6 See p. 647. 6 See p. 650.
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the huntsmen of the god of Love 1 has given a suggestion

which Chaucer seems already to have used after his own

fashion in the Book of the Duchesse. 2

But if it is not sufficient to find brought together in the

Prologue the same elements which are brought together in

the Paradys, with omission of the same features which the

Paradys omits, we may apply the final test. It is dangerous

to indulge in universal negations with regard to so large a

genre as the Court of Love poems, but it seems clear that

among the common elements just noted there are at least two

striking parallelisms in detail which can scarcely be set aside

as commonplaces. And they deal, as it happens, with pre-

cisely the two situations in the Prologue whose connection

with the remainder of the action is most puzzling the two,

in fact, which have long been seen to involve direct contra-

dictions with the rest of the poem. The one is the handling

of the belated recognition on the part of the offender that

the lady who acts as his advocate is after all someone whom
he has already known

;
the other is the part played by the

balade.

The situation in which Froissart disclaims all knowledge
of his advocate Plaisance, is assured at once that he does

really know her, with citation of identifying facts, and there-

upon delightedly acknowledges that it is so 3 this situation

so strikingly parallels in its treatment that in which the god
of Love asks Chaucer if he knows the lady who has served

him, with the accompanying denial, assurance, and acknowl-

edgment, that it seems hardly possible to regard it as a mere

commonplace. It is true, as Dr. Schofield has recently

pointed out in another connection,
4 that "the failure of a poet

at first to recognize his allegorical visitant had by this time
}

1 See p. 648. 2
J6., note 1.

3
pp. 645-8.

4 "The Nature and Fabric of The Pearl" (Pw6.?. Mcd. Lang. Assoc.,

xix, 179).
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become almost a convention." But in the present case it is

the poet's own emphatic denial of all previous knowledge,
after a statement or question implying that he ought to know,
which seems to differentiate the instances under discussion from

the type. Such a dramatic heightening of the situation by a

denial is not found in any of the examples to which reference

has been made in the Pearl,
1 in the Vision of Piers Plow-

man? in Death and Life* or in the De Consolatione Philo-

sophiae of Boethius.
4 That it does occur in two poems

each devoted to the praise of the daisy from one of which

the author of the other had certainly borrowed previously,
5

seems hardly likely to be due to mere coincidence, and the

fact, already pointed out, that the situation is but one of a

large number of correspondences between the two, renders

the evidence so far cumulative.6

Moreover, it will be remembered that in this very recog-

nition of Alceste as if for the first time " Now knowe I hir !

And is this good Alceste ?" (B. 518) lies one of the cruces

no less of B. than of A., inasmuch as in B. 432 the lady

has already distinctly announced her name "
I, your Alceste,

whylom quene of Trace" so that the information of the

1 Where the poet distinctly says, on the appearance of the visitant :
' { I

knew hyr wel, I hade sen hyr ere, etc." (ed. Gollancz, stanza 14).
2 Where the author merely wonders, asks, and has reply. See ed. Skeat

(Oxford, 1886), I, 20 ff
; Schofield, loc. cit.

3 Where the poet marvels who the woman is, turns to Sir Comfort, asks,

and is answered. See Percy Folio MS. (London, 1868), in, 49 ff
;
Scho-

field, op. cit. 179, n. 2, 196.

4 Where the question is put by Philosophy herself, but the denial is

absent. See particularly Chaucer's translation, Bk. I, Prose ii and iii
;

Schofield, loc. cit.

5 See p. 642, n. 2.

6 Even should a parallel elsewhere be found for the heightening of the situ-

ation, the addition of the situation itself to the large number of similar

groupings of conventions common to the two poems, would still have evi-

dential value.
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god of Love has been anticipated by Alceste herself.
1 Nor

is this previous mention of Alceste in B. of the nature of an

aside on the poet's part, in which he takes his readers into

his confidence, naming her name, and telling them plainly

who and what she is. That may certainly be said
2 of

first mention of Alceste in A. " Hir name was Alceste the

debonayre; I preye to god that ever falle she fayre" (179 /

80) ;
but the words of B. 432 form part of the action, and/

are spoken in the poet's hearing. If, however, one grant the

influence of the Paradys passage upon B., the matter becomes,

if still not quite clear, at least a good deal clearer. For in

the concentration of his interest for the moment upon the

borrowed situation the poet, one may safely infer from many

analogies, might far more readily overlook a discrepancy

with what had gone before, than where the given situation

was part and parcel of a plan original with himself. The

very contradiction thus involved becomes, accordingly, though

not conclusive, yet in a manner corroborative evidence for

the outside influence.
3

As to the second detail, the common celebration of the

daisy comes in each poem to a focus in a balade, and these

balades show striking similarities in substance, in function,

and in treatment. That of the Paradys is sung by the poet

himself of his lady, whose name is Marguerite, and files

a bead-roll of the other flowers, which, cfespiteTtfeiF merits,

the marguerite surpasses as "
passeth all," it is implied,

"
[his] lady sovereyne." The balade in the B-version of

the Prologue is also sung, not as in A. by the attendant

ladies, but as in the Paradysy by the poet himself,

though the direct movement of the poem is thereby sharply

1 For discussion of this contradiction, see, especially, Riuz+Anglia, Bd-

blatt, xi, 232-4.
2 As Professor Kittredge has pointed out to me.
3 The situation in A. will be discussed later.
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interrupted, and the time changed from past to present.
1 It

is likewise distinctly asserted that it is sung of his lady, who
has just been identified with the daisy.

2

Since, however, in the

Prologue the praises of the daisy have been already sung in

part in the phraseology of this very balade the balade of

B., instead of keeping the allegory of rival flowers, names

directly rather than symbolically the rival bearers of his

lady's qualities, with the same conclusion that

.... certeynly, alle these mow nat suffyse

To apperen with my lady in no wyse.
3

The likness, moreover, extends from substance and function

to the more general treatment of the balade in the two poems.
The balade of the Paradys forms, in one aspect, the real

climax of the action; while from another point of view it

gives distinctly the impression of being tacked on as an

afterthought. It forms the climax, in that the whole poem
leads up to the reconciliation between Froissart and his lady,

1 See B. 247-8 : And therfor may I seyn, as thinketh me,
This song, in preysing of this lady fre.

So sharp is the interruption as to lead Dr. Mather, for instance, to speak of

the poet as singing the balade "to himself, we must suppose" (Prologue,

Knight
7

ft Tale, etc., p. xxv). And how else, indeed, can it well be taken?

2 See B. 270-1 : This balade may ful wel y-songen be,

As I have seyd erst, by my lady free, etc.

3 The change in the balade of the Prologue once rendered necessary by tlx0

previous use of the material of Froissart' s balade, the new form adopted by
Chaucer belonged, as we should expect, to a well-known type. See, for

instances, in addition to the parallel referred to by Mr. Skeat (Oxford

Chaucer, in, 298
;
now printed in Deschamps, Oeuvres, x, xlix), the fol-

lowing in Deschamps : No. 313 (n, 336, 11. 17 ff.); No. 546 (m, 389); No.

651 (iv, 110); No. 778 (iv, 279); No. 1274 (vn, 13-14) ;
etc. Compare,

for a parallel case, the manner in which Chaucer, after he had used, in

the opening stanzas (1-6) of Bk. Ill of the Troilus, the material of Troilus'

song found in Filostrato, m, stanzas 74-9, substituted for the already used

stanzas of the Filostrato, when he finally came to Troilus' song, a paraphrase

of Boethius n, metre 8 (Troilus, HI, 1744-68).
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which the balade, after a fashion, seals. Yet the connec-

tion of this whole closing scene with what precedes it is

decidedly loose, and the impression of an afterthought is

borne out by the fact that the balade exists independently in

another form, in which the third stanza is entirely different,

pointing to earlier composition at some period when, per-

haps, Froissart was kept from communication with his lady.
1

The balade of the B-version of the Prologue also plays an

equally important part, not only through the emphasis that is

laid on it when it is introduced, but in the fact that it is twice

referred to later by the god ofLove once to condemn the poet's

failure to include Alceste
;

2 once to identify the ladies named

in it with the subjects of the proposed Legend.
3 Yet it too is

woven but loosely into the texture of the Prologue so

loosely, indeed, as to involve certain somewhat disconcerting

contradictions. For not only is the direct movement of the

poem interrupted, as we have seen, by its introduction, but

the god of Love refers to it as something known to himself,
4

though it is not represented as sung in his presence; and

whereas the final reference to it
5
leads one to expect in it

mention of women only, one finds, in fact, that it includes

men's names as well. A comparison with the situation in

the ParadySj however, seems fairly to entitle one to say that

the puzzling treatment of the balade in the B-version of the

Prologue is simply what might readily be expected under the

influence of such a loosely framed original as is offered by
the balade and its setting in the last scene of Froissart's

poem. And the comparison, in its place, of B with A will

probably add weight to such a view.

All this evidence is strengthened, moreover, by the fact

1 The variant stanza is given in Oeuvres, ed. Scheler, I, 368-9^ cf. n, 371.
2 B. 537 ff.

3 B. 554 ff.

4 B. 537-9
;

cf. ten Brink, in Eng. Stud, xvn, 16 ff.

5 B. 554 ff.
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now put beyond dispute that Chaucer knew and had already

borrowed from the Paradys d'Amours, as long before as 1369.

Nor is it conceivable that at a time when he was avowedly

drawing upon the poems which sang the praises of the mar-

guerite, he should fail to have the Paradys again in mind.

In detail and in structure, then, the B-version of the Pro-

logue seems to have been strongly influenced by the French

marguerite poems and, in at least one passage, by the

Filostrato.
1 It remains to see what light the facts so far

indicated may throw upon the puzzling problem of the rela-

tive chronology of the two versions of the Prologue.

IV.

-"It will be seen at once that it becomes possible to introduce

an entirely new factor into the discussion of the problem.

For instead of being forced, as heretofore, to confine ourselves

to the comparison "of the two versions with each other, we are

now able to compare each with a third something to

wit, the French and Italian originals already pointed out.

And that gives interesting results. It will be simplest

1 But what becomes, there will be those who ask, of the originality of the

Prologue particularly of the famous and beautiful lines in celebration of

the daisy itself ? What of the effect upon one's feeling for the beauty of the

poet's work ? The question is a fair one
;
and yet perhaps it cannot be too

often said that facts like these "forbode not any severing of our loves."

The difficulty back of such a question lies in this that one persists in bring-

ing modern preconceptions to a mediaeval case
;
that to times when property-

rights in other men's work were literally "free as the road, as large as

store," one keeps applying what are to-day the inexorable implications of

mine and thine. So soon as one comes to see that for the older literature the

question of the source of its material has, beside the imaginative handling

of it, absolutely no ethical and only indirectly any aesthetic significance, so

soon is one rewarded for the possible relinquishment of one delight, by the

more habitual sway of a larger and certainly a truer sense of what origin-

ality really is. These things are truisms but truisms, perhaps, rather in

theory than application.
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to follow the order already adopted, and consider first the

passage (B. 40-96) which centres about Chaucer's acknowl-

edgment of indebtedness. We have seen that in B.

this falls into three parts : 1. the cento of echoes from the

French poets (40-67) ;
2. the address to these poets them-

selves (68-83); 3. the adaptation of the Filostrato stanzas

(84-96). It will be best to examine each of these sections

separately in its relation to A.

In the first passage (11. 40-67), A. and B. are identical,

with a single exception,
1
for the first eight lines (40-47 ;

see

pp. 612-13). Then A. goes on as follows:

48. To seen these floures agein the sonne sprede,

49. Whan it up-riseth by the morwe shene,

50. The longe day, thus walking in the grene.

51. And whan the sonne ginneth/or to weste,

52. Than closeth hit, and draweth hit to reste.

53. So sore hit is afered of the night,

54. Til on the morwe, that hit is dayes light.

55. This dayesye, of alle floures flour,

56. Fulfild of vertu and of alle honour,

57. And ever y-lyke fair and fresh of hewe,

58. As wel in winter as in somer newe,

59. Fain wolde Ipreisen, if I coude aright ;

60. But wo is me, hit lyth not in my might !

If one looks, now, at these lines of A. and the correspond-

ing lines of B. 2
in their relation to the French originals, it

is^

clear at a glance that the lines in B. are simply a heaping

up, in accordance with no definite order of time, of phrases

borrowed from the marguerite poems, while. the correspond- /

ing passage in A. is a carefully arranged chronological sequence /

of a few of the same details. B. begins with morning

(49), passes at once to the rehearsal of the virtues of the

1 B. 40 : Now have I than swich a condicioun.

A. 40: " " "thertothis "

2 See pp. 613-15. The italics are there omitted to avoid confusion in

comparing with the French. The word-order differs in A. 56 and B. 54.
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flower and the declaration of the poet's own love for it

(50-59) making utter shipwreck of grammar (52-3) in

piecing the gleanings together ! comes then to evening (60)^
and goes back without transition to daylight (64), influ-

enced in the latter instance, as it happens, by the passage in

Deschamps on which Chaucer had his eye without regard
to what preceded in his own lines. In other words, the

order of B. is the comparatively accidental order suggested

by its originals as they occur to the writer's mind, and its

unity that of a series of passages more or less closely joined

together without entirely losing each its own identity. The

A-version, on the other hand, begins likewise with morning

(49), provides for the long day (50), passes to evening

(51-3), implies the duration of the night (53-4)

So sore hit is afered of the night,

Til on the morwe

brings us to the morning once more, completing the circle

of the twenty-four hours, and only then comes to its

climax in the rehearsal of the virtues of the flower, which it

at last takes up into the cycle, no longer of the day, but of

the year itself-

As wel in winter as in somer newe (58).

[That is to say, the order of A. is entirely independent of

|uch suggestion from without as dominates B., the steady

forward movement noted being attained largely through two

lines 50 and 54 which are neither in B. nor in the

originals, while its unity is the organic unity of a single

clearly-defined conception with beginning, middle, and end.

Assume, now, that Chaucer, his head full of the "goodly
wordes" of the "fresshe songes" he has Just read, sits down

and weaves together the phrases as they come, pronouns and

all, until, the inadequacy of his English
" to folowe word by
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word [here] curiositee
" 1

coming over him, he breaks out

into the half humorous appeal for help ;
assume further that

much later, the words of the originals long out of mind, he

comes back to the passage on its own merits, and turns the

loosely-linked cento into a compact, close-knit unit make

these two assumptions, and the two versions seem so far

adequately accounted for.
2 On the other hand, in the light

1 And eek to me hit is a greet penaunce,

Sith rym in English hath swich scarsitee,

To folowe word by word the curiositee

Of Graunson, flour of hem that make in Fraunce.

The Compleynt of Venus, 79-82.

Compare Deschamps's apology for his translation of Pope Innocent :

A tous et toutes m' excuse

Se de trop vil langaige use

En traittant ceste matire

Dont la sentence est infuse

Et plus en latin confuse

Que je ne S9auroie dire.

No. 309^ (H, 285), xxvii.

2 There are other evidences in the passage of close and careful revision.

The change already noted (p. 659, n. 1) from " than swich a " (B. 40) to

"
therto this" (A. 40) avoids the awkward phrase "Now have I than" etc.,

as well as the repetition of "than" in the next line but one. The substi-

tution of "this flour" (B. 48) for "these fiourcs" (A. 48) obviates the

ambiguity of "-it" in the succeeding line, and also brings A. 48 into agree-

ment with A. 42, as contrasted with the divergence of the corresponding

lines in B. Moreover, while Deschamps's contrast between obscur (" derk-

nesse," B. 63) and clarte (" brightnesse," B. 64) is in its general sense

retained in A. 53-4 (part, now, of the definite time-order of A. ), his phrase-

ology is no longer followed (p. 615, m 3) precisely the sort of change we

should expect where a passage written with the eye on a foreign original

is later revised with the eye on its relations to its own context. This

change, on revision, away from conformity with the wording of the original

and into conformity with the English context seems to have taken place

in scores of instances in Chaucer's revision of the Troilus. See, for a few

easily accessible examples, the half-dozen instances given in^the Globe

Chaucer, in the marginal notes to Troilus i, 83, 85, 111, 124, 442, 546.

Others are cited in the report of a paper by Professor W. S. McCormick,
in the Academy, 21 Dec., 1895 (No. 1233), p. 552. A set of the proof-sheets
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of the relation of the two passages to their sources the

opposite order, without a special motive, is practically incon-

ceivable, f Leaving the possibility of such a motive
s

for

consideration in a moment, let us examine the appeal to the

poet-lovers (6883) in the two versions.

The essential thing is, that in A. it is not an appeal at all !

Lines 68-72 of B., with their direct request for furtherance

in his labor (see page 611), do not appear, and the remainder

of the paragraph is as follows :

61. For wel I wot, that folk han her-beforn

62. Of making ropen, and lad a-wey the corn
;

63. And I come after, glening here and there,

64. And am ful glad if I may find an ere

65. Of any goodly word that they han left.

66. And if it happe me rehersen eft

67. That they han in tier fresshe songes sayd,

68. I hope that they ml nat ben evel apayd,
69. Sith hit is seid in farthering and honour

70. Of hem that either serven leef or flour.

If one compare these lines, now, with the corresponding

lines of B.,
1 a small but extremely significant group of vari*

ants appears. For to every pronoun of the second person in

there referred to as containing the fuller list is in the Harvard Library.

To enter further into the parallels for the present purpose, however, would

be to anticipate the results of Dr. Tatlock's investigations for the Tr&ilus,

soon to be published.

It is true that A. 58 introduces a new detail "As wel in winter as in

somer newe" which parallels the marguerite poems. This is, however,

but one such instance in A. against all those pointed out for B.
;

it rounds

out, as we have seen, a definite movement in time
;
and it is not a verbal

parallel at all unless, indeed, we assume that it is borrowed from the

Plaidoirie (see p. 600, n. 6), written, according to Grober, in 1392, and

accordinglyamong the poems which in 1394 Froissart brought back with him

to England and presented to King Kichard (see Kervyn de Lettenhove,

Chr&niques, I, i, 374 ff.; Darmesteter, Froissart, 133 ff.). See also p. 617,

n. 1. It should be observed, moreover, that the change noted does away
with the three-fold repetition of "ewer" in B. 55-7.

1 See pp. 611-12.
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B. corresponds a pronoun of the third person, or its equiva-

lent, in A. 1

Assume, now, that B. was written with the

marguerite poems /resh in mind, and the apostrophe to their

writeTsHBecomes the_spontaneous expression of the feeling .of.

thejmoment. Assume, further,-a revision when the margue-

rite songs had themselves become an "olde story," and the

change from ye to they records exactly the natural change of

attitude towards the poems :

The thing is torned into was
;

That which was whilom grene gras,

Is welked hey at time now. 2

If, on the other hand, one assume the opposite order of

composition, the change from they to ye seems inexplicable.
3

The third ^section of the passage under consideration the

paraphrase of the Filostrato lines (B. 8496) does not occur

in A. at all. In its place is found the second Flower and Leaf

passage'(A. 71-80)/which in B. (188-06) occurs 105 lines

later. Passing for a moment the significance of the absenc<

from A. of the Filostrato lines, it is clear that a greater unity

of impression is secured by the juxtaposition of the two para-

graphs which deal with the Flower and the Leaf, than by their_

entire separation as in B. Once put together, they are seen

to belong together, and it seems very difficult, on any hypo-

thesis, to assign a reason for their severance. But there are

also certain variations in detail which indicate the priority of

1 SeeB. 73= A. 61
;
B. 77= A. 65; B. 79-81= A. 67-69.

2
Gower, Confessio Amantis, vm, 2435-7.

3 With this interpretation harmonize the changes in A. 69-70, which not

only eliminate the pronoun of the second person, but actually include the

substance of the omitted couplet, B. 71-2

To forthren me somewhat in my labour,

Whether ye ben with the leef or with the flour

and give, as will be seen at a glance, by the inclusion of both leaf and flower

instead of flower alone (as in B. 82) the link needed for the immediately

following lines of A,, now to be considered.

13
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the arrangement in B. I shall set the two passages side by
side, italicising as usual the words peculiar to each :

B.

186. I pray to god that faire mot she

falle,

187. And alle that loven floures, for

hir sake !

188. But natheles, ne wene nat that I
make

189. In preysing of the flour agayn
the leef,

190. No more than of the corn agayn
the sheef :

191. For, as to me, nis lever noon

ne lother
;

192. I warn with-holdew yit with

never nother.

193. Ne I not who serveth leef, ne

who the flour
;

194. Wel brouken they hir service or

labour
;

195. For this thing is al of another

tonne,

196. Of olde story, er swich thing

was begonne.

71. For trusteth wel, I ne have nat

undertake

72. As of the leef, ageyn the flour, to

make
;

73. Ne of the flour to make, ageyn the

leef,

74. No more than of the com ageyn
the sheef.

75. For, as to me, is leefer noon ne

lother
;

76. I am with-holde yit with never

nother.

77. I not who serveth leef, ne who
the flour

;

78. That nis nothing the entent of my
labour.

79. For this werk is al of another

tunne,

80. Of olde story, er swich sn/ was

begunne.

It will be noticed at once that the paragraph in B. begins
with the second line (188) of a couplet; whereas in A. the

passage immediately follows a complete couplet lines 69-70

above. The first line and a half of B. (188-9), accordingly,

has been skilfully expanded in A. into two lines and a

half (71-3), by repeating in reverse order the " flour ageyn
the leef" phrase, thus giving the complete couplet needed. 1

1 It is of course possible to say that the one and a half lines of B. repre-

sent a condensation of the two and a half lines of A., in order to avoid this

very repetition ;
but it is a little complicated to suppose that Chaucer would

at the same time so construct the preceding paragraph in B. which is not

found in A. at all, except that B. 180, 182 correspond to A. 90, 92 as to

liave it end in the middle of a couplet with the same rhyme.
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Moreover, the same passage of time already implied in the

substitution of they for ye is indicated by the elimination in

A. 78 of the very specific reference in present time, in B. 194,

to the servants of the Flower and the Leaf. And finally, the

changes in two words in the last couplet are as nearly con-

clusive as evidence can be. For, granted the careful dis-

crimination involved in the werk and stryf of A. 7980, what

conceivable motive could there be for substituting, not for

one only, but for both, the least discriminating word in the

language namely, thing ? On the other hand, it is scarcely

too much to say that the change from this awkward repetition

of a word itself not apt to the two specific and fitting words

of A., constitutes in itself prima facie evidence of a revision

in A. of the lines in B. 1

So far, then, the examination of the two versions in the

light of their relationjtp the marguerite poems affords strong

evidence forJjie priority of B. evidence so strong, I think,

as to be on grounds of technique and craftsmanship conclusive.

But the attEerents of the priority of A. urge for the changes

they assume to have been made, resulting in B., a special

1 Had the two passages not been separated, in the parallel printing of the

two versions, by more than one hundred lines, the fact could scarcely have

escaped earlier notice. With it should be compared the somewhat parallel

and very suggestive case in A. 341-2= B. 363-4, where bokes in A. stands

for thinges in B. It will be noticed that in the preceding line in A. the

specific "translate a thing" stands for the general
" doon hit" of B.,

where "hit" has no antecedent whatever save "al this," nineteen lines

back (B. 344). Assume the change of B. 363 to A. 341, in order to supply
a definite antecedent (as in the parallel case discussed on p. 678, n. 4), and

the change of thinges to bokes is also rendered necessary to avoid repetition

of the word. Assume the opposite change that is, from antecedent to no

antecedent ! and there is still no reason why the specific bokes should

become the general thinges. It is only fair to add that the reverse change
occurs in A. 330 = B. 354, where, however, corresponding fairness will

probably admit that thing is, for its particular context, more definite than

sown. With the passages just discussed should be compared the evidence

submitted on pp. 661, n. 2
; 675, n. 1, end

;
and 680, n. 1.
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motive which forbids the judgment of the two versions purely
on their artistic merits. They contend, in a word, that the

original poem was revised in order to turn it more clearly

into a panegyric of Queen Anne a process, it may be

admitted at once, which might well make shipwreck of the

original conception. Mr. Skeat's statement of the case may
be taken as typical.

1 Chaucer makes use of the liberty

accorded him on February 17th, 1385 when he was allowed

to nominate a permanent deputy for his Controllership of the

Customs and Subsidies to plan a new poem, with a Pro-

logue which should both explain his design and express his

gratitude for his attainment of greater leisure.
2

"Having
done this, he was not wholly satisfied with it

;
he thought

the expression of gratitude did not come out with sufficient

clearness, at least with regard to the person to whom he

owed the greatest debt. So he at once set about to amend

and alter it
;
the first draught, of which he had no reason to

be ashamed, being at the same time preserved."
3 The con-

viction that the person addressed is the Queen, rests upon the

evidence of the additions in B., notably 11. 83-96 : "The

lady whom he here addresses as being his '

very light/ one

whom his heart dreads, whom he obeys as a harp obeys the

hand of the player, who is his guide, his i

lady sovereign/

and his i

earthly god/ cannot be mistaken. The reference

1 It will be sufficient here to refer to other well-known statements of the

view which, so far as I know, has never met opposition that Alcestis

represents Queen Anne : ten Brink, Sludien, 147-50
; Geschichte, n, 113, 116

;

Koch, Chronology, 44-5, 52; During, Geoffrey Chaucers Werke (Strassburg,

1883),i, 288, 280-1
; Bech, Anglia, v, 355

; Furnivall, Trial Forewords, 106
;

Pollard (cautiously) Chaucer (Literature Primers), 95-6
;
Globe Chaucer,

xlv
; Mather, The Prologue, The Knight's Tale, etc., (1899), xxiii, xxvii

;

Snell, The Fourteenth Century (1899), 3C8
;
The Age of Chaucer (1901),

187-8; Bilderbeck, Chaucer's Legend of Good Women (London, 1902), 85

and passim ;
etc.

2 Oxford Chaucer, in, xix, xxii.

8 Oxford Chaucer, in, xxii.
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is obviously to his sovereign lady the queen ;
and the ex-

pression
'

earthly god
'
is made clear by the declaration (in

B. 387) that kings are as demi-gods in this present world." 1

In a word, Alcestis and hence the daisy is to be identified

with Queen Anne. 2

But the process does not stop here. For, Mr. Skeat con-

tinues,
"

if, as we have seen, Alcestis in this Prologue really

meant the queen, it should follow that the God of Love really

meant the king. This is made clear in B. 373-408," etc.
3

Still more elaborately, however, Bilderbeck 4

argues to

the same effect, from what "appear to be definite allusions

to known facts
"

in the description of the god of Love in B.

226-32, A. 158-64, which are as follows :

A. B.

158. Y-clothed was this mighty god 226. Y-clothed was this mighty god
of love of love

159. Of silk, y-brouded ful of grene 227. In silke, enbrouded ful of grene

greves ; greves,

160. A garlond on his heed of rose- 228. In-with afret of rede rose-leves,

leves

1 Oxford Chaucer, in, xxiii
;
cf . xxi :

' ' The lines in which '
the queen

'

is

expressly mentioned [italics mine] occur in the later version only." Add
Bilderbeck' s statement, in his suggestive study just referred to, p. 85, that

Chaucer in B. "
justifies the introduction of the balade by saying that it is

applicable to his 'lady souereyne,' an expression which, neither literally

nor metaphorically, can be regarded as an appropriate description of the

relations of Alcestis to the poet. Again, in lines 82-93 of the revised ver-

sion, the daisy, which in the fable symbolizes Alcestis, is described as the

flower which the poet both loves and dreads, and to which he is ever ready
to render obedient service. Here, again, the poet's meaning, if his language
is applied only to the daisy or to Alcestis, is far from clear. On the other

hand, everything becomes intelligible if we assume that the poet intends

both daisy and Alcestis to serve but as a veil to the identity of good Queen
Anne."

2
Skeat, op. cit., HI, xxiv. Lydgate's statement that Chaucer wrote

.
the

Legend "at the request of the quene," is also adduced (ib., xf).

Ub., xxiv.
4
Op. cit., pp. 85-7.
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161. Steked al with liliefloures newe; 229. Thefresshest sin the world wasfirst

bigonne.

162. But of hisface I can nat seyn the 230. His gilte heer was corouned with a

hewe. sonne,

163. For sekirly his face shoon so 231. In-stede of gold, for hevinesse and

brighte, wighte;

164. That with the gleem a-stoned was 222. Theruith me thoughte his face

the sighte; shoon so brighte
165. A furlong-wey I mighte him nat 233. Tfiat wel unnethes mighte I him

beholde. beholde.

The identification of the god of Love and Richard II, it

appears, rests upon (1) what "seems to be an obvious

reference" in the description just quoted "to Richard's

beauty of face and his auburn or golden hair
"

; (2) what

"seems to be a reference" in the "lilie floures" "to the

recently-advanced claim of the English kings to the crown

of France "
; (3) the fact that in various pictures of Richard

his robe is represented as embroidered with " circles of

vetch beans," the peascod branch, the broom plant, etc.,

to which, accordingly, the "grene greves" seem to refer;

and finally, (4) the fact that " a sun emerging from behind

a cloud was one of Richard's royal devices." " I submit,"

says Bilderbeck, "that the significance of these various

statements is unmistakable." It only remains to put the

parable upon not four but nineteen feet, and identify the

attendant ladies with the maids of honor of Queen Anne
;

and this entirely logical step has been suggested.
1 The

centipedal treatment of the allegory by identifying the " tras

of women " has not yet been attempted.
2

1 "Ob die neunzehn Hofdamen Alcestes ihre Urbilder in der Umgebung
der Konigen hatten .... lasst sich nicht feststellen. Diiring, op. cit, I,

282.
2 That is no longer strictly true! For just as this article goes to the

printer, comes a letter to the Nation, which, put on its inferences, amounts

to the conjecture that the nineteen ladies were suggested by the

" hundred and forty and four thousand sealed out of every tribe of the
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Several things are to be noted about this theory and its

corollaries. In the first place, it follows ex hypothesi that

the identification of Alcestis with Queen Anne in A. is not

clear, for the whole purpose of the assumed revision is to

make it so. It is upon the references in B., accordingly,

that the case must rest. Two things, now, are to be pointed

children of Israel," and the "tras of women" by the "great multitude

which no man could number .... standing before the throne and before

the Lamb," in the seventh chapter of the Apocalypse! The "hymn sung

by Chaucer's good women" (i. e. B. 296-9), moreover, is suggested by the

"Salvation to our God which sitteth upon the throne," of the same chapter

although
" a closer parallel .... is found in Revelation xix. 1." See

the Nation for October 20, 1904 (Vol. 79, No. 2051), p. 315. That Chaucer

knew the chapter in question, as Dr. Root points out, is indisputable. But

aside from the fact that the common quality of definiteness (and the symbolic

number of the Apocalypse is anything but definite at that ! ) is a rather

slender thread on which to hang an association of the numbers 144000 and

19 aside from such an objection, the suggestion of the passage lies close at

hand in the endlessly recurring convention, in the poems of the Court of

f Love genre, of the band of lovers about the god of Love from which, for

/ his present purpose, Chaucer eliminates the men. See, for instance, in the

^
^Paradys d?Amours itself, the "compagne grande De dames et de damoi-

selles," and the "grant foison de damoiseaus" (11. 957 ff., i, 29), from

whom a smaller number twenty-eight, it happens are set apart by name

(p. 648 of the present paper). Compare also Deschamps, Lay Amoureux

(n, 193 ff.), 11. 146 ff., where, besides the twenty-five lovers named, "de

tous pays avoit gens." If one feel urgently compelled to go farther afield,

one can reduce by 13976 the discrepancy referred to above by sug-

gesting the four and twenty elders of the twenty-ninth canto of the

Purgatorio, coming in procession, be it noted crowned with flowers-de-luce

along "i fiori e Valtrefresche erbette," singing of a woman, this time, whether

it be the Virgin or Beatrice

Benedette tue

NelUfiglie d'Adamo, e benedette

Sieno in eterno le bellezze tue (11. 85-7).

One might even add that Dante's procession later surrounds with a hymn
a mystic tree (Canto xxxn, 11. 38 ff.), as Chaucer's procession surrounds

with song the daisy-flower ! But with the well-known convention of such

poems as Chaucer is concerned with under his very hand, the seeming

parallels in Dante and in the Apocalypse may well be looked upon as

purely accidental.
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out. In the first place, as has been recently shown by Dr.

Tatlock,
1 Chaucer's release from the drudgery of the custom-

house was not due to Queen Anne at all, but to the Earl of

Oxford a fact which leaves the theory only the single leg

of the supposed explicit verbal references to the Queen to

stand on. But in the second place, it must now be clear

at a glance that all these assumed allusions of Chaucer to the

Queen are nothing whatever but translations of such

conventional expressions as form the very warp and woof

of the French poems he was imitating. For if we turn back,

now, to the discussion of the specific borrowings from the

marguerite poems and from the Filostrato* it will be seen
'

that every one of the phrases on which the identification of

Alcestis with the Queen, has been made to rest the "
verray

light," the "love and drede," the "gyde," the "erthly

god,"
3 the "

lady sovereyne
"

every one of them must be

considered upon entirely different grounds from those here-

tofore suggested, and treated as commonplaces taken over

bodily from the originals. In particular, the inference that

the phrase
"
lady sovereyne

"
carries per se a reference

to the Queen is seen to be absolutely without warrant.4

lMod. Phttol, i, pp. 327-8. 2 See especially pp. 619-21.
3
Apart from the doubtful propriety to say nothing of the tact involved

in calling the Queen a god and the King a half-god, as Mr. Skeat's state-

ment just quoted (p. 667) assumes, it has to be said, of course, that

Chaucer did nothing of the sort. The " half goddes
"

of B. 387 refers to

"his lordes" of B. 384.

4 See p. 621. Mr. Skeat might have noted, but did not, that in the

Parlement of Foules, 11. 416, 422, the phrase is applied by the tercel to

the formel, who does probably represent Anne of Bohemia. But there once

more it stands merely for the conventional relation of lover and lady, as

also in the Compleynt of Mars, 1. 215, and Anelida and Arcite, 1. 252. Nor

is Chaucer's use of the phrase
" love and drede" confined to the Prologue.

It occurs in the Compleynte unto Pite, 1. 95, and in A Compleint to his Lady,

1. 84
;

cf. Troilus, n, 1080. It may be added that in the Compleynt unto

Pite the lady is called "Benigne flour
"

(1. 58), while in the A. B. C. the

phrase
* ' O fresshe flour" is used of the Virgin (1. 159).
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Every reference in B., moreover, to the daisy as " she
"

or

" her " l
is again, as a glance at the French and Italian

parallels will show,
2

simply the adoption of the convention

of the type. So is
f' she that is of alle floures flour

"
;

so is

"The emperice and flour of floures alle."
3 In a word,

Chaucer's marvellous power of vivifying such a convention

until it becomes more lifelike than other men's transcripts

from reality witness the unconscionable time the theory of

his supposed eight years of unrequited love has been a-dying !

seems once more to have deceived the very elect.
4

1 B. 53, 63-4, 84 (changed to ye or yow in the succeeding lines, 86-95,

but still, of course, personal), 186-7. Note the constant recurrence, none

the less, to the neuter pronoun e. g., hit (56) only three lines after she

(53) ;
it (62), hit (65), but she, hir in the two lines between

;
etc. For

similar instances see what Langlois, op. cit.
, 45, says of the Carmen de Rosa,

and compare Skeat (Oxford Chaucer, ill, 292, on 1. 52).
2 See pp. 614-15, 619. s See p. 614, n. 3, end.

4 1 am indebted to Professor Kittredge for the further suggestion that the

reminiscence of the death of Alceste for her husband which, be it noted,

the god of Love expressly mentions (B. 513-16) that this reference to

te's choice "to goon to helle, rather than he" would not be, to say the

least, the most tactful of allusions on Chaucer's part, if Alceste really stood

for Anne, particularly when one remembers the passionate devotion of

Richard to his wife. It will be recalled how characteristically this actually

showed itself after her death, in 1394, in the destruction of the palace at

Shene, in which she died (see Stow, Annales (1631), 308
;
Hist. Vita et

Regni Ric. II, ed. Hearne, 125). Yet one is asked to believe that Chaucer,

who certainly knew the feeling of the king towards his young Queen, none

the less puts into his own mouth the words :

Now fele I wel the goodnesse of this wyf,

That bothe after hir deeth, and in hir lyf,

Hir grete bountee doubleth hir renoun ! (B. 520-22. )

Parables are not, of course, to be put on all fours, but Chaucer was courtier

enough, one may suppose, to recognize the wisdom of pruning, where para-

bles have to do with reigning Queens, such exuberance of fancy as might
leave embarassing interpretations open. (Is, for instance, B. 59 "Ther
loved no wight hotter in his lyve" conceivable, if the dajfly is Queen

Anne?) It is true and this very plausible suggestion I owe to Mr. E. F.

Piper that Chaucer takes care at the beginning of the Prologue to state

explicitly
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Who, then, is the daisy ? For the fact, already noticed,

that as Saintsbury puts it
1 a the passionate praise of the

That ther nis noon dwelling in this contree,

That either hath in heven or helle y-be (B. 5-6) ;

and that at the end the god of Love assures the poet :

Ne shal no trewe lover come in helle (B. 553).

Queen Anne's sensibilities, accordingly, need not have been offended
;
the

De te, fabula ! did not, in this respect, apply to her. But after all, is not

that a little too much like giving Chaucer Bottom's role, as who should

say (since to bring in God shield us ! such a matter touching the Queen
is a most dreadful thing) : "Fair ladies, I would entreat you not to fear,

not to tremble
; my life for yours, if you think I mean that, it were pity

of my life
; no, I mean no such thing ?

' '

Moreover, the advocates of the identity of Queen Anne and Alceste have

failed to observe the rude blow dealt their theory in the change of a single

word, whose significance nobody seems to have pointed out. Lines 439

440 of A., and 449-450 of B. are as follows (A in the left column) :

Al lyth in yow, doth with him what Al lyth in yow, doth with him as

yow leste, yow leste.

[nd al foryeve, with-outen lenger 1 al foryeve, with-outen lenger space.

space.

In A., Alceste is to forgive the poet ;
in B., the god of Love, If one assume

the priority of A., and ascribe the changes in B. to Chaucer's desire to

emphasize more strongly the beneficent agency of the Queen, one has to face

the remarkable fact that at the very climax of the action the hard-won

forgiveness which in A. the god of Love, with exquisite tact, deputes to

Alceste herself, in B. is actually taken from her, and granted Chaucer by the

alone ! That scarcely seems to serve the purpose of bringing, as

Skeat puts it, "the expression of gratitude .... out with sufficient clear-

ness, at least with regard to the person to whom he owed the greatest debt"

(seep. 666).

And finally, if Alceste is the Queen, it is passing strange that it should

be from her lips that we have the couplet :

And whan this book is maad, yive hit the queue

On my behalfe, at Eltham, or at Shene (B. 496-7).

That the figure who symbolizes the Queen should thus sharply distinguish

herself from her antitype, where the words might equally well have been

spoken by the god of Love, involves a gratuitous confusion of the literal and

the allegorical hard to believe on the part of so skilful an artist as Chaucer.
1 A Short History of English Literature (1900), p. 126.
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Daisy" which one finds in the French marguerite poems

"always, or almost always, hides or discloses affection for

some living Margaret
"

this fact will doubtless still be urged

as a reason for holding that Chaucer's daisy can scarcely

be an exception to the rule. To that the reply is clear.

Chaucer has identified the flower with a woman, and the

woman is Alceste the Alceste to whom he had twice come

back in the stress of the fifth book of the Troilus, the last

time with the explicit declaration :

And gladlier I wol wryten, if yow leste,

Penelopees trouthe and good Alceste. 1

The wider bearings of this view must be examined at another

time
;

it is sufficient at this point to say that in the personi-

fication of the daisy as Alceste the parallel with the French

marguerite poems becomes complete, and to argue further

that Alceste is also somebody else is to introduce into

Chaucer's treatment of the theme an element of complexity

which, on whatever other grounds one may attempt to justify

it, is absolutely foreign to the poems whose simple formula

is marguerite = Marguerite. To this Chaucer's explicit
"
Alceste, The dayesye

" 2
is adequate parallel. And his

praise with its half promise of still more to come in the

Troilus itself of Alcestis as the pattern of wifely devotion,

in sharp contrast with Creseyde's "untrouthe," is ample

1 Troilus V. 1777-8. The other reference (v. 1527-33) is identical in

substance, and in part in phraseology, with B. 511-16 :

As wel thou mightest lyen on Alceste,

That was of creatures, but men lye,

That ever weren, kindest and the beste.

For whanne hir housbonde wos in jupartye

To dye him-self, but-if she wolde dye,

She chees for him to dye and go to helle,
^

And starf anon, as us the bokes telle.

3 B. 518-19.
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motive, without seeking further, for her glorification in the

Prologue, once more in specific contrast with Creseyde, as

" kalender . . . To any woman that wol lover be."

If Alceste is not Queen Anne, it is a work of superero-

gation to demonstrate that the god of Love can scarcely be

King Richard. Yet the independent arguments urged for

the latter identification are so fallacious, that a word regard-

ing them seems necessary. The fact that Richard's robes

are known to have been embroidered with various "
grene

greves
"

circles of vetch beans, peascod branches, sprays of

broom is undoubtedly of archaeological significance and

interest
;

it is utterly irrelevant here. For as was long ago

pointed out by Been,
1 the model of Chaucer's lines is the

famous description of the God of Love in the Roman de la

Rose? whose essential lines are as follows :

II n'avoit pas robe de sole,

Ains avoit robe de floretes. . . .

Flors i avoit de maintes guises

Qui furent par grant sens assises
;

Nule flor en este* ne nest

Qui n'i soit, neis flor de genest,

Ne violete ne pervanche,

Ne fleur inde, jaune ne blanche
;

Si ot par leus entremesle^s

Foilles de roses grans et lee's.

II ot ou chief un chapelet

De roses
;

etc.

As for the "
gilte heer

" and Richard's " auburn or golden
"

locks what, really, can one say? Is the god of Love so

commonly depicted with "
inky brows and black silk hair,"

that the most frankly conventional touch one can imagine

l
Anglia, v, 359

;
cf. Skeat, Oxford Chaucer, in, 298.

2 LI. 888 ff.
;
ed. Michel, I, pp. 29-30; see Oxford Chaucer, I, 130-1,

for the original again, with the Chaucerian translation. Dr. Furnivall's

delightful suggestion (Trial Forewords, 106) about Queen Anne in a green

gown should not, in this connection, be overlooked.
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should be given
" obvious reference

"
to a king who was

himself of a fair-haired race ? The allusions Bilderbeck

detects in the mention' of the lilies and the sun in essence

rest uppn the same too common fallacy that of seeing spe-

cific references in what are but the conventions of a type.
1

The evidence for the identification of Alcestis with Queen

1
They also involve the relations of the two versions. The sun, being

one of Richard's devices, was, according to Bilderbeck, substituted in B.

for the garland of A., out of compliment to him.. But apart from the fact

that the sun as a crown was not Richard's device, while it was a common-

place of mediaeval art, a closer examination of the passage seems to point

the other way. There is, to say the least, an* odd mixture of the literal

and the imaginative involved in the explanatory line :

In-stede of gold, for hevinesse and uighte (B. 231).

For if one takes the, sun literally enough to abstract from it the uncom-

fortable heaviness and weight of gold, one is inevitably reminded of other

qualities that the sun thus brought into the realm of the literal-

possesses, which might render uneasy the head that wore it. The line

certainly seems to be one which mature consideration would excise rather

than add. Moreover, in the two following lines of B. (232-3) it is the

sun that crowns him which makes the face of the god shine so bright that

Chaucer " wel unnethes mighte him beholde ;" whereas in the correspond-

ing lines of A (162-4), there is the magnificent identification, by effect, of

the god's face itself with the blinding brightness of the sun, so that "a

furlong-wey I mighte him not beholde." (For
"
furlong-wey

"
referring

to time, see B. 307, and compare
" But at the taste" of A. 166). In a word,

we have in A. a highly imaginative, in B. a thoroughly conventional

description.

As for the lilies, Bilderbeck explains (op. cit., 103) what he regards as

their omission in B. which he refers to the year 1390 (op. tit., 104) on

the ground that a three years' truce had been concluded with France in

1389
;
whereas in 1385 Richard was at war with France. This rests even

if one grant the identification of Richard and the god of Love on the

curious assumption that during a truce Richard waived all claim to

the crown of France.

The passage should not be left without noting the fact, pointing once x

more to the priority of B., that by the substitution of gan he
^A.. 168) for

saugh I (B. 236) the repetition of the latter in B. within three lines (see J
B. 234) is avoided

;
as A., by the change in 1. ICO, had avoided the repeti-

/
tion otfret in B. 225 and 228.
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Anne^thus shown to be inadequate, the specific motive for

the supposed additions in B. falls to the ground, and with it

the only reason for judging the two versions apart from

technical and artistic considerations. To account for the

phenomena of the B-version it becomes, accordingly, only

necessary to assume that Chaucer, full of his idea of

setting the Alceste of "olde story" against Creseyde, and

seized by the happy inspiration of turning to his purpose the

French marguerite poems, allowed himself to go on, adding
for the sake of its beauty detail after detail as one recalled

another, until his lines are like the costume of the Squyer
who might indeed himself have " wel endyted

" some of them.

omissions in A. will then be amply accounted for if we

/ suppose Chaucer to have come back to the Prologue, the

spell of the marguerite songs no longer upon him,
1 with the

unity of his plan the dominant motive in his mind. 2 To

\ such considerations of technique and craftsmanship we may
\ accordingly return.

To the arguments already based upon such grounds

may be added, now, one further confirmation of the pri-

ority of B. from a comparison in detail with the originals ;

it will then remain to adduce the evidence from the larger

structural relations that have been pointed out. Attention

has already been called 3
to the fact that in B. 217 and 220,

Chaucer twice uses the rare word " florouns
"

usual sense which it has in Froissart^while the corresponding

lines IrTA. have in each instance the common word " floures."

or, after lapse of time, "wordes the That hadden prys, now wonder

nyce and straunge Us thinketh hem." Troilus, IT, 23-5.

2 Tliis applies even to the omission of the beautiful passage borrowed

from the Filostrato, which is not only, as we have already seen, rather out

of harmony, in its references to the "derke worlde" and "sorowful

brest," with the mood of what precedes and follows it, but is also incon-

sistent with the compactness of structure which now characterizes A.

8 See pp. 631-4.
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A. B.

147. A fret of gold she hadde next 215. A fret of gold she hadde next

hir heer, hir heer,

148. And up-on that a whyt coroun 216. And upon that a whyt coroun

she beer she beer

149. With many floures, and I shal 217. With florouns smale, and I shal

nat lye ;
nat lye ;

150. For al the world, right as the 218. For al the world, right as a

dayesye dayesye
151. I-coroned is with whyte leves 219. Y-corouned is with whyte leves

lyte, lyte,

152. Swich were the floures of hir 220. So were theflorouns of hircoroun

coroun whyte. whyte.

It seems, for the reasons already given,
1

impossible to

avoid the inference that Chaucer in B. borrowed the word
" florouns

" from Froissart. If that be_rue^_iLagain points

unmistaaT)ly to a revision in^A. For the passage from an

unfamiliar word, used at first because it occurred in his

French original, to a perfectly familiar word, substituted

when the suggestion of the French word was no longer fresh

in his mind such a change is not only intelligible, but the

simple and probable thing,
2 while the reverse process is, to

say the least, an extremely unlikely one. Nor should it be

supposed that there is involved a question of a change of

meaning.
"
Floures," as Chaucer uses it here, means just what

" florouns" does, i. e., the "
whyte leves lyte" of the daisy a

phrase which he still retains, as if for the very purpose of

keeping his meaning clear. That this is what it signifies

will be further seen by turning to the later reference to the

crown, which is common to A. and B.

For also many vertues hadde she,

As smale floures in her coroun be 3

1 See pp. 631-4.
2
Compare the almost parallel instance, in the case of dwte ^,nd ob&cur,

noted on pp. 615, n. 3, 661, n. 2.

3A. 516-17
;
B. 528-9.
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where the allusion is manifestly to the well-known fact which

Pliny had noted. For " Plini writeth
"

to use William

Turner's quaint account 1 a that the Dasey hath .l.iii. and

sumtime .lv. little wliyte leves which go about the yelow

knope"
2

; only, as Turner goes on to point out, "it appereth

that the double Daseys were not founde in plinies tyme,

whyche haue a greate dele mo then Plini maketh mencioun

of." Alceste's virtues, accordingly, were as numerous not

as any arbitrary number of individual daisies one might
choose to picture on her crown,

3 but as the fifty and more

fleurons of the daisy-flower itself.
4

1A New Herball (London, 1551), f. ii.

2 Luteus et bellio pastillicantibus quinquagenis quints barbulis coronatur.

Pliny, Nat. Hist., lib. xxi, 25 (8).
3
Interesting in this connection is Deschamps's balade, "Sur 1'ordre de la

couroune" (n, 35, No. 212), with its ".xn. fleurs de grant auctorite."

4 Two further details, which are independent of the French originals,

must be added. Legouis whose article, Quel fut le premier compose par
Chaucer des deux prologues de la Legendes des Femmes Exemplaires (La Havre,

1900) I know, despite several attempts to secure the original, only in the

reviews of Binz (Anglia, JBeiblatt, xi, 231-7) and Koch (Eng. Stud, xxx,

456-8) and in a reference of Bilderbeck (op. cit. 77, n. ) Legouis seems to

include among his arguments for the priority of A. the tweye of A. 346=
B. 366 (see Binz, op. cit., 236

; Koch, op. cit., 457-8). Its reference in A.

is clear from the couplet preceding ;
in B., however, one must go back 34

lines (and, it may be added, forward 74 lines, i. e. to B. 441) for mention

of the tweye referred to.
' ' Diese kleine unklarheit,

' '

Legouis holds,
' '

ist

eben die folge der abkiirzung von A. zu B. " "
Das,

' ' Binz remarks,
' ' scheint

an und fur sich recht einleuchtend," but suggests that the two lines may have

fallen out of B. Such an assumption is, however, entirely unnecessary.

For put the case that in B. Chaucer, writing currente calamo, forgot that

what was all the while clear in his own mind had been allowed to drop for

the moment from his reader's attention a situation painfully familiar to all

who write and that on revision the slip was noted. The simple device of

inserting the single couplet (A. 344-5) to supply the missing antecedent of

" thilke tweyne
" becomes at once self-explanatory.

Legouis seems also to use the absence from A. of the beautiful couplet B.

143-4 as an argument for the priority of the version which does not contain

it. A glance, however, at the lines preceding and following the point in A.

where we should naturally expect to find the couplet seems to show a din"-
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If we turn, now, to the broader structural relations of the

two versions^still in connection with their sources, the con-

clusion reached from a study of the details will find, I think,

further confirmation.

Attention has already been called 1
to the fact that the

B-version of the Prologue falls into two clearly distinguished

parts, the first
(11. 1196) being devoted, after the panegyric

of the daisy, to an account of a day spent in its honor in the

mede; the second
(11. 197-579) to the vision of the god of

Love, Alceste, and" the attendant ladies. In the first part

there is no hint whatever of a vision, the^ day in the meadow

being a literal day (11.
103

ff.).
The dream-setting in B.

begins only with 1. 210

Me mette how I lay in the medew tho

which forms part of the distinct paragraph made up of 11.

197-211. But in A. this paragraph, which introduces the

dream, constitutes (with certain verbal differences to be noted

in "a moment) lines 93-106, and stands in such a position as

to include the ivhole of the meadow scene within the limits of

the dream. The result is that in A., instead of two distmct

parts following the panegyric of the daisy a day in the

fields, and a vision there is after the panegyric but one

paft, and that all vision.
2 Now we have already seen that

erent and interesting situation giving us, apparently, a glimpse of Chaucer

at work on his revision. For in carrying out the sort of condensation else-

where noted (see p. 663, n. 3, for the compression of B. 71-2, 81-2 into the

single couplet A. 69-70
; p. 680, n. 1, for the compression of B. 202 and 211

into A. 106) part of the couplet i. e. "on the braunches " seems to have

been already absorbed in A. 127. The disturbed condition of the text for

A. 126-138 witness the emendations of the Globe and the Oxford editors

may be accounted for on the supposition that the revision was for some

reason left at this point incomplete. The bearing, finally, of A. 544= B.

578 has been elsewhere pointed out.

1 P. 635.
2A. 90 really stands for all the first part of B., so far as that precedes

the dream.

14
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v the Lay de Franchise describes a May-day in the meadow

spent in honor of the daisy, with no dream-setting whatever
;

while the Parodys d'Amours offers a close parallel to the

framework of the vision in the second part of B. Assume,

accordingly, that when B. was written the two poems just men-

tioned were fresh in Chaucer's mind, and it is easy to understand

how, under the influence of the Lay, the day in the meadow

should be a real day, while with the pas'sage to the sugges-

tion of the Paradys the dream-setting should enter. Assume

further, as before, that when Chaucer came to revision the

hold of the original poems had been broken by the passage

of years, so that his growing power of unifying his material

was given free play assume this, and we have in the

structural treatment an exact parallel to the treatment of

detail already noted in the case of the cento from the mar-

guerite poems : a passage, that is, through the inclusion of

the entire action within the limits of the dream, from juxta-

position to fusion of parts. There is, accordingly, in addi-

tion to the artistic considerations, a reason growing directly

out of" theTelation of ffie J^rologue to its sources for the

change from 'a somewhat mechanical to a more organic

/ unity.
1 For the opposite process, that of dividing what

was already united, there seems no valid reason whatever.

\ Certainly in this instance the aid of Chaucer's supposed

\desire to make clearer the identity of Queen Anne and

Alcestis can scarcely be invoked.

1 Note in the transposed paragraph, as further evidence for the priority of

B., the elimination of the repetition of goon to reste (B. 198, 201) by the

omission of B. 201, and of To seen this flour (B. 202, 211) by the fusion

of the two lines into A. 106. Add the suppression of one occurrence of

naked (B. 126, 129) by the change in A. 117. Note also that the fusion,

just referred to, of B. 202 and 211 in A. 106 serves, with the addition of

A. 105 (referring to A. 90), the necessary purpose of completing the

couplet when the paragraph is transferred, since the paragraph as it stands

in B. ends (with 211) in the middle of a couplet. If one compare these

evidences of painstaking and minute revision with the similar instances cited

on pp. 661, n. 2 and 665, n. 1, but one conclusion seems possible.
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If we turn, now, to the treatment of the balade m the two

versions, the case is seen to be very similar. Ten Brink, in

the posthumous article on the chronology of Chaucer's writ-

ings, pointed out that in B. the balade formed, indeed, part

;

of the Prologue, but not part of the action therein represented,

whereas in A. the balade belongs distinctly to the action

itself.
1 It is unnecessary to repeat here ten Brink's brilliant

"argument in this connection, but the relation already pointed

out 2 between Chaucer's balade and that of Froissart in the

Paradys seems to offer the explanation of the fact which

he observed. For if the balade in B. was suggested by
the balade of the Paradys, the setting in the latter, where

it is sung by the poet in^his own person, would natur-

ally enough be carried over too. Its looseness of connection

would then be quite of a piece with the other instances in B.,

already pointed out, of rapid and spontaneous adaptation of the

French originals. Its happY_iransfer^m_A,^ from_the_pQet to v

the attendant ladies, by virtue of which it becomes an -in- A

tegral part of the action, may once more be readily explained

byThe absence_of the direct suggestion of the original, in

whose place was now uppermost the instinct of the maturer

artist, trained in the school of the Canterbury Tales, for close-

knit unity of structure.
3

One other point demands brief mention. Between the

^ bird paragraph in B. (153-174) and the book paragraph in

A. (268-312) the honors at first sight seem fairly easy, with

I
Eng. Stud, xvn., 16-17. a Cf. pp. 655-7.

8 This same instinct for unity is seen in the direct mention of Alceste, not

only in the refrain of the balade in A., but throughout that version from her

first appearance. It readily explains, too, the transfer by the god of Love,
in A. 440, of the grant of forgiveness from himself to Alceste a transfer

so difficult to account for on the other hypothesis (see p. 672,

For the failure to remove, in revision, the discrepancy (already ilbticea on

p. 654) involved in Chaucer's late recognition of Alceste, the reason probably
lies in the fact that the revision after the first 390 lines of B.

,
as a glance

will show (see also Binz in Anglia, Beiblatt, xi, 233-4), was manifestly most

perfunctorily carried out, so that either the discrepancy was overlooked, or,
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reference to their respective relations to the structural unity

of the poem. But even in this regard it must be noted that

the long description in B. of the mating of the birds, besides

virtually repeating 11. 130-151, has really nothing whatever

to do with the main action of the piece, but carries, rather,

the May-day setting to quite disproportionate length ;
whereas

what Koeppel called "die bibliographischen bemerkungen
Amors " 1 are part and parcel of the central situation of the

poem. Moreover, instead of the tautological and loosely

constructed paragraph of B., we find in A. a compact passage of

five lines (13943) which is not only one of the most

vivid and dramatic touches in the poem, but above all serves

to link "the smale foules, of the seson fayn," and through
them the whole setting, directly with the main action of the

poem :

This song to herkne I dide al myn intente,

For-why I mette I wiste what they mente.

Til at the laste a larke song above:
ll see,' quod she,

'
the mighty god of love !

Lo ! yond he cometh, I see his winges sprede !
'

Tho gan I loken, etc.
2

What is perhaps of even more importance, however, is the

fact that the bird passage is a tissue of such reminiscences

from the Roman de la Rose as one finds in Chaucer's earlier

rather than his later work
; whereas, as ten Brink observed,

the book passage deals with authors and writings
" die soviel

man sehen kann Chaucer in der ersten und der zweiten

periode entweder kaum oder gar nicht bekannt, wahrend sie

in der dritten periode und zumal in dem Canterbury Tales

if noticed, was seen to involve a more extensive remodelling than Chaucer

now cared to undertake, and was so allowed to stand. The important

thing to bear in mind is that the blunder is common to the two versions.

l
Anglia, N. F. I., 175.

2 It is scarcely superfluous to note, perhaps, that the reference to the
" observaunces " of the birds in B. 152 " Construeth that as yow list, I do

no cure" which to say the least is unnecessary, does not occur in A.,

although the rhyme-syllable is unchanged.
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eine entschiedene, zum theil sehr bedeutende rolle spielen."
1

That the one should go out of B., and the other come into

A., is thus entirely consistent with the other facts so far

adduced.

The result of the investigation herein embodied has been

to confirm, on altogether independent grounds, the conclusions

already reached, as to the priority of B., by ten Brink 2 a

conclusion at once accepted by Koeppel,
3 and later by Kal-

uza 4 and Mather ;

5 but rejected by Koch,
6

Legouis,
7 and

Bilderbeck.8

In a subsequent paper I hope to examine the question of

the actual dates of composition and revision of the Prologue,

particularly in their relation to the Palamon avid Ardte and

the Tfoilus. To this discussion has been also left the considera-

tion of certain points the "old age" passages, Pope Inno-

cent's treatise, etc. which bear as well on the subject of the

present article. Meantime, if the inferences regarding the

influence of the Lay de Franchise on the B-version of the

Prologue are sound, they seem to point definitely, for the

composition of B.,"to a date after May 1, 1385.

JOHN L. LOWES.

1
Eng. Stud. xvn. 15. 2 76. 13-23.

3 Ib. 195-200
;
Literaturblatt f. germ. u. rom. PhUol., 1893, pp. 51-3.

4
Eng. Stud. XXH. 281.

5 The Prologue, The Knights? Tale, etc. (1899) xxni, n.

6
Eng. Stud. xxx. 456-8

; Chronology of Chaucer's Writings, 81-7.

'See p. 678, n. 4. According to Bilderbeck (op. cit., 77. n.), Legouis
concludes that the B. text "offre des marques e*videntes de progrls ;

il

est plus plein, plus harmonieux, plus beau
;

il est litterairement plus

parfait." That the B. version has the note of freshness, of spontaneity, of

composition con amore to a greater degree than A. that it is even the more

delightful version of the two all will perhaps agree ;
but tflese are the

very marks of a work written currente calamo, as against the firmer touch,

the surer craftmanship, the more compact unity of A.
8
Op. cit., pp. 77-110.
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THE MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICA.

The twenty-first annual meeting of the MODERN LAN-

GUAGE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, which was also the

ninth annual meeting of the CENTRAL DIVISION of the

Association, was held at the University of Michigan, Ann

Arbor, Mich., December 28, 29, 30, in accordance with the

following invitation :

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, December 23, 1902.

In behalf of the authorities of this University, I beg to invite the

Modern Language Association to hold their meeting a year hence at this

place. We shall be most happy to furnish all facilities for the Society, and

to give you a most cordial greeting.

JAMES B. ANGELL, President.

The Monday and Tuesday sessions were held in Ann

Arbor, in Sarah Caswell Angell Hall in the Barbour Gym-
nasium; the Wednesday sessions were held in Detroit, in

the Banquet Hall of the Cadillac Hotel. Professor George

Hempl, President of the Association, presided at all.

Reduced rates were secured from all the railways.

FIRST SESSION, MONDAY, DECEMBER 28.

The Association met at 3.20 p. m. The session was opened

by an address of welcome from President James B. Angell.

The Secretary of the Association, Professor C. H. Grand-

gent, submitted as his report the published Proceedings of the

last annual meeting and the complete volume of the Publica-

tions of the Association for 1903. He announced also the

iii
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decision of the Editorial Committee to change the dates of

issue of the Publications from January, April, July, and

October to March, June, September, and December, the

objects of the change being to make the nominal dates agree

with the actual practice and to avoid the issue of a number

during the summer vacation. He called attention, further-

more, to the draft of a new constitution submitted by the

Executive Council in response to a vote of the Associa-

tion, passed on December 29, 1902: "That the Executive

Council be requested to report at the next meeting a plan

for the revision of the constitution."

The report was approved.

The Treasurer of the Association, Professor H. C. G.

von Jagemann, submitted the following report, which, in the

absence of the Treasurer, was presented by the Secretary :

KECEIPTS.

Balance on hand, December 29, 1902 .... $2,465 88

Annual dues from members and receipts

from Subscribing Libraries :

For the year 1897, . . . $ 3 00
" " "

1898, ... 6 00
" " "

1899, ... 12 00
" " "

1900, ... 15 00
" " "

1901, ... 30 00
" " "

1902, ... 77 70
" " "

1903, . . . 1,842 89
" " "

1904, . . . 71 10

$2,057 69

Sale of Publications, 1893-1903, 150 00

Interest on deposits, 77 93

Keprints, 22 25

Advertisements, 150 00

Deposit returned by P. O., 1400

52,471 87

$4,937 75
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EXPENDITURES.

Publication of Vol. XVIII, No. 1, andEeprints, $415 38

it n it it

((

a u

The Secretary,

Committee on Bibliography,

Printing of Programs for 20th

Stationery and Job Printing,

Postage, ....
Expressage,

Clerical Work,
Central Division,

Local Committee for Special
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The reading of papers was then begun.

1. The Foliation Systems of French Incunabula." By
Dr. George C. Keidel, of the Johns Hopkins University.
In the absence of the author, the paper was read by Dr.

H. P. Thieme.

[Leaves, not pages, were the units in the oldest French printed books.

They were gathered together into signatures, which latter, juxtaposed in

their turn, formed a complete work. The signatures were designated by
the letters of the alphabet, and might contain any convenient number of

leaves. The systems used to designate the signatures varied widely, and

give rise to many interesting observations. Their influence is oftentimes

still perceptible in French books of our own day. Twenty minutes.}

2. Notes on the Text of Goethe's Egmont." By Pro-

fessor James Taft Hatfield, of Northwestern University.

[The Editor of the text of Egmont for the Weimar edition was not in

possession of all the apparatus. The paper gives a description of further

materials, and indicates certain changes in the standard text which they
seem to require. Twenty minutes.']

3. The Nature of French Rhythm and its Relation to

Prose and Verse." By Dr. Hugo P. Thieme, of the Uni-

versity of Michigan.

[Based on syllable count, there is a definite line of demarcation between

French prose and verse. The nearer French prose is to verse, according
to this principle, the better the style. The best French prose writers (in

constructive and imaginative literature) are nearer to verse by virtue of

the rhythmical quality of their prose. A ten-minute abstract.']

At the request of the President, Professor Raymond
Weeks, of the University of Missouri, made a brief state-

ment concerning the newly discovered manuscript ofAliscans,

printed under the title of La Chaneun de Wittame:

The announcement that a hitherto unknown manuscript of Aliscans had

been printed privatissime in London set all lovers of this ancient poem wild

with eagerness. This manuscript, whose owner is unknown, has been
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printed at the Chiswick Press, in an edition of 200 copies, and costs, through

Bernard Quaritch, about seven dollars and seventy-five cents delivered.

The manuscript proves to be of the utmost value. Its version is con-

siderably older than that of any other. It is about half the length of the

usual manuscript, and numbers 3553 lines. The poem is in assonance,

decasyllabic, with an attempt at a refrain. The lines frequently show

twelve or more syllables, and the versification is extremely irregular. The

dialect is Norman, with traces of a Picard original in the latter half of the

poem. The writing of the manuscript is excellent, and seems to have been

done in England. In many ways, the first part of the version ranks among
the finest passages preserved in Old French. There is noticeable a ballad

tendency, much stronger and purer than in any other French poem known

to me. Passage after passage in the first half of the poem is almost a pure

ballad, in the English and Scotch sense.

The version contains contradictions, and is not rich in historical names,

especially the first portion. The manuscript seems the work of someone

who is endeavoring after many years to recall a poem which he had once

known, or which he had heard scores of times. Certain passages and lines

look as if they were meant merely as notes to guide the writer in a subse-

quent elaboration.

The poem opens with an attack on Vivien by Desrame*, who invades

"Larchamp." Vivien summons Guillaume, who is at Barcelona. Vivien

is slain, G's men all cut to pieces, he himself flees, bearing before him the

dead body of Guischart, own nephew to Guiborc. She awaits him at Bar-

celona. She encourages him, and he sets out again with fresh troops, but

is again defeated, and flees alone to Orange, where we are surprised to see

Guiborc. In the battle, G. is said to be accompanied by only one relative,

Gui, but all at once we are told that the enemy take prisoner Bertram,

Guielin, Guischard, Walter de Termes, and Eenier. The Porter's scene

exists in a brief form, and a powerful picture is given of the deserted state

of the palace at Orange. Guiborc urges G. to go for help. He sets out.

There is lacking the scene of parting so admired in the "
present

" Aliscans.

G. is accompanied by a squire, and encounters none of the difficulties of

passing the Saracen lines. No scene occurs at Orleans. The Court scene

is more natural. There is no Alai's. All the brothers are present, save

Ai'mer. G. sees Kenoart, and from here on, the poem is almost purely the

Eenoart. There is at least one passage, 2798 ff., which speaks of Charle-

magne as still living. Vivien boasts that he with Bertram came to the

rescue of G. before Orange. [Cf. Modern Language Notes, xix, 31.]

On behalf of Professor C. C. Rice, of Leland
Stafford

Jr.

University, the Secretary presented a synopsis of a paper on

the etymology of the Romance words meaning
" to go

"
[See

Publications, xix, 2] :
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ETYMA. The words all go back ultimately, and the Provencal form

directly, to Latin adnare, annare, "to swim to or toward." In later Latin

two regular derivatives of the etymon came into use, namely the frequenta-

tive *annitare and the diminutive *annulare. Formations of these types

were common.

PHONETIC DEVELOPMENT. Kegular everywhere. No sound-law is estab-

lished for the development of the group nrd in French territory, but the

series *annulare, *annlare, *anlare
} *attare, cdare, aler presents no difficulty.

SEMANTIC DEVELOPMENT. 1 )

" To swim to or toward "
;
2

)

'

to approach

by water,"
"
to sail to or toward "; 3) "to approach" (in general), "to

go or come to or toward"
; 4) "to go to or toward"

; 5) "to go." The

stage "to approach by water," "to sail to or toward" is attested in Cicero

and elsewhere. The word was first used to describe the action of
' '

going
' '

on land in a figurative and perhaps humorous sense, like the familiar Eng-
lish expression "to navigate." Cf. also "to sail oS down the street," "to

sail into a room." The original connotation was naturally lost at a very

early date, because the simple verb nare, "to swim," "to sail," went out

of popular use before the classical period, being replaced by natare and

navigare. The later Latin meaning "to go or come to," "to approach"
is attested by a gloss in which adnare is defined with the word venire.

At 8 p. m. the Association met in Sarah Caswell Angell

Hall to hear an address by Professor George Hempl, Presi-

dent of the Association, on " The Attitude of the Teacher of

English toward his Subject." [See p. xxxi.]

After the address, the members and guests of the Associa-

tion were received by the Senate of the University of Michi-

gan in the parlors of the Barbour Gymnasium.

SECOND SESSION, TUESDAY, DECEMBER 29.

The session began at 10.15 a. m.

4. " The Stage of Hans Sachs and the Nuremberg Drama

of the Era of the Keformation." By Professor Carl Osthaus,

of Indiana University.

[The paper presented a picture of the stage and the stage apparatus or

properties, as far as contemporary accounts and the dramas themselves give

us direct information or reliable suggestions. The Shrovetide plays of the

outgoing 15th century, of Eosenpliit and Folz, the dramatic works of Hans
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Sachs and Ayrer were carefully gone over. The principal points dis-

cussed were : the nature of the stage ;
its effect on the stage apparatus ;

sta-

tionary fixtures and temporary additions
;
the actors, their number, dress,

and the demands on their skill
;
mute persons. Thirty minutes.']

5. " The Position of the Soliloquy
< To be or not to be '

in Hamlet." By Professor Lewis F. Mott, of the College of

the City of New York. [See Publications, xix, 1.]

[An attempt to show that the transfer of this passage from the position

it occupies in the first quarto to that which it occupies in the second quarto

has a structural value in harmony with the fundamental dramatic idea of

the play, an idea which is not at all developed in the edition of 1603.

Twenty minutes. ]

This paper was discussed by Professor F. N. Scott.

6.
" The Essential Difference between a Chanson de Geste

and a Roman d'Aventure." By Dr. William Wistar Com-

fort, of Haverford College. [See Publications, xix, 1.]

[The difference is shown by a study of the type-personages. Despite Mr.

Alfred Nutt's statement ( Central and Mediaeval Romance, pp. 15-18), the

influence of the romances of Breton origin upon the epic poems of national

origin in France was very limited. They never became fused. Each was

a conscious expression of a distinct tradition and ideal. Twenty minutes.}

7. "A Contribution to the History of Modern German

Rhyme." By Professor A. R. Hohlfeld, of the University

of "Wisconsin. [To appear shortly in Modern Philology.']

[Statistics were collected concerning the imperfect rhymes in 6 : e, ii : i,

and eu : ei, so common in the literature of the 18th century. On this

basis, the paper traced the history and significance of these rhymes from

their earliest occurrence in the 15th century down to the attitude of the

moderns of to-day. A fifteen-minute synopsis.}

This paper was discussed by Professors J. T. H^fcfield, J.

S. Nollen, E. H. Magffl, W. H. Carruth, S. W. Cutting,

and Dr. E. C. Roedder.
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8.
"
Forerunners, Congeners, and Derivatives of the Eus-

tace Legend.
"

By Mr. Gordon Hall Gerould, of Bryn Mawr

College. In the absence of the author, the paper was read

by Mr. C. M. Hathaway, Jr. [See Publications, xix, 3.]

[An examination of the romantic stories Guillaume d1

Enyleterre, Die Gute

Frau, Wilhelm von Wenden, Cavaliero Cifar, Sir Ysumbras the Plaeidas of

the English Gesta JRomanorum, and Der Graf von Savoien proves that, con-

trary to Ogden's thesis, all are derivatives of the St. Eustace legend. In

the course of the investigation the relations of the legend to a large number
of similar Oriental and Occidental stories was discussed. The paper was an

attempt to show that the ecclesiastical influence upon mediaeval fiction was

greater than is generally believed. A twenty-minute abstract.]

THIRD SESSION, TUESDAY, DECEMBER 29.

This session, which was devoted entirely to business, began
at 2.25 p. m.

On behalf of the Executive Council, the Secretary sub-

mitted the following report of a new constitution, which was

taken up and discussed section by section :

CONSTITUTION OF THE MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.

The name of this Society shall be THE MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIA-

TION OF AMERICA.

II.

1. The object of this Association shall be the advancement of the study

of the Modern Languages and their Literatures, through the publication of

the results of investigations by members, and through the presentation and

discussion of papers at an annual meeting.

2. The meeting of the Association shall be held at such place and time

as the Executive Council shall from year to year determine. But at least

as often as once in five years there shall be held a Union Meeting, for which

some central point in the interior of the country shall be chosen.

III.

Any person whose candidacy has been approved by the Secretary and

Treasurer may become a member on the payment of three dollars, and may
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continue a member by the payment of the same amount each year. Any
member, or any person eligible to membership, may become a life member

by a single payment of forty dollars or by the payment of fifteen dollars a

year for three successive years. Distinguished foreign scholars may be

elected to honorary membership by the Executive Council.

IV.

1. The officers of this Association shall be : a President, three Vice-

Presidents, a Secretary, a Treasurer, and nine members, who shall together

constitute the Executive Council
;
and an Editorial Committee of not less

than three nor more than five, of which the Secretary shall be Chairman.

2. The President and the Vice-Presidents shall be elected annually by
the Association.

3. The other officers shall be elected by the Association at a Union Meet-

ing, to hold office until the next Union Meeting. Vacancies occurring

between two Union Meetings shall be filled by the Executive Council.

MB

v.

1. The President, Vice-Presidents, Secretary, and Treasurer shall per-

form the usual duties of such officers. The Secretary shall, furthermore,

have charge of the Publications of the Association and the preparation of

the program of the annual meeting.

2. The Executive Council shall perform the duties assigned to it in

Articles II, III, IV, VII, and VIII
;

it shall, moreover, determine such

questions of policy as may be referred to it by the Association and such as

may arise in the course of the year and call for immediate decision.

3. The Editorial Committee shall render such assistance as the Secretary

may need in editing the Publications of the Association and preparing the

annual program.

VI.

1. The Association may, to further investigation in any special branch

of Modern Language study, create a Section devoted to that end.

2. The officers of a Section shall be a Chairman and a Secretary, elected

annually by the Association. They shall form a standing committee of the

Association, and may add to their number any other members interested in

the same subject.

VII.

1. When, for geographical reasons, the members from any group of

States shall find it expedient to hold a separate annual meeting,^he Execu-

tive Council, may, at its discretion, authorize these members to form a

Division, with power to call a meeting at such place and time as the mem-
bers of the Division shall select

;
but no Division meeting shall be held
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during the year in which the Association holds a Union Meeting. The

expense of Division meetings shall be borne by the Association.

2. The members of a Division shall pay their dues to the Treasurer of the

Association, and shall enjoy the same rights and privileges and be subject to

the same conditions as other members of the Association.

3. The officers of a Division shall be a Chairman and a Secretary, elected

for one year or for two years by the members of the Division. The Division

shall, moreover, have power to create such committees as may be needed

for its own business. The program of the Division meeting shall be pre-

pared by the Secretary of the Division in consultation with the Secretary

of the Association.

VIII.

This Constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote at any Union

Meeting, provided the proposed amendment has received the approval of

two-thirds of the members of the Executive Council.

Article I was approved.

On motion of Professor W. H. Carruth, Article II was

amended, in paragraph 1, by the insertion, after " Litera-

tures," of "through the promotion of friendly relations

among scholars
;

"
in paragraph 2, by the substitution of

" four
"

for " five." The Article was then approved.

The last words of Article III were amended to read u
by

the Association on nomination by the Executive Council."

The Article was then approved.

On motion of Professor Mott, Article IV was amended

to read as follows :

1. The officers and governing boards of the Association shall be : a

President, three Vice-Presidents, a Secretary, a Treasurer
;
an Executive

Council consisting of these six officers, the Chairmen of the several Divi-

sions, and seven other members
;
and an Editorial Committee consisting of

the Secretary of the Association (who shall be Chairman ex cfficio), the

Secretaries of the several Divisions, and two other members.

2. The President and the Vice-Presidents shall be elected by the Asso-

ciation, to hold office for one year.

3. The Chairmen and Secretaries of Divisions shall be chosen by the

respective Divisions.

4. The other officers shall be elected by the Association at a Union

Meeting, to hold office until the next Union Meeting. Vacancies occurring

between two Union Meetings shall be filled by the Executive Council.
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The Article, thus amended, was approved.

Articles V and VI were approved without amendment.

Article VII, paragraph 1, was amended, on motion of

Professor W. H. Carruth, by the substitution of "
arrange

with "
for " at its discretion, authorize

"
;
on motion of the

Secretary, by the addition of " The total number of Divisions

shall not at any time exceed three
"

;
on motion of Professor

J. T. Hatfield, by the addition of " The present Division is

hereby continued." In the third paragraph, on motion of

the Secretary, the clause " elected for one year or for two

years by the members of the Division
" was stricken out.

The Article was then approved.

Article VIII was approved without amendment.

The Association then voted unanimously to adopt the new

constitution, as amended and approved. [See p. liv.]

Professor E. H. Magill presented the report of the Com-

mittee on International Correspondence :

By the change of the Committee, made at the Annual Meeting held last

year at the Johns Hopkins University, the work of the Committee has been

greatly facilitated. The correspondence has been between students in our

own country, and those in France and Germany. In Italian and Spanish
there has been little or no correspondence, and regular bureaus are not

fully established, either in Italy or Spain. There has been considerable

inquiry for Spanish correspondents especially, but we have not been able

to secure the correspondents that have been called for in these two languages.

The effort to establish such bureaus will be continued the coming year, if

such is the desire of the Association, and, we hope, with better results.

In the French and German Departments, the exchange of letters has been

as follows :

276 students and others have been put in communication with the same

number of students in France. No charge has been made to foreign

students, and the amount of fees paid by our own students has been $64. 51.

273 students and others have been put in communication with the same

number of students in Germany, and the amount received, from our own

students only, has been $68.25.

Thus it will be seen that 549 students in France and Germany,%ave been

placed in communication with that number in this country in the 11 months,

ending November 30th of the present year ;
and that 1098 students, on both
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sides of the Atlantic, have been placed in correspondence in that time, by
the labors of your committee, and that the sum of $132.76 has been received

in fees from our own students for this service.

The expenses of the committee have been as follows : For copies of the

Easter Annual, Comrades All, distributed as prizes to the new correspon-
dents

; postage stamps ;
circulars

; postals ;
letter heads

;
letter sheets and

letter file, and paying charges made by the German bureau, $130.14;

leaving a net balance in the hands of the Committee of $12.62.

Applications for both French and German correspondents have been

promptly forwarded as soon as received, and the conditions complied with, and

but few have complained of the non-receipt of letters requested. We must

again state our belief that the bureaus should make no charge, except to the

students of the nation in which the bureau is established. A suggestion

has come from Miss E. A. Lawrence, Secretary of the Review of Reviews,

in London, that we endeavor to interest the leading educational Journals in

our respective countries to publish the addresses of Schools, Colleges,

and Universities, which would desire to have their students engage in this

correspondence, and have the pairing of students, now done by the Central

committees, attended to by the journals in question, thus relieving the

Central Committees, and bringing the students themselves into direct com-

munication with each other, through the agency of the journals willing to

undertake the work. The thought has been expressed that in this way
the work may be more widely extended, and that the Committees may be

thus relieved. The object of the journals attempting this would seem to

be a wider circulation which would recompense them for the labor and

expense involved.

Another and perhaps a better method than this would be the continuance

of the labors of the Committee, who should make it a point to inform them-

selves, through their own acquaintances abroad (and perhaps through

foreign journals, for which they might subscribe with this end in view), as to

the addresses of Schools, Colleges, or Universities, which would wish their

students to engage in this correspondence ;
and send the home applications

which they receive to the proper heads of departments in these institutions,

who would assign (according to age, occupation of parents, proficiency in

the language, etc. ) the names thus received from us, and have the students

so selected begin the correspondence with the individual students thus

assigned them. This is a slight modification of the methods employed by
this Committee, and we believe that more prompt service might be thus

obtained.

Without expressing our conviction at present, pro or con, as to these

modified suggestions, we would ask that the present arrangement be

continued at least for another year, and the Committee then report their

decision, after a fuller examination of the subject than they have thus far

been able to give it
;
and if time permit for suggestions in this meeting, they
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would be glad to hear from any who have suggestions to make at this time,

and if not now, through the medium of correspondence ;
for we certainly all

desire alike, now that this Association has undertaken the work, to make

it so efficient and practical as to produce the best possible results. Our

comparatively new country is, in these days of a new century, in many
matters of great importance, now setting a worthy example before the world.

May we of this Association properly do the part which falls to our share.

Your new Committee of five have all been consulted in person or by

correspondence, before this report was prepared, and in the suggestions

which it contains, they are practically one.

The Easter Annual, Comrades All, not having paid expenses, and having
been supported, largely, thus far, by the liberality of W. T. Stead, of the

Review of Reviews, it is proposed that its publication be no longer con-

tinued. This your committee can but regret, believing that it has done

good service in interesting students in the International Correspondence, on

both sides of the Atlantic. But of this our generous benefactor must be

himself the judge.

In view of this discontinuance, as it will of course be no longer offered

as prizes to our new correspondents, we propose to diminish the charge for

applicants for correspondents, from 25 cents, the charge the past year, to 10

cents each. We believe that this price will be satisfactory to all, and that

it can be made to cover expenses of this bureau without any expense to the

Modern Language Association. We desire also to make a special appeal

to the German Bureau, .to make no further charge for the American stu-

dents
; doing the same for us as we have always done by the German

students, and for making this reasonable recommendation we ask the

approval of the Modern Language Association at the coming meeting at

the University of Michigan.
EDWARD H. MAGILL, Chairman.

The report was approved and the Committee was continued.

The Committee on Bibliography submitted the following

report, which, in the absence of the Chairman, Professor H.

A. Todd, was read by Professor F. N. Scott :

At the meeting of the Modern Language Association held at Baltimore

in December, 1903, a resolution was offered by Professor Fred. N. Scott,

and passed by the Association, calling on the Committee on Bibliography

to prepare and publish a bibliography of American contributes
to the

philology and literature of English, German, and the Romance languages

for the years 1901 and 1902, and appropriating $250, or such part of this

sum as might be necessary, to cover the expense of the undertaking.
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Inasmuch as it was foreseen by the Committee that the bibliography of the

contributions to English would greatly exceed in extent that of the other

departments included in the scope of the resolution, it was thought desirable

to add to the representation of English on the Committee, and Professor F.

N. Scott assented to a request of the Chairman to serve as an additional

member for English.

As the result of an interchange of views among the members of the Com-

mittee, it was decided, in prosecuting the preliminary work on the bibli-

ography, not to depend primarily on responses to circulars of inquiry to be

forwarded to the various institutions of learning and agencies for publication
in America

;
but to utilize, in the first instance and as far as possible, all

the bibliographical aids available in the best libraries, resorting to letters of

inquiry only in directions where the above-mentioned facilities were found

to fail.

The most important consideration in connection with the practical formu-

lation of the material accumulated, was to determine whether it was desirable

and feasbile, in addition to the necessary author-catalogue, or index, to

present an analytically arranged subject-bibliography. In view of the

tentative nature of the undertaking and of the uncertainty as to the amount

of material to be treated and the consequent expense involved, it was deter-

mined to rest content, at any rate in the first instalment of the proposed

bibliography, with an alphabetical author-catalogue, divided, however,
into the three parts contemplated by the resolution.

Of the difficulties encountered in the revision of material for the press,

not the most easily overcome was that of deciding, in doubtful cases, as to

the American origin, or otherwise, of certain of the contributions under

consideration. Scrutiny of the printed lists ready for distribution at the

present meeting, has already disclosed, the Committee regret to say, some

instances of mistaken nationality. Nor are the Committee prepared to

believe that all other faults, blemishes, errors and omissions have been

completely eliminated from the sheets presented in connection with this

report. They have accordingly thought it best to submit to the present

meeting a limited edition of their bibliography, withholding it temporarily
from general distribution to the members of the Association, in order that

an opportunity may be afforded for the introduction of additions and

emendations.

The Committee have under advisement the general question of the desira-

bility of making an American bibliography (annual or biennial) a perma-
nent feature of the Publications of the Association, but are not ready at

this time to make a definite recommendation on the subject.

All the items of expenditure have not yet been submitted to the Com-

mittee, but it appears possible that the amount originally appropriated may
not be quite sufficient to cover them.

H. A. TODD, Chairman.
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On motion of Professor Calvin Thomas, the report was ap-

proved, the Committee was continued, and the question of ex-

penditure was referred with power to the Executive Council.

Professor O. F. Emerson, on behalf of the American

Dialect Society, gave a very brief outline of dialect investi-

gation. His communication was accepted with thanks.

In the evening the members of the Association were

entertained at the University Club in Detroit. Professor

Calvin Thomas gave a smoke talk.

FOURTH SESSION, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 30.

The session began at 10 a. m.

The Auditing Committee reported that the Treasurer's

report was found correct, and recommended its acceptance.

The recommendation was adopted. On motion of the Com-

mittee, it was voted also :

That the Secretary of the Association be authorized, du-

ring the year 1904, to draw upon the Treasurer, for clerical

or other assistance, the sum of $200 in addition to his regular

annual appropriation.

The Nominating Committee reported the following nomi-

nations :

President : George Lyman Kittredge, Harvard University.

First Vice-President : W. H. Carruth, Univ. of Kansas.

Second Yice-President : Raymond Weeks, Univ. of Missouri.

Third Yice-President : F. N. Scott, University of Michigan.

Secretary : C. H. Grandgent, Harvard University.

Treasurer : H. C. G. von Jagemann, Harvard University.

*
Executive Council.

F. M. Warren, Yale University.

H. C. G. Brandt, Hamilton College.
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F. B. Gummere, Haverford College.

J. B. Henneman, University of the South.

J. E. Matzke, Leland Stanford Jr. University.

A. R. Hohlfeld, University of Wisconsin.

C. A. Smith, University of North Carolina.

Editorial Committee.

Calvin Thomas, Columbia University.

James W. Bright, Johns Hopkins University.

The candidates nominated were elected officers of the Asso-

ciation for 1904. The Secretary of the Association and the

Secretary of the Division [Professor Raymond Weeks] are

members of the Editorial Committee ex ojficio.

[Inasmuch as Professor A. R. Hohlfeld, being elected

Chairman of the Division, became thereby a member ex

qffido of the Executive Council, it became necessary for the

Council to choose an additional member. Professor George

Hempl, of the University of Michigan, was selected.]

[In October Professor H. C. G. von Jagemann was com-

pelled by ill health to resign his office, and Mr. W. G. Howard,
of Harvard University, was elected Treasurer by the Execu-

tive Council.]

The Committee on Place of Meeting moved that the selec-

tion of a place be left to the Executive Council, with a

recommendation in favor of Brown University. The motion

was carried.

[The Executive Council subsequently accepted the follow-

ing invitation from Brown University :

BROWN UNIVERSITY, PROVIDENCE, December 18, 1903.

I beg leave, on behalf of Brown University, to invite the Modern Lan-

guage Association to meet with the University in Providence at its next

annual meeting. I have recently held a conference of the Departments of

the English, Romance, and Germanic Languages here, and they unite with

me in extending this invitation. Providence is, as you know, a city easily
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accessible from several directions, a city of great historic interest, and one

where there are many students of language. We should welcome the

coming of the Association and do all in our power to make the occasion

pleasant as well as profitable.

W. H. P. FAUNCE, President.']

The Nominating Committee for the Division nominated

the following Division officers, who were elected :

Chairman : A. R. Hohlfeld, University of Wisconsin.

Secretary : Raymond Weeks, University of Missouri.

Advisory Committee.

F. N. Scott, University of Michigan.
C. W. Pearson, Beloit College.

B. L. Bowen, Ohio State University.

The Committee on Place of Meeting for the Division

recommended the acceptance of the invitation of Northwes-

tern University to meet in Chicago, and an expression of

thanks to the University of Wisconsin. The recommenda-

tion was adopted.

Professor O. F. Emerson presented a report for the Com-

mittee on Spelling. The report was approved and the Com-
mittee was continued. The President of the Association

announced the appointment of the members of the Committee

on Spelling as members of a joint committee of the National

Educational Association, the American Philological Associa-

tion, and the Modern Language Association of America, to

devise a phonetic notation for common use in dictionaries

and other works of reference. On motion of Professor O.

F. Emerson, the appointment was approved.

On motion of Professor Raymond Weeks, it was

Resolved, That we, the members of the Modern Language
Association of America, in meeting assembled, desire to place
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on record our sincere and heartfelt sorrow at the loss, during
the past year, of five of our number : Gaston Paris, Thomas

E. Price, Ernst August Eggers, Louis Emil Menger, and

Charles Chollet.

The reading of papers was resumed.

9. "
Lessing and Shakespeare." By Mr. F. W. Meisnest,

of the University of Wisconsin. [See Publications, xix, 2.]

[The purpose of the paper was to show that Lessing' s knowledge of Shakes-

peare was largely at second hand, and that his part in introducing

Shakespeare in Germany has been overestimated. Fifteen minutes.']

This paper was discussed by Professors W. H. Hulme and

Calvin Thomas.

10. The Eeligion of Friedrich Schiller." By Professor

W. H. Carruth, of the University of Kansas. [See Publi-

cations xix, 4.]

[The current judgments of Schiller's religious attitude are still from the

standpoint of the eighteenth century. There is need of a revision of such

judgments. Material for the investigation of the subject is now fairly com-

plete : ( 1) The evidence of others
; (2) The evidence of Schiller's own

writings : a ) letters, b ) essays and histories, c ) lyrics and ballads, d)

dramas. Limitations to the validity of evidence from the dramas. Schil-

ler's opinions and beliefs in youth ;
in middle life. Absence of any violent

revolution. Views or beliefs on : a) God, 6) immortality, c) Jesus, d) the

church and organized religion, e) the Bible, /) prayer, g) dogmas and doc-

trines. Summary and conclusion. Twenty minutes.']

This paper was discussed by Professors J. T. Hatfield and

Calvin Thomas.

11. "Notes on the Influence of E. T. A. Hoffmann upon

Edgar Allan Poe." By Professor Gustav Gruener, of Yale

University. [See Publications, xix, 1.]

[After a brief synopsis of the conflicting views concerning the influence

of Hoffmann upon Poe, mention was made of the various French and Eng-
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lish translations of Hoffmann before Poe's early works. Some observations

on The Tales of the Folio Club, the Tales of the Grotesque and Arabesque, and

on certain peculiarities in Poe's style were then adduced, which seem to fur-

nish tangible evidence of a direct and striking influence of the German

upon the American author. Thirty minutes.]

12. "The Most Fundamental Differentia of Prose and

Poetry." By Professor F. N. Scott, of the University of

Michigan. [See Publications, xix, 2.]

[The paper attempted to show, following the argument of J. S. Mill, that

the characteristic differentia of prose and poetry is not peculiar to literature,

but runs through all the other arts, giving rise in each to a bifurcation more

or less distinctly marked. It springs from the two-fold character of art as

being on one side a process of expression, on the other side a process of

communication. All art is both expressive and communicative, but in a

particular art-product emphasis may be thrown upon one side rather than

upon the other. When the emphasis falls upon the expressive side, the

art-product has the peculiar quality which we call poetic ;
when the em-

phasis falls upon the communicative side, the quality is prosaic. Reduced

to a formula : Poetry is communication in language for expression's sake
;

prose is expression in language for communication's sake. Twenty minutes.'}

This paper was discussed by Professor E. H. Magill, Dr.

H. P. Thieme, Professor M. W. Wallace, Dr. G. E. Kars-

ten, and Professors J. S. Nollen, A. W. James, G. Hempl,
and L. F. Mott.

Professor L. F. Mott offered the following resolution :

Resolved, That the Modern Language Association of

America tenders its cordial thanks to the authorities of the

University of Michigan and to the ladies of the University
circle for their handsome entertainment of our members,
and to the local committee for their admirable arrangements
both at Ann Arbor and at Detroit, which have made our

twenty-first meeting so pleasant and so successful.

The resolution was carried by a rising vote of the Asso-

ciation.
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[The American Dialect Society held its annual meeting at

2 p. m. in the Banquet Hall of the Cadillac Hotel.]

FIFTH SESSION, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 30.

The fifth and last session began at 2.30 p. m.

13. " The Influence of Jean Chapelain upon French Criti-

cism." By Mr. W. O. Farnsworth, of Yale University.

[His importance in literary history is as a critic, not as a poet. He is

underestimated by those writers who neglect his critical work, overestimated

by those who try to excuse his poetical faults. Testimony of his contem-

poraries as to his authority. His theories and their effect. Causes of the

decline of his influence. What is a proper estimate of his work ? Value

of his Correspondence, published in 1880. A ten-minute abstract.']

14. "Chaucer and Lollius." By Professor James W.

Bright, of the Johns Hopkins University. In the absence

of the author, the paper was presented, somewhat abridged,

by Professor F. G. Hubbard.

[Chaucer does not "attribute to Lollius," as Professor Lounsbury holds,

his version of the eighty-eighth sonnet of Petrarch (Troilus, I, 400 f,), and

it is only Boccaccio that he has styled Lollius, not "a definite person,

whom in one case we can see to be Petrarch, and in the other to be Bocca-

ccio" (Lounsbury, Studies in Chaucer, n, 225, 236, 405, 408, 410). In the

indulgence of a whim, Chaucer has converted a name that was more or less

cacophonous to the English ear, not hypocoristically, and not satirically,

but playfully, and with the semblance of a literal translation, into a well-

sounding name with a Latin ending, with the help of a word (and its

derivatives) which was then greatly in vogue.

The habit of etymologizing names and toying with imputed meanings

morally, satirically, jocosely, was characteristic of the medieval mind.

Witness the Legenda Aurea. Not to do more than to recall this fashion

which Dean Swift once ridiculed so finely, suggests the ' mind and art
' in

which we find Chaucer indulging in such banalities as

"A Long Castle, with walles Whyte
By Saint John, on a Kiche Hill." Skeat, v, 490.

Closer to the style of Voragine is the ' wikked nest' of The Monkes Tale

(B. 3576).
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It was in the indulgence of a mere whim, therefore, that Chaucer played
with the name of one of his favorite authors. The name Boccaccio may
have struck his ears as cacophonous ;

it was certainly very un-English,

more than usually foreign-sounding. Then, too, it was ( to the scholar) a

plainly significant name, and, what was still more interesting, its signifi-

cance was amusing. At all events, here was a name full of temptations for

one inclined to genial roguishness. Moreover, there was at hand just the

desired vogue-word by which this foreign name might be recast, so as to

reflect its translation in a euphonious and classical form. And so it was

done. Boccaccio was understood to be a masculine formation for the corres-

ponding feminine pejorative boccaccia (derived from bocca 'mouth'). It

therefore suggested 'a mouthy person,' 'persona maldicente,'
' a loquacious,

noisy advocate ' whether good or bad
; chiefly bad, or at best troublesome.

Now the English society of Chaucer's day included a class of noisy, popular

advocates, wordy fanatics. It was a class of earnest but often impertinent

loquacity ;
a class that preached much, and often to good purpose but

preached incessantly. Chaucer took the radical syllable loll, which had

come to designate activities of the tongue (see N. E. D.
),

to serve as an

effective equivalent of the bocca, in the foreign name. Or, which comes to

the same thing, he passed directly from lollard or toiler to Lollius, by the

simple process of Latinization. It made a good name, and it could not

harm his beloved author. Twenty minutes.']

15. "Goethe's Successors in Italy in the Nineteenth Cen-

tury." By Professor Camillo von Klenze, of the University
of Chicago. In the absence of the author, the paper was

read by Professor A. R. Hohlfeld.

[The 18th century witnessed an ever increasing interest in the Middle

Ages. As early as about 1750 Horace Walpole re-awakened love for Gothic

Architecture by his villa in the Gothic style at Strawberry Hill on the

Thames. In 1772 Goethe published his essay Ueber altdeutsche Baukunst.

In 1774 appeared Herder's Auch eine Philosophic der Geschichte zur Bildung
der Menschheit, in which he clamored far the emotional power and depth of

the Middle Ages, and from 1774 on Thomas Warton put out his History of

English Poetry from the Twelfth to the Close of the Sixteenth Century. More

important than all these, Wackenroder's Herzensergiessungen eines kunstlieben-

den Klosterbruders saw the light in 1797. Here passionate preference for

mysticism and religious art found expression. Soon after new views of art

were preached by the brothers Schlegel, especially by Fried^ch in his

Gemdhldebeschreibungen aus Paris und den Niederldnden in den Jahren 1802-4.

At the same time, i. e. 1802, Chateaubriand formulated his intense love for

Catholicism in his Genie du Christianisme. Pictorial art began to be deeply
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affected by these views. In Germany arose the school of painters known as

the "Nazarener"
;
who pleaded for depth of religious feeling in painting.

A generation later, in 1848, the "
Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood" was

founded in England. This whole movement implies comparative neglect

of, sometimes even hostility towards, classical art, and hence an attitude

essentially different from that of Winckelmann, Raphael Mengs, Cochin,

Goethe, Meyer. It not only means a revival of interest in the art and

the ideals of the Middle Ages, it carries in its wake a love for the pictur-

esque, as contrasted with what the Germans call "das Plastische," which

was virtually non-existent in former generations. Hence towns in Italy, such

as Perugia, Assisi, Siena, and others, which the 18th century neglected or

despised or at best regarded as interesting curiosities, now became the objects

of the deepest admiration and veneration. More than any other, Venice,

particularly since the appearance of Ruskin's works, is looked upon in an

entirely new light. Even cities like Rome, the goal of travelers ever since

the Middle Ages, now reveal beauties never dreamed of before. Bologna
on the other hand, the seat of the 17th century school of Eclectics, is looked

upon with much less favor than in the preceding century ;
for Sir Joshua

Reynolds and especially Friedrich Schlegel had taught their contemporaries

contempt for the Bolognese Masters.

Moreover the new principles in art-criticism and in " Kultur-Geschichte "

help to destroy the old prejudices. Taine and others teach men to look

upon every civilization and every form of art as exemplars of human deve-

lopment and hence as possessing a distinct raison d'etre. Every nook

and cranny of Italy grows more and more important and fascinating as the

expression of forces in nature or human life. It is felt that no country so

well repays detailed study, for no country has produced so many communi-

ties with distinct tribal characteristics. The comparatively narrow Italy of

the 18th century, even of Goethe, becomes a treasure-house of information,

of suggestion, of inspiration, not merely along a few well-defined lines, but

in every conceivable direction.

Madame de Stael's Corinne (1807) and the third and fourth cantos of

Childe Harold (1816, 1818) stand out as two of the most notable represen-

tatives of hundreds of descriptions of Italy published during the first decades

of the 19th century. Both authors were essentially ignorant of art, but both

skillfully cast an elegiac glamor over Italy which made her appear infinitely

more attractive than she seems in the great learned works of the 18th

century, such as Lalande's and the Abbe* Richard's. The devastations of

the French troops during the Revolution had changed her face, as we can

best learn from the letters of the famous French pamphleteer Paul Louis

Courier. She indeed seemed a Cybele and to a sentimental generation

became more attractive than ever. Perhaps the most delightful and in a

sense the most significant expression of the " romantic" attitude towards

Italy is Th. Gautier's Italia (1852). While the 18th century regarded
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Venice essentially as something curious but unsatisfactory, Gautier revels

in her indefinable charm and finds it impossible to tear himself away. His

whole book is a hymn to the city of the Doges and tells little of the other parts

of the peninsula. The first in brilliant fashion to utter in a discussion of

Italy the new views on art which were more and more gaining ground was

Stendhal in his Histoire de la peinture en Italie (1817). Here the Bolognese
school is frankly neglected in favor of the early painters. English-speaking
readers need merely to be reminded that Ruskin published the first volume

of his Modern Painters in 1843 and thus definitely established a new
standard for England.
The immense upheaval of historical studies so characteristic of the 19th

century was bound to leave its traces on the interpretation of Italy. Among
the works which deserve mention here, the most remarkable is Gregorovius'

Wanderjahre in Italien (1856-77). The famous historian, to whom Italy

was familiar in every detail, by dint of delightful descriptions based on vast

historical knowledge, calls attention to many places generally overlooked by
travelers, or in a new spirit interprets others better known. The desire to

save from oblivion spots of minor importance guides the pen of the large

majority of modern writers like J. A. Symonds and especially Paul Bour-

get. It is precisely those small towns mouldering in some forgotten corner

of the peninsula, fraught with venerable reminiscences and hence full of

''atmosphere," which attract the modern mind. We see the same instinct

revealed here which we so often find in the modern interpretation of nature.

Not vast vistas, such as the 17th century liked, seem attractive : men prefer
to turn to the study of exquisite detail.

Yet this ambition to overlook nothing of merit may be coupled with a

large point of view and may become part of a large and life-giving prin-

ciple. Hippolyte Taine in his Voyage d' Italic ( 1856) tries to explain every

city of any artistic or historical importance as the expression of social

forces. Hence his book is one of the most characteristic of the modern

spirit. The 18th century recognized only one art-ideal, the "classical."

Taine makes us feel that almost every form of art has its fascination and

every one certainly has its raison d'etre.

Yet even the ideal represented by Goethe has survived. Viktor Hehn in

his book Italien (1879) is almost as intolerant of the Middle Ages as Goethe,
but like Goethe he tried to understand the peninsula and its inhabitants as

the necessary products of mighty forces in nature, and reveals astonishing

geological, botanical, and zoological knowledge maturely blended with pro-
found acquaintance with the classical literatures and with Goethe.

Goethe's Italy, then, was comparatively small. But the famous record

of his sojourn in the South remains by far the most profound expression of

the Winckelmann-Cochin view of art. It is more. By hisinterest in

botany, osteology, and geology Goethe became the forerunner of those

modern travelers who aim to understand a country as the result of forces
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in nature, before they attempt to judge of it. Of forces in nature, I say.

The best of them try also to understand it as the fruit of social evolutions.

Hence his book is not the final work on the subject, although it every-

where shows the imprint of a sovereign intelligence. The final description

of Italy would combine Hehn's, Gregorovius' ,
and Taine's methods and

would have for its author a person of Goethe's power. A ten-minute

abstract. ]

16. " Erasmus Roterodamus in his Relations to Martin

Luther and Philip Melanchthon." By Professor Ernst K. J.

H. Voss, of the University of Wisconsin.

[A pamphlet called Vrteyl Doctor Martin Luthers und Philippi Melanchthoni

von Erasmo Roterdam 1523 ( Br. Mus. 3915. bb. 13), which the writer intends

to publish, throws light upon the chief differences in opinion and character

between Erasmus and both Luther and Melanchthon, once his most ardent

admirers. The correspondence between Erasmus and Luther and Melanch-

thon has been collected from the year 1519 up to 1526, when Erasmus wrote

his last letter to Martin Luther. A ten-minute abstract]

17. "Chaucer's Use of Certain Verse-Tags." By
Mr. Charles M. Hathaway, Jr., of Columbia University.

[Printed in the Journal of English and Germanic Philology,

v, 4.]

[Phrases such as "There nis namore to seye" are characteristic of medi-

aeval literature. They are natural emphasis-devices of colloquial story-

telling. Chaucer at first uses them merely to fill out lines, but develops the

capacity to make them indispensable. Fifteen minutes.']

This paper was discussed by Professors L. F. Mott and

S. W. Cutting.

The Association adjourned at half-past four o'clock.

PAPERS READ BY TITLE.

The following papers, presented to the Association, were

read by title only :

1. "The Kelation of the Seventeenth Century Character to the Period-

ical Essay, and through it to the Novel.*' By Professor Edward Chauncey

Baldwin, of the University of Illinois. [See Publications, xix, 1.]
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[That the seventeenth century Character exerted a strong influence on

the development of fiction through the periodical essay of the eighteenth

century has long been recognized. But the Character of the periodical essay

was different from that of the preceding century. This difference was not

due wholly to the superior skill of Addison and Steele in character por-

trayal. It was due in part to the fact that throughout the first half of the

seventeenth century the Character was changing and gradually acquiring
the freedom of form that fitted it to become what it did in the hands of

Addison and Steele. English character writing came from the Greek.

But from the beginning it was more than a servile imitation of the Greek.

Joseph Hall, the first of the seventeenth century writers of Characters,

while he closely followed his Greek model, added a new element by attempt-

ing to analyze the motives of his characters. Thomas Overbury's contribu-

tion to the art of character portrayal was through his visualizing power, as

John Earle's was through his power of ethical analysis. Thomas Fuller

emancipated the Character from the Euphuistic tradition which had ham-

pered the development of the Character for forty years. The Character had,

therefore, by the middle of the seventeenth century become sufficiently elas-

tic in form to be suited to the needs of the periodical essayists of the follow-

ing century. That it was through the periodical essay that the character

influenced the development of prose fiction, was due to the fact that the

essay and the character were closely akin, and that indeed they had never

been dissociated. ]

2.
" Friedrich Spelhagen, the Best Eepresentative of the German Con-

temporary Novel in the Nineteenth Century." By Professor Albert B.

Faust, of the University of Wisconsin.

[Spielhagen combines characteristics of a number of German novelists.

Such are : 1) thoroughness and high seriousness
; 2) theorized art

; 3) pur-

pose, or Tendenz
; 4) treatment of the problematic character

; 5) philosophy,
or WeltansclwLuung . Being most representative, his works constitute a con-

venient centre for the study of the modern German novel.]

3. "On the Volospd Strophes 55-62 (ed. Detter-Heinzel)." By Pro-

fessor George T. Flom, of the State University of Iowa.

[After reviewing briefly the opinions of scholars on the strophes in ques-

tion, the evidence for Christian influence is considered in detail. The

paper attempts to show that the last part of the Vplospa is heathen and
that it forms an essential part of ragnarok the crisis of the gods. Strophe
61 from the Hanksbok is left out of the discussion.]

4.
" A Comparison of the 1522 and 1545 Editions of the New Testament :

Substantives." By Dr. Warren W. Florer, of the University of Michigan.

[This paper is the first of a series based on an investigation of the lin-

guistic development of Luther, as seen in his translations of the Bible. The
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principal paragraphs will treat of the apocope and syncope of e in the a

and ja classes, the o and n classes of feminines
?
the e and er plural endings

of neuters.]

5. "The Vocabulary of The English Opium-Eater." By Professor

Edward E. Hale, Jr., of Union College.

[The elements, so far as origin is concerned, of the vocabulary of a

language have always been a matter of interest. In English there has been

much consideration of native and Latinistic elements, but little accurate

information. De Quincey has been regarded as an author with a strong

leaning toward a stately Latinistic diction. The vocabulary of The English

Opium-Eater has a preponderance of the Latinistic element. In the so-

called impassioned rhapsodies, however, and in some other passages of an

emotional nature, the case is reversed. The facts have an interest from the

linguistic standpoint as showing the specific virtues of different elements

in the language ;
from the standpoint of the rhetorician, because they help

him to formulate his rules to
' ' use Saxon words ' ' or not

; they show us,

from the literary standpoint, the complex nature of De Quincey finding

delicately flexible expression for his varying moods. ]

6.
" Gower's Use of the Enlarged Raman de Troie." By Dr. George L.

Hamilton, of the University of Michigan.

[Joly's edition of Benoit de Sainte-More's Roman de Troie represents

substantially the text of the poem as written by the author and utilized by
Guido delle Colonne in his Historia Tr&jana. But various redactions of the

work were made in which certain episodes were enlarged upon, and others,

foreign to the subject, were added. It has been shown that the common

source of Konrad von Wiirzburg's Trojanerkrieg and the Middle English

Seege of Troye was one of these redactions, the French original of which has

not been discovered. That this same redaction was made use of by Gower

as a source for a number of his stories in the Confessio Amantis has not yet

been pointed out. Only his accounts of the education of the youthful

Achilles and his life at the court of Lycomedes can be paralleled as to details

in both the other works. But the Seege of Troye is a very short summary
of a long original, and ends with the destruction of Troy. That the original

did not end here is proved by the agreement at times even verbal

of various episodes in the poems of Gower and Konrad
;
and this shows

that both made use of a Roman de Troie which contained the Odyssey, and

into which had been introduced such extraneous matter as the life of Medea

in Greece, the story of Hercules and Nessus, and an account of the pagan

gods. This same redaction was also the source of the Spanish Cronica

Troyana and of the passage on the Trojan War in the Libro de Alexandre.]

7.
" Some Hitherto Unpublished Criticisms by Wilhelm Heinse ( 1749-
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1803) on Lessing, Herder, Schiller, and Goethe, especially on the Faust-

fragment.
11

By Karl D. Jessen, of Harvard University.

[The importance of these critical views was emphasized by Erich Schmidt

as early as 1878 in the Archiv fur Literaturwissenscha/t. They betray, in a

striking manner, the critical acumen of the famous author of Ardinghdlo,
the first art novel in German Literature. Since a genuine revival of interest

in Heinse has set in within the last few years, these criticisms may claim

especial timeliness. Remarkable is his estimate of Lessing, and with a keen

insight he discerns in the first part of Faust the different strata of Goethe's

work.]

8. "Notes on the Language and Literature of the Felibres." By Pro-

fessor A. Eambeau, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. [See
Modern Language JVbfes, xvm, 250 ff.

[A review and criticism of Koschwitz's valuable Grammaire histoiique de

la langue des Felibres, in connection with the same author's short history of

the Felibres and their precursors, and an edition of Mireio, which he has

published lately for university courses. Attention is called also to two

highly interesting books in which Mr. Nicolaus Welter, a German poet,

scholar, and teacher, treats of the lives and works of the two greatest Feli-

bres, Mistral and Aubanel, and gives us, with some very good German

translations, an excellent analysis of their principal works.]

9. "Die Zwerge, von Pelegrin. Berlin, 1805." By Professor Glen

Levin Swiggett, of the University of the South.

[A discussion of this
" dramatisches Spiel" of Fouque*, with reference

to the sudden change in his style, due to the letter of A. W. von Schlegel,

under date of "Genf, d. 12. Marz, 1806."]
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THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS
DELIVERED ON THE TWENTY-EIGHTH OF DECEMBER, 1903,

AT THE TWENTY-FIRST ANNUAL MEETING OF THE

ASSOCIATION, HELD AT THE UNIVERSITY

OF MICHIGAN.

BY GEORGE HEMPL.

THE TEACHER OF ENGLISH AND HIS ATTITUDE
TOWARD HIS SUBJECT.

What I intend to say to you this evening is not the sort

of thing we look for in a presidential address. I am well

aware of this and pray that you will grant me your indul-

gence. I have chosen my subject and the manner of my
address partly because I believe the matter to be one of

considerable importance, and partly because of special con-

siderations. This meeting, more than the others of our

session, is a public meeting and what is here said has least

of all the nature of a conference in which we exchange
views and present technical papers. Here we in a way

speak to the outside world. There is a certain popular
deference for the opinions held by those who have made

special study of languages, and many things are taught in

the schools on the supposition that they have the sanction

and support of philologists. It is therefore proper that we
should now and then give expression to the present belief of

students of language, and not permit extracts from old-time

confessions of philological faith to pass unchallenged. I do

not presume to speak for all the members of this Association,

but I am satisfied that the position that I assume is, in

general, that of most enlightened scholars of the present

time. Moreover, this happens to be the occasion of the
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meeting of the State Teachers Association in Ann Arbor

and I am therefore tempted to take advantage of the

opportunity thus afforded me to reach some of the teachers

of the State as well as my colleagues from other universities

and my friends here in Ann Arbor.

The attitude assumed toward the mother tongue by the

average teacher of English is based on antiquated and mis-

taken conceptions of the nature of language and the function

of the teacher of English. These mistaken conceptions are

not entertained by teachers only but are shared by the

average educated man and woman. We have all been at

school and have been taught to believe that the teacher's

attitude is right. Later our younger brothers and sisters

were taught in this way, and now our children are having
the same experience. What wonder if people generally take

it for granted that this is the right way, or the only way?
Now and then doubts arise and one or another individual

rebels. But the objections are not clearly formulated, and

business concerns, or family cares, or social duties crowd

such reformatory ideas from the mind, and when they recur

to one at a subsequent time, he finds it easier to leave things

alone and conform. What I am attacking is, therefore, the

attitude that is assumed toward English, not only by the

average teacher but also by the average person of education.

Perhaps a better title for my paper would be The Usual

Attitude Assumed toward the Mother Tongue.
What is the usual attitude assumed toward the mother

tongue ? It is not easy to define, for it is not one consistent

thing. It is something that shifts and is now one thing and

now something a little different. This is due to the fact

that the underlying ideas or impressions of language and

of the mother tongue and of the function of the teacher are

picked up by the average educated person at different times,

in different places, and under different circumstances; and
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no particular effort is made to coordinate them or bring

them into harmony. I shall therefore make no elaborate

attempt to analyse the usual attitude toward the mother

tongue, but shall content myself with recalling to the mind

certain phases of
it, such as will answer my purpose.

In the first place, language is popularly regarded as some-

thing primarily in books, something that is generally printed,

less often written, and of which spoken language is only a

practical application. The mind goes back to the classic

writers of English and we have a sort of notion that they
made the English language as they sat in their studies and

wrote learned books or tragedies or lolled on moonlit banks

and spun their verses. We fancy that Chaucer was the

father of modern English and that his successors were its

nurses and teachers. In other words, language and litera-

ture are confounded, and when the English language is

spoken of, it is usually the printed English language that

is in mind. If a sort of recognition is accorded spoken

speech, it is under some such patronizing designation as

"colloquial." That the language of books is the language
seems not to be questioned. Spoken speech is appreciated

only in proportion as it approaches the written language,
and we are told of this or that person whose language was

so beautiful that it sounded almost like a book. Visions

of such people pass through our minds and we try to localize

them, but generally without success.

Still, and here is another somewhat contradictory phase
of the teacher's attitude toward the mother tongue we are

taught that, while we speak a careless and generally repre-

hensible English, the language is not so spoken elsewhere,

at least not by educated and cultivated people. There even

are places where it is quite generally spoken to perfection.

When we ask for specific localities, our champion of the

pure article linguistic generally makes a hesitating suggestion
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of Boston, or the first families of Virginia only to add that

most Bostonians whom he has met talked very affectedly,

and Virginians had such a funny way of speaking almost

like darkies. Sometimes he crosses the sea and designates

England as the blessed isle of English pure and undefiled.

But almost immediately after, he confesses that the English
accent always reminded him of the Irishman's brogue,

and he never could quite understand why the English used

the vulgar pronunciation et
1
for ate, and sounded been and

again bin and ag6n, just as children do when learning to

read, why they called pitchers jugs, and talked of some

things as being different to others, and why they spoke of

bou'quets of flowers and said y9 for your, and a lot of other

strange things. But, illusive and uncertain as its habitat

may be, that there is a perfect or standard way of speaking

English somewhere or other is not questioned, and we are

taught that it is our duty to strive to acquire it. Our guides

in this are again books, the grammar, the dictionary, and, for

superior souls, the " Works " of such writers as Richard

Grant White. We are advised to consult these diligently

and whenever we find that our usage does not accord with

that which they teach, we must change it and improve every

opportunity to practise ourselves in the correct form.

A frequent element in the usual conception of English is

the notion that the language stands in great danger of cor-

ruption and deterioration, and that the united efforts of all

lovers of the mother tongue are needed to preserve it. As a

result, all changes in meaning, in construction, or in pronun-

ciation are tabooed as base innovations, and reference is made

to the classics of the past to prove what the correct form is.

"
Correct,"

"
right/'

"
wrong,"

"
grammatical,"

"
ungram-

matical,"
"
authority,"

" Webster's Dictionary," these are

the everyday words of the school-room. Our children bring

1 For the phonetic alphabet employed, see page liii.
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them home and repeat them at the dinner-table
;
and high-

school pupils carry them with them when they go to the

university. Even junior students will come up to the

instructor's desk and ask, as tho a matter of the greatest

importance :
"
Professor, which is correct, illustrate or illus'-

trate ?
"

or "
Professor, don't you regard Webster's dictionary

as the standard ?" A few days ago a graduate student from

some other institution said to me : "It isn't correct to speak
of a grammatical error is it ?

" I betrayed my surprise and

she continued, evidently quoting from a former teacher :

" You see, if it is grammatical, it would be right, and so it

couldn't be an error." This is the sort of thing that is going
on in very many, I believe in most of our public schools, in

many of our normal schools, and in a goodly number of our

colleges. The teacher is constantly picking up in the speech

of his pupils petty points which seem to him to be ungram-
matical or incorrect. Instead of teaching them to respect

and use their mother tongue, he leads them to distrust it, and

be afraid of using it for fear it might not accord with the

speech of books or with somebody else's mother tongue.

I have said that language is thought of as primarily a

written thing, a thing that grows in the study of the learned

man and the lounging place of the inspired poet. But this

is entirely erroneous. The truth is that real speech is spoken

speech. Writing and printing are not speech. They are

simply devices by means of which men make for themselves

or for others a picture of language, in order that they may
preserve it or convey it to a distance just as they do with a

portrait. The picture thus obtained is a very imperfect one
;

it gives us only a skeleton of what is really said. Moreover,
it is invariably an old one, which the language has long out-

grown. In the case of some languages, for exampleTCnglish,
so far as pronunciation is concerned the printed form is a

picture not of the language of to-day but of that of five
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hundred years ago. It is as tho we were to pass off the

picture of one of our great grandmothers as a portrait of

ourselves. Instead of looking upon book-English as a

model and trying to speak like the dictionary, we should

rather bend our energies toward making the printed form of

language a truer picture of the spoken speech, that is, do

what we can toward introducing some rational revision of our

antiquated spelling. This is something that can be changed

by human effort. Speech itself can not. Do what we

please, the language goes on in obedience to forces that are

beyond our control. As I have said, real language is that

which is spoken and heard that which the brain makes to

leap with marvellous agility from the tongue and the lips

and which is received and transmitted by the vibrating tym-

panum and gathered up from the nerves of the ears to be

transformed into thought in the brain of the listener. It is

not the carefully moulded phrase of the poet or the secluded

scholar writing slowly at his desk, nor is it the elegantly

mouthed utterance of the elocutionist on the public platform.

These forms of speech exist, but they are hothouse plants,

not the natural growth of the country in which they are on

exhibition. They perish as they bloom, or, if susceptible of

preservation, are laid away on the shelves of libraries, like

pressed flowers in an herbarium, to be looked at now and

then by the student or a curious visitor. But so far as influ-

encing the great outside world of speech is concerned, they are

truly dead. Men, women, and children rise in the morning,

go about their work or play, and return wearied at night,

and the vast majority of them know no more of these

mummy words and sentences than they do of the dead in the

churchyard. What they themselves hear, see, and feel, what

they do or strive to do, these things give shape to their

thoughts and speed the constant train of words along the

tongue and lips. For the average human being, many him-
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dred times as much speech comes to the brain thru the

ears as comes thru the eyes. And by all odds the most

common and most important form of spoken speech is that

which we use from hour to hour in speaking to one another,

whether it be at home, on the playground, or in our places

of business. It is the conditions that prevail here that deter-

mine the future of the language, not the considerations that

present themselves when one sits quietly in his study and

prepares a set speech or writes a book.

In other words, language is one of the manifestations of

human activity and as such is dependent upon the conditions

under which men live. As these vary, human speech varies.

The greatest factor in linguistic conditions is climate. This

determines temperament, character, and mental energy,
and thru these the character of one's speech. So slight a

modification of temperament as will lead a community to

speak more rapidly or more energetically is likely to be the

cause of the most far-reaching changes in the speech of that

community. Next to climate as a factor controlling linguis-

tic development, is the character of one's life, as determined

by one's trade or one's station. But this is less important
than climate and less far-reaching.

Partly because of the varied and changing conditions

under which men live, partly because of the nature of the

human mind and the processes by which each new generation
learns to speak, human speech is in a state of constant

change. No fact in linguistics is better established than the

fact of the instability of speech. But it is not only con-

stantly changing, it changes more rapidly in some places and

in some classes of society than in others, and it changes

differently in different places and different classes of society.

Of course there is constant influence of one form upo%another,
and extreme divergence is thus kept in check. Still it remains

true that not only is there no one established usage there
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can not be any. On many points there is agreement, but as

to many there is diversity of usage. If we had to deal with

a very small area and with people all living practically the

same life, we might have a certain uniformity of speech

usage. But when we consider the conditions under which

language life normally goes on, we see that speech can not

be uniform even in restricted areas. And when a language,
like the English, extends over the face of the globe and is

spoken in all climes, its differentiation into varieties is a

matter of course.

Usage in speech is very much like usage in other human
concerns. For the moment let us liken it to deportment or

etiquette. Manners are not the same in all countries nor

among all classes of people in any one country. Nor are

such things fixed. They change from time to time as

fashions change. In certain circles of society there is more

time and opportunity for the cultivation of manners, and

they therefore here receive a higher development and become

characteristic of these classes. Others, wishing to enter the

higher circles, must conform or be regarded as interlopers.

Aware of this, they resort to books on etiquette and study
the reports there given of the ways of the world of society.

The benefits of such study, however, are restricted, and no

clodhopper can be turned into a gentleman by even the best

of books on etiquette. And so it is with speech. Diction-

aries and grammars, so far as they are authorities on usage,

are but books of etiquette of limited scope. No amount of

study of them will purify the speech of one who from child-

hood has heard and used mostly vulgar speech. And the

man or woman who is constantly striving to speak like the

grammar and pronounce like the dictionary may justly be

classed with the person who is constantly trying to regulate

his conduct by the rules of books on etiquette. In both

cases we are warranted in suspecting that we have to do with
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an upstart, if not with a prig. In one important particular,

dictionaries and grammars are not even as good as books on

etiquette. The authors and publishers of the latter generally

strive to keep them up to date, and pride themselves on

giving the most recent reports of present usage. Grammars

and dictionaries, on the other hand, are professedly conser-

vative. Instead of reporting what is usage to-day, they

frown upon it, and take pride in basing their statements

upon the authority of the venerable names of the eighteenth

or early nineteenth centuries. That recent dictionaries, espe-

cially those published in England, have improved in this

matter, must not be overlooked
; still, it remains true that,

except for the introduction of new words and pictures, our

dictionaries are fifty years behind the times, and most of our

grammars still teach the English of a hundred years ago. It

thus comes about that teachers who have no other guide to

what is good usage and lack confidence in their own observa-

tion and judgment, refuse to acknowledge the usage of the

present, and admit it only years after, when the dictionaries

and grammars have granted it a belated recognition. Often,

by that time, a new shift has taken place and the new usage

is again ignored or impugned.
It may be said, and with justice, that in the world of

to-day, and especially in America, there is a constant rising

from one class to another; that many people whose early

associations are crude or vulgar pass up and may become

leaders in business or politics, in art or in science. This is

very true, and it is also true that it is a part of the duty
of American teachers to lend their charges a helping hand,

and teach them better habits and manners and higher ideals.

There can be no doubt that under manners we must include

speech. Let me not be misunderstood. The teacher j^iould

certainly have a care for the pupil's pronunciation and use

of words. I am not finding fault with that, but with the

f* W
'
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way in which it is done and the extent to which it is

carried. There are forms of English that are acceptable in

no circle of good society, and it is the duty of the teacher

in some discreet way to call the attention of his pupils to

these, just as he would to vulgarisms they may betray in

manners, or to the dirt on their hands or clothes. As I have

said, the average teacher does not understand the nature of

language and has not the right conception of what he should

do. He does not consider what is possible and what im-

possible, what is advisable and what unnecessary, what is

important and what only distracts or irritates.

The teacher must never forget that the school-days of the

child are few, and that there is much, very much, to be

taught. We need not compare English with other subjects.

In English itself there is more to teach than can easily be

taught well. It is necessary that no time be wasted on minor

matters. By all odds the most important part of the task

of the teacher of English is to train his pupils to express

themselves clearly and effectively. But what we call teach-

ing to write clearly and effectively is, after all, not that, but

teaching to think clearly and logically and to marshal one's

thoughts effectively. Our thoughts do not pop out distinct

and clear from the start. In most cases we approach a new

subject of thought much as we approach an object in a fog.

At first there is obscurity and little distinctness, and it is

only as we get nearer and concentrate our attention that

things take shape and definiteness of character. The badly

written sentence usually betrays the fact that the writer has

not thought his subject out well. He is still in the maze,

and what he writes reflects the obscurity and confusion of

his thinking. To correct this is surely a long and arduous

task and needs all the time and effort that the teacher

of English can spare for it. The power to think out his

thoughts and cast them into such linguistic form as will
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convey them quickly and forcibly to the minds of others

will be of great and lasting value to every one, wherever his

lot may fall. But whether he says "I hope always to

remember" or "I hope to always remember," "It's I"
or " It's me,"

" slower " or " more slowly,"
"
papa'

"
or

"
pa'pa,"

" contractor "
or "

contractor,"
" contents'

" or

"con'tents," "Latin" or "Lat'n," "fore'ead" or "fore-

head," "Ged" or "G3d" or "Gad," is comparatively
immaterial. In his zeal for the niceties of articulation and

grammar, the average teacher loses sight of the larger and

nobler part of his task. He seeks after the word and misses

the spirit and the life, he gives his pupil the shell and lets

the kernel fall by the wayside.

We have seen that language is constantly changing and

varies from place to place. It is therefore folly to condemn

a usage for the simple reason that it is younger than some

other usage. The construction is being, for example in the

sentence " The prisoner is being led to the gallows," is prob-

ably not over two hundred years old. Still, it filled a want

that had arisen because of other shifts in the language. One

may decline to avail himself of it, but no teacher has the

right to waste time teaching children that it is to be avoided.

A construction that is employed by a large body of good
writers should not be stamped as un-English, even if there

are those who prefer another. The so-called split infinitive

is a case in point. The excellent tendency to place modifiers

like only and constantly just before the words they modify
has led to sentences like " He hoped to only tease them a

little," which is certainly less ambiguous than "He hoped

only to tease them a little," and could not be replaced by
" He hoped to tease only them a little." It will be worth

our while to consider a few of the matters of usage upon
which much precious time is wasted in our schools.

We are told that most Americans have the vulgar habit of

flattening the vowel in words like class, after, path, calf, etc.
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It is true that most Americans pronounce pass, laugh, calf,

and the like, with a, a prolonged form of the vowel in pat,

but in so doing they have not flattened the vowel or in any

way changed the language. It is the pronunciation pCis, laf,

k&f, that is the younger or intruding one, and those who say

pas and laf, instead of "
abusing

" the language, have simply

been guilty of preserving it unchanged. It is human nature

to look upon such things differently according as we are

involved or somebody else. Because the native of Southern

England and the Bostonian have changed baj> into bdj?,

they regard ba]? as provincial ;
as they and we have changed

are (which was formerly pronounced ar, to rime with care)

into dr, we smile at ar as very old fashioned
;
but both they

and we regard the corresponding change of there (-Mr) into

thar
(iS&r)

as vulgar in the extreme. I may be permitted to

quote one of these prejudiced notions from the pages of

Richard Grant White :
" It may here be pertinently re-

marked that the pronunciation of a in such words as glass,

last, father, and pastor is a test of high culture . . . The

full, free, unconscious utterance of the broad ah sound of a

is the surest indication in speech of social culture which

began at the cradle." (Words and Their Uses, p. 62.) It

takes but a moment's reflection to perceive that this usage

is a matter of geographical situation and not of the class

of society to which one belongs. In the isolated cases

where it distinguishes the individual, it generally betrays

would-be culture of the most recent and superficial charac-

ter. We must not forget the young man who took pride

in informing his friends that it was his daily habit to take

a bdj? in a porcelain ba)?tub. The change of the a in past,

etc., in the direction of & has made greatest headway in

England, tho many different degrees of the shift are there

noticeable. In this country the change began very early in

Virginia, but the new vowel has been nearly crowded out

again. Eastern New England also suffered the shift to a
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decided degree, but here too a is now losing ground, even

in Boston itself. The vast majority of English-speaking

people still employ in these words a vowel
(a) identical

with that in cat, but more prolonged, or a vowel (a) inter-

mediate between this and the vowel (a) in father. The

attempt to make all American children say past and laf is

unwarranted and hopelessly futile. It is another case of the

effort to make the tail wag the dog.

A much ridden hobby of the schools of a large part of

our country is the attempt to force pupils to pronounce dog

dag, lost last, cross kras, horrid harid, and the like. The

question is one of the sound of " short o." This is perhaps
the most perplexing thing for the student of Modern English

orthoepy. The truth is that in present English, short e is

breaking up into various vowels, differing according to the

character of the neighboring consonants. This is particu-

larly true of American English. The old short e is main-

tained under certain conditions in Eastern New England, but

in most parts of the United States it has become a more or

less long a (as in ah
/)

or a more or less long 6 (as
in or) ;

thus the older en has become an or 6n, the older feg has

become fag or fg, but practically everywhere lest and kres

(cross) have become lst and kres, and deg has become d&g,

while on the other hand het has become hat or hat, and ped
has become pad or pad. The difficulty of the matter lies in

the fact that the vowel is developing differently in different

parts of the English-speaking world, and in each part

differently according to the character of the neighboring

consonants. No one has yet determined just how the matter

lies. The dictionaries naturally shirk the difficulty by con-

tinuing to mark all the vowels alike, that is, with 6. At the

bottom of the page this character is illustrated by a key

word, generally odd or not. As most Americans pronounce
not with an a-sound, they infer that this is the standard

"^short o," and that the vowel in lost, dog, etc., should be so
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sounded. If teachers, they therefore proceed to instruct

their pupils to say last and dag, and imagine they are doing
a very proper thing. When we consider that the pronuncia-

tion a in fog, hog, stock, lock, etc., is nothing more than one

of the various American developments of the true short e,

we can realize how unwarranted we are in holding it up as

the sound. And when we learn that the despised aw-like

sound of deg, lest, herid, is really nearer to the true short e

than the a heard generally in odd and hot and, in most of the

North, in fog, hog, etc., the absurdity of the proceeding of

teaching pupils to say dag, last, harid, and the like, is suffi-

ciently manifest.

One of the strangest prejudices is that entertained by

many teachers against the innocent word got. This doubtless

arises from the notion that I've got in the sense of ' I have ?

or ' I possess/ arose by adding an unnecessary got to I have.

In fact, the development of I've got from the idea i I have

obtained
'
to that of ' I possess

'
is a very natural and normal

one, and is the process by which all the preterit-present

verbs of the various Indo-European languages came into

existence. The usage extends wherever the English lan-

guage is spoken and long ago vindicated its right to be.

While I have in this sense holds its own in books and lingers

in elevated speech, it sounds rather tame in normal spoken

speech, and has too little vitality to assert itself. But the

purists try to resuscitate it, and carry on a vigorous campaign

against its robust rival Pve got. In so doing, they miss the

real point of their objection to got, and fight it under any
and all circumstances, advising pupils always to substitute

obtain, acquire, or some other word, but not to use got if they

can possibly avoid it. Not long ago, my little girl came

home from school with tears in her eyes: she had been

marked down because she had employed in an essay the

expression "I got home late that night." Poor child! And

poor English language !
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Among the earliest memories of your school life was your

surprise on being told not to say
" Can I go ?

" but " May
I go ?

" With an attempt at being witty, the teacher would

sometimes say
" You can go, but you may not !

" You were

mystified at first and could not make out whether permission

was being withheld or doubt expressed as to what you would

ultimately do. But you soon discovered that when you
wanted to say can't, it was wise to say mayn't.

"
Mayn't I

go now ?
" such was the wretched final appeal of the poor

little miscreant who had been kept after school half an hour

and then five minutes more for having said " Can't I go
now ?

" Would that teacher's heart melt a bit if she were

informed that mayn't is no longer in good use in this country,

except as school-teachers manufacture it from day to day in

their little kingdoms ? In Great Britain it lingers locally, but

there too its use is decidedly on the wane. Of all shifting

things, none are more shifting than the meanings or values of

the so-called modal auxiliaries. No one of them now means

what it used to mean. May and might started out with the

meaning
( to have the might or power (to do so and so)/ but

they have left this meaning behind and now denote possibil-

ity or permission. Can once meant ' to know how/ being

of the same root as ken and know, but in time it took the

place of may and denoted power. Now it is crowding may

again and is undergoing the shift that may underwent when

it passed from the idea of power to that of permission. In

the sense of <be allowed/ it has already usurped the place

of may before a negative and is pressing it close in other

positions. The sentence " He may not do it
" means that

it is possible that he will not do it, and would no longer be

understood to mean that he is not allowed to do it. Similarly,

we still say
" It may be/' but in the negative

" It din't be."

Perhaps the most far-reaching of the school fads is the

effort to make pupils distinctly articulate unstressed syllables,

as, for example, in the following words : moment, sentence,
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goodness, empress, united, damage, orange, pliant, lion, orator,

educator, nature, literature, Christianity, particular, etc., and

to restore the lost vowel in such words as every, history class,

etc. There can be no doubt that the teachers and school

superintendents that insist on teaching such pronunciations

believe that they are in the right and are doing what philolo-

gists would uphold. But it is quack philologists only that

have ever recommended such a course. The student of the

history of English speech knows that the greatest factor in

the development of the language has been the heavy stress

placed upon the chief syllable of a word, and that this heavy
stress has as its natural accompaniment a corresponding

weakness of stress on the neighboring syllables. Such weak-

ness of stress leads to the obscuration of the vowel and often

to its entire loss, as well as to the loss of certain consonants.

This weakening of unstressed vowels and consonants began

long before the recorded history of the Germanic race, and

resulted in the disappearance of whole syllables in hundreds

of words before a line of Anglo-Saxon had been committed

to parchment ! Ever since, the same tendency has shown

itself, and, one after another, exposed syllables succumb.

Behind it all lies the habit of forceful utterance natural to

the Germanic people, a racial characteristic that will not

change until the race changes. For school teachers or pro-

fessors to presume to stand in its way and hold up their

weak hands to stop its progress is as vain as it is arrogant.

The story of the English language has been the story of

change and the condemnation of change ;
but while the for-

mer has gone on relentlessly, the latter has shifted its point

of attack from generation to generation. The purist of two

hundred years ago regarded as rank degeneration the forms

of speech that were then coming in, the same that now have

for us the pleasant flavor of good old usage. And much of

that which the purist of to-day is decrying as upstart English,

may depend upon the loyal support of the purist of the
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twenty-first century. The English language is not degen-

erating. Far from it
;

it is constantly changing and is

growing rapidly, always adapting itself to its new environ-

ment and proving itself a worthy exponent of the thoughts

and deeds of the men who speak it.

But it may be asked, What is a teacher to do ? How
much shall he try to accomplish and how much shall he let

go ? Where shall he draw the line ? These questions can-

not be answered in brief. A course of serious study of the

nature and development of the English language would go
far toward answering them. Still, I can say a few things

that may be of practical value to the teacher who is so situ-

ated that he cannot take up such study. If of any word

there are two or more pronunciations in recognized use and

one of these is natural to him, I should advise him to con-

tinue to employ it. If he prefers to change it for some other

recognized pronunciation, that is a private matter and he has

no right to force others to change with him. Any pronun-
ciation that is tolerated by one of the leading dictionaries is

good enough for any schoolboy. If what a child is taught

not to say, he hears said by reputable speakers and reads in

good books, he either gets a false idea of men of letters or

learns to discredit what is taught him at school and, finding

much of it not true to the facts, is inclined to disregard it

all. No teacher is warranted in trying to get his pupils to

speak the English of another part of the English-speaking
world. Because the vowel in past, after, path, etc., has come

to be like that in father in Southern England and a small

part of our Atlantic seaboard, that is no reason why the rest

of the English-speaking world should be taught to be

ashamed of its usage and try to change it. In the second

place, if there has arisen with reference to a matter of pro-

nunciation, construction, or word-order, a serious discussion

among grammarians, that very fact is proof enough that each

side has considerable strength, and where doctors disagree, it
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is presumptuous for a school-teacher to decide. He should

tolerate both usages. The schoolroom is not the place to

discuss points of disputed usage. If the teacher will concen-

trate his attention upon correcting in the child's speech that

which would be objectionable anywhere, he will find that he

has a large enough task. Finally, even among desirable

things, choice must be made of the more important, and the

less important must be neglected. Considering how much

is to be done in the short period of school life, if a teacher

has reason to believe that what he is trying to teach his

pupils the majority of them will not retain after their school

days are over, it is his business to set about finding some-

thing to teach those pupils that they will retain and that will

be of some profit to them and the world that they are to live

in. In other words, old-time petty verbal criticism must be

laid aside, and attention must be concentrated upon what is

unquestionably essential to good usage.

As regards his own usage, the teacher may well practise

the doctrine of refraining. I know a professor of English

literature who takes great pains to say litaratyur, but seems

quite unaware of the fact that winda and fela are not the

usual forms of window and fellow. I know a professor of

medicine who has acquired 'ither and neither and papa', but

still talks of his denies. When I was at school, dictionaries

and teachers tried to make us distinguish the nouns survey,

cement, rise, and grease from the verbs survey, cement, rise,

and grease, forsooth because similar distinctions are made in

record, conflict, etc. and in use, excuse, and the like. This

was, of course, no reason at all, as there are many things to

consider besides such superficial parallelisms. To-day the

devotee of the dictionary will find that he may say with

impunity either the sur'vey or the survey' and sound the verb

grease with an s or a z, the former being the original and not

an intruder, and that, as to the other words, he had better

return to his natural habit and sound them alike, whether
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noun or verb. It would be interesting to know if any of those

who painfully trained themselves to sound an s rather than a z

in The Rise and Fall of the Roman Empire ever got themselves

to do the same in sunrise. In general, tinkering with lan-

guage is dangerous business. One must remember that what

he has said all his life is far more likely to be right than

wrong. There is almost sure to be good linguistic history

behind
it, and he should not give it up without cause. If

he has been brought up in a normal English-speaking com-

munity, he should have respect for his natural speech, and

should yield it for other speech only for good reason. At
the same time, each one of us and, above all, the teacher of

English should cultivate a spirit of toleration for the usage
of others. It is no sign of education or of breadth of cul-

ture to be finding things to criticise in the speech of others.

He is the real provincial who judges all by his own practice

or the tenets of his teacher, and does not know that what

may be strange or antique or vulgar to him may be the best

of usage in other linguistic territory.

One who, without having learned the trade, sets himself

up as language-tinker is very likely to find imaginary flaws

and to undo what needs no mending. The word restive,

which came to us through the French from Latin restore,
'

resist/ has for hundreds of years meant '

refractory/
' in-

clined to resist control/ The word has naturally been much

applied to horses, and, according to the nature of the control

exercised, has taken on one or the other of two opposite

meanings :
l

unwilling to go/ and <

unwilling to stand still/

In both cases it was naturally associated with the native

English word rest (with which it has etymologically nothing
whatever to do), and was in the one case supposed to mean
< inclined to rest' and in the other '

restless.' Th< former

meaning was the weaker and has yielded entirely to the

latter. And now come over-wise critics, who by accident

have run upon the obsolete meaning of the word, and tell us
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that restive really means 'lazy' and that a restive horse is

one that wants to rest and by no means a nervous horse that

wants to go, as we, in our ignorance, have all along supposed.

Of course, in such cases, the ignorance is all on the side

of the critic. But even if it were not, the case would not be

different. The meaning of a word may change to any extent

and the change may be due to misunderstanding or downright

ignorance ;
the fact remains that, if the meaning has changed,

it has changed, and that is all there is to it. Impertinent

once meant 'not pertinent/ 'irrelevant/ and was applied to

remarks, not to the person who made them. It now means
'

insolent/ and is applied either to remarks or to the person

uttering them. To say that 'A person can no more be im-

pertinent than he can be irrelevant or disconnected" may be

funny, but it is neither wise nor true. The meaning of a

word is not what we find printed after it in a dictionary, but

the idea it arouses in the mind when it is heard. Language
does not exist in order to accord with dictionaries and gram-

mars, but in order to convey thought, and that quickly and

clearly. What a fool I should be if I used a word knowing
that it would suggest to my hearers not my idea but some

other idea. All the dictionaries and learned citations in the

world would make my case no better. There are many

things in speech that are irregular or peculiar when we

examine them closely, but in speaking we do not examine

them closely, and so long as they convey our ideas satisfac-

torily, there is no need of dissecting them or trying to per-

form surgical operations on them. When I tell you that a

child came tumbling down stairs head over heels, you know

exactly what I mean. Perhaps it would be more logical to

say "heels over head," and, if we were getting up one of

those grown folks' toys, an artificial language, we might say

"heels over head" or something of that kind in it. But in

English we say "head over heels," and that's all. I may

say
" The poor woman has no servant and has to do her own
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work." Of course that is very illogical, for I certainly do

not mean to imply that things would be better if she did her

neighbor's work. But the expression
" does her own work "

conveys to my listener's mind just the idea I have in mind,
and as its form does not attract the attention of one English-

speaking person in a million, it is good English.

The chief trouble with the teaching of English is the fact

that so many of the teachers are unfit to give instruction in

the subject. An unkind critic has said that the average
teacher of English in our high schools is a lady who is on

the teaching staff because local forces keep her there, and

who is teaching English because she is known to be unable

to teach anything else. This is, of course, not generally

true, but the pity is that it is very often true. The remedy

lies, on the one hand, in the general improvement of the

general educational conditions of the country, and, on the

other hand, in the proper training of those who are to be

teachers of English and in the improvement of those already

teaching the mother tongue. It is not my business to con-

sider the general improvement of our schools, but I may say

a few words as to the preparation of prospective teachers

of English and the improvement of the old teachers. The

student who expects to give instruction in English should

have not only a systematic training in the history of his

own language, but also a knowledge of the life and growth
of language in general. To acquire the former it would be

well for him to know Old and Middle English, but he need

not be a profound student of either. He certainly does not

want that dead and dry study of the older language that

often masquerades under the name of "
English Philology

"

and has already surrounded these words with associations

anything but lovely. He who would be a good teacher of

English does however need a superficial acquaintance with

the general history of the language. He should know what

sort of a speech it was when his remote ancestors sailed from
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the shores of Denmark and Germany, and, landing on the

British coast, established themselves in the island they were

destined to make famous. Then he must know how this

language changed because of the forces latent in it and

because of the influences to which it was subjected from

without. And all this must not be separated from the story

of the life of the people and the state. To understand the

nature of language he must study it not only from books,

but as a living phenomenon. He must listen to the speech

of those about him and compare it with that of those from

a distance; in other words, he must make a study of the

various forms of English and strive to discover the causes

of their diversities and their historical relations to one

another. I am not speaking as the enthusiastic specialist

when I say that such study of English is not only very

instructive, but full of interest and possessed of a peculiar

charm. The remaking of old teachers is much harder than

the making of new ones. Some can take a leave of absence,

and pursue special courses at college. Some can never

be improved, no matter what they do. Still, there are

thousands of able but misguided teachers of English who

must stick to their daily routine but who would welcome

the truth and be good preachers of it. To reach them we

must encourage those among us who have not only learning

but also the gift of fine and forcible expression to devote a

part of their precious time to the enlightening of their

humble fellow workers. I am thinking of such men as

Furnivall, Louusbury, Brander Matthews, Kittredge, and a

few others, who, like Whitney at an earlier day, have not

hesitated to expose conventional ignorance and bigotry and

to tell the simple truth as to speech in general and English

in particular. What we need is more such common sense

essays and their more general diffusion among the school

teachers of our land.
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The phonetic alphabet employed above (pages xxxiv-xliv,

etc.) is that recommended in a Report of a Joint Com-

mittee representing the National Educational Association,

the American Philological Association, and the Modern

Language Association, of which Professor Calvin Thomas

of Columbia University is the chairman. The following

may serve as a key :

u pu pooh
u puf push
6 pop pope
o poetik poetic

& 6'gast August
e egust' august

b bet
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CONSTITUTION OF THE MODERN LANGUAGE
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.

ADOPTED ON THE TWENTY-NINTH OF DECEMBER, 1903.

i.

The name of this Society shall be The Modern Language
Association of America.

n.

1. The object of this Association shall be the advancement

of the study of the Modern Languages and their Literatures

through the promotion of friendly relations among scholars,

through the publication of the results of investigations by

members, and through the presentation and discussion of

papers at an annual meeting.

2. The meeting of the Association shall be held at such

place and time as the Executive Council shall from year to

year determine. But at least as often as once in four years

there shall be held a Union Meeting, for which some central

point in the interior of the country shall be chosen.

in.

Any person whose candidacy has been approved by the

Secretary and Treasurer may become a member on the pay-

ment of three dollars, and may continue a member by the

payment of the same amount each year. Any member, or

any person eligible to membership, may become a life

member by a single payment of forty dollars or by the
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payment of fifteen dollars a year for three successive years.

Distinguished foreign scholars may be elected to honorary

membership by the Association on nomination by the Execu-

tive Council.

IV.

1. The officers and governing boards of the Association

shall be : a President, three Vice-Presidents, a Secretary, a

Treasurer; .an Executive Council consisting of these six

officers, the Chairmen of the several Divisions, and seven

other members
;
and an Editorial Committee consisting of

the Secretary of the Association (who shall be Chairman

ex
qfficio), the Secretaries of the several Divisions, and two

other members.

2. The President and the Vice-Presidents shall be elected

by the Association, to hold office for one year.

3. The Chairmen and Secretaries of Divisions shall be

chosen by the respective Divisions.

4. The other officers shall be elected by the Association

at a Union Meeting, to hold office until the next Union

Meeting. Vacancies occurring between two Union Meetings
shall be filled by the Executive Council.

V.

1 . The President,Vice-Presidents, Secretary, and Treasurer

shall perform the usual duties of such officers. The Secretary

shall, furthermore, have charge of the Publications of the

Association and the preparation of the program of the annual

meeting.

2. The Executive Council shall perform the duties assigned
to it in Articles II, III, IV, VII, and VIII; it shall, more-

over, determine such questions of policy as may be deferred

to it by the Association and such as may arise in the course

of the year and call for immediate decision.
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3. The Editorial Committee shall render such assistance

as the Secretary may need in editing the Publications of the

Association and preparing the annual program.

VI.

1. The Association may, to further investigation in any

special branch of Modern Language study, create a Section

devoted to that end.

2. The officers of a Section shall be a Chairman and a

Secretary, elected annually by the Association. They shall

form a standing committee of the Association, and may add

to their number any other members interested in the same

subject.

VII.

1. When, for geographical reasons, the members from

any group of States shall find it expedient to hold a separate

annual meeting, the Executive Council may arrange with

these members to form a Division, with power to call a

meeting at such place and time as the members of the

Division shall select
;
but no Division meeting shall be held

during the year in which the Association holds a Union

Meeting. The expense of Division meetings shall be borne

by the Association. The total number of Divisions shall not

at any time exceed three. The present Division is hereby

continued.

2. The members of a Division shall pay their dues to the

Treasurer of the Association, and shall enjoy the same rights

and privileges and be subject to the same conditions as other

members of the Association.

3. The officers of a Division shall be a Chairman and a

Secretary. The Division shall, moreover, have power to

create such committees as may be needed for its own busi-

ness. The program of the Division meeting shall be prepared
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by the Secretary of the Division in consultation with the

Secretary of the Association.

VIII.

This Constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote

at any Union Meeting, provided the proposed amendment

has received the approval of two-thirds of the members of

the Executive Council.
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MEMBERS OF THE MODERN LANGUAGE
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

INCLUDING MEMBERS OF THE CENTRAL DIVISION OF THE

ASSOCIATION.

Abernethy, Julian W., Principal, Berkeley Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y.

[185 Lincoln Place.]

Adams, Warren Austin, Assistant Professor of German, Dartmouth College,

Hanover, N. H.

Adler, Cyrus, Librarian, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C.

Alden, Raymond Macdonald, Assistant Professor of English Literature

and Ehetoric, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Palo Alto, Cal.

Allen, Edward A., Professor of the English Language and Literature,

University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.

Allen, Philip. S., Assistant Professor of German Literature, University of

Chicago, Chicago, 111.

Almstedt, Hermann Benjamin, Assistant Professor of Germanic Language
and Literature, University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.

Armstrong, Edward C., Associate Professor of French, Johns Hopkins

University, Baltimore, Md.

Armstrong, Joseph L., Professor of English, Randolph-Macon College,

Lynchburg, Va. [College Park, Va.]

Arrowsmith, R., American Book Co., New York, N. Y. [Washington

Square. ]

Ashleman, Lorley Ada, Associate in French, School of Education, Uni-

versity of Chicago, Chicago, 111. [5830 Washington Ave.
, Hyde

Park Station.]

Averill, Elisabeth, Teacher of French and German, Concord High School,

Concord, N. H. [42 K Spring St.]

Aviragnet, Elysee, Professor of Romance Languages, Bucknell University,

Lewisburg, Pa.

Ayer, Charles Carlton, Professor of Romance Languages, University of

Colorado, Boulder, Col.

Babbitt, Eugene H., Instructor in German, Rutgers College, New Bruns-

wick, N. J.

Babbitt, Irving, Assistant Professor of French, Harvard University, Cam-

bridge, Mass. [6 Kirkland Road.]
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Baillot, E. P., Professor of French, Northwestern University, Evanston,
111. [718 Emerson St.]

Baker, George Pierce, Assistant Professor of English, Harvard University,

Cambridge, Mass. [195 Brattle St.]

Baker, Harry Torsey, Tutor in English, Wesleyan University, Middle-

town, Conn.

Baker, Thomas Stockham, Professor of German, Jacob Tome Institute,

Port Deposit, Md.

Baldwin, Charles Sears, Assistant Professor of Rhetoric, Yale University,

New Haven, Conn.

Baldwin, Edward Chauncey, Assistant Professor of English Literature,

University of Illinois, Urbana, 111. [704 West Oregon St.]

Bargy, Henry, Tutor in the Romance Languages and Literatures, Columbia

University, New York, N. Y.

Barnes, Frank Coe, Adjunct Professor of Modern Languages, Union College,

Schnectady, N. Y.

Bartlett, Mrs. D. L., Baltimore, Md. [16 W. Monument St.]

Bartlett, George Alonzo, Cambridge Mass. [41 Beck Hall.]

Bassett, Ralph Emerson, Assistant Professor of Romance Languages, Uni-

versity of Kansas, Lawrence, Kas.

Batchelder, John D., Fellow by Courtesy, Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore, Md.

Batt, Max, Assistant Professsor of Modern Languages, North Dakota

Agricultural College, Fargo, N. D.

Battin, Benjamin F., Professor of German, Swarthmore College, Swarth-

more, Pa.

Baur, William F., Instructor in German, University of Cincinnati, Cincin-

nati, O.

Beatley, James A., Master ( German and French), English High School,

Boston, Mass. [11 Wabon St., Roxbury, Mass.]

Becker, Ernest Julius, Instructor in English and German, Baltimore City

College, Baltimore, Md.

Belden, Henry Marvin, Assistant Professor of English, University of

Missouri, Columbia, Mo.

Bell, Alexander Melville, Washington, D. C. [1525 35th St.]

Bernkopf, Anna Elise, Instructor in German, Vassar College, Pough-

keepsie, N. Y.

Bernkopf, Margarete, Instructor in German, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y.

Bethune, Baron de, Louvain, Belgium. [57 rue de la Station.]

Bevier, Louis, Jr., Professor of the Greek Language and Literature,

Rutgers College, New Brunswick, N. J.

Beziat de Bordes, A., Professor of Romance Languages, West Virginia

University, Morgantown, W. Va.
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Bierwirth, Heinrich Conrad, Instructor in German, Harvard University,

Cambridge, Mass. [15 Avon St.]

Bishop, David Horace, Professor of English, University of Mississippi,

University, Miss.

Blackburn, Francis Adelbert, Associate Professor of the English Language,

University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

Blackwell, Robert Emory, President and Professor of English, Randolph-
Macon College, Ashland, Va.

Blau, Max F., Assistant Professor of German, Princeton University,

Princeton, N. J.

Bloombergh, A. A., Professor of Modern Languages, Lafayette College,

Easton, Pa.

Boll, Helene H., Instructor in German, Hillhouse High School, New
Haven, Conn.

Bonnotte, Ferdinand A.
,
Professor of Modern Languages, Western Mary-

land College, Westminster, Md.

Borgerhoff, J. L., Instructor in Romance Languages, Western Reserve

University, Cleveland, O. [3020 Euclid Ave.]

Both-Hendriksen, Louise, Professor of the History of Arts and Lecturer in

Literature, Adelphi College, Brooklyn, N. Y. [150 Lefferts Place.]

Bothne, Gisle C. J., Professor of Greek and Scandinavian, Norwegian
Luther College, Decorah, la.

Boucke, Ewald A., Instructor in German, University of Michigan, Ann

Arbor, Mich. [808 S. State St.]

Bourland, Benjamin Parsons, Associate Professor of Romance Languages,

Western Reserve University, Cleveland, O. [2662 Euclid Ave.]

Bowen, Benjamin Lester, Professor of Romance Languages, Ohio State

University, Columbus, O.

Bowen, Edwin W., Professor of Latin, Randolph-Macon College, Ashland,

Va.

Bowen, James Vance, Professor of Foreign Languages, Mississippi Agricul-

tural and Mechanical College, Agricultural College, Miss.

Boysen, Johannes Lassen, Instructor in German, Syracuse University,

Syracuse, N. Y. [112 Raynor St.]

van Braam, P., Instructor in German, Iowa College, Grinnell, la.

Bradshaw, Sidney Ernest, Professor of Modern Languages, Furman Uni-

versity, Greenville, S. C.

Brandon, Edgar Ewing, Professor of the French Language and Literature,

Miami University, Oxford, O.

Brandt, Hermann Carl Georg, Professor of the German Language and

Literature, Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y.

Br&le", Charles F., Assistant Instructor in French, University of Pennsyl-

vania, Philadelphia, Pa. [3929 Baltimore Ave.]
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Briggs, Fletcher, Austin Teaching Fellow in German, Harvard University,

Cambridge, Mass. [3 Ellsworth Park.]

Briggs, T. H., Jr., Instructor in English, Eastern Illinois Normal School,

Charleston, 111.

Briggs, William Dinsmore, Instructor in English, Western Keserve Uni-

versity, Cleveland, O. [2662 Euclid Ave. ]

Bright, James Wilson, Professor of English Philology, Johns Hopkins

University, Baltimore, Md.

Bristol, Edward N., Henry Holt & Co., New York, N. Y. [29 West
23d St.]

Bronk, Isabelle, Professor of the French Language and Literature, Swarth-

more College, Swarthmore, Pa.

Bronson, Thomas Bertrand, Professor of Modern Languages, Lawrenceville

School, Lawrenceville, N. J.

Bronson, Walter C., Professor of English Literature, Brown University,

Providence, R. I.

Brooks, Maro Spalding, Head of Modern Language Department, Brookline

High School, Brookline, Mass. [25 Waverley St.]

Brooks, Neil C., Assistant Professor of German, University of Illinois,

Urbana, 111.

Brown, Arthur C. L., Instructor in English, University of Wisconsin,

Madison, Wis. [629 Frances St.]

Brown, Calvin S., Acting Assistant Professor of Komance Languages,

University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.

Brown, Carleton F., Instructor in English, Harvard University, Cambridge,
Mass. [39 Ellery St.]

Brown, Edward Miles, Professor of the English Language and Literature,

University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, O. [The Auburn Hotel. ]

Brown, Frank Clyde, Associate Professor of English, Emory College,

Oxford, Ga.

Brownell, George Griffin, Professor of Komance Languages, University of

Alabama, University, Ala.

Bruce, James Douglas, Professor of the English Language and Literature,

University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn.

Bruere, Kobert Walker, Associate in English, University of Chicago,

Chicago, 111.

Brumbaugh, M. G., Professor of Pedagogy, University of Pennsylvania,

Philadelphia, Pa. [3324 Walnut St.]

Brun, Alphonse, Instructor in French, Harvard University, Cambridge,
Mass. [39 Ellery St.]

Bruner, James Dowden, Associate Professor of Romance Languages and

Literatures, University of North Carolina, CJiapel Hill, N. C.

Brush, Murray Peabody, Associate in Romance Languages, Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore, Md.
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Brusie, Charles Frederick, Principal, Mt. Pleasant Academy, Ossining,N. Y.

Bryant, Frank E., Assistant Professor of English, University of Kansas,

Lawrence, Kas.

Buck, Gertrude, Associate Professor of English, Vassar College, Pough-

keepsie, N. Y.

Buckingham, Mary H., Boston, Mass. [96 Chestnut St.]

Buehler, Huber Gray, Headmaster, Hotchkiss School, Lakeville, Conn.

Burnet, Percy Bentley, Professor of Modern Languages, Iowa College,

Grinnell, la. [1407 Sixth Ave.]

Burnett, Arthur W., Henry Holt & Co., New York, N. Y. [29 West

23d St.]

Bush, Stephen H.
,
Assistant Professor of the French Language and Litera-

ture, State University of Iowa, Iowa City, la.

Butler, Frank Eoscoe, Hathorne, Mass.

Cabeen, Charles William, Professor of Komance Languages, Syracuse Uni-

versity, Syracuse, N. Y.

Callaway, Morgan, Jr., Professor of English, University of Texas, Austin,

Tex. [1104 Guadalupe St.]

Cameron, Arnold Guyot, Professor of French, Princeton University, Prince-

ton, N. J.

Campbell, Killis, Instructor in English, University of Texas, Austin, Tex.

[312 W. 10th St.]

Campion, John L., Teacher of English, Newman School, Hackensack,

N. J. [370 W. 116th St., New York, N. Y.]

Canby, Henry Seidel, Instructor in English, Sheffield Scientific School,

New Haven, Conn. [77 Elm St.]

Canfield, Arthur Graves, Professor of Komance Languages, University of

Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. [909 E. University Ave.]

Carnahan, David Hobart, Assistant Professor of Komance Languages, Uni-

versity of Illinois, Champaign, 111.

Carpenter, Frederic Ives, Assistant Professor of English, University of

Chicago, Chicago, 111. [5533 Woodlawn Ave.]

Carpenter, George Rice, Professor of Khetoric and English Composition,

Columbia University, New York, N. Y.

Carpenter, William Henry, Professor of Germanic Philology, Columbia

University, New York, N. Y.

Carr, Joseph William, Professor of English and Modern Languages, Uni-

versity of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Ark. [353 Highland Ave.]

Carrington, Herbert D., Professor of German, University of Washington,

Seattle, Wash.

Carruth, W. H., Professor of the German Language and Literature,

University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kas.

Carson, Lucy Hamilton, Professor of English, Montana State Normal

College, Dillon, Mont.
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Carson, Luella Clay, Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature, Uni-

versity of Oregon, Eugene, Ore.

Carteaux, Gustave A., Professor of the French Language, Polytechnic

Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Chamberlin, Willis Arden, Professor of the German Language and Litera-

ture, Denison University, Granville, O.

Chandler, Frank Wadleigh, Professor of Literature and History, Poly-

technic Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y. [22 Orange St.]

Chapman, Henry Leland, Professor of English Literature, Bowdoin College,

Brunswick, Me.

Chase, Frank" Herbert, Professor of English, Central University of Ken-

tucky, Danville, Ky. [453 Broadway.]

Chase, George C., President and Professor of Psychology and Logic, Bates

College, Lewiston, Me.

Cheek, Samuel Robertson, Professor of Latin, Central University of

Kentucky, Danville, Ky.

Cheever, Louisa S., Instructor in English, Smith College, Northampton,
Mass. [Chapin House.]

Child, Clarence Griffin, Assistant Professor of English, University of Penn-

sylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. [4237 Sansom St.]

Churchill, George Bosworth, Associate Professor of English Literature,

Amherst College, Amherst, Mass.

Clark, J. Scott, Professor of the English Language, Northwestern Uni-

versity, Evanston, 111.

Clark, Thatcher, Instructor in Spanish and French, U. S. Naval Academy,

Annapolis, Md. [Hotel Maryland.]

Clark, Thomas Arkle, Professor of Rhetoric, University of Illinois, Urbana,
111.

Clary, S. Willard, D. C. Heath & Co., Boston, Mass. [120 Boylston St.]

Cloran, Timothy, Adjunct Professor of Romanic Languages, Vanderbilt

University, Nashville, Tenn. [1006 Lamar St.]

Coar, John Firman, Professor of the German Language and Literature,

Adelphi College, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Cohn, Adolphe, Professor of the Romance Languages and Literatures,

Columbia University, New York, N. Y.

Colin, TheVese F., Associate Professor of French, Wellesley College, Wel-

lesley, Mass.

Collins, George Stuart, Professor of the German Language and Literature,

Polytechnic Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Collitz, Hermann, Professor of Comparative Philology and German, Bryn
Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa. 9

Colville, William T., Carbondale, Pa.

Colvin, Mrs. Mary Noyes, Dansville, N. Y.
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Comfort, William Wistar, Instructor in Komance Languages, Haverford

College, Haverford, Pa.

Compton, Alfred D., Tutor in English, College of the City of New York,
New York, N. Y. [40 W. 126th St.]

Conklin, Clara, Associate Professor of Romance Languages, University of

Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb.

Cook, Albert S., Professor of the English Language and Literature, Yale

University, New Haven, Conn. [219 Bishop St.]

Cook, Mabel Priscilla, Lexington, Mass.

Cooper, Lane, Instructor in English, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

[120OakAve.]

Cooper, William Alpha, Assistant Professor of German, Leland Stanford

Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal.

Corwin, Eobert Nelson, Professor of German, Sheffield Scientific School,

Yale University, New Haven, Conn. [247 St. Eonan St.]

Crane, Thomas Frederick, Professor of the Komance Languages and Litera-

tures, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

Crawshaw, William Henry, Professor of English Literature, Colgate

University, Hamilton, N. Y.

Critchlow, Frank Linley, Instructor in Komance Languages, Princeton

University, Princeton, N. J. [156 Nassau St.]

Croll, Morris W.
,
Assistant Editor of the New Worcester Dictionary, Phila-

delphia, Pa. [3733 Walnut St.]

Crow, Charles Langley, Adjunct Professor of Modern Languages. Washing-
ton and Lee University, Lexington, Va.

Crowell, Asa Clinton, Associate Professor of Germanic Languages and

Literatures, Brown University, Providence, K. I. [345 Hope St.]

Crowne, Joseph Vincent, Instructor in English, College of the City of New

York, New York, N. Y.

Cunliffe, John William, Lecturer in English, McGill University, Montreal,

Canada.

Curdy, Albert Eugene, Instructor in French, Yale University, New Haven,
Conn. [743 Yale Station.]

Curme, George Oliver, Professor of Germanic Philology, Northwestern

University, Evanston, 111. [2237 Sherman Ave.]

Currell, W. S., Professor of English, Washington and Lee University,

Lexington, Va.

Cutting, Starr Willard, Professor of German Literature, University of

Chicago, Chicago, 111. [5336 Ellis Ave.]

Damon, Lindsay Todd, Associate Professor of Rhetoric, Brown University,

Providence, R. I.

Danton, George Henry, Charlottenburg-Berlin, Germany. [Pestalozzi-

Strasse94iv.]
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Darnall, Henry Johnston, Adjunct Professor of Modern Languages, Uni-

versity of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn.

Davidson, Charles, Cambridge, Mass. [16 Linnaean St.]

Davidson, F. J. A., Professor of Romance Languages, University of Toronto,

Toronto, Canada.

Davies, Hadjie Booker, Adjunct Professor of Modern Languages, Uni-

versity of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Ark.

Davies, William Walter, Professor of the German Language, Ohio Wes-

leyan University, Delaware, O.

Davis, Charles G.
,
Instructor in German, University of Illinois, Urbana,

111. [903 Colorado Ave.]

Davis, Edwin Bell, Associate Professor of Modern Languages, Rutgers

College, New Brunswick, N. J.

Dawson, Edgar, Professor of the English Language and Literature and

of Political Science, Delaware College, Newark, Del.

Deering, Robert Waller, Professor of Germanic Languages and Literature,

Western Reserve University, Cleveland, O. [76 Bellflower Ave.]
De Haan, Fonger, Associate Professor of Spanish, Bryn Mawr College,

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Deiler, J. Hanno, Professor of the German Language and Literature, Tulane

University of Louisiana, New Orleans, La. [2229 Bienville Ave.]

Deister, John Louis, Parkville, Mo. [R. R. 3.]

De Lagneau, Lea Rachel, Instructor in Romance Languages, Lewis Institute,

Chicago, 111.

Demmon, Isaac Newton, Professor of English, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

Denney, Joseph Villiers, Professor of Rhetoric and the English Language,
Ohio State University, Columbus, O.

Diekhoff, Tobias J. C., Assistant Professor of German, University of

Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. [940 Greenwood Ave.]

Dike, Francis Harold, Instructor in Modern Languages, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Boston, Mass.

Dippold, George Theodore, Professor of Modern Languages, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Boston, Mass.

Dodge, Daniel Kilham, Professor of the English Language and Literature,

University of Illinois, Champaign, 111.

Dodge, Robert Elkin Neil, Assistant Professor of English, University of

Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. [251 Langdon St.]

Doherty, David J., M. D., Chicago, 111. [582 La Salle Ave.]

Douay, Gaston, Assistant Professor of French, Washington University,

St. Louis, Mo. 9
Dow, Louis H., Professor of French, Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H.

Downer, Charles A., Professor of the French Language and Literature,

College of the City of New York, New York, N. Y.
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Dunlap, Charles Graham, Professor of English Literature, University of

Kansas, Lawrence, Kas.

Eastman, Clarence Willis, Assistant Professor of German, State University
of Iowa, Iowa City, la.

Easton, Morton William, Professor of English and Comparative Philology,

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

Eaton, Mrs.Abbie Fiske, Instructor in German, University of Wisconsin,

Madison, Wis.

Edgar, Pelham, Professor of the French Language and Literature, Victoria

College, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada.

Elliott, A. Marshall, Professor of Romance Languages, Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore, Md. [935 N. Calvert St.]

Emerson, Oliver Farrar, Professor of Rhetoric and English Philology,

Western Reserve University, Cleveland, O. [98 Wadena St., E.

Cleveland, O.]

Epes, John D., Professor of English, Washington College, Chestertown, Md.

Evans, M. Blakemore, Instructor in German, University of Wisconsin,

Madison, Wis.

Fairchild, J. R., American Book Co., New York, N. Y. [Washington

Square. ]

Farley, Frank Edgar, Associate Professor of English, Simmons College,

Boston, Mass. [45Tremont St., Lawrence, Mass.]

Farnsworth, William Oliver, Instructor in French, Yale University, New

Haven, Conn.

Farrand, Wilson, Head Master, Newark Academy, Newark, N. J.

Farrar, Thomas J., Professor of English, Agnes Scott Institute, Decatur,

Ga.

Faurot, Albert Alfred, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111. [6030 Ellis

Ave.]

Faust, Albert Bernhardt, Acting Assistant Professor of German, Cornell

University, Ithaca, N. Y. [406 University Ave. ]

Fay, Charles Ernest, Professor of Modern Languages, Tufts College, Tufts

College, Mass.

Ferrell, Chiles Clifton, Professor of Modern Languages, University of

Mississippi, University, Miss.

Ferren, Harry M., Head Teacher of German, High School, Allegheny, Pa.

Few, William Preston, Professor of English, Trinity College, Durham, N. C.

Fielder, Edwin W., Silver, Burdett & Co., New York, N. Y. [85 Fifth

Ave.]

Fife, Robert H., Jr., Associate Professor of German, Wesleyan University,

Middletown, Conn. [240 College St.]
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Files, George Taylor, Professor of German, Bowdoin College, Brunswick,
Me.

Fitz-Gerald, John Driscoll, 2d, Tutor in the Romance Languages and

Literatures, Columbia University, New York, N. Y.

Fitz-Hugh, Thomas, Professor of Latin, University of Virginia, Charlottes-

ville, Va.

Fletcher, Jefferson Butler, Professor of Comparative Literature, Columbia

University, New York, N. Y.

Fletcher, Robert Huntington, Hanover, N. H.

Flom, George T., Professor of Scandinavian Languages and Literatures,

State University of Iowa, Iowa City, la.

Florer, Warren Washburn, Instructor in German, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Mich. [1108 Prospect St.]

Ford, J. D. M.
, Assistant Professor of Romance Languages, Harvard Uni-

versity, Cambridge, Mass. [40 Avon Hill St.]

Ford, R. Clyde, Professor of Modern Languages, State Normal College,

Ypsilanti, Mich.

Fortier, Alcee, Professor of Romance Languages, Tulane University of

Louisiana, New Orleans. La. [1241 Esplanade Ave.]

Fossler, Lawrence, Professor of Germanic Languages, University of Ne-

braska, Lincoln, Neb.

Foster, Irving Lysander, Assistant Professor of Romance Languages,

Pennsylvania State College, State College, Pa.

Foulet, Lucien, Associate Professor of French, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn

Mawr, Pa.

Francke, Kuno, Professor of German Literature and Curator of the Germanic

Museum, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. [2 Berkeley Place. ]

Fraser, M. Emma N., Professor of Romance Languages, Elmira College,

Elmira, N. Y.

Fraser, W. H., Professor of Italian and Spanish, University of Toronto,

Toronto, Canada.

Froelicher, Hans, Professor of German, Woman's College of Baltimore,

Baltimore, Md.

Fruit, John Phelps, Professor of the English Language and Literature,

William Jewell College, Liberty, Mo.

Fuller, Harold DeW., Instructor in English, Harvard University, Cam-

bridge, Mass. [16 Claverly Hall.]

Fuller, Paul, New York, N. Y. [P. O. Box 2559.]

Fulton, Edward, Assistant Professor of Rhetoric, University of Illinois,

Urbana, 111. [512 W. High St.]

Furst, Clyde B., Secretary of Teachers' College, Columbia Univerity, New

York, N. Y.

Galloo, Eugenie, Professor of Romance Languages and Literatures, Uni-

versity of Kansas, Lawrence, Kas.
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Gardiner, John Hays, Assistant Professor of English, Harvard University,

Cambridge, Mass. [18 Grays Hall.]

Garnett, James M., Baltimore, Md. [1316 Bolton St.]

Garrett, Alfred Cope, Philadelphia, Pa. [Logan Station.]

Gauss, Christian Frederick, Assistant Professor of Modern Languages,

Lehigh University, South Bethlehem, Pa. [428 Cherokee St.]

Gaw, Mrs. Kalph H., Topeka, Kas. [1321 Filmore St.]

Gay, Lucy M., Assistant Professor of French, University of Wisconsin,

Madison, Wis. [216 N. Pinckney St.]

Gayley, Charles Mills, Professor of the English Language and Literature,

University of California, Berkeley, Cal. [2403 Piedmont Ave.]

Geddes, James, Jr., Professor of Komance Languages, Boston University,

Boston, Mass.

Gerig, John L., Instructor in Linguistic Science and Sanskrit and in

Komance Languages, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb. [700
N. 16th St.]

Gerould, Gordon Hall, Associate in English Philology, Bryn Mawr

College, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Gillett, William Kendall, Professor of French and Spanish, New York

University, University Heights, New York, N. Y.

Glen, Irving M., Professor of the English Language and Early English

Literature, University of Oregon, Eugene, Ore. [254 E. 9th St.]

Goebel, Julius, Professor of Germanic Philology and Literature, Leland

Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal.

Gorrell, Joseph Hendren, Professor of Modern Languages, Wake Forest

College, Wake Forest, N. C.

Gould, William Elford, Fellow by Courtesy, Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore, Md.

Grandgent, Charles Hall, Professor of Romance Languages, Harvard Uni-

versity, Cambridge, Mass. [107 Walker St.]

Greene, Herbert Eveleth, Collegiate Professor of English, Johns Hopkins

University, Baltimore, Md. [1019 St. Paul St.]

Greenlaw, Edwin A., Instructor in English, Northwestern University,

Evanston, 111.

Gregor, Leigh R, Lecturer on Modern Languages, McGill University,

Montreal, Canada. [139 Baile St.]

Griffin, James O., Professor of German, Leland Stanford Jr. University,

Stanford University, Cal.

Griffin, Nathaniel Edward, Professor of English, Wells College, Aurora,

N. Y.

Grimm, Karl Josef, Professor of Modern Languages, Ursinus College,

Collegeville, Pa.

Grossmann, Edward A., New York, N. Y. [24 W. 84th St.]
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Gruener, Gustav, Professor of German, Yale University, New Haven,
Conn. [Box 276, Yale Station.]

Grumbine, Harvey Carson, Professor of the English Language and Litera-

ture, University of Wooster, Wooster, O.

Grummann, Paul H., Associate Professor of Germanic Languages, Uni-

versity of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb.

Gudeman, A., Munich, Germany.

Guiteras, Calixto, Professor of Spanish, Girard College and Drexel Insti-

tute, Philadelphia, Pa.

Gummere, Francis B., Professor of English, Haverford College, Haver-

ford, Pa.

Gutknecht, Louise L., Teacher of German, South Chicago High School,

Chicago, 111. [7700 Bond Ave., Windsor Park, Chicago.]

Gwinn, Mary Mackall, Professor of English, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn

Mawr, Pa.

Haertel, Martin H.
,
Assistant in German, University of Wisconsin, Madi-

son, Wis. [812 W. Johnson St.]

Hale, Edward E., Jr., Professor of English, Union College, Schenectady,
N. Y.

Hall, John Lesslie, Professor of the English Language and Literature and

of General History, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Va.

Ham, Roscoe James, Assistant Professor of Modern Languages, Bowdoin

College, Brunswick, Me.

Hamilton, George L., Instructor in French, University of Michigan, Ann

Arbor, Mich.

Hamilton, Theodore Ely, Instructor in Romance Languages, Univer-

sity of Illinois, Urbana, 111. [1001 S. Wright St.]

Hammond, Eleanor Prescott, Decent in English, University of Chicago,

Chicago, 111.

Haney, John Louis, Assistant Professor of English and History, Central

High School, Philadelphia, Pa.

Hanner, J. P., Jr., Professor of Modern Languages, Emory College,

Oxford, Ga.

Hansche, Maude Bingham, Teacher of German, Commercial High School

for Girls, Broad and Green Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Hanscom, Elizabeth Deering, Associate Professor of English Literature,

Smith College, Northampton, Mass. [17 Henshaw Ave. ]

Hardy, Ashley Kingsley, Assistant Professor of German and Instructor in

Old English, Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H.

Hargrove, Henry Lee, Professor of English, Baylor University^ Waco,
Texas. [1305 S. 8th St.]

Harper, George McLean, Professor of English, Princeton University,

Princeton, N. J.
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Harris, Charles, Professor of German, Western Keserve University, Cleve-

land, O.

Harris, Launcelot M., Professor of English, College of Charleston, Charles-

ton, S. C.

Harris, Martha Anstice, Professor of the English Language and Litera-

ture, Elmira College, Elmira, N. Y.

Harrison, James Albert, Professor of Teutonic Languages, University of

Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.

Harrison, John Smith, Instructor in English, Kenyon College, Gambier, O.

Harrison, Thomas Perrin, Professor of English, Davidson College, David-

son, N. C.

Hart, Charles Edward, Professor of Ethics, Evidences of Christianity, and

Literary Study of the English Bible, Rutgers College, New Bruns-

wick, N. J. [33 Livingston Ave. ]

Hart, James Morgan, Professor of the English Language and Literature,

Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

Hart, Walter M., Assistant Professor of English, University of California,

Berkeley, Cal.

Hatfield, James Taft, Professor of the German Language and Literature,

Northwestern University, Evanston, 111.

Hathaway, Charles Montgomery, Jr., Tutor in English, Columbia Univer-

sity, New York, N. Y.

Hauhart, William Frederic, Instructor in German, University of Illinois,

Urbana, 111. [905 W. Green St.]

Hausknecht, Emil, Direktor, Realschule, Kiel, Germany.

Heller, Otto, Professor of the German Language and Literature, Washing-
ton University, St. Louis, Mo.

Hempl, George, Professor of English Philology and General Linguistics,

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. [1027 E. University

Ave.]

Henneman, John Bell, Professor of English, University of the South,

Sewanee, Tenn.

Herford, C. H., Professor in Owens College, Manchester, England.

Hervey, Wm. Addison, Adjunct Professor of the Germanic Languages and

Literatures, Columbia University, New York, N. Y.

Heuser, Frederick W. J., Lecturer in the Germanic Languages and Lit-

eratures, Barnard College, Columbia University, New York, N. Y.

[154 Hewes St., Brooklyn, N. Y.]

Hewett, Waterman T., Professor of the German Language and Literature,

Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

Hills, Elijah Clarence, Professor of Romance Languages, Colorado Col-

lege, Colorado Springs, Col. [1111 Wood Ave.]

Hinsdale, Ellen C., Professor of the German Language and Literature,

Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass.
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Hobigand, Jules Adolphe, Ballou and Hobigand Preparatory School,

Boston, Mass. [1022 Boylston St.]

Hochdorfer, Karl Friedrich Richard, Professor of Modern Languages,

Wittenberg College, Springfield, O. [62 E. Ward St.]

Hodell, Charles Wesley, Professor of the English Language and Litera-

ture, Woman's College of Baltimore, Baltimore, Md.

Hohlfeld, A. R., Professor of German, University of Wisconsin, Madison,
Wis. [145 W. Oilman St.]

Holzwarth, Franklin James, Professor of the Germanic Languages and

Literatures, Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y. [301 Waverly
Ave.]

Horning, L. E.
,
Professor of German and Old English, Victoria College,

University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada,

Hoskins, John Preston, Assistant Professor of German, Princeton Univer-

sity, Princeton, N. J. [22 Bank St.]

Hospes, Mrs. Cecilia Lizzette, Teacher of German and Science, Webster

Groves High School, St. Louis, Mo. [3001 Lafayette Ave, ]

House, Kalph Emerson, Professor of Modern Languages, University of

Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Howard, Albert A., Professor of Latin, Harvard University, Cambridge,
Mass. [12 Walker St.]

Howard, William Guild, Instructor in German, Harvard University, Cam-

brige, Mass. [20 Hoiworthy Hall.]

Howe, George M., Instructor in German, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

[57 Cascadilla Place].

Howe, Malvina A., Teacher of English Literature, Miss Porter's School,

Farmington, Conn.

Howe, Thomas Carr, Professor of German, Butler College, University of

Indianapolis, Indianapolis, Ind. [48 S. Audubon Road, Irvington.]

Howe, Will David, Professor of the English Language and Literature,

Butler College, University of Indianapolis, Indianapolis, Ind. [377
Audubon Road, Irvington.]

Hoyt, Prentiss C., Assistant Professor of English, Clark College, Worcester,

Mass.

Hubbard, Rev. Charles Francis, Buffalo, N. Y. [922 Niagara St.]

Hubbard, Frank G., Professor of the English Language, University of

Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

Hudnall, Richard Henry, Professor of English, History, and Spanish,

Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College, Blacksburg, Va.

Hulme, William Henry, Professor of English, Western Reserve University,

Cleveland, O. [48 Mayfield St.]

Hume, Thomas, Professor of English Literature, University *of North

Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C.
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Hunt, Theodore Whitefield, Professor of the English Language and Litera-

ture, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J.

Hurlbut, Byron Satterlee, Assistant Professor of English, Harvard Univer-

sity, Cambridge. Mass. [7 Hollis Hall. ]

Hyde, James H., Vice-President of the Equitable Life Assurance Society,

New York, N. Y. [120 Broadway.]

Ilgen, Ernest, Assistant Professor of German, College of the City of New
York, New York, N. Y.

Ingraham, Andrew, Cambridge, Mass. [Bryant St. ]

Jack, Albert E., Professor of English, Lake Forest University, Lake

Forest, 111.

von Jagemann, H. C. G., Professor of Germanic Philology, Harvard Uni-

versity, Cambridge, Mass. [113 Walker St.]

James, Arthur W., Professor of the German Language and Literature,

Miami University, Oxford O.

Jayne, Violet Delille, Associate Professor of English Literature, University

of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

Jenkins, T. Atkinson, Associate Professor of French Philology, University

of Chicago, Chicago, 111. [488 E. 54th Place.]

Jessen, Karl D.
,
Instructor in German, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Jodocius, Albert, Delancey School, Philadelphia, Pa. [1420 Pine St.]

Johnson, Henry, Professor of Modern Languages, Bowdoin College, Bruns-

wick, Me.

Johnston, Oliver M., Associate Professor of Romanic Languages, Leland

Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal.

Jonas, J. B. E., Assistant Professor of German, Brown University, Provi-

dence, R. I.

Jones, Everett Starr, Instructor in Modern Languages, Jacob Tome Insti-

tute, Port Deposit, Md.

Jones, Harrie Stuart Vedder, Assistant in English, Harvard University,

Cambridge, Mass. [HI Hammond St.]

Jones, Jessie Louise, Assistant Professor of German, Lewis Institute, Chi-

cago, 111.

Jordan, Daniel, Instructor in the Romance Languages and Literatures,

Columbia University, New York, N. Y.

Jordan, Mary Augusta, Professor of English, Smith College, Northampton,
Mass. [Hatfield House.]

Josselyn, Freeman M., Jr., Professor of Romance Languages, Boston Uni-

versity, Boston, Mass.

Joynes, Edward S., Professor of Modern Languages, South Carolina College,

Columbia, S. C.
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Kagan, Josiah M., Instructor in German, Koxbury High School, Roxbury,
Mass. [19 Trowbridge St., Cambridge, Mass.]

Karsten, Gustaf E., St. Louis, Mo. [St. John's Hospital.]

Keidel, George Charles, Associate in Eomance Languages, Johns Hopkins

University, Baltimore, Md.

Kent, Charles W.
,
Professor of English Literature, University of Virginia,

Charlottesville, Va.

Keppler, Emil A. C., Assistant in the Germanic Languages and Litera-

tures, Columbia University, New York, N. Y.

Kern, Paul Oskar, Assistant Professor of Germanic Philology, University
of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

Kerr, William Alexander Robb, Professor of the French Language and

Literature, Adelphi College, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Kinard, James Pinckney, Professor of the English Language and Litera-

ture, Winthrop College, Eock Hill, S. C.

Kind, John Louis, Assistant in German, Teachers' College, Columbia

University, New York, N. Y. [419 W. 118th St.]

King, Robert Augustus, Professor of French and German, Wabash College,

Crawfordsville, Ind.

Kip, Herbert Z., Adjunct Professor of German, Vanderbilt University,

Nashville, Tenn. [120 Farrell Ave.]

Kirchner, Elida C., Instructor in German, High School, St. Louis, Mo.

[1211 N. Grand Ave.]

Kittredge, George Lyman, Professor of English, Harvard University,

Cambridge, Mass. [8 Hilliard St.]

Klaeber, Frederick, Professor of English Philology, University of Minne-

sota, Minneapolis, Minn,

von Klenze, Camillo, Associate Professor of German Literature, University

of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

Knoepfler, J. B., Professor of German, Iowa State Normal School, Cedar

Falls, la.

Krapp, George Philip, Instructor in English, Columbia University, New
York, N. Y.

Kroeh, Charles F., Professor of Languages, Stevens Institute of Technology,

Hoboken, N. J.

Krowl, Harry C.
,
Instructor in English, College of the City of New York,

New York, N. Y.

Krug, Joseph, Professor of the German Language and Literature, Central

High School and Normal School, Cleveland, O. [51 Fourth

Ave.]

Kuersteiner, Albert Frederick, Professor of Romance Languages, Indiana

University, Bloomington, Ind.

Kuhns, Oscar, Professor of Romance Languages, Wesleyan University,

Middletown, Conn.
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Kullmer, Charles Julius, Instructor in German, University of Illinois,

Urbana, 111.

Kurrelmeyer, William, Instructor in German, Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore, Md.

Lamaze, Edouard, Principal of the School of French, International Corre-

spondence Schools, Scranton, Pa.

Lambert, Marcus Bachman, Teacher of German, Boys' High School,

Brooklyn, N. Y. [252 Madison St.]

La Mestee, Alphonse Marin, Civilian Instructor in French, U. S. Military

Academy, West Point, N. Y.

Lang, Henry R., Professor of Romance Philology, Yale University, New
Haven, Conn. [Box 244, Yale Station.]

Lange, Alexis Frederick, Professor of English and Scandinavian Philology,

University of California, Berkeley, Cal. [2629 Haste St.]

Langley, Ernest F., Assistant Professor of Romance Languages, Dartmouth

College, Hanover, N. H.

Lawrence, William Witherle, Associate Professor of English Literature,

University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kas. [1104 Tennessee St.]

Learned, Marion Dexter, Professor of the Germanic Languages and Litera-

tures, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

Le Due, Alma de L., Assistant Professor of Romance Languages, Univer-

sity of Kansas, Lawrence, Kas.

Lehmann, Gottfried, Instructor in German, Indiana University, Blooming-

ton, Ind. [216 Indiana Ave.]

Leonard, Arthur Newton, Professor of German, Bates College, Lewiston, Me.

Leonard, Jonathan, Sub-Master (French), English High School, Somer-

ville, Mass. [Sandwich, Mass.]

Lessing, Otto Eduard, Instructor in German, Smith College, Northampton,
Mass. [Marquartstein, Ober-Bayern, Germany.]

Levi, Moritz, Junior Professor of French, University of Michigan, Ann

Arbor, Mich. [1029 Vaughn St.]

Lewis, Charlton M., Professor of English Literature, Yale University, New

Haven, Conn.

Lewis, Edwin Herbert, Professor of English, Lewis Institute, Chicago, 111.

Lewis, Edwin Seelye, Professor of Romance Languages, Princeton Uni-

versity, Princeton, N. J.

Lewis, Mary Elizabeth, Adviser of Women, University of Missouri, Colum-

bia, Mo. [Read Hall.]

Lewis, Orlando Faulkland, Professor of Modern Languages, University of

Maine, Orono, Me.

Liberma, Marco F., Assistant Professor of Romance Languages, University

of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, O.
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Lincoln, George, Assistant Professor of French, University of Kansas,

Lawrence, Kas.

Lipscomb, Dabney, New York, N. Y. [430 W. 118th St.]

Logeman, Henry, Professor of English Philology, University of Ghent,

Ghent, Belgium. [153 Bagattenstraat. ]

Loiseaux, Louis Auguste, Instructor in the Romance Languages and Litera-

tures, Columbia University, New York, N. Y.

Lombard, Mary Joy, Instructor in French, Michigan State Normal College,

Ypsilanti, Mich. [130 College Place.]

Longden, Henry B., Professor of the German Language and Literature,

De Pauw University, Greencastle, Ind.

Lovewell, Bertha E., Instructor in English, Hartford Public High School,

Hartford, Conn. [43 Farmington Ave.]

Lowes, John Livingston, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. [74
Oxford St.]

Lutz, Frederick, Professor of Modern Languages and Acting Professor of

Latin, Albion College, Albion, Mich.

Lyman, Albert Benedict, M. D., Baltimore, Md. [504 Sharp St.]

Macarthur, John R., Professor of English, Agricultural and Mechanical

College, Mesilla Park, New Mex.

McBryde, John McLaren, Jr.
, Acting Associate Professor of the English

Language, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C.

MacClintock, William D., Professor of English, University of Chicago,

Chicago, 111. [5629 Lexington Ave.]

McClumpha, Charles Flint, Professor of the English Language and Litera-

ture, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.

MacDuffie, John, MacDuffie School for Girls, Springfield, Mass. [182
Central St.]

Mcllwaine, Henry Read, Professor of English and History, Hampden-
Sidney College, Hampden-Sidney, Va.

Macine, John, Professor of French and Spanish, University of North

Dakota, University, N. D.

McKenzie, Kenneth, Instructor in Romance Languages, Yale University,

New Haven, Conn.

McKibben, George F., Professor of Romance Languages, Denison Uni-

versity, Granville, O.

McKnight, George Harley, Assistant Professor of Rhetoric and the English

Language, Ohio State University, Columbus, O.

MacLean, George Edwin, President, State University of Iowa, Iowa City, la.

McLouth, Lawrence A., Professor of Germanic Languages and Literatures,

New York University, University Heights, New York, N\ Y.

MacMechan, Archibald, Professor of the English Language and Literature,

Dalhousie College, Halifax, N. S.
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Magee, Charles Moore, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

[Conshohocken, Pa.]

Magill, Edward Hicks, Professor Emeritus and Lecturer on French Litera-

ture, Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pa. [The Gardner, 128 W.
43d St., New York, N. Y.]

MagiU, Mrs. Sarah E. Gardner, New York, N. Y. [The Gardner, 128

W. 43d St.]

Manly, John Matthews, Professor and Head of the Department of English,

University of Chicago, Chicago. 111.

March, Francis Andrew, Professor of the English Language and of Com-

parative Philology, Lafayette College, Easton, Pa.

March, Francis A., Jr., Lafayette College, Easton, Pa.

Marcou, Philippe Belknap, Assistant Professor of Romance Languages,
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. [42 Garden St. ]

Marden, Charles Carroll, Associate Professor of Spanish, Johns Hopkins

University, Baltimore, Md.

Marsh, Arthur Bichmond, Cambridge, Mass. [53 Garden St.]

Marsh, George L.
,
Associate in English, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

Marvin, Arthur. Principal, Schenectady High School, Schenectady, N. Y.

[6 Nott Terrace.]

Mather, Frank Jewett, Jr., The Evening Post, New York, N. Y.

Matthews, Brander, Professor of Dramatic Literature, Columbia University,

New York, N. Y. [681 West End Ave.]

Matzke, John E., Professor of Romanic Languages, Leland Stanford Jr.

University, Stanford University, Cal.

Maynadier, Gustavus H., Instructor in English, Harvard University, Cam-

bridge, Mass. [49 Hawthorn St.]

Mead, William Edward, Professor of the English Language, Wesleyan

University, Middletown, Conn.

Meisnest, F. W., Instructor in German, University of Wisconsin, Madison,

Wis. [302 Murray St.]

Mensel, Ernst Heinrich, Professor of Germanic Languages and Literatures,

Smith College, Northampton, Mass.

Meyer, Edward Stockton, Associate Professor of German, Western Reserve

University, Cleveland, O.

Meyer, George Henry, Professor of the German Language and Literature,

University of Illinois, Urbana, 111. [912 California Ave.]

Miles, Louis Wardlaw, Instructor in German, Country School for Boys,

Baltimore, Md. [514 Cathedral St.]

Milhau, Marie-Louise, Lecturer in Modern Languages, Royal Victoria

College, McGill University, Montreal, Canada.

Miller, Daniel Thomas, Professor of Languages, Brigham Young College,

Logan, Utah.

Moore, Alfred Austin, Instructor in Romance Languages, Cornell Uni-

versity, Ithaca, N. Y.
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Moore, Hamilton Byron, Head of the Department of English, Manual

Training High School, Indianapolis, Ind. [2223 N. Delaware St.]

Moore, Kobert Webber, Professor of German, Colgate University, Hamilton,
N. Y.

Morley, Sylvanus Griswold, Instructor in Romance Languages, Harvard

University, Cambridge, Mass. [94 Prescott St.]

Morrill, Clarence B., Instructor in English, University of Michigan, Ann

Arbor, Mich.

Morrill, Georgiana Lea, Instructor in English, University of Wisconsin,

Madison, Wis. [251 Langdon St.]

Morris, Edgar Coit, Professor of English, Syracuse University, Syracuse,

N. Y. [309 University Place.]

Morris, George Davis, Assistant Professor of French, Indiana University,

Bloomington, Ind. [801 Atwater Ave.]

Morris, John, Professor of Germanic Languages, University of Georgia,

Athens, Ga.

Morton, Asa Henry, Professor of Komance Languages, Williams College,

Williamstown, Mass.

Morton, Edward P., Assistant Professor of English, Indiana University,

Bloomington, Ind.

Mott, Lewis F., Professor of the English Language and Literature, College

of the City of New York, New York, N. Y.

Muenter, Erich, Instructor in German, Harvard University, Cambridge,

Mass. [63 Oxford St.]

Mulfinger, George A., Teacher of German, South Division High School,

Chicago, 111. [112 Seeley Ave.]

Nash. Bennett H., Boston, Mass. [252 Beacon St.]

Neff, Theodore Lee, Instructor in French, University of Chicago, Chicago,

111.

Neilson, William Allan, Adjunct Professor of English, Columbia Univer-

sity, New York, N. Y.

Nelson, Clara Albertine, Professor of French, Ohio Wesleyan University,

Delaware, O.

Newcomer, Alphonso Gerald, Associate Professor of English Literature,

Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal.

Newcomer, Charles Berry, Professor of Greek and Instructor in French,

Drury College, Springfield, Mo. [1221 Washington Ave.]

Newell, William Wells, Editor of The Journal of American Folklore, 54

Garden St., Cambridge, Mass.

Newton, Walter Eussell, Instructor in German, Phillips Academy^Andover,
Mass.

Nichols, Edwin Bryant, Professor of Romance Languages, Kenyon College,

Gambier, O.
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Nitze, William Albert, Associate Professor of Romance Languages, Amherst

College, Amherst, Mass.

Noble, Charles, Professor of the English Language and Rhetoric, Iowa

College, Grinnell, la. [1110 West St.]

von Noe*, Adolf Carl, Assistant in German, Leland Stanford Jr. University,
Stanford University, Cal.

Nollen, John S., Professor of German, Indiana University, Bloomington,
Ind.

Northup, Clark S., Assistant Professor of the English Language and Litera-

ture, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. [107 College Place.]

Ogden, Philip, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

d'Oleire, E., Triibner's Buchhandlung, Miinsterplatz 9, Strassburg i. E.,

Germany.

Oliver, Thomas Edward, Professor of Romanic Languages, University of

Illinois, Urbana, 111.

Olmsted, Everett Ward, Assistant Professor of Romance Languages, Cornell

University, Ithaca, 1ST. Y. [730 University Ave. ]

Opdycke, Leonard Eckstein, New York, N. Y. [117 E. 69th St.]

Osgood, Charles Grosvenor, Jr., Instructor in English, Yale University,

New Haven, Conn. [67 Mansfield Street.]

Osthaus, Carl W. R, Associate Professor of German, Indiana University,

Bloomington, Ind.

Ott, John Henry, Professor of the English Language and Literature,

College of the Northwestern University, Watertown, Wis.

Owen, Edward T., Professor of the French Language and Literature, Uni-

versity of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

Padelford, Frederick Morgan, Professor of the English Language and

Literature, University of Washington, Seattle, Wash. [University

Station.]

Page, Curtis Hidden, Lecturer in the Romance Languages and Literatures,

Columbia University, New York, N. Y.

Palmer, Arthur Hubbell, Professor of the German Language and Litera-

ture, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. [251 Lawrence St. ]

Pancoast, Henry Spackman, Teacher of English Literature, Springside

School, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa. [267 E. Johnson St.,

Germantown, Pa.]

Paton, Lucy Allen, Cambridge, Mass. [16 Riedesel Ave.]

Pearson, Calvin Wasson, Harwood Professor of the German Language and

Literature, Beloit College, Beloit, Wis.

Peck, Mary Gray, Instructor in English, University of Minnesota, Minne-

apolis, Minn. [2008 Second Ave., South.]
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Pellissier, Adeline, Instructor in French, Smith College, Northampton,
Mass. [32 Crescent St.]

Penn, Henry C., Assistant Professor of English, University of Missouri,

Columbia, Mo.

Penniman, Josiah Harmar, Professor of English Literature, University of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

Perrin, Ernest Noel, Instructor in English, College of the City of New

York, New York, N. Y.

Perrin, Marshall Livingston, Professor of Germanic Languages, Boston

University, Boston, Mass.

Petersen, Kate O., Brooklyn, N. Y. [91 Eighth Ave.]

Phelps, William Lyon, Professor of English Literature, Yale University,

New Haven, Conn. [Yale Station.]

Pietsch, Karl, Associate Professor of Eomance Philology, University of

Chicago, Chicago, 111.

Plimpton, George A., Ginn & Co., New York, N. Y. [70 Fifth Ave.]

Poll, Max, Professor of Germanic Languages, University of Cincinnati,

Cincinnati, O. [230 McCormick Place, Mt. Auburn, Cincinnati.]

Potter, Albert K., Associate Professor of the English Language, Brown

University, Providence, E. I. [220 Waterman St.]

Potter, Murray A., Instructor in Eomance Languages, Harvard University,

Cambridge, Mass. [191 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass.]

Prettyman, Cornelius William, Professor of German, Dickinson College,

Carlisle, Pa.

Priest, George M., Instructor in German, Princeton University, Princeton,

N. J.

Primer, Sylvester, Professor of Teutonic Languages, University of Texas,

Austin, Tex. [2709 Eio Grande St.]

Prince, John Dyneley, Professor of Semitic Languages, Columbia Uni-

versity, New York, N. Y. [Sterlington, Eockland Co., N. Y.]

Prokosch, Edward, Instructor in German, University of Chicago, Chicago,

111.

Pugh, Annie L., Wells College, Aurora, N. Y.

Putnam, Edward Kirby, Instructor in English Philology, Leland Stanford

Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal.

Putzker, Albin, Professor of German Literature, University of California,

Berkeley, Cal.

Quinn, Arthur Hobson, Assistant Professor of English, University of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

Eaggio, Andrew Paul, Lecturer in Old French and Italian, Bryn Mawr

College, Bryn Mawr, Pa. [Low Buildings.]

Eambeau, A.
,
Director of Foreign Language Instruction, Manual Training

High School, Kansas City, Mo. [1413 Forest Ave.]
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Bamsey, Marathon Montrose, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,
Md.

Bansmeier, John C., Professor of German, Trinity College, Durham, N. C.

Bavenel, Mrs. Florence Leftwich, Ravenscroft, Asheville, N. C.

Bead, William Alexander, Professor of English, Louisiana State Uni-

versity, Baton Rouge, La.

Heed, Edward Bliss, Assistant Professor of English Literature, Yale Uni-

versity, New Haven, Conn. [351 White Hall.]

Beeves, Charles Francis, Seattle, Wash. [University Station. ]

Beeves, William Peters, Professor of the English Language and Literature,

Kenyon College, Gambier, O.
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N. Y.
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Literatures, Columbia University, New York, N. Y.
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Bice, Howard M., Providence, B. I.
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Amherst College, Amherst, Mass.

Biemer, Guido Carl Leo, Professor of Modern Languages, Bucknell Uni-

versity, Lewisburg, Pa.

Bobertson, Luanna, Instructor in German, Academy of the University of

Chicago, Chicago, 111. [Kelly Hall, University of Chicago.]

Bobinson, Fred Norris, Assistant Professor of English, Harvard University,
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Boedder, Edwin Carl, Instructor in German, University of Wisconsin,

Madison, Wis, [412 Lake St.]
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Conn.
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de Salvio, Alphonso, Instructor in Bomance Languages, Northwestern Uni-
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Sampson, Martin Wright, Professor of English, Indiana University, Bloom-

ington, Ind. [403 S. College Ave.]

Saunders, Mrs. Mary J. T., Professor of Modern Languages, Randolph-
Macon Woman's College, Lynchburg, Va. [College Park.]

Saunderson, George W., Principal of the Saunderson School of Expression
and Seattle School of Oratory, Seattle, Wash. [Holyoke Block.]

Scharff, Violette Eugenie, Professor of the French Language and Litera-

ture, Adelphi College, Brooklyn, 1ST. Y.

Schelling, Felix E., Professor of English Literature, University of Pennsyl-

vania, Philadelphia. Pa. [College Hall, University of Pennsylvania.]
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University of California, Berkeley, Gal. [2316 Le Conte Ave.]
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Chicago, 111.
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Yale University, New Haven, Conn. [90 Yale Station. ]

Scott, Charles Payson Gurley, Radnor, Pa. [620 Bourse Building, Phila-
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Scott, Fred Newton, Professor of Rhetoric, University of Michigan, Ann
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Mass.
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bridge, Mass.]
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Baltimore, Md.
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Smith, Lucy Elizabeth, Professor of the Romance Languages and Litera-

tures, Cornell College, Mt. Vernon, la.
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Colorado, Boulder, Col. [110 Middle D., University of Chicago,

Chicago, 111.]

Taylor, Lucien Edward, Boston, Mass. [200 Dartmouth St.]

Taylor, Eobert Longley, Assistant Professor of French, Dartmouth College,

Hanover, N. H.
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Thayer, Harvey W., Instructor in German, Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Thieme, Hugo Paul, Instructor in French, University of Michigan, Ann

Arbor, Mich. [1209 E. University Ave.]

Thomas, Calvin, Professor of the Germanic Languages and Literatures,

Columbia University, New York, N. Y.

Thomas, May, Antioch College, Yellow Springs, O.
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Thurber, Charles H., Ginn & Co., Boston, Mass. [29 Beacon St.]

Thurber, Edward Allen, New York, N. Y. [101 Waverly Place.]

Tibbals, Kate Watkins, Instructor in English, Wellesley College, Welles-

ley, Mass.

Tilden, Frank Calvin, Professor of the English Language and Literature,

DePauw University, Greencastle, Ind. [201 Water St.]

Tisdel, F. M., Professor of English, Armour Institute of Technology,

Chicago, 111.

Todd, Henry Alfred, Professor of Komance Philology. Columbia Univer-

sity, New York, N. Y.

Tolman, Albert Harris, Assistant Professor of English Literature, Uni-

versity of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

Tombo, Eudolf, Jr., Adjunct Professor of the Germanic Languages and

Literatures, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. [619 W. 138th

St.]

Toy, Walter Dallam, Professor of Germanic Languages and Literatures,

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C.

Trent, William Peterfield, Professor of English Literature, Columbia Uni-

versity, New York, N. Y. [279 W. 71st St.]

Truscott, Frederick W., Professor of Germanic Languages, West Virginia

University, Morgantown, W. Va.

Tufts, James Arthur, Professor of English, Phillips Academy, Exeter,

N. H.

Tupper, Frederick, Jr., Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature, Uni-

versity of Vermont, Burlington, Vt.

Tupper, James WT
addell, Philadelphia, Pa. [616 Bourse Building.]

Turk, Milton Haight, Professor of Rhetoric and the English Language and

Literature, Hobart College, Geneva, N. Y. [678 Main St.]

Turrell, Charles Alfred, Professor of Modern Languages, University of

Arizona, Tucson, Arizona.

Tuttle, Edwin Hotchkiss, New Haven, Conn. [217 Mansfield St.]

Tweedie, William Morley, Professor of the English Language and Litera-

ture, Mount Allison College, Sackville, N. B.

Vance, Hiram Albert, Professor of English, University of Nashville, Nash-

ville, Tenn. [19 Maple St.]

Viles, George B., Assistant Professor of German, Ohio State University,

Columbus, Ohio.
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Institute of Technology, Boston, Mass. [95 Kobinwood Ave.,
Jamaica Plain, Mass.]

Vos, Bert John, Associate Professor of German, Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore, Md.

Yoss, Ernst Karl Johann Heinrich, Professor of German Philology, Uni-

versity of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. [21 E. Johnson St.]

Wahl, George Moritz, Professor of the German Language and Literature,

Williams College, Williamstown, Mass.

Wallace, Malcolm William, Professor of Khetoric and English Literature,

Beloit College, Beloit, WT
is. [617 Harrison Ave.]

Walz, John Albrecht, Professor of German, Cornell University, Ithaca,

N. Y. [1657 Cambridge St., Cambridge, Mass.]

Warren, Frederick Morris, Professor of Modern Languages, Yale University,

New Haven, Conn.
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College, Columbia, S. C.

Weber, Hermann J.
,
Instructor in German, Harvard University, Cambridge,

Mass. [19 Wendell St.]

Weber, William Lander, Professor of English, Emory College, Oxford, Ga.

Weeks, Raymond, Professor of Romance Languages, University of Missouri,

Columbia, Mo.

Wendell, Barrett, Professor of English, Harvard University, Cambridge,
Mass. [18 Grays Hall.]

Werner, Adolph, Professor of the German Language and Literature, College

of the City of New York, New York, N. Y. [339 W. 29th St.]

Wernicke, P., State College of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.

Wesselhoeft, Edward Carl, Instructor in German, University of Pennsyl-

vania, Philadelphia, Pa.

West, Henry Skinner, Principal and Professor of English, Western High
School, Baltimore, Md.

West, Henry T., Professor of Modern Languages, Kenyon College, Gam-

bier, O.

Weygandt, Cornelius, Instructor in English, University of Pennsylvania,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Wharey, James Blanton, Professor of English, Southwestern Presbyterian

University, Clarksville, Tenn.

Whitaker, L.
,
Professor of the English Language and Literature, North-

east Manual Training School, Philadelphia, Pa. [1111 Howard St. ]

White, Alain C., New York, N. Y. [560 Fifth Ave.]

White, Horatio Stevens, Professor of German, Harvard Univerlity, Cam-

bridge, Mass. [29 Reservoir St.]

Whiteford, Robert N., Head Instructor in English Literature, High School,

Peoria, 111.
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Whitelock, George, Counsellor at Law, Baltimore, Md. [701 Guardian
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Whiteside, Donald G., Instructor in English, College of the City of New
York, New York, N. Y.

Whitney, Marian P., Teacher of Modern Languages, Hillhouse High
School, New Haven, Conn. [227 Church St.]

Wiener, Leo, Assistant Professor of Slavic Languages, Harvard University,

Cambridge, Mass. [8 Avon St. ]

Wightman, John Koaf, Professor of Eomance Languages, Oberlin College,

Oberlin, O.

Wilkens, Frederick H., Assistant Professor of the German Language
and Literature, New York University, University Heights, New
York, N. Y.

Williams, Grace Sara, Instructor in Romance Languages, University of

Missouri, Columbia, Mo.

Wilson, Charles Bundy, Professor of the German Language and Literature,

State University of Iowa, Iowa City, la.

Winchester, Caleb Thomas, Professor of English Literature, Wesleyan

University, Middletown, Conn.

Winkler, Max, Professor of the German Language and Literature, Uni-

versity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Wood, Francis Asbury, Instructor in Germanic Philology, University of

Chicago, Chicago, 111.

Wood, Henry, Professor of German, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,

Md. [109 North Ave., W.]
Woods, Charles F., Acting Professor of German, Colorado College, Colo-

rado Springs, Col.

Woodward, B. D., Professor of Romance Languages and Literatures,

Columbia University, New York, N. Y.

Wright, Arthur Silas, Professor of Modern Languages, Case School of

Applied Science, Cleveland, O.

Wright, Charles Baker, Professor of English Literature and Rhetoric,

Middlebury College, Middlebury, Vt.

Wright, Charles Henry Conrad, Assistant Professor of French, Harvard

University, Cambridge, Mass. [7 Buckingham St. ]

Wright, Maurice E., Professor of German and French, Grove City College,

Grove City, Pa.

Wylie, Laura Johnson, Professor of English, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie,

N. Y.

Young, Bert Edward, Adjunct Professor of Romance Languages, Vander-

bilt University, Nashville, Tenn.

Young, Mary V., Professor of Romance Languages, Mt Holyoke College,

South Hadley, Mass.
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